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PREFACE.

Tariff hearings were begun on July 25, 1921, pursuant to thefollowing notice:
UNITED STATE SENATE,

COMMiTTEE ON FINANCE,
July it, 19*1.

The Committee on Finance will hold public hearings relative to the tariff at Wash-
gton, D. C., beginning Monday, July 25, 1921.
It is the purpose of the committee to hearfirst the proponents and opponents of the

American valuation plan.
The committee expects first to hear members of the Tariff Commission and certain

special agents of the New York customs office with respect to Ais plan upon Monday
and Tuesday next.

The committee expects to close the hearings upon the American valuation plan by
Thursday next and then to take up the several schedules in order.

Notices will be sent to all applicants for hearings as early as possible, advising them
when they can be heard.

In order to avoid duplication of arguments and suggestions it is requested that
persons desiring to present the saie character of information relative to any tariff
item agee upon one representative to present their views.

The hearings will be conducted in room 312 of the Senate Office Building. Sessions
will be held each day from 10.30a. m. to 12 noon and from 2.30 p. m. to 5 p. m.

It is desired that witnesses endeavor to prepare their statements in such form that
their presentation will not require more than 30 minutes.

Persons wishing to be heard should, if possible, apply to the clerk of the committee,
prior to the date set for the hearings, for an assignment of time. In making such appli-
cation the following information should be given: Name, business address temporary
address in Weshington, business or occupat ion, the person, firm, corporation, or asso-
ciation represented, and the item and paragraph of the 13riff bill (ii. R. 7456) con-
cerning which testimony will be given.

All briefs and other papers filed with the committee should have indorsed on them
the item and paragraph of the tariff bill (II. R. 7456) to which they relate, and the
nameand address of the person submitting them, his business or occupation, the name
of the person, firm, corporation, or association whom he represents.

BomS PENROSE, Chairmwn.

The hearings were continued to and including August 31, 1921.
Because of'the unsettled and continually changing world conditions
and the great length of time required to complete the tariff bill,
it was decided to put the internal-revenue legislation ahead of the
tariff bill. The tariff hearings were therefore, postponed, and
resumed November 3, 1921, and completed January 9, 1922.

The stenographic minutes of each day's proceedings were first
printed in preliminary form in 58 parts. Copies were sent to each
witness with the request that he make necessary corrections for
clearness in his statement and return the revised copy to the clerk.
Such corrections have been observed in preparing the revised edition
of the hearings. In this edition the chronological order of the state-
ments has been disregarded (except that of American Valuation and
Dyes Embargo, Vol. I) and the oral testimony and the papers filed
on each subject have been grouped and arranged, as nearly as
practicable, according to the paragraphs of the tariff bill as it
passed the House.
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IV PREFACE.

The revised hearings were first indexed and printed in separate
volumes, each containing only the testimony relative to a particular
schedule. Three additional volumes were also printed, one contain-
ing the testimony relative to the American valuation plan, one the
testimony relative to the dyes embargo, and the other that relative
to the special and administrative provisions of the tariff bill and testi-
mony relative to certain paragraphs that was taken too late for incor-
poration in the proper volume.

The hearings are here consolidated in 8 volumes (each indexed
by name and subject), including a general index, arranged as follows:

CONTENTS OF VOLUMES.

VOLUME I: PaP.
American Valuation .............................................. 1-342
Dyes Embargo .................................................... 343-775

VOLUME II:
Schedule 1. Chemicals, Oils, and Paints ........................... "77-1314
Schedule 2. Earths, Earthenware, and Glassware .................. 1345-1605

VOLUME 111:
Schedule 3. Metals and Manufactures of ........................... 1607-2101
Schedule 4. Wood and Manufactures of ............................ 2103-2172
Schedule 5. Suear. Molasses, and !anufactures of .................. 2173-2417
Schedule 6. Tobacco and Manufactures of .......................... 2419-2554

VOLUME IV:
Schedule 7. Agricultural Products and Provisions .................. 255-3299
Schedule 8. Spirits, Wines, and Other Beverages .............. .301-3302

VOLUME V:
Schedule 9. Cotton Manufactures ..... .................... 3303-3441
Schedule 10. Flax, Iremp, and Jute, and Manufactures of ........... 3443-3523
Schedule 11. Wool and Manufactures of ............................. 3525-3766
Schedule 12. Silk and Silk Goods ......................... 3767-3869
Schedule 13. Papers and Books ........................... 3871-3982
Schedule 14. Sundries ............................................ 3983-4365

VOLUME VI:
Free List ........................................................ 4367-5059

VOLUME VII:
Special Provisions.............................................. 6061-5099
Administrative Provisions ......................................... 5101-5113
Appendix ........................................................ 5115-5420

VOLUME VIII:
General Index.



SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

PREFERENTIAL DUTIES AND FOREIGN TRADE ZONES.

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator JoNEs of Washington. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask that a
provision be put into this bill similar to one that has been carried, I
think, in every tariff bill for a great many years and which was in the
Simmons-Unlerwood Tariff Act, but for some-reason has been
omitted from the bill as it passed the House. It is a clause providing
for preferential duties, with the express provision, however, that it
shal not apply where we have treaties to the contrary. I think that
it would be well to have this provision in, because it has been included
for a great many years, and we are trying to build up the merchant
marine; and while, in a practical way, the provision may not amount
to anything, it is a notice to other countries that we have not at any
rate abandoned this policy that we maintain it in our legislation so
that if any use can be maJe of it at any time it will be on hand to
avail ourselves of.

I submit a provision that I think is in language similar to the
language heretofore used, although the rate may be a little bit dif-
ferent. Otherwise it is exactly the same.

(The provision referred to is as follows:)
That a preferential duty of 10 per cent ad valorem in addition to the duties

Imposed by law, shall be levied, collected, and paid on all goods, ware-, or
merchandise, whether such goods, wares, or merchandise are on the so-called
dutiable or free list of the United States tariff law, which shall be imported
in vessels not of the United States or vessels not built, owned, and manned
by citizens of the country of which such goods, wares, or merchandise are the
pr(mlucts or manufacture; or which being the production or manufacture of
uny foreign country not contiguous to the United States, shall come Into the
United States from such contiguous country; but this preferential duty shall
not apply to goods, wares, or merchandise whidi shall be Imported In vessels,
not of the United States entitled nt the time of such importation by treaty or
convention or act of Congress to be entered in the ports of tie United States
on payment of the same duties as shall then be payable on goods, wares, and
merchandise Imported In vessels of the United States, nor to such foreign
products or manufactures as shall le imported from such contiguous countries
In the usual course of strictly retail trade.

A discount of 5 per cent on all duties Iposed by Ihis'act shall be allowed
on such goods, wares, and merchandise as shall be Imported in foreign.built
vessels admitted to registration under the laws of the Vnited States: Providcd,
That nothing in this subsection siull be so construed os to abrogate or in any
manner Impair or affect the provisions of any treaty concluded between the
United States and any foreign nation.

I desire, also, to call your attention to an amendment that I have
offered and had printed and referred to the committee. It is known
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

as the foreign trade zone bill. This ineasure was introduced and
referred to the Committee on Commerce. We had quite extended
hearings with reference to it. We amended the bill in a good many
particulars, and finally the bill as amended was reported from the
Commerce Committee unanimously. Democrats and Republicans on
the committee were heartily in favor of the proposition.

I am not going to take your time to go into it now. I have no
doubt that you wjLl look into it very carefully when you conie to
consider the actualframing of the bill. It seems to me that it can
be worked in mighty well in the administrative features of the bill.
It is very pro per, I think, in the tariff bill, if you deem it wise to
adopt 'it: and hope that the committee will give that amendment
very careful consideration and give the lprolj)osition very careful
consideration a to whether or not we should do something along
that line and whether or not it should go into this bill.

Senator S.UoT. Has it already passed the Senate?
Senator Jo.Es of Washington. No: it is on the calendar but has

not vet been called up. I thought, and the committee thought,
that'after we had reported it it was a very proper thing to be con-
sidered by the Finance Committee as one of the administrative fea-
tures of the bill. I hope you will consider the report submitted,
which has been printed.

I am very much obliged to you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,
and I shall not take any more of your time.

Senator Crwris. Will you submit a copy of the bill?
Senator Jo.NEs of Washington. You will find the amendment in

the record. I had it printed and referred to your committee.

ANTIDUMPING.

[Title III, Sections 301-303.]

BRIEF OF MAXIMILIAN TOOK, REPRESENTING TOOK BROS., NEW
YORK CITY.

I returned to America on November 24, after having had the opportunity of study-
ing tariff, antidumping, and embargo conditions in England, France, Belgium, and
Germany, and I am appearing before you, more or less as an individual, in order to
give you such information as I believe the Treasury Department and the Tariff Com.
mission do not possess. I would like to have it plainly understood, however, that
I am not criticizing the Customs Diviion of the Treasury Department nor the Tariff
Commission for theirlack of information, because from my personal observation neither
of these two departments has money enough or men enough to conduct the investi-
gations which I personally made.

England has always been a free-trade country, but since the war she has seen her
industries slipping, with every indication of going under. In 1921 she enacted a
general tariff-bll, called the Safeuardin0 of the industries act," in which a duty of
3 per cent has been placed on all industrIes which needed protection, such as optical

glass, optical instruments, scientific glassware, laboratory porcelain, synthetic colors,
rare earths, and chemicals. In addition to that, an antidumping law has been enacted,
which became a law on October 1, 1921.

I can only quote to you part 2, section B, of the antidumping act of England, which
relates to the depreciation in value of foreign currency, which we would do well to
follow:

"Evidence as to price at which similar goods can be profitably manufactured in
the United Kingdom. Evidence to show that the depreciation in relation to sterling
of the currency of the country of manufacture is responsible for the fact that the
price at which the goods are sold or offered for sale in the United Kingdom are below
the prices at which similar goods can be profitably manufactured in the United
Kingdom."
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS. 5063

Inladdition to this England has protected her dye and synthetic chemical industry
by means of embargoes and prohibitions which prevent foreign chemicals from coming
into the country.

The condition in France is still more interesting, for France has enacted the tariff
known as the law of September, 1921, which is composed of four distinct types of
tariff. They are known as the old tariff, new tariff, favored-nation tariff, and the
coefficient.

The old tariff is the tariff which existed prior to that date and applies to some raw
materials not made in France and others not indigenous to France. The new tariff,
generally speaking, is a very high tariff on chemicals and manufactured articles. The
favored-nations tariff-from which the United States is conspicuously absent-favors
those countries which France has chosen and is equivalent to the old tariff. But the
most important and interesting part is what is called the coefficient. This is a num-
b er, 2, 3, 4, or more, in the fourth column of the tariff act, and which in every instance
is used as a multiple of the duty assessed. For example, precipitated barium sulphate
is asessed at 2 francs per 100 kilos, but carries the coefficient 5, therefore it is dutiable
at 10 francs per 100 kilos. A favored nation would, however, pay 50 centimes per
100 kilos.

France has no unemployed men at present; the entire country looks very prosper-
ous.

Belgium is in the same condition and has a high protective tariff, but I am not in
possesion of the latest laws on the subject.

The condition in Germany is exceedingly interesting, in view of the fact that by
far the largest part of the plants in Germany are working nights. There is no unem-
ployment, as there is no foreign competition. As I pointedout to the Treasury De-
partment last summer (in June, 1921), Germany in addition to her high tariffs has a
ist of embargoes which preclude the importation of any material which can be made

in Germany out of German raw material. If we wanted to retaliate by shipping 1,000
tons of barium peroxide to Germany at 5 cents per pound, it could not be done,
because the material could not enter any of the customs ports of Germany.

Now I desire to call your attention to our antidumping law, enacted in May, 1921,
as follows:

SPECIAL DUMPING DUTY, SECTION 2W.

"(a) That in the case of all imported merchandise, whether dutiable, or free of
duty, of a class or kind as to which the Secretary has made public a finding as provided
in section 201, and as to which the appraiser or person acting as appraiser has made no
appraisement report to the collector before such finding haa been so made public,
ifthe purchase price or the exporters' sales price is less than the foreign market value,
(or. in the absence of such value, then the cost of production), there shall be levied,
collected, and paid, in addition to the duties imposed thereon by law, a special dump-
in? duty in an amount equal to such difference.

, (b) If it is established to the satisfaction of the appraising officers that the amount
of such difference between the purchase price and the foreign market value Is wholly
or partly due to the fact that the wholesale e.,antitles in which such or similar mer-
chandie is sold or freely offered for sale to all i,rchabers for exportation to the United
States in the ordinary course of trade, are greater than the wholesale quantities in
which such or similar merchandise is sold or freely offered for sale to all purchasers
in the principal markets of the country of exportation in the ordinary course of trade
for home consumption (or if not so sold or offered for sale for home consumption, then
for exportation to countries other than the United States), then due allowance shall
be made therefore in determining the foreign market value for the purposes of this
section.

"(0l If it is established to the satisfaction of the appraising officers that the amount
of such difference between the exporters' sales price and the foreign market value is
wholly or partly due to the fact that the wholesale quantities in which such or similar
merchandise is sold or freely offered for sale to all purchasers in the principal markets
of the United States in the ordinary course of tride. are greater than the wholesale
quantities in which such or similar merchandise is sold or freely offered for sale to all
purchasers in the principal markets of the country of exportation in the ordinary
course of trade for home consumption (or if not Fo sold or offered for sae for home con-
sumption, then for exportation to countries other than the United States), then due
allowance shall F-9 mae therefor in determining the foreign market value for the
purpose of this -ectiou."

This shows how superficially the manufacturers in the United States are being
protected under section 202 just quoted. I speak from personal experience, having
had an interview with the chief of the customs division. This law clearly indicates
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that, after you have shown that foreigners are selling in this country at ruinous prices,
and that an industry is being injured, and is prevented from being reopened, no power
or no sanction has en given to this law so that the injury may be remedied. It is,
therefore, quite obvious that in the new traiff some officer of the United States must
be given authority to act, and act quickly.

I furthermore call your attention to 11. R. 74.56. which is the tariff act of the Ways
and Means Committee, and I want to point out to you that, with the exception of the
dye industry, which has already been safeguarded in the emergency tariff, many
parts of the bill are superficial, and carelessly drawn. Many of the mistakes which
appear in the Underwood tariff, and which the Underwood bill copied from the
previous tariff acts, are present in the Fordney bill, H. R. 7456.

As an example. certain chemicals are mentioned on page 5, paragraph 11, thenparagraph 12 goes on to shoe polishes: and then on page 21. paragraph 64, the chemicals

are taken up again from page 5.
The same contradictions which appear in former tariffs appear in the Fordney

bill, as, for instance, onp age 22, paragraph 74. zinc oxide ground in oil is dutiable
at 2 cents per pound. andon page 21. paragraph (;:', enanel paint, whi h is also zinc
oxide ground in oil, is dutiable at 2.5 per cent. These contradictions lead to litigation.
and even though the greater tariff would prevail, it costs the Government a great
deal of money to decide these things, which should be unequivocally stated in the
tariff act. Finely powdered, washed, witherite is free, but under the name of barium
carbonate, which in the same thing, it is dutiable.

Much of our unemployment has been due to the delay in formulation of the tariff.
Millions of dollars in duties could have been collected. and the tax burden thereby
lightened.

If there be any further information that you want I will be glad to give it to you.

BARGAINING PROVISIONS.

tTitle III, Sections 302 and 303.1

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. BENTLEY, SAN FRANOISCO CALIF.,
REPRESENTING THE CALIFORNIA PACKING CORPORATION
AND THE NATIONAL CANNERBS' ASSOCIATION.

Mr. BENTLEY. My name is Charles H. Bentley; I am vice p sident
of the California Packing Corporation and chairman of the foreign
trade committee of the ational Canners' Association, an organiza-
tion representing the bulk of the canning industry in the United
States, including canned meats, milk, fis, fruits, and vegetables.
These products all come in the agricultural schedule.

In our request for a tariff on canned foods we have been concerned
not so much in the matter of securing a protective tariff as with the
idea of securing a trading basis, in order that we way negotiate
reductions in certain foreign countries which at the present tine are
shipping canned foods to this country, and will continue to do so
under the provisions of the pending bill, on a much lower rate of tariff
than they charge us on similar products which are going to their
countries.

In other words, in our endeavor to develop foreign markets on our
products we find ourselves cut off by high import duties, much
higher than the duties contemplated in ou own country on similar
products.

In order to meet this situation two clauses have been put in the
special provisions of the tariff bill-302 and 303, and 302 givesadministrative freedom within certain limits, giving the President
the power to raise the duty against goods co from a given
country which levies a higher rate of duty on n ar products as
compared with the duties in this country.
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To illustrate, we are admitting products from Japan and France in
the way of canned foods at a very much lower rate of duty-and will
continue to do so under the provisions of the pending bill-than those
countries are charging us on like and similar products. The clause
as it now reads in thebill as it comes from the pays and Means Com-
mittee has the expression "like or similar products." We are asking
to have that modified, for the reason that under the rulings of the
Treasury Department that expression will have to be interpreted as
meaning identical products. It is obvious that identical products
are not likely to move in opposite directions.

So we are asking modifications to be made in the phraseology of
that clause to fit in with the interpretations of the Treasury Depart-
ment built up on the decisions of the Customs Court of Appeals
(luring many years. In other words, instead of leaving the expres-
sion "like or similar products," we are asking to have that changed
to read "products of similar character, purpose, or use."

Senator McCuMnER. Now, give us an illustration.
Mr. BENTLEY. In the case of France, for example, she is shipping

large quantities of canned sardines and peas; Spain is shipping
canned pimentos; Italy is shipping canned olives and olive on and
tuna fish; Canada is shipping various kinds of canned fish and
canned vegetables into the border towns; Latin-American countries,
Argentina and Brazil, are shipping canned meats into this country
under a much lower rate of duty than they charge us on our canned
foods. We would like to be in a position to use this opportunity for
securing reduced tariffs in those countries on the general line of
canned foods.

Senator McCumBER. I want to know particularly what you want
to set off as against what is similar, or whatever phraseology you use.

Senator CURTis. Give him an illustration.
Mr. BENTLEY. I want to ask, for example, that France reduce her

tariff on canned vegetables and canned salmon coming from this
country, and also canned milk, to meet the level of tariffs which
exist in this country as against French exportations-

Senator MCC IBER (interposing). You desire that France should
lower her tariffs on what, for example.

Mr. BENTLEY. Sardines and salmon.
Senator MCCUMJ3ER. Take that for illustration, so you can send

canned cherries to that country?
Mr. BENTLEY. Or canned salmon, any kind of canned foods, but

particularly canned salmon.
Senator McCuMBEB. That is a pretty broad proposition; that

covers the whole line, and if you have nothing of siinilar-
'Mr. BENTLEY (interposing). We have the general idea of canned

foods, Senator.
Senator WATSO.. How can we induce France to enact any other

sort of a tariff law?
* Mr. BENTLEY. France at the present time is exacting a much

higher rate of duty on canned vegetables and canned salmon which
go from this country than it is proposed to levy in this country
against her canned sardines, vegetables, and fruits shipped to this
country, and in this she is discriminating, because she admits canned
salmon from British Columbia and Canada and from Siberia, where
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Japan is operating, on a very much lower rate of duty than France
charges the United States for canned salmon.

Aid we hope in this way, by indicating that unless she lowers her
duty on canned salmon and canned milk and canned vegetables,
which we naturally would ship to her, that we will ask our Govern.
ment to raise the tariff on French canned foods to the level that she
is charging against our foods.

Senator CuRs. What you want, is it not, is a provision author-
izing the President, if advised that any country discriminates against
our products, to increase the duty upon the products of that country?

Mr. BENTLEY. Products of "similar character, purpose, or use."
Senator SmooT. Mr. Bentley, you said that in the House pro-

vision the words were "like or similar articles" I
Mr. BENTLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. The words are "such or similar articles"; it is not

"like or similar." It says "such or similar articles." You will find
it in section 302, page 207, in the bill, beginning on line 14 and ending
on line 15.

Mr. BENTLEY. The expression "like or similar products" now
under discussion occurs in lines 4 and 5, page 207, section 302.

Senator MCCUMBER. Similar articles would not mean that if France
charged us a high duty on fish that we could then increase our duties
on French olives, for instance.

Air. BENTLEY. Well, that would be a question, of course.
Senator MOCuMB3ER. That would neither be "such or similar."
Mr. BENTLEY. We would hope that it would apply to the general

line of canned foods.
Senator MCCUMBER. What you want to do is to make just the

broad statement that we can change our tariffs on all of our canned
goods to meet the prices on canned goods of all character coming
from another country i

Mr. BENTLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator SMooT. There has never been a ruling by the Treasury

Department that the words "such or similar" means "identical.'
There never has been a ruling of that kind, and why now bring the
question up? What must have happened now that you bring this
question before the committee?

Mi r. BENTLEY. Because, Senator, the matter was taken up with the
Treasury Department, and we were informed b3 the bureau which
has this interpretation in hand that the expression "such or similar"
would have to be interpreted as "identical."

Senator SmOOT. It has not been interpreted that way in the past,
and why should it be now ? Those very words have been used before,
and they have never been interpreted as you say they now contem-
plate.

Mr. BENTLEY. We have been so informed by the Treasury Depart-
ment under the rulings.

Senator SmooT. Vho was it that told you that?
Mr. BENTLEY. I wn-i told that by .M'. Arhwort!:. to -. iom we were

referred by members of the Ways and Means Committee. Ie
stated that on the decisions of the Court of Customs Appeals they had
built up what they called a table of similitudess" or definitions, I
presume they are, and that under the expression "such or similar
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products" they would feel compelled to interpret that to mean'identical products."
Senator S.ooT. I think that ruling, however, was on the classifi-

cation of goods rather than interpreted in the words that have been
in the law so long. But when did you see Mr. Ashworth?

Mr. BENTLEY. Within the past 10 days. I should say about a
week ago.

Senator WATSON. Well, we have his viewpoint, anyhow.
Mr. BENTLEY. Mr. Chairman, might I distribute these? They will

show exactly what we have in mind.
(The document is as follows:)

[The words and r ea( h',d are the word% in the sPCi tiA.Vction 302 of the new lriff till a, it now
reads. The wors and phrA in itatic. are the suiggpetMd substitlionR..

TILF. IllI.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

SEC. .302. That with a view to securing reciprocal trade and regulating the com.
merce of the United States with countries. dependencies, colonies. Provinces., or
other political subdivisions of government, producing and exporting to the United
States any article or merchandise upon which a duty is imposed by the laws thereof
and for these purposes, whenever and so often as the President shall be satisfied that
the government of any country. dependency. colony. Province, or other political
subdivision thereof. imposes duties or other exactions:" limitations, or embargoes upon
i ... siffiul r-td o c.. d t..i.it. S products of tle United State- similar in

character. qualitii. or use which, in view of the duties imposed thereupon when imported
into the United States. he may deem to he higher and reciprocally unequal and unrea.
sonable, he shall have the power. and it shall be his duty, to suspend by proclamation
said provisions of the lawe of the United States imposing the duties upon such iiees

.'o-meeendise product* of such country, dependency. colony, Province. or other
political subdivision of government, whe-n and for such time as he shall deem just
and in such cases and during such suspension. upn the importation of nI- ieh-e
eimilak arliele er erepr 4ke sudh products into the United States whether the same
is are imported in the same condition and when exported from the country of expor.
tation or bas hare been changed in condition by manufacture or otherwise and whether
same has been imported directly from the country of production or otherwise, duties
shall be levied, collected. and paid upon such article or merchandise or products
of such designated country which shall by the President bo ascertained and pro-
claimed to le equal to the duties or other exactions. limitations, or embargoes im-
posed thereupon when exported from the United States to such country, depend-
ency. colony, Province, or other political subdivision of government.

Senator S.Ioor. Mr. Bentley, you brought this to my attention
the other day?

Mr. BENTLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. And I looked it up after you were in the office,

and I found these identical words have been used, and I believe they
have never been construed by the department, and the department
advises me they will not be construed, as meaning "identical"
goods.

Mr. BENTLEY. Mr. Ashworth's opinion was apparently based upon
the decisions of the Customs Court of Appeals, and we concluded
that it might be permitted to suggest wording that would be clear
and coI1rehensive.
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DRAWBACK AND BONDING.
[Title 111, Sctions 314 and 316.1

STATEMENT OF JAMES F. BELL, REPRESENTING THE WASHBURN-
CROSBY CO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. BELL. I represent the AVashburn.Crosby Co. and bear the in-
dorsement of a number of northwestern mills, some Illinois mills,
and the New York Millers' Association.

Senator MCCUM3IER. You are to speak on the drawback proposi-
tion are you nott

Mr. BEL. Drawback and bonding.
Senator MCCUMBER. In other words, milling in bondI
Mr. BL. Yes, sir'
Of course, gentlemen. I do not know what your committee has

arranged for in the way of a duty. These adniiinistrative feature.s
are based upon the existence of a luty. While I may have to refer
from time to time to a duty, I want to make my position clear and
to say that we are not interested in a duty on flour, except that it
should be equal to the dity on wheat. If wheat is free, then flour
should be free. If, on the'other hand, there is a duty on wheat. then
the rate on flour should be the wheat rate applied to the number of
bushels used in making the flour imported.

Senator S.rooT. I think we all agree to that.
Senator McCU31BER. There was a witness here a short time ago

who, I think, spoke for the, eastern millers. In addition to having
the countervailing duty which we intend to allow, and which would
be equivalent to 41 bushels of wheat to 1 barrel of flour, he wanted
50 cents a barrel. Do you see the necessity for that?

Mr. Bir. The compensatory duty, Senator as I say, is based upon
the application of the wheat rate to the number of bushels it would
toke to make the barrel of flour so imported. That assumes, of
course, that the cost of production in the countries of export and im-
port is the sane. When you make a comparison between Canada and
the United States, you find that the costs in Canada are lower than
thej are in the United States to begin with.

Senator MCCUSMBER. Now why is the cost lower? Wages are
about the same are they notd

Mr. BE:LL. Yes; but upon investi ation we find that it dollar of
Canadian money willgo as far as a dollar of American money.in the
production of flour. Of course, the American dollar is at a premium,
so that if you take our money and invest, it in Canada-

Senator MCCIS~IBER (interposing). Leave out the question of ex-
change.

Mr. BELL. Unfortunately, we can not leave it out.
Senator McCumDER. Let us suppose for the sake of argument that

the exchange would be normal. Would it not then cost practically
the same?

Mr. BEF.LL. I think so.
Senator MCCUMBER. The cost of production by Canadian mills

and the cost of production by American mills would be practically
the same?

Mr. BELU I think it would be practically the same.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Then, outside of the 4.5 measure, in your own
opinion the difference is in the exchange.

Mr. BELL. No. Oh, the difference in the cost is the difference in
exchange: yes, sir. The difference in grades is, of course, another
matter.

This question. by the way, is simply a matter of arithmetic. It
takes 4.5 bushels to make 196 pounds of 100 per cent flour. That
however, is not the flour that is imported into this country and used
in this country. It takes five six, or seven bushels to make the kind
of flour that you, Senator McCumber, are accustomed to use. Of
course, I realize that it is almost impossible to incorporate into it
tariff schedule a schedule that will make up for these inequalities in
grades and costs.

I think you are as much interested in the compensatory feature as
we are, because if the duty is not compensatory then the Canadian
manufacturer and the Canadian laborer are going to benefit. They
are given preference as regards the American manufacturer and the
American laborer. Furthermore that tends to neutralize the very
benefits that you hope to secure through the enactment of a duty on
wheat.

Senator MOCUMBER. I think there is no question but that those
who want protection on wheat will be ready to give an equivalent
protection on flour.

Mr. BEij,. I want to make it very clear that we do not want a duty
on flour other than that. We are not interested in a duty. If youl
want free wheat, flour should not be subjected to a duty. We can
compete with these people. There is no trouble about that.. We can
compel if we can do so on an equal basis. And that is what we ask.

Senator SMooT. What change do you want in section 314?
Mr. B.LL May I make a remark with regard to the duty as it

stands,- Senator Smoot?
Senator Sioo'r. Yes.
Mr. BELL. To-day there is included in the emergency tariff act

a duty which amounts to about 58 cents in favor of the Canadian
miller, and there would be 52 cents, at least, in the proposed House
bill. I have prepared schedules on those which I should be very
glad to file if you care to see them. As I have said, this is a simle
case of arithmetic.

Senator Sixoor. You had better put them in the record.
Mr. BELL. If we can have a flour rate five times the wheat rate it

would come very close to ironing out the inequalities. Four and a
half times has been suggested. While it my sound unreasonable.
vet if you apply it to particular grades that find entry you will find
that it wourl not be far out of the way. It would be reasonably
protective. I do not think it would be prohibitive. I think vot
could justify a rate of five or six times better than you could four
and one-half plus 50 cents. That is my personal opinion; that is
merely my personal judgment.

As to the administrative features, we have no objection to a duty
on wheat, because if it will make a better price and thereby encourage
production, we shall be very happy. We have all that we have in-
vested in the production of four. If we have a duty on wheat, how.
ever, we are anxious that it should be as constructive as possible nnd
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a force for betterment along all lines. A mere protective duty is in
itself negative; it creates nothing. Whereas we believe that these
administrative features couli be so altered that throu h the utiliza-
tion of this Canadian movement of wheat through the'United States,
which is heavy, we could at the same time increase the benefit which
it is hoped will be secured through a wheat tariff; that is, the crea.
tion of a better price, and through a better price greater production.

Senator SMOOr. What are the suggestions that you have, Mr. BellI
I haven't heard of any plan of any manufacturer to change the ex-
isting law. I do not know what changes you care to make.

Mr. BEu,, The necessity for the changes I will speak about 'ter.
The changes I can give you very briefly. They relate to bonding and
drawback:

Provided, That wheat flour or wheat products produced from Imported wheat,
or any portion thereof, may be withdrawn for domestic consumption, or trans-
ferred to a bonded customs warehouse and withdrawn therefrom, and the sev-
eral charges against the bond canceled, upon payment of duty equal to the duty
which would be assessed and collected by law If such flour or wheat products
were Imported fom a foreign country.

Proridcd further, That where two or more products result from the unuIipula-
tion of an imported article and only certain of these products are subject to
duty, the several changes against such bond may be canceled upon exportation
or upon delivery to a bondte! wureb( ., of those protlucts which are subject to
duty.

Senator SMOOT. You want to do away with the I per cent?
Mr. BELL. No, sir; what we want is-
Senator Sbfoor (interposing). That is what you will have to do.
Mr. BELL. We have that now on by-products. but not on the prin-

cipal products.
Senator MCCUMBEP. You may put that in the record.
Mr. BELL. We want it to read both principal products and by-

products, but H. R. 7456, in transmission to the Senate, contains no
such provision.

Senator Smoor. The House provision is that where imported ma-
terials on which duty has been paid are used in the manufacture of
articles manufactured or produced in the United States, there shall
be allowed on the exportation of such articles a drawback equal in
amount to the duty paid on the materials used, less 1 per cent of such

Mu. BFLT,. That is right, but if the by-products were not subject

to a duty, then upon the exportation 6f the principal product we
would like to have a drawback.

Senator Smoor. You would get it whatever duty you paid.
Mr. BELL. That has not been the case, Senator.
Senator Sbioor. Suppose that the wheat carries a duty as it does

now and you get wheat from Canada and make flour "out of that
wheat and then export it. You do not have a duty.

Mr. BELT. Suppose we have to export feed. Ve can not export
feed if-

Senator SMoor (interposing). I believe I see what you want no'w;
but I do not know whether that could be put into a general law, be-
cause in some cases it will not do at all.

Mr. BELL. It would not?
Senator S3booT. No.
Mr. BELL,. I am not familiar with the other cases.

I I
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Senator SMooT. What you want is this: You want that wheat to
come in, say, at 45 cents. If you make that into flour that you can
retain in this country, then you can accomplish your purpose.

Mr. BELL. If it is not dutiable.
Senator S~tooTr. Yes; if it is not dutiable. You would pay nothing

on it at all.
Mr. BEu,. Nothing at all.
Senator S3booT. And you would pay only 1 per cent on the flour

itself.
Mr. BEl . That is right.
Senator Smroor. But that would not work out with some of these

other things.
Mr. BELL. It would not?
Senator SMoor. No.
Senator McCuSIDER. Doyou export the by-products?
Mr. BELz. Very little, Senator. The quantity is negligible. It

does not amount to anything. It does not lend itself to ocean trans.
portation. Bran, for instance, heats readily in railroad cars.

Senator S3boor. You have never had trouble selling it, have you?
Mr. BELL. No; the supply is always short.
Senator S.iooT. We could not make it a general law.
Mir. B r,. We have asked for a specific provision.
Senator SfooT. Have you the wording as you want it on the

record ?
Mr. BELL. Yes. I have prepared a short brief, which is not more

than four pages long, and have bound with that the wording of the
provisions that we would require. I am going to ask the privilege
of filing a supplemental brief, with proper references in the brief so
that if you want to go into the matter the material is their. he
brief, as I say, is but four pages.

Senator MCUBMBER. You may insert it in the record.
Mr. BELL. The other clause is the bond provision.
Senator SMOOT. That is section 314?
Mr. BE I.. Yes, sir: section 314.
Bonding provisions which will permit withdrawal of the principal product or

by-product from bond upon payment of duties equal to that imposed upon similar
articles of import.

Senator MCv.IER. Will you illustrate just what you mean by
that?

Mr. BELL. Senator McCumber, we bring in wheat in bond and we
want to withdraw that for domestic consumption. We manufacture
it into flour and feed. We wish to withdraw it for domestic con-
sumption. We ask the privilege of doing so upon the payment of a
duty equal to what the Canadian miller would pay if hie sent the
flour into the United States.

Senator ,kCr.3n ,R. You want a higher duty than the duty on the
wheat?

Mr. BELa,. No. We want it so that it is equal. We want to pay
onlv what the Canadian miller would pay. To-day we pay more.
'1o-day we pay about 59 cents more than he does on the same quality

'of wheat. If, for instance. I manufacture a unit of wheat at, say,
Fort William, and'I manufacture that same unit of wheat on this
side of the Canadian line, it costs me 59 cents more than on the
Canadian side. That is a pure case of arithmetic.
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Senator Szoor. That, would be a case of arithmetic. •
Mr. BELL. It does seem to us that you would want a duty that is

compensatory as much as we want it.
Senator Sstoor. 59 cents a hundred?
Mr. BELL. No; 59 cents a barrel. It is rather an obsolete term. It

is the old term "stone." Unfortunately, it is one of the remaining
trade names. We think that is a perfectly fair request, because to
deny it would be to acknowledge that the duty is not compensatory,
andin doing that we would say that we were giving preference to the
Cami,,dian manufacturer and to Canadian latbr and making possible
the introduction of flour into the United States. It means that the
farmer, instead of selling wheat in the United States, sells that same
quantity of wheat abroad. He loses the sale in the domestic market.
The taiff on wheat would aim to prevent that thing. It would seem
that if this duty is not compensatory, and if this bo nding proviso is
not granted, that we would be neutralizing the very benefits that you
hope to secure through a wheat tariff.Senator S.moor. Let me see if I understand. The wheat comes from
Canada and goes into the bonded warehouse?

Mr. BELL. -Yes. sir.
Senator S.tom. A month from now von want to make that wheat

into flour.
Mr. BELL. And feed.
Senator S,,iocvr. You withdraw it for that purpose, and it is in a

bonded mill.
Mr. BELl. Yes, sir.
Senator SM oT. You manufacture flour and feed?
Mr. BEU . Yes, sir.
Senator Smoor. At the same time?
Mr. BELL. Yes.
Senator Smoor. Now, what you want is to export the flour.
Mr. BELL. No.
Senator SMor. That is the other end?

-Mr. BELL. That is the other end.
Senator Smoor. When you get it over, what do you want to do?
Mr. BELL. I want to pay the same duty that the Canadian miller

would pay on the flour and on the feed, and keep it for distribution
in the United States.

Senator SMooT. If you did that, then that part of the wheat that
was made into bran or some other by-product would bear no duty.

Mr. BELm. I pay both. I want to pay the duty on flour and on feed.
Senator Smoor. You do not want to pa the duty then until you

have withdrawn it for sale in the United States.
Mr. BELL. Yes. I want to-be sure that the duty is compensatory.

To-day I would have to pay a penalty of 59 cents as compared wiih
the Canadian miller. In other words the Canadian miller, Senator
Smoot, could bring that in at 59 cents less duty.

Senator Smoor. If he ships separately as flour and feed?
Mr. BELL. Yes.
Senator SMooT. Well, that is what I meant.
Mr. BELL. If I bring it in as wheat I pay on it as wheat. He pays

on it as flour and feed. The difference is 59 cents in his favor. Of
course, every barrel of that flour brought in destroys the sale of that
amount in the United States.

0
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Senator SMor. The principle is the same, only one is a with-
drawal.

Mr. BELL. The principle is exactly the same.
Senator MCCUMBER. It will help you in this respect, that you can

take advantage of either market, whichever happens to be the most
valuable.

Mr. BELL. There should not be any difference.
Senator MdCUUBER. If the export market happened to be the most

valuable, of course you would grind for export.
Mr. BELL. Exactly.
Senator fcC UMBER. If it were advantageous to use it in the United

States, you want that privilege just as though you had bought the
flour in Canada?

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator SmooT. You will put that in the record in the wording

that you have?
Mr. BELL. Yes. I have the wording here. This,,brief, as I say, is

only four pages long, and the provisions are bound in the back part
of it.

Senator SMOOT. We could not remember them.
Mr. BELT,. I thought possibly you might want to follow them as we

go along.
Senator McCuMBER. You may put it in the record.
Mr. BELL. The third provision, and one which is designed to utilize

this movement of Canadian wheat within the Unitefd States and
which up to 1916 was 60 per cent of the total Canadian export move-
ment that passed through the United States, is this:

Bonding and drawback privileges allowing charge against the bond to be
canceled or satisfying the drawback upon exportation of like weight of the
principal product.

This latter provision, in effect. would permit the American miller
to export 100 pounds of flour in full liquidation of 100 pounds of im-
ported wheat, even though he had produced from the 100 pounds of
wheat so imported approximately 70 pounds of flour and 30 pounds
of feed. The 80 pounds of feed under this simple plan would be re-
tained in the United States where it is much needed, and 30 pounds
of American flour made from American wheat bought at American
prices and which would otherwise be sold at the export price, would
find its iav into the export markets of the world with the flour prod-
ucts of eve'y 100 pounds of Canadi.qn wheat so imported.

Now. the first thing you are going to say is that that circumvents
the duty on feed. I want to make it clear to you that in order to do
that we must pay a penalty, a penalty which is greater than the
amount of the duty on that feed. because in order to liquidate either
the bond or the drawback we must purchase and use 43 per cent of
Amelican wheat with it. We, as millers-and the milling industry is
(he fourth largest industry in the United States; it is very large ,Lid
very important to the wheat producers-do not wnnt any extra privi.
lege s compared with the other export nations, but we wvant the same
opportunities that they have. We have demonstrated in the past that
we can manufacture flour successfully in the United States and sell it
at a very low margin as between producer and consumer and that we
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can compete with the balance of the world, but we can not compete
with the balance of the world if they have privileges which have been
denied to us. 'rhe fact that we have fallen off to the extent of about
45 per cent and have lost in recent years 9,4)00,Q0 barrels of flour and
45.0(HJ.004J bushels of wheat is prettyy self-evident proof of the ad-
vantages enjoyed by these other nations..

Senator MCCUMBER. But the increase in consumption in the United
States has been epivalent to the loss in export;, has it no't?

Mr. IEU,. I think it is more than that, Senr~tor. The population in-
crease was about 40 per cent. Our milling capacity, unfortunately,
increased much more rapidly than that. We have a potential capacity
of 315,000,000 l)arrels a year. We make nearly 124,000,M00 barrels.
That is the most we have ever turned out-24,)0,(f0 barrels.

1 do not think that vyo should regard the si,1ject just ill the light
that you have intimaied, because ohr output of flour has increased
15.9 per cent in the period from 1899 to 1920. while the population has
increased :9.0 per cent, so that you can see that the output is not
equivalent to the increase in population.

Senator McCvMn.R. We have not increased the exportation of
wheat for milling over previous years, have we? I am speaking now
of the propoilionate share.

Mr. BIELL. The percentage of wheat that goes out is difficult t6 de-
termine. The quality of it is also difficult to determine. We are send-
ing out more wheat than---
' Senator MCCU3IIER (interposing). Take the proportion of wheat

thfit is raised in the United States and the proportion that has been
ground into flour in the United States. Is not the relation between
the two rather stable?

Mr. Bmll. We have about 10 per cent as export. Whether it goes
as wheat or flour does not change the total, but whether it goes as
wheat or flour has al decided bearing so far as the American producer
is concerned.

Senator MCCUTMBER. That is the reason I was asking whether or
not the proportion between what is ground and what is sold abroad
to be ground has not been practically maintained during these 'ears?

Mr. BE. Yes. We have reached an equilibrium in that. fifteen
years previous to the war we had practically reached an equilibrium
in wheat production, and I think that about 10 per cent of our crop
was for feed requirements.

Senator MCUMIBER. I wish you would go on and make your case.
I shall not ask you any more questions for a while. Later on I shall
ask for information on the whole drawback question and its effect
upon the price of grain and tv to what extent, if any, it nullifies the
benefits of any protective tariff.

Mr. BEL. Very well. My own opinion in that regard is that it
helps it very much and does not nullify it, but that is a matter of
personal opinion.

Senator McCmn n. I should be very glad to be convinced of that.
Mr. BELL. While we have undergone a decrease in export flour of

43 per cent Canada has increased 275 per cent. She is replacing us
in the markets of the world. American brands hold prestige the
world over. As nearly as we can figure it out, we had in 1903 about
08 per cent of the total flour business of the world. To-day that has
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dwindled to less than 40 per cent. Canada is fast forging ahead. It
is very difficult to get accurate figures from any of those Govern-
ments. We of the trade feel that Canada's surplus movement is
about 200,000,000 of bushels, and that is almost a third of the total
international movement of wheat.

Senator S.%ooT. That decreased percentage comes from the fact,
does it not, that Japan and China are using a great deal of flour and
that they did not at the time you had 68 per cent of the total?

Mr. BELL. I did not take that into consideration in my figures.
There have been no figures compiled of the world movement other
than those that Mr. Esterbrook made up quite a number of years
ago. I took those figures. They amounted to 28.000,000 barrels a
year. I took those figures and applied them back to 1903. There was
nothing else to do.

Senator S.-imar. We do know, however, that there liai been a wider
distribution of flour to the peoples of the world than there was in
1903.

Mr. BFl.L. Yes; I think we can safely say that. But I took theii
for the normal prewar. years. However, we do know that Canada
is going ahead very rapidly, and you can see that since her proportion
of the total is so great, what a tremendous effect that has on the prices
all over the world. Canada sets the standard of grades and prices.
She has had a lower price. Our prices in this country have been
higher than the Canadian prices. She has had the benefit of the
lower price and other nations have had the benefit of this same
privilege of which I have spoken, and so they have put us out of the
market.

Senator IMCCUMBER. You do not agree to the general proposition
that the wheat price in the United States is fixed wholly by the
Liverpool price?

Mr. BELL. It goes up and down with the Liverpool prices.
Senator MCCUMBER. With the world prices?
Mr. BELL. With the world prices, but it is at a higher level in

that up-and-down movement than the Canadian price. There is no
question about that. That runs up as high as 70 to 80 cents at times.
We bring in cheaper Canadian wheat with which we hope to meet
Canada's goods in the world market. We can not use it as 100 per
cent. We are asking for the same privileges as the other nations
have. 'We are saying that the American miller must buy 43 per cent
of American wheat at the higher American prices and incorporate it
with that cheaper priced wheat and meet Canadian competition
based on a lower price for wheat. We are willing to take a chance.
We believe that we can do it. If we can, it. means that we have
carried 43 per cent of American wheat into the world as floira at a
better price than that wheat would have brought as grain. That is
the reason why this is a constructive feature and one which assist's
in carrying out the purposes of the tariff.

It is true that feed is needed in this country. We do riot pay a
duty on that, but we" use all that we save and a great deal more in
buying the higher-priced American wheat and incorporating with it
the Canadian wheat.

Senator MCCUSIBER. Where do you get the lower grade of Cana-
dian wheat?
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Mr. BELL. Senator, there have been no poor grades of wheat.
Senator McCuMIER. You are speaking of a poor grade of wheat,

are you not?
Mr. BELL. No. At least I did not mean to say that. I referred

to the lower price of Canadian wheat, because the Canadian price
is lower than the American price.

Senator LADD. Isn't it true that they paid to the farmer $2.15 in
March and April that they sent a check for 30 cents additional later
on, and that in november and December they sent another check
for 15 cents, making $2.68 altogether? At the same time the Ameri-
can farmer was receiving from $2.03 to $2.08?

Mr. BELL. That was evidently a subsidy, because the price of the
wheat in Winnipeg is given here in my figures. I can read them.

Senator MCCITMWR. The Winnipeg price means Port William or
Port Arthur?

Mr. BELL. Yes; although Winnipeg is always given.
I want to bring to your attention the fact that under this pro.

vision, as we have drawn it, the identity of the wheat is not required.
Immediately vou are going to raise the point that this permits sub.
stitution. Substitution is possible in theory but not in practice. I
can not go out and meet competition on goods of set standards, price,
and quality and use a lower grade of goods. The identity here is
not necessary. If it is attempted to preserve the identity straight
through, it robs the business of that elasticity which is so necessary,
and that furthermore it puts an added burden Upon the manufac-
turer and upon the commodity which is already laboring under a
very considerable handicap by reason of the fact that we have under-
taken to incorporate with the wheat 43 per cent of the high-priced

'American wheat.
Senator SMoor. Let me ask you a question at this point. It is

something that has come up in connection with sugar and other
commodities. If that were granted to the millers of the United
States, would it not be used by them to break the price of wheat in
thiis country at any time?

Mr. BEL. It could not.
Senator S3booT. Certainly it could with sugar. I do not know

whether it could be with wheat.
Mr. BELr. Perhaps I do not get your point.
Mr. SMooT. In other words, they might simply go to work and

put so many bushels of wheat in bobd. They could substitute wheat
for that at any time, and they could break the market with Canadian
wheat; that is, they could ship it in here and they could later sub-
stitute American wheat for it. While using that in the United
States markets they could depress the American prices. I know
what they can do with Cuban sugar. I don't know whether you can
do the same thing with wheat or not, because of the fact that there
is a demand, of course, for nearly all the wheat, and you are an
exporter of wheat. That may make a difference; but if you were
in the position of depending on Canada for -your wheat supply,
any provision of that kind would be very detrimental, I believe, to
the wheat growers of the United States. However, being an exporter
of wheat, I do not know whether it can be done or not.

I I
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Mr. BELL. I was one of the unfortunates selected as a member of
the sugar board, of which I was treasurer, and I know something
about the sugar business in that way, although they put a black-
smith in to do a watchmaker's job. The position, I may say to you,
is not analogous in this respect. Under this proposal I must become
a buyer in the American market of 43 per cent of the goods that
I import. I can not discharge my obligations and I can not get
the beneft of this thing unless I do. The sugar does not have to
come.

1Senator Smoor. That is the reason I asked the question. I know
that it is a different situation in some respects, at least.

Mr. BELL. It is a different situation. We have to come in, and
therefore, instead of depressing the market, we are buyers of 43
per cent of every 100 per cent brought in. So you can see the posi-
tion is not the same.

.enator SMOOr. I recognize the fact that there is a difference.
Mr. BEIL. This is a very important matter and I hope you will

pardon any strong emphasis that I put on this thing. I want to
bring it up in its entirety if I can, because, as Senator McCumber
will understand, I think wve want to do all we can in the Northwest
to encourage production there.

Senator MCCUMBER. While you are on that subject, I may say
that Senator Smoot has anticipated to some extent some of the
points that I had in mind, but I want to ask some questions right.
here in order that I may have more information on this phase of
the subject.

M1r. BELL. I shall be very glad to give you any information I
ani able to.

Senator MCCUMBER. What is your estimate of the crop of grain
of hard spring wheat in the spring-wheat States from which you
get vi)ur flour?

.%fr. BELL. I suppose our crop would run-
Senator McCuMNfBER (interposing). I mean, now, outside of maca-

roni, that being used mostly for special things.
Mr. BELL. I can say that our crops would run somewhere in

the neighborhood of'200,000,000, of which at the present time 40
per cent is durum, and therefore unsuited.

Senator MCCUMBER. That would be about 160,000,000?
Mr. BELL. That would be an average of this year's crop. The

crop will not run 179,000,000-the spring crop.
Senator MCCUMnER. It will be about 179,000,000 of spring wheat?
Wr. BEj,. That is a pretty long guess.

Senator MCCU.34 ER. Leaving out the macaroni, I mean.
Mr. BEIJ. We would expect of the crop in the Northwest, some.

where around 160,000,000 bushels.
Senator McCuMnER. That would include Minnesota, South Da-

kota. and eastern Montana?
Mr. BEA.. Yes, sir.
SenatQr MCCUMBER. 160,000,000?
Mr. BELL. On the average; yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMBER. What proportion of that 160.000,000 is ground

into flour by the American mills?
Mr. BLL. A very large percentage. All they can get.
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Senator MCCUMBER. Practically all of it?
MAr. BELL. Pretty nearly. It is our own fault if it is not.
Senator MCCUMBER. We export practically none of this spring

wheat as wheat, do we ?
Mr. BELL. I hope not, sir. If we let any get by it is our fault.
Senator MCCU3MBER. 160,000,000 is a sort crop for that section, is

it not?
Mr. BELL. 160,000.000 without urum whealt is not such a short

crop; no. sir.
Senator McCvnunER. As a matter of fact, you can grind consider-

ably more than 160.000,000 bushels and find a market for it in the
United States?

Mr. BELL. Oh, there is no qU'estion about that.
Senator MCCUMBFR. And abroad.
Mfr. BELL. I say., if we let any get by it is our own fault.
Senator McCum'ER. I understand it. I am glad of it.
Mr. BELL. May I interject this into the situation? We are faced

with a pathological condition up there in the Northwest which is
very far-reaching in its significance. U nlesis we eliminate and exter-
minate this rust, Senator Mctumber, the Northwest will cease to
grow wheat. I ha v come here from some meetings that we have
been holding.

Senator MCCU3BER. I can mention another danger that is greater
than that. Unless they get better prices for their wheat they will
cease to grow it.

Mr. BF, LT,. I agree with you thoroughly on that. Prices will be
improved through the extermination of this rust. We are raising
approximately $200,000 to exterminate rust. We are working toward
having a real efficient organization. I believe it will accomplish a
great deal. The Government has not come to our assistance, so we
have taken the matter up through private subscription. If we can
raise $200,000 and have it continue for two or three years so that we
can spend $600,000 or $800,000 in our operations Fbelieve that we
Nill succeed.

Senator MCCU31DER. How much of this same kind of grain does
Canada raise?

Mr. BEll,. Canada is practically in the position of raising all of
that kind of grain. I mean that all she raises is that kind of grain.

Senator MCCU3BER. She raised for 1921 about how many bushels?
Mr. BELL,. About 329,000,000 bushels.
Senator MCCUMBER. She will use for home consumption how

much? I mean by that what will be ground into flour and used for
food and consumed in Canada?

Mr. BELL. I have been trying to get at those figures for a long
time, Senator McCumber, and the best estimate I can give you is
somewhere along between 140,000.000 and 160,000,000 bushels.

Senator MCCUMBER. You think it would be 160.000,000?
Senator Cuirs. I have seen estimates in the newspapers that ran

from about 120,000.000 to 140,000,000.
Senator MCCUINBER. I do not know what they would use it for.

There is about 10,000,000 population in Canada. They consume a
little over a barrel per capita, as I understand it.

Mr. BELT.. I have some figures here. The Tariff Commission pub-
lished these figures. I will say that I was not figuring on the seed.
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During the time that we were trying to allocate these wheat allot-
nients Canada brought these figures forward and showed that her
consumption was higher than our own.

Senator 'McCuMtBER. You say that we will raise 160,000,000 bushels
and that Canada will raise about 170,000,000 that she is to export.
She has to export every bushel in some market, does she notl

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; in some form.
Senator MCCU.iBER. Suppose we put 25 or 30 cents a bushel upon

the Canadian wheat and we are a little short of the American wheat:
If we are short and the millers want that American wheat and it
does not come in fast enough to suit them, they necessarily bid the
price u) a little.

Mr. BELL. A very considerable amount.
Senator McCutMNBER. And the shorter the crop, of course, the

greater the price.
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUM ESR. We will suppose that we are on the deficit

side, and at the time at which we need a greaterprice per bushel
because of that deficit, we find Canada on the other side of the line.
The American miller then says, "I do not need to look to the Ameri-
can field; I can go across the line to Canada; I can take every bushel
there. or as much as the American crop raised in the Northwest, and
inasmuch as I am exporting a considerable amount, whenever I
want to export I can use the Canadian wheat and thus keep my mills
going without the payment of 1 cent per bushel, considering the
drawback." For the life of me. I can not see what particular ad-
vantage we can get from a protection of 30 cents a bushel if you can
reach right over on the other Fide and tap the Canadian bin and
supply your every demand.

fr. 1tELI,. At 30 cents we could not, unless the American public
demanded a certain grade that we were unable to furnish. Then we
would have to walk up over the tariff wall. but our American price
has been protected to the extent of 30 cents. We can not use it in
the United States.

Senator MCCUMBIER. If you grind Canadian flour you can keep the
mills going. We have to 'keep the foreign export trade.

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator Mc('t'iI5Ee. You have to retain that market and you will

retain that market if it is possible, even if you make no profit, rather
than lose it. That is proper business.

Mr. BELL,. Yes.Senator Mc('t-.inME,. You will seek in every way, of course, to main-
tain it without losing, and if the competition on account of the
world's crop is so great that the price of wheat is driven down in
Canada and throughout the world, but the particular grade that we
raise in these Northwestern States as a result of being on the deficit
side and standing alone with no competitor is very much higher in
price. you are able by the drawback provision to p;racti.ally nullify
the tariff protection 'entirely, or at least nullify it to a great extent.
That has been trite, because, while we maintained 25 cents a bushel
for years. we have never had 25 (ents a bushel better price for our
American wheat,; even though we had an exceedingly short crop.
I think there was only one year in which we had a poor crop, and at
that time for months w'e nearly measured up with the Liverpool price.



Mr. BELL. Of course, it would be hardly fair to take the average of
the whole American crop and say that it is not up to the duty between
Canada and the United States. because there is a marked difference in
the quality of the wheat.

Senator McCuMBEa. I am segregating this hard spring wheat en-
tirely from the rest of the wheat that is raised in the Ufnited States,
because that is all that we raise and that is practically all that you
grind in your section of the country.

Mr. Bvi,. Yes; but there are some hard wheats from the South-
west. It is coming to be quite a factor.

Senator MCCUMBER. That will of course, affect it.
Mr. BELL That finds its way abroad.
Senator MCCUMBER. That will be a sort of substitute for the north-

western wheat.
Mr. BELL. To a certain extent.
Senator McCuMBEr. I have tried to present to you just as nearly

as I could what appears to me to be the great danger to our farmers
in North Dakota and Minnesota, especially western Minnesota, in
being deprived of tariff protection at the time when they most need
it: that is when there is a short crop. If you can explain that to
me. I shall be very glad of it.

Mr. BEL . I shall try to do so.
Senator McCumBER. I want to say that I have asked Senator Ldd,

who has made a special study of the matter, to be present and ask vou
any questions that lie desires to ask.

Mr. BELL. I shall be very glad to answer, them here, or I shall be
glad to meet you and Senator Ladd and go into a longer discussion
than we can have at this time.

Senator MCCUMBER. I think it would be well to make it as clear
as possible now.

Senator SMOOT. In your answer to Senator McCumber's question
I should like to have you differentiate as between a condition where
you export a product to a country and where you do not export but
have to import for American consumption.

Mr. BELL. I am afraid that I did not follow you, Senator Smoot.
Senator S,%iooT. I will put it this way: We import and must im-

port sugar from Cuba.
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator S~tooT. I know that under that condition, where we are

compelled to import and we do not export anything at all, that their
request here would have a detrimental effect upon the producer of
star in this country.

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator S.roor. In your answer I would like to have you differ-

entiate so I can follow it.
Mr. BELL. I think I understand you now.
Senator Sioor. What is the difference between the condition as

to sugar and the condition as to wheat, wheat being produced in this
country to an extent greater than it is consumed?

Mr. BmLz. There being a surplus?
Senator Smoor. Yes; a surplus.
Senator MoCuMBER. I want to ask Senator Smoot to keep in mind

all the time that the wheat produced in the northwestern section is
never greater than the amount that can be consumed right at home.
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Senator Sioor. That is what I wanted him to do this for.
Mr. BELL. I understand, I think.
Senator S~xooT. We have a surplus with us.
Senator McCuMmER. We have a surplus of winter wheat.
Mr. BELL. Canada's great surplus gives her a dominating influence

in the world's markets. She today s-ts the standard for price and
quality. She has for many years had a big influence on quality and
on price, and to-day she has practically a dominating influence.
When we say that we are meeting the world's competition, it really
means that we are meeting Canadian competition.

Now, we could go over into Canada and get a mill over there and
we could buy under the same conditions they do and sell under the
same conditions they do. However, we do not want to do that. We
have an American mill over here. If we go out and sell from this
American mill in the world's market we have to meet that Canadian
standard of quality and price. Now, the American price for similar
grades of wheat is higher by reason of the duty or by reason of the
heavy demand that exists in the United States, because I believe the
demand itself is sufficient to raise the price from Canada regardless
of the duty, although I have no objection to the duty. In fact, if it
will encourage production, I am strongly in favor of it. Therefore
we can not sell in the world's market against Canadian competition
except at a loss. We want to operate our mills continuously. Con.
tinuitv of operation is the thing which enables us to operate success-
fully and efficiently and economically and helps to reduce the margin
as between the consumer and producer in the United States market.
If we lose the export business it stands to reason that the English
wheat that formerly went abroad as flour and sold in the domestic
market at the domestic price is going at the world's price level.

I do not care how you figure it out, that is the sum total of it. If
the surplus moves as flour, it goes at our price; if it moves as wheat it
goes at the world's price. We say that we could use domestic wheat
for domeetic requirements. When it comes to the export wheat, we
say let us step over into the Canadian lines. We do not ask for theprivilege of 100 per cent on that wheat and of meeting competition
based upon 100 per cent. We simply say, "Let us step over the line
and take a portion of it and mix with it 43 per cent American wheat."
That 43 per cent is either going out of the country in the form of
wheat or flour. If it goes as flour, it is going to bring about a better
price. There is no question about that. I can not use that Canadian
wheat under the proposal which I make here unless I pay a duty.
I can not use it unless I incorporate with it 43 per cent of the Amei-
can wheat. That is what we ask. We are asking the privilege of
going up against Canada, against Great Britain. and against French
mills under this handicap, and yet I say to you that because of Ameri-
can methods and American efficiency an America's position with
reference to the markets of the world, we will be able to carry the
load. That load means 43 per cent of the higher priced commodity
blended with a lower priced commodity going out to m~et 100 per
cent of the lower prices.

Senator Cuiris. What effect will that have upon the people of
Kansas and Nebraska?

Mr. BELt. What effect?
Senator Cmrris. Yes. We export flour.
Mr. BELL. You have the same privilege.
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Senator Currns. Yea; but the freight rates would be such that we
could not afford it. We could not afford to bring wheat from Canada
and pay freight rates and compete with you people on the line.

Mr. BELL. I think you will find that the railways would come to
you. To-day you can come down from the Lakes and come down
through the valley and to the Gulf on just as good a basis as we
can-a better basis than we can'from Minneapolis. In some sections
this will not help, but what helps a large portion of the industry must
help the whole. Competition in the milling business has reached a
point where it is destructive. There is not enough concentration of
volume at one time and one point to insure the greatest economy of
operation, and the American public pays the bill.

Now, if we can cut off pressure that comes that way and gives the
mills a gTeater per cent of operation, this cutthroat competition is
going to cease, and the American public is going to get the benefit of
economy of production.

That movement of this Canadian wheat through this country has
been valuable in a great many ways. It has represented practically
200,000 carloads of tonnage a year. Canada is doing her level best
to divert that movement over Canadian rails. That she has succeeded
is evident from figures for the last few years. Without the magnet
of commercial attraction to bring that Canadian wheat through the
United States, all that valuable tonnage will be lost. There is no
question about that.

Now, we need -feed, we need fertilizers, we need everything that
we can get, gentlemen, to have our wheat ground at home. We
have lost 43 per cent of our export trade, and we will lose all in a
short time unless we are put on a basis of equal opportunity with
other exporting nations, and I say to you that this proposal that we
have made does not put us on a basis of equality with the other
nations, but it gives us an opportunity to go out and see if, through
efficient methods, we can not meet and beat them. We realize that
it is a difficult proposition, but we are willing to take our chances,
and I say to you that through this means, which is one of the most
constructive things ever offered, we are going to increase the demand
in the home markets for American wheat of all kinds and character.

Senator Curps. Have you a printed brief there?
Mr. BEU. Yes, sir.
Senator CuiRs. You had better make it a part of the record.
Mr. BEU,. Have I made myself clear in answering your questions?
Senator Sisooi. Yes; I can see the difference.
Mr. BEi,. If I may have the privilege after the first of the year

to come to see you, I'shall be glad indeed. I think, gentlemen, that
I have nothing else to say unless you want to ask me more questions.

2rIr OF JAMES F. BELL, REPRESENTING TRlE WASHURN.OROSBY CO..
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

We assume It Is the desire of this Congress not only to encourage American
wheat production, but equally American manufacture and the use of Ameri-
can facilities In the growth and development of the Nation's export trade.

In full confidence of this attitude, we, nq representatives of one of the great-
est of our national industries. one In fact that Is fourth In rank, beg to call
your attention to certain administrative features of the tariff which should
be amended to linrmonize with the protective character of any tariff imposing
n dly on wheat which Conaro.s may nmke at this time or later.

As we are without knowledge of the proposed dutles upon wheat and wheat
products which your committee In Its wisdoni will recommend, we must as.
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:sume certain principles and refer to them throughout the argument, since JIt Is
upon these that the administrative features are based.

In the matter of a tariff on wheat and its products, the wide extent of the
country, the differentiation in the kinds and character of wheat raised, the
changing demand In quality and the highly Important fact that we are a sur-
plus-producing Nation introduces'so much of theory into the subject that it
Is difficult to determie whether free entry or protection serves the best inter-
ests of all parties.

Since we are a surplus-producing. 11ltioll. it necessarily follows ftit the
Inclusion it a tariff act of a duty on wheat must have as its primary object,
encouragement in production of wheat andol thp n arnufatture of its prodictH.

Increased production follows in the wake of better Irires. but the problem of
the manufacturer of wheat products is ruefortunately niot dependent uiioni such
a simple law.

The operation of the present schedule fairnisires Ilnllsl'rtable pronr oif wide
discrimination and inequalities and that ths relationship between tile raw
irateril d tin' fid t ishedl rhiluct nrtst lie carefully loreserved. otherwise the
purpose of the duty would be entirely destroyed and both producer ilal im-
facturer injure (see supplementary note No. 1).

On an equal basis of opportunity, not privilege, with other wheat-producing
countries, the American miller can furnish flour to Uilted 'States trade alt at
mlniniuil margin as between pilrducer ind coinsUntwr anL c.ii also successfully
compete in the opeu narkets of the world. It is es.entlnl thait ie should do
otll, since tile ipreseitt killing eapaenty of the United States ntmakes a foreign

outlet ne"'try if tile linlls rtt, toI operate o l aln eftiielit andi eonollieal basis
and to maintain the narrow opelratihg nuirgins which hve marked tlit, history
of the industry (see supplementary note No. 2).

At tire present tllie Ct' lan (fast becollring a leading factor in tile wheat
markets of the world). with chealer lands, cheaper labor, cheaper prices nud
increasing production. i graduially absorbing a very large proportion of the
foreign trade whh foriterly belonged to this country (see* supilenientiiry n6te
No. 3). The fact that the Ainrierat exlmirt flour trade lit the year inrnilately
lprlor to the World War. 1914. was nearly 50 per cent less than 10 years earlier
Is alil, ledniinstritioi maf the d|.isia terit aaf our trade loy (amiladi, whose ex-
ports of flour lit the same period iad ll(reasedl over 200 ier (eit (we supple-
mentiry tote 'No. 4).

'i'iep {Cllnal.i;n iniller ios imnulaictnrv-i flour and lins always shipixi it it
bOtial through the United States without the payment of ftily C.ntouim duly inrd
in full eUJoymteit (if our tranisioortatin ftellities. Uiider siillar nainer aind
privileges. C) per (ent of tie Canadihn expiwort mtivement of whieat has ia.sed
through the United .t4tte isee srIpmileintury note No. 5).

tlhie relaiement of Anmerian flour bly Cailaali lranlds through lower lrice.s
anal go;od quality hats ireunse the percelitage of our wiieart slillnelts ill tile
form of wheat itstead(i of flour, decreased the home markets for our wheat, anal
rsIulted lii our sliapping abroadi iticreastig amtounts of vIluiable feeding ail
ferllizing elements obtainedd li thie grain (se supplemientary note No. 0).

A duty on wheat may Increase the lrce Il the dinmestile markets. hut tile
suirllus wili stilt colitinue to go road at world prices (see supplementary
note No. 7). Unless means tire provided to mnalnttain continuity of operation lin
Ainericain mills Communemnsurate witi their former export outlput. file ijaiine
market for thit consilenibleh Imatlion of the wheat crolo that formerly went
abroad mis flour will lie aestroyel anid tan Increasing iaerentage of wheat will be
sold for exilurt, not at the hourv lmla'l which it duty ain. to Improve, hut at the
world's price.

Further. tile ilevremsil iaeratleut aaf .%lntiin mills wilhets the iargin lif
ilanlufacture alll Increases the relative cost of flour iu tile United S8tilte..

The corresiponidiug decrease in tle liproductioti of iiilil-feed. (already wholly
inadequate to the leiandl raises tine price of these ese4ntlal comiiLdtlih's anal
gives added liipetul, to the iiortitloln of dairy proflucts from tho.s countries
who have it surplits of feed (r who arte acquiring saline by inreasted illpOra-
tioiis (if wheat in relahiemeiit ouf former supplies of flour (s ee supllentoirhry
note No. 8).

The large nunabler of fiiliures which haive beIen recently recorleil i tihe industry
are indicative of tile ineqli:iltie.8 of existing vantlolios, wlii iike, operatli
loth (ostly a lil hazl'rdoil,,.

If tie producer of wheat Is to get full benefits arising front a duty on that
voiiodity. the manufacturer of wheat lrodlucts lmust also bue given equal prl-
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tection on flour In the home markets and placed on n Imrity with other wanu-
facturing countries in the world's market.

In recognition of equal protection to both the producer and manufacturer, we
conceive as proper a duty on flour commensurate with the duty on wheat (specific
or ad valorein i both cases) (see supplementary note No. 9).

Nor.-As to the rate of duty on feed, in view of the fact that the domestic
supply is Inadequate to the demand, this is left to tie wisdom of your com-
mittee without recommendation.

Equal opportunity in the world's markel to the United States miller with other
exporting nations, If not secured through free access to the great supply of
Canadian wheat without duty, rests in the administrative features, based upon a
tar;Iff that Is alike In Its protection to the producer and manufacturer. Theso
administrative features should permit facllities for grinding Canadian wheat
for the export trade, which wiay be accomplished through:

(a) Bonding (note 11B) and drawback (note 10) provisions which will cancel
the charge against the bond or satisfy the drawback upon exportation of that
portion of the principal or by-product which is subject to duty.

(b) Bonding provisions which will permit withdrawal of the principal prod.
uct or by-product from bond upon payment of duties equal to that Imposed upon
similar articles of import.- and
S(o) Bonding (note 12A) and drawback (note 12B) privileges allowing
charge against the bond to be canceled or satisfying the drawback upon ex.
portation of like weight of the principal product.

This latter provision, In effect, would permit the American miller to export
100 pounds of flour In full liquidation of 100 pounds of Imported wheat, even
though he had produced from the 100 pounds of wheat so imported approxi-
mately 70 pounds of flour and 80 pounds of feed. The 30 pounds of feed under
this simple plan, would be retained in the United States where it Is milch
needed, and 30 pounds of American flour made from American wheat bought
at American prices and which would otherwise be sold at the export price,
would find Its way into the export markets of the world with the flour prod-
uct of every 100 pound. of 'anadihn wheat so imported (see supplemelraury
note No. 18).

These are the brief conditions which we, in our long experience, offer to you
as an essential to the successful operation and full benefits to be secured for
the farmer from a duty on wheat and also for the preservation of a great
Industry with its accompanying rewards In price, transportation, and labor.

These are the principal features necessary to preserve our fast falling export
trade, which is recognized as necessary in the establishment of a general eco-
nomic equilibrium.

These are the provisions which are necessary to provide tV.at continuity of
operation In Industry which has been held by Federal Investigators to be so
desirable

These are the means which are necessary to retain for the benefit of our rail-
roads and other transportation facilities, the large tonnage represented In the
movement of Canadian wheat through the United States (see supplementary
note No..14). The Canadian Government, with preferred rates and all the
great resources at Its command, are urgently seeking to divert this tonnage
to Canadian rails and Canadian ports. Without the magnet of commercial
milling demand, it is clear from the experiences of this current year that this
diverson will be effected (see supplementary note No. 15).

These are the means whicb will provide for the dairy Industry znd increashi'.ng
supply of wheat mill feeds uIll| cfdectively end the growing competition from
Imported dairy products.

A tariff In Itself is negative: It prevents, but It creates nothing. The ad.
uiinistrative features, however, uwy make it constructive, and In so doing
assure not only the flil benefits for which a tariff wtis designed bit utiake it 11
positive force for further betterment.

It is manifest that full benefits which the tariff on wheat alis to secure for
the farmer can not be obtained without the incluolon of such features as we
have suggested, and it is equally clear that the benefits to the milling trade
nris!ng from the proposed plan would be equally felt by those most directly
connected--qur transportation lines, our labor, and the consuming public.

The principle involved in this proposal is not new. For many years It has
been recognized In the tariffs of our own and other countries, but with this
difference, that whereas In our case the provisions of the tariff act have proven
cumbersome and precluded the possibilities of successful operoti6n, other
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nations have provided measures to facilitate the use of imp rted wheat and
Its reexportatlon as flour.

Germany In 1914 had a protective tariff on wheat and products, but encour.
aged German mills to import wheat and to export flour by permitting its Dianu-
facture with loss of identity, the retention of the offals or feeds, and the refund
of the duty on the amount of wheat required to manufacture the unit of- flour
exported. For example, the miller upon the exportation of 100 kilos of flour
was refunded as much as an equivalent of the import duty on 160 kilos of
wheat, and this regardless of the fact that the miller had or had not imported
any wheat. (S. Doc. No. 149. pp. 85-86, 61st Cong., 1st seas., Department of
Commerce Tariff Series No. 38, p. 18.)

Since we have already recognized In present and former tariffs the principle
of like exportation of product for an importation of raw material as to weight
or quantity, Is it not proper that It should be made operative, particularly when
it possesses such appnrent advantages to .i mniny elements?

RUPPLEMENTARY EXt'I.AN.A TORY NOIES AND 'IGIURFS.

Supplenicttary note No. ".---lulk Iorices are us td in order ti eliminate the
complications of comparing sack costs. Manufacturing points chosen nre those
taking the same basis of freight to a common point of delivery. ('anadian money
Is reduced by 8 per cent (prevailing rate of exchange) to equal American dol.
lars. The conversion to A.nerl.an funds Is riiud Imnedlately iII order to ovoid
confusion fi comparison.
Comparison of coat of 95 per cent flour delirercd in bulk at New York C:ity Nov.

10, 1921, manufartured at various points a. shorn.

[Values all in American funds.

~.liue- Fort I Buffalo. Buffalo,
. FortWillim fiso n presenta s Wivllam I InIton duty

(yield, 4 (.eld,4 (yield, 4 M'centsbu.els 30 bushels 20 Ibuhes 20 (

poundsI). pounds. I). pounds 1). besd; 2pounds 1).

Wheat, per bushel ..................................... 281.25 } 881.0025 81l.08 811.43

Cost of wheat ....................................... &625 4.343 4.68 &,1967
Manufacturing ...................................... 1.00 ,.92 1.00 1.00

6.623 5. 5 5.68 7.1967
Feed arid second clear ................................ .9.5 * .409 T.M5  *.1%1
9b pet cent flour ..................................13 4.8' & 125 &.60?

10 per cent flour .......................... . 645 5.11 & 39 6.95
Freight to New York 10 ........................ . .00 .43 .43
Duty t .................................... ............ 12 1.02..........

Cost of one barrel of flour in New York ................. 7.35 6. m "684 7.38
Differelice .......................................................... .40 ., 4 ............

7.35 "1117.35 7.38 7.38

a Yield: The diffesenee between yield of 4 bushels and 30 pounds for United States wheats and 4 bushels
and 20 pounds for Canedian wheats is due to the heavier weight of the Canadian %heats. These fIgures
are adduced from actual experience.

I No. I dark northern spring wheat at 7 cents over the MinneapoiLs December.
I Manitoba No. I northern at 11.09 Fort William, Canadian value equals 81.0028 in United States funds.

Price at Buffalo iu bond is Fort William price plus freight.
4 The Canadian dollar will cover manuracturlng costs in Canada, so It ls entirely justifiable to use the

American valuation In this item.
I These are the actual returns received from the tale of 9.6 pounds ofisecoud clear and.64.2pounds offered.
* These are the actual returns received from themsle of 0.8 pounds of second clear and 54.2poands of feed.
IThese are the net returns received from the -ale of 54.2 pounds of feed and 9.8 pounds of second clear

after payment f duty. The duty in this case Is the retaliatory duty of 10 per cent and is based on the
assessed value of a srilar amount of imported material.

6 From 4 bushels and 30 pounds of wheat used otily 186.2 pounds of 95 per (cent flour Is produced. This
[sOS per cent ofa barrel (196 poUnd,).

I 8holng the full value of a barrel based upon cost of $6.13 for 95 per cent of a baarel.
39 Freight prepaid.
I3 20 per cent ad valorem.
Is This conceives that-the principal product uold be withdrawn from bond upon payment of duty

equal to the duty which would be asse od upon a s.imliar product imported from a foreign country. The
duty, therefore, would be assessed on the valuation of the goods if manufactured at Fod William, which
Is the origin of the wheat used in the comparison. (This is not permitted under the existing law.)

11 The comparison between Minneapolis and Fort William is one more of price difference than of duty.
The actual discrimination of duty, however, Is 5 cents a barrel.
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Operating under the present wheat schedule (35 cents oin wheat, 20 per cent
ad valorem on flour) on November 10, 1921, a unit of ('unadlaii wheat sufficient
to make a barrel of 95 per cent flour, If manufactured In Canada on the basis
of cost, could be sold In the United States at 58 cents less tlan the Identical unit
of Canadian wheat if it had been milled In United States mills with a ilayment
of duties.

Proof of this will be found in the column marked 11 Fort William," the differ-
ence hire being the duty which the Canadian miller would pay oi flour ($I."2)
ind the duty which the United States miller would pay on a suffilcient amount

of wheat to make a barrel of flour of the same grade (4 bushels .20 pounds) at
35 cents a bushel ($1.52) for 95 per vent of a barrel or $1.60 illity for sutfliclent
wheat to make a full barrel of flour. The ,lifferen(e between tile duty paid by
tle American miller on the wieat ($1.00), and that pahi by the Canadilan miller-
on it like qlaintity of flour ($1.0'2) equals 58 cents. The Cadlbiln lller and
Cainadia labor are therefore given preference over the United States miller
ut1u t',lited Sa1ies labor by lile ols~ralion of our own thriff.

Each sale of Canadinn fltur inaule III the Uuiited States not only leans U
hoss of a corresliondig anmillnt fit uwjrittioil III l'iitetl Sillles 1ilIIs 111l Ill.*)
a loss to the United States farmer of a sale in the United States of an equiva-
lent number of bushels at tile better pri'e whilh the tariff alms to obtain, and
the subsequent sale by lihn of tlis same number of Iusliels for export at the
world's price.

The United States miller, in theory if not III fact, cati import Canaldian
wheat. wiinufactlure it in bond, sell the flour to at Cnmillan buyer acting for
him; the latter can accept tile goods, hold tlnei Ill luind, uid export them to
the United States subject to a rate of 20 per vent ad valorem, whereas while
the goods were In the United stateses tle miller was refused the privilege of
withdrawing tlein front bond u1Njn1 tile payment of a like duty, and could
only do so upon thle paymnlent of tile higher duty on wheat.

Supplementary note No. 2.-United Staltes lour Induslry. capacity, output,
operating conditions.

Flour milling to-day ranks fourth along tils' manufucturing industrials of
the United States, and the producttotin f milillig feeds is one of the basic
factors in tile dairy industry. The flour itills of tile Uniited States have a
potential daily capacity of more than 1,000,000 barrels, slnfliclent to -Csupply
Ione requirements in a little over 100 days, or to grind the entire crop in six
months. The output, even iII Intilsmual war years. Inis never exceeded 1-0,000,000
barrels per annum.

l).spite the lack of concelitratilon and the Intensive coletition In stIch a
wIdespread Industry, which has resulted Il the la('k of sufhiclent voluIIme at
any one point to secnre the greatest ecoiioiIy ill .roducton, iievertheless the
margin us between producer and cniiumer hans been lower than In any other
country. With an output approaching its capacity, tlese margins could be
further reduced.

While tlhere Is no reliable data avallalhe on tille world's imovemaent of Hour.
from th compilations ainde huy L. '%. Eslabrouk, chief of tile Department of
Crop Estimates. Department of Agriculture, we show this to average about
28,000,000 barrels annually. Assumling this to be constant, the United States
In 1903 commanded (18 per cent of the total, tius slowing its ability under
proper conditions to compete successfully In the open markets of the world.

The successful operation of flour mills andi the low eostt of production Ias
in a great measure been due to the percentage of export flour shipments. ITf
these margins are to lie prisrved. we Illist lltilltll;il 1 elSxllrt trade eoin -
mensurate with former years.

The fact that by 1014 the United! States percentage of tile world's total
export flour trade had shrunk to less than 40 per cent is responsible in a large
sense for the increase, botl In tIle cost of production and in the relative
high cost of the better grades demanded in the 10nited States.

Smpplemcutar!i note No. .L--(antua's growing dilndlllmlI in! tile worldi.
wheat ail flou' inarki t%.

"1Wheat is a'u-madn's lrilal nisset inln( her clef mneans of equalIzing ex-
change rates. Her climate, distance from markets. and sparse population
limit the choice of agricultural production almost exclusively to wheat." Tile
following table shows the Increasing trend of production, and tllere are still
great areas available for future settlement and cultivation.
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Acreage, production. and e.rpt* of cheat in Canada.

Year.' Acreage. Prodoilon Net exports
A (bhels). (bushes).$

190S .............................................. ............ 6.610.300 1i1,131,000 56.737 690
909 .......................................................... 7,7.5,400 16, 744, Ofl 63, 33 ,64.
1910 ........................................................... 5,9 3,151 132. 01 ,l 782 .&, 11#, 10 3
1911 .......................................................... .11, i ,673 3 .94,00) 80. f5 , 730
1912 .......................................................... 10. 99M 700 224, 59, 00 112.434,943
1913 ......................................................... 11,015 m 231. 17,000 IIi.49,01
1941

.  ........................................... 10.293, 900 161,280,(M 92 6Q, 5-M
1915' ........................................................ I-,109,41.! 393312,000 00,166,378
19161 ........................................................ 13,389709 262.791, 000 ?"l. 772,. 167
19178. ................................................. 1t7&.SA 233,742850 194.71. .3
2928 ......................................................... 2,3 3W2 I I,073.350 ,9W, 0 . 4
1919 ....................................................... 29, 1 M: 1 I .93.260,00 227 . W4.6 2
I2M ............................................ .S231, 374j 263,189.300 1VL.G033,.%4
1922 ......................................... 2,G. 224 MrWP IO .............

I Acree and producllon are for crop years. Net exports are for fiqal yeats ending Star. 31 fnllnwing.
I Including flour in terms of wheat (41.5 Uishels to Ihe barrel).
I War year!.

Source: Acreage anti prodteiion for 108 to 1910 from United States Tariff
Conunisslon Ileport oi Agricultural Staples itnd the Tariff, page 44; for 1920
and 1021 from Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Staolsths (Caidian) No-
venber, 1921, page 434; net exlmrs front Report on rainn Trade of Canada,
1919 and 1920, pages 100 and 90, respectively; and Monthly Bulletin of Agrl-
cultural Statistics May, 1921, pages 194 and 19.5, and Monthly Trade Report
(Canadian) March, 1921, pages 15. 17, and 280.

It is very (lileftit to secure nccurateb data oil Vanada's expoirtable surplus. hut
it Is generally conceded that this is fast oipproaching. if it las not hirealy
passed, 200.000.000 bushels annually.

When you take into cinshileration that the world's production is around
three and three-fourths million bushels cof wheat and ihat npproxiinately only
0).000,00, or less than one-fifth, enters Into international trade, the large
volume of this Canadian export shows Its growing deilnance in the world's
markets and the influence tlint this tiovement of wheat itnid flour niiwst have
upon prices tind triule in general.

This position was formerly occupied by the United States.
NSPicmentari note No. 4.--4,COnlnrisoos of United States ntd Canadian flour

exports.
For years Aiercicn brands of pattent flour led the world in reputation. For-

eigners strove in vain to etjutal Ihein but never succeeded. Foreign buyers (to
a certain, though unfortunately, diminishing extent) are still willing to pay
more for United States brands of flours. Other nations nve done their best
to overcome this lead; they have eouraged their own millers and the millers
of some other cointries by preferential rates, subsidies,. and s iilar Inducements.

Quoting from 1iverpool Milling of Jnnuary 21, 1921 :
"British killers, however, aire now out to produce froii hard 'Manitoba

wheat, front No. I northern spring, and e'ven from No. 1 hard winter, a flour
which wiii hold Its own before exports agaist tie best that conies froin west
of Lake Erle and Buffalo."

The efforts of these other countries aire beginning to show reilts. That we
are playing i losing gaimle in hiit fate of c conditions which nw surroutid us Is
undeniably shown In the reo'i,4 .,f our flour exports lietwien the years 1I3
andl 1014.

The dlia pertaining to our export flour trade during \iar years lind the
period immediately sueedling tire In no way Indihative of th's position and
should be disregarded in any consideration.

Beginning with the Federal fiscal year 'if 1020-21., which is pricthcally coincl-
dnt with the wheat-crol year of the country, there are unnlstakalle evidences
of an alarming decline in our export flour trade. This decline Is merely a con-
tinuation of a decided downward trend of flour exports during the period pre-
ceding the war.

The accompanyltlg table shows flour exports In the normaal period, 1903 to
1914, and evidences it decline of 43 per cent froth the peak, whereas Calada's
exports during this saxue period show an increase of 275 per cent.
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Comparison of wheatqflour export* from United State. and from Canada,
1903-1921.

(Source: United States Tariff Commission, Tariff Information Series No. 20. page 50; 1920-21 figures from
Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of United States and Monthly Trae Report of Canada.)

Flour exports in barrels. Flour exports In barr"l.
Fiscal year. u i Fiscal year. UnI--

F yUnited Canada.te

States. States. I Canada.

1902-3.. .............. 19,716,484 1,287,768 1912-13 ................... 11,394,F5 3,478,043
1903-4 .................... 1,999,432 1,587,600 1913-14 ................... 111,821,461 14,32,183
1904-5 .................... ,82,M,335 321,469 1914-15 ................... 16,162,765 4,9U,337
190 . ......... ...... 13,919,045 1,532,014 1915-13 ................... 15,520,669 6,400,214
190 7 .................... 15,548,¢67 1,092,123 1916-17 .................. 11942,778 7,425,723
1907-8 .................... 13,927,247 1,962,740 1917-14 ................. 21,879,951 i 9,931,145
1903-9 ................... .10,521.161 I,7,038 I 191P-19 ................. 24,181,979 9,2a5,439
109-10 ................... 9,012:987 3,064,028 1919-20 ...... ....... 21,651,961 8,S63,068
1910-11 ....... ...... j 10,129.435 3,C49 046 1920-21 ....... ...... 16 , 183,234. 6,017,032
1911-12 ................... 11,003,437 3,73i:4Sj

I Decrease 43 per cent.
I Increase 275 per cent.

Supplementary note No. 5.--Cantdian wheat nioveltteiit hrougt United
States.

By referring to the map of North America you will see that tie great wheat-
producing country of Canada lies to the north and west of the principal flour
milling sections of the United States. "This Canadlan wheat moves to the
south nnd eastward for concentration, milling, consumption, or export."

As shown by the accompanying table, in the eight years preceding 1914 more
than 60 per cent of Canada's exportable surplus was transported through our
country, over our transportation lines, and out of our ports, anti In Its natural
flow to Europe passed the door of United States mills.

This movement has continued until within the last few years and has fur-
nished very desirable tonnage to American transportation lines in utilizing
these to facilitate quick movement to market.

Canadian icheat exports through UnLitCd State9 I1xits.

ISourc'. Statistics 1907 o 1914 from United States Tariff (omimIsslon Report, "Agricultural stapleo and
the tarlff," 1920 Ies .50 and 54: 1915-1921, from Monthly Bulletin of Agrlcultural Statlstic.; (Canasian)
May, 1922, p. I94-l .J

Total Csna- Through PeroentageIAthrough
dian wheat American American
exports., ports. ports.

1907 .................................... .................... 2549D. 127 19,119,820 75.1
190 .......................................................... 43,654.61 19, 7M. 705 45. 3
1900 .......................................................... 49,137.449 23 4, 48 47.8
1910 .......................................................... 1 49.741,350 27,129,471 54.5
1911 .............................................. ' 45,802,115 24,2.228 52.8
1912. ............................................ 64,4 286 55.507,53 .0
1913 .......................................................... 93, 166,0 9 5 71 9,702 60.8
1914 .... ............................................ 120,420,579 7,831, 089 59.6

9 Ye.s.................... 1,44,323 37.227,045 60.3

1915 ......................................................... 71.913,385 33,25.5,264 4&.2
1916 ....................................................... 157.7454, 9 11904,526 75.7
1917 ........................................................... I1 R ,643,816 1,4M,067 87.9
1918 .................................................. 150,39,037 1%2,139,371 M4.7
1919 .......................................................... 41,$M, 7 15, 760,458 37.7
1920 ......................................................... 77,978, M7 22,5W2,33 29.0
19 1 .......................................................... 12 .215,1 7 49,977,22 , .

I Fiscal years ending March 31.
5 1907 to 1914, fiscal years ending April 30. 1915 to 1921, fiscal years ending March 31.

Supplementary note No. 6.-Percentages of export flour and wheat ship-
ments--Loss of feed material.

The steady reduction In the exportation of flour from the United States
since 1003 (due to the greater advantages or necessities of other producing and

I
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exporting nations) has Increased the percentage of the United States crop ex-
ported In the raw state, reduced the milling demand, lessened the premiums
on United States wheat, and reflected a direct loss to the producer of wheat.

The loss of 9,000,000 or more barrels of flour export in this period means
that the farmer lost a home market for approximately 45,000,000 bushels of
wheat, which he would otherwise have sold at the better domestic price, and
subsequently sold this same wheat at the lower world's level.

A kernel of United States wheat In the markets of the world possesses no
outstanding pecularitles that command either prestige or premium. The same
kernel of United States wheat under United States flour brands has an estab-
lished foreign taide and an outstathding Individuality which gives it added
value. A strikin.g illustration of this fact will be found In the accompanying
table.

In the year 1905, when we had no exportable surplus of wheat at the world's
competitive prices, still the demand for established United States brands of
flour at an enhanced price was such that the Importing countries took from us
nearly 0,000,000 barrels of flour, constituting over 00 per cent of our combined
wheat and flour exports.

While there are variations during this period In the percentages that wheat
and flour bear to the total exrports of wheat and flour, the trend in flour exports
is steadily downward, except in those years where we have a small amount of
exportable surplus, when the permanent nature of the flour trade In comparison
with the varying wheat demand is clearly evidenced.

United States trend of pcrcentage of flour exports to total tcheat and irheat.
flour exports compared ieith trend of percentage of tc/eat exports to total
itceat and tcheal-flour export.

(Source: United States Statistical Abstract and Monthly Summaries of Foreign Commerce. Basis for
estimating what equivalent to flour exports, 41 bushels of wheat to I barrel of flour.l

l w904-1921.

Flour exports. Wheat exports Total wheatFisclyer. ______ _____ - ___and wheatFi."a I year. -. . .... flour exprtls

Per Per (bushels).
Barrels. Bushels. cent of Bushels. cent of

total. total.

1902-3 ......................... 19,716,484 88.724,178 CJ.83 114,181,420 56.20 202, 90 598
1903-4 ......................... 10,99,432 76,497,444 63.36 44,230,169 3A.64 120,7 .613
1904-5 ......................... 8 $26 335 39,718, 508 90.01 4,394,402 9.99 44,012,910
1905- ......................... 13,919,04 62,635,716 "417 34, 93 291 35.1 97, 09, 0t7
1906-7 ......................... 15, 84, 67 70,131,002 47.81 78,569.423 52.19 148700, 425
1907-8 ......................... 13, 927, 247 6d,672,612 3844 100,371,057 61.58 163, 043 669
1908-9 ......................... 10,6521,161 47,345,224 41.43 66,923, 244 A57 114,2^,468
1909-10 ........................ 9,012,987 40,603,442 46.57 46,679, 876 5i4 87,364,318
1910-1I ........................ 10129,435 4.%,18458 65.76 2,729,302 34.24 69,311,760
1911-12 ................... 1~,0647 49, 29, 192 6. 15 30, 60 212 37.85 79, M, 404
1912-13 ....... ........... 111,394,803 151,276,623 I35.87 91,W2,974 64.13 142, 879, 597
1913-14 ........................ 11,821,481 53,1 9,574 3860 92, W, 775 63.40 145,50,.349
1914-15 ........................ 16,182,765 72,822,44 21.90 259642, M3 78. 10 332,464,976
1915-16 ........................ 15,52060 69,841.011 28.67 17.,274,015 71.33 24.3,117,026
1916-17 ................... 11, 942,778 &3,742,501 26.40 149,831,427 7.t Go 23, 571 9,28
1917-18 ................... 21, 8M 951 93,459,779 U129 34, 118, 8.3 2.71 132,578,632
1918-19 ................... 24,181,979 108.818,900 37.85 17 .582, 673 62.15 287,401,579
1919-20 ................... 21,51,961 97,. 33,825 44.31 J22,430,724 .5. 69 219,884,5.49
1920-21 .................... 16, 183,234 72, .14, 55 1 19.85 293,267,637 80.15 36 092,190

'Decline of 43 per cent.
Each nllllon-bushel reduction in the flour export ineans the loss In prodllc-

tion of approximately 9,000 tons of feeds. Since the loss 6f flour exports be-
tween'1003 and 1914 was equivalent to approximately 37,00,000 bushels all-
nually, it means that the farmer suffered a yearly reduction ill these available
valuable feeds to the extent of 337,500 tons. Between 1014 and 1910 (the peak
year) there was an Increase of flour exports equivalent to approximately
57,5 0,000 bushels, meaning an Increase of feeds available of 517.500 tons.
Between 1919 and 1921 the decrease was equivalent to approximately 30,000,000
bushels, resulting In is loss of 3.4,000 tons of feed available to the American
farmer.

In considering the loss of these valuable feeding materials, you must imso
take Into consideration the loss of fertilizing elements contmlned4 therein. Of

81527-22-u se-3
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the nitrogen not recovered in the milk when fed to cows, approximately 90 per
cent would be returned to the soil to reappear in Increased fertility. The large
quantity of feeding material and fertilizing element which have gone abroad
annually in our surplus wheat is clearly shown in the accompanying table and
represents a constant and alarming drain upon our fertility.

Exports of feed in wheat.

Domestic
Fiscal year. exports

of wheat.

1903-4 ................... 44,30,169
19045 .................... 4,394,402
1906 .................... 34,97,291
198-7 .................... 76, 9,423
1907-8 .................... I0,31,087
1908-9 .......... 88,923,244
199-10........... 46,679,876
1910-11 ......... 23 729,302
1911-12 .............. 3,180,212

Feed In
wheat

exported.

ToN.

39,072

W8912-51
omjj396W2,309

213,564
271,442,

Domestic
Fiscal year. reports

of wheat.

1912-13 ................... 91,02,974

1915-16 ................... 173,974,015
91817 .... 1.............. 149,031,421917 -1 ................... 4, 11 3 1T

191849 ................... ,178; 82,673
1919-20 ................... 12, M,; 4 724
1,M21.................. 293,287,837

Feed in
wheat

exported.

TOM.

824,427
531,544

2,7835
1, 6 465

1, 483
80M,070

1,87,244
1,101,876
2,W39,409

The computation IN nitade on the basis of 60 pounds to the bushel of wheat.
the feel content of the wheat being 30 per cent of the total. The ton u.;ed is
the short ton of 2,000 pounds.

Supplcmcn rary nte No. 7.--Comparison of United States, Canada, and world's
prices.

A comparison of Minneapolls and Winnipeg prices (based on an equal rate
to Liverpool) over a number of years shows that these follow In general Liver-
pool prices, and both are Influenced by practically the samefforces. The price
at Winnlpeg. however, has been consistently lower thnn the Minneapolis price.
From 1906 to October, 1913, when an import duty of 25 cents per bushel was in
force, Minneapolis cash prices were on an average of 6 to 10 cents per bushel
higher.

The fact that we have a very large home market (80 per cent) for our wheat,
with the competition that must result in the procurement of such a large pro-
portion, Is sufficient in itself to account for the difference in price. regardless of
the existence of a tariff.

The ontstmnding fact Is that the cash price in the home market was higher
than the world's price.

It i therefore apparent that every bushel of wheat milled and exported as
flour pays a relatively hIgher price to the United States farmer than the sInie
apnount (of wheat exported. The decreasing percentages of flour exports reflect
directly bck to the dlsadvntage of the price situation which time tariff In effect
aims to improve.

Price of ichcat.

iRoman figures Indicate that Mfinneapols price Is greater; italic figures that Winnipeg price Is greater.)

SMinnespolis.

No.1 No. I
Northern Dark
or Dark Northern

Northern.' Fancy.

1917.
January ....... .. .............
February .............. . . ........
March.................
Aril.....................

June.......... -............ 2.731 ........
July... ....................2.63. .......
Augrust...................... 2.668j.........
September .................. 224.....
October .................. 2.21..........

ovember ................... Z21 ..........
member ...................... Z 21 . .... ....

Winnipeg No. 1,
ItanitobaNorthern.

Canadian American
money. money.

11.69
1.871
2.30
2.

2.212.21
2.21
2.21

2.29
2.711
2.481
2.341
2.391
2.1
2.11
2.

Differential between
Winnipeg (American
funds) and Minne-
apolis.

No. I No. 1
Northern Dark
or Dark Northern

Northern.' Fancy.

0.10 ............
............

.01.............
. ....o......
• ...'..'......

.01 .............01 ............
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Price of wheat- ontinued.

1gig.
January .......................
February ......................
M ararch .........................
April ...........................

M aay ..................
June ................
July ................. .
A ugust ..................

ptember ......... e.
O c tboberr ........................
November ....................
December .....................

1919.
Jan u ayry .....................
February ........... .
March .................
April ..................
May .............
June ............ ......... I
July ...........................
August ....................
September ..................
October .........................
November ....................
December .....................

January ........................
February ..................... t
March .........................
April ..........................
May ...........................
June .... : ............
July ..................
August ........................
September ..............
October .... ................November ....................

December ..............
1221.

January .......................
February ...............
March .................

Api ............ ....ay ............ ...
Jule ..........................July ....................... .
August ....................
September .........
october ................
November ....................

Minneapolis.

No. I No. I
Northern Dark
or Dark Northern
ortherit., Fancy.

$Z 1 !............2.21 ............

2.21 ............
2.21 ..............

2.2121

.232 1 ............2.232.231 .......... .

2.67............

29.........
2.54

2.7712.67
2. 9
.541 ............
2.77 ............

2.79 ............

n ............
1' t .. . . .. ..

2. _

3 ............

I631.
2.56 : $2.64
2.17 2.2
1.70 1.741

1.79 1 .92
1.691 1,74
1.69 1.72
!.4s .511.5M1 1.721

1.60 1.82
1:63 1.2
1.49 1'g
1W L.38

1. 1. 321

Winnipeg, No. ,Manitoba Northern.

AnMa nCanadian
motley.

$t 21.2.21.
2.21.
2.21.
2.21

2.21
2.24

2.24
2.24
2. 24

2.24
2.63

2.24
2.3
2.63

2..63

Z24

Z63

2.63

2.63

LIs"

Z63

1. 6

1.864

1.4W

'From January, 1917. to March 1919, Inclusive, the quotation Is for No. I Northern. Beginning with
pr11, 1919, the quotation Is for No. 1 Dark Northern. Prices quoted are averages of daily quotations.

Conversion of.WI nnl e prices Into American money Is made according to average rate of exchange for each
month. In different aS.olumn, Minneapolis price is compared with Winnipeg price In American money.

Supplementary note No. 8.-Decreasing supplies of mill feed.
"During the period from 1899 to 1020, while flour output and the accom-

panying production of feed Increased only 15.9 per cent, the population in-
crease was 39.2 per cent."

This increased population represents a greater demand for dairy products,
which are so dependent upon mill feeds, and these, as are clearly shown, have
suffered a sharp decrease In proportionate supply.

Canada, on the other hand, has a surplus of feeds. Other countries are
acquiring such surpluses through replacing former importations of flour with
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12.
2.1
2.17
2.1

2.161

2.
2.18

Z

'I,

2.

2.21

2.1
z.M
2.18

II
2.8
2.,,4
2.54

17

2.,
2.39

2.42
1.4
2.

2.27
2..3

2.471
2.11
1.83
1.63

1.70
1.61
!.66
1.56
1,.
1,.
1.61
1.62
1.33
1:011

-m-n-y..

Differential between
Winnipeg (American
funds) and Mlnnc-
apolis.

No. I No. 1
Northern Dark
or Dark Northern

Northern.' Fancy.

.011. .

.03. ......
2, ............
:0:.........

. H4 ............

".6 ............

....... ....

.4..........

029...........

.
: 22

II . 12

.092 .........

.07 . 02.....

.13 ... .. .. .

Mi ........
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importations of wheat, grinding same in their own mills and making these
feeds available.

The effects of ample supplies of mill feeds are shown by the following table
of butter Imports:

Imports and exports of butter, 1903-1921.

(Compiled from rep&ts by Department of Commerce as given in Monthly Summarleslof Foreign Commerce.]

I Imports. Exports. Imports. Expors.

1934 ............... 14,4.7 10,717,824 1912-13....

1 . .......... 17,47 1 5..... ....3,M,227 9, 6,704
1906-7 .................... 414,755 12,544,77 1915-16 ................... 712,998 13,487,481
197-8 ..................... 780,608 6,463,01 1 1916-17 ............. 523,573 26,85,092
1908-9 ..................... 646,320 598,285 1917-18 ............ 1,8051, 17,735,8
190-10....... ... 13 0245 3,140,545 1918-19 ................. 4,131,469 33,739,960
1910-11:.......... .... 10,7,SM 4,8 79 7j 1910 .................. 20,770,950 27,155,834
1911-12...................1 1,025,668 1920-21...........34,343,6 7,8925

Supplementary note No. 9.-Note re compensatory or commensurate duty on
flour.

A commensurate or compensatory duty on flour conceives a wheqt rate ap-
plied to the number of bushels actually used to produce the grade of flour
imported. It assumes that labor costs in the country of export are the same as
In the country of import.

Some grades of flour call be produced from 4j bushels of 60.pound wheat,
other grades take 5, 0. and even 7 bushels.

Canadian labor costs involved In the manufacture of a barrel of flour are
less than the United States.

It would be impractical to Incorporate into the present tariff act a schedule
adequate to cover all the differences of grades and costs. A simple method to
meet these variations would be to adopt a rate on flour sufficient to allow for
differences In grades and labor costs.

To do otherwise the effects of the wheat tariff are discounted, our labor i
handicapped.

A rate on flour of five or six times the wheat rate would be sufficient to meet
these inequalities, or a rate of four and one-half times plus 50 cents a barrel,
as suggested, would be fair and reasonably protective, not prohibitive.

Inequalities of present wheat and flour schedule as proposed in 11. It. 74.56,
title 3, section 1, paragraph 730, page 90, show advantage to Canadian flour
irlxrts a compared with tour of United States protluctlon and render inoper-
ative the alms of the wheat duty. This comlprlson as:-inils cost of production
to be the same In both cases. Canadian production costs are actually less than
in the United States.

Duty on
wheat re- Difference

Percent Bushels qulred to In favor
ue e. Flour Pouds oeabarrel required Dutyon a of foreign
grade. rou of 196 to make a "'pj 1  barrel miller andpounds. produced. full barrel. equal to foregn

impre labor.pounds, ~flour.od f4e

Per cet.
45............... 100 196 100 4.50 1.98 $1.125 0.l145
4.5 ............... 95 188.2 95 4.737 .98 1.184 .204
4.5 .............. 90 176.4 90 5.00 .98 1.25 .270
4.8 .............. 16 95 .30 .98 1.325 .345
4.5 ............... so 15&8 so &625 .98 1.4051 .428
4.5 ........... 75 147 75 6.00 .98 L.0 .20
4.5 ............... 70 137,2 70 8.43 .98 1.81 .8

It is clearly shown In the above that the Canadian miller, In addition to the
advantages of the lower wheat prices and lower production cost, Is given further
preference in meeting competition of Canadian wheat In the United States to
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the amount of 52 cents per barrel for the grades and kinds that would be in
greater demand. Not only is the United States manufacturer and laborer thus
discounted by that sum, but every barrel of Canadian flour so imported means
that the benefits to the farmer in the wheat tariff are rendered inoperative in a
like amount, since he has thereby lost the sale in the United States of an
equivalent number of bushels at the better price which the duty aims to main.
tain in the domestic market, but is obliged to sell for expoit at the lower
world's price level.

Moreover, and of greatest significance, is the fact that Canadian flour Im-
ports represent a kind and grade of bread wheat that the consuming public
holds In highest esteem. These are the kinds and grades produced in the
United States, but which, through the ravages of a plant disease, are diminish-
Ing rapidly in quantity and faced with possible, even probable, extinction.

Supplenzentary note No. 10.--Drawback provision:
This clause provides that If certain products made from Impoirted duty-pald

material are admitted free, that drawback should be satlsfled upon the ex-
portation of those articles produced therefrom which are dutiable, permitting
the fetention, without customs complications, of those articles so produced
which are admitted free.

Provisions for manufacturing under drawback: Suggested amendment to
section 316 (or such similar section as may have been proy ded for by the Sen.
ate committee), on page 225, line 4, Insert after word "provided ":"

"Provided, That where two or more products result from the manipulation
of Imported material, the drawback shall be distributed to the several products
in accordance with their relative value at the time of separation. If, however,
no duty Is assessable on the Importation of similar products, then upon the ex-
portation of such products as are subject to duty there shall be refunded the
drawback accruing to the whole of the imported material."

Supplementary note 11-A and 11-R.-Bonding provisions:
Clause A, permitting withdrawal of flour made from bonded wheat upon pay.-

ment of duties equal to that imposed upon Imported flour, is conceived with the
expectation of a compensatory duty on flour. If the duty on flour is not com-
pensatory, then the tariff works an injustice upon the United States manufac-
turer and United States labor. If the duty is compensatory, as it Is reasonable
to expect, then the clause Is Justifiable from every standpoint.

Clause B provides that If certain products made from imported material are
admitted free the charges against the bond of the imported material should be
canceled upon the exportation of those articles produced therefrom which are
dutiable and the retention without customs complications of those articles so
produced which are admitted.free.

Provisions for manufacturing wheat in bond: Suggested amendment to sec-
tion 314 (or such similar action as may have beeh provided for by the Senate
committee), beginning on page 221, line 8, after the word "vessel ":

"Provided, That wheat flour or wheat products produced from imported
wheat, or any portion thereof, may be withdrawn for domestic consumption, or
transferred to a bonded customs warehouse and withdrawn therefrom, and the
several charges against the bond canceled, upon payment of duty equal to the
duty which would be assessed and collected by law If such flour or wheat prod-
ucts'were Imported from a foreign country.

"Provided further, That where two or more products result from the ma-
nipulation of an imported article and only certain of these products are subject
to duty, the several charges against such bond may be canceled upon exporta-
tion or upon delivery to a bonded warehouse, of those products which are sub-
ject to duty."

Supplementary note No. IZ.-Bonding provlsions.
Attention is called to the fact that under this proposal the identity of the

wheat is not required. It may be argued that this would permit substitution
of cheaper grades of American wheats or lower grades of flour produced there-
from. While this may be true in theory, it is not in fact or practice.

Canada 1 now the dominating factor in the world's export flour trade, if
not in volume at least in the prestige which formerly was possessed by the
brands of this country. Meeting the world's competition means we meet
Canadian grades and qualities. The kind and character of their wheat grades
are not as wide as our own. They set the standards of price and quality and
we must follow. We must meet kind with ind if we are to compete success-
fully.
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Under the proposal advanced we have undertaken to incorporate into this
Imported Canadian wheat 43 per cent of American wheat and with it to com-
pete against Canadian flour made from 100 per cent of their wheat. We can
not otherwise cancel the charges against the bond.

Even if the miller did substitute 100 per cent, he would still be under an
obligation to purchase 43 per cent of United States wheat at the domestic
price, thus increasing the home market for that proportion, which would other-
wise find its way abroad at the world's price level.

The essential question is not one of substitution, but whether the miller can
compete successfully using such a large percentage of different wheat at a
higher price. It Is certain that he could not use a higher percentage of domes-
tic wheats. To do so would further increase his cost and widen the differences
in grades which he must meet in competition.

The loss of Identity Is something which need occasion no anxiety. In the
first place, it is ineffective, and, secondly, competitive conditions would elimi.
nate it far better than any legislative feature. Loss of Identity Is not essential
to the success of the plan, other than that It involves Its operation in many com-
plications which arise from Treasury regulations properly designed to comply
with the requirements of the law.
* This robs business of that elasticity of operation which aids in meeting com-

petition and, furthermore, involves delays and Increases costs, which must.be
added to the exportable commodity, already laboring under a handicap of
price disadvantage.

The preservation of Identity under legal requirements means special bins,
special supervision, and Involves mechanical details with which many mills
could not comply.

It should be noted that European countries desiring to foster and encourage
the milling industry have in their customs regnations permitted not only the
retention of the offals, or feed, but have specisier.lsy allowed loss of the identity
in the Imported wheat; in fact, in many instances have refunded the duty
on the amount of wheat required to manufacture the unit of flour exported.

Supplementary note No. 12 A. P.-Provisions for manufacturing wheat in bond.
Suggested amendment to section 315 (or such similar section as may have

been provided for by the Senate committee, beginning after colon on line 10,
page 224, by addition of the following:

"ProLided, That the works of manufacturers engaged in milling wheat flour
may, upon giving satisfactory bonds, be designated as bonded flour milling ware-
houses. Wheat may be removed from the vessel or other vehicle In which im-
ported, P" from a bonded warehouse, Into a bonded flour milling warehouse,
without e payment of duties thereon, and be there manufactured or milled,
together with wheat of home or foreign production:

".Provided, That where domestic wheat is used In conjunction with such
imported wheat in the manufacture or production of flour, the quantity of such
imported wheat used shall be ascertained and the facts of the manufacture or
production of such flour In the United States shall be determined.

"Provided, further, That the bonds shall be charged with the amount of
duties payable upon such wheat at the time of its importation, and the several
charges against such bonds may be canceled upon the exportation or delivery
to a bonded manufacturing warehouse, established under section 314 of this
act, of an amount of flour sufficient to equal In'weight such imported wheat."

Supplementary note No. 12-B.-Drawback provisions.
The proposal made here Is Identical with that made in the bonding clause,

supplementary note No. 12-A, and the arguments are the same. It is merely
a difference in procedure and not omie in principle.

Provisions for manufacturing under drawback: Suggested amendment to sec-
tion 316 (or such similar section as may have been provided for by the Senate
committee), page 225, by a separate paragraph to be inserted between lines 16
and 17, reading as follows:

"Pnrovded, however, That upon the exportation of wheat flour manufactured
or produced in the United States in whole or in part from wheat of foreign
origin, upon which customs duties have been paid, there shall be allowed draw-
back of duties equal to the duties paid upon a like quantity, by weight, of wheat
of foreign origin, less 1 per cent of such duties, under such regulations as to
such allowance, claims, an& payment thereof as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe:

"Provided, That when filing such claims for drawback, there shall be pre-
sented by the claimant thereof certificate of duty Issued by a collector of customs
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of the United States that there was imported, within his customs district on the
date to be specified (not more than one year previous thereto), a like quantity,
by weight, of wheat of foreign origin, and that full duties were paid thereon as
required by law."

Supplemental note No. 1.--Replacement of feed.
Again, it may be argued that under this plan, should there be a duty on feeds,

we would be circumventing this and securing free admission. This proposal in-
volves the question of replacement and not retention. It i$ true, the miller
keeps the feed in this country, where It is much needed by the farmer, but he
pays the penalty of replacing this feed (which Is a low.prlced commodity) with
flour (a high-priced commodity) made from United States heat, for which the
tariff aims to find a market at a better price. It must be borne in mind that
If the miller takes 30 pounds of feed out he puts the Identical quantity of flour
back; that this flour Is made from United States wheat in United States mills
and bought at United States prices, which otherwise would be sold In export
at the world's price.

The theory has also been advanced that the additional volume of feed made
available would depress the price on other feeding grains.

This is entirely discounted by the fact that mill feeds do not lend themselves
to ocean transportation. If foreigners are deprived of the supply of mill feeds
which is retained In this country for the benefit of our dairy interests, It follows
that their deficit of feeding materials must be made up through the purchase of
feeding grains which can be shipped.

H. It. 7450, section 814: "That all articles manufactured In whole or In part
of imported materials, or of materials subject to Internal-revenue tax, and in.
tended for exportation without being charged with duty, and without having
an internal-revenue stamp affixed thereto, shall under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, in order to be so manufactured and
exported, be made and manufactured in bonded warehouses similar to those
known and designated in Treasury regulations as bonded warehouses, class six:'

"Provided, That the manufacturer of such articles shall first give satisfactory
bonds for the faithful observance of all the provisions of law and of such regu.
lations as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury:

"Provided further, That the manufacture of distilled rprits from grain.
starch, molasses, or sugar, including all dilutions or mixtures of them or either
of them, shall not be permitted in such manufacturing warehouses.

"Whenever goods manufactured In any bonded warehouse established under
the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be exported directly therefrom
or shall be duly laden for transportation and immediate exportation under the
supervision of the proper officer who shall be duly designated for that purpose,
such goods shall be exempt from duty and from the requirements relating to
revenue stamps.

"Provided, Any materials used in the manufacture of such goods, and any
packages, coverings, vessels, brands, and labels used in putting up the same
way, under the regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury, be conveyed with-
out the payment of revenue tax or duty into any bonded manufacturing ware-
house, and Imported goods may, under the aforesaid regulations, be transferred
without the exaction of duty from any bonded warehouse Into any bonded
manufacturing warehouse; but this privilege shall not be held to apply to Im-
plements, machinery, or apparatus to be used In the construction or repair of
any bonded manufacturing warehouse or for the prosecution of the business
carried on therein.

"No articles or materials received Into such bonded manufacturing ware-
house shall be withdrawn or removed therefrom except for direct shipment and
exportation or for transportation and Immediate exportation in bond to for-
eign countries or to the Philippine Islands under the supervision of the officer
duly designated therefor by the collector of the port, who shall certify to such
shipment and exportation, or ladening "for transportation, as the case may be,
describing the articles by their mark or -otherwise, the quantity, the date of
exportation, and the name of the vessel:

"Provided, That wheat flour or wheat products produced from imported
wheat, or any portion thereof, may be withdrawn for domestic consumption,
or transferred to a bonded customs warehouse and withdrawn therefrom, and
the several charges -against the bond canceled, upon payment of duty equal
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to the duty which would be assessed and collected by law if such flour or wheat
products were imported from a foreign country:

"Provided further, That where two or more products result from the ma-
nipulation of an imported article and only certain of these products are subject
to duty, the several charges against such bond may be canceled upon exporta-
tion or upon delivery to a bonded warehouse, of those products which are
subject to duty:

"Provided, That the waste material or by-products Incident to the processes
of manufacture, including waste derived from cleaning rice in bonded ware.
houses under the act of March 24, 1874, in said bonded warehouses may be
withdrawn for domestic consumption on the payment of duty equal to the duty
which would be assessed and collected by law if such waste or by-products
were Imported from a foreign country. All labor performed and services ren-
dered under these provisions shall be under the supervision of a duly desig-
nated officer of the customs and at the expense of the manufacturer.

"A careful account shall be kept by the collector of all merchandise de-
livered by him to any bonded manufacturing warehouse, and a sworn monthly
return, verified by the customs officers In charge, shall be made by the manu-
facturers containing a detailed statement of all imported merchandise used by
him in the manufacture of exported articles.

"Before commencing business the proprietor of any manufacturing ware-
house shall file with the Secretary of the Treasury a list of all the articles
intended to be manufactured In such warehouse, and state the formula of manu.
facture and the names and quantities of the ingredients to be used therein.

"Articles manufactured under these provisions may be withdrawn under uch
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for transportation
and delivery into any bonded warehouse at an exterior port for the sole- pur-
pose of immediate export therefrom:

"Provided, That cigars manufactured in whole of tobacco imported from
any one country, made and manufactured in such bonded manufacturing ware-
houses, may be withdrawn for home consumption upon the payment of the
duties on such tobacco in its condition as Imported under such regulations as
the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, and the payment of the internal-
revenue tax accruing on such cigars In their condition as withdrawn, and the
boxes or packages containing such cigars shall be stamped to indicate their
character, origin of tobacco from which made, and place of manufacture.

"The provisions of section 3483 of the Revised Statutes shall, so far as may
be practicable, apply to any bonded manufacturing warehouse established under
this act and to the merchandise conveyed therein."

H. R. 74-50, section 815: "That the works of manufacturers engaged in smelt-
Ing or refining, or both, of ores and crude metals may, upon the giving of satis-
factory bonds, be designated as bonded smelting warehouses. Ores or crude
metals may be removed from the vessel or other vehicle in which imported, or
from a bonded warehouse, into a bonded smelting warehouse without the pay-
ment of duties thereon and there smelted or refined, or both, together with ores
or crude metals of home or foreign production:

"Provided, That the bonds shall be charged with the amount of duties pay-
able upon such ores and crude metals at the time of their Importation, and
the several charges against such bonds may be canceled upon the exportation
or delivery to a bonded manufacturing warehouse established under paragraph
M of this section of an amount of the same kind of metal equal to the actual
amount of dutiable metal producible from the smelting or refining, or both.
of such ores or crude metals as determined from time to time by the Secretary
of the Treasury:

"Provided further. That the said metals so producible, or any portion thereof,
may be withdrawn for domestic consumption or transferred to a bonded cus-
toms warehouse and withdrawn therefrom, and the several charges against the
bonds canceled upon the payment of the duties chargeable against an equiva-
lent amount of ores or crude metals from which said metal would be producible
in their condition as imported:

"Provided further, That on the arrival of the ores and crude metals at such
establishments they shall be sampled according to commercial methods and
the sample assayed by wet assay, without deduction, under the supervision of
Government officers, to be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury and at
the expense of the manufacturer:
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"Provided further, That antimovlal lead produced In sald establishments
may be withdrawn for consumption upon the payment of the duties ch'argeable
against It under existing law:

"Proridcd, That the works of manufacturers engaged In milling wheat flour
may, upon giving satisfactory bonds, be designated as bonded flour.milling
warehouses. Wheat may be removed from the vessel or other vehicle in which
imported, or from a bonded warehouse, into a bonded flour-milling warehouse,
without the payment of duties thereon, and be there manufactured or milled,
together with wheat of home or foreign production:

"Provided, That where domestic wheat Is used In conjunction with such im.
ported wheat in the manufacture or production of flour , the quanUty of such
Imported wheat used shall be ascertained and the facts of the manufacture
or production of such flour in the United States shall be determined:

"Protided further, That the bonds shall be charged with the amount of duties
payable upon such wheat at the time of Its Importation, and the several charges
against s*h bonds may be cancelled upon the exportation or delivery to a
bonded manufacturing warehouse established under section 314 of this act
of an amount of flour sufficient to equal in weight such Imported wheat:

"Provided further, That all labor performed and services rendered pursuant
to this section shall be under the supervision of an officer of the customs, to be
appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury, and at the expense of the manu.
facturer:

"Provided further, That all regulations for the carrying out of this section
shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury."

H. I. 7450, section 316: "That where imported materials on which duties
have been paid are used in the manufacture of articles manufactured or pro.
duced in the United States, there shall be allowed on the exportation of such
articles a drawback equal in amount to the duties paid on the materials ueed,
less 1 per cent of such duties:

"Provided, That when the articles exported are made In part from domestW
materials the imported materials, or the parts of the articles made from such
materials, shall so appear in the completed articles that the quantity or measure,
thereof may be ascertained:

"And provided further, That the drawback on any article allowed unler extst.
Ing law shall be continued at the rate herein provided :

"Prorided, That wher: two or more products result from the manipulation
of imported material, the drawback shall be distributed to the several products
In accordance with their relative value at the time of separation. If, however.
no duty Is assessable on the Importation of similar products, then upon the
exportation of such products as are subject to duty there shall be refunded
the drawback accruing to the wlole of the Imported material.

"That the imported materials u.;ed in the manufacture or production of
articles entitled to drawback of customs duties when exported shall, In all
eases where drawback of duties paid on such materials Is claimed, be Identified,
the quantity of such materials used and the amount of duties paid thereon
shall be ascertained, the facts of the manufacture or production of such articles
in the United States and their exportation therefrom shall be dt-terinined, and
the drawback due thereon shall be paid to the manufacturer, producer, or ex-
porter, to the agent of either, or to the person to whoen such manufacturer.
producer, exporter, or agent shall, in writing, order such drawback pald, under
such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.

"Provided, however, That upon the exportation of wheat flour manufactured
or produced In the United States In whole or in part from wheat of foreign
origin, upon which customs duties have been paid, there shall be allowed draw-
back of duties equal to the duties paid upon a like quantity, by weight, of wheat
of foreign origin, less one per cent of such duties, under such regulations as
to snch allowance, claims, and payment thereof as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe:

"Provided, That when filing such claims for drawback there shall be pre.
sented by the claimant thereof certificate of duty Issued by a collector of
customs of the United States that there was Imported, within his customs dis-
trict, on the date to be specified (not more than one year previous thereto) a
like quantity, by weight, of wheat of foreign origin, and that full duties were
paid thereon as required by law.

"That on the exportation of medicinal or tollet preparations (including per.
fumery) hereafter manufactured or produced In the United States In part from
domestic alcohol on which an Internal-revenue tax has been paid, there shall

14
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be allowed a drawback equal In amount to the tax found to have been paid on
the alcohol so used:

"Provided, That no other than domestic tax-paid alcohol shall have been
used in the manufacture or production of such preparations. Such drawback
shall be determined and paid under such rules and regulations, and upon the
filing of such notices, bonds, bills of lading, and other evidence of payment of tax
and exportation, as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe.

"Provided, That Imported salt in bond may be used in curing fish taken by
vessels licensed to engage in the fisheries and in curing fish on the shores of
the navigable waters of the United States, under such regulations as the Sec.
retary of the Treasury shall prescribe; and upon proof that the salt has been
used for either of the purposes stated in this proviso, the duties on the same
shall be remitted:

"Provided further That exporters of meats, whether packed or smoked, which
have been cured in the United States with imported salt shall, upon satisfactory
proof, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe,
that such meats have been cured with imported salt, have refunded to them
from the Treasury the duties paid on the salt so used In curing such exported
meats, in amounts not less than $100.

"That the provisions of this section shall apply to materials used in the
construction and equipment of vessels built for foreign account and ownership,
or for the government of any foreign country, notwithstanding that such vessels
may not, within the strict meaning of the term. be articles exported."

Supplementary note No. 14.--Canadian wheat movement through United
States.

The tonnage of Canadian whent moving on this cntinent for export has
reached enormous proportions, the annual movement being between two hundred
to two hundred andfifty million bushels, or, in round figures, 200,000 carloads.

Of this movement. 60 per cent has formerly moved via the United States,
affording a haul varying from 500 to 1,000 miles of over 100,000 carloads annually.

This business is constantly increasing, as the development of the lands of
far western Canada progresses. The time is not far distant when the volume
of Canadian wheat crop will have doubled, with a relative increase in exports.

The preservation and development of this tonnage by United States railroads
is a matter of prime importance, both to them and to the country at large.

The use this Canadian wheat In United States mills, together with the in-
creased percentage of United States wieats, affords the railways absolutely
original tonnage to that degree.

The by-product produced in manufacturing flour Is the principal constituent
part of milk production, and through its greater supply and greater cost will
increase such milk production. This will afford additional tonnage of a most
desirable character to our railroads. The soil enrichment resulting from the
fertilizing value of these feeds means Increased production and additional
transportation tonnage.

The more continuous and larger operation of United States mills will mean
cheaper flour because of the lessening cost of production, which means cheaper
bread. Labor Is more vitally interested in the price of bread than In anything
else excepting its own wage.

Supplementary note No. 15.-Development of Canadian transportation facili.
ties.

Canada is developing already established lines of ocean steamers, interior
waterways, and coast comniuucations which will permit them to carry on their
own rails and in their own bottoms the tremendously increasing crop of wheat.
60 per cent of which until recently has passed through the hands of United
States carriers.

The figures shown In the table under supplementary note 5 show that the
percentage of Canadiaz, movement through the United States Is undergoing a
marked diminution. Last year, from September 1 to the close of navigation,
Canadian shipments via the Lakes were 09,000,000 bushels, of which 52 per cent
went to Buffalo and 9 per cent to other Unite-1 States ports; 39 per cent going
to Canadian ports.

From the opening of navigation this year to the end of August, 1921, ship-
ments were 78,000,000 bushels, of which Buffalo got 17 per cent, other United
States ports 4 per cent, and Canadian ports 78 per cent.

Milling centers in line of flow of Canadian wheat: Milling centers In line of
flow of Canadian wheat through the United States, on present freight structure,
where Canadian wheat can be Imported, milled in bond, and handled on a com.
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petitive basis under the regulations proposed, are those located at or tributary to
Green Bay, Gladstone, Manitowoc, Racine, Milwaukee, Chicago, Michigan City,
Traverse City, Benton Harbor, Muskegon, Ludington, Manistee, Petosky, Che-
boygan, Alpena, Bay City, Port Huron, Toledo, Sandusky, Erie, Cleveland,
Buffalo, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.

The response that could be expected from carriers would undoubtedly allow
Canadian wheat carried in bond through these ports to reach seaboard in the
form of flour at Gulf ports, Newport News, or the other Atlantic ports at rates
of freight which would enable all mills to participate in the business.

Canadian flour exports for September, October, and November, 1921.

To United Kingdom ------------------------------------- barrels-- 1,210,000
To United States --------------------------------------------- 1-- 147, 00
To other countries ---------------------------------- o... 513,000

1,870,000
Per year --------------------------------------------------- do-- - 7,480,000

To United States, 1921:
September ------------------------------------------- -- _do - 4,000
October -----------------------------------------------. do - 42,000
November ------------------------------------------- do_ __ 101,000

147,000

Values were unobtainable except for the following for the first 20 days of
November:

Importations at Niagara Falls and Black Rock (the all-rail entry of Buf-
falo, In these 20 days) ------------------------------------ barrels-- 12. 462

The entries at Black Rock were ---------------------- do 2,989
Duty collected ---------------------------------- per barrel.. $1.29
Showing appraised valuation of ------------ .----------------- do.... $6. 45
Importations at Niagara Falls ------------------------------ barrels. 9,473
Duty collected ---------------------------------- per barrel.- $1.21
Showing appraised valuation of ------------------------- do.... $8.05

This shows the average valuation of imports at the two points to be $6.25. The
Imports probably originated and were valued as at Port Colborne, which would
reconcile with values of $5.10 bulk shown for Fort William in supplementary
note No. 1.

Caradian tchcat export#.

Total September, October, and November:
1920 ---------------------------------------------- bushels.. 77,415,000
1921 ------------------------------------------------ do -... 57, &, 000

To United States, Noveml:er:
1920 --------------------------------------- do .... 8,0 28,000
1921 ----------------------------------------------- do. 4,156, 000

To United States, September, October, and November:
I20 . . . . . . ..--------------------------------------- do..-.- 18, 414,000
1921 ----------------------------------------------- do.... 6, 002, 000

There are 1.000.000 busbels of Canadian wheat afloat In Mnd at Buffalo. which by
a mere custom entry at Buffalo can be transferred Into United States importatlons.





ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

MODIFICATIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH F. LOOKETT REPRESENTING THE OUS-
TOMS BAR ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK OITY.

Mr. LOCKETF. The Customs Bar Association of New York City,
through its committee on practice and procedure, has prepared a very
complete and exhaustive analysis of certain parts of the administra-
tive section of the Fordney bill, and through a misunderstanding the
brief is not now here for presentation to this committee. They wired
and asked me to request the committee to receivetho brief when it.
arrives to-morrow.

Senator McCumBER. Very well.
(The brief is as follows:)

The purpose of this memorandum is to lay before your committee certain modifi-
cations of the administrative provisions in Title IV of the general tariff bill (H. R.
7456) as proposed by the committee on practice, procedure, and legislation of the
Association of the Customs Bar.

The Association of the Customs Bar is an organization of attorneys practicing before
the Board of United States General Appraisers and the United States Court of Customs
Appeals. Among its principal objects are the maintenance and improvement of the
standards and methods of practice under the Federal laws relating to the customs and
revenue and the promotion of reforms in such legislation.

The Association of the Customs Bar has given careful study to the administration
features of the pending bill and believes it to be great improvement over any previous
administrative system. In matters of fundamental policy, like the American.valua-
tion plan, the association does not undertake to express the views of its members.
It recommends only certain changes that, in its judgment, will contribute to the
simplicity and effectiveness of the law, but is convinced that these are highly impor-
tant. The objects 6f the amendments are summarized below and this summary is
followed by the proposed amendments and the reasons therefor.

OBJECrS SouoHT. By inc PROpOSED AmBNDUENTs.

1. The shipper or owner, or the agent of either, should be permitted to sign consular
invoices of purchased goods in the country of exportation, as well as theseller. (Sec-tion 482, infra.)

2. The requirement that consular invoices be sworn to before a notary public,
before production to a United States consul, will cause inconvenience to shippers
with no resulting benefit. It should be sufficient if such invoices were declared to
before a consul, as under existinR law. (Sections 485, 486, 481, infra.)

3. Compliance with the provision requiring an importer to enter his merchandise in
terms of the tariff laws should not deprive him of his remedy to test such classification
by litigation. (Section 490, infra.)

4. A board of three general appraisers should have the right.to review the decision
of a single eneral appraiser on jurisdictional questions in a reappraisement appeal.(Section .09 infra.). .

5. The parties should have the same right of argument in proceedings before the
board of three general appraisers in a reappraisement case as in proceedings before a
single general appraiser. (Section 509, infra.)

6. Delivery of imported merchandise at a designated place should not be made a
condition of the right of abandonment of such merchandise where it is so far destroyed
or in such condition as not to be deliverable. (Section 513, infra.)

5101
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7. The adoption of the American-valuation system will make it important that the
subpoena power of collectors, appraisers, and boards of general appraisers include the
power to cite manufacturers of and dealers in domestic merchandise being or alleged
to be similar to imported merchandise. (Section 521, infra.)

8. Decisions of a collector should be reviewable when he acts outside of the law as
well as when he proceeds by, or under color, of statutory authority. (Section 527,
infra).

9. The requirements of a protest as prescribed in former statutes, and settled by
many years of practice and judicial construction, should be preserved without inno-
vation. (Section 527, infra).

10. The importer should not be deprived of all remedy to contest an illegal assess-
ment, because of failure to pay the assessed duties within 30 days after filing a protest.
A i condition that he shall pay the duty before his protest can be heard has proved
sufficient for many years past. (Sections 527, 528, infra.)

11. The boards of general appraisers should have power to order analyses of mer-
chandise in Government laboratories. (Section 531, infra.)

12. A single general appraiser should have power to order a rehearing or retrial of
a reappraisement case decided by him. (Section 531. infra.)

The page, line, and section numbers of the bill asstated in the ensuing recommenda-
tions have reference to the print of H. R. 7456, as referred to the Committee on Finance.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS.

I. THE SHIPPER OR OWNER OR THE AOENT OF EITHER SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO SIGN
CONSULAR INVOICES OF PURCHASED GOODS IN TIlE COUNTRY OF EXPORTATION, AS
WELL AS THE SELLER.

Section 482: On page 255, in line 7, insert after the word "seller)' the words "shipper
or owner."

As the section now stands, it requires that consular invoices of purchased good shall
be signed by the seller of the merchandise or by the seller's agent. This, if literally
adhered to would cause great Inconvenience to large importers who maintain branch
houses in foreign countries for the purpose of assembling, inspecting, and shipping
goods purchased in various places. Such branch houses have for many years been
permitted to consolidate numerous shipments in one consular invoice and to sign
such invoice; the present requirement teing that the consular invoice shall be signed
by the "person owning or shipping1 ' the gods. They have been required in such
consolidated Invoices to disclose the name of the seller, attach his original bill or
invoice, ani swear to its accuracy.

Under section 482 as it now stands, however, consolidation of shipments in one
invoice would be difficult if not impossible. The assembling purchaser would have
to send his consolidated invoice to possibly 10 to 20 sellers for signature, which would
result in embarrassing delays, to say nothing of other objectionable features. The
alternative of obtainifig a separate consular invoice from each seller would be even
more objectionable. Indeed, a seller living in another consular district from that'
from which the goods were finally shipped probably could not leglly execute a
consular invoice,-in view of the requirement of section 485 that the voice shall be
certified by the consul of the district from which the merchandise is to be shipped.

The privilege of purchasing merchandise in different consular districts, assembling
it for shipment, and including it in a single invoice certified at the shipping point is
expressly recognized in section 484, at page 257, but is practically rendered abortive
by the requirement in section 482 that the consular invoice be signed by the seller.

This requirement is also inconsistent with section 485, page 257, lines 14, 15, and 16,
permitting the consular declaration on the invoice to be signed and sworn to "by the
seller, manufacturer, or owner, or by his or their agent."

It is not believed that any objectionable practices have arisen from the long-existing
privilege accorded purchasers abroad, of assembling and shipping merchandise on a
consular invoice signed and declared to by the shipper or owner. Section 482, as it
noW stands, is merely an embarrassing restriction upon the normal practices of trade
with no compensating advantage and should be amended as above suggested.

It. THE REQUIREMENT THAT CONSULAR INVOICES BE SWORN TO BEFORE A NOTARY
PUBLIC, BEFORE PRODUCTION TO A UNITED STATES CONSUL, WILL CAUSE INCON-
VENIENCE TO SHIPPERS WITH NO RESULTING BENEFIT. IT SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT
IF SUCH INVOICES WERE DECLARED TO BEFORE A CONSUL, AS UNDER EXISTING LAW.

Section 485: On page 257, in lines 12 to 14, beginning after the word "signed" in
line 12, strike out the words "and sworn to before an officer authorized to administer
oaths under the laws of the place where signed and sworn to."
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Section 486: On page 259, in line 6, beginning after the word "signed," strike out
the words "and sworn to."

Section 481: On page 254, in line 14, after the word "certified," strike out the
words "and verified."

The bill as it is now framed compels the person making a consular invoice to produce
it in the first instance before a notary public for verification and then before a United
States consul. There seems to be no advantage in this requirement over an arrange.
ment whereby a declaration is taken before the consul, as under existing law, which
simplifies the procedure.

T e Government is in the same position, so far as its remedies are concerned,
whether an oath be taken before a notary or a declaration signed before a consul. A
person In a foreign jurisdiction who swears to a fale affidavit of this character before
a resident notary can not, In general, be punished for the crime of perjury nider
the laws of his domicile or of this country. 'Thisls due in part to limitations imposed
by the technical definition of the crime of perJury and in part to the infratermitorial
effect of laws. On the other hand, it is certain that a false declaration made before
a United States consul and used in effecting entry of imported merchandise into this
country, would be as fully within the denunciation of our customs penal statutes as
would an affidavit sworn to before an officer of the exporting country.

Nothing is gined by requiring an oath before a notary public and no good reason
is perceived why consuls should not administer the declaration on the invoices as
heretofore. Foreign shippers, who export goods to this country, are accustomed to
transact business affecting such shipments With United Statesconsuls and it would
greatly subserve the convenience of such shippers if all of the required formalities
could be performed in the office of the consul.

ii. COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISION REQUIRING AN IMPORTER TO ENTER HIS
MERCHANDISE IN TERMS OF THE TARIFF LAWS SHOULD NOT DEPRIVE IM OF HIS
REMEDY TO TEST SUCH CLASSIFICATION BY LITIGATION.

Section 490: On pag 262, in line 12, insert the following proviso immediately
preceding the present proviso:

"Prodded, That no statements required by law to be made in the invoice or entry
shall be construed to deprive any party of the right to protest and appeal from the
decision of the collector as provided in this act or to a decision on the merits under
said protest and appeal."

The requirement in section 490 that the entry shall contain "q description of the
merchandise in terms of the tariff laws of the United States, and the valie of each
item or lot according to its dutiable classificatioh" has not heretofore been a pro-
vision of stattitory law. In pr.cice the entry has contained such classification but
it has always been recognized that the descriptive matter therein was of a tentative
character, opted for purposes of convenience and binding upon neither the Gov.
eminent nor the importer. The importer, in order to obtain delivery of his merchan.
dise, has been obli ed to adopt for purposes of entry the tariff classification favored
by Government officials, and dep.osit duties upon that basis, even though he dis.
agreed with it, but has been permitted to avail himself of his remedies by protest
and appeal to correct error in such classification. Indeed, there is no way to correct
error in an official classification but to accept it for purposes of entry, pay the duties,
and protest.

With the provision referred to appearing as a mandatory requirement in the statu-
tory law it is safe to prophesy that the claim will be made, that it works an estoppel
and binds the importer by his description of the merchandise made in the entry over
his oath. Of course, this result is not intended as it would be impossible for the
importer to resolve all of the doubtful question of fact and law respecting the classifi.
cation of his merchandise at the time he makes his entry and before he has seen his
goods and if the entry classification were deemed binding, the provisions for a review
of the collector's decision in section 627, et seq., would be a nullity.

In order to remove all doubt upon the subject, a proviso should be inserted In sec-
tion 490 to the effect that no statements made in the invoice or entry shall be con-
strued to deprive any party of the right to protest and appeal from the decision of
the collector as provided in the act, or to hive a decision as to the dutiable status
of such merchandise under such protest and appeal.

IV. A BOARD OF THREE GENERAL APPRAISERS SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVIEW
THE DECISION OF THE SINGLE GENERAL APPRAISER ON JURISDICTIONAL QUESTIONS
IN A REAPPRAISEMENT APPEAt.

Section 509: On page 276, in lines 3 and 4, beginning after the word "appraiser"
in line 3, strike out the words "as to the value of such merchandise."
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The amendment proposed is intended to confer upon a board of three general
appraisers the right to review the decision of a single general appraiser upon juis-
dictional questions. As at present framed the section makes the decision of the
general appraiser "as to the value of such merchandise" final and conclusive unless
an application for its review is filed by either or both parties. This language, by
implication, possibly excludes a review of a decision of a general appraiser in any
case where it does not relate to the value of the merchandise. Dismissals of appeals
to reappraisement by single general appraisers, upon jurisdictional grounds, without
an adjudication of the question of value, are fairly common, and the right of review
by a board should not be denied in such cases.

Under the peculiar phraseology of paragraph M, Section II1, tariff act of October 3,
1913, the boards of general appraisers have elt constrained to rule that they had no
authority to review decisions of single general appraisers upon jurisdictional ques-
tions. This absence of a remedy for either Government or importer in such a vital
matter is felt to be unfortunate by the members of the board, customs officials, and
the bar. It is feared that section 509 as now phrased is open to the same objection.
Hence, the amendment proposed.

V. THE PARTIES SHOULD HAVE THE SAME RIGHT OF ARGUMENT IN PROCEEDINGS
BEFORE A BOARD OF THREE GENERAL APPRAI8ERS IN A REAPPRAISEMENT CASE AS
IN PROCEEDINGS BEFORE A SINGLE GENERAL APPRAISER.

Section 509: O a o 276, in line 17, after the word "and" at the end of the line,
insert a comma ant e words "after argumeient on the part of the interested parties if
requested by them or by either of ihem."

This proposed amendment merely gives the same right to parties to be heard in
argument in reappraisement proceedings before the boards of three general appraisers
as the section now gives them in proceedings before the single general appraiser.
The right of argument before the boards of three is more important than before the
single general appraiser, as no evidence is to be taken before the boards in reappraise-
ments and it may be of vital interest to the parties that they have an opportunity to
explain their respective contentions by argument.

Vi. DELIVERY OF IMPORTED MERCHANDISE AT A DESIGNATED PLACE SHOULD NOT BE
MADE A CONDITION OF THE RIGHT OF ABANDONMENT OF SUCH MERCHANDISE WHERE
IT 15 50 FAR DESTROYED OR IN SUCH CONDITION AS NOT TO BE DELIVERABLE.

Section 513: Onpage 279, in line 6, after the word "direct," insert the words "unless
such delivery be impracticable, in which event and on failure of the importer to
comply with the direction of the collector or the chief officer of customs, the abandoned
merchandise may be disposed of by the customs authorities, under such regulations
as the Secretary of the Tieasury may prescribe, at the expense of such importer."

The section provides for the abandonment of imported merchandise in certain
cages and requires In a proviso that such merchandise shall be delivered by the im-
porter at such place within the port of entry as the collector of customs may direct.
Appearin as it does in a proviso such delivery is made a condition of the exercise
of the ri$ht of abandonment. The collector by sending out the ususal notice to
deliver, In good faith and without knowledge of the facts, may defeat the right of
abandonment where it is most valuable, namely, in those cases where merchandise
is so far destroyed as to make it impossible to identify or deliver it.

An instance is recalled of the arrival of a steamship after a collision, with her
forward holds.filled with water and the freight crushed and mixed in an indistin-
guishable mass, so that it was impossible for any importer to separate and deliver
his own merchandise, where the customs officials held there could be no abandon-
ment because the importers failed to deliver their merchandise at a deignatedplace.
That case arose under the present tariff, where the delivery clause is not in form a
condition and the Board of General Xppral3ers reversed the collector and sustained
the abandonment. It could not reach the same conclusion under section 513 of H.
R. 7456, where delivery is clearly made a condition and the board would be forced
to hold that failure to deliver for whatever cause, defeated the right of abandonment.

Where delivery is impracticable the right of abandonment should be preserved.
The amendment proposed is in substantially the same language and has the same
effect as the corresponding provision in existing law.
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VU. THE ADOPTiON O THE AMERICAN VALUATION SYSTEM WILL MAKE IT IMPORTANT
THAT THEI SUBPQNA POWER OF COLLECTORS, APPRAISERS, AND BOARDS OF GENERAL
APPRAISERS INCLUDE THE POWER TO CITE MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE BEING OR ALLEGED TO BE SIMILAR TO IMPORTED
MERCHANDISE. %

Section 521: 1. On pae 282, in line 16, after the word "agent," insert the words
"manufacturer, dealer.

2. On page 282, in line 19, after the word "year, insert the words "or respect-
ing any domestic merchandise being or alleged to be similar to said imported mer-
chandise."

3. On page 282, in line 19 strike out the word "or,"
4. On page 282, in line 16, after the word "Invoices," insert the words "or other

documents."
As the *provision stands in the bill there is considerable doubt whether it gives

customs officers and general appraisers sufficient power to minister effectively the
American valuation clause. The provision was formulated by the Tariff Commis-
sion before the American valuation plan was considered by the Committee on Ways
and Means and was drafted after models in prior acts where the citation power was
pniarily intended to reach importers and documentary evidence affecting imports.
Especially is It doubtful whether section 521 of the present bill gives the officials
named power to issue subpoenas duces tecum requiring the production of docu.
mentary evidence relating to domestic merchandise.

The best evidence of domestic value is actual transactions of sale and the primary
evidence of such transactions is accounts, contracts, bills, etc. There should be no
doubt about the power of general appraisers and other proper officers to obtain such
evidence from manufacturers of and[ dealers in domestic merchandise. *

The suggested amendments broaden the provision and would seem to give the power
necessary properly to apply the law.

VIII. DECISIONS OF A ,COLLECTOR SHOULD BE REVIEWABLE WHEN HE ACTS OUTSIDE
OF THE LAW AS WELL AS WHEN HE PROCREIDS BY, OR UNDER COLOR OF, STATUTORY
AUTHORITY.

Section 527: On page 285, in lines 16 and 17, beginning after the word "delivery,"
on line 16, strike out the words "under any provision of the customs revenue laws."

The clause proposed to be stricken out appears to limit the remedy by protest
and appeal to cases where the collector proceeds under or by color of the customs
revenue laws. By implication it excludes review of a case where a collector might
perform arbitrary acts, clearly in defiance of all law, for which no statutory authority
could be invoked and d% to which it could not be said that he was proceeding even
colorably under any provision of the customs revenue laws. Section 527 represents
an attempt to broaden greatly the right of review of the collector's acts. It is obvious
that any comprehensive system should leave in no doubt the right of appeal in a
case like that suggested above.

IX. THE REQUIREMENTS OF A PROTEST, AS PRESCRIBED IN FORMER STATUTES, AND
SETTLED BY MANY YEARS OF PRACTICE AND JUDICIAL CONSTRUCTION, SHOULD BE
PRESERVED. WITHOUT INNOVATION.

Section 527: On paFo 286, beginning on line 2, after the word "thereto," strike
out on lines 2 to 6, inclusive, the following words: "and stating how the merchan-
dise should have been classified, or what drawback should have been paid, or what
charges or exaction should have been made, or why the merchandise should not
have been excluded from entry or delivery."

The above lan age is a part of the clause prescribing the requirements of pro-
tests, which provides that the liquidation or decision of the collector shall be fnal
and conclusive unless the importer shall, within 60 days thereafter, "file a protest
in writing with the collector, setting forth distinctly and specifically, and in respect
to each entry, payment, claim, or decision, the reasons for the objection thereto
and eating how the merc andise should have ben claseied, or what drawba k souRd
hare been paid, or what dewge or exaction should hare bn made, or why Me merchan-
dise should not have been excudcd fror entry or delivery "

For upward of 30 years the requirement for a protest has been expressed by the
language not italicized in our quotation above. That is to say, it has been simply
prescribed that the protest shall "set forth distinctly and specifically and with respect

81527-22--misc---4
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to each entry or payment the reasons for the objections" to the collector's action.
This has been one of the beet known provislc-ru, of our customs administrative laws.
It has in the past given rise to a great deal ot litigation but has now been so thor-
oughly construed by the courts that caes involving the sufficiency of protest ae

. rare. Forms of protest have been evolved to meet the requirements of the decided
cases that can be used with assurance that they will stand, the test of litigation.

The rules established by the courts are based upon a common-sense view of the
statute. It is held that, asprotests are commercial and not legal documents, may
be drawn by merchants an not necessarily bylawere, they should not be con-
strued with the strictness of legal pleading. While liberally construed, it is held
at the same time that they must fairly inform the collector of the nature of the objec-
tion to his action. This need not be done so pt.csely as to be limited to a single
claim. Alternative claims are allowed and sometimes, from the necessities of the
cue, are numerous, but the protest must not be so multifarious as to conceal the
real claims and mislead the collector. The _practical application of these rule to
many decided cases has placed the law on the subject of customs prote~tg as close
to a state of equilibrium as any subject of lega controversy can be approximated.

The new language requires an importer affiratively to state how the merchandi,,
sbouldhave beenclasifled, or what drawback should have been paid, or what charges
or exactions should have been made, or why the merchandise should not have been
excluded from entry or delivery.

The question at once suggest itself, how definite must an importer be it stating
how the merchandise shouldhave been classified? IUas he only one guess, anud is his
remedy gone if his guess fails? Can no general langiage be used nor alternative
claims made to protect him if appellate tribunals differ both with the collector and
the importer? Frequently several provisions of the tariff adequately describe mer-
chandise. and it is a close question which is to govern. Often the best experts can
not tell how merchandise should have been classified until the question Is settled 4)y
a court of last resort. It sometimes takes a decision of the Supreme (ourt to determine
how merchandise should have been classified or what drawback should have been
paid or what charges or exactions should have been made. And yet the importing
merchant is apparently required by the mandatory language of paragraph b27 to
state all of these things" with great certainty.

Whatever may be said about the ultimate construction of the new language, the
chief objection to it is that it will certainly destroy the condition of balance now
existing and again throw the whole subject of the sufliclency of customs protests into
the field of active litigation. It is earnestly recommended that the new clause be
eliminated and the provision be allowed to remain In the form which has been imme-
morially ted and exhaustively construed.

X. TIlE IMPORTER SHOULD NOT BE DEPRIVED OF ALL REMKU'TO CONTEST AN ILLEnAL
ASSESSMEN? BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO PAY THE ASSESSED DUTIES WITHIN 30 DAYS

- AFTER FILING A PROTEST. A CONDITION THAT HE SHALL PAY THC DUTY IJSFORE
HIS PROTEST CAN BE HEARD DAS PROVED SUFFICIENT FOR MANY YFARR PART.

Section 527: On page 286, lines 6 to 10, Inclusive, strike out the following words:
"If the merchandise was entered for consumption, such protest shall be deemed to
be finally waived and abandoned unless, within 30 days from the dateof the filing
thereof, ihe full amount of liquidated duties shall be paid."

Section 528: On page 286, in lines 11 and 12, beginning after the word "protest,"
in line 11, strike out the words "and payment of duties and other charges" and insert
in lieu thereof the words "and, if the merchandise is entered for consumption upon
payment of the hll amount of the duties and charges ascerlained to be duo thereon."
The effect of the words which it is proposed to strike from section 527 is to take

away all remedy of an importer against a possibly illegal exa-tion unless he pays the
amount of liquidated duties withld 30 days after the filing of a protest. Tax lawq in
general, and notably the Federal internal.re~enue laws, no not take away the tax.
payers' right to contest an illegalasesment for a failure to pay a tax. Appropriate
pecuniary penalies, usually in the nature of graduated interest, are provided, but
we believe that there are few if any tax systems that deprive a delinquent taxpayerof his civil remedies because of delay in payment,.

Disability to pay the liquidated auies within 30 days may have ariten from the
very assessment against which the protest is filed. That assessment may he so exces-
sive as to place it bovond the financial power of the importer to meet it withinn 30
days or at any time." Such cases have actually arisen. And yet, even tbough this
assessment may be patently illegal, the language of setion 527 absolutely extinguishes
all remedy for correcting it, unless cash payment of the illegal exaction Is made within
30 days after filing protest.
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It seems a sufficient reason for d1scarding the language referred to that it imposes

a penalty for nonpayment out of all proportion to the gravity of the offense. Modern
legislation preserves even to a convite criminal his civil remedies under the law.
Whence arises the necessity of such an extreme penalty for failure to meet a financial
obligation to the Government?
Ai a substitute for the language proposed to be eliminated from section 527 it is

suggested that the provision found in the present law be restored to section 628. This
is a provision which has been in effect for 30 years or more and makes payment of the
liquidated duties and charges a condition of having the protest considered on its
merits. In practice it may delay, but does not so surely defeat the remedy, for the
importer may have his protest considered at any time upon payment of the assessment.
It Is fully as severe as any such provision should be for it wll be seen at a glance that
an illegal assessment so large as to make payment impossible would cut off remedy as
effectively as under the provision first above discussed.

It should be remembered, in this connection, that the Government has its remedy
for the recovery of duties by suit against the importer, Independently of the above
statutory provisions.

X1. THE BOARDS OP GENERAL APPRAISERS SHOULD HAVB POWER TO ORDER ANALYSES
OF MRACBANDISB IN GOVERNMENT LABORATORIES.

Section 531: On page 290, in line 2, after the word "board," insert the following:
"The boards of thiee general appraisers shall have power to o'?der analyses of mer-
chandise and reports thereon by laboratories or bureaus for the anals of textile
fabrics maintained by the United States for the analysis of imported merchandise."

Analyses of merchandise, particularly chemicals and textiles, are frequently neces-
sary to determine its proper classification. The Government maintains well-equipped
laboratories for this purpoe.

Some years ago, the board of general appraisers held that it was without statutory
power to order analyses made fin these laboratories; although for 25 years or more
after its organization It followed the practice of requesting such analyses and the
appraiser invarlably acceded to such request.
Where an analyis is now necessary, even though an importer is willing to accept

the Government laboratory test of his merchandise, the board holds that it is without
power to order it made. If the importer produces the analysis of a private laboratory,
however, G6vernment counsel is usually forced to have an analysis made in the
Government laboratory for the purpose of verifying, or possibly disproving, the
accuracy of the importer's analysis. This entails duplication of work, expense, and
delay for all parties concerned.

There seems to be no good reason why an imported should not be permitted to have
his merchandise analyzed on request, in the Government's laboratories, for the purple
of determining its classification, If he is willing to accept such analysis, which will
certainly be made after the Importer is put to the expense and trouble of a private
analysis.

It Is believed the better practice would be to give the boards of general appraisers
power to order analyses when requested either by importers or Government counsel.
This power could be used in the discretion of the Board and upon such conditions as
would prevent an abuse of the privilege.

XlI. A SINGLE GENERAL APPRAISER SHOULD HAVE POWER TO ORDER A REHEARING
OR RETRIAL OP A REAPPRAISEMENT CASE DECIDED BY HIM.

Section 531: 1. On pae 291, in line 15, strike out the word "a" and insert in lieu
thereof the word "any.'

2. On page 291, in line 15, after the word "cse, "insert the words "or an individual
general appraiser deciding an appeal for a reappralsement."

3. On page 291, in line 18, after the word "board,"Insert the words "or said general
appraiser."

Section 531 authorizes boards of three general appraisers to grant a rehearing or
retrial of any cas decided by them, upon motion of either party made within 30
days next after such decision.
,ingle general appraisers who try, in the first instance all appeals for reappraise.

ment, and before whom the parties must exhaust their evidence, ave no such power.
If important evidence were discovered, after decision of a case by a single general
appraser, it could not.be offered before a board of three general appraisers, who must
proceed upon the record made before the single general appraiser. There would be
no way of getting it before the eingle general appriser except, possibly, by appealing
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to the board and asking that the case be remanded to the single general appraiser for
a new trial. This eircumlocution could be avoided if a single general appraiser
were given power to order a rehearing or retrial.

As such power is given to most juacial tilbunals and no good reason is perceived
why it should be accorded to the boards and withheld from a single general appraiser,
It is urgently recommended that it be granted to the latter.

Respectfully submitted.
3OHw F. STRAUSS,

THOMAS M. LANE,
GEORoE 3. PUCKHAFER,
FRANK M. HALSTEAD,
B. A. Lzvrr,

Comminee on Practie4, Procedure, and Legiulation of th
Association 6f as CWuesm Bar.

AMERICAN VALUATION.

[Title IV, Section 402.]

BRIEF OF L. 3. SCAIIAMELLI REPRESENTING THE ITALIAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF NEW YORK.

We desire to invite the attention of your honorable committee to our respectful
protest against section 402 of Title IV of the tariff act of 1921, now before your com-
mittee for consideration, which, if enacted, will, in our opinion, have far-reaching
and detrimental effects upon trade in general, the cost of living, and industrial pros-
perit at home and our foreign commerce. We also wish to summarize as briefly as
possible the difficulties and cost of administering the tariff under the American
valuation plan, from which numberless complications and contingencies injurious to
the Government's revenue are sure to arise. In our criticism of and opposition to
the American valuation plan we are prompted only by the desire of securing for this
our country the untrammeled development of its foreign commerce, export industries.
and economic domestic welfare.

(1) We are opposed to the American valuation plan because, the percentage of
duty being levied on much higher units of cost, it raises tariff duties excessively on
many commodities while apparently seeming to lower them.
(2T This will result in an increase in the cost of imported goods utterly out of pro.

portion with the necessity of either protection or revenue and will render them Inac-
cessible to the purses of the majority of the people, giving domestic manufacturers
full sway on and control of our markets in the absence of foreign competition, which
is one of the most efficient means of keeping products of American manufacturers at
reasonable price levels.
. (3) Under the American valuation plan, by levyiug duty on the domestic wholesale
selling price current in the United States at the time of exportation from the foreign_
country of origin, foreign buying will be reduced to guesswork, speculation, and
practically gambling. Doods purchased abroad usually are not shipped from the
country of oigin until e time after they have been ordered. In many instances,
especially in the case of manufactures requiring time to be produced or completed on
orders from America, the goods will be ready for shipment from the foreign country of
production 3, 6, and even 12 months after the purchase has been effected or the con-
tract of manufacture concluded. Thus the American buyer purchasing or giving
orders for the manufacturing of goods abroad will not have the slightest knowledge
or hint of what the final tended cost of the merchandise will be.

(4) The application of the American valuation plan would require for each importa-
tion an immediate and exhaustive, research throughout the markets of the United
States for comparable and competitive domestic articles, and their prices on the date
of exportation of the imported merchandise, failing which, other investigations of
different character must be made in order to establish either the price or cost of pro-
duction of comparable domestic products, or the selling price in the United States of
comparable imports, or the selling price, market value, or cost of production of the
imported merchandise in the forein country plus or minus certain charges, expenses,
etc., in order to arrive at the value of the goods on which ad valorem duty is to be
levied. This would require a tremendous amount of work, utterly disproportionate
to the result expected or eventually achieved, and often periods of weels and months
would elapse before such value could be ascertained, compelling the American buyer
in the meantime to suspend all transactions on his goods, however honestly and in
bona fide imported.
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(5) The American valuation plan would cause not only a tremendous amount of
work and los of time but litigation as well, since before we could determine what
comparableo" and "competitive" meant it would certainly be necessary to get
judicial decisions, and after these decisions have been, secured numberless contro-
ersis would arise between importers on one side and Government officers on the

other as to the application of such decisions to each specific or individual case, not
only as to the comparableness and competitiveness of the domestic with the imported
article but also as to the prices of the former, which may widely differ in the various
markets of the United States. We can get some idea 6f the confusion and causes of
litigation which the American valuation plan will engender if we consider-

(a) The large variety of imported articles subject to ad valorem duties-that is,
1,248 items out of a total of 2,519 classified in the present tariff (which contains a
smaller number of items subject to ad valorem duty than the Fordney tariff bill)
and each of these items including hundreds or even thousands of articles, each dif-
fering in construction, use, and value, like certain types of laces for which the ex-
aminer will have to keep track of the market value of 5,000 numbers.

(6) The variation in prices of the same domestic or imported article according to the
different American markets in which it is sold and which may amount, in certain
cases, to over 50 per cent, making it impossible for the appraiser to determine any
price with even the a approximate certainty of striking a fair figure or average as the
bs of value on which to assess duty. _ c pa

(6) When compelled to take the selling price in the United~tates of comparable
imports in order to fix the value on which to asss duty, the amount of duty would
automatically increase at each new importation. In fact, the selling pice of the
article previously imported and later taken as the basis of comparison, includes the
American duty paid at the time of its importation. The similarr orticl imported
later, therefore, being assessed duty on the basis of such value, will pay duty upon
duty, which, in turn, will increase its selling price and the next importation wll,
consequently, pay a still higher amount of duty, and so on. We will, therefore, in a.
short time be confronted with such pyramiding of duty upon duty as to make it
actually prohibitive to Import any article subject to ad valorem duty when its value
is based upon the selling price in the United States of comparable imports.

(7) Nor will we be able to escape this pyramiding effect even in cases when ad
valorem duty is assessed on the selling price of comparable and competitive domestic
products. It is a well-known axiom that an article obtains the highest price that the
market can stand and that two competitive articles are sold on the same market at
practically the same price level. Now, if the price of the domestic competitive article
as well as that of the imported article is $1 and the duty is say? 50 per cent, the landed
cost of the imported article will be $1.50 and its selling price will be at least that much.
The domestic manufacturer will then raise the price of his product to $1.50 or if he
is anxious to secure a wide market against the foreign competitor, $1.40, and this will
be the minimum value on which 60 per cent will be levied on the next import of the
same or comparable article that is, not 50 cents but 70 or 75 cents. The landed price
of the next importation will then be $1.70 or $1.75 and the domestic manufacturer
will accordingly raise the price of his article again, and so on ad infinitum, making the
cost of the article so great for the consumer in the end that buying would stop; in
which case the domestic manufacturer will have the unfair chance oi reducing the
price of his product to the level demanded by the retailer market, jeQpardlzing only
a fraction of his profits. This situation may arise even when the cost of the foreign
article is lower, before the duty is assessed, than that of the domestic, In our case even
90 or 80 or 70 cents as compared with $1, and in any other case when the cost of the
imported article plus duty is higher than that of the competitive domestic product.

(8) The American valuation plan would decrease our imports to such an extent that
ourcustoms revenue would suffer. This is the opinion of 46 out of 51 leading American
economists whose opinions were secured on this subject by the New York University
Bureau of Business Research.

(9) Reduced imports mean not only reduced revenue, but also; in the end, reduced
exports with the attendant reduction of production, both agricultural and industrial,
of raw and finished goods. Foreign nations can only purchase from us on the basis of
an exchange of goods and only under temporary, exceptional circumstances and foi
limited amounts can they be expected actually to py usin gold. President Hardin
has repeatedly asserted that "we can not hope to sell where we are not willingto buy,
a thought which he took good care to emphasize openly and explicitly in his recent
message to Congress, when calling the attention of the legislators to the principle which
recognizes "th6 necessity of buying wherever we sell." Reduced purchases by for-
eign nations from us will mean high prices, increased unemployment, and businew
depression.
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(10) That the Amerlain valuation plan contains the germs of great injury to our
foreign trade has also been stated by Preeident Harding in his m~ese to Congress,
when he warned that sugust body that there can not be ignored the danger of such a
valuation, brought to the level of our own cost, making our tariff prohibitive."

This warning, coming, as it does, from the chief of the Nation, abolves us from
producing further arguments to prove the evil effect of the Amernia valuation plan
on our foreign commerce.

(I) The same difficulties and contingencies would in our opinion, arise in the
enactment of the provision, recommended by President Harding in his m~esge,
authorizing proclaimed American valuation, under prescribed conditions, on any given
list of articles imported, so as to create what is purported to be a "flexible tarff."
Aside from the dangers besetting any attempt to carry out that recommendation in
an equitable spirit-an attempt that would be confronted with the sme obstacles as
,i dntioned in various paragraphs of our brief-there would still remain the uncer-
vnty for the American buyer of determining the landed price of goods which he is
about to order for future shipments since conditions requiring. in the mind of the
Executive, a change In the tariff might arise at any moment and the buyer, at the time
when his purchase reach the United States, may find rates of duty incrased to such
an unexpected level as to upset any of his selling prospects, however large the margin
of safety he may have figured upon.

(12) We do not wish to eem taking advantage of the kindness of your honorable
committee, but willing as we are to forego other arguments which we feel could be
fairly advanced to substantiate our criticism of and protest against the American
valuation plan, yet we can not close thwe remarks, without xan ourselves against
-the sophistry of those supporters of the American valuation an who contend that
the deprecation of currency in foreign countries is now such as to make the price of
their goods in that currency, when compared with that in American dollars, and the
,cost of production of imported articles from those countries extraordinarily low. It
will be easy for you to nertailu the price of certain products before this slump in
foreign exchange took place and that of the same products in depreciated currency
at present and in most cases you will see that notwithstanding every exchange allow-
ance the price, when translated into dollars, is to-day higher than it was ien the
exchange was at par.

To quote one stace only from the Italian-American trade which our organization
represents, the export price of Parmesan cheese was, with exchange at par, about
3a lire or $60 per 100 ilos. With Italian currency depreciated about 78 per cent, it
would be suffident for the export Price of that chees to reach the figure of 1,30 lire
to be equivalent to that obtaining when the exchange was at par; yet its exprt rice
is to-ay in the neighborhood of 2,60M lire ($110), or nearly twice what it should be
if we took as our baos of calculation the exchange conditions only. A simila demon-
stration could be given concerning laborsie an laborers who were paid 6 or 8
lire per day before the war, are now receiving at least 24 to 30 lire per da~y.

But what the supporters of the American valuation plan seem to forget most is that
not all gors exportd are made from mterials which are the product of the country
in which those goods have been manufactured. To confine our example to Italy
only, when an article made of cotton, for instance, is exported to the Uin ted States,
practically everything which e into make that article, with the exception of labor,
was purchased aboa under adverse exchange conditions. The cotton of which that
article is made, the transportation of the raw material to Italy, the subsequent trays-
portatlon of the finished article to the United States, the coat for running the cotton
mill., the very material of the mill's machinery, including the looms, and often the
machinery and the looms themselves, the lubricant. used upon them and countless
items directly or indirectly entering in the manufacture of that article of cotton, have
been purcaied abroad, possibly in America, and paid for In-gold or in good American
dollars or British pounds sterling. It Is therefore evident that even granting for the
sake of argument, that Italy enjoys the benefit of depreciated currency in some items-
which we deny, because the economic welfare of no nation derives any positive ad-
vantage from such abnormal conditions-the Italian producer must, on account of
that very depreciation, pay for the purchase of raw material needed in his industry
at comparatively enormous p rice in the currency of his country, a situation which
the suporters of the American valuation p lan would do well to consider, not losing
slight of th Iat that Italy imports practically all the basic materials of her industries

frmcuntieo with gold exchange at par, ws the United States, or nearly at par, as
Great flritain.

They should also be made to realize that Italy is one of the United States' best
customers and that many American farms and factories, mines and mills owe their
prosperity, if not their very existence, to her buying power. A limitation of Italian
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imports in this country, especially through the adoption of a plan such as the American
valuation, or through any other measure tending to obtain such limitation by rules
and regulations impossible or very difficult to comply with while from them the
country would derive no appreciable advantage-curtafling that power would lessen
that prosperity and Jeopaidize that existence, adding in no small degree to the
country's unemployment and businem stagnation.

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in New York therefore respectfully requets
that the American valuation plan, as contemplated in section 402 of Title IV of the
tariff of 1921, H. R. 7450 (commonly designated as" Fordney tariff bill"), be abandoned
and the method of valuation as provided in the tariff act of October 3, 1913, be re-
enacted or, as an alternative, that section 302 of the administrative disposition of the
emergency tariff, now ruling, be maintained.

OWNERSHIP FOR ENTRY.

(Title IV, Section 489.1.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. DOHERTY, S RETARY OF THE
STEAMSHIP FREIGHT BROKERS' ASSOIATION OF BOSTON,
MASS.

Mr. DOHERTY. Mr. Chairman, I refer to section 489 of the Fordney
bill, entitled "Ownership for entry" (reading):

All merchandise imported Into the United States shall, for the purposes of this act,
be held to be the property of the person to whom the same is corigned; and the
holder of a bill of lading duly indorsed by the consignee therein named, or, if consigned
to order, by the consignor, shall he deemed the consignee thereof. * * *

It is the practice among cui,'oms brokers throughout the country,
when they are unable to obtain customs powers of attorney from their
clients, especially when located some distance from the port of entry
to make entries in their own names. It is also the practice that a bill
of lading properly indorsed, accompanied by a consular invoice, isgiven to the customs broker, who is recognized by the Treasury
Department under a license to do business.

The said section 489 is similar to corresponding sections in previous
tariff acts. In view of this fact the collectors of customs at the
different ports of entry have always called upon the customs brokers
for the payment of additional or increased duties.

Oftentimes it has been impossible for the broker to collect from
the owner of the merchandise because of his having gone into bank-
ruptcy, out of the country, or out of business.

I have in mind a concern with originally a large capital with which
I did business and which failed suddenly; and I have facing me to-day
the possibility of paying a larger amount of money which the collector
says he will collect from me. I am not the owner; I simply acted as
agent for the importer, making therefor the customary nominal
charge.

Section 492 of the Fordney bill practically contradicts said section
489. Said section 492 reads in part-

Whenever any entry covering merchandise subject to duty and valued at more than
$100 is made b)y an agent or person other than the person to whom such merchandise
actually belongs or is ultimately consigned the collector of cu.4oms shall require a
bond to be given, in a penalty to be fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury, for the
production of a declaration of the actual owner or ultimate consignee respecting
the merchandise in a form prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

To be logical, Congress should not say that the real owner or con-
signee of the goods and the customs broker are both owners of the
merchandise and are equally riable.

5111
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I feel that said section 489 should be amended in such a way that
the -owner or the ultimate consignee of the merchandise named in the
declaration on the customs entry shall be deemed the sole owner of
the merchandise-for all customs purposes.

Senator WATSON. Mr. Davis desIres to ask you a few questions.
Mr. DAvis. In the first place, if the merchandise comes to you as

the owner, of course, 'ou have got to be responsible I
Mr. DOHERTY. May I ask you what you mean by "owner" I How

can a customs broker be the owner?
Mr. DAVIS. It may be shipped to yoi, and your name may be the

only name which appears.
Mr. DOHERTY. That would undoubtedly be a consignment sent to

me as agent to be delivered to the owner named in the entry decla-
ration.

Mr. DAvis. In that case you become the owner. But if it came to
you as the agent, the name of the ultimate consignee would be dis-
closed at the time of entry?

Mr. DOHERTY. Always.
Mr. DAvid. And you would not be bound. The ultimate consignee

will have to be responsible for the ownership of those goods an the
duties unless you make the entry in your own name as the owner. If
you are the ultimate consignee you are responsible. But if you are
merely agent of the owner the owner is responsible for the agent's
acts.

Air. DOhE.RTY. That is very good. I might say, when the customs
entry is made in my name, Itake the oath as agent ory. I have a
blank entry form here, which has a jurat at the bottom, which
says, in part, "I declare that so and so, of such and such an address,
is the owner, purchaser, or the ultimate consignee of this mer-
chandise." * * *

Senator WATsOm. Have you any objection to what Mr. Davis has
said ?

Mr. DOHERTY. At the bottom I sifn my name, and it is always the
practice to sign "agent." This has teen the method for years.

Senator SMOOT. If this is rewritten in the course of -Mr. Davis's
statement, it will be satisfactory to you?

Mr. DoIHEfTY. Yes, Senator.

MANIPULATION IN WAREHOUSE.

[Title IV, Section 502.)

BRIEie PRESENTED BY HON. JULIUS KAHN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM TIZE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Senator MCCUSMBER. Senator Shortridge has asked that a brief by
,4 Congressman.Kahn, on vegetable oils, be inserted in the record, and

it will be inserted at this point.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., October 17, 1921.

FINANCE COMITrEE,
United States Senate, Waehington, D. (7.

GENTLEXIEN: Directing your attention to section 5602 of H. It. 7450, the tariff
bill, and especially to the following provision thereof:

a6k0 * " All merchandise so withdrawn sh@ll be withdrawn in the original
packages In which Imported unless, upon application of the Importer, It shall
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appear to the collector of customs that it shall be necessary to the safety of
preservation of the merchandise to repack or transfer the same: Provded.
That upon permission therefor being granted by the Secretary of the Treasury,
merchandise may be cleaned, sorted, repacked, or otherwise changed in con-
dition, but not manufactured, in bonded warehouses established for that pur-
pose and be withdrawn therefrom for exportation, without payment of the
duties, or for consumption, upon payment of the duties accruing thereon, In
its condition at the time of withdrawal from warehouse."

There has been developed by importers of the United States a large business
in vegetable oils, resulting in the use of tank vessels for carrying tills cargo
from overseas. There is also a movement of these oils in barrels and in cases.
Upon arrival at Pacific coast ports the oil carried in tank vessels fs pumpe I
directly from the vessel Into tank cars or into shore tanks, or again into ves.
sels' tanks for reshipment to Mexico, Canada, and Cuba. Oil in barrels and
fi cases must be bulked, since tills class of container will not strd up under
long rail shipment during certain seasons of the year, and in fact must be
shipped under refrigeration in warm weather, making the cost prohibitive.
After bulking, the oil is shipped In tank cars.

Under section 5602, us we read It, both bulk, barreled, and cased oil bulked
on arrival here can not be reexported without the payment of duty thereon,
since the oil would not be In the "original container" In %,uich imported, but
in tank car or tank cars. Therefore it must be apparent to your honorable
committee that this works a manifest Injustice upon the importer, who will
be forced to relinquish tils business which has been built up only after long
effort and at considerable expense.

Such a provision of the law affects not only the importer, but also (1) Ameri-
can vessels equipped with deep tanks for carrying vegetable oils, (2) oil termi-
nals erected at Seattle, Tacoma, Everett, Portlhnd, and San Francisco, repre-
senting an investment aggregating hundreds of thousands of dollars, and giv-.
Ing employment to scores of workmen. These plants are maintained by pri-
vate enterprise as well as by local governments. Seattle has several private
terminals and the port of Seattle also has invested in such terminal. The
port of Portland has a similar public-owned terminal and at San Francisco
the State of California has installed a terminal under lease to importers.
The San Francisco terminal is bonded to the United States Government. It
will thus be seen that this matter Is of vital concern to the public as well as
private Interest.

It is needless to urge upon your honorable committee the necessity for de-
veloping American foreign commerce. It appearing that section 562 was writ-
ten without all the facts being known to the committee, we most respectfully
request that this provision be so amended as to permit the transshipment In
tank cars from American ports of entry of vegetable oils brought from over-
Feas either in bulk or In containers as named, without the added penalty of
paying duty thereon.

If your honorable committee desires detailed Information as to the invest-
went in terminal facilities we shall be pleased to furnish same.

Yours, very truly,
FOREIGN COmiERCE ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST,
HENRY P. DIMOND, Chairman.
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SCHEDULE 1.-CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PAINTS.

WHITE ARSENIO.

[Paragraph 1.1

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LOEB, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AMERICAN
SMELTING & REFINING CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Mr. LoEB. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I appear
before you this afternoon as spokesman for the producers of arsenic
oxide, or white arsenic.

The present House bill provides for a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem
on white arsenic.

The production in the United States in 1920 amounted to 10,200
tons. The imports for the same year amounted to 4,050 tons.

•The cost of production in the United States was 6 to 7 cents f. o. b.
plants. In foreign countries the cost of production is unknown; but
in view of the fact that our principal competition is with Mlexico,
Australia, Germany, and Japan, and that in all of these countries
except Australia the production costs are generally very much lower
than the cost of production in the UniteN States, we estimate that
the cost of production in Japan and Germany is not over 3 cents a
pound, and somewhat hi gher in Mexico.

Senator MCCUMIBER. That is per pound of what?
Mr. Eon. White arsenic.
The present market price is 6.1 to 7 cents delivered to buyer's works

in carload lots, or approximately 51 cents per pound f. o. b. produc-
ing plants.

Arsenic is used principally in the manufacture of glass, Paris green,
and insecticides.

Arsenic is produced in this country primarily as a byproduct. If
the price is high enough to give a reasonable margin of profit the
arsenic is recovered. If the price is not high enough to give such a
reasonable profit, the arsenic content is wasted.

Senator S3iooT. Are you speaking of sulphide of arsenic?
Mr. LOEB. No. Of white arsenic, oxide of arsenic.
On the general theory that the country is interested in conserving

its raw materials, we 'believe the price of arsenic should be high
enough to warrant its recovery as a by-product. A sales price of 4
cents or 5 cents a pound will not warrant its recovery, whereas a sales
price oi' 7 cents or 8 cents a pound will, in our opinion, warrant its
recovery

We are asking for a specific duty of 3 cents a pound, instead of an
ad valorem duty of 25 per cent as now proposed. In addition to the
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reasons set forth for this request, we beg to point out that an ad
valorem duty of 25 per cent will not, in our opinion, result in afiy
material protection for the following reasons:

Assume that the price of arsenic in Germany and Japan is 3 cents
a pound and the price in this country is 7 cents a pound: The ad
valorem duty based on 7 cents a pound would be 1f cents a pour,
which would mean that the Germans and Japanese could sell their
arsenic at a net of 51 cents a pound delivered in this country. By
holding their price somewhat under 51 cents per pound they could
still net in Germany and in Japan a very handsome profit over their
domestic price and cost of production. This would, without doubt,
force the American producers to lower their price, and this process
could be repeated so that in each stage of the reduction a lower duty
would be assessed against foreign arsenic.

As a matter of fact, arsenic is being offered from Japan in New
York at 5 cents a pound.

American producers will desire protection when the price is under
7 cents a pound, and do not need protection when the price is over
8 cents a pound, based on current costs. We therefore ask for a
specific duty of 3 cents a pound.

(Mr. Loeb submitted the following data:)

Unfte, Statrs production.

Tons. Tons.
1913 ---------- ----------- 2,265 191R --------- 5.470
1914 --------------------- 3,075 1919 ---.------------------- 5.860
1915 --------------------- 4,800 1920 -------------------- 10,200
1916 ----------------------- 5805
1017 ----------------------- 5. 780 Total ----------------- 43,375

Imports.-Figures of imports for the prewar i-ears are not available but they
were practically nothing. Recent importallons hnve. Wn in considerable
volume, as follows:

Ton".
1-o ................................................................ 4,389
1020 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 4,050

From best Information obtainable, Inports to (late In 1921 have been run-
ning at the rate of 200 tons per month, although practically all of the arsenic
plants in this country are now shut down.

BRIEF OF GEORGE F. THOMPSON, REPRESENTING NIAGARA
SPRAYER CO., MIDDLEPORT N. Y.

The tariff bill as passed by the House, in Title I, Schedule 1, and paragraph 1,
imposes a duty on white arsenic of 25 per cent ad valorem.

The Niagara Sprayer Co. manufactures Insecticides and fungicides for thi
use of growers and planters of the United Slates. Approximately 17 other
companies in the United States are engaged wholly or In part in the mnanu-
facture of the same product, but the Niagara Sprayer Co. Is the largest company
whose business is wholly devoted to the manufacture of insecticides and fungi-
cides for agricultural uses.

These materials go directly to the use of the farmer in producing and protect-
Ing crops. In the manufacture of these materials various chemical substances
are used, viz, sulphur, copper, soda ash, lime, nicotine, arsenic, etc.

Arsenic Is used in very large quantities both by the growers and planters in
the form of arsenate of lead for fruit and vegetables and calcium arsenate for
the control of the cotton-boll weevil and for other preparations.

But a part of the arsenic available is produced" in the United States. It Is
a by-product from silver, lead, or copper mines. Large quantities are pro-



duced in Mexico, Japan, and some in Germany. As near as can be ascertained,
the annual production of arsenic from all sources Is about 20,000 tons a year.
A portion of it Is absorbed in the drug trade, a larger portion in the manu-
facture of glass, and the greater portion thereof for Insecticide purposes.

There is not sufficient arsenic produced in the Utilted States to meet all these
demands and importation is necessary.

There is no record of any promise on the part of American producers, or
intending producers, to meet the demand for uses In the United States at a
reasonable price if protected by tariff.

Under the circumstances, if a duty is Imposed in the tariff bill it will simply
result In a tax which will necessarily be added to the price and passed on to
the ultimate consumer, viz, the American farmer, fruit grower,,or planter, and
add to the already overburdensome speculative investment in a crop.

If sufficient arsenic were produced in the United States to meet the demands
at a reasonable price, it would be immaterial whether a heavy duty were Im.
posed or not, but, under the circumstances, it Is submitted that unless the
committee have evidence that the protection afforded will increase production
in this country to an extent sufficient to make available enough arsenic at a
reasonable price to meet the demand for the drug trade and agricultural and
other commercial uses white arsenic should be placed on the free list.

It Is also submitted that the demands for the use of arsenic for Insecticide
purposes are constantly increasing, and it Is quite possible that within a very
short time the demand may exceed available production of- 20,000 tons per year.

We ask that white arsenic be eliminated from paragraph 1 and placed on the
free list.

AB8ENIO AND AE8ENI0 AOID.
(Paragraph 1.1

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator JoNEs of Washington. Have yon had a hearing with refer-
ence to arsenic and arsenic acid, paragraph 1?

Senator MCCUMBER. Yes; and the matter was covered very fully
as to black white, and blue arsenic.

Senator JoNE of Washington. I have a letter from the Spokane
Fruit Growers' Co., of Spokane, and also a letter from the Com-
mercial Club of Wenatchee. They both protest against the tariff
on arsenic. It is largely used in spraying.

Senator MCCU3IBER. What is your opinion about it, Senator, as
to whether it should be protected?

Senator JONEs. I do not know, Senator. I have not had an oppor-
tunity to go into the production and the use of it for other things
in this country and what can be done. I am in favor of protection.
I am in favor of applying the principle of protection wherever
it is necessary to develop our industries; and the mere fact that this
may be necessary in connection with fruit would not, of course,
lead me to think" that it should not have protection if protection is
necessary to develop another important Mdustry in this country.

Senator MCCUIBER. They want 3 cents a pound on white arsenic,
but the sulphite of arsenic they ate perfectly willing to put upon the
free list.

Senator JoNw of Washington. I think the white arsenic is whatthe use largely in spraying.
Senator S,%.ioor. They would use it probably on account of the

freight.
Senator JONEs of Washington. I *wanted to present this. They

asked me to do it. I know that fruit raising is a very great indus-
try out there. They use a great deal for spraying. 1 want it to
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be considered by the committee in connection with the other phases
that no doubt the committee had before it.

(The letters referred to are as follows:)
SPOKANE, WASH., JuIy D0, 1921.

lion. WESL.EY L. JONES,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR JONES: Our attention has been called to the fact that a duty
of 25 per cent is proposed on white arsenic and arsenic acld. These substances
are used In enormous quantities in agriculture as a basis of spraying mate-
rials for the destruction of coddling moth, boll weevil, and other insect pests,
as well as in poisons for gophers, mice, etc.

A duty on these two commodities, therefore, would mean a great increase
In the cost of production of lead arsenate and other poisons used In agricul-
ture and would throw an especially heavy burden upon the growers of fruit
In the Northwest, where vast quantities of lead arsenate are used annually as
a protection against the coddling moth.

Therefore, on behalf of the several hundred members of this company, we
respectfully urge that you kindly give every assistance possible to secure the
elimination of this item from the proposed tariff bill.

Thanking you for any assistance you may be able to render, we are,
Your, very truly,

SPOXANE FRUIT GROWERS' Co.
C. J. WEB, Assistant Secretary.

WENATCHM, WASJ., JuIy 80, 1921.
Senator WEsEY I,. JoNEs,

Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: The attention of the legislative and taxation committee of

the Wenatchee Commercial Club has been called to the fact that the proposed
new tariff law suggested a duty of 25 per cent on white arsenic and arsenic
acid.

White arsenic is used In the manufacture of arsenic of lead, which Is used
very extensively as spray matter in the horticultural districts In the control
of coddling moth and If this new tariff law passes both the House and the
Senate and becomes a law it undoubtedly mean that the fruit growers will be
unable to buy their arsenic of lead spray materials at prices any less than
those which prevailed during the war.

Inasmuch as prices for the fruit have taken a considerable drop since the
war, this will work a hardship upon the growers on account of its tendency
to keep up their cost of production.

The legislative and taxation committee of this organization have recom-
mended to the board of trustees that this organization go on record as favor-
ing a provision in the proposed new tariff law exempting white arsenic and
arsenic acid from Import duty so far as it Is used for horticultural purpo.es.
The board of trustees has adopted this report of the committee, and this
organization goes on file as recommending the above.

Trusting that we may have your cooperation in the Interests of the Northwest
fruit-growlng sections, I am,

Sincerely, yours,
V. i. CIEARMAN,

Managing Secretary.

BARIUM PEROXIDE.
[Paragraph 5.]

IDRIEF OF X. 3. RENTSCHLER, WILLOUOHBY, OHIO, REPRESENT-
ING THE 1. H. R. PRODUCTS CO.

Subject: Embargo or idequate duty.
Reason: European competition and dumping.
Cost: American, 16 cents per pound.
Foreign offers: 8 cents to 15 cents per pound.
Duty: Present, 1J cents per pound; H. R. 7456, 4 cents per pound; desired, em-

bargo until currency exchange has become normal, and thereafter a duty of
not less than 8 cents per pound.
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Uses: In peace as a disinfectant; in medicine, for the manufacture of hydrogen,
peroxide, sodium perborate, and other peroxygen compounds; in war, as a
disinfectant for ships and men-of.war (see Navy Department Bulletin); for
tracer shells (see records of Frankfort Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa.); for
manufacturing hydrogen peroxide, which is used In the treatment of wounds
and commercially as a bleach.
We desire to appeal for an embargo on barium peroxide until currency ex-

change shall have become normal, and thereafter a duty of at least 8 cents per
pound. The manufacture of barium peroxide Is a key industry because it en-
ters either directly or Indirectly into the manufacture of other chemicals, medl-
cines, woolen goods, cottons, silks, hair goods, celluloid, etc.

England, France, and Germany prevent our shipping barium peroxide in their
countries by embargoes, but they are taking advantage of the fact that America
has no embargo on barium peroxide, and are offering this product to our Amer-
ican customers at prices below those they charge in their own countries. We
can not ,weet this competition, and we are entitled to an embargo or an adequate
duty which will place us on an equality basis with these European manufac-
turers.

During the war there were no importations of barium peroxide in the United
States. According to the Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter, 200,000 pounds were
Imported in 1920, and 1,005,034 pounds in 1921.

According to Tariff Information, Series No. 18, the cost of producing barium
peroxide in the United States in 1919 was 19.7 cents per-pound. To-day this
cost Is at least 10 cents per pound. Europeans are offering barium peroxide to
our American custontera as Indicated below. The or'g'nal quotations given are
on file at our Willoughby office. Prices are quoted Ini cents per pound c. 1. f.
New York:
Karl ltaspe, Berlin, Germany ----------------------------------------- 12. 5
B. LaPorte (Ltd.), Luton, England ---------------------------------- 14..3
MaatschappiJ Voor Chemische Producten, Amsterdam, Holland -------- 10. 5
Buisson & Chanu, DeviIle-les-Rouen, France --------------------------- 10. 64
Garrigues (Inc.), New York, United States of Amer:ca ......----------- 11.8
Aug. KJaersgaard, Copenhagen, Denmark ------ ---------------- 7.97
L'Air 1'qulde, Paris, France ------------------------------------------- 12.05

The present duty on barium peroxide is Ii cents per pound. H. R. 7456
provides for a duty of 4 cents per pound. A number of Importers have already
offered to absorb the major portion of this Increase In duty should the bill as
it now stands become a law.

The above shows that 4 cents is an inadequate duty on barium peroxide. We
asked the Fordney Ways and Means Committee to protect barium peroxide
duty with a duty of 8 cents. They changed our request to 4 cents for no reason
whatever, thus sacrificing our business and the American industry to European
interests.

So far as we know we are the only surviving manufacturers of barium
peroxide for the market in the United States. Other American producers are
either out of business or in the hands of creditors' committees or bankruptcy
courts. Our plant at Willoughby, Ohio, Is shut down.

We pray that you Increase the duty on barium peroxide to equalize labor,
money exchange, and other conditions, thus enabling us to operate our plant
and take care of the American demands for barium peroxide now supplied by
Europe.

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE.
(Paragraph 5.1

BRIEF OF THE MANUFACTURERS OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE.

Since the hearings on the chemical schedule were closed by your committee
a condition has arisen which threatens to become a calamity to the manu.
facturers of peroxide of hydrogen in this country. Heretofore little or none of
this chemical was Imported, but recently German manufacturers have offered
hydrogen peroxide, the equivalent of our 10-volume strength, in unlimited quan.
titles at 2.6 cents per pound, c. I. f. New York.

The cost to produce this chemical in the United States Is about 4.5 cents
per pound. Therefore, we respectfully request that hydrogen, peroxide be
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taken out of the basket clause, paragraph 5, tariff act of 1921, as passed by
the House of Representatives, and a new paragraph Inserted In the tariff act
to read vs follows:

"Hydrogen 'eroxide at the rate of 3 cents per pound for 10-volume strength
or a proportlojate rate for other strengths."

Under the Underwqod tariff act hydrogen peroxide Is Included In the basket
clausas paragraph 5, at 15 per cent ad valorem. The tariff act of 1921 as
passed by the House of Representatives allowed this chemical to remain in the
basket clause, paragraph 5, which Increased the duty to 25 per cent ad valorem.
This duty, If assessed on the American valuation of 405 cents per pound, will
amount to 1.125 cents per pound, and added to the present German selling price
of 2.0 cents will give a price of 3.725 cents, which is about three-fourths cent
per pound below the actual cost of production In this country. If, on the other
hand, the 25 per cent should oe assessed on the German valuation the duty
would amount to 0.65 cent per pound and would permit the German goods to
be sold here for 8.25 &nts per pound or 1.25 cents below the American cost.

Hydrogen peroxide is now manufactured In the United States by at least a
dozen large concerns located in various parts of the United States. The com-
bined capital invested in this industry amounts to several million dollars.
The annual production of hydrogen peroxide IIn the United States exceeds
30,000,000 pounds of 10-volume strength, which Is sold at wholesale in barrels
at about 5 cents per pound.

Hydrogen peroxide is used principally as an antiseptic and for bleaching, for
which uses it is generally sold of "10-volume" strength, meaning that each
volume of the liquid produces 10 volumes of active oxygen gas. Hydrogen
peroxide of various other volumes is produced and sold, the 10-voluine, however,
being the acknowledged standard In this country for the past 25 years.

The hydrogen peroxide produced and offered for sale here by German manu-
facturers Is of 100-volume strength, anti can readily be diluted to the strength
required for use in this country. This concentrated strength minimizes the
amount expended for freight as well as the cost of containers, thus enabling
them to deliver their product in the American market at a price but little In-
fluenced by the cost of ocean transportation.

One of the principal raw materials used in the manufacture of hydrogen
peroxide in the United States is barium dioxide, which is made both here and
In Europe. Under the present tariff act barium dioxide is dutiable at 1i cents per
pounu, paragraph 10, while under the tariff act of 1921, as pased by the House
of Representatives, this duty is increased to 4 cents per pound, paragraph 11,
which is an Increase of 170 per cent, while the increase on hydrogen peroxide
from 15 to 25 per cent is only 601 per cent on the finished product.

If for no other reason than to remove a very glaring inconsistency in the
present tariff act, the duty on the finished product, hydrogen peroxide, should
be increased in equal proportion to the duty on the raw material-barium
dioxide.

In addition to equalizing the duty on the finished product with that on the
raw material, it is also necessary to add to such duty an amount which will iI
a measure equalize the labor cost In this country with labor cost in Germany.
The depreciated value of the German mark must also be taken into consider.
tion, as under present conditions the German manufacturers can dominate
the American market, In which they were unable to compete prior to the war.

As heretofore stated, American manufacturers have always supplied the
domestic requirements for hydrogen peroxide, but if this Industry is not pro-
tected by equalizing duties the domestic manufacturers will be driven from the
field by the importation of the highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide manu-
factured in Germany under unprecedented conditions governing both the cost of
labor and raw material.

In view of the foregoing we respectfully renew our request that hydrogen
peroxide be specifically provided for with a duty at the rate of 3 cents per
pound based on 10-volume strengt,.

John Bene & Sons, Brooklyn, N. Y.; The Grasselli Chemical Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio; The J. It. R. Products Co., Willoughby, Ohio:
The Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo.; Oakland
Chemical Co., New York City; Parke, Davis & Co., Detroit,
Mich.; Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical Co., New York City.
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BARIUM DIOXIDE.

(Paragraph 11.1

BRIEF OF JOHN BENE & SONS (IN0.), BROOLYN, N. Y.

What is peroxide of hydrogen ?-Peroxide of hydrogen Is an antiseptic anti Is
composed of the following Ingredients:

Barium dioxide, 87 1wr cent; sulphuric ild, phosphoric acid, etc., 18 per
cent.

The present duty on barium dioride.-The duty on barium dioxide is 1
cents per pound, and has been so continuously since the passage of the Payne-
Aldrich bill in 1909. That prior to the passage of the Payne-Aldrich bill the
duty was 25 per cent ad valorem, which figures less than the duty now paid
on the importation of this article.

The proposed duty on barium product&.--The proposed duty on barium
dioxide is 4 cents per pound. That the highest duty proposed on any other
barium product is 2 cents per pound, which is on barium nitrate.

The present cost of imported barium dioxide.-Barium dioxide can be im.
ported at the present time from England at a cost, with duty paid, of 16 cents
per imulnd for it higl-grade unity* This product can be imported from Ger-
nnny, of a low grade. lit a cost f 121 (cets per pound, duty paid.

The ,manuffuurcr of donicwtto barium dio-ridc.-Ba'luin dioxide In this
country is liontufitclnred by three firns, namely: Oakland Chemical Co., of
New York; .. IL It. l'ioji'wts ('., of Willioughhy, Ohio; Peroxide Chemicilll C).,
of St. JAuis. .Mo.

The Iirst.named concern manufactures exclusively for their own use.
The second amd third naimied concerns tre large manufacturers of peroxide

of hydrogen amid are i 'aiiptitorS of .John ilene & Sons (Inc.), of Brooklyn, N. Y.
The coxi of doinetlle barium dioxide for the ensuing ycar.--The only coin.

pany that ias offered to sell John Bete & Sons (Inc.) barium dioxide for
the ensuing yoair is the Peroxide Chemilcal Co., of St. Louis, Mo., and quoting
from their letter of (ctober 5. 1921, they say: " Barlmn can be turned out
JId sold at u price to meet the lowest reputable firm lia Germany, which
today, I understand, is 121 cents per pound. With the new duty that is
proposed this will udd 21 cents per pound, which, of course, this barium com-
iany will want to make, which Is natural. This will make a total cost of 15
events per poutid f. o. b. New York."

monopolyy of the barium dloid Indumsrti In this coutmtr.-As stilted 1bove.
there are only three ianuufiactrer" of barltiai dioxide, froni one of whom
the product can not hc liurchased its they imatiufitire solely for themselves .
and tht oilier two are ksen cointltors of the .olin liene & solls (Inc.),
of Ilriooklyii. It will lit, readily Seen tlhat hilig till t ln' anut'awtnre if this
lroilict lit the lhandis of ilt two i IIs. lotlh of whom itre competitors, .lohn

Ilene & Sons (lil.) will line toiniIlled to ]lir(bl.se fiin either one or the
other, mid the price would lit- regulated by theil to silt thcillmrives 11il will liI
till lorobablllty lead to the dstrlctlom of their collmetliors.

The reptlltiom of .lohi Iulia t Nom (itw.l.-TFhe above, firm has ien iii
business eontltously for the past 40 years and hns innufaciured peroxide of
hydrogen solely. Thmt they sell to hospitals, public Institutionis, chailn.store
syndicates, and depiartment stores, where the public get the benefit of the low
cost (f their product. if the duty is increased the cost wyoull eventually fall
upon the iurchatsing pulillc.

BLEACHING POWDER.
il'aragraph 13.1

STATEMENT OF FRED TRUEMPY, REPRESENTING EUGENE
SUTER & CO., NEW YORK CITY.

Wr. TRukMPmy. I am a partner in the firm of Eugene Suter & Co.,
it] orters and exporters of chemicals.1 would like io say a few words in connection with the proposed
duty on bleaching powder.

81527-22-szisc----5
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Bleaching powder is a chemical and is made from chlorine gas as a
by-product, and it is our contention, as importers, that the manu-
facture of bleaching powder in this country, as an industry, does
not require any special protection against foreign competition.

Senator M C U3IBE. Is there some connection between the bleach-
ing powder and chloride of lime?

Mir. TRUE MPY. Yes, sir.
Senator McCu.BiES. Very well; I understand now what you are

talking about.
Mr. TRUEMPY. This industry in this country is well established

and has been carried on profitably for inany years. It was carried
on profitaby for many years before the war.

Senator SIooT. Do you want this product on the free list?
Mr. TUsM-py. Yes, sir.
I should like to ask permission to prepare a memorandum to sup-

plement my statement. For the time being I have only a few figures
nere.

There was a special duty established in 1897 of one-fifth of a cent
per pound, in order to encourage the industry in this country. This
duty was confirmed by the act of 1909. It was reduced, however, to
one-tenth of a cent per pound by the act of 1913. It is now pioposed
to increase it by one-half cent to a total of six-tenths or three-fifths
of a cent per pound.

The domestic production in 1909 amounted to about 110,00,000
pounds. In 1914 it had increased to 310,000,000 pounds. In addi-
tion to this, there was a production of chlorine, or liquid gas, of
12,000,000 pounds.

in 1917 the production of bleaching powder amounted to 200,000,-
000 and the production of chlorine gas had been increased to
36 000,000 pounds.

In 1918 the production of bleaching powder was 200,000,000, in
addition to the production of chlorine gas of 44,000,000 pounds and
31,000,000 pounds in the form of liquid bleach, consumed in that
frin at bleaching plants:

The imports in 191 amounted to 90,000,000 pounds; in 1911, 99,-
000,000 pounds; in 1912, 73,000,000 pounds; in 1913, 75,000.000
pounds; in 1914, 47,000,000 pounds: in 1915, 18.000,000 pounds; in
1916 3,000,000 pounds.

0f this imported bleaching powder about 75 per cent was supplied
by England and the balance chiefly by Germany..In 1914 and previously the price ranged from $1.20 to $1.30 per
hundred pounds, both on the imported and the domestic goods in this
country.

In 1921 contracts were mide by domestic manufacturers on the
basis of $3.50 per hundred pounds at the works. That, I believe,
explains in a way the present high cost of paper manufacture, which
was discussed in this room this morning. The paper industry is the
largest consumer of bleaching powder in this country.

In 1914 the price was $1.20 per hundred pounds or $24 per short
ton. Last year it was as high as $70 a ton.

There are some plants which consume as much as 5,000 tons per
year. There can easily be a saving accomplished of some $50,000 a
year.



In 1921 the imported material sold, early in the year, around 3
cents a pouhd. It later declined and sold at one time below 2 cents.
The present price is 2 cents a pound. The present price of the
manufacturer in this country ranges from $2 to $2.25 at the works.

I believe that these figures show that the industry in .this country
does not require additional protection.

Senator SIooT. Do you want to speak on chloride of lime? That
is the subject Mr. Suter, whose place you have taken, was to speak on.

Mr. Tnutniwy. I am a partner in the firm of Eugene Suter & Co.
Senator S.foor. Yes. He was to speak on paragraph 1533. That

is on the free list.
Mr. TnuEmpY. Yes. It is at present dutiable at the rate of one-

tenth of a cent.
Senator Smroor. Not paragraph 1533. Mr. Suter was to speak on

paragraph 1533, and I wanted to know if you are interested in that.
You have not referred to it at all. That paragraph deals with borax,
crude and unmanufactitred, and borate of lime. borate of soda, and
so on.

Mr. TfRiUErY. No. sir; that does not concern me at all.
Senator Swroor. That is a mistake in the record.
Mr. TRUEsIPY. The outstanding feature here is that before the

war 75 per cent of the imported material came from England. To-
day England is buying some of the commodity from Germany and
pays a price of 12 pounds sterling a ton, which figures roughly 3.
cents a pound.

The production in Germany is limited. Germany has always had
a large export market all over the world. During the years before
the war Germany never exported more than 12,000 tons a year for
shipment to the'United States. At the present time they (o not
expect to ship more than 5,000 tons over here during the next year.

Senator Siaoor. They never shipped much at any time.
Mr. Tnumpy. Therefore, there is less competition to be feared in

years to come than at any time before the war. In spite of that
'fact an increase of duty is proposed of one-half a cent. We feel
that the commodity should be transferred to the free list, as this
would help the continuation of international trade.

BRIEF OF FRED TRUEMIT, REPRESENTING THE ZUONZ SUTER & CO...NZW
YORK OITY.

Our firm is engaged in the export and import of chemicals. It is our contention
that the manufacture of bleaching powder in this country, as an industry does not
require any protection against competition from abroad. 'the indust isoldand well.
established and statistics show that it has steadily gained ground over mports while in
active competition with the latter.

There was a duty established in 1897 of one-fifth cent per pound for the special
pu rpoe of encouraging the manufacture in this country. This duty was confirmedy (he act of 1909. In 1913 it was reduced to one-tenth cent per pound. It Is now
proposed to increase this rate by one-half cent per pound, making a total of six-tenth
cent per pound.

The following figures taken from Commerce and Navigation of the United States
show the domestic production since 1909 and its relation to imports:

Domestic production, 1919, about 116,000,000 pounds; 1913, about 310,000,000
pounds; in addition to 12,000,000 pounds chlorine gas; 1917, about 200,000,000 pounds,
in addition to 36,000,000 pounds chlorine gas- 1918 about 200,000,000 pounds, in
addition to 44,000,000 pounds chlorine gas; ana 31,060,000 pounds in form of liquid
bleach consumed in that form at bleaching plants.

U128APPENDIX.
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Imports: 1910, 94,000,000 pounds; 1911, 99,000,000 pounds; 1912, 73,000,000
pounds; 1913, 75,000,000 pounds; 1914, 47,000,000 pounds; 1915, 18,000,000 pounds;
1916, 3000,000 pounds. Of these amounts about 75 per cent was supplied by England,
balance chiefly by Germany.

In 1914 and prior to that year the price ranged from 11 to 1 cents per pound,
both for importfd and domestic goods.

In 1921 contracts were made by domestic manufacturers on the basis of 3J cents
per pound at the works.

Early during the same year imported material sold around 3 cents per pound.
Later this price declined, and the goods sold at one time below 2 cents. Figures
compiled from the import manifests, as regularly reported by the Oil, Paint and
Drug Reporter, show in 1921 a total of approximately 8,647,220 pounds to date, most
of this material coming from Germany.

For 1922 contract prices quoted by the American manufacturers range from 2 cents
to 21 cents per pound at the works. Imported material is offered at 2A cents duty
paid.

Prices on liquid chlorine gas ranged as follows: 1918, 7J cents; 1919, 8 cents; 1920,
9 cents; 1921, the present price is quoted at about 6 cents per pound.

Bleaching powder is made from chlorine gas. It is lime treated with gas until it
contains 3.5 to 37 per cent available chlorine. Chlorine gas. in turn, is a by-product
in the manufacture of electrolytic caustic soda. Consumers have in late years turned
more and more to the use of chlorine, which explains the increased direct consump-
tion of the latter product, with corresponding decrease in demand for bleaching
powder.

It is hardly necessary at this juncture to point out that there is not likely to be any
competition from abroad in liquid chlorine, on account of the very nature of the
commodity and the difficulties which would attend extensive handling and ocean
shipment. In liquid chlorine, therefore, the Amezican manufacturers have. the
home market entirely to themselves.

The above figures show conclusively that the domestic manufacturers were able
during the period of five years immediately preceding the war to greatly increase
and dispose of their production of bleaching powder, and that at a time when they
were in active competition with the tmpoted material.

Furthermore, we can state from reports we have recently gathered abroad that
this foreign competition will not be nearly as keen in the future as ilt has been in the
past. British producers who had by far the largest share in prewar importations
(averaging 75 per cent) are at present buying the same commodity from Germany,
granting a price of C12, which figures slightly above 2 cents per pound. The present
market price in England is about 3 cents per pound chemical l Trade Journal and
Chemical Engineer, issue of December 3, 1921, quoting £16 for spot goods, which
figures 3 cents at the rate of exchange of $4.20).

Germany, the second largest supplier of prewar years, has always had and still has
large export markets for this commodity in Europe. The production is reported to
be limited at the present time, and not more than 6,000 Ions are expected to be avail-
able for shipment to this country during 1922. Twelve thousand tons would prob-
ably be the maximum tonnage that could be shipped here during any one year.

In short, conditions abroad are actually such that American manufacturers have
less to fear from foreign competition than at any time before. Thers is, therefore, no
occasion on their part to ask for increased protection. On the contrary, the figures
presented show that protection is no longer needed, and we therefore respectfully"
submit that bleaching powder be transferred from the dutiable to the free list.

The American manufacturers may contend that there is at present a large over-
production of chlorine in this country. We maintain that this is not iii accordance
with the facts. It is true there exists a largely increased capacity for the manufacture
of chlorine, due to the exigencies of tbee war; biut this is a matter for the manufacturers
to take care of in the same way that otLer manufacturers of war materials are doing.
Surely this excess capacity should not be taken advantage of and used forever as a
fixed idle and nonproductive overhead charge merely for the purpose of creating a
monopoly in bleaching powder for the American manufacturers in the home market at
the expense of the bleaching-powder consumer in particular and the paying American
public at large.

If, on the other hand, a slight measure of foreigp competition be permitted we feel
that this will have a wholesome effect on the prices in the home market, and since
bleaching powder is an important item in the manufacture of paper in this country it
would undoubtedly contribute in an important measure toward the lowering of
American manufact tiring paper costs. \\e understand that the 'American paper-

I' I



manufacturing industry is at the present time struggling exceedingly hard to meet
foreign competition.

We understand that the aim of the new tariff law is to afford reasonable protection
to industries which actually need it. We are most heartily in favor of such a policy.
At the same time, we should like to see a tariff which is not so high as to prevent all
foreign trade in commodities manufactured in this country. The proos- new rate
on bleaching powder would, in our judgment, have this eTfect and we find no justifi-
-ation for the proposal.

CALCIUM CARBIDE.

[Paragraph 15.1

STATEMENT OF C. C. PUSEY, REPRESENTING ALEXANDER
MILBURN CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. PUsEY. My name is C. C. Pusey; address, Baltimore, Md. I
appear for the Alexander Milburn Co., of Baltimore, to advocate
that carbide shall remain on the duty-free list. Carbide is the
substance from which acetylene gas is made.

Senator MCCVMBEH. You want to put it on the free list?
Mr. PUSF.Y. It is now on the free list, and I advocate that it

remain there.
Our company manufactures apparatus for the use of acetylene gas.
Senator SMooT. You want it taken out of the dutiable list and

put on the free list?
Mr. PUtsEY. Yes, sir. I have here a brief I would like to file, and

I would like to take about five minutes and discuss some of the
points contained therein. The estimated annual consumption of
carbide in the United States is 150,000 tons; the estimated supply
and the sources of supply are from the Union Carbide Co.'s United
States plant, 80,000 tons; from the Union Carbide Co.'s Canadian
plant, 45,000; all other United States manufacturers, 10,000. The
quantity imported from Canada in addition to imports from Union
Carbide Co.'s Canadian plant, a maximum of 15,000, making a total
of 150,000 tons.

The productive capacity of the carbide plants in the United States,
other than the Union Carbide Co.'s, is undoubtedly greater than
10,000 tons, which tonnage, however, represents approximately
what they have been able to sell in competition with the Union
Carbide Co.

It shows that, of the total consumption of carbide in the United
States, the Union Carbide Co. supplies 831 per cent, which we
believe to be quite accurately estimated; about one-third of this is
imported from their Canadian plant.

The effect of a tariff of 1 cent per pound or $20 per ton on calcium
carbide, as proposed in the bil as it stands, will, in our opinion,
prevent its importation, bring no revenue, and will be widely felt
throughout the United States in the increased cost of the operation
of railroads, the lighting of farm and suburban homes, the-lighting
of mines, and in the operation of metal industries of the United
States.

For seven years carbide has been imported duty free; prior to
1913 carbide was dutiable; prior to 1913 there were no imports;
since 1013 there have been no imports worth mentioning other than
from Canada.
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The only Canadian manufacturers of carbide are the Union Car.
bide Co. of Canada, controlled by United States capital, with plants
also in the United States, importing normally about 45 000 tons per
year into the United States; the Canadian Carbide Co., also controlled
by United States capital, with only one plant in Canada and none
in the United States, importing from 10,000 to 15,000 tons peryear
into the United States, or a quantity equal to 10 per cent of the
quantity sold by the Union Carbide Co. in the United States. These
two companies have supplied all of the imported carbide.

Every dollar's worth of carbide imported from Canada represents
50 to 60 cents expended in the United States for coal and coke,
steel, selling expense, and freight to United States railways, so that
the United States derives more than one-half of the full benefit of its
manufacture.

There never has been any foreign carbide sold in the United States
in commercial quantities other than that, from Canada.

In spite of the spasmodically quoted low prices for European
carbide during this year, we are informed that no appreciable amount
has been so'(, and most of the offers have been withdrawn, which
fact is significant when it is considered that carbide prices in the
United States are high, and, from the standpoint of the European
maker, foreign exchange is most advantageous.

As to European competition, the German product is manufactured
under German regulations as to gas yield, which recently, on account
of the poor quality of coal obtainable in Germany, has been reduced
toa gas yield of 3.7 cubic feet per pound on the lump sizes of carbide.

Due also to the low grades of coal obtainable, the German product
is very high in impurities, which results in large percentages of phos-
phoreted hydrogen and sulphur in the gas.

The American product runs better than 4.5 cubic feet of gas per
pound of carbide. The lower gas yield of the German product means
that it is about 20 per cent inferior in quality.

To obtain the same amount of gas from German carbide, the con-
sumer must purchase a tonnage 20 per cent in excess of the amount
of American carbide required, pay freight on this 20 per cent, handle
this additional 20 per cent, and then would not secure as high a
quality of acetylene gas.

Senator S.fooT. What is the American price of American carbide
perpound I

Mr. PUSEY. I have it listed here for the past several years.
For several years prior to the war European carbide manufac-

turers, including the Germans, were in a syndicate through which
the world's markets for carbide were divided. Certain manufac-
turers, or groups of manufacturers, were allotted certain of theworld's terrtories.

We are told this prewar syndicate had an agreement or an arrange-
ment, with the Union Carbide Co. under which the latter kept out
of foreign markets and the Europeans kept out of the American
market.

Under all these conditions there can be no danger of German
competition.

In addition, as to Norwegian competition there is no coal of high
quality available in Europe, except the Engiish, to the cost of which

IN 11 "
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must be added rail and water freights to the Norwegian carbide
plant.

In addition, after the carbide has been made in the Norway plant,
freight must be paid from plant to seaboard, thence trans-Atlantic
to a United States seaboard, there stored, and then shipped inland
to the consumer.

The Union Carbide Co.'s plants at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., and
Welland, Ontario, are better located to economically distribute car-
bide to the United States market as a whole than is any United States
seaboard.

Canadian competition has existed for six or seven years and has
always been fair. During all of this time carbide has been on the
duty-free list, and the importations, other than from the Union's
Canadian plant, amount to probably less than 10 per cent of the total
United States sales of the Union Co.

Cost of production in Canada at the works might be slightly lower
than those of domestic producers, but this slightR dvantage is more
than offset by the freight rates obtaining from the works of the
Canada Carbide Co. to the United States markets, which average $6
per ton higher, outgoing only. The Union Carbide Co.'s Canadian
plant at Welland, close to the United States border. does not have
these excessive freight rates.

It has been represented to the Ways and Means Committee of the
Congress that the price of the carbide is less than it has been for a
number of years, when, as a matter of fact, the price has steadily
advanced. The following figures will show the prices paid by this
company for its purchases of carbide from 1913 to 1920: In 1913
the cost per ton was $70, which cost continued to 1917, when in April
of that year it was $80, and in September $95; in 1918 it was $95.
That answers your question, Senator?

Senator SMooT. Yes.
Mr. Pusigv. $98 continued to January, 1920, and in September,

1920, was $112.
The five producers of calcium carbide in the United States are as

follows:
Union Carbide Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; American Carbolite

Co., Duluth, Minn.; Gas Tank Recharging Co., Keokuk, Iowa;
National Carbide Co., Ivanhoe, Va.; Farers Standard Carbide Co.,
Plattsburg, N. Y.

Senator JONES. I may ask, what is the commercial price now?
Mr. PusEy. The commercial price now is uncertain. There is not

the same demand that there was when the industry was vigorous,
and I have been told that the carbide can be purchased for between
$80 aj4d $90.

Senator SMoOT. It is lowe than that, I think, according to the
testimony that has been given us. There are seven companies in the
United States, too, instead of five, are there not?

Mr. PusEY. The other two-there was one called the Superior in
Philadelphia, but it is not in operation; it has gone out of business;
and there was another one-I do not recall the name of that one-
which has gone out of business.

The American Carbolite Co., the Gas Tank Recharging Co., the
National Carbide Co., and the Farmers' Standard Carbide Co. together
market about 10.000 tons of carbide per annum.
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The combined production of the above-mentioned United States
plants, including the Union Carbide Co.'s, has not been sufficient to
take care of the normal requirements for calcium carbide in this
country, as is evidenced by the importation of the plants of the Union
Carbide Co. and Canadian Carbide Co. in Canada. If a duty is
imposed, it would prohibit importation and naturally result in higher
prices to the consumer.

Although the Unioi Carbide and Carbon Corporation, called in the
trade the "Carbide Trust," is practically without competition in the
United States in the manufacture of carbide, there are a large number
of small manufacturers, like ourselves, scattered throughout the
country, who are engaged in the manufacture of acetylene and other
apparatus, the use and-sale of which depends upon carbide.

Senator WATSON-. On the 15th of August anti again on the 31st
of August, when we were considering the schelUle, that whole tiling
was gone into very thoroughly at both times.

Senator SMOOT. We have ihe figures in the record.
Mr. Pus . I want to call attention to the statements made by

Mr. 1. V. O'Daniel, vice president and geni-ra! manager of the Na-
tional Carbide Corporation of Ivanhoe, Va., to the Finance Committee
of the Senate on August 31, 1921.

He states that the opposition to the duty of I cent per pound. on
carbide is principally front the Canada Carbide Co. on the grounds
that such duty will give the Union Carbide Co. an absolute monopoly
in the United'States and that the duty is prohibitive.

We have knowledge or reliable information that a number of
manufacturers who use carbide or its product. acetylene gas, are op-
posed to this duty and have communicated their views to members
of the House and Senate. To show that this opposition to the duty
is widespread, we-have given in our brief a partial list of names and!
addresses of 70 manufacturers who are opposed to a duty on carbide
and want it to remain on the duty-free list., as opposed to the five
domestic manufacturers of carbide, including the Union, which, a.4
heretofore shown, predominates the other four.

I am much obliged to you.
Senator JoEvs. This i cent per pound appears to he a modest

duty, but at $80 a ton that would be equivalent to 25 per cent, would
it not ?

Mr. PvS-EY. One-fourth, yes, sir: added.

BRIEF OF 0.O. PUSEY, REPRESENTINO ALEXANDER MILBURN CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

Calcium carbide is a chemical compound of calcium (lime) and carbon (coal). It
is made from a mixture of lime and coal or coke introduced into an electric furnace,
and there. by intense electric. heat. pelted. In the molten state it is poured into
molds, allowed to cool until solid, then broken or crushed. screened. and peaked in
metallic drums, ready for shipment to the consumer. When brought into contact with
water it makes acetylene gas.

This may be done on a large scale by means of . large generator. for street and factory
illumination and for welding, or on a Fmall scale such as in a bicycle lamp or miner s
lamp.

ACETYLENE OAS ESSENTIAL TO NUMEROUS INI)USTRIES.

More than 500,000 miners use acetylene light in nongaseous mines.
More than 340.000 farmers' and suburban homes are lighted with acetylene gas.
Every railroad repair shop toes acetylene gas in the oxy.acet ylene process for

cutting and welding metal. involving a total annual cost of many millions of dollars.
Thousands of automobiles and trucks uie acetylene lights.
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lliioys. light.hips, lighthouses, and harbor lights, aids to navigation, use acetylenegas lights.
Millions of small portable lamps and lanterns use acetylene gas.
Machine shops, foundries, metalworking establishments, garages, jewelry manu.

facturers, and many other industries use acetylene gas in the oxy-acetylene process
for cutting and welding metals.

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST, CONSUMPTION. AND PRODUCTION OF CARBIDE FOR THE UNITED
STATES.

Approximately $12,000 000 to $15,000,000 is the wholesale coAt for 150,000 tons of
calcium carbide sold in the United States in normal years. The acetylene gas pro.
duced from this carbide was sold for a very much greater um. TOns.
Estimated consumption in the United States ............................. 150,000
Estimated supplv and sources:

Union Carbide 'o., United States plant ............................... 80,000
Union Carbide Co., Canadian plant .................................. 45,000
All other United States manufacturers ............ : ................... 10,000
tuantity imported from Canada in addition to imports from Union Car-

bide 'o.'s (anadian plant. a maximlm of ........................... 15,000

150,000
The productive capacity of the carbide plants in the United States other than the

Union Carbide Co.'s is undoubtedly greater than 10.000 tons. which tonnage, however,
represents approximately what the) have been able to Fell in competition with the
Union Carbide Co.

Also, the importation of carbide from Canada other than from the Union Carbide
too.'s Canadian plant will average probably less than 10.000 tons for the past seven
years. 15.000 being the maximum.

This shows that of the total consumption of carbide In the United States the Union
('arbide ('o. supplies 83 percent. which we .helieve to be qjite accurately estimated.
About one-third of this-ls imported from their Canadian plant.

The effect of a tariff of I cent per pound or $20 per ton on calcium of carlbide. in our
opinion, will prevent its importation, will bring in no revenue, and will be widely
felt throughout the United States in the increased cst of operating railroads, lighting
farm and sulrban homes, lighting of mine. and in the operation of metal-working
industries.

It will also give a complete monopoly to the Union Carbide &, Carbon 'orporation
and its stubsidiaries. and thereby a power over a great portion of the industries of the
Ignited States.

For seven years carbide has been duty free. Prior to 1913 carhide waA dutiable.
Prior to 1913 there were no imports. Since 1913 there have been no imports other than
from Canada.

The only Canadian manufacturers of carbide are the Union Carbide Co. of Canada.
c)ntrolledby United States capital. with plants also in the United States, importing
normally albut 45.000 tons per year into the United States. rhe Canada ('arbide Co.,
also controlled by 'nited States capital. with only one plant in Canada and none in
the United States, importing from 10,000 to 15,600 tons per year into the United
States. or a quantity equal to 10 per cent or less of the quantity sold by the Union
Carbide Co. in the United States. These two companies have supplied all of the
imported carbide.

The manu factture of carbide involves the following items of cost in the order named:
Package, 22.20 per cent: lime, 18.91 per cent: labor, 14.41 per cent: coke, 13.03 per
cent: power. 10.80 per cent; electrodes. 8.10 per cent; repairs and maintenance, 7.56
per cent: miscellaneous cost, 4.99 per cent.

All of the coal or coke and all of the sheet steel used by Ith of the Canadian carbide
plants comes from the United States.

The great bulk (about 70 per cent) of the carbide made in ('anada is sold in the
United States and Cuba, the latter country taking 5.000 tons or more per year.

Every dollar's worth of carbide imported from ('aimda represents 50 cents to (U
cents expended in the United States-for coal and coke 15 cents, steel 20 cents, selling
expense 10 cents, and freight to United States railways 5 to 10 cents-so that the
United States derives more than one-half of the full benefit of its manufacture.

In making carbide, electric energy in large quantity is required and comparatively
small amount of labor.
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One man to each 57 electric horsepower is about the ratio claimed for the Union
Carbide Co.'s plant at Sault Ste. Maie, as compared to one man to each 15 electric
horsepower, which is about the ratio claimed for the modern plant of the Steel Cor-
poration at Gary, Ind. Therefore, the Union Carbide Co.'s statement in their brief
filed with the Ways and Means Committee of Congreea Paying: "Unless a protective
tariff is placed on calcium carbide this company's (Union Carbide Co.) only measure
of protection will be the manufacture of calcium carbide in Canada and to operate
the plant in Norway. This will give employment to several thousand men in Canada
and Norway that would otherwise be employed in this country," is not borne out by
the facts.

Elsewhere, their representative has made the statement that 700 men are employed
at their United States plant at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. If this plant is closed, 700
may be out of employment, but their "several thousand," officers, office and branch
office managers and employees, salesmen, warehousemen, etc., will continually be
required to take care of their trade and distribute their product in the United States
no matter whether it is made in their United States or foreign plants. however, this
contingency need not be given serious consideration; it is too unlikely. There never
has been any foreign carbide fold in the United States in commercial quantities other
than that from Canada.

Further, the substance of the Union Carbide Co.'s brief above alluded to would
lead one to believe that it could not posibly reduce the price of carbide from its now
highest recorded price in the United States even if it were necessary to meet foreign
competition. However, we are informed, reliably we believe, that its representa-
tives are now telling buyers of other domestic brands of carbide that the price is to be
soon reduced. The cause of this reduction can not be the fear of European competi-
tion,as the United States trade apparently will not buy European carbide. It is
because the trade demands price reductions in conformity with the continually
lowering cost of labor and supolies entering into the making of carbide. in spite of
the spasmodically quoted low prices for European carbide during this year, we are
informed that no appreciable amount has been sold and most of the offers have been
withdrawn, which fact is significant when it is considered that carbide prices in the
United States are at the highest point and, from the standpoint of the European
maker, foreign exchange is most advantageous.

'rho withdrawal of Eulopean 'juotations may reasonally Le attributed to twoi autc.:
First, the mall quantitiesFold did not justitk the efiori; e ond. the foreign makers
of carbide may feAr the antagonism of the 1 i'ion Carbide 'o. for interferon e in the
United States markets and the retaliation that might come from the 'nion's Xoriav
plant. which is of such great capacity as to make it quite pinsihle for the Union 4 'arlbide
Co. to dominate the European market in intu h the Fame manner as it umow dominales
this market. In fact, without the understanding with the lEiuropean carbide syndi-
cate hereinafter alluded to, the powsvesion of the great plant in Norway pla.ev the
Union (arbide, Co. iu a position to absolutely dic'tate to iuropi'-an makers as- to their
keeping out of United States markets.

AS TO EUROPEAN' COMPETITION.

The German irodtict is manufactured under German regulations as to gas vield,
which reo'ently. on ac-count of the poor quality of coal obtainible in (;ermanv. has Leen
reduced to a gs yield of 3.7 cubie feet per pouid on the lump sies of carbide.

Due also to the low grades of coal obtainable, the German product is very hi h in
impurities, which results in large percentages of phosphureted hydrogen anJ su phir
in the gas. The Arerican product runs better than I.; c.uhic fet, of gas per pound of
carbide. The lower gas vield of the German product mean. that it is about 20 per
cent inferior in quality. 'Domestic and Canadian carbide sells in the United States
for about $100 per ton, to compete with which on an equal gas yield basis the German
product must sell at .80 delivered to the consunmer. A margin of S9'20 per ton would
not cover the additional freight and storage chary es.

.\1go, to obtain the same amount of gm from German .arbi le. the con umer mut
pur.ha-e a tonnage 20 per cent in exro-e of the amount of .nmeri an carlide required,
pay freight on thi 2') per cent. handle thi- addlitioril 20 fer ent. and then would rot
sec'ire a high a quality of acetylene gas.

In our opinion the people intereted in the acetylene welding and lighting t ,ade.,
and we are one of them. would prefer to hm" the American article at a ost of i10 per
vent more than for a German product oil th- ,a-i of equal gas vield. The purity of
the gag is a very important fa,.tor to the oxy-arelty- ne welder. *

German manufacturers, in order to secure a market.for their carbide in the United
State., would, of n6ce..ity, be compelled to establish numerous warehouses and agen-
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cies to carry large stocks at such points. This would involve a very large expense and
would, alone, make such an undertaking very problematical as to its success. There
are no consumers of carbide in the United States who would contract for extremely
large tonnages. The hulk of the bu.inss is made up of thousands of small consumers,
who purchase in very nominal quantities, and who would he very careful when
placing orders to a.-sure themselves as to quality, size.4, and the steadiness of the
supply for the future. The Union Carbide Co. is in cloe personal touch with, through
its 17 agencies, and supplies more than 340,000 farmers in the United States with
carbide for house lighting, which is ,but one Lranch of its business.

The German and other European manufacturers ship .arbide in soldered-top drums,
wherea.; In the United States the screw-type drum is standard, and the soldered type
would not be accepted. Also, carbide for shipment overseas mu.st 1e) crated in
accordance with underwriters' specification.. Carl-ide drums mu:it be completely
covered by a wood casing or overca k-another item of expense, both for cost (of over.
cask and the freight on the additional weight which it add-., to each package.

WORLD'S TRADE iniviDED BY SYMI)ICATE.

For several years prior to the war European carbide manufacturers, including the
Germans, wcre in a syndicate through which the world's markets for carbide were
divided. Certain manufacturer or group of manufacturers were allotted cerlain of
the world's territories. We are t,'ld this prewar syndicate had an agreement or an
arrangement with the Union Carbide Co., under which the latter kept out of European
markets and the Europeans kept out of (he American market.

The syndicate arrangement was broken up because of the war, but we are reliably
informed that a new syndicate i.s being formed. Reports indicate that the German
carbide manufacturers are des-irous to reenter a syndicate sutch a,4 exited before the
war. One of the conditions of the German membersbhip in such a syndicate would be
their agreement to withdraw any offers made and to make no further offers of
carbide for shipment to the United States market. The advantage to the Union Car-
bide Co. of the old syndicate was so geeat that there can be little doubt that it will take
full advantage of the opportunity offered to rees-tablish the former status quo. No
German carbide has been imported since !913, during which time it ha, been duty free.
Under all these conditions there can be no dsuager of Germaa competition.

In its brief filed with the Ways and Means Committee of Congress, the Union Carbide
Co. infers that unle.,s a duty is imposed it will be forced to move its carbide business
from the United States to Norway on account of power and labor costs. We doubt if
the saving represented by power and labor will offset the increased cost of coal and
freight. There is no coal ofhigh quality available in Europe, except the English, to
the cost for which must be added rail and water freights to the Norwegian carbide
plant. This means greater cost for coal than those obtainable in the United States,
where the freight from the mines to the carbide works is no more than the freight from
the mines to seaboard alone.

In addition, after the carbide has been made in the Norway plant: freight must be
paid from plant to seaboard, thence transatlantic to a United States seaport, there
stored, and thence shipped inland to the consumer. In a majority of cases the freight
from the United States seaport to the .onn.-umnr is more than the freight from the
Union Carbide Co.'s United States or Canadian plants to the consumer, to say nothing
of the added handicap of all the storage and freight charges accumulated between
the Norway plhnt and the United States seaboard. The Union Carbide Co.'s plants
at Sault Ste. Marie. Mich.. and WVelland, Ontario, are better located to economically
distribute carbide in the United States market as a whole than is any United States
support.

Also. commodity freight rates on carbide apply from their plants, whereas from
New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, or any other seaport class rates, which are
higher, apply. Although carbide has been'on the duty-free list since 1913, to the
best of our information'there has never been any importation of Norwegian carbide.
This is practically a true statement also with regard to all other European countries.
All of which, it appears. very effectually disposes of any chance fer Norwegian carbide
to enter this market.

CANADIAN COMPETITION.

In the same brief o,' the Union Carbidc Co. they infer that Canadian competition is
likely to prove dangerous. This competition has existed for six or seven years, and
has always been fair. During all of this time carbide has been on the "duty free"
list and the iinportatiois, other than from their own Canadian plant amounts to prob.
ably less than 10 per cent of the total United States sales of the Union Co.

P'g
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Cost of production in Canada at the works might be slightly lower than those of
domestic producers, but this slight advantage is more than offset by the freight rates
obtaining'from the works of the Canada Carbide Co. to the United States markets,
which average $6 per ton higher (outgoing only). The Union Carbide Co.'s Canadian
plant at Welland, close to the United States border, does not have these excessive
freight rates.

As to the Union Carbide Co.'s plant at Sault Ste. Marie. it .probably produces at
a lower cost than the Canada Carbide Co., while at its plant in Canaha the cost is
probably $5 a ton lower than the Canada Carbide Co. 's.

In the same brief they call attention to the fact that ,no (anada Carbide Co. is
owned by tha Shawinigan Water & Power Co., hence wecur.es very clrall power.
They do not mention the fact that the magnificent hy roelettie plant supplying
theii power at Sault Ste. Marie is owned by themselves. In other words, their poeiftion
at Sault Ste. Mario as to power is just as good as that of the Canada Carbide Co.

CO'1I'ARATIVE C'ST I." VARIIDE FOR Till: PAST Ellli VEAR .

It has been represpnted to the Ways and Means Committet of congress s that the
price of carbide is lesa to-day than it h~s been fora number of years. when, as a matter-
of fact.: the pric,, has steadily advanced. The figures belowv will show the prices

iid by this company for its Ipurcha.es of carbide from 1913 to 1920:

'o~t t CostYear. Month. per 100pounds. per ton.

1913 ..................................................... . January ...... $" U r7.00
1911 .................................... ....... do....... :3.50, 70.00
1915 .................. .. do 0 1 40.00
1915 ...................................................................... do ...... -.50 i  70.OD
1917 .............................................. ...................... do ....... ..50 70.00

April ........ 4.00 0.00
September. 4.75 9.WO19 ................ ........ ...................... January ...... 4.95 9.00...................... September-, -490 1 K OD

1919 .................................................................. J n ry .. 4.90 1 10
190 ................................................................. .do 4.90 9. 0

- eptembr.' 5.60 112.00

These figures speak for themselves. In the face of "duty free." carbide prices have
advanced. What will be the price if a duty is imposed and the Union CarbideCo.
controls the entire United States market?

The five producers of calcium carbide in the United States are as follows: Union
Carbjde Co., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; American Carbolite Co., )uluth, Minn.; Gas
Tank itecharging Co., Keokuk, Iowa; National Carbide Co., Ivanhoe, Na.; Farmers'
Standard Carbido Co., Plattsburgh, N. Y.

In addition to these, the Superior Carhide Co., Philadelphia, and the Sherman
Carbide Co., Vermont, are still listed in some trade directories. but both have passed
out of actual existence.

The Union Carbide Co.'s plant at the Sault is the largest in the United States,
havin$ a production in the neighborhood of 80,000 to 100,000 tons per year. This
plant is very well located with respect to supplies of lime and coke, and is not far from
the market'for steel sheets, which, combined with the fact that it controls its hydro-
electric power, givesit a geat advantage and its costs are probably much lower than
those of an) other carbide plant.

The American Carbolite Co., the (tas Tank Recharging Co., the National Carbide
Co. and the Farmers' Standard Carbide Co. together market about 10,000 tons of
carbide per annum.

The combined production of the above-mentioned I'nited States plants, including
the Union Carbide Co.'s, has not been sufficient to take care of the normal require-
ments for calcium of carbide in this country as is evidenced by the importation from
the plants of the Union Carbide Co. and Canadian Carbide Co., in Canada. If a duty
is imposed it would prohibit importation and naturally result in higher prices to the
consumer.

A COMBINATION IN4 RESTRAINT OF TRATIE.

Although the Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation, called in the trade the "Carbide
Trust,"is practically without competition in the United States in the manufacture of
carbide, there are a large nul ber of small manufacturers like ourselves scattered
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throughout the country who are engaged in the manufacture of acetylene and other
apparatus, the use and sale of which depends upon carbide.

These apparatus manufacturers are engged in an unequal contest for existence
with the apparatus manufacturing subsidaries of the carbide trust, aided as these
subsidiaries are by the power wielded by the trust.

The independent apparatus manufacturers view with grave alarm the effort that is
now being made by the trust to induce Congress to further increase its bower and
wealth by granting it an absolute monopoly through the imposition of a duty on
calcium carbide. They regard this last move as o'ne which, if successh1, will imperil
their existence.

For a number of years a ruthless warfare has been waged on the part of the carbide
trust for the extermination of all domestic competition. We, as one of the independent
apparatus manufacturers: have been forced by the methods employed by the trust to
invoke the protection of the antitrust laws in a suit now pending before the United
States Court for the District of Maryland.

The evidence that is being collected by, us for use In this suit would suggest to you
additional reasons why this aggregation, whose heart is carbide, should not be strength.
ened by a duty on carbide, and thereby be placed in a better position to carry on its
ruthless warfare for the extermination of the independent apparatus manufacturers.

Et V. ODANIEG'S STATEMENTS.

Our attention has been called to the statements made by Mr. E. V. O'Daniel, vice
president and general manager of the National Carbide Corporation of Ivanhoe, Va.,
to the Finance Committee of the Senate on August 31, 1921.

lie states that the opposition to the duty of I cent per pound on carbide is prin.
cipally from the Canada Carbide Co. on the grounds that much ,uty will give the Union
Carbide Co. an absolute monopoly in the United States and that the duty Is prohibi-
tive. Ile overlooks the fact that a large number of users of carbide and of acetylene
gas in the United States have protested to their Representatives in Congrers agaipst
the imposition of this duty and have advocated "duty free carbide." We, as manu-
facturers of acetylene apparatus, have strenuously opposed the imposition of this
duty, as any Member of the House of Representatives and of the United States Senate
can testify, for we have addressed them all. We have knowledge or reliable informa.
tion that a number of manufacturers who use carbide or its product, acetylene gas,
are opposed to this duty and have communicated their views to Members of the Ilou.e
and Senate. To show that this opposition to the duty is widespread and that Mr.
O'Daniel is not correct in his statement that the opposition conies principally from
the Canada Carbide Co., the following is a partial list giving the names and address
of seventy manufacturers who are opsoed to a duty on carbide and want it to remain
on the duty free list as opposed to five domestic manufacturers of carbide, including
the Union, which. as heretofore shown. predominates the other four: American Pro.
peller Manufacturing Co., Baltimvre, Md.: American Steel & Tuble Co., Toledo, Ohio;
Atlas Welding & Supply (o., Pittsburgh, Pa.- Anchor Metal Works, Allentown, Pa.;
American Welding &. Manufacturing Co., Warren, Ohio: lBain.Deaird Welding &
Machine Co.. Shreveport, la.: Bright Sunshine lighting Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Blo.ton Electrolytic Oxygen (o., Everett. 'Mas.: Cruci St eel C(ating Co., La ns.
down, Pa.: J. Ii. Day 6('., Cincinnati. Ohio: l)avison Chmical Co., Baltimore, MI.:
Edw. 0. lfudd Manufacturing Co.. Philadlphia, Pa.: The Electrofals Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.: ('ompressdv, (as('orporairui. r vr. Colo.: .Michiga n Sitl Trile ProdtictsCo., Dc-
troit, Mich.: (;as Products .Associativn, Chicago. Ill.: Gould Coupler Co.; New York,
N.Y.; Grinnell Co. I Inc.), Providence, P. I.: International Oxygen Co., Newark, X. J.:
Indiana Oxygen Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.: Nickle Falbricatin'g Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Lisk Manufacturing (o.. Canandaigua. N. Y.: IAma Iocomotive Works, Lima. Ohio:
Power Piping Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Thomas I. Morris (o., (incinnati. Ohio: Maclcod
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio: Magnolia (Ga, Prodtucts Co., llouston. Tex.; Ohio Com gating
Co.. Warren. Ohio: P'aciall Oxygen Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.; Portland Oxygen A
Ihydrogen Co.. Portland, ()reg.: Fouthern Oxygen Co., South Washington, Va.:
Standard Steel Tube Co., Toledo, Ohio: l'nit,,Id Engineerinq & Foundry (o., Pitts-
burg, Pa.: Taylor.Wharton Iron & Steel Co.. lhigh IBridge, N. J.: U1. S. Welding Co.
(Inc.), .Minneapolis. Minn.: Wheeling Machine Products Co., Wheeling, AV. Va.;
Worcester Pre&sed Steel Co.. Worcester, Ma,;.: California Compre.sed Gas Co., I.xs
Angel"s. Calif.: (Colorado Compressed (-'as Co., Denver, (Colo.: -Standard Gaso'Products
Co., Atlanta, Oa.: Acmne Oxygen Co., Chicago. 1ll,; Iturdett Oxygen & Hydrogen Co.,
Chicago. Ill.; E lectrox Co., Peoria, Ill.; National Oxygen Co., Chicago, Ill.; Swift 4
Co., Chicago, Ill.: Logansport Oxygen Co.. Logansport, Ind.: Bettendlorf Oxygen
Hydrogen Co., lBettendorf, lowa: "Kentucky Oxygen & Hydrogen Co., Loul. 11ile,
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Ky.; Burdett Oxygen Co. of Detroit, Detroit, Mich. Ox.Hydric Co., Muskegon,
Mich.; atonal Oxygen & Machinery Co., Detroit, Mich.; Commercial Gas Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.; Oxygen Gas Co., Kansas, City, Mo.; St. Louis Oxygen Co., St.
Louis, Mo.; Mountaineer Welders' Supply Co.. Butte, Mont.; The Ballback Co.,
Omaha. Nebr.; Clark Chemical Co., Wick iffe, Ohio; Gas Products Co., Columbus,
Ohio; Ohio Electrolytic Oxygen Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Burdette Oxygen Co. of Okla-
homa, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Burdette Oxygen Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Burdette
Oxygen & Hydrogen Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; National Oxygen Co., Erie, Pa.; Burdette
Oxygen Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.: Burdettn Oxygen Co. of Texas, Fort Worth, Tex.;
Utah Compressed Gas Co.. Salt Lake City, Utah; Whitmore Oxygen Co., Salt Lake
City, Utah; Washington Compressed Gas Co., Seattle, Wash.; Universal Oxygen Co.,
Sheboygan, Wis.; Wisconsin Oxygen & Hydrogen Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Mr. O'Daniel also stated that the normal requirements of carbide in the United
States are about 125,000 tons-if anything, lees. If for the sake of argument, the cor-
rectness of his statement is admitted, then there is all the more reason for opposing
this duty when It is remembered that the Union Carbide Co.'s two plants (one in the
United States and one in Canada) have, it is estimated, produced 125,000 tons in one
year and therefore have a capacity to supply all of the carbide consumed in the
United States, which, because of its great facilities and immense capital, can produce
and sell at lower prices than any of the other United States plants.

Ile also stated that the opponents of the duty had represented to the Finance Com-
mittee that the capacity of the plants outside of the Union Carbide Co.'s did not
exceed 10,000 tons per year. We have carefully examined all the evidence that we
know of that has been submitted to either the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives or the Finance Committee of the Senate, and fail to find any such
representation. It was stated that the estimated production of all other United States
manufacturers than the Union Carbide Co. was 10 000 tons per year. We believe
this to be quite an accurate statement. It Is probably true that the four plants In the
United States other than the Union Carbide Co.'s plant, if operated to the limit,
would have a capacity of 30,000 tons per year, as Mr. O'Daniel thinks, but we are con.
vinced that he %ill not make the statement that these plants, or his plant, have ever
operated to full capacity. Does it not follow that the plants other than the Union
Carbide Co.'s would operate to their capacity if the situation was not so absolutely
controlled by the Union Carbide Co.? It appears to us that the Union Carbide Co. s
control of thie United States' market is such that no independent manufacturer of
carbide can compete with it beyond the territory included in a limited radius ahout
its Ilant where it would enjoy a big advantage because of lower freight rates on its
deliveries.

We applied to the Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, for statistics
concerning calcium carbide and were advised by the director of the bureau that.-

"Calcium carbide was manufactured by only a few establishments, and the opera-
tions of one of these so largely predominated'that publication of the figures would
amovint practically to a disciiure of its operations."

Mr. O Daniel also stated that the capacity of the German carbide plants prior to
the war in 1909 was 9,000 metric tons and at the present time Germany has a capacity
of not lems than 450,030 tons, probably more.

Information that we believe to be correct indicates that the German capacity for
production of carbide prior to the war was in the neighborhood of 250,000 tons and
this capacity was increased to about 400,000 tons during the war, but this increase was
through steam-generated power plants, which are out of the running because they are
admittedly uneconomical.

We are informed that prior to the war Germany inlmorted approximately 40,000
tons annually from Norway, Sweden. and Switzerland for use in welding, cutting, and
lighting, which was due to the fact that German carbide was of such inferior quality
and Its use was chiefly in fertilizers, etc.

le also stated that prior to the war there was very little surplus capacity (for the
manufacture of carbide) in Europe. Our information is that Norway, Sweden, and
Switzerland have for a number of years been large exporters to all countries of the
world using carbide, with the exception of the United State. .

He states that German carbide is now being offered in New York at the rate of $78
per ton in lots of 2,000 pounds. We have been offered this carbide and we presume
that others have been. At $78 per ton the price is not attractive. We can not afford
to cut loose from an established Fource of sup y for the sake of picking up a job lot
of foreign carbide. The offers of foreign carbide have been made for a number of
months, and we can not find where any sales worth mentioning have been made.

To sum up, it appears that European carbide can not be sold to any extent in the
United States. The only foreign competition possible under duty.free carbide is
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from Canada. The carbide industry in Canada is controlled by United StateI capital.
The physical situation is such that the United States derived from the sale of neces-
Fary raW material a greater benefit from the manufacture of carbide in Canada than
do the (anadians, and while Canada Lt the one source for healthy competition that
can posibly compete with the Union Carbide Co.'s virtual monopoly in the United
States, it can never expect to be a ptedominating factor, because Canadian plants
are at a much greater distance from the great bulk of consumers of carbide in the
United States than are the plants of the United States manufacturer-.

Our appeal iq for protection from that which b; now virtually a monopoly, but
which will be made an aholute monopoly if a duty of $20 per ton is imposed on
carbide.

We earnestly recommend that carbide shall he retained on the duty.free li4.

BRIEF OF DON B. McOLOUD, REPRESENTING THE GAS PRODUCTS
ASSOCIATION, CHIOAGO, ILL.

Mr. Don B. McCloud, on August 15, 1921, appeared before the Finance Committee
of the Senate and made a general statement of our opposition to the proposed tariff on
carbide, concluding his remarks by saying that a brief for the Gs. Products Association
would be filed later.

Our interest in the proposed taziff on carbide Is due to the fact that the product of
carbide is acetylene gas. Acetylene gas is used with oxygen for welding and cutting
of metals. The extent of this Industry and its spread over the country will be bes
understood when It is realized that acetylene and oxygen are used In almost every
small garage and machine shop in the villages and in Increasing amounts in metal.
workin-g plants of every kind all the way up to the largest railroad shops, steel mills, and
shipyards,

As independent producers of oxygen (at least 99 per cent of which is used with
acetylene in the metal trades) we are interested in seeing to it that our oxygen cus-
tomers are not made the victims of high.handed practices in the matter of price and
service by a carbide and acetylene monopoly. It Is our firm conviction that a tariff
on calcium of carbide will accomplish one thing and one thing only, and that is, It
will give the Union.Carbide Co. an absolute monopoly of the carbide business and,
through one of its subsidiaries, of the acetylene business. Already 80 per cent of the
carbide used in the United States is produced and sold by the Union Carbide Co. and
subsidiaries.

As proof of the monopolistic condition which now prevails, we offer the following
quotation from a letter of the Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, under
date of June 11, 1921, directed to this association and signed by W. I. Steuart,
director:

"I am in receipt of your letter of June 7 suggesting that it would be advisable for
the Department of Commerce to furnish data regarding the production of calcium
carbide."Your attention is Invited to the inclosed marked copy of the act of Congress which
authorizes and directs the collection and publication of statistics of manufactures.
Section 25, on page 18, provides that no publication shall be made by the Census
Office whereby the data furnished by any particular establishment can be identified,'
and section 33, on page 20, further provides 'that in no case shall information furnished
under the authority of this act be used to the detriment of the person or persons to
whom sucb information relates.'

"At the census of manufactures for 1914 the carbide industry was so largely domi.
nated by a single establishment that it was not possible to publish segre.ted statistics
(see page 19 of the enclosed bulletin on chemicals). At the time of writing my letter
of Jumne 2 the tabulation of the chemical statistics for 1919 was in progress, and I was
under the impression that carbide was manufactured by a sufficient number of estab-
lishments to permit the publication of segregated data. The tabulation now dis-
c!oses the fact, however, that it will be neceary to follow the same method of publi-
cation In 1919 as was followed in 1914, and include statistics of the production of
calcium carbide with those for some other chemical products.

"I heartily agree with you concerning the desirability of publishing segregated
statistics for this industry, but the Census Bureau is unable to do so under the
circumstances."

We contend that the Government records show that a monopoly still exists in the
matter of production of carbide in the United States, in spite of the fact that since
1914 several so-called independent manufacturers of carbide have sprung up in the
country.
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A great mass of information seems to be before the committee with respect to such
matters as costs of production, possibility of foreign competition, and the question of
the amount of revenue likely to be derived from a tariff on carbide. We subscribe to
the propositions already advanced on the record that there is no probability that any
revenue will be derived by the Government from a tariff on carbide for the reason
that none will be imported, and the last proposition is amply justified by the fact that
none has been imported during the time that the Underwoo bill has been in effect.

The briefs of those who favor the tariff on carbide do not seem to have received
much attention by those opposing the proposed tariff, and we desire to direct par-
ticular attention and focus the interest of the committee on those briefs. They are
full of glittering generalities but peculiarly lacking in the presentation of facts and
fires. Large sounding words have been used for the purpose of creating an atmos.
phere and to press the reader, as the Ways and eanstommittee of the House was
undoubtedly impressed. by meaningless phrases. The briefs abound In the use of
such wordsas thousands tons," "many thousands." "large numbers," "millions,"
"large importations," "very large proportion," "large quantity." "hundreds of
men," etc. These are all relative terms and as used in those briefs are meaningless
generalities undoubtedly resorted to for the purpose of obscuring the real facts.

It should be remembered that those briefs were filed by the concerns now actually
engaged in the production and distribution of carbide In the United States, and the
absolute facts are or should be within their knowledge. If their testimony is to have
any value or carry any weight it must rest on facts. We have found it extremely
difficult to secure accurate and concrete Information, as is evidenced by the above.
quoted letter from the Bureau of the Census. But we are not "on the Inside," and
It is our belief that they have presented their case in general terms In order to confuse
and mislead. I

Referring specifically to the brief of the National Carbide Co.. of Bluefield, W. Vs.,
the statement is made that carbide was placed on the free list in 1913 by the Under-
wood tariff bill, thereby subjecting the American manufacturers to the severest kind
of competition from abroad and also from Canada.

We submit the record shows that this Is an absolutely false statement so far as com-
petition from abroad is concerned. As to whether the competition from Canada was
the severest kind of competition, the record is also clear. The imputation is that
National Carbide was subjected to severe competition, but the fact is that that con-
cern had not even come into existence. There were only two makers of carbide in
the United States when carbide was placed upon the free list-Union Carbide Co. and
American Carbolite Co.-both succe.sful manufacturers of carbide for many years.

It must also be observed that the usual retail selling price of carbide has increased
from $70 per ton to $120 per ton in this country during the time carbide has been on
the free list.

In this same brief the statement is made that several million dollars' worth of car-
bide is imported annually from ('anada. This is a ridiculous statement, since it is a
matter of record before the Finance ('onmittee of the Senale that the total production
of the only Canadian carbide company in 1920 was lessthan 34,000 tons, of which 13,000
tons, with a sales value of approximately $1,.0,000, was sent to tho United States.

A third point attempted tobe made in the brief of the National Carbide (orporation
is brought out in the discussion of labor rates, which, however, produces nothing con-
vincing regarding the importation of German carbide. The facts disclosed by the
opponents of the proposed tariff show conclusively why American producers of car-
bide reIed not fear German competition and are suiuniarzed as follows: First, inferior

quality; second, incorrect sizing; third, wrongly packed; fourth, produces ihlpure gas;
fth, lack of distribution facilities; sixth, lack'of importations during 1919. 1920, and

1921.
The brief of the Gas Tank Recharging Co. before the Ways and Me.ns Committee

would have the committee understand tbat there is very keen competition i6 the
carbide business in this country because carbide is manufactured in at least 10 foreign
countries. The absurdity of the statement is obvious. Competition may be keen in
the United States, but not as between American and foreign manufacturers of carbide.
there having been no imports from foreign countries except Canada. \Ve deny the
claim of the Gas Tank Recharging Co. that the proposed duty of I cent per pound on
cArbide is protective and not prohibitive, and we allege that it is prohibitive and that
it was intended to be prohibitive in order to strengthen the monopoly which already
exists and cogniznce of which is taken by the departmentt of Commerce through the
Bureau of the Census.

The Gas Tank Recharging Co. makes the statement that inillionu of dollarti were
expended and permanent employment given to a large number of foreigners when
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one of the larger manufacturers meaningg the Union Carbide Co.) commenced the
erection of plants In Canada and Norway. It is noted that the brief of the Union
Carbide Co. itself (which built and owns the Norway plant referred to) admits that
said plant has not been operated, consequently permanent employment has not been

ven to any large number of foreigners. It is our belief 1hat the Norway plant of the
Cnon Carbide Co. was never intended to be operated as a plant to produce calcium
of carbide.

The brief of the Union Carbide Co. states that it employs in the carbide industry
several thousand men at its plants at Niagara Falls and Sault Ste. Marie. Undoubtedly
the Union Carbide Co. knows how many men it does employ, and having a knowledge
of its own pay rolls, why does it not state the exict number instead of saying "several
thousand men," if not to confuse and mislead? We make the absolute assertion that
there are not more than 1,000 employed in the production of carbide in the United
States. If this statement is challenged, we suggest that the challenger be required
to furnish the statistics with respect thereto. We further submit that for every man
employed in the production of carbide in the United States there are at least 10,000
men using carbide or itsproduct, acetylene gas, therefore, the talk of the harm that
will come to thousands of American laborers engaged in the production of calcium of
carbide is the merest twaddle. A tariff on carbide will not only strengthen an already
existing monopoly employing a very few hundred persons at most but it will place a
tremendous burden and work an economic hardship upon thousands of carbide and
acetylene consumers in the country.

The same argument applies to the further statement of the Union Carbide Co. that
if a protective tariff is placed on carbide they will give employment to "several
thousand men" in this country.

The Union Carbide Co. also states that it should not be overlooked that the Canada
Carbide Co. is owned by the company which generates its power, but they do fail to
advise the committee ihat precisely the same situation exists with respect to the
Union Carbide Co. and the Michigan Northern Power Co.

The next to the last paragraph of the brief of the Union Carbide Co. indicates very
strongly the real purpose behind the construction of the so-called carbide plant in
Norway. It is stated that that plant is particularly well adapted to the electric
smelting of pig iron and other products which can be disposed of in other parts of the
world.

In conclusion, we submit that the proponents of a tariff on carbide have utterly
failed to substantiate their claims that their business will be ruined if carbide is per-
mitted to remain on the free list. We also submit that there have been produced
before the committee a large number of valid reasons why carbide should remain on
the free list.

DYEWOOD EXTRACTS.

I Paragmph 36.)

BRIEF OF:. S. YOUNG* CO. HANOVER, PA REPRESENTING MANU-
FAcTUERS O NATURAL-DYi EXTRACTS.

BILL AS DRAWN DISCRIMINATES AGAINST INDUSTRY.

Natural.dye extracts form part of the chemical schedule of the tariff bill. The
basic ad valorem tax in this schedule is 25 per cent. That amount is placed upon
practically all articles. It is, therefore, recognized that, in general, articles in this
schedule need a protective duty of 25 per cent. A few articles have a higher duty,
notably coal-tar dyes. As the bill p the louse, these dyes were given a duty of
35 per cent ad valorem and a specific tax of 7 cents per pound, which vastly increased
the ad valorem tax; in fact, made it about 63 per cent.

The natural.dye industry is just as essential to the country as the coal.tar dye
industry. No reason can be found for ivig the ratural-dye industry only 11 per
cent ad valoram protection and giving the other dye industry six times that amount.

-The natural-dye industry is not as'king for protection equal to that given the coal-tar
dye industry, but it does ask that it tbe treated in this schedule as articles generally
are treated and given a duty of 2.5 per cent this because it should be treated fairly
with other article., and, further, because it needs at least 25 per cent protection.
It certainly is unfair to discriminate against this industry, and no valid reason has
been adduced justifying such discrimination. Should 'Schedule A be rewritten

81527-22--miso--.
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before the bill becomes a law, and some basic rate other than 25 per cent be adopted,
dyewood extracts should be given that degree of protection, whatever it is, accorded
generally in that schedule.

NATURAL [FYES COMPETE WITH RYNTIIF.TIC DYEH AND NEFD REASONABLE PROTETION.

Dyewood extracts are in active competition constantly wiih coal-tar dyes in this
country. In certain colors competition is keen and extends to a great variety of
articles which can be colored about aq well bv the one dye as the other. Also this
competition covers quite a range of shades, including black, gray, yellow, blue, red
purple, green, and brown. Nfany articles of common and essential ;use can be colored
by natural dyes as well as by coal-tar dyes. Some can be colored better. This is
particular]) true of khaki. used in military uniforms, of leather, ofagrat variety of
cloths-silk, cotton, woolen-and of oth r articles. On this subject the United
States Tariff t'onnmission, in Tariff Information Surveys, "Tanning Materials and
Natural Dyes." p. 120, says:

' logwood is the most useful d,,estuf' for the dyeing of blacks. It is used for blacks
on silk, wool, leather, cotton, fur, straw, and in the preparation of inks and color
lakes for wall-paper printing. It thids considerable applicaion also as a darkening
constituent in grave. tans, browns, and compound shades and has a small use for
production of blues. Salts of chromium, copper, and iron serve as mordants in log-
wood blacks. Previous to the introduction of coal-tar dyes logwood was used in the
production of a variet\- of blues ani liurples. At prekent logwood is used almost
exclusively in the production of blacks and as a darkening constituent in compound
shades.

"On animal fibers the underhand solid blueness and overbloom which logwood
blacks retain in artificial light have been made in the standard lack. Theo svnthetic
dyes have not been able to fully duplicate these qualities, tin wool it'offers keen
competition to the coal-tar colors. (in silk it is the most important black. Silks will
absorb over 200 per cent of extract thus serving as a weighting agent. A lroperly
dyed black on silk increases the durahilitv and resistance to wear and tear. On
cotton logwood blacks are of poor fastness anA are used only for cheap blacks in dyein
and calico printing. The sulphur blacks, 'aniline black,' and certain 'doveloped
blacks' have displaced it for fast shades. * * * l.o,,vool, in common with other
natural dyes, was subjected to the most unscrupulous competition by the German
dye firms: It apparently was their purpose to annihilate the natural-dye indt trv.

Therefore, there is business rivalry and keen competition between the manufac-
turers of natural dyes and the manufacturers of coal-tar dyes. In giving protection to
the dye industry in the United States, the same treatment. in principle, should lie
exteuled to both branches of that industry. These two branches are, of course, the
natural-dye industry, and the coal-tar dye'industry. Nothing could be more unfair,
in view of this competition, than abund'antlv to protect one branch and give no pro-
tection to the other. That is just what the lill as framed does. The coal-tar dyes
receive an ad valorem tax of 3, per cent and a specific duty of 7 cents per pound,
elevating the total protection to something like 63 per cent ad valorem. The natural
dyes are given but II per cent, which is totally inadequate from a protective stand-
point.

Ilaving regard solely to protecting the coal-tar dye industry, another view is worth
considering. If competition becomes greater in conseqtuence of this inadequate
protection to natural dyes, the measure of protection giv-en to the coal-tar dyes will be
proportionately decrea7d; for, just as much as cheap natural dyes are imported into
this country, taking the place of coal-tar dyes, by so much will the protection to the
coal-tar dyes lie reduced. In other words, in the destruction of the natural-dye
industry blow will lie struck at the protection planned to lie given the coal-tar (lye
industry. -

Froni another point of view, that of the natural-dye manufacturer, this discrimina.
tion is unfair. On account of competition between the two branches of the (lye in-
dustry, covering a %ide field, the protection given to coal-tar dyes wNill enormously
increase the prosperity of that industry, while lack of protection to the natural-dye
industry will inevitably weaken, if not destroy, it. It certainly is not the liart'of
wisdomto build up a niew industry and at the same time destroy an old one. Natural-
dye manufacturers are not complaining because such ample protection is given to
coal-tar dye manufacturers, and do not ask even for as high a duty and as great pro.
tection as the coal-tar dye industry is receiving, but (1o ask that tle usual measure of
protection be given then-that which is recognized as the general degree of protec-
tion that should be given articles in this schedule, namely, 25 per cent.
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DVEWOOD EXTRACTS SUPERIOR TO COAL-TAR DYES FOR MANY Lt'RrO:SM AND ESSFNTAL
TO OUR INDUSTRIES.

The dyewood-ex tract industry should be protected and built up because this dye
is better for certain coloring purposes than coal-tar dyes. It has been pointed out
that these natural dyes are in competition with coal-tar dyes covering a great variety
of items. lit dyewood extracts are better for certain purposes than any coal-tar dyes.
For dyeing blacks on leather, silk, and wool the coloring matter of dyewood is not
equaled by any other known black dye in respect to fastness, brilliance, depth of
shade, and weieht-giving properties. S'ynthelic dves, or coal-tar dyes, can not equal
dvewood dyes in thew particulars. Therefore, it is to the interest of the American
people that this industry should be protected and enabled to flourish. It is one vital
to Ihe well-being .*f the'country.

Another import thing: JA view of the fact that ,oal-tar dyei prolablv will be
protected ag-ainst foreign imporlatinns, it will be extremely valuable to the American
people if those dyes have active competition from a domestic source. That competi-
tion is supplied by these natural dyes, because, as above pointed out, both kinds of
dyes (an be used li coloring many "kinds of commoditie..

In the manufacture of dslewool extracts in the United S-tates here is keen tom-
petition, as there are nine different concerns engag-ed in the business, with a maximum
capacity considerably in exc(ss of the domestic needs. The United States is favor-
aidy sit'uated for this industry. Fairly adjacent to the West Indies, we are near to
Ihe supply ol raw material. Our Nztories are located along the Atlantic seaboard~-
t)laes fav: oralle to the industry. Therefore this natural-dye industry should )e

e ped and enabled to flourish in this country. The United States is much more
favorably located strategically for this industry titan France or England, two of our
principal competitors. Inasmuch as the U"nited Siate is now determined to louild
up a (omestic dye industry the general program, most commendable as it is, should
include these natural dyes:

NATVRAI,-IVYE INIUSIY 1.4 ESSENTIAL IN NATIONAL E.MEROENCY.

In the early da's of the dye industry natural dyes alone were tused. The industry
flourished in the United States. U p to 1890 natural dyesoccvupicd the field. With the
coming of coal-tar dyes, chiefly made in Grmanv, and the ruthless methods employed
by the manufacturers thereof to desiroy all opposition, the natural-dye industry greatly
suffered in this country, as It was ina'lequatelv protecte(I. Many dye manufacturers
here came to forget th'e capabilities of natural dyes in the various'industries. The
Great War changed the situation. German synthetic dyes could not reach this coun-
try, and the natural-dye industry again flourished. Many (lye users were amaed at
the ability of these natural dyes to take the place of synthelic (lyes. The natural-dye
industry enormoutsly expantled. It i% not too mtch to say its existence was a tre-
mendousasset tothe Nation in the crisis. During the war'and since the natural-dve
industry has occupied a much better position than it had occupied in a long tine.
The quality of the product has been greatly improved, and while the cost of manufac-
ture, on account of the improved product, has been largely increased, there is real
competition between these natural (lyes and synthetic dyes. Wise statesmanship
will enable the dye industry in the United States to be fairly equal to the Nafi:,n's
needs. Natural dyes are just as important as synthetic dyes. These natural dyes, in
a large sense, saved the industries of the Nation in the recent war crisis, and the
industry should be protected, not only that it may serve the American people in peace
times, but that it will be here if a cr sis again arl.es. During war, plants in America
usually devoted to making aniline dyes could and would be diverted extensively to
manufacturing chemicals used for war purposes. While thug diverted, the nattiral-
dye manufacturing plants would take their place in the manufacture of dvestuffs.
Then natural dyes could be used entirely for coloring khaki and blue uniforms, and for
this purpose they are better than any synthetic dyes. It is not utrged that the natural-
dye industry be so protected as to have an exclusive tield: that course is not even
suggested: but it is insisted that this industry should be reasonably protected, because
it is an immense asset to businem at all tim s and in a (risi.q is invaluable.

INDUSTRY REQUIRES AT LEAST 25 PER CENT PROTECTION.

The industrial world knows how (lye manufacturers in Germany prior to the recent
war ruthlessly endeavored to destroy all dye industry in the United States. This hum
already been'pointed out. Their obijective was not only the coal-tar industry but also
the natiral-dye industry. The German was determined to destroy both, and well nigh
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succeeded. The United States Tariff Commission in its Tariff Information Survey
says that logwood, in common with the other natural dyes, was subjected to the most
unscrupulous competition by the German dye firms, ani it apparently was their pur-
pose to annihilate the natural-dye industry. Thus, on page 122, 'Tanning materials
and natural dyes," the Tariff Commission says:

"* * * iDuring the few years prior to the Great War the industry had not
increased, as the coal-tar dyes were gradually displacing logwood. As previously
indicated, this was ite to unscrupulous competition from the German dye firms and
the lower labor co.t for dyeing coal-tar dyevs an , for certain uses, the greater fastness
of the synthetic dyes. During the acute shortage of les in 1916 the industry enjoyed
the greatest prosperity in its history, as shown in ihe domestic prluction tade.
This widespread use of logwood gave the industry an excellent opportunity to establish
the merits of its products, and resulted in considerable development in the manu.
facture of extracts."

The commendable determination on the part of Congress to give protection to the
dye industry in the United States against un.;crupulous 4;erman or other like om.
petition sbhoith comprrehend natural dyes as well a. coal-tar dyes, and manufacturers
thereof should lie permitted to continue in reasonable prosperity. It is not as-ked that
this industry lie secured the degree of prosperity it enjoyed during the war. We simply
ask for its share of reasonable protection. Both iranehes of the dye industry should
receive consideration at the hands of Congrem. Both are nrecearv to the country's
welfare anti prosperity: both are objects of the Kime attack: both should he th,
suhiects of Folicitude and protection.

Under the Dingtev Act of 1897 logwood extracts were .gi% en a duty of seven.eighth.s
of 1 cent per pound. This rate was continued by the l'ayne-Alorich, Act of 1900.
Under the 'nderwood Act of 1913 tie duty on these extracts was reduced to three-
eighths of 1 cent per pound. This proteclon wae inadeqaute, as evidencedo ly the
fact that the industry languished anti was declining during these years. Irn l99 the
domestic production consisted of 39.2 million pounds. In 1909 the domestic produc-
tion amounted to only 22.3 million pounds, showing a decrease of 43.2 *er cent in 10
years. In 1914 the domestic production was 29.9 million pounds. TI i. was not a
new industry ondeavoriu. to establish itself. It is one of the oldest industries in the
United States. It was begun in 1791 and has continued ever since. The concerns
engaged in the industry are all old conreins of estblished reputation for busineq
methods and efficiency. The old industry was capable of great possibilities, but,
being subjected to ruthle. German competition, faied to hold its own until the time
the war broke out. But during this period of decline the degree of protection wa.,
much greater than that proposed in the bill pending.

During normal times, to wit, during 1912, 1913, and 1914, these extracts were worth
5 and 6 cents per pound according a liquid or solid, and of course seven-eighths of I cent
per pound duty is much greater than 11 per cent of 5 or 6 cents. Seven-cighths of I
cent per pounds about 18 per cent ad valorem, Itisespecially urged that no mistake
he made in computing the amount of protection by using the abnormal prices that pre-
vailed (luring the war period and for a period thereafter. During this period of in-
flateJ prices the price rose to unprecedented heights, such as 15 cents, 22 cents, and
30 cents per pound, according to the form of the extract. These prices, of course,
were abnormal and will never again he realized. The price has since (tecined mate-
rially, and no doubt will continue to shrink until a price is reached fairly near to the
prewSat price, having regard to the superior quality of the present product.

The industry was failing to hold its own under the mild protection of previous
years, but this bill proposes to reduce that protection, and the consequence is inevi-
table. It was only during the war, when German competition was prevented, that
these dyes demonstrated their value to the country and their capacitv to serve the
countr-. In 1916 and 1917, when their was sttch a shortage of coal-tar dyes and
when German competition was eliminated, the natural-dye industry increa"l four-
fold. This industry strikingly illustrates the valueof a reasonable protective tariff.

Foreign competition in the natural-dye industry comes front Fngland, France.
Germany, and the West Indies, principally Jamaica and ilHaiti. More competition
comes from France than from England.

It is to be observed that heretofore France has had a duty of It cents per pound on
logwood dves--practically twice that given this industry in the Lnited Statv..
during tlotariff acts of 1897 and 1909 and at least three tines the protection given
this industry in the pending tariff bill. Further, since the war France has rai-ed
her duty on'logwood extracts to 200 francs per 100 kilograms. This amounts to about
five-sixths of a franc per pound, and at the present value of the franc (12.72 on Aug.
27, 1921) this gives a protection of about 10.6 cents per pound, practically prohibit ive.
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As pointed out above, Germany levied deadly warfare against the natural-dye
industry in this country before the Great War and seriously crippled it. Germanl'is
prepared to do the same thing now, but recognizing that the American tariff on 'yn-
thetis d'es may be prohibitive as far as imports are concerned is taking steps to com.
pete in the naiuralflye industry. It is further reportedly that German firms are now
acquiring stocks of raw materials for the manufacture of (lyewood extracts. It is
commonly underetood that one extensive manufacturing plant in Fiance was removed
by the Germans and is now in (iernlany ready to operate. Wages in Germany are
only about 30 cents per day American money, and unless 9 reasonable protective
tariff shields the American natural-dye industry from this cut-throat competition
Germany will again fie able either to crush it or severely to cripple it.

The main competition comes from Jamaica and Ilaifi, where large manufacturing
€.,tablishments have recently been constructed. These threaten to destroy the
American industry. The average wage in Jamaica is 40 cents per day; in ]haiti,
:0 cents xr day; whereas in the United States it is about $3.60 Per day. Tte West
Indies have an additional advantage be.-idcs this extremely low labor cott. I.og-

wood is a native tree in the Tropics, and there raw material is at hand. American
industries have to import this raw material. The 25 per 4-(.nt ad valorem asked for
will scarcely be adequate to protect these domestic industries against this West Indian
coin petition. It is certain that this American industry will I e practically annihi-
lat((d if the duty remains at II per cent id valorem, as now fixed in the bill.

lDuring the war these natural dyes demonstrated, as illey ne,,er had a chance before,
their value industrially to the United States. manufacturers of various commodities
were quite wtonished'to find that they could substitute thece natural dyes for the
coal-tar dye they hail theretofore received from Germany. It can almost be said
this natural.die fndustr y received a new birth during the w'ar, and since then new
opportunities *for jeefulne.s- have unexpectedly developed. Natural-dye manu-
facturing awaits only adequate protection to becofie an important Americaii industry.
All countries de-sire independence in respect to coloring matters. Our Nation "is
starting a program to accomplish this independence. That program, if it is to be
.ucce&sful. must include the natura!.-de industry.

We therefore respectfully submit that the rate of duty in paragraph 36 of the tariff
a(,t should be in r(a.(,I to 25 xr c(nt ad valorem.

(i'resaented in behalf of Oakes manufacturingg Co., Long land City, N. Y. J.; D.
L.ewis, Providence, It. 1.; NlacAndrews & Forbes Co.. Camden, N. J:; Taylor-White
Extracting Co., Camden, N. J.; The J. S. Young Co., ialtimre, .Md.; lmlerial lyve-
wood C'o., I.y'lburg, Va.)

GLUE AND GELATINE.

I Paragraph 39.1

BRIEF OF GEORGE UPTON, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL ASSOCiATION OF GLUE AND GELATINE MANUFAC-
TURERS.

In behalf of the National Awociation of Glue and Gelatine NManufact urers I app eared
before your committee on August 15, 1921, with reference to paragraph 39, !H. It,
745;. concerning glue and gelatine, aid at that tine filed a brief on the subject.

ThLs brief dealt avith the rewording of the glue and gelatine paragraph for the pur-
lose of segregating gelatine from glue and was based on .heini(al analysis of the
products. It also contained certain suggestions for rates of duty.

We now desire to amend this suggested language for the reason that we have had
an opportunity to give the problem further investigation. and have also conferred
with the United States Tariff Commiwion. with the result that we are satisfied the
language as originally suggested by us will not satisfactorily draw a line of demarca-
lion between glue and gelatine.

We now ask youl to approve ithe following paragraphing ana rates:
"Edible gelatine, vahied at less than 00 cents per pound. 20 per centum ad valorem

and 7 cents per pound: valued at 60 cents or more per pound. 20 per centum ad valo-
rem and 15 cents per pound.

"(elatine, glue. glue size, and fish glue riot specially pros ided for, valued at lem
than GO cents per pound, 23 per centum ad valorew, and 11 cents per pound; valued
at 60 cents per pound and above, 20 per centum ad valorem and IV cents per pound.

"('appine glue, agar agar, isinglass, and other fish sounds, cleaned, sl)lit, or other-
uisev prelpared; manufactures wholly or in chief valur, of gelaline, glue, or glue size,
2.) per ,entum ad valorem."
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WORDING.

The above language makes a distinct segregation of edible gelatine from technical
and ordinary gelatine. glue, etc. This is one of the essential points to the industry
and one which they are clearly entitled to. (See our brief in Schedule .i

In the foregoing paragraphing we have divided the edible gelatine paragraph into
two price rackets, i ththe dividing point at CA cents per pound. In our opinion
all edible gelatine for the next few years will be valued below 60 cents per pound,
while technical gelatine will be iahtted above 60 cents per pound. To properly
protect technical gelatine. covered in paragraph 5 under the heading "Gelatine,"
without imposing an exceqive duty on "(dibe gelatine." it is necessary that the
edible gelatine paragraph lear. 4) should contain two price) brackets, the bracket be-
low CA cents per pound at the rate requested and the bracket above (A cents per
pound at the same rate of duty asked for in paragraph 5 for gelatine above CA cents per
pound. Otherwise, high-grade technical gelatine could be imported as an edible
product at a lower rate of duty than we request for technical gelatine. and then later
be disposed of for technical purposes, thereby defeating the object of the bracket
protecting technical gelatin opar. 5).

The paragraph headed "Gelauine, glue, glue size, and fish glue includes all grades
of bone glues, hide glues, etc., and technical gelatine of all classes. llere, again,
we suggest two price brackets, with the dividing point at 60 cents per pound. We
further believe that for the next few years the only above-mentioned product that
will be valued above 60 cents per pound will be hil'.grade technical gelatine, which
we urge should be adequately protected as a new industry promoted in recent years
at great expense. i .'ee our brief in Schedule 1.')

RATE.

We asked in our brief of August 15, 1921, for a rate of 20 per cent ad valorem and 7
cents per pound on edible gelatine. Since that time we have filed with the United
Slates Tariff Commivion additional information and costs on this product. and we
wish to conclude by the simple statement that the importation of the lat C0 days
show clearly that this rate is hardly sufficient.

The rate asked for on edible gelitine above I cents per pound is nece.kary to pro.
tect high-grade technical gelatine and prevent the importation of high-grade technical
gelatine as edible gelatine. Osee par. 8.)

You will note that under paragraph .5 covering "gelatine, glte, glue size, and
fish glue" valued at less than 60 cents per pound we ask foi- a late of 2:3 per cent ad
valorem and 1 cents per pound, as against the original suggeation contained in our
brief of August 15, 1921, of 20 per cent ad valorem and lJ cents per pound on glue
and glue size, with a higher rate on gelatine. The inclusion of all gelatine (but
Odible geiatine in the same bracket with glue necessitated increasing the ad valorem
rate to bring the average up to an equitable basis for all class of the commodity
covered in this one bracket. There has been filed with the United States Tariff
Commission costs covering the gelatine and glte items contained in this bracket.

The bracket on gelatinee, glue, glue size, and fish glue" valued above 6) cents
per pound will reach the importations of technical gelatine. Here, again, costs and
other information have been filed with the United States Tariff Commission, and
one of the eomnimion's representatives visited a producing plant.

The above rates ask l f r are based on the American-valuationplaii. If this plan
is not incorporated in the K riff bill now before you, the protection asked for in pira-
graphs 4, 5, and 6 should he adjusted to meet that situation, and we accordingly ask
in the event Amnerican valuation is not used as a basis for determining the vale of
imported commodities that the following ratei he accorded the industry, based on
the European-valuation method: ,

"Edible gelatine, valued at less than 40 cents per pound, 30 per centurn ad valorem
and 7 cents per pound; valued at 40 cents or more per pound, 25 per centuni ad valorem
and 15 cents per pound.

"Gelatine, glue, glue size, and fish glue, not specially provided for, valued at less
than 15 cents per pound, 25 per centum ad valorem and 11 cents per pound; valued
at 15 cents per potind and not above 40 cents per pound, 25 per centum ad valorem
and 5 cents per pound; valued at 40 cents per pound and above, 25 per centumn ad
valorem and 15 cents per pound.

"Caseine, glue. agar agar, isinglass, and other tish sourids, cleaned, split, or otherwise
prepared; manufactures, wholly or in chief value of gelatine. glue, or glue size, 25
per centuin al valo'rem.-'
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In conclusion I would state that the industry requests that edible gelatine be
separated in the p3ragraphing front gelatine, glue, g1hte size, and fish glue, and that
the rates and bracketing requested on edible gelatine, gelatine, glue, glue size, fish
Flue, etc., be granted, as they are essential and necessary for the protection of the
industry, as has been shown by the facts presented in our brief of August 15, 1921,
and the information furnished the United States Tariff 'ommission.

VEGETABLE OILS.

(Paragraph 50.1

BRIEF OF CHARLES W. HOLMAN, REPRESENTING NATIONAL
MILK PRODUCERS' FEDERATION, WASHINGTON, D. 0.

The National Milk Producers' Federation and the National Board of Farm Organ-
izations, both organizations having their national headquarters in Washington, D. C.,
have instructed me to submit to you additional data and reasons than those which
were submitted on behalf of these organizations before the Ifouse Committee on Ways
and Means (see part 5, pp. 3900-3913 of the hearings of that committee) showing
reasons why the membership of these great organizations desire an adequate protec-
tive tariff against the importation into the United States of cottonseed, soya bean, and
coconut and peanut oils, and the original products from which these oils are extracted.

The National Board of Farm Organizations is a service institution having the fol-
lowing organizations in its membership:

Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union of America, Farmers' National Con-
gress, National Agricultural Organization Society, National Corferenco on Marketing
and Farm Credits, National Dairy Union, Pennsylvania Rural Progress Association,
National Milk Producers' Federation, Farmers' Society of Equity, Federation of
Jewish Farmers of America, American As iociation for Agricultural Legislation, Inter.
mountain Farmers' Ag,ciation Pennsylvania State Grange, Farmers' Equity Union,
Wi onsin State Union of the American Society of Equity.

The National Milk Producers' Federation is a service institution representing the
following milk and daiTy products marketing a&;ociations:

Iairvmen's I.eague lne. i and Dairymen's ILeague Co-Operative Association (Inc.),
Utica,'N. Y.; New England Milk Producers' Association, Boston, Mfass.: Inter-State
Milk Producers' A association, Philadelphia, l'a.: Maryland and Virginia Milk Pro-
ducers' Association, Washington, I). '.: East Tennssee Milk Producers' Association,
Tasso, Tenn.; Summit ('ounty and Vicinity Milk Producers' Association, Akron
Ohio; United )airv association n of Washington, Seattle, W\'ash.; Kentucky and
Indiana Dairies Co., iexington, Ky.; Queen C'ity Milk Producers' Association, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio: Ohio Farmers' cooprative Milk Co., Cleveland, Ohio: Dairymen's
4Cooperative Sales 4'o., Pittsburgh, Pa,.: Northwestern Cooperative Sales Co., Wauseon,
Ohio; Michigan Milk Producers' Asmociation, Detroit Mi;ch. Southern Illinois dilk
Producers' Asociation, East St. louis, Ill.; Nfaryland State Dairymen's Association,
Baltimore, Md; Twin (ity Milk Producers' Association, St. Paul, Minn.; The
Milk Producers' Asociation and The Milk IProucer& (ooperativo Marketing ('o. of the
Chicago District, Chicago, Ill.: Milwaukee Milk Producers' Association, Milwaukee,
Wis.: louisiana and Missi."ippi airmen'ss Cooperative Association, Baton Rouge,
].a.; .\s-iatelt I)airvmen of California, San Francisco, Calif.; Oregon Dairymen's
Cooperative I.eague, 'ortland, Oreg.

The number of dairy farmers belonging t our milk marketing associations is
approximately 200,000.

The attitude of our organizations is quite clear on the question of import tariff on
these vegetable oils. It has been taken only after very careful inquiry int) the whole
.question. At the annual meeting of the National Board of Farm Organizations,
February l6-i6, 1920, a special relition authorized an inquiry into this subject.
The conimittee was instructed to make an investigation and reported to the semi-
annual meeting of the National Board of Farm Organizations in Columbus, Ohio,
September 1-3, 1920, and the board at that metin g paed the following resolutions:

"We favor agriculture being accorded the same consideration in tariff legislation
as is accorded to other interests.

"We urge the Congress t roviso tariff legislation to include a protective duty ou all
oriental vegetable oils and other raw commodities when their free importation acts
adversely ti) the interests of American farm producers."

On November 28 the National Milk Producers' Federation paused the following
resolution tin this subject:
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"Reoired, That we voice our approval of the work of our National Dairy Tariff
Committee and of its recommendations to Congress proposing changes in the Fordney
tariff bill to provide for an import tariff on butter of 10 cents a pound and rates on
whole milk and its products on the basis of butter-fat content, and import duties at
not less thad 4 cents a pound on cotton seed, soya bean, and coconut oil, and 41 cents
a pound on peanut oil, with compensatory duties on the raw products from which
these oils are expressed or extracted based upon the oil content of the products."

In support of that position I and my akociates have been instructed to prepare
and submit to this honorable committee certain facts and reasons why American farm
producers gre entitled to a full measure of tariff protection against these cheaper
oriental oils, so as to equalize as much as possible the differences of living standards
and production costs that exist bK.-tween the United States and the Orient.

The statistical matter and trade information in the statement before the Committee
on Ways and Means was prepared in part from public official documents of the Gov-
ernments of China and the United States. In part it repre.ents conclusions reached
by me after field investigations in Japan, north and south Manchuria, and the port
of Vladivostok. These investigations were made for the United States Food Admin.
istration and extended over a period of nine months in 191g-19.

Much of the tabulated material found in the appendices to this additional Ptatement
was prepared under the direction of Mr. C. F. ('rewell, formerly with the United States
Bureau of Markets and now statistician for the Dairymen's League Cooperative
Aoclation (Inc.), at Utica, N. Y., one of our member associations.

UATES ASKED FOR.

On behalf of that portion which we represent of the organized corn and cotton
growers, hog and milk producers of the United States, we seek the following tariff
duties on v(o-etable oils and the original products from which these oils are extracted:

lilo p utl's in
Product. .- Wgh.r ci'r ne riIer(

11irt, e jX' r

oton . ................. ............................... 4 2 211
C u f .......................................... .2  ,
Soyake 1n1oliU ...................................................... t2 20
Peanut il ......................................................... 1 2
Copra~ ............................................................... 2 .. .. .. ..
S'oy a .... ......................................................... .) . ....

Co Iton ,,o I .................................................... ... q, ............

As to the duty on soya beans, we have been informed that the United States Tariff
Commission considers that boya beans are included in p-iragraph 763 of the Fordney,
bill. Inquiry among customs officials, however, reveals some uncertainty on their
part as to whether this Interpretation is correct. We ask that there be no indefiniteness
in the bill which would allow the importation of soya beans free of duty.

The rates which we are asking we believe to be very reasonable in view of the known
factors that influence production in the Orient, the lesser costs of production, and the
great speculation which takes place in these products, involving a number of resales,
before they are finally shipped away. We i'ish to emphasize especially the impor-
tance of a duty on these crude oils and upon the raw materials from which they are
expressed or extract-,d; otherwise thtise oils could enter the United States free in
the form of raw materials and be converted intothe finished product here.

POSSIBILITIES OP PRonuero MO INCREASE IN THE ORIEN.'.

oThe poesibilities of increasing the production of jleanuts, soyva beans, and copra in the
Orient and Australia are very great. In China proper there is a constant substitution
of acreage of one crop for another. depending upon market returns. In the Nfan-
churia&--an _area equal in size to Texas and Minnesota combined-a population of
approximately 20,000,000 Chinese are already enga?,ed in occupations. most of which
are agricultural. The farming hands of the lfanchunas will easily furnish a livelihoodI
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for 40,000,000 additional Chinese. There is, therefore, in this territory alone room for
an enormous expansion of the soya bean and peanut industries. At no distant date
we may look forward to the Manchurias producing for export as much soya-bean oil as
the Udited States now produces in cottonseed oil.

The Caroline Island., Java, Ceylon, India, and the Philippines constitute an area
of great p8ibilities in the production of copra from which coconut oil is made. We
mayl aso expect some competitio-n from Australia.

The lower livingstandards, immene supplies of cheap labor and primitive methods
of production, enable traders anti manufacturers to undersell and profit greatly with
these oils.

I desire to draw your attention to these tables, marked Exhibits A to K, inclusive:

Exmmur A.

lInportations into the United Stawe (f rarious oils gire iii pounds.

[Authority: Ieports of the Bureau of Forcigo and Domestie Corntnurtv, Departmeit of Commercel

1912 1914 1916 1917 N91S 1919 1900 19V21

(',xolut ol 46,720,000 ,OI2,GO 61.349,000M%63091,000.L93,0S9,WK)O 2-8,', 0,17,flh'I7,%,4Cotton. . oll.. 2,1000016,06,M) i l '
Peanutoil ...... 7,.6211i00 70.M01) 13,674,010 27,403000 &t4(,6,0CW.,0AgV 4,1, 12 ) p71 47
soya. , oil... 24, 1 , I-_______ 1,, or'

Tot a 1. SI1, 445,03,CX)'i,1WO242, OgO) 00, 24%R,67 79,g912, W ! 4 %7XS1CtT) Izt.), 887, Ti
I I 1'I I1

I First II months only (to Dec. I). # First 10 rnonhi my (to Nov. 1).

ExltultDT It.

E. 'txalm 0t' froa t he I "oiniev Stotes f os ious coiiioditis .JIi(J i 0ouEIs.

t'oconut oil ............................
C'gnuto t o 1 ..........................
J'ani t (a 1 ............................."owl • bc-azl oil ..........................
Lard ...................................
lard, utu ral ..........................
Lard, ¢oml) U l .......................
oleom argarive .........................

191

., 1)

I'L,01
49"5, Qf , (A;37, :Vii, 0))
7.4,724, OII)
.4 l, tl K)

Total ........ ............ 9,v;, .i, 40)

191 1916 1917

47 f1o ,,. 1,%l

4 V;4.l11r,1 IX 0'. 014% lt1 371,72

21, 79,(IT) t 27, ,]p 9,42

.." -e t' I ..) i .;, 1 .4, A4

W)!, 0 in0, 0du
.,oW

1,0101), ofi
1, A Y

712, 47 im1 7,L.2,d%) .k ,,64 ,, (OO

191% 1919 i!'20 19221i

C'oolnut oil ............................. Ow ,l . Y;, 5f,7, , 61 V, 0)O 7,1, 122
I'ottonsc oil ........................ I I9, OL%), 0J 193, 114,O00 1'l, 71l,M) i 240,672,561
1'eallut oil ............................. 75,0)0 2 1,342,000 1,4,411) 1,571,42,(
v all oil ........................ ... . 54,, ow I 4.,,( 0 44, 741), k)() 1,911, 7 4

Lard ................................... 54I, S 1 000 7CA,90I,10 612 2-1 ,) O O1,3flte24
I,30, icutral .......................... .,:"7,u M 21, 937,000 . "4: '42 ) v2, 4 17, 6.52
lard, compound ................ . .1, 97.00) 12 1, 9r,00 ; ;v, w)51, (0) 4 5, 7.1,097

leormargarine ................ 8.90,000 2v,9to,0) i 16,.w (V(,) 3I1'92,

Total ............................ 72,64, , 00 311 ,0W 91 VO0, (M 1, lfl, 102, 6c0

I Fir,t II months only (to Dec. 1).
I Lst 6 months only.

Foreign .xport'. fr c'onilt 'iut soyx-bea.n oil ijlidhllel, but inw1i4r 'or oilier Piku ; they are ncgligibie
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FxlzBrr C.

Consu nplion of fat and oils by the oleomargarine industry, giren in pounds.

jUnitel Slates Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 789. Later figures not available.

Products. 1912 191 1

Vegetable:
C nut oil ............................ , 112,00 00 19,76 61,771000
Corn oil ............................... ........................ 147,0tM P 9,000 f0,00)
(otton'Ced olI ......................... 1,7,t 21,1M,000; 49,96,00.61,652.100 36,4..,004 )

,,+tuart.ed oil ....................... 197,000 373,000 169,000 46,400 158, 00t)
learut oil ....................... 2,4M,000 3,137,4() 5, : .,00I 10,49 W,0 21,591,00n
Sovahearl i l.................... 71N:,000 no 4* 0 2?,:11,000 6,611,04) M ,921,t5)V'i'et able st ea rl i ................... . ............ ............ ............ . . .... 42,0tls)

S i.;ellS w e l aes o oil i i................... . ........... i.... ..................... . 1-4,000)
Animal: , 1

B u ttr.......... r... . 64,1,)002,5,(), I M w 41M
Lard art ieutrall l .........tart... 14,7vI,0 19,449,000 *14, 1Y ),i 42,401,0W 45 ,7 Io,(06U
Mutton oil ............................. 11............ ............. . 1149010 14,000
Oleo oil ........................ . ?4 14% (0 46,4. ,000 i, ,, M2 0 , 37A
OleoStearill ......... .......... 000 1 2,6,(0 2,W66.000 2,494,4M) 34 ,(0 )
Oleo tuck ....................... 92 0)) 161,000 : M)7.01) .4, t4.t0 7,52,00)
Tallow........................... .16,000 .329,00.............7 ,ly)drogenate'd itl ... .......... ... -..... ...... .... .. ..... ,

Total ................................ 66, M.o)) 94,97, oo 16s,317,1))) 249, m6,0n0 t T&,,S(0)

Other ingredient,:
Milk ........................... 8lK 000 12,792,000 21,111,000 24, 410,000 61,12,4,000
Salt ........................... 2:096:0tM 2,537,000 4,4 0,00 6 115,(0 1.,279,60

Oleomar rine prodtlce1 .......... ...... 9. 97, (0) 1I23,M1,00) i4,si0W3, 271%71.000 Als J rO0

Exiollir 1).

Conseit l/ iuouj of fals and oils by the lard.s bslitnle industry, giren in ;so'mnds.

(United1 States Departmelt of Agriculture Bulletin No. 769. Later figure., not cvaiilate I

Products. I 1912 1911 1918 1917 1914

Vegetable: t
Cottonseed oil. W3, 06000 1, l),11,000 919,417,000 1,009,214,000 1,013,031,000
Coconut oil .... ................................... .... \ 5F ,00 13,40S,000
('efn oil ............................ 1,105,000 4,166,60 2,2 ",000
Peanut oil ........ .. 1,&w,000 2,144,000 17, mg,000 2,209,000 27,912,000
Soya-bean oil .... ! ................ 1,'. ,000 14,247,6M0 34,351,024 &3,517,000
Stearin ............. v0,000 1611,000 4,W, 000 17,140,000 14,904,000
Mlsellaneous oils.. 6,41S,000 5,464,00 !1,421,000 1,742,000 0,.350,0(

Animal:
Pork fat and lard 1.,00,00 1,200,000 1,09,000 IO01,0 I M 1,O, K 00
Stearin ........... 57,641,000 64,9 M 000 49,4g),000 54,9.'0,000 M,t,000
Tallow, eible ..... 0.K",OD0 I,9I,43 00D 9,F52,000 9, 9g, 000 11,361,000

Hydrogenated oil '. ................ Si,00 ' 77,000 MOW0 1, 172,000

Totil .. ........ 911,6,000 1, 141, 190,0 W 1,011,2 i, 00 1, ?1, 11 0,
0

00 1,2.2,413,000
Lard subsItite pro-duced I .............. 76,927,(00 1, l,53Z,(XI) 1,027,13 1,O00 1,174, 416,000 , 10, ,000

I These fire, do not represent the total amount of hydrogenated oil used In the rnawfact ure of lard
substitutes for the reauh that li inary ihntanCcs nnannufacturers vkho 'to their own hydrogenation reported
the amounts of vli thit treated rather than the amounts of the hardened product. The figures here given
repre-ent largely the amount of hydrogerntd vil urchaswd by the 'mallet sub.iltute makers for coni.
bintng with the other ingreictt.s.

8 The oltocrepancy tet lleen the amount of the total Subtitute.s reported and that of the Ingredients used
i. probably ite to the fact that sonic nannfatirers in tadol i n their reports the 96elght of the crudo oil
lntzteai of the refim(d oil.
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Exrtiir E.

Consumption of fats and oils by the soap indil., qiven ir, pounds.

(From United State Department of Agriculture BulletIn No. 76. No lster fires availahle.1

Products. 12

Vegetable:
Chilled vegetable tallow ................... 2,013,000
Chlnes e nut oil ...........................................
Coconut oil ................................. I
Corn oil .................................... .9,'QO0Cot ton ',Oc oil .............................. 132 312,fK Or

Linseed oil ................................. I:3.000
Olive oil ................................... . 000
Palm oil ................................... 7,51 000
Palm-kernel oil .... ................... ) 79000
Peanutol.............................. 31,0M0
ha N oil ............................... 6 "o 2:000

SoyaSb oil ......................... 1, to, 00
Shea nut oil ................................ .S oya-tbea n oil ... :...........................

Ilit |.:Tlineou oil,; .......................... ,( T~f t

Total ................................... 271.1W , ) 0

Anitual and fish:
Bone grease ............................... 17., ,5Qjo, 00
flrbage ir e ............................ 12,g19 000
H erring oil ................................ : ' , 0o
Lard ....................................... N ' 14 000
Menhaden oil .............................. 110,00
Neat's-footoil, and tock .................... 29,000
Recovered grease ....................... 2, ?Ixw00O
Sperm o ............................... 9,000
Tallow............................. Z'1,6., 000
Tankage grease ............................. 2, r: 00 1
W hale oil .................................. 9,9 7,000
.tt.cellanlieo oils ................. .... ..... 4 .39,000

T oo A ....................................

Deri,,al lvei. I

Acidlatled soap Stock......................
Cottonqeed loots.................

F.

0

1911 1916

3,413,000 5,273,000 5,41 ,000
"'" ' , ; " Ix n0 I 15, 000

l1,361 ,M) 12, 12 y1',O0 t .997,Oo
ltV,11'rotO 191,9160"01 519, 3W, 00n
IFt0.11(011) 1,0 1 I2,006,100

744:40) I,iq,co W 1,731,000
71,WEtlM I ,9.t' X) 27,34,000

31,37i, 0) , o04,w00 4,762,00
8,CAIS Ol) 7, 271,05) ,972,0))

iot Max 5,000
I, 0%00M 2,4i7,0(M

4491,) .7,373,000 121,0 S:fl
6,rdlOO , ,oo03 , 9,692Oo

II3,007I'O) 459,'oYO ;ooa;.uo

16,saj,(to 1, AM 000 37,032,000
13627,0)" 2'19:000 & 3,11 R,00)

W03l~0) 2,030001 4,104,000)
1O, 4 ,0 , 29-4,000 7, 7, W,000

505,t( .30,000 2,279 ,000
7.000 319,000 j lIt,0(Olt

lO,627N %,,%11M00D 12t,'W.0007, OtLW) I, 17,000
270,7I3:0 lrili , I Y-t),297. W
31, ,0 31,70j:,Ono0 34,3M (W C
4,O_,__) M, 126Wt, ' 5, 7n, 000

to, 09,0D0 I I,:0000 1 9,40CJO

323 0,,ow 30,34 oo 462.11 542. A3.M

77 075Affl~ S8.667.00 anM.S L 107,:070',:o'oM

ottonris ed fo ,ti (distilled) ....... .... . I , 11,uss t."-,, - W. , .1,
iter lds ......... .............. I I6,73,,000 2W, W,00 3.1, 000 3,, 0W'0'

; k acids , b(dtilled) ...................... 12,76.5.0 14,916,000 28, 195"000 39,463,000
reacepsteariil .............................. 1.4, 915,00) ,114,00 19,16000
and oil ................................... , I,3 I: W i,%%f.mO 2,111,04 2, lt '(5
'live oil foots .............................. I 7,r(1) 7,28 O(tX 9,411, W0 . ,,00
les oil ........................ . 7 W, l0, 27-,, CtO) 10, 2 0,r) l2 ,tKI)

IIkeellaneiou soap stock ............... 2C,(X(l 2 FM 00( PO 2.5, OM, t . 25.om.0(

Total .................................... I0,517,,000 ?A),81t, C0' 244,591,4)(1 2%5,149,O0)

ralnd total .............................. 775,1%,00) 936,1s,,000 11,129,812,00) l,. 337,W ),000

I The fact that no repots for hyIrozeivnted oil are Included in thi table does not inean thalt none is t,ed

in the oap induilry. Large amiunlot hydrogenated riil were sub'titutlc for tallow anld(tur bilard fl.at,

which were abunrmai v high dtrling the resent Great %ar. The soap makers it-lug h,lr'genatrd ol, how.

ever. are largely produkers of their own ltartl, ,i 1 1.tM ani have reported the oil lordei cld rather than the

hydrogen at irolmih .
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EXHIBIT F.

Estimated produfteon offlts ond oils in the Uitted Stols, giren in pounds.'

1Authority for figures through 1918, United States J)epartment of Agr.iculture Iulletin No. 7,9. Authority
for 1911 flgur¢,,, United States Bureau of 'cen!ics. Authority for 190 and 1920 figures on vegetable and
animal fits and oil', Uitil Staut bureau of Cenki. Authority for 1920 and 1920 bulter.fat figures,
Dairy DO [ton, bureau of Markets, Iepartmcnt of .,gricti tire.

1912 1914 191 191?

5'eg.1tle 0114................ 2,014,) .%1 2,4".362,XO 2,318,kwl,{0) 2,259,09,000

Aimral fat,; and oil' ............ i,315,59,0cO 1,53,245,000 1,870,057,00 1,(03,727,000

Total ......................31317,0Q0,000 4,02M.607,00 4, SS,923,000 3, 94, 25, 000

Butter fat simn) 1 ........
.
... .. 

1,o),0 00 WO, 1t713000 9/,O 000 733,222,0o0
Butter LAt (fZiory) ............ 'tf,o0 p '(,2,382,0,0 1, 10n m0 6M,50 ,000

Total .................. 2,241,00,00 2, X41, I18,000 1,510, 4.5, ,0 1,370, 72.5,000

tirand total ............. 5, ,020, 000 6,,720, 723,000 .5,9, 38, 000 5,23,550,000

1918 1919 1920 1921'

vcgvtalle oil . 2304 f5 000 1 172,035 3,277,402,715 2,276,WA 022
An nI Mat 4 and oil. ... 193, OD 19:9,1O,378 2,23,215,3( 1,&M48 25,031

Total ....... ........I 4,!17,GqO,00 6, 123,SMl,413 .5,,W0, 619,075 4,121,789,0,

Ilutter ft (ffarm) ............. 7;7 00 000 707,0)1, 49*2 6173,000,000 600,0w, 000
iluttr fUt f fatory) ............ 6u9 492,000 90,$,AO'6, tsV5T7,COO '500,000,000

Total ..................... 1,444,42,OM 1 , 62A,2 1C, i%%x 1,534,577,000 1,40,000,000

Gr nd total .......... 3, 591, 172,000 7,7.52,(07,971 7,039,1193,075j 5,521,789,03

I None of the derivatives reported In Tale It are iiuludeI h're.
I1 92 figure. to October 1.

*The figures for fArm butter fat are ied on reports from variou- sourms and are blieved by the authors
to be at hc t 90 per vent corrIn t.

4 Thesw estimates for the flr-t 9 months of V021 were furni-hed hy th., Unite, States uBuru of Market'
a- compared with a product llon for Ihe ame pnrilod of IMS) of 71x),0)t'f0 pound, of creamery butter and
50,f"fOJ pounds of frin butter. M.ports re ivved from foreign countries indicate a general ins.rea.'c of
butter prod ilion ths year. The figure, compIled by the Unit-d States itureau of Markets on udometle
butter production show that tht, country is not only abl, to usppy it own dome-tle needs but within
diothvr year will be "king a wide export market. "

ExlntuT G.

Production of animal and fish fats and oils in the U1nitol Stats, qirta in pounds.

(Authority: Figurei through 1918 United states Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 769; 1919, 12 ,
and 1921 figure;, United States Bureau or the Censu'.l

1912 191 1 1916

Bone graie .................... 29,52 ODD 42,261,00 31 , 000Cod and cod liver oil ......... 3?D,0 0 201000 367,M
Garbage grease ................. 30,411,000L 4t,&,000j 60,212,000
tferringoil ..................... I, , 0W0 1,512,000 1,476,000
Lard .......................... 727,7t,,000 01, .1 , W000 1,0^,581,000
Lard, neutral ............... 51,414,000 51.,96t iOO 76,163,000
MenhaAen oil...... 33,9,000 16,%65'0)0 i 2OD'"'000
Neat's-foot oil .............. .5, Im,000 5, I$'m000 7,2,9,000
Oleo stock .................. ... fY,.,0)0 1 143,247,000 152, ODD
Sperm oil ...................... 4, ,000 2,493,000 4,560,000ratlow................... 202,9 40M 2749 0 70,5,0
Whale oil ...................... 911,000 612.0w 1,691,000
Wool grease and recovered

ease ........................ 7,206.000 9,370,00 14,137,000
Mlscelaious animal oils ....... 1,90, 000 1,470,000 2,649,000
Mitellaneous fish oils .......... 1,001,000 1,33,000 1,931,000
Miscellaneous greases ........... 93, 7, (0 Ill1: , 000 129,571,0M

Total ..................... 1,315,539,000 1, 6S8, 245 , 000 1,870.057,000

1917

31,020,000
439,000

65,230 000
1,637,000

86S M89, 0D
52, 4 ,000
I 640,000
8:317,000

15$3, 1&R, (00

26M5, 000
1,193,0o

13, 19, 000
2,049, 000
3, (S,000

1 13, 70,000

1, 005,727,000
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Production of animal and fish fats and oils in the United Stat, givmn in pounds-
Continued.

lions gr0 ....................
Cod and cod liver oil ...........
Oarbgorgrease .................
Herring oi O .....................
lard ..........................
lArd, neutral ..................
Manhaden oil ..................
N. At's-foot oil ..................
Oleo.tock .....................

W q M oil....... ...........HrlOW ............ ...........
W hale oil .....................
Wool grease and recovery
.sftelzt s rthI o; l .....
Miscellaneous fish ots ..........
Mlscellatcou gtease3 ...........

I,

1914*. 1919 1920

24,M7,000 2'2,.21,521 29,745,746
7 J 2000 968M.31 1,470,812
4176(0.10 50,nJO M,110, 5w

S7701, | 1,4 v1, 210 2,s-2, M4
,0,757 0 0 I OM,411,935 1,2.57,42,44

Is,2M,000 90,tl1,03 77, M 2u1
12, 370,000 12,n27,341 27,57.1 401
9,i,7411: O 7,045,511 6,212,114

!11,90" ) 129, hl3 2A) 11) 111,662
741:,OO 'C49,ifll : ,125 523

-toI,,l) 2s, :30, :37 301.34-2i',
Ull,00 8:,712,1h 11 1 %,1,

2A, I.It) 20A 0, M 1 19, *3, 077.. ,4 ( ) :4, 1 P, v ,,, I lei,, AV4. 7 %1
1. t 1) , 1, 412 7,912, 161

1I, 50. 10) 1I: 04. 31 i 2 12, 7s,9,29

Total ................... I , s,ro5. l ,9Il,W.7 2?zP, .213VA

121

20, 50, 996
UN3, 207

40, NIs'1 Is?
1,512,073

1,103,41),411
52,291,749
21,111,133
4,7. ,M2

116, :,419
-M.) 421

-2f7, HI,, 4 cl
1,01 N, S20

I. 119, 5M
17, 791.47

-'0,697,256

' 1921 figure are to Oct. I oily.

EXmhiIr If.

I'rod action of vegetable oils in the United States, 9iren in pounds.

. ulhorily: Figare:-tlrough 1911fr(n Il'nitel s late. i)eyrlnienl of.griculture Iulletin No. 7. Figur v
ror 1919. iMA, ant1 1921 frm 1United Stale- Ilureau of the Cen,wi.j

.a..or............. ..... ...... ,:, 4 2.. .... ?2. 2,1...... )) i l. 0)
Coconut........................ :1, 729110 314,272.4019 M(.717,00' Is's, Iv4,0))
Cxjulto........... ......................................................

Corn...................... 291 lo) 91 ,I0,(0) l09,1,0. ) , Il'4,412.,O)
O'ttl. ........ .......... . I'M W, 1,') . 1 1, 2. 4 2 . (0, 1,) 3 , ' ' . 10)
Lnst ........................... ';'u11u0) M 1,SU.00It 4W , 1..)

Mutardn .. ................. . 3f.*.0.9) 1) 1"0) 9.0)) ,' 1s.4f)
Olive ..................... ... . . )l.. ) I , . 7128 0 I, 2.01,
Palm kernel ................... .3.21 4, 0)) 0111 11( A , 19,00E 6, 151. 00
eanuta ...................... . .1,14.9) .0 h,f0) .SIIYU h). 4I), , X)

Ilsm1n see.................... .,:213),t 0) 5. 110)) 752,001 4517,001)
R ape c . ................... 4..) i0. 1) 2M 3,00 . IM,
Sesame ..................... . ............... :900) 129,D1) 31M 70,Y)
Shea nut ................................................ :1,T974, w) X1. 000
Soya bean ........................................ 2,7, l1 ,,39 .()o 1.074,000
Nlsclanen, ................ ... I4, .r O I I.9, ") 2,219,M) 1, 21N ,(C0)

Total ..................... 2.411, Is1.09) 2,135. 32.40 2, 1 q. a i.0 ) 2,259.0 &, IM

C(a tor ..........................
Coconut ........................
Corn.......................
('olton-cd .....................
LIn-ecd ........................
.Mutar'l seed ..................
O live ...........................
' ahn kernel ....................

1C'anu .........................
I aRa .n - .....................
R spe c ..........
s iame .................
Soya twin ......................
&liscelane<ou.1 ..................

V'I 1911) i 19120 !'2

II. i'l l)' 1 21.61I, 20 24, 1 %,0 ( 13.OO;,419
"1ll,'L5.9U) 192, 731,'5i 117, t'. 

0 ' 
1 173,019,452

111.0.S.(go) 173,I117,.9A 1716;',7tI 101,17 T3S ,
1,2-0 142..0y) 2,.10 I ,0,,2V, I 2.119.111,917 1,.57A, 1:7.t8,

.4.. 112,IM) 1 1,2,?27, T"r% 441.271,517 its.5$,2<C.S7e
I. ?.f;,Ol ) .................. .................. ..................

5 510, 411 v,) 19 to , * .453 Q,82
17"',I9)) 2.517. I11 2%,71. 1121:

, 41"1,l4 49 772.211). 1 'i .15,77. 55,9.'J,.Mlf
.. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ... .................

I Ill.19W) 1., ,711 41,t1.4 0 , 1 ',to0.
. ,0 .................. .................. ..................

7:'. 8,.1) 14 I% 1. t'. *21,-7'; 0 5, 1758. 191
'f ,0 ) 2.#;'s1. 417 , 1. 60. 272 S75. 1

'ot i .......... ........ 2.W .1 , .10) 1.12.72.,5 M 277. 1)2. ;11? 2. 1,1'.,0I,' 2

t1'921 11girc fr ir~t'I i tuft lb utile,. to,1 . I.
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Corn r Dc. I.

x d C-, cor
p~rice.

IuithdlD. pfI bu.
2, .1 1, 4 (,00)

I q) 1, ,o(X2 901,7M%10)0I

2,991, 792, 5K)2, f ,0, T(Jo ... )

1ItIo ,ou-

Jail. I.

N\u m bo't.
r% G2 000

oil110,01161,17 005, 91.3, 010

07, 70, 00)

I Dm. I e~t1mate.

ExnISIT I.

Dec.15 fn
hog Yr. uc-
price. lion.

Pir cut.I fiuket'$5.'2 1917.. 3, M% 11, O
6. v) 1919..I 2,a., W3,000
7.16 1919.. 2, z o ", 000
6.67 1920.. 3,232, 37,0)

. 1 ' v 000

* Dec. 1 fog Iou. Dec.15
corn lat on hog

price. Jan. 1. price.

por? bu, I.VuMP. Percirt.

137 0, 1 ;,000 1 13
I '.1
5;.'
$1 T $, Iiv', IDw

S.90
17.31

s Oct. I. price.

ExiniBr J.

Cotton serI pro.vlcd, (,roishl an! not cruohe'l, in lons.

1rodulced. ('ruhc1 .

,3997,0)0 1,921,0s)
6,101,000 4, &. 00M
C., a O0 s~'0l3)
7, I%, 000 3, 71, 00
1, 92, 0M9 4,202, 000
53,i 000 4, 479, OW0

Not
crL-hed.

2,076, 531,.24 , 0")
1, t37,0)0
1, W-, 000

6 1. U0)

n i lires ror Aug. 1Ir) Nov. 30.

1',o.'o ccd '. Cnr |t Not
ILW

Year Atig. I- IJuly 30-
S..... M i .0 , , VOL' 4, 0;0 ' INS000

191 '-19. N IA Wa4 , 1-9,O1a m 1.(001'9 ... 1307t 0 , 0 )0D ,O ,
11n21 . . .97d1:, 11 ON1.(1i) I1, I ,vylm ow1021-2) .... ,70 1, or)) I, 5x.),IA)1,0 1,21,5"W

I Cotton sted, Doc. I estimate.

Exiiir K.

United Stats imports of pants, soya beans, anI copra, in pounds.

1912 1911 1911 191.5 1916

Pe"amlsl ......................... I14, 1 , f; 2 4.' , , 4 ,Y 1, o,0'-',4, i7 t2, 0. , .319 '11 ,Xi l
Soya beats (scd) lml,.rlel fcr

TI , i , ),2l',i,7ol .................. .............. .............. I, 0) , 4 V) 3, )7, %401o I9, 0.1, ioC'opra ............................ GA, '21i , 9'+ 2oS 411 : % 1.0:1' I41) 113, 21ki,014 t lf/.j.t)7, 4t9

Todal ...................... S I, 0-00, rool (,, 249, K)") I:6 t7;, I I, 477,19, 1%€1 T

1917 ; 1918 1919 192)

'aItI ......................... M 2'1-, 0 t , 71 7, 012N -2?, 547, Ilil I 19,- )11,C41.
Soya h-an.' (reed) ImporlesI for

consumption ................. 1:111,33 1Isl, .997 4, .',,€ .1, ! Ic, ,30
Copra ......................... :170,40;, 145 4),9'J19,24l NNI, 42 24 1,075

Total .................... 42,014, 1V7 Z2,4 1, to . 312,7,.). 11 370,759,;0

1921

1 .1, 4141,625
I ,6%.5, O

?"1. 1 ), 510

I I months to Dke. I, 1921. 13 quarters ending Sept. 30, 1921.

Glancing at these tables you will gm that Ameri, n industry has been looking more
and more toward the Orien't for its supply of vegetable oils. This has been because of
cheap prices there. Yet -within this country there is the Po.ibility of producing prac-
tically all of our raw supply with a few exceptions because of the interchangeable
character of these oil@. And in addition the United States can easily continue to havo
a large exportable surplus. The largest part of the world's eottoneIed oil is produced
in the United States.

Only an extremely stiall percentage of the world's Indian corn crop is produced
outide of the UInitWA State,=. The production of hogd goes along with the production
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Year.

1911..

1912".

1911.
1911..
1915..
1916..

Year Aug. I-
Julv 30-

1911-12..

191t-11 .....1915-1 ..
191-1,7 ..
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of corn. The corn crop of the United States for the past five years has exceeded
2,500,000,000 bushels annual) and in three of thcoe years has exceeded 3,000,000.000
bushels. We find that on January 1 of the present year the hog population of
the United States Is only 1,000,000 more than it was 10 years ago, notwithstanding the
increase in the population and the great surpluses of corn which have accumulated
and which ordinarily can most profitably be used in feeding to hogs. That the Amer.
lean farmers will respond in the -roduciion of animal fats is shown by the fact that in
1917-1919 the hog supply ran from 67,.503,000 to 74,584,000, reflecting the high prices
paid for hogs due to the war Impulse. In 1920, however, when the price of meat fell
the hog supply fell and this trend continued through 1921.

In the years of high production, the price of corn on l)ecember I ranged from $1.28
in 1017 to $1.37 in 1918 and $1.35 in 1919. On December I of 1920 the price of corn
was 68 cents per bushel and on December I of the present year actual farm price of
vorn will run around 2) cents % bushel and often under. Thieso prices, in view of the
December 15 price of $7.31 for hogs in packers' droves, indicate a very much larger
production and fattening with heavy offerings in the spring.

It should also le noted that the lard supply can be shifted from 10 to 20 per cent.
according to the way that packers trim their lead animals.

'Che cottonseedl citeshing industry in the United States has dev(lope ! within the
last 30 vears from a stage where that product was considered a nuisance up to the
present when it s the foundation of one of the South's grtest industrial enterprises.
1i the year 18010 there was produced 4,000,000 tons of cottonsqd of which 24 per cent
or 1,000,000 tons was crushed, yielding .10,930,000 gallons, or 306,275,000 pounds of
oil, %%hich was by far the largest amount ev(.r produced in this country up to that time.
However. there was destroyed or tir(d for fertilizer dirot 3,JO,Wo tons, except the
quantity used to plant the next ('rop. In the crop ycar 1918-19, 4.30,000 tons was
produced and 4,479.000 tons was crushed, leaving only 881,000 tons for planting and
% a te. This amount not crushed increased to I,900,0W tons in lIP20 -21, notwithstand-
ing the fact that the acreage planted for the 1921-22 (,rop was considerably below
normal. Thus there was a large quantity of seed wasted or partly wasted by applying
direct to the soil as fertilizer, thereby'losing its most valuable, product, the oil, as
well as the linters and the feeding valie of the hulls and meal. At this time, when
tht, producers were ieing offered low prices for seedi, when the crushling industry of the
south was moving at a slow rate and when seed was being dumped directly on the
ground 1 largo quatitities of cheaply produced oriental oils were finding their way
into thus country.

The highest cottonseed I crush at atiy period was the eea-on of 191!-i when the mills
turn(d 5,780,000 tons into oil and other by-proilucts. In that year even it was (.sti-
mated that 1,4006,00 tons did not reach the milis. tExhibit L;
.As soon as the present surplus of cotlon stocks is reduced to the normal there is

every indication that th(. supply of cottonseed available for crulhimig will be incr(-asd
as the cotton market will tend toward stability and southern farmers may again pro-

ltuce a fifteuen to 4ixlt(Otn million bal, crup.

GtROWN} OFIt IMPORIT.

The imports into the United States of cottonseed, coconut, and peatitt and soya-
bean oil increased front t4.165.000 poundI in 1912 to 778,912,000 pounds in 1918 and
declined to 433, 122,000 pounds in 1920. The 1,120 trade was di l, owing to general
world conditions. Figures for 1921 are available onh" for the first I months, which
show a total of Il$$,217.7-10 pounds. It shoid he noted that the emergency tariff bill
was approved May 27, 1921, and since then the imports have been i.,reatlv diminished
although the revival of European demand has caused some diversion of crude oils
direct to Europe which during the war d.amp into this country and were manufactured
or refrted and avain shippel on.

tut the energeney rate has not succeeded in keeping these products out anti we
may look to a variety of ingenu!ois ways on the part of the oriental traders to get into
the country. (E',xhibit A.)

If the 1021 imports were the normal reflitircments of American induistry, it seems
reasonale to say that a very slight encouragement would draw out American pro-
,tiction to that 'extent. For example, 2.000,000 tons of cottonseed which this year
will probably go to waste from an oil point of view would produce this dotnest ic deficit
and then have scmim to spare for export. 0'ec Exhibit J.
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EXPORTS FROM TIHE UrrED STATES.

The total exports of these oils, together with lards and lard compounds and oleo.
margarine in 1912 amounted to 986,395,000 pounds. In 1919 these exports had
reached their height which was 1,301,3.51,000 pounds. They have almost sustained
themselves, dropping to slightly under the 1912 figure in 1920 and increasing to
1,127,102,660 pounds in the first 11 months of 1921.

The argument has been made, particularly by the representatives of the Foap
industry, that a tariff protection such as we are seeking would prevent soap makers
from using coconut oil at a price which would enable them to compete with the world
trade in soap. On the other hand. the Philippine copra supply i capable of being
increased several times its preent capacity and ',anila coconut oil can take the place
of coconut oil, on which duties are laid, and soap men can also, if they so desire, avail
themselves of the drawback privilege provided in the Fordney bill as to their export
trade.

No argument of thi- kind would suffice in respect to soya bean oil, as., it is interchange.
able with cottnnseed oil. and the soap makers can very easily secure their supply at
home.

Likew.e the peanut producers of the (ou ntry are ready to increase their acreage if
they know that the peanut mills will not have to ompete with the cheaper produced
Chinese oil.

The lard substitute industry in 1918 used 1,015,051,000 pounds of cottonseed oil and
only 97,877,000 pound,; of coconut, peanut, and soya.bean oil combined. With the
interchangeable use of these oils it should not be difficult fnr America to supply the
lard substitute industry with its entire needs.

But in respect to the oleomargarine production, the problem is not so easy, as
coconut oil in 1918 was uEed to the extent of 61,773,000 pound, soya-bean oil, .5,921,000,
and peanut oil, 25,593,000. while only 36,454,000 pounds of cottonseed oil found its
way into thL product. Certainly the oleomargarine interests can be supplied with
domestic peanut oil, which is far superior to the Chinese in edible qualities. The
dairy industry feels that makers of oleom ne still have extraordinarily high
profit incentives in this product, even after paying the import duty which we are
asking of 4 cents a pound on coconut oil.

The immense capacity of this Nation to supply its own fat needs and remain in
the export market may be seen by examining Exhibit F. Our gross production
increased from 5,888,020,000 pounds in 1912 to 7,752,057,971 pounds in 1919. This
production held up to 7,039,195,075 pounds in 1920. Exhibits G and H give details
in relation to the production of the vegetable oils in the United States and the pro.
duction of animal and fish fats and oils forming a part of the consolidated statement
in Exhibit F.

An analysis of the figures found in these tables will convince this honorable com-
mittee, we hope beyond doubt, of the following truths:

1. The United States can produce all the edible fats and oils required for its
consumption.

2. Coconut oil required for technical purposes can come in from the Philippines,
thereby stimulating the industry of growing and crushing there.

3. Imported soya.be,n oil can be replaced for edible purposes by cottonseed oil
and for technical purposes by domestic soya.bean oil, cottonseed oil, and by a stim-
ulated production of tlaxseed for oil purposes.

4. Large quantities of cotton seed, after considering that needed for plantinF, have
not come to market, thereby wasting at least the oil content of that portion not
marketed.

5. Vegetable oils made into lard compound compete with lard. The production of
lard can be increased by feeding more corn, by making more and fatter hogs, and by
trimming the meat closer.

6. Soya beans. copra, and peanut imports for -crushing purposes are the same as
impoi-ting the oils, and therefore should be assessed thG same duties.

7. Large areas in the South can be utilized in the production of peanuts, which
have a high oil content.

8. Lard yields probably can vary 10 to 20 per cent of live weight, depending on
market for lard meat.

9. At present farmers In the West are burning corn, indicating that there is no
suitable market for corn. As corn makes hogs, which In turn make lard, and as lard
compound made from vegetable oils competes with lard, any volume of vegetable oil
imports would be to the disadvantage of the corn and hog producers.

I I
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CHEAPER PRZIoHT RATES INTENSIFY PROBLEM.

We also call your attention to the fact that cheaper transcontinental freight rates
based upon through rates from the Orient to Atibntic seaboard points, will make it ;9
the more necessary for farmers to be protected by higher duties than those now
prevailing.

In my statement before the House Committee on Ways and Means will be found an
extended analysis of the production, transportation, and sale of soya beams. This
analysis will apply with equal force to the production of peanut and cottonseed oil in
the older parts of China. In It I called attention to extensive plans which oriental
traders have to institute changes In ocean transportation in oider to cheapen the
handling of-the product. Again I repeat from that statement:

"Cheaper transportation costs of oriental vegetable oils do not strike American
cotton, hog, and dairy interests as being a particularly joyful outlook. Ratherdothey
make more serious the impending struggle of foreign vegetable oils for supremacy on
American markets, if our National Government does not include tariff readjustments
in its program of the near future.

"As la oratory experiments reveal new uses of these oils or ways of making them
take the place of cottonseed oil, and as commercial interests of the Orient improve the
Trade of the product now coming on the market, or cheapen their costs of laying it
down here, cottonseed oil will have a harder battle to ivage, with this oil produced
by Chinese labor for the profit of Japanese capital. --
"I will repeat that dairymen have a keen interestin this matter because the importa-

tion of peanut oil, cottonkeed oil, and coconut oil tends to bear down the whole milk
market. They have a further interest due to the growing trade between the manu.
facturers of condensed and evaporated milk and the Orient. A large British syndicate
is already an important factor in the purchase of whole milk in this country for canning
purposes. This syndicate has its brands of milk on sale throughout the Orient. ',he

icao packers have lately been extending their control over the cheese market
to the condensed milk market. I conceive that they may have a very peculiar in-
terest In developing an export trade in tinned miik. This interest may lie in the fact
that the packers are also very great users of the oriental vegetable oils. Can it be
possible that such users might, on the one hand brain$ in thee oils which they have
purchased cheaply in the Orient to bear down the prices of raw commodities enter-
wg into the Ameiican lard and butter substitutes and ,elso bear down the price of
w ole milk, cottonseed, and peanuts? Such a program would give them a cheap
commodity to sell to the Orient in exchuge for vegetable oils. I submit that as a
very interesting phase of this question.

"There i one other angle to thii problent. To our farmers it makes no difference
whatever whether sova-,ean oil and other interchangeable vegetable oils are im-
ported for use or for reexport after refining. The elemient of competition is there
just the same. Take, for example, the havoc played in te peanut indtrt during
the summer and fall of 1919, due in part to the extraordinary increase in impotta-
tionq of peanut oil and peanuts from China. These importations for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1920, amounted to 60,206 tons of peanuts, or more than 27,500 tons
than was imported in 1918. Of peanut oil we imported 82,741 tons in 1920, as against
21,082 tons in 1918 and 42,722 tons in 1919. These imports, together with other
oriental vegetable oils coming in, rea,'hed American shores at a time when surluses
of American grown and manufactured products were banking up in storage houses
all over the country, and thus tended to offset any upward price reaction: which
might follow gradual movement of theee products into general consumption. In a
time of crises it is preferable for our manufacturem and our traders to be devoting
their efforts toward moving home-grown Farplusee rather than to have the additional
weieht of large quantities of foreien products to handle at the Fame lime.

"In an argument against a high protective tariff it is not sufficient to say that the
price curves of these foreign vegetable oils follow sympathetically the pnce curves
of cottonseed oil and linseed oil. The facts are that most of these commodities can
be purehised abroad and laid down in America at prices considerably under the
market quotations. For example, even under high tonnage rates in the fiscal year
of 1919, If bottoms had been available which now are available, I personally know
that several hundred thousand tons of soya beans could have been purchased and
laid down at Pacific and Gulf ports at prices sufficient to have knocked the bottom
out of the stabilized price of cotton seed, which at that time was $70 a ton. In a
world readjusting itself the oriental is just as well prepared to make readjustments
as the occidental , and their present relationships to price will continue just as long
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u the oriental operates oi a lower standard of living and at costs based upon the lower
standard.

"Certain importers of these oils have made objections to duties. The farmezi'
answer to them is that they should establish the same type of machinery for collecting
and handling of these oils in the Orient that the Japanese do. They could then
afford, as the Japanese trader can now afford to do, to bring in these oils and pay a
duty that would equalize the situation."

Accordingly we reiterate our request that this honorable committee recommend to
the Congress import duties on these oils at the rates specified In the first part of this
statement.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. HOLMAN, REPRE ENTING NATIONAL
BOARD OF FARM ORGANIZATIONS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. KmRY. The next witness, Mr. Chairman is expected to pre-
sent some data on the vegetable oil situation. fte has been engaged
in the Orient in the service of the Department of Commerce, and he
has heretofore filed a brief with this committee; and we have asked
him to cover certain data that can be placed in the briefest form pos-
sible before you, for the reason that something has arisen in the vege-
table-oil industry in this country that to ounr minds greatly jeopardI-
izes the cotton man, and that is the cottonseed farmer of the South.
I am speaking now of the farmer, not those who use his materials as
raw material for their manufacturing purposes as crushers, or who
use material of the crushers for refining purposes. But the forgotten
man. the farmer, is interested intense l in this matter of the free
importation of vegetable oils from the 'Orient and the Tropics, and
we want Mr. Holman to talk briefly on that subject.

Senator McOu.siBER. This subject has also been very thoroughly
discussed before the committee.

Mr. Kunwy. In that connection, Senator. I want to tell you that
something has arisen, and those who are our opponents in the mat-
ter we are presenting to you are here p resent. I do not know whether
they purpose being lieard or not, but I presume they do.

Cottonseed producers were really at the foundation of the organi-
zation of the Southern Tariff Association. The cottonseed crushers
of Texas put in with the oil largely because they recognized they were
being severely punished by the free list in vegetable oils. Those or-
ganizations lave gone forward and filed briefs with the advice and
consent of the Tariff Association, presenting our problems. But it
now narrows down to this point: We seem to have been deserted-
that is, the farmer does-by his former allies, and this is so serious
a matter to him that we crave your indulgence until you consider
those particular points of the relation of the southern cotton planter
to this problem of vegetable oils.

Senator SwtooiT. What particular oil are you going to discuss?
Mr. HOLMAN. I am going 'to address myself primarily to the Man-

churian problem, wliuch means the sova-bean oil, aid make this
general statement, that the facts which I propose to show to you in
regard to the conditions of production, transit, and export in Man-
churia apply generally to the Orient.

Senator SmooT. You want more than 2 cents a gallonI
Mr. HOLMAN. Yes. We have asked for 4 cents on soya-bean, coconut,

and cottonseed oil; 4. cents on peanut oil; I cents a pound on cotton-
seed and sya beans and 2 cents a pound on copra, leaving the posi-
tion of the National board of Farm Organizations, which I represent.
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undecided as to the duty which we should ask on peanuts. We are
undecided, because we wish to coincide with whatever views are taken
on this matter before the committee by the peanut association.

I doubt if any thorough investigation of the Manchurian sova-beai
production was made prior to 1918, when the United States Food
Administrator sent. me to Japan and to Manchuria, and later into
Siberia. primarly to make a survey of the manufacturing cacity
of Japan and Manchuria, the stocks on hand, and the cofh i
surrounding the production and marketing of the crop.

In cooperation with the various consuls and the commercial at-
tachts in those two countries, I collected and got together some in-
formation. Since that time, on certain parts of the information, I
have endeavored to keep it up to date.

As Mr. Kirby remarked, a condition has arisen in th, vegetable-
oil interests of this country which make it imperative thlt the truth
be told this committee in regard to the conditions which we found.

To this, Mr. Chairman, I wish to call your attention very visually
to the. type of man whom the American cottonseed farmer and dairy-
man. flax grower, corn producer, anl hog man is required to compete
against. The hut shown in one of the pictures [exhibiting pictures
to the committee] is a hut common to millions and millions o people
in this pioneer country of northern Manchuria. The country itself-
the two Manchurias-includes an area equal in size to Texas and
Minnesota combined. The total population of the two countries is
about 20.000,000 people, variously estimated. The Chinese census is
always inaccurate, anti nobody knows exactly. except by the fact that
immigration into northern Manchuria is proceeding at a very rapid
'ate, estimated to absorb new farm land at from 5 to 8 and even 10 per

cent a year, depending upon the market prices. There is of able
land in these two countries--the three eastern Provinces-sufficient
land to care for 40,000,000 to 50,000.000 Chinese.

The rate of increase of soya-bean production is such that at the end
of 10 or 15 years we may face the exportation from that country of
as much sIy'-bean oil as wYe now produce in terms of cottonseed oilt in
this country under normal crop conditions.

The Chinese farmer has extended his farms in this country, even
under pioneer conditions, as far as 250 miles from the railroad.
Ile farms on a very economic basis and a very sensible one. He
produces enough to live on so far as his own simple needs are con-
cerned, and those of the numerous retinue of minor persons in the
family, who help him on the farm-he generally farms on the basis
of 50"per cent of his land to produce enough to live on, and 50 er
cent goes into sova beans and into grain for market purposes, and at
would be wheat. Generally he does as the southern cotton farmer
does with cotton-puts it mainly into soya beans, which is the best
money crop for him. So that his soya-bean crop is a surplus money
crop, and irrespective of the market pric6 to him, it does represent an
accumulation in fortune.

When the crops are grown they are moved, as I said, 250 miles
often to the railroad, in transporting conveyances of this character.
[Exhibiting photograph to the committee.] These are pictures,
Senator Smoot, which I took showing the large trains of products
going to market, four or five ponies hit.ched to a wooden-wheel cart,
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and on those carts ordinarily go five baks of beans, and it takes them
a great many days to make the journey. But they have plenty of
time; they have no expense, because when they reach the Chinese
end the droppings of the manure from the horses is considered to be
sufficient remuneration for their lodging expenses at that time, and
the, carry their own feed for their horses.

Under those conditions you can see that it does not matter-and
this is a very big point which I wish to emphasize-whether the
price of soya beans be low or high. the Chinese farmer can afford to
continue for, perhaps, an indefinite time in producing the crop under
these conditions of living, and the rates of production have been
steadily increasing during the last 10 years. rn fact, the industry is
almost a new industry in that country when viewed as to its commer-
cial aspects.

I made a survey of the commercial exports from the 10 principal
stations guarding the boundaries of Manchuria as the only possible
basis from which we could estimate the commercial production.

By calculating the exports of soya beans, then making the calcula-
tions between the exports of soya-bean oil and soya-bean cake, we
reached the following sums: In 1911 the total of these commodities,
in terms of soya beans, was 1,724,292 short tons; in 1919 it had in-
creased to 2,306,017 short tons.

You can readily calculate from a simple arithmetical progression
what this increased acreage would mean at 5 or 6 per cent, or even
8 per cent in the amount they are producing. Since the oil content
of the soya bean varies all the way from 9 per cent in the cheaper,
poorer varieties, up to as high as 18 cents for the richer oils, we
generally figure we are safe in saying that 12 per cent oil extraction
is a proper thing to calculate on.

I will also file some data which I secured this afternoon, to bring
tip these figures to (late. On the details I am absolutely sure I am
correct, as we took them from the Chinese maritime customs re-
ports, but. the additions are hastily done. However, the additions
slow that in terms of beans the 1020 production of Manchuria was
equal to 1.746,335 tons-of beans.

Now, Mr. Chairman, it has been said by certain representatives of
great refining interests in this country and by large importers of
these oils that the emergency tariff bill, which went into effect last
spring, has had the effect of removing the United States buyers from
active operation in the Orient, thereby putting the oriental seller
of these oils at the mercy entirely of the European buyers, or such
other buyers as may be.

I am going to introduce a set of figures here, also taken -from the
Chinese maritime customs reports, which will show that the diversion
of soya beans and soya-bean oil to other parts of the world than the
United States began in 1919 and continued progessively in 1920.
The figures for 1921 are not available, except for the first two quar-
ters, and those would hardly be considered adequate enough for these
purposes. I wish to file this data which I have taken to-day from
the original reports of the Chinese, maritime customs.

Senator McCu mm. They may be filed with your testimony.
Mr. Ho MAN. They show conclusively the conditions.
(The data referred to are as follows:)
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Hiports of soya bans and soya.bean oilfrom China to various coutries,

iTaken from Chinese Maritime Customs Report.]

Country. - vnit. 1917 1918 1919 1920

Beans, yellow: i -
Great Britain ...................... Piculs' ........ ,23,753 285.05

weden ............................ 3..... do ......... . ....... . .. . 3,167
Rusa........... ..... do .........Russia , mu por.. do ....... 257,167Russls, A mar sports ........... 57,5 3,M
Russia, Pacific ports t: : do . 5418,09 1,368,818 955,0753 560

P3 ForMOSa . do ..... d . 99478 3,893,530 5,360.590 4,9,7 n
UnIlt states, Hta . ... ..... do 18 15 8

Denar . o 30,97 143,903 680,8WA 08,377D enm ark ........................... .... do. ... 41 M ,297 ,3T/
Netherlands ............ d................ do ........ . 33,457 2,97
Belgium .......................... . ..... ...... 3,418.........
France .......... ............................. 2533 17 .........
French Indo-Clinas .......................... ........ 2181 27,00 63,357
Slam ................................ do ......... ......... 9 ,4 2,890
Simnpor: and Straits settlements. ..... do ................... 8847 78,230 112,014u East Indies ................ do... 33,8 388,172.038in ,89
Trkey ........................ ...... d ......... 1,199, 32,706
Ktgy ......................................................... ,%
Korea........... ........... do ......... ............ 177,5 2^389 143,101.

Bean oil:
Great Britain ..................... .... do.. . 2.. .. .I00Denmark ........................ do1...7...26,0
Netherlands .................... do................ ........... 70'7 6,20
Belgium ....................... do................ ............ 19,i' 23,52
Race ............................ ..... .. 1,632 2,132 57,80 10,711

Italy ........................... Ido...87.1, 40,919
Russialand frontier ............... do 541 12,7M. 2,440
RUSSI Amur ports .......... ..... do ........ 524 9,131 9,004
.U sw ilteports ................... do ........ ............ 2,7 10,913 1,148

Japan and Formosa ............... ..... do .................... 2,91 23, 119
C sna . .................... ..... do....... ........................
UnitedStates ndllaai ...... ..... d 2,138,748 729,4 470.14.5
Sweden ............................... .................. 10884 49,579
Germany. ......... ..... do ........ ......... .. 173 2
Austria-Hungary ........ .......... do ..... ........ 17
Korea ..................... do .... ........ 3,343 5,4

Bean., green: _ .
(;reat Britain ............... ..... do ........ 18;
Russis,Amurport ................... ........................... 218 ..........
Rasa, Parlne ports ......... I.....do, 14
Japan Formosa ................... ,.....do. 48,876 93,973 243,259 192,695
United State., lawa i............. .d.... .::-- 3861 3 512..........
France .................................. do.
lam ........................ o 2 378 a38

Swngapore and 8tralts ettlement. ..... do. 8,715 81,542 I 32,075
DucEa, 1nled ,7 10,574 8,474Dut East Indies ................. !..... do............ .............. 6,278 _057 j7

British India .................. .... do ........ 4,299 190,925 67,308
Korea ............................. do. 34,974 9,354

Total ............................ I ... do ........ 7,26,650 8,384,704 1,3, 2,091 9,877,010

'A plcul Is about 133 pounds avoIrdupolt.

EZporTs of Manchuria soya-bean oil, 1920.

Customs Station: (ChInese Maritime Customs Reports.]

Sansing ---------------------------------------------------- 2,474
Manchoull --------------------------------------------------- 2,037
lHarbln ----------------------------------------------------- 10,401
Sulfenho ---------------------------------------------------- 954
Hunchun ---------------------------------------------------- 1,255
Lungchingtsun ----------------------------------------------- 96
Antung ---------------------------------------------------- 4. 509
Dairen ----------------------------------------------------- 1,755, 943
Newchwang ------------------------------------------------ 42,405

Total --------------------------------------------------- 1,820,973
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Export. of Manchuria green and yellow soya bean, 19,0 and 1921.

(Chinese Maritime Customs RepoeLs.]

1920 1921
custoinsstationi. 1

ireel. Yellow. treen. Yellow.

Picub. Piculs. Pksk. ipiculs.
.... ... .... ... .... ... ... ............ 691....... ., 4

:: : :::::::::::::::::::3: ............... ... .......... ..... I....... 10Har'bin ............................................... ........... 3,9W2 ......... 145
Sulenho .............................................. ...... .... 3 5 ... .... .......... .
Hunchun 2 9, M I . 2
Lungcblngtsun ...................................... , ....... ,
Antung .......................................... . ,77lj 9,8181 ........... :: i 12,6W
T tun ow ......................................... ............ ,221 ........... ........
Dairen .......................................... 217,103 8,112 20 18,233 2,6740
Neweh~ang ................................ ::* 100,440 660-,4111I 17,3741 ' W9,27

Total .......................................... 36,= 10,54,8 35,69 3,096.434

I Beans and p ew.

Exports of Manchuria bean cake, 1920.
S(Chinese Maritime Customs Reports.]

Custom stations: PicuNl.
Sansing ---------------------------------------------- 19, 284
Harbin ------------------------------------------------- 75
Sulfenho --------------------------------------------------- 74,028
Hunchun -------------------------------------------- 10,912
Lungehlngtsun -------------------------------------------- 8,593
Antung -------------------------------------------------- 950, 710
Dairen --------------------------------------- ----------- 1, 856, 60
Newchwang ----------------------------------------------- 2,805,618

Total ---------------------------------------------------- 20,720,880

Senator Simizoxs. Did I understand you to say that you had no
available data showing the importations of soya beans into this
country?

Mr. IHoLMAN. No, sir; I did not say that, Senator. I spoke of the
original exports from Manchuria-t am considering this problem
not from the relation of our imports from Manchuria, but of the
amount of products.Manchuria produced and where Manchuria ships
these to allparts of the world, the United States included.

Senator SilM3IoNs. And you are not speaking about imports into
the United States?

Mr. HOLWr AW. Not at the present moment, Senator. Under those
conditions, Senators, with these products being diverted a year
earlier than the emergency bill went into operation, I think that
their argument is bound to fall to the ground, especially when y-ou
take into consideration this fact, that American importers have
never had very efficient business relationships in Manchuria which
would enable them to procure their original products at prices com-
parable with what the Japanese buyers like Mitsui & Co.. Suzuki
Shoten, and Danish East Asiatic companies have been able to do.

MQre than that, on the 1st day of February, 1919, in response to a
cable from Paris from Mr. Hoover, I made a rough calculation of the
surplus in Manchuria, both the combined manufacturing capacity
of the Manchuria mills and the Japanese mills. Roughly speaking.
there were approximately 700,000 tons of soy beans at country sta-



tions-more than could possibly be manufactured over there. The
armistice came on, and ocean tonnage went down and the other
countries were able then to absorb a part of that.

I wish to call your attention to the vastness of this industry as
shown by the photographs taken by the Japanese Imperial Govern.
ment at Dairen, which is the largest export point of the beans in
that country.

If the importer hopes to continue to secure soya beans and soya-
bean oil from Manchuria at prices by which they can compete with
Europeans they must use the same kind of buying methods, they
must use the comprador system. They must have their machinery
reaching back into the country districts. They can not afford any
longer to continue to buy oil at'the speculative prices which ale named
on the Dairen exchange or with the vast costs that come between that
and the original producers of the product when they buy c. i. f.
at Seattle or San Francisco.

I wish to quote at this time a paragraph from a memorandum
given to me in 1918 by Baron Takaki, of the third tier of families
in the Mitsui Bussan Kaishs, at one time in charge of the New York
office. He is now dead.

In this paragraph he said [reading]:
The coconut oil produced in Japan is principally destined for Europe, Asiatic

Russia, and America, but owing to the present scarcity of space and the diffi.
culties of agreements on prices, the export outlook at present is not very hope-
ful. Russia being in a state of turmoil, transportation facilities are badly -In.
terrupted and trade Is almost suspended; consequently practically all the ex-
ports of cocoAut oil to-day are made to America.

During this period America furnished the principal market for
these products, yet these gentlemen come into the country with their
propaganda and say that since the emergency tariff has been put on
the coming back of the European buyers has had the effect of lower-
ing the prices of these oils over in the Orient. We maintain that the
world-wide economic conditions are more responsible than you
could possibly hope or expect the emergency tariff to be.

Iwwish, also, to read you one paragraph from a statement which
was given to me by Consul Williamson in 1918.

Senator JoNEs. Let me.see if I understand your argument. Do
you mean to say that the American market for the soya bean and
those oils has not been interfered with by the emergency tariffI

Mr. HOLMAN. NO, sir. I did not quite intend to say that, Senator.
I do say this: That the coming back into the market of twenty
some odd countries that formerly were shut off during the war from
this source has brought in extra competition with America to secure
these oils.

I said also that the superior buying powers of some of the coun-
tries enables them to purchase these oils cheaper, than American con-
cerns can now do, and that if the American concerns used efficiency
method3 they could buy these oils and the beans at prices which would
enable them to pay the tariff rate of 4 cents on oil which we are
taking.

Senator JoxEs. Is it not your purpose to keep them out of the
American market?

Mr. HOLMAN. We are hoping to do so.
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Senator JONzs. Apparently you are arguing to the opposite con-
clusion.

Mr. HOLMAN. I have no confidence in the American business men
having the patience to use the British and the Danish methods of
buying.

Mr. KIRBY. May I just interrupt for a moment? You gentlemen
do not understand each other, because Mr. Holman is answering the
argument which has not been submitted to you, but which has been
broadcasted very widely among the parties interested in the vege-
table-oil industry to the effect that but for the emergency tariff we
would be enjoying a tremendous business to-day in oriental oils, the
effect of which would be to put up the price of cotton seed in this
country.

Mr. HOLMAN. I am trying to show that the superior purchasing
power of these other nations caused them to get this oil at those
points, and that they would have gotten it anyway even under free
trade.

Senator JONES. This country has exported that oil and other oils
in competition here?

Mr. HOLMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator JONES. And the other day we had some gentleman here--

I forget his name--who tried to convince us that the tariff had a very
deleterious effect on the industry and that it was interfering with the
cottonseed-oil industry.

Mr. HOLMAN. I am not advised of just what the gentleman said.
Senator JONES. I just inquired awhile ago--
A Voice. He is right here, if he is wanted.
Senator Jomw. That is the gentleman over there to whom I refer.
Mr. HOLMAN. I have no doubt that the refiners might desire to

show that they are buying down in that way. It is natural to assume
that if youput up a 2-cent wall it interferes.

Senator JoNnR. His contention went further than that; that it in-
terfered with the American foreign market for the American prod-
uct, if I remember what his testimony was.

'Mr. HOLMAN. My contention is, gentlemen, that the United States
being normally on a surplus basis so far as the aggregation of oils
and fats is concerned, it is not necessary to go to the Orient for sup-
plies which come in directly in competition with our domestic-grown
supplies for that purpose. The domestic-grown supplies for that pur-
pose-the soil-bean oil comes into direct competition with the cotton-
seed oil; soy-bean cake comes into direct competition with cottonseed
cake. he interchangeableness of these various oils makes them a
very subtle subject to handle, and you must remember that when
you speak of soy-bean oil that it has the manufacturing possibility
of being utilized in many ways as a substitute for linseed oil and
for cottonseed oil; it goes into other products such as were formerly
supplied by coconut oil or peanut oil.

There is a great interchangeability in the oils, and it seems hardly
reasonable that the group of our organizations-the farmers' union,
for example, who represent-, large percentage of the cotton pro-
ducers, at least the organized ones-should encourage large refining
and importing houses to bring in an oil which directly competes with
the cottonseed oil.
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If I may continue, I wish to quote a paragraph from this doc-
ument which was handed me by Consul Williamson, then at Dairen,
in regard to the wages of workmen in a large Japanese-controlled
mill at that point. It says [reading]:

The workmen employed by the wilt numbers 64, consisting of 24 Japanese,
who were all skilled operatives, and 40 Chinese, of whom half were employed
in the mill while the other half are employed outside in labor such as the
transfer of beans from railway tracks to the silo. None of the Chinese are useu
for anything but purely innnual labor. They receive wages running from 60
sen to 27 sen per diem.

The exchange value of the yen at that time on United States gold
drafts which I cashed was about 51 sen to the dollar. T"he official rate
was 49.60. [Reading resumed.]

The highest-paid Japanese receives 2 yen a day and the lowest 80 sen. The
numbers given above do not. include the small office and laboratory staff of
six or eight Japanwe.

I asked a gentleman who was in the audience to give me a memo-
randum of the wages paid in his mill at Dallas,Tex., in 1918 and
1921. He informed me that in 1918 pan shovers were receiving $3.50
per day; in 1919, $5.50; and in 1921, $3.50.

In the linter room the workers were receiving $3 in'1918, $4.75 in
1919, and $3 in 1921.

Ordinary labor was receiving $2.50 in 1918, $3.50 in 1919, and $2.50
in 1921.

A comparison of those prices showed a difference in the labor
charges for crushing the produce in Dairen as compared with Dallas,
Tex., in those particular years.

I am not surprised that American capital is now longing to estab-
lish soya-bean oil mills in the Orient.

The acre yield in Manchuria is about 15 bushels to the acre, a bushel
weighing 60 pounds, or about 900 pounds to the acre.

Ur. Chairman, I am going to conclude by saying that this question
must be judged in its very broadest aspects. It seems to me that it is
a question of whether several million farmers shall be protected or
whether several hundred importers and refiners shall be protected.
We believe that the soap men will receive adequate protection under
the drawback clause, if they arrange their bookkeeping to keep the
accounting

As the fanchurian industry begins to i develop, machinery as well
as hand labor, you will find these Chinese workmen having their
labor multiplied eight or nine or ten times and their wage costs not
rising in proportion.

As the transportation of the products begins to use the tank
steamer instead of the present expensive method of shipping to
various parts of the world, you will find these products laid down
even cheaper in America ana in Europe.

I have here a picture of the first tank steamer that ever-and, I
believe, the only one--left Dairen. That vessel was commandeered
during the war. It was the steamer Astral, of the Standard Oil Co.,
and was loaded by Mitsui & Co. for shipment to this country. It
took 165 hours to load that vessel by the primitive methods they had.
Of course, if they put in proper pumping apparatus they Will be
able to do it in a much shorter space of time, and we sincerely hope
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that, so far as vegetable oils are concerned, that this committee will
hear the voice of the American farmers, who are a unit, so far as I
understand, on this question, and are agreed as to the rates I have
presented before you.

STATEMENT OF P. S. GROGAN, REPRESENTING INTERSTATE COT-
TONSEED CRUSHERS' ASSOCIATION, CORPUS CHRISTI, TEX.

Mr. GIoo... Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, as president of the In-
terstate Cottonseed Crushers' Association, with a membership of
about 400 of the 500 crude cotton.oil mills now operating and report-
ing to the Government, we, at the beginning of the spring, were very
much interested in a tariff and thought that we needed it very much.
We have had the tariff for some months and our business has been so
affected that our exports have declined to almost nothing.

There has in the last month been a great demand on the part of the
crude millmen and others engaged in the business for a conference to
see whether or not the tariff was satisfactory. In answer to this de-
mand I called a meeting of the Interstate Cottonseed Crushers' Asso-
ciation and we now have the honor, as a committee of the Inter-
state cottonseed Crushers' Association to present for your consid-
eretion the following resolution adopted at a regularly called meet-
ing of the association in the city designated as its principal place of
business in its corporate charter, namely, New Orleans, La., on Jan.
uary 4, 1922 [reading] :

Rwived, That we are opposed to a tariff on foreign vegetable oils and seeds
in the permanent tariff bill, believing that such a tariff would prove a detriment
to the farmer and our industry.

And be it further resolved, That our officers, either directly or through an ap-
propriate committee, present to Congress our resolutions and advocate legisla-
tion accordingly.

In accordance with the last paragraph this committee, which I
head, was appointed.

The cottonseed industries of the country consist of many branches,
divisions, and ramifications. Our products feed your beef and dairy
cattle on which you are so dependent; at every meal you yourself eatour shortenings. In your homes vou use soaps in your kitchens and
in your baths made from the "fo~ts" or residue of refined cottonseed
oil. You ride in automobiles the tops and upholsteries of which are
made from linters These same winters were the basis of American
explosives that won the war.

I merely wish to emphasize the importance and magnitude of the
industry we represent.

Beginning with the lowly cotton seed. which, in the memory of you
gentlemen, was a costly nuisance, we have developed it into a thou-
sand products, the most important of which is cottonseed oil and
the products made therefrom. We have created a world-wide demand
for these products, ard we have come to pay the southern farmer in
some years the enormous sum of $350,000,000 for his seed. So you
can see that our industry is one that deserves recognition.

This industry is nationally represented by the Interstate Cottonseed
Crushers' Association, which comprises the majority of the crude-oil
crushing establishments in every Southern State, over 400 out of the
500 running and reporting this season. besides which there is affili-
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ated with us the refining and various other marketing and by-products
concerns.

This is the only national organization of the cottonseed crushers of
the United States. We believe, it having developed the' industry,
that you can depend on us to know, at least, collectively as much of
the cottonseed business and our needs as any one else.

After the opening remarks, pointing out to you the importance
of our industry, I want to add that while I am the president of the
assoeiaticn represented, and as such head the delegation, I have dele-
gated to two of the member of the committee to speak to you more
fully on our subject, each on a different phase of our problems.
We have concentrated ourselves down to these two addresses in order
to take very little of your time. gentlemen, and I will ask 31 to
now hear Mr. Crow.

Senator Mc¢umnwa. I think the committee will have to determine
who will be heard and who will not be heard. We have given notice
over and over again; first, that we wanted to get through this after-
noon; and then. again, we have to leave the Senate Chamber to
come over here and get through this afternoon, and it is my desire
to et through.

Mr. GRooAN. I would like to have Mr. Crow present those reasons.
Mr. CRow. There have been arguments made and I would like to

reply to them.Senator McC.%mm. Very well. We will hear Mr. Crow briefly..

STATEMENT OF B. F. CROW, REPRESENTING INTERSTATE COTTON-
SEED CRUSHERS' ASSOCIATION, HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. CROw. We have the honor as the representative of the official
organization of the cottonseed crushers of the South and all compo-
nent elements of the cottonseed industry to petition you that all so-
called protective duties on the oleaginous materials--foreign vege-
table and animal oils, oil seed---as embodied in paragraphs 49 and
50, Schedule 1, and paragraphs 1620 and 1626 of the free list of
H. R. 7456, be eliminated from the permanent tariff bill as finally
drawn, and especially the articles of soya-bean oil. peanut oil. cotton-
seed oil, coconut oil, palm oil, and palm-kernel oil, sesame oil, copra,
soya beans, peanuts, and palm kernels.

This action is made necessary by the fact that cottonseed oil is
produced in such volume withii the cottonseed-producing States of
the South that it is a prime essential that an export market at reason-
able and competitive prices be assured and available for the normal
exportable surplus of cottonseed oil produced. Unless such an ex-
port market at reasonable and competitive prices be assured, we shall
be unable to pay the cotton farmer a reasonable and competitive price
for his cotton seed.

The production of crude cottonseed oil, the product of cotton seed,
varies with the production of cotton, seasonal conditions which in-
fluence the oil content of the seed and conditions governing the quan-
tity of seed crushed in proportion to the quantity of seed produced.

While the southern farmer is primarly interested in getting a rea-
sonable and competitive price for his seed, our whole industry is
equally interested in obtaining for him such a price, because unless
he obtains such price for his product a great deal of the seed pro-
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duction will be wasted by being thrown on the ground instead of
being marketed to the oil mills in the South. And to emphasize my
point, I should like to say that the quantity of seed coming to the
mills to be crushed varies from 63 to 85 per cent, according to the
price we are able to pay the farmer for his seed. Therefore, we
are manifestly vitally interested in paying the farmer highest prices
for cotton seed. The higher the price of seed paid the southern
farmer, the larger will be the amount of seed available to be crushed
by our crude mills, and therefore our interests and those of the
southern farmer are identical in that we both desire a reasonably
high and competitive price for cotton seed.

The production of crude cottonseed oil will range from 120,000,-
000 pounds annually to 1,800,000,000 pounds under normal or ap-
proximately normal conditions.

In due proportion to the amount of cotton oil produced is the
amount which mdst be exported, and the exportable surplus which
must find sale in the export markets of the world ranges from 10 per
cent to 25 per cent, dependent upon conditions as before named.

Despite the fact that the cotton crop of 1921 does not far exceed
8,000,000 bales, we find that even with a production of oil from the
quantity of seed procured from this yield of cotton that an export
market is required to relieve the domestic market.

The Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers' Association has never be-
fore declared itself on the subject of the Fordney tariff. Confronted
now with the imminent probability of the entire loss of our European
export markets due to the peculiar position in which the cottonseed
industry is placed by duties embodied in the emergency tariff as
signed by the President in May, 1921, we ask that in considering the
case of cottonseed oil in connection with the permanent tariff that no
duties be levied upon foreign vegetable oils and oil seeds, and espe-
cially those I have previously enumerated.

Senator Joints. This afternoon, we had one witness, a man. who
was speaking for the farmers, a man who produced cotton seed, in-
sisting for a tariff on these various things. Do you represent the
cotton grower in any way?

Mr. Cow. Only in so far as the continuance of our business is
wrapped up and dependent on the southern farmer receiving a satis-
factory price for his seed. If he does not get a satisfactory price for
his seed, it does not come to us for manufacturing purposes. The en-
tire amount of cotton seed, ont of a 4,000.000.bale cotton crop in
Texas can be crushed by our Texas mills in 80 days. If our supply
of seed is reduced by reason of an unsatisfactory price paid to the
farmer, our days of'operation would be shortened and we would be
unable to make our business, profitable. Therefore, our interest lies
in paying the farmer the highest possible price for his cotton seed.

Senator JONEs. Then it is your opinion that the cotton grower
will be absolutely benefited by not having any tariff on those prod.
uctsi

Mr. CRow. Unquestionably.
Senator McCuIBIDR. Keeping mills going with imported cotton

seedI
Mr. Czow. No, sir. There is no cotton seed imported. I am merely

speaking of keeping our mills going on domestic cotton seed.
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Senator MCCUV5BER. How are you affected by it, then?
Mr. Cnow. In this way: Cotton seed is used on the farm both for

fertilizer and for feed. 'If we are not able to pay to the farmer a
satisfactory price for his cotton seed, it remains on the farm and we
are unable to get it for manufacturing purposes. The cotton seed
itself comes in competition with one of our prime product, cotton-
seed meal, both as a feed and as a fertilizer.

Senator MCCUMBER. I am trying to find out how free trade will
help you raise the farmer's price.

. CRow. For this reason, gentlemen, if you will allow me to
answer that question: Because it gives a world-wide market for our
oil on a higher-price basis, and therefore we are able to pay the
farmer a higher price for his seed.

Senator 'MCCU1MFBR. That is, you think you will get a better price
for your exported oil?

'Mr. CROw. Yes, sir.
Senator MCCUMJIER. Why will you get a better price in the foreign

exporting countries for your cottonseed oil if you-lave free importa-
tions of these other oils?

Mr. Cnow. Because in the final analysis our cottonseed oil has to
come in competition with the world supply of fats in the markets of
the world.

Senator MCCU31BER. Then you have got to reduce them (town low;
to buy so you can sell low enough to compete in the foreign markets?

Mr. Ceow. No, sir; the condition is the reverse. When you take
American buyers out of oriental markets, you take one of the strong-
est buying powers out. Therefore Europe is able to buy to better
advantage and does do it.

Senator McCuMiIFR. I may be a little dull, but I can not quite
understand yet why it is thai the cotton grower will be benefited by
free trade. Ipossibly do not follow you.

Mr. CRow. Probably I (lid not understand your question. As to
free trade on cottonseed oil, if I go on with my argument, you will
see that in bringing oriental oils into America we are taking away
from the European markets a certain amount of lower-grade oils
which, when brought into this county, are used for technical and
industrial purposes, such as varnishes and paints and other manu-
facturing products.

Senator McCu InER. Then, you want them to compete with the flax-
seed grower in the Northwest, do you, so that you can operate belter
in your section of the country?

Mr. Ceow. No, sir; their use in competition with linseed oil is only
a very small factor, the bulk of them is used by the soap makers. You
asked me how I thought the price of cotton seed would be increased
to the cotton farmer, and I gave you my answer that it is our belief
that these foreign oils will be taken out of edible-oil channels and
taken into industrial inedible channels of usage.

Senator McCuBFR. I think I understand you.
Mr. CROW. When the emergency tariff was first discussed in Janu-

ary, 1921 the records of commerce revealed that we exported in the
month oi January, of cottonseed oil, over 60,000,000 pounds to the
countries of Europe. Six months after the passage of the emergency
act we find our exports to Europe reduced to somewhere between
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5,000,000 and 10,000,000 pounds monthly. During those six months
some oil went out soid to Europe before the passage of the emergency
tariff, but from now on we have no such sales to rely on, and we are
confronted with the stern realities. The reason for the falling off
in the export demand is not a lesser demand in Europe, but because the
European buyer has turned away from our cottonseed oil and is buy-
ing instead and is importing instead millions of pounds of compeii-
tive oils and oleaginous materials, especially from the Orient-oils
and materials which previously to the passage of tile. emergency tariff
used to find their way in a large degree into American industrial chan-
nels, and which Europe now, in the absence of competition from
America, obtains at her own prices.

Under normal conditions of trade, such as existed prior to the
emergency tariff act, such purchases as America made in the primary
markets of other parts of the world wherein oleaginous materials
were produced, insured a degree of competition which kept the
markets in those quarters of the world up to a point where prices
were comparable with American cottonseed oil. Consequently.
when European buyers came into the market they found in all qunr-
ters of the world an international scale of prices prevailing. Amer-
ican buyers and European buyers competed on equal basis in all
markets.

With the passage of the American tariff, however, American Iliv-
ing competition was automatically shut off in the markets of the
Orient from whence come soya-bean oil and peanut oil, and from the
markets of Ceylon. Java, and other quarters from whence come coco-
nut oil. These primary markets were then left in the position of
having only one culstomer, considering the buying power of Europe
collectively. Their second great customer. America. considering the
l)uying power of America collectively, was forced to abstain from
buying in their markets. Your records will show that the duties
levied by the emergency tariff have acted as an absolute embargo,
and has not yielded the Government of the United States any reve-
nuQ.

The great vegetable-oil industries of Europe have lately become
very much concentrated, and they now, in the absence of any anti-
trust law, can clearly proceed in well-defined concert in the purchase
of oleaginous materials and vegetable oils in the markets of the
world. They ask nothing better than that America should, of its
own volition, deprive itself of purchasing competitively in the oils
and fats markets of the world, because such action left the vegetable-
oil markets of the Orient and Java and Ceylon at the mercy of a
single buyer with America without any means of protecting itself
against this form of commercial monopolistic enterprise.

Controlling as it does within its borders the greatest reservoir of
fats and oils on the globe, a total production of over 6,000,000,000
pounds annually, America sits in a dominant position in the fats and
oils markets of the world, providing that her intercourse with other
competing primary markets is not restricted bv artificial means.

In addition to our annual average production of 1,500,000,000
pounds cottonseed oil, we produce in America over 1,900,000,000
pounds of hog lard; and these two together form the keys to one of
our oils and fats markets. From 10 per cent to 25 per cent of our
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cottonseed-oil production is normally exported to Europe as cotton-
seed oil. The largest proportion of the balance is manufactured into
lard substitute and sold in this country.

These sales of lard substittltes in this country release for export
almost a billion pounds of lard auually, and it is, therefore, apparent
that we are dependent in the niarketing of our products not only
on Europe directly for the amount of cotton oil that she takes from us
normally, but also indirectly for a furtherquantity only slightly below
1,000,000,000 pounds that sle buys from this country in shape of hog
fard. This country exports over 60 per cent of its hog-lard pro-
duction.

Hog lard and lard substitute-so-called hogless lard-made from
cottonseed oil. are in their uses in this country absolutely inter-
changeable. The price of one varies with the price of the other one,
and we are, therefore, materially interested in the price of lard, and
we are materially interested in' a reasonable and competitive price
for lard, in Europe as well as here, which will eQable us to market
our product at a proportionate level. 0

The price of lard in Europe is governed bv the price at which
Europe can procure competing oleaginous materials and vegetable
oils. If Europe, therefore, has unhindered access to the vegetable
oils and oil-seed markets of the world, with an absolute buying
monopoly, to the exclusion of American buyers. not only is the price
of cottonseed oil thus forced down and the exportable surplus forced
to drag on the domestic market, hut the price of lard is also forced
down by the EuiArop)ean blter's ability to practically die.tate the price
at which he will purchase:

Any condition which throws an excess of cottonseed oil upon
our domestic market will further in its turn in time depress the price of
lard, and, conversely, any condition which throws an excess of lard
upon the domestic market will very quickly depress the price of
cottonseed oil.

Not only, therefore. is the great cottonseed-oil industry affected
in this situation, but the whole structure of the fats and oils markets
of America is adversely influenced, and with it, owing to the natural
interlocking of interests which exists, the welfare of that part of
American agriculture concerned in the production of materials of
oleaginous nature is similarly influenced.

The price of all other domestic vegetable oils, such as peanut oil,
is governed by the price of cottonseed oil. For all practical pur-
poses. therefore, all of these oils may be considered as heing in the
same category, except as to peanuts in the shell for shelling purposes
and for use in the confectionery trade. As far as peanuts for this
use is c(.ncerned, we hawe no desire to ask for their free entry into
America.

There has been no discussion before your honorable committee on
the subject of a tariff in its relation to lard. We have not heard
that the producers of lard felt that a tariff in any way concerned
their industry. The interest of the cottonseed industry is only an
indirect one, and we have discussed the matter solely with the idea
of pointing out to 'your honorably committee the underlying eco-
nomic factors which govern the fats and oils markets of America.
We do not know if the producers of lard have given the matter as
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close study as we have, but if they do they would find that their
interests are identical with ours, and if they are desirous of getting a
reasonable and competitive price for their product it is equally im-
portant to them that the control of foreign vegetable oils and oil
seeds, and the control of the price of same, be not vested in the
European buyer.

Should the present state of affairs continue and we be deprived
of the market for our cottonseed oil in edible channels in Europe,
the exportable surplus of cottonseed oil in America would be per-
manently thrown back upon the domestic market, and only one
outlet could be found for it. This would be the soap kettle, and
cotton oil in the soap kettle would be an economic disaster to the
cotton farmer and the cottonseed-oil industry. Twenty years ago
cottonseed oil was used largely in the soap kettle, because it was
thought to be fit for no other purpose. Modern refining skill,
coupled with a demand for it for edible purposes from European
sources has made cotton oil the premier of edible oils and placed
it in its 'present high position which would give a correspondingly
high price except for the emergency tariff.

The retrograding of cotton oil to the soap kettle would not alone
be a matter of debasement of cotton oil in respect to its usage but a
lower scale of prices would be inaugurated. This is the economic dis-
aster which we, as the representative organization of the cottonseed
crushers' industry, must face, if our export markets are permanently
lost to us.

All of you gentlemen may not be as familiar with cotton as we
in the South are, but we think you will have no trouble under-
standing the situation created for us by the tariff if we talk in
terms of cotton. Cotton is sold as basis middling, and that means
that the higher grade of cotton gets so much premium and the
low middling is so much down. Now, the oil situation is much
like that. You have your general fat basis. Now, if you have a
free and uninterrupted field for the disposition of your fats, your
premier oil, which is cotton oil, will go into the highest paying fields
and will bring so much premium upon the general basis. Your
oriental soya-bean oil will bring so much discount. With a tariff
you not only depress the entire general fat basis price, but in addi-
tion to that you depress our primary fat, our cotton oil, down to
middling basis; so we lose the premium, and to a certain extent you
raise the low-grade soya-bean oil up by forcing it into edible chan-
nels in Europe which should be occupied by cotton oil. Apart from
the loss in value to the general fat market basis, we lose I cent
to 14 cents per pound premium that our cotton oil should get in a
normal market. •

Instead of forcing our high-grade edible oils into low-grade in-
dustrial uses by the adoption of a tariff on oriental oils and oil seeds,
we should permit them to enter into our country and find their use
where they belong, namely, in industrial channels very largely repre-
sented by the soap, paint, varnish, rubber substitute, printers' ink,
core oil, and lubricating oil trades, and to a smaller extent a less
discriminating edible oil trade, and we are thus not afraid of theii
competition with our oils. They should not, through the enactment
of a tariff in America which constitutes an embargo, be forced into
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Europe in competition in edible channels with our high-grade cotton
oils and lard. Through bitter experience we have learned that the
European palate is less prone to discriminate than the American,
and if the Europeans can secure the foreign vegetable oils at the
low prices guaranteed them by the enforced absence of American buy-
ingcompetition under emergency tariff restrictions, then they will use
such foreign vegetable oils even for edible purposes, and in fact
they are now buying them to the exclusion of our cottonseed oil. It
is this artificial condition from which we urgently ask relief.

Competition with oriental oils and oil seeds is a matter beyond
our control. It is not a case of whether we want this competition
or not. It is a competition that we must have, and we can not side-
step it by tariff barriers, because on account of our tremendous pro.
duction of fats and oils and our exportable surplus we must meet
it in EuropJ if not here. Under the circumstances we are better
off without any barriers to the end that we can come to grips with
this competition with more concise knowledge of its nature and ex-
tent, and can guide it along a course which will result in the enlarge.
meant of the American industry and to the profit of American labor;
and at the same time through the control thus gained of what other-
wise would be dangerous competition, reduce the element of com-
petition with o,:r cottonseed oilto a minimum degree.

We know tb-si the foreign vegetable oils which are normally im-
ported in Am- t,3a are used-very largely for industrial purposes such
as soap making, with only a small portion used for cheap edible pur-"
poses. This is clearly set forth in Government bulletins which record
consumption by industries. We also know from Government bul-
letins that large quantities of these foreign oils, such as soya-bean oil
and coconut on, imported into this country ordinarily are refined and
reexported-a trade which has been monopolized by European com-
petitors since the passage of the emergency bill. Notwithstanding
the draw back provision, it has become impossible and impracticable
for our refiners to handle this transit trade since the passage of the
emergency bill.

We therefore earnestly petition your honorable committee to place
the cottonseed oil industry back upon an international basis, under
which basis it has grown to its present great strength. Previously-
some 40 years ago, a waste product-cotton seed and cottonseed oil
has, under such conditions, in competition with all the world, grown

-to be one of the largest factors in our country, and we petition you
gentlemen not to down it and put it back again through artificial
means, through a tariff, which, while it is supposed to be for our pro-
tection, is in reality a calamity for us and the cotton farmer.

We therefore petition for the foregoing reasons that no duties be
levied on foreign vegetable oils or oil seeds, and we make no exception
other than linseed oil, which is not interchangeable with cottonseed
oil, being an inedible drying oil. This, however, is of no direct con-
cern to us, we merely mentioning this oil as it is the only other
domestic oil, other than olive oil, which cottonseed oil does not regu-
late in price. As for olive oil, we are interested in that oil only to
the extent that the tariff-making bodies do not write into our per-
manent tariff such.high duties on Italian and French olive oil as to
cause Italy and France to persist in their policy of retaliation against
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American cottonseed oil by doubling and trebling the duty on our
cotton oil, as has happened in the past six months--a retaliation which
has cost us practically every pound of our cottonseed oil business
with Italy and France.

A reasonable duty on olive oil will insure a reasonable duty on
American cotton oil into Italy and France.

STATEMENT OF J. J. LAWTON, REPRESENTING INTERSTATE COT-
TONSEED CRUSHERS' ASSOCIATION, HARTSVILLE, S. 0.

Mr. LAWTON. Gentlemen, I walt vou to look at me, because I dif
not think you have seen a farmer here this afternoon, and I want you
to look me over and see the appearance of a real farmer.

I will not take over five minutes of your time. What I am going
to say is going to. be said very briefly, and I hope you will jut in.
dulge me five minutes. I know you gentlemen are tired and worn
out and you do not want to hear aiInybody, but I trust you will hear
me for a few minutes.

I want to say in opening that while a member of the Interstate
Cotton Seed Crushers' Association and ex-president of that associa-
tion, that I was raised on a farm and the first 20 years of my business
life was passed on the farm, working from daylight until 11 o'clock
at night. I know the farming game and I feel that I am competent
to speak for the southern farmer.

Gentlemen, we are unalterably opposed to any tariff being put
on cotton oil, and we have a few reasons for it, and I am going to state
those reasons very briefly.

Senator JONEs. Do you include the other vegetable oils also?
Mr. LAWTON. Yes, sir; we include the other vegetable oils also. The

first reason is this: That we of the South produce 47 per cent of all
the fats that are produce(] in the United States--and when I say "we
of the South" I mean we people who raise cotton seed-that every
bit of the fats that are raised in the United States, to the extent of
47 per cent, come from the cotton seed. That is a pretty big figure.
and so I want to show you how big it is.

That means that in 1920 we raised in the South 1,141,390,000 pounds
of refined cottonseed oil. If you should put 20,MO) pounds of that oil
in a car it would take 57,069 box cars to carry it or it would make a
railroad train 462 miles long. The reason that I am putting it to
you that way is that I want you gentlemen of the committee who hAve
been worried and distressed here with figures that do not amount to
anything to just remember the magnitude of our business, that it
took that many box cars to carry it.

So we feel on account of the inagnitude of our business we have a
right to be heard before you gentlemen of this committee..

The second point I want to make is this. that we produce more
cottonseed oil in the United States that this country can consume,
and, consequently, we have got to get an export market for it or it is
simply going to back up on the farm. That is something that all of
you gentlemen know, but I want to give you a practical illustration
of how that thing has worked in the past.

During the late war the cotton-oil people, because they made a
food, were bossed by Mr. Hoover, and because they made linters.
out of which guncotton was made, which the Government used in
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order to shoot the Germans, we were put under Mr. Baruch, of the
War Industries Board, and we were told exactly what to do. We
were tied fast and hard; we were hog tied, if you please. Those men
told us what we should pay the farmer for'seed and they told us
what we should charge for every product we made-our cotton oil,
our cottonseed meal, our linters, and our hulls were all priced by the
Government.

Senator SMoor. Cotton was not
Mr. LAW'ON. We had nothing to do with cotton; these four prod.

cts tre made out of cottonseed.
Senator JONES. They priced cottonseed meal pretty highI
Mr. LAWTON. They priced it away up-the seed higl, meal. liters,

and hulls high-too high.
The Government sent its paid men all over the South and told the

farmers, "We are going to take all of your seed at these named
prices"; and they held meetings everywhere and told the farmers
that, and they told us we must pay the cottonseed farmer that much
for his seed, and if we failed to do it we would be jacked up by Mr.
Hoover; and we did it. What happened? As soon as the armistice
came all the foreign demand for oil fell off. The compound lard
makers and the refiners could not sell their oil. They then refused
to buy the crude oil from the crude mills--I am in 'the crude mill
business; we in turn refused to buy seed from the farmer. because
we could not handle it. We had large houses filled with seed and
great tanks filled with oil, and we could not get rid of the oil, and
we did not have the money to pay the farmer for his seed. What
happened? They held indignation meetings all over the Soutlh and
condemned the oil mills and this Government of outs because we did
not take their seed. And they had good giounds for it, because the
Government. had promised to take every'seed that they raised.

We did not have any export market, and therefore the thing
backed up all the way back on the farmer. We do not want anything
like that to occur again. We have tried this Fordney tariff emer-
gency bill for a few months, and oil has been going ;lown steadily
ever since it started. 1We do not want any tariff on oil. We want
to have an open market for it, so that if America (toes not need it,
maybe Europe will need it. We do not want to be hampered here
by a tariff wall-to make our product and then not he able to get
*iny market for it.

In rough figures, including lard and oil, we made last year, 1920,
6,000,000 barrels of fats in the United States; we consumed 4.000,000
barrels of those fats, and we exported 2,000.000 barrels; in other
words, one-third of all the fats made in the United States were ex-
9orted. Gentlemen. if you back those fats back on us we are going to

e in trouble.
Third, and the last point I wane to make, is this: That down South

there are three crops that a farmer can get advances on: Cotton seed
is one of them. The banks regard cotton seed as just as good a com.
modity to take securit on as cotton and if you put on a tariff, and
this seed backs up on te farmer so that he can not use it as security,
you have impaired his credit, and I am here to tell you gentlemen of
this committee that the agricultural interests of the South are in the
worst conditions I have ever known them to be, and I have been in
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business 40 years, as a merchant and as a manufacturer; and I am also
going to tell you that I do zot know how a great many of our farmers
are going to get through thi s next year in the South. They do not need
a restricted market- they d) not need a market where they can not sell
their goods. But they want a place where they can dispose of their
output. It may not bring so much, but they want to be able to sell it.
If you have something which you can not sell, for which there is no
market, what good does it do you? And that is the position that we
are in to-day. We do not want any tariff or foreign vegetable oils.
We want to be able to sell it in the markets of the world and take our
chances on what it will bring.

I am going to tell you one-little story.
Senator FRELINOHUYSN. May I ask you a question?
Mr. LAwToN. Yes, sir.
Senator FIMELINOHUYSN. By "crushers," do you mean the cotton.

seed oil mills?
Mr. LAwToN. Yes, ir.
Senator FRPLNO1UYSN. Was the American Cotton Seed Oil Co.

included in that?
Mr. LAWTON. The American Cotton Oil Co.I
Senator FRINoHUYSEN. Yes; and the Southern Cotton Oil Co.?
Mr. LAwTO*N. Yes, sir. The Southern Cotton Oil Co., also.
Senator FRPJJNOHuYxN. And the independents.
Mr. LAwToN. Yes, sir; about 600 mills in all.
Senator FaE NOHUYszN. They have had plenty of seed this year,

have they not?
Mr. LAWTON. No; a very limited quantity. You see, we have not

made but about 8,000,000 bales of cotton.
Senator FsR ouYsziN. What kind of a year did you have ?
Mr. LAwToN. A pretty bad year.
Senator FRELiNOHUYSEN. You have not made a profit?
Mr. LAwT*N. We have not made a profit.
Senator FPmi Nouuysm;. And you are a manufacturer of cotton.

seed oil?
Mr. LAWTON. I am a manufacturer of crude cottonseed oil.
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. You are not a farmer now?
Mr. LAWTON. I am a farmer now, a very large farmer.
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. And a cottonseed-oil manufacturer?
Mr. LAWTON. A cottonseed-oil manufacturer and a merchant.
I want to say, gentlemen, that I have got five or six times as much

money invested in the farming business as I have in the cottonseed-
oil or any other business.

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Have the cottonseed.oil mills paid a divi-
dend this year?

Mr. LAWTON. I have not heard of one that did anything like that;
and if it came to a choice between the farm and the cottonseed-oil
business, I would vote for the farming interests every time, as I have
placed my money in it, and even from a selfish interest if I had no
other, it would pay me to vote for the farmers' seed rather than the
oil-mill seed. That is the way we stand on that.

But we just feel, after thinking it all over, that we want an open
market; that we want no tariff on it.

I am going to tell you a story, and then I am through. There was
an old Negro man in one of our near-by towns named Jerry; and
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Jerry had by great care and economy saved about $100, which he
had deposited in his local bank. Some time ago that bank failed,
and one of his good white friends, knowing old man Jerry pretty
well, went to him and said, "Uncle Jerry, I -eard about your losing
that money in the bank the other day, that $100. I am mighty sorry
to hear about it. You know, it takes a real man to be a good loser.
Any of us can stand prosperity, but it takes a real, red-blooded man
to lose money and not cry about it and I am glad to know that you
are a sport and that you are standing your loss like a man."

Old Jerry thought a minute, and then this is what he said:
"Master Tom, I is mighty obleeged to you for your kind words about

losing that money, but let me tel you *the fact. I have been hearing
about these banks busting over ynder and busting over here and
busting everywhere, but, aster' om, befo God, this is the first time
I ever ad a bank to bust in my face." [Laughtar.]

Gentlemen, we do not want this tariff to "bust in our faces."
The CHATRMAN. We are very much obliged to you.

STATEMENT OF J. W. L. HALL, NEW BOSTON, TEX., REPRESENTING

VARIOUS COTTON ASSOCIATIONS.

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, I am here representing the Farm Bureau
Cotton Association of Texas; the Oklahoma Cotton Association, of
Oklahoma; the Arkansas Cotton Association, of Arkansas; and the
Arizona Cotton Association and the Mississippi Cotton Association
and the American Cotton Exchange. '

I want to say in the beginning that I am not a student of tariffs,
and I have not got a great, long document to offer. But our repre-
sentatives have carefully prepared and placed in your hands a docu-
ment that thoroughly r presents our views in reference to the tariff
on vegetable oils; ana Mr. Gray Silver, of this city, has prepared that
brief, and this committee has it in their hands, and I am here rep-
resenting something like 60,000 to 75,000 farmers through these dif-
ferent organizations; and all that I have to say to you gentlemen is
that you carefully consider our request as set forth in this brief and
give us such tariff protection as, in your minds, will best protect the
producer and the interests of the general public.

I thank you very kindly.

CHLORATE OF POTASH.

[Paragraph 75.)

BRIEF OF HARRY W. KELLOGG, GENERAL MANAGER OF THE
NATIONAL ELECTROLYTIC CO., NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Paragraph 75 of House bill 7456 fixes the duty on chlorate of potash at 1 cent per
pound and 15 per cent ad valorem. This ad valorem duty is for five years and is
intended to compensate for a duty placed on muriato of potash, which is our raw mate-
rial. This duty on our raw material will, of course, prevent our doing any export
business, but we would be unable to do any export business anyway, in competition
with foreign producers, on account of cost of raw material and exchange.

In the 1909 tariff there was a duty on chlorate o potash of 2centsperp Prior
to that time there was a duty of 21 cents per pound. The 1913 tariff fixed the duty at
one-half cent per pound due to a misunderstanding in the committee regarding state-
ments made by letter addressed to the committee which did not refer in the slightest
manner to the chlorate manufacturers and which statements were unknown to us until
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too late for correction. That such tariff did not affect us injuriously was due to the
fact that sufficient time did not elapse between its enactment and the World War and,
further, that Germany at that time was not a factor in the manufacture of chlorate.

During the war Germany was unable to get nitrates for explosives and turned to
chlorate, and at the close of the war had capacity to manufacture 24,000 tons per
annum, as against 8,000 to 10,000 tons in this oouintry, and at present Germany is
supplying practically all the needs of this country at considerably less than our cost
of production. German chlorate is.heing sold to-day in New York at 5) cents per
pound. At present or even at prewar costs of labor and materials in this country
it can not be manufactured here at 8 cents.

Prior to 1898 there was no chlorate manufactured in this country, all being imported
from France, Sweden, and England, duty free. After securing protection through
the tariff we started, in a small way, the" first plant in this country to manufacturechlorate, which subsequently grew to large proportions, employing large capital.
English manufacturers thereafter also established a branch of their factory here for
the manufacture of chlorate, inve.sting several million dollars and employing a large
number of employees.

Chlorate is usel chiefly in the making of matches. It is also used for fireworks.
cartridge manufacturing, and in primers, detonators, and boosters for military pur-
po6es. It is also used in the dveing of textiles and furs, for pharmaceutical and other
purposes, and enters very largely in the manufacture of tooth paste.

During the late war we were called on by the Government to supply special grade.4
of chlorate to the various arsenals, amid we worked out special methol of purification
of this article for particular purposes, also special grinding, and supplied chlorate
to the different cartridge and explosive manufacturers. Nothing has ever been
found to take the place of chlorate for these military purposes. Chlorate isadangerous
material to manufacture and handle. Being an'oxygen carrier, it is a great aid to
combustion. It requires many yers experience to manufacture and handle" this
material safely. The tonnage required for military use is not large, but it is indis-
pensable.

The Government worked out in our plant processes for the manufacture of chemicals
for use in gas masks, using our cells and apparatus, which were particularly adapted
to this purpose, and during the war our plant wAs subject to Government control,
and we sold nothing except with their consent.

Germany has a particular advantage in making this article, as they mine the raw
material in their country and sell it to their manufacturers at considerably less than
they will sell it for shipment abroad.

The Diamond Match Co. have asked that the duty on chlorate shall be reduced,
as they are importing German chlorate in large quantities, and will be able to do so
if there is no substantial duty placed on it. At the same time they are asking for an
increased duty on matches, while it is a known fact that the exports of matches since
thq war are seven to eight times as much as they were before the war, which shows
that they are meeting competition abroad successfully.

A gentleman has also appeared before your contittee, representing a company
who manufactured chlorate, and has made a lot of statements which are generally
untrue, and, at a time when the life of the industry in this country is threatened,
has asked that the duty be taken off chlorate, which is rather an unusual request
for a manufacturer to make, but this is accounted for by the fact that this factory is
not operating and only operated during the war and can make more money importing
German chlorate than they can by running their plant.

In the present tariff the duty was placed at2 centsper pound by the Ways and Means
Committee, but after the bill had been submitted to the House this duty was reduced
by committee amendment to I cent per pound, the reason for which we do not know.

Our plant has been shut down since January I of last year, and certainly will never
start up again with a I cent per pound duty on chlorate. We ask that this duty shall
be placed at 2 cents per pound together with an ad valorem duty of 15 per cent or a
specific duty of 3 cents per pound in addition to the temporary ad valorem duty of
15 per cent, which has been put on to compensate for the duty on muriate of potash.

It seems to us, apart from financial reasons, that this industry should not be allowed
to die and make this country dependent on Germany, Japan, or any other foreign
country for what is an absolute necessity in case of war.
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CAUSTIC POTASH.

(Paragraph 75.]

BRIEF OF R. N. SHREVE, CHEMICAL DIRECTOR, EASTERN POTASH
CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY.

The Eastern Potash Corporation has a large plant nearing completion at New
Brunswick, N. J., for the manufacture of various potash compounds out of New
Jersey greensand. The capacity of the plant will be '.0,000 tons of potash (K 20)

per year.
The raw material for the potash is greensand,.which is a sandy bluish-green material

occurring in enormous deposits extending from Atlantic Highlands southwesterly
across the State of New Jersey and down into Delaware and Virginia. The better
grades of greensand carry somewhat more than 7 per cent of potash (K2O). In the
annual report of the State geologist of New Jersey, on page 22, there appears under the
heading of potash and referring to the greensand mals the following statement:
"These marl deposits are calculated to contain enough potash to supply the needs
of the United States for 1,000 years at the average rate of importation for the years
1910-1914."

The greensand is easily and cheaply mined and is already sa finely divided that
the process of grinding is very inexpensive, this being quite otherwise in case of
rocks, such as feldspar, leucite, and the like, when usd as the raw materials for
potash.

The other main raw material is limestone, which is easily and cheaply obtained.
The process to be used at the plant now under construction has been successfully

operated for several years at a small plant located in Jones Point, N. Y., where 10
tons of greensand per day were treated for the recovery of the potash.

This process is very simple and involves heating for one hour a mixture of 1 part
of greensand with I part of quicklime and 5 parts of water at a temperature of 470*
F. The lime liberates the potash in the form of caustic potash and leaves a valuable
residue, out of which already have been made several million brick for use in the
construction of the New Brunswick factory. This residue carries about the same
amount of lime as does ordinary ground limestone, and it has been shown by the
Agicultural Experiment Station of the State of New Jersey to be equally valuable
with other forms of liming materials (on the basis of CaO content) for the liming of
sour soils and for the consequent increase of the productivity of our farm lands.

Caustic potash will be the primary potash product, but this is readily and very
economically converted into other potassium compounds. The company plans to
make and market caustic potash, potassium nitrate, and potassium carbonate. Ihe
latter two are used in fertilizer, while caustic potash is employed in the manufacture
of soaps, chemicals, and the like.

The Eastern Potash Corporation is an American-owned company, with $2,500,000
preferred stock and $5,000,000 common stock. No German plant capable of producing
annually 20,000 tons of potash, as caustic potash, could have been constructed for
$7 500,000 even on a prewar basis.

he New Brunswick plant will employ about 300 men in the mafiufacture of potash
and an equal number in the manufacture of the by-products. As the shipping and
handling of the raw materials and the products will run into heavy tonnages, quite
likely another 300 men will be needed, so that this new industry when establshed
will give employment in new work to a thousand men.

Present market is even more unsettled than it was a year ago. During the past
summer the Germans sold caustic potash in New York as low as 4 cents per pound,
which price the domestic manufacturers were unable to meet. Before the war the
Germans sold here in New York as low as 3j cents per pound. We all know that it
costs even Germany more to manufacture than it did prior to the war, but she is
enabled to make such a low price on caustic potash due to her depreciated currency.
The only way we see to take care of this depreciated currency is to keep in the tariff
bill the American-valuation scheme. The same is true of the other potassium
compounds.

In the brief submitted to the Ways and Means Committee we showed a probable
first cost of 10 cents per pound for caustic potash, decreasing as a market is developed
for the by-products.

We feel that if the duties proposed in the House bill, together with the American-
valuation scheme, be enacted into the law that we can establish this plant on a secure
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commercial basis and thus supply to the American consumer at least a part of his
potash made out of American raw materials by American labor. The House bill
placed on caustic potash, potassium nitrate, and potassium carbonate an ad valorem

uty of 25 per cent plus an additional 15 per cent over the next five years (par. 75)
and a decreasing duty on crude potassium compounds (par. 1634). These duties will
enable an American potash industry to compete and establish Itself on the basis of
gradually decreasing selling prices.

The low and fluctuating exchanges, together with the fact that our plant is not
operating yet, make it difficult for us to present a clear-cut comparison between our
conditions and those abroad.

The completion of our plant has been retarded by the delay in passing the tariff bill.
We trust that the Senate will concur shortly in the action taken by the House.

NITRITE OF SODA.

(Paragraph 78.)

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FPOM 'WASHINGTON.

Senator JoNS of Washington. I have not my matters in such
shape as I would like to have had them, but I think probably I can
present them this morning. The clerk told me that you hoped to
conclude the hearings today, and I did not want to ask you to put

.them over. In fact, I do not desire to take very much of your time.
I desire more to call your attention to some particular things in
connection with the record that is already made, with a view to
presenting amendments on the floor of the Senate in case the coni-
mittee does not cover the matters.

First with reference to nitrite of soda, paragraph 78 of the
House Lill. The tariff on that commodity is 3 cents a pound in the
bill and there is a company in my State that thinks that the tariff
ought to be 5 cents a pound. I have here a letter from Mr. C. F.
Graff, president and general manager of the American Nitrogen
Products Co., Seattle, Wash., explaining the necessity therefor and
giving a circular that he received from representatives of some
German producers, setting out how they could put this article into
this country and, in his judgment, close our industry.

I do not think that Mr. Graff has appeared before this com-
mittee. I think, however, that he did appear before the House
committee and that his testimony was taken. So all I shall ask
with reference to that matter will be to put into the record this
letter that he writes to me, together with his copy of a letter to
the Peerless Color Co. (Inc.), with reference to nitrite of soda, so
that it will be a part of your record.

Senator MCCUMBER. Very well, Senator; that will be done.
(The letters referred to are as follows:)

ESATTIi, WASH., December 28. 1920.
11oi. WESLEY L. JONES,

Senate Building, lValilngton, D. 0.
SiR: 1. American nmnufacture of the chemical sodium nitrite, otherwise

known as nitrite of soda. Is in dire neel of tariff protection against German
and other foreign importations. This material is basic to the dyestuffs, Ink,
paint, rubber, and allied manufactures, and prior to the war it was secured
almost exclusively from Germany, and Norway, where it was, and still is,
manufactured very cheaply by the air-fixation method, employing exceedingly
cheap electric power for this purpose. The domestic manufacture, employing
ordinary chemical methods, was very limited on account of necessarily high
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production costs. The country's prr;war needs aggregated about 3,000 tons
per annum, valued at about $120 per ton, or 6 cents per pound. The demand
increased rapidly during the war on awcount of the enormous expansion of
our dyestuffs industry, and present neeis arc estimated ut about 0,000 tons
per annum. Owing to the dependence of thls country upon Europe for most
of its supply of this material and the great difficulty in securing same during
the war, the price skyrocketed from 6 cents to 60 cents per pound, and would,
without doubt, have gone a great deal higher if the American Nitrogen Prod-
ucts Co., of Seattle, Wash., had not entered the field about the time the
United States declaredl war. We had begun preparations for the establish.
ment of our air nitrogen fixation industry in1 1916 and began operations In
tite spring of 1917, manufacturing sotlium nitrite. Our plant Is the only corn-
mercially operating air nitrogen factory on United States soil employing the
electric are method and basel upon utilization of hlydroeectrie energy. In
addition to this plant, which Is located near the city of Tacoma In tile State
of Washington, we have constructed one at Lake Buntzen, near the city of
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Urged on by the dyestuffs manufac-
turers we gradually expanded until at present we have a capacity of about
one-half of the entire country's demand for sodium nitrite, and have invested
three-quarters of a million dollars In the enterprise.

2. It has been our alto and dream to expand our air-nitrogen industry in
the future, utilizing cheap western electric power, and produce other valuable
chemicals absolutely needed by this country in war or peace, such as nittie
acid, nitrate of socla, fertilizers, etc.. and ultimately do it on a competitive
basis as to costs with the air-nitrogen plants in Germany antid Norway. This
expansion, Improvements as to efficiency, and lowering of production costs
will take time, and now we are threatened with a German Invasion and cut-
throat competition as to our only prodtt. sodlium nitrite, a,; evidenced by
copy of circular letter recently sent out by German Interests and attached
hereto. Our present cost of production is considerably above that at which
the Germans are endeavoring to take the business. The present import duty
is only one-half cent per pound, which is insignificant and must be greatly
increased if protection Is to lie accorded u; and our Infant air-nitrate industry.
With such protection we could afford to expand our United States production
and gradually lower our costs. On the other hand, if protection Is not ex-
tended, this company not only will be prevented from undertaking the con-
templated expansion but will6 be compelled to withdraw entirely front the
manufacture of this essential chemical and leave the control of same In the
hands of the German and Norwegian interests as it was prior to the war.

3. In view of the above facts we appeal to you to mark the chemical sodium
nitrite for proper attention, investigation, and protection If warranted by the
facts. Needless to say this corporation Is ready and anxious to furnish any
and all Information desired which lies within Its power.

Respectfully, yours,
AzMEaIFc.xt. NiTncRo PRODUCTS CO.,

By C. F. (GAFF,
Preedent and Gcieral Manager.

PEERLESS COLOR Co. (INc.), Bound Brook, N. J.
GENTLEMEN: As previously advised you, we have for distribution in this

country through American fiscal agents, that portion of nitrite of soda, as pro-
duced by the Badische Aniline & Soda Fabrik, of Germany, through their atmos-
pheric nitrogen development, which has been allotted for consumption in the
United States.

Naturally because of the existing business depression there is very little
activity, with the result that prices have been reduced considerably,- in fact for
spot material we can offer, subject to change, ton lots as low as 6 cents per
pound, ex warehouse at New York, and for larger quantities It might be pos-
sible to shade this figure wtih a firm bid In hand, although the feeling here Is
very strong that the bottom of the market has been reached. We have on
hand at the present time in New York approximately 50 ton., and no further
shipments will come into this country until orders are placed for shipment
from abroad.
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We have instructions from Germany to tind out the prospects of nitrite of
soda consumption in the United Ntate. over the year 1921, siad for tills reason
we are taking the liberty of addressing you to ask If you will kindly let us
have your opinion In this regard. If the market has actually reached Its lowest
level, thIM aight be a good tMnie to conslhler r'quilrentient (onlrats foir the comn
Ing year, and any suggestions that biiyer.4 have we shall w hialilly to (able
abroad. The quality of our material Is as good as that produced In anW part
of the world and we shall be pleased to forward samples upon request.

Awaiting with interest your reply, we are,
Very truly, yours,

C. B. PETERS Co. (INC.),
C. B. PsTRss, President.

SCHEWuLE 2.-EARTHS, EARTHENWARE, AND GLASSWARE.

FIRE BRICK.

I i'aragruil'h 201.1

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator JONES of Washington. Fire brick is covered in paragraph
201. The tariff on that commodity is 10 cents in the House bill. I
have here a letter from the Dennv-Renton Clay & Coal Co., of
Seattle, urging that the tariff be iade 25 per cent instead of 10 per
cent.

Senator 8IooT. You mean 25 cents ?
Senator JONFS of Washington. Twenty-five per cent ad valoremi.

I will ask that this letter be put in the record. It gives all the facts
that I have with reference to the matter.

Senator McCUMiiER. Very well. Senator, that will be done.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)

SEATTI'E, WASH., .)1u111'Utl N. 1921.
Mr. W. L. JONES.

Aternter Cli'ol g'aitrs (onyr.x. , WashUi Ilon. I). e.
ID.R 5111. JONES: We are Inclohuug hrelth l cuu,y (of nIJght letter we are

sending you to-night.
Th. mutter of securing in hiwrease in lhe tariff on fire brIck Inrported Into

the State of Washington from Bfritish 'olunbia to at least "-5 per cent ad
valorem is very important to its ,111 too all manuatitncturers of fire brick In the
State of Vansbington. Under the present tariff of 10 per cent ad valorem
more than one-half of all the tire brick mantifacturel in Britilsh Columbia
during the past six or eight years has been marketed in the States of Wash-
Ington, Oregon, and California. Tie larger tart of these Importations have
been sol in the State of Washington. Lower labor and coal costs in British
Columbia perndt the manufacturers there to pay the duty and still he able
to undersell the manufacturers of fire brlck in Wa.hIngton.

As you know, conditions In tlis State are such that it is most desirable to
conserve our home markets for the manufacturers and producers of the State,
at least to the extent that this policy Is economically sound.

May we not ask your support in this matter?Yours, very truly, PENNY-IIENTON CLAY & COAL CO.,
By H. ,3. MATHEWS, Presldent.



LIME.

[Paragraph 204.]

STATEMENT OF ALFRED W. GRAY, REPRESENTING THE NIAGARA
ALKALI CO., NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Senator Mc(vYi n n. We have had considerable testimony on the
lime question.

Mr. GRAY. One witness on the other side has appeared. I repre-
sent the Niagara Alkali Co.. an American corporation at Niagara
Falls, a company engaged in the manufacture of caustic soda and
bleaching powder, which uses large quantities of lime. That com-
pany, in anticipation of building a plant on the Pacific coast-in
California, Washington. or Oregon-purchased the Pacific Lime Co.
at Blubber Bay. British Columbia, where they found what they con-
sidered to he the purest lime on this continent. So we are interested
in bringing in lime on a fair basis; that is. on a basis which will not
be an iijustice to the American producer. and yet will adlow us to
bring it in on the basis which protectionists believe in, namely, on
an equal basis. I am a protectionist, and that has always been my
belief.

The law as it now stands provides 5 per cent ad valorem duty,
which, at the present price of lime, including the package which
carries the lime. is the equivalent of 64 cents a barrel. I find that
the Fordney bill provides 10 cents a hundred pounds, or 20 cents a
barrel. Until Saturday afternoon I had understood that that was
10 per cent ad valorem. which was not so injurious to our interests.
aid we thought we would ask to have it stay as it is. But when I
discovered that it is 10 cents a hundred pounds, or 20 cents a barrel.
it would be prohibitive and prevent us bringing in our lime abso-
lutely, as you will see from the data which has been compiled and
presented in the Tariff Information of 1921.

In that tariff information it statess that the foreign cost of pro-
duetion of the lime is $6.50 a ton. That would be 65 cents a barrel,
or one-tenth of that amount. The United States cost is $8 a ton, or
80 cents per barrel. The freight added to our cost in bringing it
from Blubber Bay, where our plant is-and it is the only lime plant
of any kind on the Pacific coast, and we bring in ourselves half of
all the lime that is brought into the United States-would be 30
cents a barrel on the average, which would make our cost of laying
it down in the United States without duty 15 cents a barrel more than
it costs to produce it in the United States. But we have felt that
we could continue to bring in some lime on that basis if the tariff
was kept down not to exceed in any event 10 cents a barrel.

At the present time, under the per cent ad valorem, or 61 cents
a barrel-less than onie-fourth of 1 per cent-ii fact, they state it
here as one-fifth of 1 per cent-or one-fifth of 1 per cent of the
lime consumed in the United States is -brought into the United
States. It states here the amount produced, the prewar figure, was
33,000,000 barrels plus; in the last available figure 32,000,000 barrels
plus. The amount brought in in the prewar period was 34,000 barrels
plus, and at the present time the last available figure is 66,000 barrels
plus.
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Senator MCCUM BER. What tariff do you want, if any; what wouldyou suggeatvMr. GRAY. We want the tariff cut down to at least 10 cents a'barrel

if it is going to be specific.
Senator SmooT. Do you mean 10 per cent or 10 cents a barrel?
Mr. GRAY. We would prefer to have it 10 cents a barrel; it is easier

to handle.
Senator MCLEAN. Is your lime devoted to any special use?
Mr. GRAY. The lime of my company is devoted to the manufac-

ture of bleach, and the plant at Niagara Falls consumes, and has for
the last five years, more lime each year than we have brought in since
we purchased this plant five years ago. So that we are not injuring
the lime business as a whole, because we are using more than we
bring in, and there is five times as much lime shipped out of the
United States into Canada as is brought from Canada into the United
States.

So we feel that the tariff that has been fixed here is excessive, not
only on the ordinary lime but the hydrate of lime also. I noticed in
the bill, which is section 204, that hydrate of lime is put at 12 cents
per hundred pounds. It should be on a lower basis than ordinary
lime. So that also should be reduced to one-half its present figure.

Senator MCCUMBER. How many pounds of lime in a barrel?
Mr. GRAY. Two hundred pounds-just one-tenth of a ton.
In California during the past five years they have averaged some-

thing over 990,000 barrels a year, approximately 1,000,000 barrels a
year produced there; and it is the States of California and Wash-
ington that have made objection to our bringing in lime.

The State of California, as I say, manufactured approximately
1,000,000 barrels of lime a year. The most we have brought into the
State of California was 26,000 barrels a year, or 2 per cent. Cali-
fornia ships out several times as much as is brought in.

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Why do you not buy the lime in Cali-
fornia?

Mr. GRAY. The situation is this: In the first place, when we planned
to build our plant we looked for the purest lime we could find. Cali-
fornia lime will not do; it is not the grade of purity. Our lime
which we bought out there produces 99.6 purity. It "is the purest
lime that is produced anywhere on this continent. There is only one
place in the world where an equal quality of lime is produced, and
that is in England; and we did not think about the duty, as we were
going to use it ourselves, and that did not enter into the figures. It
was a low rate of duty-6J cents a barrel-and we did not figure on
it. It has now been made 20 cents a barrel, and we have not been
able to build the plant; and if we lose this asset out there it will be
a very substantial loss to this American company.

Senator McLeAN. Is your factory there now?
Mr. GRAY. Our factory is at Niagara Falls, and we were going to

put up a branch factory on the Pacific coast, either in California,
Oregon, or Washington.

Senator MCLEAN. It has not been erected yet?
Mr. GRAY. No; the war has prevented that.
In the States of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho they produced

500,000 barrels of lime annually during the past five years. They
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have shipped out 200,000 barrels into other parts of the country. The
most we have ever brought in there was less than 30,000 barrels, or 6
per cent of what they manufacture there; and they have shipped out
six times as much as we bring in.

I state that for the reason that we have been charged with damag-
ing seriously the business of the concerns out there, which I will speak
concerning later; and I also wish to say this, that the State of Wash-
ington, the State of Oregon, and the State of Idaho, and State of
California need our lime worse than almost anything that they re-
quire there, for the reason that it is the only lime that can be used
satisfactorily by the producers of fruit in spraying. Every other
lime that they use precipitates sediment, destroys the valves, plun-
gers, and pumps generally in their spray apparatus; and I have here
dozens of letters from the manufacturers of sprays and from the
building industry and fruit growers of those States, and there have
been hundreds of letters filed with the Wavs and Means Committee
insisting that this lime be allowed to come in at the lowest possible
figure, otherwise that it will be injurious to tbhm and they will prob-
ably be unable to buy satisfactory lime.

Senator McLAN. Can not other lime be used as a basis for insecti-
cides?

Mr. GRAY. It has the same qualities, but it also has sediment which
precipitates and makes it difficult to use, and also destroys the spray
apparatus and causes delays in the work. This lime for some reason
or other-on account of its exceeding purity, I believe--can be burned
to a much finer content, and when it is once sprayed on the trees it
will stand several rains before coming off, whereas the ordinary lime
that is produced on the western coast will not remain on the leaves
so long, so they say.

Senator McLRRAN. Then, if it does not compete and the use is very
large, why do the California people object to your bringing it in I

Mr. GRAY. A great many concerns tat manufacture spraying ma-
terial if they can get other lime cheaper some will use it--or a sub-
stantial number-and it will have the result of being sold on the mar-
ket as being just as good and as being the equal of our lime. Of
course, lime is only a part of this spray material, and a great many
other people buy lime as lime; they do not know one lime from
another. Anyway, the fruit growers out there seem to have con-
sidered it a very serious matter.

We claim we are doing more good in bringing in this lime than
harm. We are doing no one any harm except taking some business
that might go to somebody else, but they could not take care
of it and furnish the service our lime furnishes.

Mr. Humphrey, who appeared before this committee, said that we
had destroyed t'he Tacoma & Roche Harbor Lime Co., which was
manufacturing 450,000 barrels of lime a year in the State of Wash-
ington, and that we had reduced their manufacture down to 30,000
barrels a .year. In view of the fact that the entire importation of
lime of every kind was but 50,000, we can not see how.our small im-
portation cold reduce 450,000 barrels to 30,000 barrels, and we think
that would be rather a hard question for him to answer.

I would add this, that during these last few years there has not
been as much lime imported into the United States as there was im-
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ported 10 years ago. Back in 1908 there was almost twice as much
lime im ported into the United States as is being imported now.

Mr. Humphrey also argued before this committee and filed a brief
stating that lab6r was much cheaper in Canada, and that we hired
Chinese labor. That was true during the war, because we could not
get anything else. But it did not turn out to be cheaper labor, be-
cause the Chinese were not as efficient. We use white labor where we
can get it.

He also argued and stated to the committee that the Canadians
imposed a duty of 174 per cent ad valorem on the lime, plus 17 on
the package, plus 71 war tax, plus 2. per cent freight tax. all of
which amounted to 45 per cent as against our 5 per cent as it stood,
all of which is either erroneous or misleading. The war tax has
been repealed; the freight tax simply corresponds to a 3 per vent
freight tax, and it has nothing to do with the importation. Fhe
171 per cent on the package, plus 174 per cent on the lime itself, is
equal to 171 per cent on the importation, which is less thai '20 cents a
barrel, which has been put on here.

At the present rate it is only about 18 lier cent as against 20.
So that argument, it seems to me, could not stand.
Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. What is your product tised for in the

bleach?
Mr. GRAY. It is used in the manufacture of bleach, and bleach'is

used largely in the manufacture of paper and in bleaching fabrics
of various Kinds.

Of course, we also feel, notwithstanding what has been going Ol
in Washington in thepeace conference, wye should have a plant on the
Pacific coast of the United States which could produce chlorine-
bleach consists of lime and chlorine-and there is nu plant out there
excepting one, west of the Mississippi River, that produces caustic
soda andcbleach, or chlorine, and both in thines of peace and in times
of war-in times of peace because of freight difficulties and in times
of war because of conditions then arising, it would be greatly to the
advantage of this country to have such a plant there, and it would be
a great encouragement to this company if they could bring their
lime in on the basis which would enable them to manufacture.

BRIEr OF ALFRED W. GRAY REPRESENTjNG THE NIAGARA ALKAL CO,,
NIAGARA FALL8, N. Y.

The Niagara Alkali Co. is engaged in the inlintfature of bleaching powder
and In the manufti ture of that proluet requires a large quantity of high-grade
lime, and has a pjilnt at Niagara Fall. N. Y.. mid owls a majority interest in
the 1'aelflc 1.ime Co. at Blubber Bay. British Coltmlda, which Is engaged In tho
manufacture of Emn,.

According to Government reports only one.fifth of 1 per cent of ihe lime con-
sumed in the United States during °the past live years was Imported, while
during the same period the United States exported to Canada jive times that
amount.

The present duty on lime Is 5 per cent ad valorem, and after a very deter-
mint-1 light by the opponents of the Pacific Mine Co. the duty on lime was
placed In the bill which passe-d the House of Representatives at 10 cents a hun-
dred pounds, vtz, 20 cents a barrel, and to forestall any effort that might be
made to reduce tills duty in the Senate these same interests have appealed to
the Finance Committee of the Senate to increase this rate of duty.

The total Importation of lime from Canada during the past five years, as
shown by the Government reports, would average less than 6,000 tons a year,
or approximately 00,000 barrels of lime a year. of a value of less than $100,000
a year, the duty on which would be less than $5,000.
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It Is evident from the foregoing that this is not a matter of national concern,
but Is a local fight against an individual company, and, in fact, Is a carefully
planned effort on the part of tile Taicoma & Roche Harbor Lime Co. to keep out
of the Uilted States the product of the Pacific Lime Co. by means of tariff
legislation.

The Nitgaria Alkall Co., an Americani corporation; and Americans for the
most part Interestd lin the Niagara Alkali Co., In 1910, in order to obtain a
supply of lime of it high degree of purity, to be used in the chemical plant which
they planned to build fit one of the Western States, purchased the Pacific Lime
Co., which had the best anud purest lime deposit on the North American Conti-
ment, with the idea of furniisbing their own requirements, this lime being 99.0+
per cent pure.

The plant was not built which was to use this lime for the reason that war
conditions prevented, but the agricultural interests and building trades have
benefited, as they have thereby procured at lime so free from grit and insoluble
matter that It is unequaled in the manufacture of spray material for the spray-
ing of fruit and vegetables and for making smooth mortar for plastering.

On the hearing before the Finlnce Committee of the Senate on August 20
last Mr. Humphrey, representing the National Lime Association, made various
statements pertinent to this bill which should be corrected.

It Is not true, as stated, that Pacific Lime Co. established its plant at Blubber
Bay in order to procure cheap labor, as Canadian labor is0.mild ais high wages
as American labor; nor was it to get Chinese labor, although some Chinese labor
was used, as at that time Canada was denuded of all Its Anglo-Saxon labor
by reason of the war, and the Inferior Chinese labor was, of necessity, employed;
but even for this Chinese labor a larger wage was paid than Is ordinarily paid
to the cheap Mexican labor which Is used by many of the lime companies In the
Western States.

Nor did they go there to escape cheap tonnage to get to American markets,
since, as a matter of fact, they had to bring their product 280 miles before
reaching Tacoma or Seattle, in whose harbor the Tacoma & Roche Harbor
Line Co. operates, and 900 miles to reach San Francisco, from which point lime
Is distributed In California; so that It was distinctly to the disadvantage of
the company to manufacture lime in Canada rather than the United States, and
particularly so since the freight rate on lime Is very heavy, owing to the fact
that if it gets wet in transit it sets fire to the cargo and ship, and the Pacifie
Lime Co. lost one vessel last year from that cause. Nor did this company de-
stroy the American lime Industry in the State of Washington, as hereafter
appears.

The State of California, according to Government reports, manufactures ap-
proximately a million barrels of lime a year, and only about 20,000 barrels a
year is imported front Canada. and it exports much in excess of what it
imports.

The States of Washington, Oregon. and Idaho, as shovin by Government re-
ports, have been exporting about 20,000 tons, or 200,0!)0 barrels, of lime a year,
and have been importing less-thhn 3,000 tons. or 30,000 barrels; so that these
Importations can not be truthfully said to have destroyed their business.

As shown by the Government reports, there was imported Into the United
States in 1908, 231,000 units of lime of. 100 pounds each, while 10 years later,
in 1918, there was Imported only 147,000 units, or a little over half.

Nor was the Tacoma & Roche Harbor Lime Co. ruined by this company, as
stated by Mr. Humphrey before this committee. but was ruined by a rate war
between that company and the Henry Cowell Lime Co.. which took place some
years ago; and a new rate war has Just been started again by the Henry
('owell Lime (Io. with it (.tit to thet retail trade from $2.05 a barrel to $2.05 at
barrel andt a threat to aiihike di fuirth'r 'ut to $1.r, which is lower than our,
manufacturing cost plus freight, allowing nothing for tariff and return on In-
vestment. The declared purpose of this war is to put the Pacific Mime CO. out
of business, leaving the California field to the Heenry Cowell Lime Co.

In the statement submitted by Mr. Humphrey to this committee it Is claimed
that the Roche Harbor Lime Co., with a capacity of 450,000 barrels annually,
was reduced to an output of 30,000 barrels by competition from this company
when all the lime it sent into the United States In the course of a year did not
exceed 50,000 barrels and ordinarily ran less than 25,000 barrels, and in "e
year was more than fifteen or twenty thousand barrels sent into the State of
Washington, which reduces this claim to an absurdity.
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Nor was Mr. Humphrey any more correct or fair with the coniniittce when
he submitted his statement of the tariff on lime. In submitting the Canadian
tariff on lime lie adds the 171 per cent of the value of the package to the 171
per cent on the lime, plus the war taxes of 7 per cent and freight tax of 21
per cent, anid claims therefore that the tax is 45 per cent of the importation,
whereas it is only 171 per cent of the value of the importation, plus the war tax
of 71 per cent and the freight tax of 2. per cent, or 271 per cent Instead of
45 per cent.

From this should be deducted the 21 per cent freight ta., as tiat is not a
tax on the importation any more than the freight tax in the United States is
a tax on the importation, and the 71 per cent tax wits only a temporary tax
growing out of the war and is now relpealed. so the tax is only 17J per cent
ad valorem on the value of the Importation, ns against the Hous'e bill tax of
10 cents per 100 pounds, which at present values makes our tariff the higher.

Nor is Mr. Humphrey's statement of tihe rate of wages pald either to the
Pacific Lime Co. employees or to the Americaun laorers correct. The wages
pahl in British Columbia are from 25 to 50 per cent higher thai, as stated by
Mr. Humphrey, while the wages pad lit the, 'nited States tre from 50 to 100
per cent lower than as stated by him.

After careful investigation these are the facts as we ascertained them. In
the State of Washington coopers are paid 8 cents a barrel, and It is a rare man
who can earn to exceed $6 or $7 a day, rather than $8 or $10, as claimed by
Mr. Humphrey, and firemen or burners receive $4.50 for 10 hours' work instead
of $7 to $9 a day, and laborers receive $3 for nine hours' work instead of $5 to
47 a day, and in the State of California coopers receive approxinmatEly the same
wages as In Washington, while firemen receive from $4.60 to $5.50 a day, as
against the $7 to $9 a day claimed by Mr. Humphrey, and laborers receive $3.60
a day instead of from $5 to $7 a day aq claimed.

Nor is the statement correct that tfils company has ever resorted to " dump-
ing" lime upon the market In this country, but ordinarily because of the fact
that our product is recognized as superior In quality we have sold the same
at a slight advance over the price obtained by American producers, although in
certain isolated cases upon competitive bidding it may have obtained contracts
at a lower figure than bid by certain other companies, but it has never tried
to break the market, and in fact it would be Impossible for a company export-
ing so small an amount of lime to break a market in a country where over
30,000,000 barrels were produced annually, nor could we break their price, as
we have heavy freight and Insurance charges which other companies escape.

Nor has this company, at least since it was reorganized and purchased by
the Niagara Alkali Co., ever offered to stay out of the American market if paid
tribute, nor for any other reason; nor has it published misleading or false
advertising, nor has it ever been fined for attempting to evade payment of duty
on lime shipped Into the country or for any other reason; nor do we consider
it a piece of imperflnence or Insolence to come before the Congress of tne
United States and ask that we be permitted to have our subsidiary company
send lime into this country where this business was purchased for the purpose
of furnishing lime for our own plant which we expected to build, and especially
since, for many years, we ourselves in our own business have used more lime
than the total amount of lime imported Into the United States, and further
and more particularly since the agricultural, chemical, and building Industries
of the country are in urgent need of our product as be;ng the purest, best, and
most reliable that is put upon the Anerican market or is produced upon the
continent.

Furthermore it has never been contended by the most ardent protectionist
that so high a tariff should be placed~upon a commodity as to absolutely exclude
the importation tmereof, and certainly an importation of one-fifth of 1 per cent
of the amount produced in the country Is not enough to invite adverse legis-
lation from Congress, but Its importation should be further encouraged to
prevent combinations of local producers with the idea of raising the price
upon the agriculturist, the chemical industries, and the building trades.

It appears from the foregoing that opposition to the present rate of tariff
on lime Is founded upon meager knowledge or false statements, and that large
interests in this country at the present time need this imported product, and
we would call the committee's attention to this further fact that to raise the
duty beyond 10 cents a hundred pounds would immediately exclude the im-
portation of this limp, and to raise it to that figure would, to a substantial
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degree, curtail the importation of it or raise the price to the industries con-
suming It.

We wish to particularly call the committee's attention to this further fact
that the Niagara Alkali Co. would not be warranted in building a plant for the
manufacture of chloride of lime upon the Pacific coast if It were deprived of
its ability to Import lime from the Pacific Lime Co. under favorable conditions,
and it Is imperative for the Interests of this country that this kind of in-
dustry should be built up upon the Pacific coast, so as to provide the means of
furnishing chlorine and the various products into which chlorine enters for
the use of deadly gases in time of war, in the event this country should ever
have a war with a country lying beyond the Pacific.

Practically all chlorine-producing plants are now located upon the Atlantic
seaboard, and with one exception there is no chlorine plant west of the Missis-
sippi River, and their ability was taxed to the utmost to provide the require.
ments of the Government in the late war, and it needs but to be mentioned to
be realized that it is of the utmost Importance to this Government to have
large chlorine-producing plants upon the Pacific.

This further observation might be made: That when the rate of exchange
between this country and Canada shall become normal it will be Impossible,
under a 10 per cent rate of duty, for the Pacific Lime Co. to ship in its lime
and compete in the western territory, because of the very high rates of freight
whci obtain in carrying this product upon the water. ..

We therefore urgently insist that the interests of the Government, as well as
the interests of the agriculturist and manufacturers of chemicals and the
building industry, require the rate of duty on lime should not be raised above
the present duty of 5 per cent ad valorem.

BENICIA, CALM?., April 7, 1921.
Hon. H. E. BABBOUB,

House Ofk'e Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAn SIR: We understand the lime manufacturers of the Pacific coast want

the duty raised on Canadian lime to drive it out of the coast markets, where
it is very much needed on account of its purity in the manufacture of lime-
sulphur spray solution, used In spraying the millions of fruit trees covering
thousands of acres of land in central California, which are sprayed several
times every winter, and they require spray material made of very pure lime.

The orchardists of central California are very partial to spray solution made
of Pacific lime, from Blubber Bay, Canada, for the reason it makes a stronger
solution and will not precipitate while In solution.

Pacific lime has no grit to cut the plunger packing, valves, and nozzles of
the pumps and hose.

The lime made by the leading manufacturers of California will precipitate
while in solution, is full of grit that cuts the plunger packing, valves, and
nozzles of the pumps and hose, and is not desired by the lime-sulphur spray
Industry.

We sincerely hope the present duty N per cent on Canadian lime will
not be raised. Should we be deprived t, use it will mean a great loss to the
orchurdists of California.

Yours, very truly, C.ATAFOR. RE:X St, n.w Co.

APRIL 18, 1921.
lion. HIRAM W. JOHNSON,

United States Senator, WI'ashlngton, D. 0.
DE.%s SiR: Our attention has been called to the fact that the lime manu-

facturers of the Pacific coast have for some time past been trying to get the
Tariff Committee to raise the duty on Canadian lime, which would mean the
elimination of It from the Pacific coast market.

In connection with the use of this lime for building purposes will say that It
is the only lime which we have ever sold in which there has not been a single
complaint against it While the other limes which are manufactured In California
have caused us more or less trouble.

81527-22-3misCe-9
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We have used a great deal of the Pacific Lime Co.'s lime which is made at
Blubber Bay, Canada, and our customers very much prefer it for use In making
mortar for both their plasterwork and brickwork.

For the making of lime-sulphur spray solution for the spraying of fruit trees
it has no equal.

For use in making whitewash, particularly for exterior work, It Is superior
to other limes to be had for the reason that soon after using It it hardens so
that it Is not washed off the f-nces and buildings by the hardest of rains,
whereas the California limes, which have a large percentage of magnesia, will
not stand the heavy rains which we have in this section of the State.

We think It would be decidedly unfair to those engaged in the building trades,
as well as to the orchardists of this State to Increasc the duty on the Cauadian
lime, which would mean their being deprived of its use.

We sincerely hope that you will give this hatter your serious consideration
before acting upon it.Yours, very truly, SAN MATEO PLANINO MILL Co.

APIL 13, 1921.
Hon. HIRAM W. JOHNSON,

United States Senator, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR. SiR: We understand that the lime manufacturers of the Pacific coast

have appealed to the tariff committee to raise the duty on Canadian lime in
order to drive it out of the United States market.

As packers and shippers of deciduous fruits, we represent the Interests of a
great many orchardists of California.

We use many carloads of Canadian lime during the spraying season.
Lime used for spraying purposes must be strong, pure, and very finely

ground, so that it remains in suspension when in solution during the spraying
of trees.

The Canadian lime is more generally used by our orchardists and ourselves
than any of the Pacific coast products on account of its purity and superior
qualities.We understand that of all the lime used on this coast less-than 1 per cent
is Imported from Canada, therefore If this is correct, then the entry of Cana-
dian lime into the United States Is not a serious matter to the lime manufac-
turers of this coast.

Under these circumstances, we naturally feel that to raise the duty on Cana.
dian lime would do more harm than good.

Yours, very truly,
PioN FRUIT Co.

FRESNO, CALIF., April 11, 1921.
Hon. JOSEPH W. FORDNEY,

Chairman Committee on Wavs and Means,
House Ofie Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAn Sia: It has been called to our attention that the lime manufacturers of
the Pacific coast are endeavoring to have the tariff committee raise the duty
on Canadian lime In order to eliminate it from the Pacific coast market.

We beg to state in these regards that we have been using the Pacific Lime
Co.'s lime, made at Blubber Bay, Canada, for a long time and find that it is much
preferred for both plaster work and.vineyard spray solutions.

With reference to.its use in connection with home building, as used in plaster
putty, it is absolutely true that we have never had a single complaint against
this lime, while every other lime that we have ever handled has always caused
us more or less trouble.

We believe that It would be decidedly unfair to the building trades of this
State, as well as the vineyardists, to eliminate Blubber Bay lime from our
market. We pray that you give this matter due consideration before acting
upon it.

Yours, very truly,
31. KELLNER & SoN LUMiBER CO.
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APRIL 23, 1921.
Hon. JOSEPH W. FORD',NEY,

Chairman Committee on Ways and Means,
House Office Building, l'ashingtoii, D. 0.

HONORABLE SrM: We are advised that the competitors of Canadian lime are
endeavoring to have the import duty on Canadian lime Increased, and we wish
to go on record that we are opposed to such a measure for the reason that
Canadian lime is the best product available for spraying purposes.

The California Fruit Exchange represents approximately 50 cooperative fruit
growers' associations throughout the State of California, and all of these asso-
ciations are large users of lime, and all recommend the Canadian lime as being
far superior to our local products, because it makes a strong solution and is
free from grit, which are two very important factors in the process of spraying.

Very truly, yours,
CALIFORNIA FaUlT EXCIIANGE.

APRIL 0, 1921.
Hon. ARTHUR M. FRas

House OffIce Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: It has Just come to our notice that the manufacturers of lime In

this State are desirous of having the duty raised on Canadian lime so as to
stop the movement of this product into our territory. In this connection we wish
to say that we as a rule always go a long ways out of our way to patronize
home products but it so happens that we are now, and have for sometime past
been. receiving Blubber Bay lime from the Pacific Lime Co. of Canada and as
this Blubber Bay lime Is of very excellent quality and particularly adapted to
the needs of the orchardists in this vicinity we would very much regret to see'
anything happen that would prevent our being able to supply this grade of
material as we are at present.

As you are no doubt aware there Is considerable lime manufactured in this
State, but for spraying purposes it is not as satisfactory as'the Imported lime
above referred to on account of the excess amount of grit that It carries. This
seems to have the effect of cutting the plunger packing, valves, and nozzles of
the pumps and hose; and is not desired by the line-sulphur spray' industry
which is much in use here.

We sincerely trust, therefore, that the present duty of 5 per cent on Conadlan
lime will not be raised for should we be deprived of its use it will mean a great
loss to orchardists and others in this State. Anything that you could do, there-
fore, that might prevent any Increase over the present duty In this particular
instance will be very much appreciated by us.

It seems that this Blubber Bay lime on account of its extreme purity makes
a much stronger solution and further does not seem to precipitate while In solu.
tion, and this Item is very important with those using lime particularly for
spraying.

Yoijrs, very respectfully,
BORCHEH5s BRos.

Hon. A. M. FREE,
House Office Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR: We learn that there is a movement on foot to have the duty
raised on Canadian lime. If the duty is raised on this lime It will materially
add to the cost production for the orchardists of the Pacific coast, as thus far
it is the purest lime that has been produced, and the only lime we know (of
which will not precipitate while in solution. For this reason it is used almost
exclusively by the manufacturers of lime-sulphifr solution and Is very much
preferred by the growers themselves. We know the foregoing statements to be
facts from our experience of over 25 years in selling lime to the orchardists of
Santa Clara County, and sincerely hope the present duty will not be raised, as
It would simply mean added cost to production to the orchardists of California.

Yours, very trtily,
THE CUPERTINO STORE (INc.).
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YuRA. CITY, CALIF., April 18, 19 11.
Hon. CLARENCE. F. Cuny,

House Office Building, WValilngton, D. 0.
DEAR Sm: We understand the line manufacturers of the Pacific coast want

the duty raised on Canadian lime to drive it out of the coast markets where It
Is very much needed on account of its purity, used In spraying the thousands of
fruit trees covering hundreds of acres of land in Sutter and Yuba Counties.

The orchardists of Sutter and Yuba Counties are very partial to spray solu-
tion made of Pacific lime from Blubber Bay, Canada, for the reason It makes
a stronger solution and will not precipitate while in solution.

The lime made by the leading manufacturers of California will precipitate
while in solution, contains grit that cuts the plunger packing, valves, and noz-
zles of the pumps and hose, and is not desired by the orchardists.

We sincerely trust the present duty of 5 per cent on Canadian lime will not
be raised. Should we be deprived of Its use it will mean a great loss to the
orchardists of the Sacramento Valley.

Yours, very truly,
THE DIAMOND MATCH CO.

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator JONES of Washington. In the bill as it passed the House,
paragraph 204, the tariff on lime is 10 cents a hundred and on
hydrated lime it is 12 cents a hundred.

Former Congressman Humphrey, I understand, has appeared be-
fore the committee and presented that case, and it is not necessary
for me to go over it again, though I did want to call attention to it.

Our lime people feel that with this 10 cents they can not run. I
think Mr. Humphrey has pointed out the conditions pretty clearly.
and, as I say I. am not going to burden you by going over it again,
because I could only reiterate what he has already said. I hope that
the committee will give that item very careful consideration.

TALC.

[Paragraph 209.]

BRIEF OF CHESTER TOMSON, REPRESENTING E. E. & C. TOMSON
CO., OLINTON, N. 3.

Under rparaph 209, H. R. 7456, it is proposed to levy a duty of $5 per net ton
upon crude talc entering the United States.

This brief applies only to Canadian importation of crude talc.
We have been importers of crude talc from Canada for the last 14 years. This talc

in its crude form is not considered in competition, in any manner whatever, with the
talc products of the United States, became similar quality has not as yet been dis-
covered in the States, unless it may appear in the late discoveries upon the Pacific
coast. However, if found there its cost to eastern consumers would be prohibitive
under present freight tariffs.

This product, as far as our operatibn extend, Is used exclusively by the textile
manufactures, and Is commonly known as an invisible filler for their comm6lities,
and the demand is not large by those who use it.

Crude talc costs in Canada $8.50 per net ton. The incoming freight to our place of
oXeration is$7 per net ton. If a duty is exacted of $5 per net ton, it would mean that
the total cost of the crude talc would be almost as much as the now selling price of
the finished article would bring to the consuming trade, which would leave little or
nothing for the American grinders who finish and- prepare the material for the trade.

For the reasons advanced, *e strongly object to any duty whatever being imposed
upon crude talc entering the United States from Cani a.

If the committee will thoroughly investigate the merits of this objection, we are
well satisfied that the contention will be upheld and. the proposed duty upon crude
talc will be eliminated entirely.



FLINT GLASS PRODUCTS.

[Paragrapbs 217, 218, and 220.]

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. CLA KE, NATIONAL PRESIDENT
AMERICAN PLINT GLASS WORKERS' UNION, TOLEDO, OHIO.

Mr. CLARKE. I will say that I am here to-day in rather a unique
position. First of all, lam president of the glassworkers organi-
zation. We have been experiencing for years considerable difficulty
in placing our men at work because of imported glassware. On com-
ing into the position of president of the organization I felt that it
devolved upon me to a great extent to try to overcome that. And at
the termination of the war I suggested to the employers that a joint
committee be sent. to Europe to make a study of the situation there, and
Mr. T. W. McCreary, superintendent of the Phoenix Glass Co., of
Pittsburgh, Pa.. accompanied me. We made an investigation cover-
ing a period of five months, and Mr. McCreary is blere in the room.
W e agree on the results of our findings, and I want to say to you
that unless something is done--not only the adoption of the Ameri-
van valuation plan but a much higher rate of protection than that
outlined in the bill as it, comes from the Ways and Means Commit-
tee is given to the flint-glass industry of the United States-the in-
dustry will be ruined.

Senator MCCUMER. And that is basel upon the cheaper cost of
production?

1Mr. CLARKE. That is based upon the cheaper cost of production in
Germiany, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, and France, but particularly-

Senator MCCUMBER (interposing). You can give us a comparison,
can you, of the difference of the cost there and here?

M Mr. CLARKE. We can; yes, sir.
Senator M1CCIU3BER. Will you give it to usl
Senator S.%ioor. Is that jn your report?
Mr. CLARKE. It is in our report. We have printed reports.
Senator S.%iOOT. I think that would be the best way to do.
Mr. CLARKE. Let me say to you that in 1914, to the best of imy

knowledge, the wages of the glas.sworkers of Germany on an average
were $10.71 a week, based upon the American standard. The wages
of the nen whoin I represented at that time were $16.23 a week. We
were not able to compete with them; that is what actually helped me
suggest that the employers send a man to Europe with me, so that when
we appeared before any committee representing our Government we
would appear in unison, if it was possible for us to do so.

And let me inject here, to remove any suspicion on the part of
anyone-

Senator JoNEs. Do you not think it would have been advisable in
keeping with some other statements that are widespread in the
country to have had the public represented on your committee?

Mr. CLARKE. We would have been glad of that, Senator, and it was
suggested, but whether Ave suggested it to the proper people or not is
a matter of doubt. We would be glad to have a committee of that
character sent and join in that expression.

I have sent a separate report to the men who bore my expense,
covering 83 pages, which I shall be glad to submit.
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(Mr. McCreary submitted a report, covering 63 pages, to the peo-
ple that he represented, each writing up a separate and distinct
report.)

Senator MCCt.E 1 . Have you any epitomized statements of all
of those pages in such manner that you can put it before us in a
nutshell? f wish to impress upon our witnesses that when we get
to the consideration of this bill we have got to complete it within
some reasonable time and if we take one man's brief of eighty-odd
pages to read through, I am afraid there is not a single one of the
members of the committee who will tackle the subject of reading
it, and for that reason I would like to get tie matter boiled down
into something that we can utilize in the short space of time that
we can consider the bill and bring the real truths home to us. I
think you will realize that yourself.

Mr. CLA KE. You are quite correct, and if you would undertake
to read these reports, not being familiar wiih the industry, you
would not get out of them the same sense that I hope Mr. Mc.Nreary
and I could have put into a brief statement here this morning.

Senator Ssioor. Why do you not prepare a brief and have it
put in here? What I mean is just a short brief covering the point
that you want us to consider in connection with rates of duty that
you ask, and state plainly what you want, and then try to say why
you want it. Then we can get at that, and it will be consideredl
more by the committee than any other thing. What you might say
here, you know, is a physical impossibility to go over. I know you
have nade a study of it. I was interested in your statement that
you made before. But if you will get that boiled down into 10 or 12
pages here, and say just what you want* and why you want it,
it will amount to something. That is what I would do if I were
representing your industry and wanted this protection.

Senator XCCtUMiFpi. You can be given that time afterwards to
file a supplemental brief.

Mr. CLARKF. All right; will you give me 10 minutes now?
Senator JoNEs. Mr. Clarke, before you decide to limit yourself

to 10 minutes I would like for you to explain to us how Germany
handles that commodity-her control of the exports, and so on.

Mr. CLARKE. I can not answer that in that way, Senator. But I
can state to you what their cost of production is as compared with
our cost of production, and add to that that the men I am repre-
senting are not getting a living wage at the present time.

Senator JoNEs. I have no doubt that your statement on that would
be very illuminating. But I have understood that the German
Government, acting through some sort of an agency, controls the
price at which the commodities produced in Germany are sold
abroad, and I think that that is a very material factor in connection
with the actual cost of production in Germany, and I think the
committee would certainly desire some information regarding that.

Mr. CLARKE. There is only one phase of that that I can answer
directl,, and I would'say that while I was in Berlin I was advised
by a member of a tribunal which is composed of a certain number
of representatives of the Government, of the industry, and of the
workmen employed in that industry that they assemble and decide to
a great extent as to what the price of an exported article shall be-
that information was given to me by a mant named Herman Grunzel,
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vice president of the German Glass Workers of Germany, who is a
member of that tribunal.

Senator JoNES. If that price is so fixed without reference to its
cost of production entirely, I mean not depending entirely and solely
on costt of production but including the world market conditions,
can you not readily see that a mere statement of the cost of produc-
tion over there would not be of any special value at this hearingI

Mr. CLARKE. No; I disagree with you, because if I find skill: men
producing in Germany at the present time--the average skilled glass.
worker of Germany is earning $5.27 a week-that is maximum fig-
ure, in American money-

Senator JONES. We have alo been informed that the syndicate or
agency over there which fixes its export price pays back to the pro.
ducing concern a part of it, and the difference between the cost of

reduction and the export price dots not go altogether to the GermanU overnment.
Senator Sbowr. That is true; but as long as they can sell at the

low rice, Senator, they can take the market. Buft they are going
to sell just below our market, in order to take it, and just as close as
possible. But as long as they produce the goods for, say, one-third
in order to take the market they can go down the one-third if they
want to. But if they can sell it for more they are going to do it.

Senator JONES. Is that agency under the direction to any extent of
the Reparations Commission appointed under the Versailles treaty?

Mr. CLARKE. Not to my knowledge; no.
I was going to say there is an electric bulb in that bracket [indi-

cating chandelier in the committee room]. The cost of the.skilled
glassworker producing that in Germany to-day is not in excess of
15 cents a hundred-that is, for producing the glass bulb, not the
lamp-whole to-day in America the price of producing that bulb
amounts to $1.54.

Senator JoNEs. Ten times as much?
Mr. CLAnK. Ten times as much.
Senator JONES. But you want a tariff here of 1,000 per cent?
Mr. CLARKE. No.
Senator JoNs. Then, how can you hope to compete with that sort

of thing unless you get it?
Mr. CLARKE. I realize there is some difference between that cost in

Germany and the laying of that article down in America.
One essential thing, Mr. Chairman, that I would like to bring to

the attention of your committee was a misrepresentation made to
your committee on August 19 and appearing on pages 1365, 1366,
and 1370 of part 20 of the record. In kindness I wish to say that
I think the man who made the statement knew better but, like other
men, became excited and made some statements that, are absolutely
and positively inaccurate; and I refer to the testimony of Mr.
W. A. B. Daizell, of Moundsville, W. Va., who made the statement
here that the glassworkers worked but three hours a day. I called
his attention to that and asked that his statement be corrected
and he has corrected it, but it is not correct yet. He sent me a
copy of his correction. He said that we work six hours a day, but
I want to say to you-and challenge contradiction by Mr. Dalzell
or any other employer in the United States or Canada-that in no
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instance do the men that I represent work less than eight hours a
day and, in most instances, they work 81 hours a day prod ucing, and
are required to work from 30 minutes to an hour and a half a day in
addition to that in preparing to produce and putting their tools
away after the day's production is over.

I make that statement to correct the record, so that no man will
be misled. Senator Reed evidently was misled when Mr. Dalzell
made his statement before this committee.

Senator JoNES. And are they paid a daily wage on the basis of
the hours which you have mentioned?

Mr. CLARKE. Ninety per cent of our workers work on a piecework
basis-unlimited production. So they are paid entirely on the piece
system.

I am going to pass over a lot of statistics that I had prepared here
for the purpose of conforming to the request made by the chairman.

But if there is any doubt in the mind of any man here about this
glassware being made in Germany below our cost, or about it being
laid down in America while our men are walking the streets in idle-
ness, I wish that you would question me while I am here; and if
you do not question me I will take it for granted that you believe
that the ware is made over there at a figure that enables it to be
sent in here as I claim, and that you are willing to admit that our
men are walking the streets in idleness while this ware is being sent
into America.

Senator JONES. Would you assume the converse of that proposi-
tion if we did ask you questions-that we were opposed to any pro-
tection of this industry?

Mr. CLARKE. Well, judging from some of the statements that I
have heard I do believe that there are some members of the commit-
tee who are opposed to giving this industry any protection.

Senator JoNEs. I think I can say to you, Mr. Clarke, as well as to
other witnesses, that all of the questions which I have been asking
here have been with a view of developing the different phases re-
lating to the various commodities, reserving absolutely any judg.
ment as to hat should be done later.

Mr. CLARKE. That is a right that you have, of course, just as much
as I have a right to present evidence here to show that. ' or instance,
in Alexandria,'Ind., a company that is producing lamp chimneys
and selling them in Chicago for $1.35, that I do not think can pro.
duce them for less, has lost its business to a German concern that was
selling a substitute, practically as good, for 30 cents a dozen.

Senator JONES. You have mentioned one article, these electric.
light bulbs here, as being produced in Germany at 15 cents a hun-
dred, the cost in thia country leing $1.50 a hundred. Is that typical
of the glass industry generally?

Mr. CLARKHE. I do not think it would go quite that strong.
Senator JONES. How strong would it go, in your opinion?
Mr. CLARKE. I will say 8 to 1.
Senator JoNEs. And how much of a tariff are you asking here?
Mr. CLARKE. The tariff asked by the committee that represented

the manufacturers was 60 and 65 per cent.
I want to second the excellent statement of Mr. Nicholas Kopp

when he appeared before you representing the manufacturers, and
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I think every statement he gave was in harmony with the absolute
facts.

Personally, I do not think 60 and 65 per cent will protect us to the
extent we should be protected, but it wil be a great deal better than
at the present time, providing we get the American valuation along
with that; if we do not get the American-valuation plan, I have no
hopes of being able to get a tariff sufficiently high to protect the in-
dustry and the men I speak for.

Senator Joxzs. If you get your 60 per cent on the American valu-
ation plan on these electric-light bulbs, at what price must they be
sold at, wholesale, in Germany, in order to compete with that same
bulb here?

Mr. CLARKE. Well, unfortunately, I can not tell you exactly what
the price is in America; I can only suggest that to the best of my
knowledge it runs about $27 a thousand. If you place 60 per cent
on the $27 value--

Senator JONES (interposing). For the purpose of easy figuring,
let us call it $30.

Mr. CLARKE. Then you would get $18--
Senator JoNEs (interposing). You would have $18 duty ?
Mr. CLARKE. $18 duty to add to a $1.50-
Senator JONES (interposing). You will have $18 duty, and then

the importing dealer, who usually charges 25 per cent, does he not,
for handling goods of that sort-his expenses, overhead charges, and
so on?

Mr. CLARKE. I could not tell you that.
Senator JoN.s. On his sale prices It has been so testified to by

other witnesses that that is the common percentage.
So you would have 60 per cent of your $30, or $18 in duty; and

$7.50 would be the dealer's expenses and overhead charges, and so on,
which would make $2.50; and then there are current cartage charges,
and so on, which generally are figured at Ij per cent additional.

So that a thousand of those bulbs, which would cost $4.05 in Ger-
many, would have to sell in this country for $30 to compete with your
product on the basis of 60 per cent duty, American valuation plan.
And is that what you want; you think you need that much?

Mir. CLARKE. Well, I could not agree with your figures without
taking a pencil and figuring it out in my own way.

But what we need, and what we want, is some rule and some rate
that will prevent that ware from coming into America while the men
who live in America and who are able to make this ware walk the
streets in idleness.

Senator JONES. What we are endeavoring to get at is the amount
here. I take it that there is going to be a duty put upon this glass.
ware, and we want to get at some reasonable amount, and you are
asking 60 and 65 per cent, and I think we ought to have something
here to indicate that you need that much, something besides the mere
investigation as to the cost of labor in Germany. There are other
considerations over there which make the price of the product more
than you indicate by the cost of the labor.

Mr. CLARKE. I disagree with you there. I venture the statement
that if we take into consideration the unskilled as well as the skilled
labor the difference would be greater than I have suggested.
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Senator JoNES. But are there not some other factors entering into
the production of glassware over there besides labor which should be
taken into consideration?

Mr. CLARKe. Will you suggest what they are?
Senator JONES. You are familiar with the industry, and I am not.

I am asking you because you are here asking for a duty of 60 per cent
as a minimum, and I think you should make the showing.

Mr. CLRKE. I am saying to you that if you take into considera-
tion the skilled labor, also the coal, sand, soda, and the other in-
gredients that constitute the glass, that they have still a greater ad-
vantage than I suggest on the skilled labor.

Senator JoxEs. You are now getting at the very thing I would like
to have you talk about; hitherto you have only mentioned that labor.
What about the soda and the silica and other things that enter into
the manufacture of glass. the supply of that and its cost; and what
about your overhead charges, taxes, and that sort of thing over there?

Mr. CLarKE. I do not consider myself a sufficient authority to go
into that phase of the subject.

Senator JONES. We have had an abundance of statements here as
to the cost of German labor, but we have not had any statement, as
I recall, going into the question of taxation and other factors which
enter into the cost of production over there,

Senator MOCubmm. Do you know what these bulbs that you speak
of, for instance that are produced by the German labor for about 15
cents a hundred sell for at wholesale in the German market?

Mr. CLARK. i do not know, but I was told last week by a man
who handles them in New York that they are laid down in the United
States for from $19 to $22 a thousand.

Senator McCuIemP. What can we lay them down here for, with
the present cost of labor?

1%1r. CLARKn. Our labor cost is $15.40 a thousand for the skilled
labor only. This does not include the things that the Senator has
suggested, such as overhead, fuel, and the ingredients that go to
make up the glass, and all the other additional expenses that must
be added thereto.

Senator MoCubBER. You want enough to cover the difference be-
tween what it can be laid down for by the Germans and what it can
be produced for in the United States?

Mr. CLAKn. I do not believe we would need that entirely, because
I think we are more proficient, to some extent, in producing.

Senator McCu mBE. I am saying, wvhat it can ie laid down at?
Mr. CLARKE. Oh, yes.
Senator MCCUMBERl. That takes into consideration that whole sub-

ject.
Senator JoNEs. If it merely cost 15 cents a thousand for the labor

cost-a
Mr. CLARKE (interposing). A hundred.
Senator JoNms. That continue in Germany to produce those and

they are selling them here in this country at $22 or $23 a thousand,
there must be some other factor somewhere of greater importance than
the mere labor cost in Germany must there not?

Mr. CL.ARK The only factor i see is that the German manufacturer
is making a greater profit now than he ever made before.



Senator JoNzs. You say that that is all you saw. Have you made
an investigation of that?

Mr. CLARKE. Of the profits?.
Senator JONES. Yes.
Mr. CLAnKE. I have some statistics here on the profits in Belgium

that were given to us in December when we were there a year ago
this month.

Senator JoNEs. I think those factors I have suggested would be
more important here and, perhaps, a good deal more important than
the mere cost of labor over there. That factor of labor we have
heard over and over again; everybody seems to know the cost of labor
in Germany. One man here said that the cost of labor was only
4 cents a day in Germany.

MIr. ('Y.%nKE,. I did not find anything that low. Let me say this,
that I will be glad to submit those figures in my brief.

Senator Jo.Nx:s. We will be very glad to get any direct information,
Mr. Clarke. You have made an investigation over there, and I think
you ought to be able, and no doubt will, to give ustsome very valuable
information. But my request is that you go into those otler factors
as much in detail as you can, so that we may have something before
us besides this question of labor that we have heard so much about.

Mr. (LAnKE.1 et me say this. and then I will not take up any more
of your time, that an international conference composed of the repre-
sentatives of the glassworkers of all countries was held in Amster-
dam, and I endeavored to try to do something to have the workers
over there assist us so that we would not be required to reduce our
wages or increase our working hours in order to give our men an
opportunity to work-and the wages of our men have never been in
excess of $35.02 a week in over 40 years. We failed in that direction.
Since then we have come home-I may inject here that in a pub-
lic address in the city of Weisswasser I notified the Germans-I
think there were possibly 7,000 people there-that unless something
was done to protect us we would have to protect ourselves and that it
would he a matter of the survival of the fittest.

After my return home I recommended to our workers that we
would have to reduce our wages, and we have reduced our wages from
10 to 30 per cent, not alone to meet foreign competition, but the 30
per cent in the one department was primarily granted to meet foreign
competition, and we have not been able to (o it.

I will be glad to submit here a printed statement to the secretary
showing the reductions we have accepted since the Tth day of Sel;.
tember, ranging from 10 to 30 per cent.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

CONFERENCE 8ETTr.IUN INTS.

Feeling that a concise statement In our records giving an outline of the ap-
proximate reductions suffered iii the different departments may serve a gool
purpose, if for no other reason thai that of ready reference and comparison, I
append the following:

Department and reduction. Per cent.

Press ------------------------------------------------------------- 10
Press prescriptions, stoppers ---------------------------------------- 15
Press prescription, ointment pots ------------------------------------- 12
Off-hand stoppers ------------------------------------------------- 10
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Per cent.
Cutting ------------------------------------------------------------ 10-20
Chimney 15
Punch tumbler and stem ware ............ 131
Bulb (failed to agree at first conference and a second conference has not

been held).
Mold making, National Association of Manufacturers ----------------- i
Mold making, bottle manufacturers (failed to agree, but we have advised

our workers to conform to the settlement made with the national as-
sociation).

Paste mold, lighting goods ----------------------------------------- 10
Paste mold, table and bar ware -------------------------------------- 13
Paste mold, machine (Phoenix Glass Co.) --------------------------- 18
Caster place, offhand, paste mold, and burst-off blanks 13 to 20 but

averages -------------------------------------------------------- 15-17
Caster place, pressed lead blanks ----------------------------------- 12
Caster place, pressed lime blanks ----------------------------------- 12
Caster place, thermos bottles --------------------------------------- 17
Caster place, chemical and general lines ----------------------------- 171
Iron mold --------------------------------------------------------- 10
Shade and globe --------------------------------------------- 15
Machine press ---------------------------------------------- 10
Insulator (failed to agree at first conference aid u second conference

has not been held).
Stopper grinding (we hold no wage conferences).
Lamp working, suffered 15 per cent in January and another 15 per

cent in September --------------------------------------
Oven ware ------------------------------------------------- 12

Those who analyze the foregoing figures may conclude that In some In.
stances they are not absolutely accurate. However, it must be borne in mind
that it Is impossible to give other than an approximate result in a concise
statement because of the fact that some workmen suffered a greater reduction
than others.

On the subject of bulbs, lamp chimneys, shades, globes, lighting
goods, and chemical ware, which was not made here previous to
the war and which the Government appealed to the officers of our
organization and to the manufacturers to go into this line of ware
during the war because they could not get it, permit me to say that
it is all leaving us at the present time, and I have telegrams here from
employers and workers appealing to me to see if we can not do some-
thing to retain that trade.

Orders for thermos bottles are coming in as many as 2,000,000 in
one order while our men at Vineland, N. J., and other cities ara
walking the streets in idleness. While I was in Weisswasser the
superintendeLt of the company told me as well as Mr. McCreary,
my colleague, that that very day he refused an order for 50,000,004)
electric bulbs to be sent to America because they could not supply
* their own trade, but that if they had been able to supply their own
trade at that time they would have sent the 50,000.000 bulbs.

I do not come here in the spirit of saying that you must do this
or that; I come here more in the spirit of appealing to you to do
something, beggingyou to do something, that will enable us to put
our men at work. I am open to any question that anyone wants to
propound, but your time is valuable and my statement may not be
read.

Senator JoNES. What were those electric-light bulbs selling for
before the war, Mr. Clarke?

Mr. CLAnKz. In America?
Senator JONES. In America.
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Mr. CLARKE. I would say that in 1911 which is the only accurate
statement that I could give you, they sold at $18 or $19.1 am really
not an authority on that, but that evidence has come out in some of
our joint conferences with the manufacturers.

Senator MCCUMBER. If yOU will file an abbreviated brief the com-
mittee will be glad to have it.

Senator JoNEs. But put in such of these other matters as you can.
Mr. CLARKE. We have some data on that and Mr. McCreary will

be glad to do that. Mr. McCreary is here if you wish to hear from
him.

(The following report was submitted:)

EUROPE'S FLINT GLASS INDUSTRY.

(By Win. P. Clarke, president American Flint Glass Workers' Union, Toledo, Obio.)

As an introduction to this document it appears to me quite proper to give a
brief rdsum6 of our relations with our brethren across the sea. By so doing
it will enable those who take up the work where I leaye off to more readily
and easily comprehend all that has gone before in our efforts to attain an
international understanding that would mean an end to ruinous competition
against the organized American workmen in the flint-glass industry.

The importation of glassware from abroad at a cost below that at which
similar ware can be produced in America has frequently caused much annoy.
ance to the officers and members of the American Flint Glass Workers' Union
and to the manufacturers employlug our members.

At a bulb conference in the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio, November 23.
1901, the workers presented a proposition to the bulb manufacturers calculated
to increase the wages of bulb blowers from $2.15 to $2.25, and bulb gatherers
from $1,80 to $1.40 per turn.

The manufacturers opposed the increase and set forth claims of "foreign
competition" with such force that a resolution was presented and adopted,
which provided:

"That a committee be appointed to Investigate the seriousness of foreign com-
petition on bulbs, and that the workers work under protest from December 1,
1901. If the committee decides that the companies can pay the Increases, the
increase shell be paid from December 1, 1901. If the committee reports that
foreign competition Is so serious that it will be necessary for the workers to
grant some concessions to meet the competition, then the matter shall be referred
to a vote of the trade for approval or disapproval. If-the workers reject the
proposition, the wages shall remain the same."

PRESIDENT ROWE'S EUROPEAN INvESTIGATIONS.

Mr. T. W. Rowe, then vice president of the union, and Mr. E. J. Barry, man-
ager of the Libbey Glass Works. Toledo, Ohio, were chosen to make the investi-
gation. On their return from Europe Mr. Rowe presented a written report,
which was exceedingly brief, while Mr. Barry, so far as I am aware, made a
verbal report only.

Mr. Rowe's report and reference to the report made by Mr. Barry can be
found in the minutes of a bulb conference held in the Boody'House, Toledo, Ohio,
May 12, 1902, and printed in circular No. 42, May 29, 1902.

The outcome of the conference was that the manufacturers refused to pay the
increases, and this resulted in a strike, which began on May 17, 1902, and con-
tinued until August 9, 1902, at which time the manufdcturers agreed to the
contentions of the workers only In so far as wage increases were concerned,
while the workers waived their claim for back pay. As a result of this dispute
the members of local unions Nos. 28 and 81, of Toledo, and No. 31, of Fostoria,
were involved In the strike, and in thlq contest the union expended $21,029.50
for strike benefits alone.

During the month of May, 1903, an appeal for aid was received from the
National Flint Glas Makers' Society of Great Britain and Ireland, which
society was then involved in a struggle with their employers. While their ap-
peal for financial assistance was pending before our trade, Messrs. 3. 3. Rudge
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and John Husselbee, officers of the society, were authorized to visit America
and attend our Cincinnati convention. The final disposition of the request for
financial assistance was that our membership authorized that 13,000 be do-
nated.

During the year 1906 National Secretary John L. Dobbins lost his health.
The Sea Isle City, N. J., convention advised that he be given a leave of absence.
With a feeling that an ocean voyage would aid him. he visited England, Ireland,
France, and other countries, during which time he made social calls on our
brethren across the sea.

The next occasion on which our organization was represented officially In
Europe was at an International congress composed of representatives of organi-
zations of glassworkers from several European countries, and which was held
in Berlin, Germany, on September 13, 1911. This subject was brought to the
attention of our Toledo (1910) convention, resulting in Mr. T. W. Rowe, then
president of the union, being authorized to attend. President Rowe's report of
this congress was submitted to the Montreal convention, published in book
form. It covered 69 pages, was generously distributed, and served an excellent
purpose.

Three years later another international congress was to have been held in
Milan, Italy, in September, 1914. President Rowe at our Newark, Ohio, con-
vention brought the matter to the attention of the delegates, recommending that
our organization be represented. The committee on officers' reports advised
that the recommendation be disposed of in open convention. The convention
approved the recommendation of the president, and the writer, who then occu-
pied the position of national secretary-treasurer, was chosen by acclamation to
represent the American Flint Glass Workers' Union at the Milan gathering.

WORLD WAR CAUSED POSTPONEMENT.

With credentials and transportation in my possession, and as I was about
to depart, the World War broke out, necessitating postponement of the congress.
However, the war was also responsible for European importations being prac-
tically stopped. But this suspension was only temporary. The armistice was
signed November 11, 1918, and in a short time thereafter the inflow of foreign
products was again resumed. The effects of the revival of this foreign competi-
tion were quickly noticed by many of our repres iitative men, and they fre-
quently urged that another investigation of Eurolkvn industrial conditions be
made.

At the Atlantic City convention, July, 1920, the question was brought to the
attention of the committee on officers' reports, and this committee's recoln.
mendation follows:

"That if an international congress composed of glnssworkers is called. the
delegate elected at the Newark, Ohio, convention, and confirmed at the Colum.
bus, Ohio, convention, be in attendance; and, if the international congress be
not called, that President Clarke be sent to investigate the conditions prevailing
in foreign countries.

" We further recommend that If the officers of the national union deem it wise
to make an Investigation in Japan. that our president be sent. The expenses of
both Investigations to be paid from the national treasury."

(in August 12,1920, a comnmniltion from Emil (;irhlg. secretary of the Inter-
national Olnssworkers' Organization. Berlin, Getninny, contained the informa-
tion that it would be Impossible for the congress to ',e assembled during the
year. Conditions resulting from war readjustment determined your officers in
agreeing that the investigation provided for in the resolution adopted at the
Atlantic City convention be made without further delay.

If personal desires were given consideration In preference to duty, br If the
advice were accepted of those who generously expressed the belief that the
greatest amount of pleasure usually attendant on a mission of this character
should be secured, then the trip would have been postponed tutil spring. low-
ever, the trend of business conditions at that time and since justified my belief
that we were on the verge of an Industrial panic, and as I was desirous of
securing Information that might aid in the task of guiding the organization
through the depressing times that appeared just ahead, I decided that duty
came first. So the journey was undertaken when the weather was very dis-
agreeable and travel exceedingly unpleasant, causing numberless hardships.
It would have been easy to avoid these had not Oluty been the determining
factor.
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In addition, Industrial unrest appeared on every hand. Men and women were
In Idleness everywhere in Europe, and our own Industries were beginning to shut
down. Parades made up of unemployed were of frequent occurrence in Eng-
land. Strikes were happening daily, and poverty and distress seemed to per-
meate all of Europe. These conditions added to the discomfort of travel and
greatly detracted from the pleasure that one would naturally expect to be as-
sociated with such a journey. However, I am compensated in the knowledge
of a duty well done, and feel that the information acquired has already enabled
me to so shape our policy in relation to foreign Importations that the wages
of our members have and shall continue to be protected to a far greater degree
than If the investigation had been delayed.

DIFFICULTIES IN PREPARING 7HIS REPORT.

In the preparation of this report it would be Impracticable to even attempt a
detailed review of all that attracted our attention abroad, nor would it serve
the purpose that prompted the Investigation. This investigation was Intended
to be centered upon the flint-glass industry alone, nevertheless one must not
lose sightof the fact that numerous things which have a direct bearing on the
relation of the glassworker to the glass Industry must be comprehended In order
to even remotely understand the industry as It is conducted in the Old World.

The subjects of fuel, power, materials, shipping facilities. location, peculiar
construction of plants, child labor, natural advantages, equipment, money, ex-
change, communication, packing, language, measurements, weights, capacities,
production, selection, skill, methods of producing, market for ware, taste, good-
will, ingenuity, necessity, and determination constitute but a few of the many
things that could be treated in this report were it not for the fact that it would
mean a document so voluminous that it would not be read.

Since the close of the war stability has been lacking In Europe. This Is ap-
parent on every hand, with the cost of materials and shipping constantly in-
creasing. Added to this is the fluctuating value of foreign money as compared
with the standard of the American dollar, the dlssatlsfled toiler, the ever-
Increasing cost of living, and higher wage scales that only hold good for n short
period of time-all these things tend to make the task of preparing this report
one of great difficulty.

For example, in Germany we found glass manufacturers and workers making
wage scales to continue in effect for a period of 30 days only, and while we
were In Czechoslovakia the workers gave the employers only 24 hours to make
answer to a demand for a 30 per cent increase in wages. Since we have re-
turned to America, we have been advised that a new wage scale has been made
in the glass industry of Germany.

For the foregoing reasons It will be seen my task In treating the subject
is a difficult one. Therefore I must use my own judgment In revieming the
things that have a direct bearing on our industry and give such Information
as my experience justifies me in Imparting to those whose Interests I am obliged
to protect and advance.

MANUFACTURERS SEND A REPRESENTATIVE.

Believing that every precaution should be taken to make our labors while
abroad tile success that they should be, and realizing also that the manufac-
turers should be familiar with the facts as they exist, so that our joint rela-
tions might be continued with a thorough understanding of conditions prevail-
lng, we endeavored to influence the National Association of Manufacturers of
Pressed and Blown Glassware to select a representative to accompany the rep-
resentative of the workers. This was agreed to, but at- the last minute the
manufacturers' executive board decided not to send a delegate. However, a
small group of manufacturers, who had formerly suffered because of the In-
roads of foreign importation, agreed to defray the expenses of a representa-
tive, and Mr. Thomas W. McCreary, superintendent of the Phoenix Glass Co.,
Monaca, Pa., was chosen to accompany me. We sailed from New York on the
steamer Adriatic, October 20, 1920, and landed In Southampton October 30. The
return journey was' made on the steamer France, which sailed from Havre,
France, on 'March 0, 1921, and reached New York, Sunday, March 13.
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'RATERNAL UNDERSTANDING.

Realizing that nothing could be accomplished through the channel of legisla-
tion, for the reason that the International congress would not be held, and
being desirous of contributing to a plan that might ultimately culminate in a
better fraternal understanding between the flint-glass workers of Europe and
those for whom I was authorized to speak, It seemed to me such an under-
standing could be best obtained by mingling with and forming a friendship
with their representative men. In this way I hoped to learn of the difficulties
of the glassworkers abroad, their accomplishments, their aspirations, and, at
the same time, avail myself of the opportunity to relate the obstacles to progress
and the hardships of our own organization and Indicate the problems that
stRnd in our way to further advancement.

It is pleasing to record that every courtesy wus extended to me by all trade-
union officials with whom I came In contact, and a bond of fraternal friendship
formed that should augur well for the future. I am confident that those who
understand our difficulties will give greater consideration to our views than if
we were unknown to one another.

BREAKAOE IN FOREIGN SHIPMENTS.

The amount of breakage I witnessed when American goods were unpacked
was astonishing. Our information was that loss due to breakage ranged from
7 to 100 per cent. A package containing 18 pieces was opened In my presence,
and 8 of them were broken; another containing 6 pieces. 2 of which were
broken; and a third containing 6 pieces showed four broken; or 44 per cent
broken In the first, 83 per cent in the second, and 66 per cent in the third
package. To show the contrast, a package from Sweden was then unpacked, and
each and every piece was in perfect condition, but a package from Germany
showed 16 out of 54 pieces, or 30 per cent, broken.

This not only angered the jobber and caused an excessive loss, but it brought
dissatisfaction all along the line and resulted In the jobber discontinuing the
handling of certain articles because of his failure to obtain the ware in salable
condition; My observation justifies me In declaring that the material-hay,
excelsior, etc.-used by the American manufacturers for packing was of such a
poor quality-no body to It-that the weight of the articles caused the ware to
work its way through the "packing" and rest either against the edge of the
box or against another article, with the resultnt breakage. This Inefflclency In
packing serves to injure our foreign trade.

FOREIGN CORRY-85PONVENCE.

After wrestling with foreign languages for months, Interviewing business men,
traveling men, and taking into consideration many things thatt came to me by
personal experience, I unhesitatingly declare that employers who send mail and
catalogues printed In English to foreign countries where English Is not spoken
make a monumental blunder, for the reason that the recipient gains little in.
formation and less satisfaction from sucl literature, as it Is not printed il a
language he understands. Hence the mail and catalogues fail In their mnlsson.
To fully understand my viewpoint, one need only try to read a letter, cata-
logue, or price list printed in a language with which he Is not acquainted. It
may cost a little more to have the translation done at home, but a thing that's
worth doing at all should be worth dolng right. If some one dNs it better than
you, then you lose out.

EASY FOR FOREIGNERS.

While we were abroad we were treated with respect on every hand and
quite generously received by all with whom we came In contact. However,
our attention.was called many times to the willingness of American manufac-
turers to admit strangers to their works, in contrast to the reluctance of some
European employers to grant similar privileges, hence this could not help but
Impress me and now suggests this brief reference In this report.

MY TRAVELOGUE.

Believing that the readers of the American Flint would be Interested in my
travels abroad, and that much could be said in -a series of articles of this
nature that would convey Information and furnish entertaining reading, I
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began in the January Issue a series under the foregoing title. The numerous
complimentary references to the "Travelogue" have encouraged a continua.
tion of my contributions. It is certainly pleasing to me to know that my
efforts to enlighten and entertain our members have met with such a generous
response.

CTA55 DiSTINCTION.

One of the Old World customs that is exceedingy noticeable in practically
nil of Europe is class distinction. They have their first, second, and third
class railway trains, first and second class cars, and, Judging from the general
attitude of all the people, one gains the impression that many of the natives
entertain the idea that they must have first, second, and third class people.

This Is certainly a blot upon Europe, and as long as it continues there will
never be that degree of unity and genuine understanding abroad that is so
wholesome in America. It will not come until the mental attitude of one class
toward the other is altered. This change, however, is not possible with the
present generation, as class distinction Is too firmly rooted, at least that is my
belief.

WHERE EUROPEAN OLASS TS PRODUCED.

It is generally understood and admitted by jobbers abroad that, as a rule,
England produces the packing goods, Germany and Czechoslovakia the light-
Ing goods, while Belgium leads in the making of blown tableware.

ENLAND.

On the whole, the flint-glass industry in the British Isles need not cause us
great concern. Their works are antiquated and their manufacturers and
workers appear to be lacking in progressive ideas. Most of their plants were
built many years ago and Are without wind and other facilities. In many
factories one can not find a glory hole, and, where they exist, they are gen-
erally fired with coal. Even some of their furnaces are fired with coal from
the factory floor proper, thus indicating how much out of date their plants
are. A few of the "cone" shaped factories, Inside of which the workmen
are required to work, are still in use. The picture of one appears on page
14 of this record.

Efforts are now being made to modernize the glass industry In so far as
the making of packing goods is concerned, and they have progressed to such an
extent that it is predicted that within a few years production will surpass
consumption, causing the English manufacturers to seek outside markets for
their ware.

At the present time England is being flooded, so to speak, with Imported
glassware. This ware comes principally from Czechoslovakia, Germany, Bel-
glum, Sweden, and America. The glass manufacturers and their workers have
united In an effort to have the Government enact an antidumping law that
will protect their glass industry.

While we found considerable ware In England that was made in the United
States, we were, nevertheless, constantly and persistently advised that unless
the cost of glass from the United States was lowered the Americans would
lose the English market to othir competitors.

AGAINST DUMPING.

In a document compiled by the National Flint Glass Makers' Society of
Great Britain dealing with "dumping" or importation, they say: "One in-
stance of a particular case where goods invoiced in Czeclioslovaklan currency
at fourteen times the prewar prices, are nevertheless being sold in this country
at less than prewar prices." and concludes by "calling upon the Government to
fulfill Its pledges to the Immediate Introduction of a measure to provide against
dumping, etc." They continue by saying that "actual cost of production in
Czechoslovakia Is greatly in excess of that In Great Britain," and then, to
show how the low value of the money of Ozechoslovakia affects the situation,
they relate that "a 'glass sugar dredger of Czechoslovakian manufacture is
offered to British silversmiths at 100 crowns per dozen, which equals at the

81527-22-misc--10
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prewar rate of exchange, say, $32.86," and that "British glass manufacturers
could sell this article to-day at a profit at $7.29 per dozen. Owing to exchange
the price actually paid by the silversmiths is approximately $2.55 per dozen."

ENGLISH UONEY.

The money exchange is a determining factor, the English money being 30
per cent below par. I cite the following terms of English money and the
amount they represent in United States currency:

One penny ----------------------------------------------------------- $0.02
Threepence ---------------------------------------------------------- .06
Sixpence ------------------------------------------------------------ .12
Mhlling ------------------------------------------------------------- . 24
Florin (2 bob) ------------------------------------------------------. 48
One-half crown ------------------------------------------------------ .60
Ten shillings -------------------------------------------------------- 2.40
One pound (£) ------------------------------------ --------- 4.86
One guinea ---------------------------------------------------------- 5.10

ANOLO-MZECHIOSLOVAKIA TRADINO CO.

This company has an office at No. 14 Hanover Square, W. 1, London. Here
we inspected an array of samples. The men in charge took pride in comparing
their glass with Belgian-made, and offered to sell us cordials made In Czecho-
slovakia at a price of 84 cents a dozen, as compared with a similar article
from Belgium which cost $1.68 a dozen.

They offered to sell us 10-inch white shades, blown in a paste mold, for
$2.88 a dozen; electrics at $2.16 a dozen, and hexagon-shaped electries at $3.88
a dozen, package free, and they would stand 5 per cent breakage. They con-
cluded with the statement that, even though our tariff was increased 100 per
cent, they could put the ware in America cheaper than we could make it.
Following are some prices quoted by another jobber In England:

Duplex chimneys ---------------------------------------- per gross__ $17.28
No. 10 bulge chimneys ------------------------------------- do ---- 23.04
No. 8 bulge chimneys -------------------------------------- do ---- 21.60
No. 10 line Kosmas ---------------------------------------- do ------ 9.30
No. 6 line Kosmas ------------------------------------------ do ------ . 64
9-inch opal shades, 21-inch fitter -------------------------- per dozen-- 2.76
10-Inch opal shades, 21-inch fitter --------------------------- do ------ 2.94

The following prices were quoted with packages free and breakage guaran-
teed not to exceed 5 per cent. This ware comes from Sweden and Czecho-
slovakia.

A pressed fluted-bottom soda tumbler was brought to our attention. This
article was made in the United States and cost $1.28 a dozen laid down In
London, while a Belgian manufacturer has substituted a paste mold tumbler
of like capacity with cut flutes at a price of 84 cents a dozen.

Our information was to the effect that the selling price of flint glass in
England had Increased during the past six years from 00 to 400 per cent.

CHEMICAL WARE.

At Blackhorme Lane, about 9 nlle, out of London, the United Glass Bottle
Co. has a plant in which they are making chemical ware. They have two
square furnaces of four pots each and one hexagon-shaped furnace holding six
pots, each pot holding 900 pounds, and three melts are secured from each pot
each week.

The workers, all of whom ore quite young, gather and blow their own ware
from the time they are first allowed to go on the foot bench. If they are not
competent workmen at the age of 18 they are discharged on the theory that they
will not make "good." The ages of the workers range from 14 to 24, but only
two were over 20 years. They work 81 hours, piecework, taking "115 minutes
for tea" each turn and making other stops during the turn. They earn about
£4 ($10.44) per week. They were making beakers, flasks, and similar articles.

Practically all girls were employed In the lamp room of this plant; most of
them were under 16 years of age, the law permitting children of 14 years to
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work. However, the new -law will raise the age limit to 16. These girls were
paid from 15 to 20 shillings ($8.60 to $48) a week.

ELECFIZO BULBS.

In the making of electric bulbs each man gathers and blows his own. At the
Bolton Millls plant, Wordaley, we were advised that the price paid the workmen
was 63 cents pet 100. Our wage scale calls for $1.54 per 100 for gathering and
blowing similar bulbs. The average production was from 850 to 900 each day
of nine hours.

In Lemington we found four 10 and four 5 pot furnaces from which bulbs
and tubing were being made. This company employs 130 bulb workers. All
bulb workmen gather and blow their own. Six men work from one pot and
use only one marvelor and two molds. The marvelor is placed between the
dummies on which the molds are worked. Three men work from one end and
three from the other end of the marvelor. The marvelor Is about 4 feet In
length. The workmen follow one another like bottle blowers, three blowing
in each mold. They formerly worked three shifs in this plant, while now they
work only one shift of seven hours; 8 to 12 and I to 4. The pots hold only
WO pounds an(u are IRled each evening, the glass being melted at night and
ready to work the following day. The workmen work in the same place ill the
time. The average production in seven hours was 667 pieces per man. Strange
us It may appear, the management at Lemilngton Informed us that his produc-
tion Is greater with one shift than It formerly was when they operated the plant
on a three-shift system.

Before the war they paid 18 cents per hundred to workmen for' gatherli g
and blowing their own. They now pay 40c per hundred, plus 20 per cent. In
addition to this they pay a bonus on "mars." production. This requires that
the production must average better than 3.200 per man per week. To encour-
age men to come to work they are guaranteed 84 cents If they report for work
and only make a few bulbs. The ages of the workers range from 15 to 22
years. The pots are elevated and the workmen work on a foot bench like at a
continuous tank. The dummies are on a level with the foot bench. The wamre
Is selected in the factory. Their product Is not as good as that made In
America, anti the selection Is very liberal. They also have the Westlnke
machine Installed at this works.

CONDITIONS IN SCOTLAND.

At the Norton Park Works, Edinburgh, Scotland, they have two furnaces,
one 12 and the other 10 pots, and employ 36 bulb shops. The ages of the
workers range from 13 to 28 years, the majority of whom are under 22. When
we were there they had but one girl making bulbs. She wa.s working out of a
pot with three men. Each workman gathers and blows his own. Four shops
are placed In one pot. In most cases each workman has his own marvelor and
mold. Little time is spent In marveling the glass, and they go In the mold
with the glass much hotter than do the American workmen. They are pald
as follows:

Per 100.
Miniatures --------------------------------------------------------- 0. 44
No. 17 -------------------------------------------------------------- 54
No. 19 ---------------------------------------------------- 541
No. 21 ----------------------------------------------------. 62
No. 400 ------------------------------------------------------------ 1.02

Those who earn as much as $14.70 In a week are given a bonus of $1.20. If
they make G00 good! bulbs each (lay In tie week ntd work 421 hours they tire
given an additional honus of $1.80.

Those making 400 are expected to make 400 a day, and generally produce
000. Tho.4 -nakIng inlnhlturcs produce pboiit 700 per day. They do have three
men working from one 14t. who gnnerolly make 1,000 ordinary bulhs each day.

PYSSD WARE .

At Newcnstle-on-Tvne we found that the hours worked by the pressed.ware
workmen ranged from 30 to 30 per week. The gatherers. pr.sers, nnd finishers
receive the s.ainte wages for the work they perform. They are inenmbers of the
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Pressed Glass Makers' Society. They limit production and the employers pay
for two-thlrds of the chipped and broken ware that comes from the lehr.

Some time ago the pressed-ware workers worked a three-shift system In
all plants, but the workers have refused to work after 10 o'clock at night,
with the result that they have only two shifts, one starting at 0 in the
morning and finishing at 2, anti the second shift starting at 2 in the afternoon
and finishing at 10 in the evening. Deducting time spent at meals and "tea,"
the pressed-ware workmen do not produce In excess of 7 hours per day awl In
no instance will they work In excess of 7 hours and 15 minutes.
While In Davidson's plant, New Castle, a shop was making a Tiolophane

shade about 7 Inches In diameter and 51 Inches deep. The presser advised us
they made 835 a day and each man in the shop was paid $3.85 for producing
this number. Gatherer, presser, and finisher were employed. The gatherer
pulled off his bits In the pot.

Many of the presses in England have the lever on the left-hand sWde. keys
are made to be used just the opposite to tho"e used In America, while many
presses are without springs.

lIVING COST PRICES IN BRITISH IS.ES.

The increase In the cost of living throughout the British Isles. (luring the
past six years, may he judged from the following:

Per cent. Per cent.
Beef --------------------------- 130 Sugar ------------------------ 335
Mutton ------------------------- 139 MIlk -------------------------- 203
Bacon ------------------------- 173 Butter ------------------------- 172
Fish --------------------------- 135 Cheese ------------------------- 141
Flour -------------------------- I IS Margarine --------------------- 75
Bread ------------------------- 101 Eggs -------------------------- 228
Tea --------------------------- 75 Potatoes --------------------- 177

The cheapest things noticed in England were hair cuts and shaves, the
former costing 16 cents and the latter 8 cents.

Wages pafd in England before and after irar.

1914 192t 1914 1921

First-classcaster place gaffer.. 11.86 $3.24 Invertedelectrlcs, etc.,gaffer.. $1.68 $Z97
FLrst.class caster place setnitot 3.32 2.61 1 inverted electrics, etc., serr-
F~rst-class caster place foot- IItor-------------------.... 1.18 2.45

maker ...................... 1.00 2.29! Inverted electrics, etc., foot-
econd-casscasteplace after 1.6 2.97' maker ...................... 2.21

Second-clss caster place serv- First-clars wine gaffer ......... .80 3.0itor ......................... 1.20 2. 49, Fist-edsm wine sevtr..., 1.20 2. 49
Second-class caster place foot. First-class wine footmaker .... .92 2.21
maker .......................9 225 Chimneys, all classes, gaffer... 1.38 2.67

Large lamps, shades, etc., I Chimneys, all classes, servitor. 1.02 2.31
Iget ............. .. ;" .80 3.09 Chimneys, all classes, foot-

Large lamps, shades, etc., maker .............. 2.17
servitor ..................... 1.20 2.49 Second-class wine gater-.......I I -M 2.85

Lago ljmps, shades, etc., I ' Second-clwss wine servitor.... 1.12 2.41
footmaker .................. .92 2.2 2 Second class wine footmaker.. 92 2.01

The foregoing figures are for a turn of 6 hours.

RAILROADERS POORLY PAID.

While it is a deviation from the general puIose of this report, still it
may be Interesting to learn that the average wage of all railroaders in Englond
Is but $18.24 a week.

ABSENCE OF UNIFORMITY.

The workers in many Instances limit production and seem to work only the
number of hours and days they desire. The working hours per day range
from 7 to 9O. In some glass factories there Is no work on Saturday, Sunday,
and Monday, while In others they are idle Friday, Saturday, and Sunday of
each week; still others work 5 days a week. The absence of uniformity is

I
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due to local instead of national agreements. Production and wages'vary in
different localities.

The glassworkers of England are divided Into six organizations, hence their
energies are not concentrated. It Is our information that they admit only
skilled workmen to membership.

LABORERS SETr POTS.

While we failed to make inquiry In all places relative to who set the pots,
nevertheless what information we did secure In those instances where we
sought this knowledge was to the effect that the laborers did the work of pot
setting.

They have no summer stop in England in the same sense that we have,
but the men may take vacations. In 1920 one company worked two-thirds time
for a period of three weeks, leaving one-third of the working force off.each
week, during which time the workmen were paid their regular wage.

The workmen In England generally report for work from 15 to 20 minutes
before starting time.

Girls are employed quite extensively in doing stopper grinding. In one
plant we witnessed 17 girls doing this class of work, and from the information
given us we estimated they earn about f3, or $14.58 a week.

An effort is being made to have crippled soldiers placed at work In the in-
dustry, this plan being encouraged In the engraving, cutting, lamp working, and
other departments where they may be able to meet requirements. At Sheffield
they have a school in which the Government Is putting forth an effort to train
lamp workers, and they are succeeding, too, having about 21 men employed, and
samples of their work are available for inspection and indicate progress.

In order to obtain results In the operation of the Owens machine In a suburb
of London, the United Glass Bottle Co. has adopted a plan providing for four
shifts of workmen, who work on a three-shift system. They work their plant
seven days and nights a week, or 168 hours, but each individual workman ison
the Job only 42 hours in the week. Coal costs this company $12.12 a ton.

The John Walsh Walshes plant is In Birmingham. This company makes an
exceptionally fine line of cut glass, employing about 50 glassworkers and 60
cutters. This factory has been operating 120 years. We were advised by Mr.
Wood that potash was Lcoting his company £110. or $534.00 per tob.

The wages of cutters (and they have some very highly skilled cutters In
England) average about $20.50 a week of 48 hours.

At Stuart & Sons' Redhouse plant we witnessed a shop making a blank Jug
for cutting by the off-hand process. The workmen were required to make only
28. while our move is 50. 1 was ncqainted with one of the men in the shop.
who formerly did the same class of work in Somerville, Mass., and he Informed
me he could make 56 in the States as easily as he could make 28 where he !s
now working.

In Stourbrldge we saw 21 copper wheel and 12 stone engravers working In
one shop-that of Welbs & Corbet-and It Is our information that all the work
that was being done on the occasion of our visit was for the Tiffany Co. of
New York. It was certainly a ene grade of ware.

Mold makers in the New Castle district work 44 hours and receive a wage
approximating $21 per week, while In the London district they are paid 04 cents
tin hour and work 48 hours for a week's work.

ENGLISH PRODUrCT CAUSES NO ALARM.

Other than the ware made for the Tiffany Co., I saw nothing in the British
Isles to cause us alarm over the probability of the English product being sent to
this country in competition with our own, unless, perchance, the value of their
money decreases considerably below its present valuation, thereby giving them
an advantage similar to that enjoyed by other countries whose money is far
below par.

BErAIUM.

Since the signing of the armistice there has ben a tremendous change in
working conditions in the flint-glass trade In Belgium. Prior to the war the
workmen worked 60 hours a week. Now, however, they hnve a 48-honur week.

After the war the employers, It seems, tried to take advantage of their work-
men. But the men, accustomed as they were to hardships, did not hesitate
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when their leaders advised a general strike. They migrated to northern France
and there found employment, and they remained there for a period of five
months. Then all the employers, except one, so I was informed, united in an
appeal to the Government to Induce the men to return. This they agreed to do,
and the result was their Industrial conditions were greatly Improved.

The Belgian glassworkers have an Industrial form of organization, admitting
to membership skilled and unskilled workmen, male and female. Previous to
the war they had enrolled only 1,591, but their membership at the time of my
visit was 8,009. Included In this total are as many of thc working men and
women employed around a plant doing other than skilled labor as It was pos-
sible to have affiliated with the union. In some factories they have a greater
percentage than In others.

THE VAL ST. LAME woMs.

On May 1, 1920, night work was completely abolished in the flint-glass indus-
try and the hours reduced from 10 to 8, with one exception, that of the Val St.
Lambert plant, and this concern agreed to discontinue this practice on May 1,
1921.

The Val St. Lambert plant Is, I believe, the most thorough and complete
glassworks abroad, and turns out a line of glassware superior to any that came
to my notice on our journey. This company began business In 1835. It has a
display room connected with the works which Is approximately 80 by 130 feet,
and In this room Is assembled the greatest variety of fine glass that I have ever
seen. The company has two factories, comprising 18 furnaces, 10 pots each, and
each pot has a capacity of 1,400 pounds. Nine furnaces were in operation when
we were in Belgium, five of which we had the privilege of visiting.

Punch tumbler shops are composed of three blowers, working American sys-
tem, each blower gathering and blowing his own article. The dummy Is placed
in the floor and Is operated by the blower, who works on the same level as the
factory floor. A boy Is seated in a chair and to him is handed the tumbler when
the blower takes it from the mold. The boy cuts the neck down with a pair of
tools, after which the tumbler Is knocked from the pipe, the pipe cleaned by the
boy and placed conveniently for the blower. It was stated for our Information
that a shop imposedd of three men making an 8-ounce sham tumbler would pro.
duce 800 pieces for a day's work, and each man would receive from 24 to 32
francs ($4.63 to $6.18) for the labor performed.

All the stem ware that was being made in the plant was of the cast leg and
foot variety; no drawn stem articles were being produced, but the cast stem
ware Is certainly In a class by itself. Many stems were exceedingly long and
delicate.

Punch tumblers are taken to the selecting room, cracked off, and then returned
to the factory proper, where they are placed In a cup and inserted in a glory hole,
where a blast fire Is thrown on the edge, much in the same manner as we blast
blanks In America. This work was being done by girls.

Tumblers, goblets, chimneys, and kindred ware are cracked off, ground,
washed, wrapped, and in some Instances, packed by girls, who receive 12 francs
($2.32) a day for thelr labor. A modern grinding machine was so constructed
that from 50 to 60 chimneys wol~d be on the grinder at the sane time.

A press short was making a plain block moldl whisky. The shop was composed
of two gatherers, presser, finisher, carrying-over boy, threo plugging-up boys,
and a carrying-in boy. The press was situated about 18 feet from the pot.
The ghass appeared to be rather soft natured, allowing each gatherer to gather
two at a time.

Another press shop was making a.vault light 12 by 12 out of lead glass and
weighing about 9 pounds. The mold wai bolted to a plate, which moved In and
out on the press plate In the same way that a planer works in a mold shop, it
being operated by a windlas effect, thereby saving the presser the labor of
trying to place the mold under the plunger accurately. In this instance the
presser was cutting off the glass with ii pair of shears about 2 feet long. which
resemble the shears that are used by a hedge trimmer. After the glass was
severed from the punty the presser would lay the shears aside, take a rake and
push the glass into the four corners of the mold. The mold was then placed
under the plunger, the lever pulled in the opposite direction, and when the
article was "filled" a weight was hung on the lever to keep the plunger in
the mold while the presser walked around the press and aided the turning-out
boy, who, during this time, was caring for the article that had been previously
made.
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All the press shops employed in this plant had a pot to themselves. The

lever, as a rule, was on the left side of the press, and in practically all Instances
the gatherer dropped the glass in the mold by reaching through from the rear.
Lead glass was used In producing much of the pressed ware made in this
plant, this being particularly the case In its application to peculiar-shaped
articles that otherwise would be hard to fill.

The Val St. Lambert Co. employs approximately 5,000 people. Previous to
the war the plant was operated nonunion, but is now recognized as union.
The work formerly was done on a piece-work basis, but now they pay their
workmen turn work. The men formerly worked ten hours for a day, whereas
eight hours constitutes a day's work at the present time. An official of the
company Informed us that the average wage of the glassworkers was from
24 to 32 francs ($4.86 to $8.18) a day, although the head of the union, Leon
Gris, led us to believe that this fgure was higher than he understood was being
paid In the plant.

In talking to Secretary Gris he gave us an estimate of the wages paid to the
employees of the Vnl St. Lambert plant, as follows:

Boys, 8, 10, 12, 15, and 10 francs ($1.54 to $3.08) a day.
Gatherers, 18 to 20 francs (43.47 to $3.86) a day.
Blowers, 22 to 24 francs ($4.25 to $4.63) a day.
Gaffers, 25 to 26 francs ($4.83 to $5.02) a day.
Cutters, 233 francs ($4.54) a day.
Special workmen (big ware), 30 to 32 francs ($5.79 to'*6.18) a day.
What Is known as the head cutter, that is, a man who is at the head of a

shift (otherwise known as a crew) composed of 25 to 30 men, receives 25 to 20
francs (4.83 to $5.02) a day. There are about 1,200 people employed in the
cutting department, and while 231 francs Is the established wage of the men
employed here, the cutters working at La Murse receive 28 francs ($5.40) for
cutting lime glass. The men employed In seven other cutting shops In the im-
mediate vicinity are paid a minimum wage of 40 francs ($7.82) a day.

We were given to understand that the Val St. Lambert Co. would be required
to pay a wage similar to that paid In other localities, and if they failed to do
so the Government would come to the aid of the workers in insisting that it
be done.

Plated ware made at this works is superior to any I have ever seen. The
plate is on the outer side, as a rule, and when the article Is taken to the cutting
shop the design Is cut through the outer surface, allowing the rich crystal to
be exposed where the colored glass has been removed. This company has
established an enviable record on this class of goods.

In this plant paste mold chimneys were produced in large quantities, blown
two at a time, and the dummy placed in the floor, which made the labor more
agreeable to the workmen.

We were informed by an official of this concern that the firm did not export
lighting goods to the United States to an amount worth mentioning, but that
they had sent other ware valued at 1,000.000 francs during the month of No.
vember, and on November 1, 1920, a shipment amounting to 600,000 fe'ancs was
exported to the United States.

While visiting the Val St. Lambert plant we observed women doing work
generally done by men in this country. For example, they were working in the
mixing room shoveling sand and soda amidst the dust and dirt that go with
such disagreeable labor, and they were likewise doing finishing work in the
packing room to a greater degree than that done by women and girls In the
United States.

Belgian workers in the flint.glass industry receive what might be termed n
guaranteed, or minimum wage. If a workman reports for work and there
happens to be no glass, or if for any other reason he might be prevented from
working, after he has reported, he is paid this guaranteed minimum wage.

Mold makers receive from 26 to 28 francs ($5.02 to $5.40) per (lay in all
shops where they are employed in Belgium.

The skilled workers set the pots at small plants, but not in those plants where
sufficient workmen can be secured to relieve the skilled workmen of this task.
They are financially compensated for their labor, however, and in addition
a beverage is furnished by the company.

rIhe increased CQst of living since 1014 amounted to 370 per cent, while the
wages of the glassworkers were increased about 320 per cent. In some few
instances the increase amounted to 400 per cent.
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DAT WORK-PZCEWOUK.

We were raltably informed that nine plants, employing 5,700 workers, pay
their workmen on a turn-work bas, while 26 plants, employing 8,800 work-
era pay their workmen on a piecework basis. This Indicates that 60 per cent
of the workers were paid daywork, but the secretary of the union informed
us that fully 70 per cent were paid on a daywork basis. In addition to this
the guaranteed minimum wage protects all workmen.

After 10 years' service the Val St. Lambert company wil supply a house
for any workmen at a rental of 8 per cent on the Investment. If the workmen
will pay 8 per cent for a period of 20 years, the property will then be deeded
to them.

They have no summer stop, such as prevails in our country, but the workers
do have four holidays in one week In the month of August, and for this idle
time they are paid their regular wage.

I wf: saed boys 14 years of age gathering bits and, in some instances, bowls
for gthlets. A few boys 16 years of age were blowing goblets and punch
tumblers.

In the Val St. Lambert plant we found that the dummies used in connection
with paste mold shops were Inserted in the floor so that workmen worked on
the same level as the factory floor.

Sufficient pipes were furnished practically all of the shops to permit the moil-
Ing to crack from the iron without the necessity of a cleaning-off boy doing
the work In the customary way that it is done In America.

We were advised that the Val St. Lambert company owns 600 houses which
they allow the employees connected with the molten-glass branch of their In-
dustry to occupy rent free. The company also furnishes the means for heating
them.

Because of the absence of night work and the fact that the shops generally
work In the same place each day, men are required to report only about 15
minutes before starting time In order to prepare to begin work.

The production In Belgium Is not limited by agreement, but the Impression
we gained Is that the workmen do not exert themselves to produce ware in
large numbers, and In order to discourage speeditig they do not ask pay for
pieces made in excess of the listed move.

The manufacturers have an organization comprising practically all the glass
manufacturers of Belgium, with the exception of the Val St. Lambert concern,
and they are doing what they can to establish a universal wage.

Workers are not paid for stones and cords when working on piecework jobs,
but the employers are very attentive to the grade of work turned out and en-
deavor to have articles produced in which such blemishes are not perceptible.

The Val St. Lambert works were working only six hours a day, owing to
bad trade conditions.

We observed that many Belgian workmen possessed superior skill In han-
dling their glass and blocking it Into a shape that enabl"ts them to make an
article with less labor than the average American workman would devote
while producing a similar article. For example, it was nothing unusual to see
a blocker with his block shaped somewhat after the style of the article when
it was completed, such as blocking a piece of glass from which a double article
might be blown and a groove started with the block to show where the glass
should divide when the double articles were completed. Again, a man mak-
ing a square cologne would block the glass and draw the neck, then take a
pair of carbon tools and square the body. of the glass before entering the
mold, thereby having his molten glass practically In the shape of the finished
bottle before the mold was closed. •

L-A UURSE WOHS-NAMUR.

In this plant we watched the workmen making drawn and cast stem goblets,
punch tumblers, and press ware on a small scale. This Is a very old plant. All
paste mold shops had their molds on the level of the floor and used a dry
paste, making it unnecessary to wet the molds.

There are three furnaces at this works, two 12-pot and one 9-pot. They
were operating only one 12-pot furnace. The capacity of each pot is 1,400
pounds.

The Pead of this company Informed us that they paid 145 francs ($2T.8) per
ton (22 hundredweight) for a very poor grade of coal, which we recognize
as slack.

I FA
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At the time of our inspection of this factory a shop was making a heavy

drawn-stem goblet with a large button on the leg, and we were informed
they produced 600 for a day's work. The foot caster, we noticed, would have
two articles on his chair at the same time. When the leg would run crooked
he would grasp an ordinary piece of brown paper, which was folded to the
thickness of about 1 Inch, and water-soaked, and with this paper in his hand
would refashion the leg and bottom of the bowl of the goblet.

Punch tumbler shops were making an 8-ounce sham and an 8-ounce light,
both working to a move of 000 for a day, but when a mold boy was furnished
the shop made 650 pieces. Each shop was composed of two blowers, who
gathered and blew their own product.

The men who work in this plant are never sent home because of bad glass
or shortage of glass. They are fLrnished employment of some nature, and for
this are paid their guaranteed wage.

Here we observed gatherers ranging in age from 14 to 70 years. Also we
noticed that the glory holes were fired with coal and worked exceedingly well.

The laboring men set pots in this plant. They are referred to as the "aux-
iliary" workmen.

The glass factories of Belgium were working about three-fourths time.
There are 1,200,000 workers In the country and 720,000 are organized, this

being 00 per cent.
Children are not allowed to work before they are 14 years of age.
Window workers work seven days a week, being paid time and one-half for

Sunday.
Glasaworkers of Belgium have a guaranteed minimum salary. If they are

deprived.of work because of the shortage of glass, bad glass, broken pots, lack
of fuel, and other causes, they are paid their minimum wage.

The average wage per day for some of the workmen In Belgium is given as
follow's: Gla,"workers and cutters. 25 to 40 frnncs ($4.83 to $7.72) ' laborers
and furnacemen, 20 to 28 francs ($3.88 to $5.40) ; boys, 7 to 10 francs ($1.85 to
$1.93) ; women and girls, 8 to 14 francs ($1.54 to $2.70).

As an Indication of the mental change of the workers in Belgium It was
stated that previous to the war it was almost impossible to induce the men to
strike, while now great difficulty i encountered in order to keep them from
striking.

HOLLAND.

Our stay in Holland was of short duration. The information imparted to us
by the officials of the Dutch Union, whose headquarters are at Delft, was to the
effect that the organization is composed of 2,500 glassworkers and 800 pottery
workers. The president of the union, Mr. S. P. Baart, is a pottery workman
by trade.

The glassworkers work 45 hours per week, or 8 hours a day and 5 hours on
Saturday. Their wages range from 80 to 50 guldens (a gulden is equivalent
to 40 cents) a week, but we were informed that the average wage would be
approximately 45 guldens, or $18, per week. Wages have increased 125 per
cent in the past four years, 20 per cent of this amount being received during
the pst year. All workmen %%ork on a piecework basis. They have no summer
stop.

The bottle blowers have a guaranteed wage, which is equivalent to one-third
of their earnings, and this amount is paid to them when their plants are closed,
regardless of why they are closed. This, however, does not apply to flint-glass
workers, for the reason that pot furnaces are held in reserve, the result being
that flint workers do not lose time due to rebuihling furnaces; hence a guar-
anty is unnecessary.

There Is no night work in the glass Industry In Holland, this practice having
been discontinued years ago. It was abolished In the bottle trade in 1010 after
a strike of three months' duration.

The child-labor laws of Holland prohibit children under 15 years of age
working in a glass factory.

The laborers set pots in the flint-glass industry In Holland.
Our Holland brethren complain that glassware is now being imported Into

Holland from Czech9slovakla and Germany.
Previous to the war the manufacturers in Holland secured coal from Ger-

many at a cost of $3.60 a ton, but at the present time they are using American
coal, which costs them $30 a ton In American money.
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The outbreak of the war brought about a complete breakdown of the glass
Industry in Holland. The failure of coal imports caused an entire cessation of
work and all the factories without exception were compelled to close down.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.

Just previous to reaching Holland I was advised that Secretary Baart bad
been authorized to Issue a call for the International Congress to convene In
Amsterdam on March 26, 1921. I endeavored to persuade him to advance the
date for holding the congress to February, promising if this were done that I
would be in attendance. Unfortunately, however, because of the difficulties en-
countered In traveling from cne country to another, the red tape connected
with securing passports, and many other obstacles, lie could not grant my
request. Nevertheless he suggested that I write an address for the congress,
which I did. I am incorporating herein the communication that was sent in
complihnce with the invitation extended by brother Baart,

PARTS, FSANcE, FcbrularUf 28. 1921.
Mr. S. P. BAART, Delft, Holland.

Dras 8i AND BRoTrnn: Since it has been decided to convene the Inter-
iational Congress in Amsterdam on March 26, and finding it impossible to
remain until that date, I take this means of conveying to the officers and repre-
sentntives in attendance the fraternal greetings of the American Flint Glasm
Workers' Union and express the fervent hope that your deliberations will
bring beneficial returns to the men and women employed in the glass industry
of all countries.

Our organization not being affiliated with the international (owing to the
great distance that divides us), it seems out of place for me to intimate oven
the course of action that should be pursued, but I feel that I may offer a few
comments which I hope will be accepted in the spirit of fraternity.

Having traveled through England, Scotland, Ireland, Belgium, Holland,
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Jugo-Servia, Italy, and France In the
interest of the American Flint Glass Workers' Union, there came to me an
opportunity of making observations from an impartial standpoint, and I have
reached the conluslon that all of the men selected to direct the affairs of the
glassworkers of the countries enumerated are intelligently, faithfully, and con-
scientiously exercising every effort at their command to further the Interests
of those whom they represent.

But there was one thing that attracted my attention quite frequently in my
travels, and it is something I deplore. As an impartial person and one who
greatly appreciates the services rendered to him and the friendship formed
with many of the men who will take part in the congress, I feel justified In
making reference to the subject In mind. I refer to the feeling of hate en.
gendered because of the war.

To me it seems that we should all bear In mind that even though all the
glassworkers of all countries were opposed to war, their power and prestige
would still have been of no avail and the war would have followed Just time
same, hence the glassworkers or their representatives should not be held re-
sponsible for what has occurred. Whatever happened in the past should be
forgotten and we should all rise to the occasion that confronts us now, set
aside any Ill will that has continuedl to exist. 9o that the principle of " united
we stand, and divided we fall," can animate all. In this way let us strive
to elevate the glass manufacturing Industry to a higher plane in time Industrial
world than It has yet occupied.

It seems that the most esential thing to do is to supplant mistrust with a
feeling of confidence and good will, thereby utilizing the intelligence, experience,
and practical knowldge of all the men who understand Ahe problems that are
constantly confronting those employed in this industry. If the leaders In the
movement can not be united; if their ability and prestige can not he con-
centrated, then it naturally follows that the Interests of those who look to
these leaders for guidance will not receive the benefits they hope to obtain and
to which they are entitled.

bly trip to Europe was made necessary because of the experiences we have
encountered In the years that have passed. Perhaps many of you are aware
that the glassworkers of America have suffered on account of ware being laid
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down on our shores at a price less than that paid our members for making
Identical articles, and when we added to this the cost of material, unskilled
labor, overhead and other necessary expenses entering Into the making of the
ware, we were at such a disadvantage that one of two things had to be done--
Increase production and decrease wages or allow our members to remain Idle
and permit our market to be supplied with glassware from those countries
where wages were low and working hours long. What did we do? Our
records will show that after thorough investigations were made, during which
time our members were idle, we doubled our production on some articles for
the same wage and decreased wages on others.

The recent war gave us temporary relief from this unfair competition, and
the result was' that wages were increased, hours decreased, and conditions
improved on those same articles. Since the signing of the armistice, however,
we find that our markets are again being invaded and se now ask: Shall the
glassworkers of America be required to make additional sacrifices of working
hours and wages in order to retain an opportunity to work at their trade?

This Is a grave problem. It not only affects the men I speak for, but I find
this same competition Is more acute between some of the countries of Europe
than it Is between Europe and America. Does not this question alone demand
the best thought of the best men identified with the glass industry? Would
it not be possible to remove ruinous competition among the workers of the
different countries of Europe by the adoption of a universal wage list? This
would make the skilled labor cost the same In each European country.

Here I may relate that in North America we have an universal wage list
that applies throughout the trade and makes the cost of production (in so far
as the skilled labor cost is concerned) the same In all localities; that is to say,
whatever wage a workman in New York Is paid for making a given number of
a certain article, another workman, whether In Ran Francisco or Canada, shall
receive the same wage for making an equal number of pieces of this same
article.

If a plan of this character could be worked out. (or If some other course
could be devised that would remove the competition that now requires workers
and manufacturers In one country to ask their government for a tariff on Im.
ports, or the raising of a barrier In their country against the product of the
men employed In another country, then a step forward will be taken.

I have hopes that if something can be done by the Congress to meet this
evil In a way that will contribute to the end sought, then yoar comrades in
North America will meet the Issue by means other than that of Increasing
production or decreasing wages, as heretofore.

It is only natural, however, for our members not to remain In idlenesq
while the product of the toll of their brothers across the aea threatens our
livelihood and makes this course necessary, hence I appeal to the Congress
that something be done to.prevent ware being sent to America at a cost less
than it can be produced there because of the wages paid our members.

It Is gratifying to record that I found conditions in the glass trade in
Europe better than I anticipated. Hours are shorter and wages are higher
than I hoped to find. Child labor laws have been enacted and nuch night
work abolished. These are signs of progress. Let the good work continue
and we shall rejoice over your accomplishments.

In America we, too, have made progress, but not as much as we have hoped
for. In ninny re.ects those employed In the glass trade of America enjoy
better conditions than the amen doing like work In Europe, while in other par-
ticulars you have better conditions than prevail In America. It shall be our
aim to endeavor to retain those things which are good, and achieve those that
will give improvement where it is needed.

In many of the European countries I found all glassworkers in one union,
and in most of the countries all the men and women engaged in the Industry
hold membership In the union. In America it Is different, as only skilled
workers are admitted to our union. There are three separate organizations
in America composed of glassworkers; namely, window, bottle, and flint workers.
The writer represents the latter.

The membership of the American Flint Glass Workers' Union consists of
9,841 skilled workmen. We have 15 separate departments in our organization.
They are: Press, cutting, punch and stemware, bulb, mold making, paste mold,
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caster place, iron mold, shade and globe, machine press, Insulator, engraving,
stopper grinding, and lamp working.

Our hours range from 40 to 48 for a week's work. The working hours are
not the same In all departments. The average wage of all our employed mem-
bers during the past year was 30.63 per member per week.

The organization holds a convention in July of each year. An annual con-
ference Is held with the representatives of the employers each year. Our
agreements are made for one year, and expire the first Monday In September.
Our agreements apply universally. When a dispute arises work continues as
though nothing had occurred until settled by an officer of the union or by a
Joint conference composed of representatives of the manufacturers and the
workers.

Trusting the congress will be a success and that the conclusions reached
will Justify meetings 13eing held more frequently, and at the same time assur-
Ing you of my desire to render any assistance to the furtherance of the cause,
I ain,

Fraternally, yours,
WILLIAM P. CLARKE,

President American PlinS Glas Workers' Union of North America.

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARY.

Tie International Congress at Its meeting this year made n change In the
office of secretary. Emil Girbig, head of the Gernisn organization, had held
the position from 1006 to 1021. The recent congress, which was held at Am-
sterdam in March, chose Charles Diezant to succeed Girblg. Delzant has been
at the head of the organization of French glassworkers for the past 21 years.
His office Is in Paris. We wish hipi every success.

GEBMANY.

We were well received by time workers in Germany. Mei could not have
been treated with greater courtesy or accorded more consideratlon than was
extended to us. We found it advisable In our efforts to secure accurtite data
of conditions governing the Oerman glass Industry to submit a questionnaire,
and I am Incorporating herein our questions, and the answer made ia each In-
stance has been Joined to the question so that tme information con be easily
grasped.

BERLIN, GERMANY, December 29, 1920.
Mr. EumI OLUJo, Secretary, Oily.

D EAR SIR A'o Bouerna: I extend to you and to your comembers the fraternal
greetings of the members of the American Flint Glass Workers' Union of North
America, and express the hope that as the years advance the common Interest
of all the workers employed in the flint-glass Industry shall continue to
Improve.

The fact that readjustment Is coming in America and uncertainty and mis-
understanding abound caused me to hasten my Journey abroad. After decid-
Ing to come at this time I requested the National Association of Manufacturers
to send a representative with me. The outcome of my suggestion was that Mr.
Thomas W. McCreary has accompanied me on my Journey. I was actuated In
my request to have a representative of the manufacturers with me so that
when I return there can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the statements that
I may make.

For your enlightenment it appears proper that I relate that it Is understood
in America that the workers in the flint-glass industry in Germany are working
10, 12, and In some Instances 14 hours a day and seven days a week. While
we were in England we were Informed that It was the opinion of many people
in England that the rumor afloat in America was true. From this you can see
the wisdom of our joint investigation.

We were hopeful that Mr. McCreary and I might not only secure facts as to
the true conditions, but that we might also have an opportunity to visit several
plants, see the men at work, and allow us to discuss our mission with the em-
ployers. If this con be arranged It will aid us greatly In our labor. In any
event, we would like to have you or your representatives make answer to the
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following questions, and they are reduced to writing as per -our understanding
with Vice President Grunzel:

Question 1. How many factories in Gennany make flint glassware?
Answer. 180-190.
Question 2. How many hours do your members work per day?
Ariwer. At the most, eight hours.
Question 3. flow many hours Io yomir menIll rs wor'% lo'r ' '.
Answer. At the most 48 hours.
Question 4. Do your menibers work more thnn (-lie shift In 24 hours?
Answer. Only In a few factories In Ithinelind anti Westphall..
Question 5. If they work more than one shift, then how many shifts do they

work and how many hours constitute a shift?
Answer. As far as we know they work two shifts in the factories mentioned

In question 4; at the most eight hours per shift.
Question 0. flow long before starting time are your members required to report

tt the works In order to arrange their shops?
Answer. Occaslonally a quarter of an hour; nore often shortly before starting

time.
Question 7. Do your members work night turn?
Answer. Only in those factories mentioned In question 4.
Question 8. flow many hours do your member work on Saturday?
Answer. The satne as on other days; In a few factories they work a ieser

number of hours.
Question 9. Do your members work piecework or day work?
Answer. Ninety per cent work piecework and 10 per cent daywork.
Question 10. Do your members work for less wages on goods that are made

for export?
Answer. Such conditions never existed.
No,.-l feel that It is die the German workmen to record here that I was

convinced that the charge that they work for a lower wage on ware intended
for export Is Incorrect, and In all probability it was the result of an honest
nilsunderstanding.-clarke.

Question 11. Who sets the pots In your furnaces, skilled or unskilled workmen?
Answer. Skilled workers.
Question 12. If skilled workmen set the pots then what pay do they receive for

doing this work?
Answer. Seven and a half marks ($1.79) per man per hour.
Question 13. Are pots set after regular working hours?
Answer. Practically all the time,
Question 14. If glass Is not In condition to work at regular starting time

anti the aien are kept In Idleness or sent home, then are they paid their average
wage for the time lost?

Answer. Yes.
Qle.stlon 15. Can the manager Insist on skilled workmen doing ordinary labor

while waiting on glass and for this labor pay them their regular wages?
Answer. Yes.
Question 16. If men refuse to work doing ordinary labor will they receive

their regular wages?
Answer. In such instances manufacturers are not obliged to pay the regular

wages, but in somhe cases they do It by private agreement.
Question 17. If workmen are paid as suggested in questions 14, 15. and 10,

then how long has this law been In force add is It a conference agreement?
Answer. Since January, 1010, and it is a conference agreement.
Question 18. Are the wages, hours, and working conditions mutually agreed

to by representatIves of the manufacturers and workers In Joint conference?
Answer. Yes.
Question 10. Do your agreements apply universally throughout Germany?
Answer. Yes.
Question 20. If agreements are not universally applied, then relate details.
(See answer to question 19.)
Question 21. What was the average wage for the flInt-glass workers In 1914?
Answer. Forty to 50 marks ($9.52 to $11.00) per week.
Question 22. What is the average wage of the flint.glass workers now?
Answer. Gaffer, 500 marks ($119); blower, 500 marks ($119); blocker, 280

marks ($60.04); gatherer, 200 marks ($47.60) ; presser, 500 marks ($119);
finisher, 500 marks ($119) ; gatherer, 450 marks ($107.10).
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Vice President Grunzel stated that the wages have Increased to a point where
the average Is at least 500 marks ($119) per week. He illustrated his point
by saying that out of 1,000 men 700 would earn at least 450 marks, 280 would
earn far in excess of 450, while 20 would earn less than 450 marks.

Question 23. How many hours did your flint glassworkers work per week
in 1014?

Answer. At the most 54 hours.
Question 24. What workmen do you admit to membership In your union?
Answer. All who are employed in the trade.
Question 25. How many workmen are engaged in the flint-glass Industry of

Germany?
Answer. Twenty.five thousand.
Question 20. How many workmen hold membership In your union? Please

give details, that Is, flint, window, plate, and bottle workers.
Answer. Flint glassworkers, 28,000; window glnssworkers, 8,000; plate glass.

workers, 1,500; bottle workers, 9,000.
Question 27. Are all the flint glass plants operated by men holding member-

ship in your union? If not, then how many are working Independent of the
union?

Answer. Three to five thousand are Independent.
There Is a Christian organization composed of about 3,000 members who do

not hold membership In the regular union because of conscientious scruples.
They Include both Catholics and Protestants alike. They agree with the em-
ployers, however, to work to the same wage scale as the other workmen. They
work in the same plants and if the union men go on strike the members of the
Christian union join in the contest.

Question 28. Do your members limit their production?
Answer. In general, yes; between the workers by themselves.
Question 29. If works are closed to make repairs or rebuild furnaces, or for

other causes beyond the control of the manufacturers and workmen, then are
the workmen paid their average wage while Idle? We understand )oul have at
State law that regulates this-point. Please give us details.

Answer. Fourteen (lays by Government law. If men are given 14 days' notice
they can, at the expiration of that time, be laid off without pay. Employers,
however, do not enforce this proviso for the reason that they want to retain their
workmen.

Question 30. Are furnaces held in reserve to avoid idleness?
Answer. Where there are three or more furnaces one Is held in reserve. All

workmen will aid in tearing out and rebuilding furnaces, and secure their
regular wages for this work.

Question 81. If furnaces are held in reserve, then to what extent is this done?
Answer. See Question 80.
Question 32. Do plants close because of accumulation of stock, and, if so, are

workmen paid while Idle?
Answer. If plants are closed because they have too large a stock, the men

must be notified 14 days before, and after 14 days they are not pald.
Question 33. Do you have a summer stop or vacation In hot weather? If so,

how long?
Answer. Three to six days in general. Men employed three-quarters of a

year by a firm get three days with pay, and for each additional year in the
employ of tLe same company an additional day up to six (lays. In n few in.
stances nine e1ays with pay. Vacation inust he given between May 1st an(!
September 30th. This Is a conference agreement.

Quesllnn 34. Are the ivorkimwni Ltald ,luring tie iwriod of their vaation or
summer stop?

Answer. Yes.
QOestilon 35. icm s the id of the lhol, nrnct with the oiler lwon In the

shop as to the wages they are to receive, or has this customa ceased?
Answer. Every man Is pald directly by the firm.
Question 38. Please give iis Informuatloin on your Ohlld.laMIbr law.
Answer. Child-labor law prohibits umploynient of children under 14 years

of age In nny Industry In Cermunny. Children over 14 and up to 10 years must
go to a technical school eight hours a week and the employers j, y the expense
attached.

Question 37. We understand that sick benefits are paid to the workmen by
the employers, sad we would be thankful for detailed Information on this
point.
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Answer. Workers are paid sick benefits from a fund created by an assess-
ment on all workers according to their earnings, and for each mark paid by
the worker the manufacturer must pay one-half of a mark.

Question 88. What per cent has living cost increased since 1914?
Answer. 1500 per cent.
Question 89. What per cent has the wages of the men employed In the flint

glass Industry increased since 1914?
Answer. From 1000 to 1250 per cent. In 1914 the wages were 40 to 50 marks,

and now are about 500.
Question 40. What rent are you members required to pay? We understand

that they have free rent to a considerable degree.
Answer. Practically all manufacturers provide homes for their skilled work-

men, who, in most instances secure such homes free, while In other cases they
pay a small amount for rent and are furnished coal and electric light current
free.

Question 41. How much work was done in your flint factories during the
war?

Answer. During the first two years 50 per cent of the factories were Idle.
Since 1916 75 per cent of the factories are being operated.

Question 42. 1s there A limit to the loss sustained by men working piece.
work?

Answer. No. If glnss Is reported bad and It is not fit- to work and must be
ladled, then the skilled workmen are placed to do this .work and are paid their
regular wages.

Question 43. How many districts have you in your organization?
Answer. Seven. In the five important districts they have a minimum wage

of 360 marks, while in the second and third districts It is only 330 marks.
Nevertheless this wtige is Agreed to universally.

Question 44. How many bulbs do your members make in 8 hours?
Answer. 700 to 750.
Question 45. flow many 8, 10, 12, 14, 16. 18, anil 20 inch paste mold calling

bowls, as per sketch, do your members make in 8 hours, And what wage does
the blower blocker, and gatherer receive per day?

Answer. 8P6 Inches. 430 per day: 01 Inches, 500 per day; 41# Inches, 800
per day; blower, C00 marks ($142.80) per week; blocker, 230 marks ($56.17)
per week: gatherer, 180 marks ($44.27) per week.

Question 46. How many 8, 10, and 12 inch shades, as per sketch, do your mem-
bers make in 8 hours, and what wages do the gaffer, blower, blocker, anl gath-
erer receive per day?

Answer to question 46 not clear, hence it has been purposely omitted.
Question 47. How many do your members make of 0, 7, 8, 10, 12. 14, 10. 18.

and 20 inch bills. as per sketch, And what waes do the blower, blocker, anti
gatherer receive for 8 hours' work?

Answer to question 47 not clear, hence it has been purposely omitted.
Question 48. 11ow many do your members make in 8 hours of small electrics

under five Inches, as per sketches, and what wages do the blower, blocker, and
gatherer receive?

Answer. On an average they make 00 per day. One piece blown at a time.
Blower, 600 marks ($142.80) per week; blocker. 236 marks ($50.17) per week;
gatherer 186 marks ($44.27) per week.

Question 49. How many do your members make in 8 hours of the small shade,
as per sketch (cone shaped), on sizes 7, 8, and 10 inch, and what wages dto the
blower, blocker, and gatherer receive?

Answer. On an average they make 000 per day. One piece blown at a time.
Blower, 600 marks ($142.80) per week; blocker, 230 marks ($50.17) per week;
gatherer, 186 marks ($44.27) per week.

Question 50. How many (1o your me:nbers make In eight hours of 10 and 12
inch duplex chimneys, as per sketch, an what wage do the blower, blocker, and
gatherer receive?

Answer. Ten-inch, 1,800 per (lay; 12-inch, 1,100 per day. (One piece blown at
a time.) Blower, 500 marks ($119) per week; blocker, 236 marks ($56.17) per
week; gatherer, 186 marks ($44.27) per wek.

Question 51. What is the average wage of th, members of your organization,
per week, employed In the flint-glass industry who are not actual ginaLsworkers?

Answer. Shearers, 288 marks ($08.54) ; lebramen, 230 marks and 40 pfennigs
($54.84); mixers, 200 marks ($69.92); assorters, 275 marks ($65.45); glass
cutters, 500 marks ($110); mould makers, 400- marks ($95.20); helpers, 280
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marks ($0.64) ; grinders, 500 to 600 marks ($119 to $142) ; glazers, 300 marks
($71.40) i furnace men, 450 marks ($107.10) ; carryIng-in boys, 115 to 120 marks
($27.37 to $28.56); hold-mold boys, 115 to 120 marks ($27.37 to $28.50);
stocking-up boys, 170 marks ($40.40). Those men and boys work eight hours
per (lay.

Question 52. To what extent are women employed doing work of grinders,
mixers, and kindred work, and do they receive the same wages as men who do
the same class of work?

Answer. In doubt.
Question 53. Is the 8-hour law under which you are working a law created

by your national legislative body, or was it brought into existence by your labor
organization?

Answer. Government law.
Question 54. To what extent does the 8-hour law apply to all of the Iale find

female workers In Germany?
Answer. No exception in Industries in Germany.
All of the questions we have recorded iM this statement are of importance

In order that we may obtain a fair knowledge of the real conditions. If we
can have our questions answered, and if it is possible for us to visit a few
of your plants to see the muen at work and talk to the management, we believe
that a better universal understanding will be arrived at that shall prove
beneficial to both sides.

There may be questions that you and your colleagues may wish to ask Mr.
McCreary and me or your employers may desire Information from us. If this
be so, then bear in mind that we shall be agreeable to giving you reliable Infor.
mation on any point on which enlightenment Is sought.

Fraternally, yours, WILLIAM P. CLARKE,'

Presdent of the American Flint Olass Workers' Union, Toledo, Ohio.
Attest:

Tifos. W. McCF&RY,
Superintendent ihocnix Glas Co., Monaco, Pa.

ANOTHER WAGE INCREASE.

In a letter from the office of the German Glass Workers, dated March 12,
we are advised that since our departure another increase has been received by
the workmen. The figures are given In such a way that they are rather in.
definite, but I reason that the Increase would amount to about 30 per cent
over the figures already recorded in this report.

DIFFICULT" .

As an Indication of the difficulties we encountered In obtaining Information
in countries where languages other than our own were spoken, as well also as a
guide for future reference. I am Incorporating here a list of titles of the workers
in the various departments of the flint-glass trade in America. ant] am placing
opposite them the names given to those doing the same class of work In Ger-
many. Likewise are included In the list the names of a few articles and the
nanes by which they are known in Germany:

Title In United States. Title In Oermany.
Gatherer --------------------------------- K(Ilbelmacher, Gehilfe.
Blocker ----------------------------------- Zweiter, G(ehilfe.
Blower ----------------------------------- O lasnacher.
Gaffer ------------------------------------ Auftrelber.
Shearer ---------------------------------- chUrer.
Lehrsmen -------------------------------- Ausleerer.
Mixer ------------------------------------. Gemengemacher.
Assorter ---------------------------------- (lasbeschauer.
Cutter ----------------------------------- Schleifer.
Grinder ---------------------------------- Abschleifer.
Glazer ---------------------- ------------ Verschmelzer.
Furnacemen ------------------------------. Einleger, Schmelzer.
Carrying-in boy --------------------------- Elnirager.
Hold-mold boy ---------------------------- Formenhalter.
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Title In United 8tatls. Title In Oermany.
Sticking-up boy --------------------------- Anhefter.
Stopper grinder --------------------------- Elnbohrer.
Rougher ----------------------------------. Fenschlelfer
Continuous tank --------------------------. Wannenofen,
Punch-tumbler ----------------------------. Berglaser.
Prescrlptlons ----------------------------- Apothekerlnschen.
Plateglass -------------------------------- l ussglas.
Press ------------------------------------ Prefsglas.
Chimney --------------------------------- Cylinder.
Punch and stemware ---------------------- Bowlen und Weinglaser.
Bulbs ----------------------------------- Kolben.
Paste-mold ------------------------------- Hohlglas.
Vaster-plnce -------------------------------. chlelfgas.
Iron-mold -------------------------------- Hohlglas (elgerne formen).
Shad .s----------------------------- Schlrme.
(lobehs ----------------------------------- Olocken.
Insulator -------------------------------- Isolatoren.
Engrnver ---------------------------------- Graveur.

TAX ON WORK FES.

The workmen of (termany are required to pay 10 per int on their Income to
the Gfovernment when their wages amount to less than 1.50 marks. 15 per cent
(in earnings between 1,500 ail 2,000 marks. '20 per cent on earnings between
2,000 and 2,500 marks, and 25 per cent on earnings between 2,500 anud 3,000
marks per month.

The 8-hour day is universally established throughout (lermany and Ix ap.
plicable to all trades. The only deviation from the rule was In restaurants and
hotels, and then only In extraordinary cases.

All niale and female workers employed In a glqs plant above 15 yearsof
rge are admitted to membership in the glassworkers' organization, with the
exception of the office force.

vIs1T TO WEIR5WASS.IR.

While in Welsswasser it was our privilege to visit the homes of a few work-
men. The property In which they reside belongs to the company, and the rent
is very moderate. For Instance, a workman Is furnished with two good-sized
rooms and a kitchen, with electric lights, at a rental of 4 marks and 00 pfennigs
per month. or an equivalent of $1.09.

The plant at Welswawser consists of 14 furnaces, each furnace containing
8 open-top pots similar to those used In window factories In America. Each
pot has a capacity of 1,400 pounds. Around each furnace a foot bench Is erected
similar to that used at n continuous tank In American factories.

The Weiswasser plant makes electric bulbs on an extensive scale. The
factory was recently taken over by Verelnlgte Oberlausitzer Glashuttenwerke,
whose oMce is In Berlin, so that they would be in a position to obtain a supply
of bulbs without the Inconveniences they had encountered In the past. Th's
company hn. a total of ,10 furnaces throughout (Germany. Mr. Krebs informed
us that he had Just received jRn order for 50,000,000 bulbs from America, this
order being received the day we were at the plant.

Here the bulb workers gather and blow their own and are paid 10 marks
4 2,38) per 100 for all bulbs that have dImens'ons similar to those we make nt
a move of 534.

N'7E.o-The foregoing wage was Increased 40 per cent while we were at Weiss-
wasser, making the rate 14 mark ($3.38) per 100. "

The men work on a platform, the same as working from a tank. Two work-
men comprise a shop, using the same mnrvelor and mold: Six men gather from
the same pot, The man gathers his glass, walks about 10 to 12 feet to the mar-
velor. marvels the glass and blows It In a mold that is on a level with the foot
bench. The mold Is opened and closed In about the same manner as In American
,elass factories. When the blower leaves the mold he steps to the right to crack
off his bulb, but reaches back with his left hand and pushes the long lever
which drops the fold into the water, after which he draws the lever back to
Its original positloti. This has the effect of placing the mold In position for the
man who Is to follow him. lie then knocks his bulb off the pipe and proceeds to
gather over his moiling.

81527-22--- qcs-11
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It Is not unusual to see bulb workmen make from 6 to 15 bulbs before cleaning
the molting from the pipe, this depending entirely ulon the peculiar skill of
the Individual. It was not unusual either to see a moiling extending 3 inches
from the nose of the iron before the pipe would be cleaned.

The workmen work on a piecework basis and are paid for bad glass, such as
cords, waves, stone., etc., the manager explaining to us that lie felt the com-
pany was responsible, for such defects, for time workers had no control over such
a situation. The average lo,s In the selection Is about 6 per cent, but bulbs
ore passed as good which would be promptly discarded It Ameriea. Bulbs are
selected in the factory.

In this city we observed several shops making thermos bottles, all made by
the German system method. A shop consists of two small boys and three blow-
ers. The boy gathers and makes a hall, after which the pipe with ball attached
is hung in a perpendicular position by the shle of the furnace. Th6 blower
covers the ball, blocks and blows his.own, and cracks It from time pipe. The
workers informed us that they received 30 marks ($7.14) for making 100 inside
and 100 outside pints, while the men making the outside P.rtlcle were paid 15
per cent more than the men making the inside article.

As a comparison, It is pertinent to record here that most of the thermos bottles
made in America are produced by the American system. Our workmen make
450 outside pints and 000 Inside pints for n wage to the skilled workers of $25.40,
or $2.41 per 100, as compared with the $7.14 paid In Welsswa&%er. but it must
be remeMbered that the value of the German mark is so low that the equivalent
of 30 marks of German money on the occasion of our visit waR only 401 cents in
American money. An additional Increase has been granted the workers since we
departed from Germany.

Candy or tablet Jars were being made at Weisswanser. Each man gathers,
blows and finishes his own article. The worker does not leave the foot bench.
After the article iq blown It is .napped and warmied In at the pot mouth next
to where the shop is working, and flnirihed in a chair.

Punch tumblers were produced extensively, and the shops are composed of
two boys making balls and three blowers. The ball makers were front 15 to 17
years of age. Each blower covers the ball, blocks and blows time glas:q and
cleans orf his own Iron.

It is hardly necessary to relate that practically all paste mold ware made in
Welsswasser is produred by the German system method, with the possible
exception of electric bulbs.

This plant has worked on a day-turn shift only for a period of 24 years--
they do not work at night.

Where more than one man is employed making an article, then the head of
the shop works piecework while tie remainder of the workmen are pahl day-
work.

• Mold makers belong to the glassworkers' organization, but their wages are
regulated In keeping with the wage paid machinists.

Men who are employed at grinding are paid an average of 280 marks
($60.64) per week, while women doing the snme work receive 2 marks nnd
85 pfennigs to 3 marks and 35 pfennigs (68 to 80 cents) an hour.

If carrying-in boys are over 18 years of age they are paid 12 marks ($2.84)
more per week than stated In answer to question 51.

Women employed doing the work of packing are paid 2 marks and 80 pfen.
nlgs (67 cents) per hour, but if they are more than 18 years of age they are
pahl 25 pfennigs (6 cents) extra per hour.

A finisher on a press shop In Germany is recognized as the head of the shop.
Punch tumbler workers earn from 00 to 700 marks ($142.80 to $160.00) per

week. 0
Iron molds were worked on a dummy just the same as paste molds.
Shops making top tubing at Welsswasser were required to leave the factory

building and go a distance of 40 to 50 feet to the tube alley, where the glass
was drawn 325 feet. A shop made from 350 to 400 pounds of top tubing in
eight hours.

At the second plant we visited in Welsawasser, presided over by Mr. Mader,
we found they had three furnaces. They make a very fine line of stem ware,
cut ware and ware that is treated with an acid that eats away the surface of
the glass, and that part left untouched constituted the design. They likewise
produce a line of blanks for cutting, and have In connection with the plant a
large cutting shop.
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The cutters work what may be termed "tenm" work. They have the "master"
alnd two assistants. The "master" works piecework, while his assistants are
paid[( daywork ; the former being held resixInsible for bad ware. TIe wages of
the master" nlipproximate 500 marks ($110) per week. Time assistants earn
only mihout on-ialf the wage of tihe "master." even though the same work Is
done by each. grinderss are paid more than cutters.

(i our visit to the cttlng shop I could hardly believe my eyes when con-
fronted with stern ware that wais flexible and at the same time bore a coin-
laratively deep cut pattern. One naturally wonders how it Is possible for the
cutters to do the work without cutting through the article.

The following picture shows the principal plant in Welsswiser. There are
ijvwnrdls of 4,000 glasm workers employed in this city. tiere I was Invited to
deliver an address nata public meeting held in the Market Place on Tuesday,
January 4. It was estimated there were 10,000 people In attendance. Every
4courtesy was shown us by the burgoinuster (mayor) and other city officials.
The address dellverl o this occasion appears in full on pages 4 to 9 of the
Mmrch Issue of The Anrericnn Flint.

11AIDEMUIIL.

The city of hlaidemuhl Is practically owned by a ,Mr.-.-Schlller, time inventor
of tie Schiller machine, which Is used in producing packers' goods. Each ma-
chine requires the services of a gatherer, operator, turning-out boy, and carry-
ilg.in boy. During the war girls served in the capacity of operators (pressers).
It IN rather a slow method of producing, but they get a nice finish on their ware.
The workers are provided with homes by Mr. Schiller, which consist of three

to live rooms, at a rent of from 20 to 25 marks ($4.70 to $5.05) per month. In
addition to lite house there adjoins each property a large shed that can be
used for coal, wood, chickens, etc., as well as a plot of ground that may be
cultivated.

As an indication of the suff'erings endured by time common people of Germany
during time war. it Is only necessary to relate thtat we came it contact vith men
and women whose weight was reduced anywhere from 30 to 50 pounds, owing
|ti tli- lack if stiflhilet nourishmeiemnt,

OBDE-8CIlBEIBE1IAU.

The plant here Is owned and .operated by Count Schafgotsch. It has one
furnace with 12 pots, each pot holding 225 pounds, except two, which are larger
thain time olers. All lhots art. (open topm mind ite firmice Is (of the down driiught
m pke. They work day-turn only. The men work on a foot bench and are
always In tle same place. The plant is over 200 years old. It Is surrounded
by a pine forest. They use only 1 ton of coal a day in the furnace, the
remainder of the heat being derived from pine wood. There are no glory holes
in the factory. All warming-In Is done at the furnace.

Twelve shops were working at the time of our visit, most of whom were pro-
ducing fine stem ware. It was really Interesting to watch them. They perform
this work in various ways. A shop producing a goblet with a fancy twisted
%tem make the stems one day in advance and set them to one aide. The follow-
Ing day they blow time bowls and conlplete the article, placing a few stems at a
time on the breast wall, and when a bowl Is ready for the stem the one closest
to tie fire is selected and stuck to the bowl. After this the bowl and leg are
warmed In the pot mouth until the entire article Is properly heated, and then
the foot Is cast. I also watched the workmen make a stem with a "bubble"
in the center. This stem is moade separately and later stuck to the bowl and
the. foot cast.
Some shops were composed of two men and two boys, while others had five

men and two boys. On a two-man shop one man gathered and blew time bowl
and cleaned off his own pipe, while the second man cast the stem and later the
foot. On lite five-man shop they had a bowl gatherer, two blowers, a stem
maker, and a foot caster.

On a two or three man shop the foot caster takes his place on the foot bench.
lie has no bit gatherer. We witnessed foot casters Insert the article In the
pot and gather on the end of the stem the glass required to make the foot. This
was clever work.

A shop composed of three men and two boys making a fine cast stem goblet
was paid 80 marks per hundred, or $19.04.
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The making of pluted ware at this plant was very interesting to us. They
seemed to have changed their system in recent years. They produce beautiful
goods.

The cutters in this vicinity worked with one "master" and two helpers.
'The iia.-ter receives approximately 360 marks ($95.08) ond the helpers 22)
to 240 marks ($52.36 to $57.12) per week,

They make stein ware by two processes and by differently constructed shops.
The drawn stein shops are composed of a ball gatherer and two blowers, who
gather and blow their own. The pipe is thrown across the crotch and the
stezm drawn with shears. If the stein happens to be too long It i cilpl!
off; If too thick It is drawn a little longer and the excess length clipped off.
The article Is then handed to the foot caster, who does not work on the foot
bench. A bit gatherer gathers the glass for the foot, and flhe article is com-
pleted In practically the same way as In America.

The second method was where they made cast stems and feet. Here they
use but one blower who gathers and blows his own. The foot caster costs the
stem is well ns the foot. At this factory they were producing sone beautiful
wnre. nil made from open top pots.

TIlE SEVENTH! DISTRICT.

I quote herewith from 'in agreement for the seventh (ltrh't (J)Aas.eld,,rf)
that became effective January 1, 1021, as follows:

"The present local clretmstances differ very much ns to wages and have
bten settled as follows:

Minimum wage in the first district, S0 marks ($853 ) weekly.
Minlimmi wage In the second district, 330 marks ($78.54) weekly.
Minimum wage in the third district, 330 marks ($78.5-) weekly.

"All workmen are obliged to do late hours If the necessity has been proved.
"Twenty-five per cent extra charge per hour for the first two hours.
"Fifty per cent extra charge per hour for any hour over two hours.
"Fifty per cent extra charge per hour if working on Sundays.
"The extra charge for work done on Easter, Whitsunday, nd Chrlslms

amounts to 100 per cent.
"For repairing pots and other similar work connected with the plant, the

workmen get their regular wages, but are obliged to do this work also beyond
the regular hours.

"All skilled workmen get three holidays per year after being employed nine
months, and another' day for each year over that time up to a maximum of
six or nine days. Time of Illness is to be put down to the workman's account
os to holidays.

"During the time of repairing furnaces, holidays are not to be granted. If
work can not be continued on account of glass being bad, the manufacturer
bears 70 per cent of the weekly wages (wages previously stated) pro rata the
time work stopped."

The uncertain Industrial conditions prevailing made It necessary that only
short thue agreements be entered Into. In some instances they did not extend
beyond four weeks. The agreement in effect In the seventh district on the occa-
sion of our visit had been made for a period of four months, but with the
proviso that should Increased prices In the cost of living warrant it, a confer-
ence could be called and the agreement reopened.

The laborers working around a glass plant are paid 0 marks ($1.43) an hour.
On our return to Berlin, where the office of the workers Is located, I was

urged to address their general executives. The Invitation was accepted and
the address delivered on this occasion appears In full on pages 9 to 11 of the
March Issue of The American Flint. A group picture of the gathering Is In-
corporated in this report.

INVITATION TO SEC'MzTAnY 011810.

In order to more fully express our feeling of good will toward the officers
nnd members of the German organization, I renewed the Invitation extended to
Secretary Oirbig, hoping that be may be able to pay us an official visit. We
are looking forward to the pleasure of having him with us. However, the
low value of the German mark may be the determining factor when the time
comes for his intended visit.
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J E N A . 4

On page 55 of this report appears a picture of the glass plant at Jena, Ger-
wany. This Is one of the famous glass plants in Europe. It is operated by a
board of directors, composed of Dr. Schott, Richard Hirsch, end Rudolph Klett.

This company has 20 furnaces and tanks and employs 1,500 people. The fur-
Diawes Include both open and covered top pots. They were making beakers,
flasks, and globes from heat.reslsting glass produced In a tank while we were
there. Their furnaces hold from one to five pots, and the tanks likewise are
small.

I watched a shop making Inner globes In a paste mold six at a time. The
tiold was a meter (39 Inches) long. A second shop was making an article that
resembled an 0 Itochester and was producing four at a time. The shop pro-
duces from 800 to 1,000 sticks In seven and one-half hours. Each blower re-
ceived 10 marks (2.38) per 100 sticks. The gatherer received 7j marks ($1.79)
per 100 sticks.

I'sist mold shops, as a rule, are composed oi 4 ball maker and two blowers
who cover the ball, block and blow their own. The glass was blocked over a
crotch, blown through, warmed in the ring hole or pot mouth, and swung to a
length of about 35 Inches before being placed in the mold. All shops worked
from a foot bench.
lit this Jena plant the me. work two shifts of eight hours each, but one.lalf

hour Is taken fur a meal, leaving the actual time of prZducing seven and one-
Ihlf hours. One turn starts at 4 a. m. each day, except Saturday, and Is done
sit noon. The other turn starts at noon and completes the day at 8 o'clock. On
Sittiinly the first turn starts at midnight itntl Is done tit 0.30 a. in., the second
turai going on at 0.30 and finishing at 1 p. ti. If necessity arises for shops to
work idghit turn they are paid extra. The workmen employed by this company
tre given two weeks' vacation with pay.

In adhition to the regular wages paid the workmten fit this plant, each married
iait receives a monthly allowance of 00 marks ($21.42) for each child in his
Immediate funlmly tnd an nllowtnce of 00 marks ($14.28) for his wife.

Each shop was furnished with two molds, thus permitting each blower to have
1:s own a ld.

"'Vtibt workten earn front 400 to 450 marks ($93.20 to $107.10) ier week,
while other worknten averaged about 300 murks ($85.68) per week.

Pil4s are set by the skilled workmen sfter regular working hours, euach work-
man receiving 7i marks ($1.70) for each hour spent at this labor.

Through the courtesy of the officials of the Carl Zeiss works, we were shown
through this remarkable Institution, which has a direct connection with the
t-lh-lt & ;enossen Glassworks at Jena. The Zeiss works now employ 4,1500, and
with the l.6Wv enployed at the glass works the two eMtablishments have a total
of I1.(M~j workers. Before the war the two plants furnished employment to

INCREASED COST OF MATERIALS.

Ani ,.normous Increase in the cost of materials for the manufneture of glass-
mi are is shown for the six years from 1914 to 1020. To avoid cojifusiotl 1 1t1

.'ilng tihe utiounts In American equivalents In each Instante. These figures
fet' ton) ils) were seetired from different concerns.

1914 1920

Coil .. . .............................................. ...... 67.14 $79.02
Sad .............................................................. . M154.07

d ....................................................................71.40 3, 570. 00
C a (brown)....................... ...................................... .94 3 .
Ca db... .......... ................................................ 7.94 19.04

23.57' 24i.98s ..................................... ......................... M .s 2,35700
11e s7 .................................................................. 71.40 1,042. 0
Coal ............... ................................................... 1.57 48..50.Sand ............................................................... 2.A 1 11.90
Sod* ............................................... . . 19.64 26 .76M a .. ... .... ..... .... .. ....... .................. 1::::01::: :: ::::: 2o 7 2,1 .19r
Lime'........ ..... ................................................. 4.76 3X.6S

$The company that supplied these figures was notified tht (be price of soda would be increased to
1,332 p r ton after Jan. 1, 1921.
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IN C'.ASID COST OV NKUYSStTI:S.

Tle following tahlie will glee i fai' Idea as to how prihes of f(m.tuffs 1mnl
(,tlier necessiti s hne Increase In Germany during the IpaSt six years:

S 1914 1W))

Na'.me otartkls. a Ame- Geman Amer[.SGermanl an " mnma
_ money. money. money. mane

Mark,. .M'qrks.
Br d........................................... per i pounds..! 0.0 10.12 so .0 $2.14
Butter ............................................. per pound..! 1.20 .29 3."M I t .1
Cheese ................................................... do .... i 1.20 1 .29 A0 00 7. II
Moet ........................................... do .... 1 100 21 20. 00 4.76
Potatoes ....................................... .. 01! :01 ..M .12
Lard ......................................... do.... do .. I1 19.00 4.21
Oleomargarine ............................... do....: ..90 :21 1M.00 .7
gait ...................................................... do .... .10, .02 .40 .0)
Sugar .................................................... do .... .22 1 " M .70, 1.36
Flour .................................................. .do.. .20 . 7.00 1.66
Egg ............................................. 12 per do.en.. I. .29 30. on 7.11
Coal ........... .................... per I poll.. .9 .21 15.20' 3.62
Soap ................................................ per plece..' 101 .02 4.50 1.07
W oo .............................................. per potnd.., 7"5 1 .79 7300 U.It
Linen .............................................. pI r meter..I .,n .19 20.01 4.76
Yarn .......................................... per I 00yards..1 .15 .01 .%00 :3.57
W ood .............................................. per meter.. &00 1.413. 130.00: X.70
a ............................................... per hours.., .10 .02 1.40 .1A

Ou1e of the great handicaps confronting tile glass manufacturers of Germany
is their Inability to secure good coal, this being due principally to the repara-
tion clause In the Versailles treaty requiring Germany to furnish 2,000,000
tons of coal each month to France. At one plunt we were advised tiat an
analysis of their coal showed 56 per cent water.

In the year 1013 the exported glassware from Gerniany-this Included all
kinds of ginss-tmounted to 146,124.000 marks, or $33,77,512.

C. ECH1O0SLOVA KIA.

While In Germany we learned that there were two orglnizittlns of glasm-
workers in ('7Chzecblovhkla. one comprisig 18.000 Gerimis an(i Atistrians.
the other being composed of 17,000 Czechs. The headquarters of the Austrilns
is located at TannwahI and the Czechs have their offices in Teplitz.

Our first visit was to the German organization at Tilunwahl. We lenrned!
that they have about 3,200 skilled workmen, who might be termed flint-gla.s
workers. However, they admit to membership all men and women etnploNyed
In the glass industry save the manager and officials-even the chemist and office
help are admitted.

The parent organization prior to the war had among its members nine
different nntloualitles, inade up of 0ermanns, Czechs, Bulgarinns, Magyars, Poles.
Ukrailns. Shvaks, Turks. and one other, bi the latngttage spoken was (ernimn.

Prior to 1012 nil gilissworkers Ielonged to the one union, hut a national
feeling was eitgendered that resulted In the Czechs withdrawing 1iti1 forming
all orgiuization composed of ('zechs only, while the parent bxly retained tile
Gerniams anti Austrians under the.leadership of Secretary Anton litekel. who
has mehl this oflfti for n period of 21 years. The Czechs' organization selected
Karl Victoria as their leader.

We sulbmlited a questionnaire to the officers of the German organization ant
they promisedl faithfully to make answer to nll of our questions. Tile (lay
that the answers were to be formutlated, however. thousands of their inelibers
were thrown Into illeness, thereby depriving the officers of the opportunity
of giving attention to our paper. It wns agreed, nevertheless, that auswers
would hi made later on and the document mailed to us, but up to the ,resent
time It has not ben received. The result Is the record of our - ;it to thil
district will not be Itq complete as I should like to have made It.

In 1914 the wages of the gaffers ranged from T0 to PA) kronen ($14.21 to
$10.24) per week, while their wages at the present time are approximately
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600 kronin ($121.80) per week. The present wages of the sicond iaau on a
shop are approximately 400 kronen ($81.20) per week, while the gatherers
receive 65 lr cent of the gufer's rate, or $T9.17.

While we were In Tanuwald we were advised by Gustav Newman, editor of
the Germn Glassworkers' Journal, that the wen hi the flint branch of the
industry work only six hours per day, but they would walt two hours on
glass. In ni0 Instance, however, would they remain tt the plant vitore than 8
hours out of 24.

lit (his vicinity tire located the plhaints of .1o~epli Iteldel. hut he would not
permit us to visit his works. In one plant he hats 11 furnaces and itn another 10.
Bk4fore the war he operated 20 furinaces,, but on the occasion of our visit lie
Was operathig only 5. Each furnace h ns from 12 to 10 pots, each lK)t holding
from 500 to 050 pounds.

The Iteidel Co. owns practically all the ground within sight of their plants,
and this is likewise applicable to the properties. They furnish their workmen
with free rent, coal, electric light, and garden space. If they do not have suM-
clent houses and workers are required to live elsewhere, then the company pays
the rent.

Tube shops are so constructed that they have a boy mounted on an apparatus
slinllir to a bicycle so that he can race down the alley with the "post" thrown
over his shoulder, the claim being put forth that lie con not go fast enough
without this conveyance.

STOPPERS.

From the Tannwald district come stoppers and prisms. Knowing of this com-
petition, I was very desirous of obtaining details. Being deprived of an oppor-
tunity to visit the larger plants, and persisting In our desire to see this wart,
produced, we were escorted to a very small plant, where we found stoppers made
In n very queer way.

Tie factory wam it shted about 20 feet .quatre. In It was a small furnace sinaihir
to in upirtable glory hole. It was fired bay eial. Two imen were working at this
bole. They had a supply of cane or rod, and would have three sticks in the fire
at one and the same tine, similar to a finisher on a bottle shop in a bottle fac-
tory. When the piece of cane was In a plastic state it was withdrawn from the
tire and inserted in a pair of tongs, in which the design of the stopper had been
cut. The tongs were then squeezed, the rod of glass drawn away, causing the
glass to be thin near the edge of the tongs, after which the tongs were opened
and the stopper severed from the rod with a pair of shears. The stopper weua
then thrown into a bucket that was placed on top of the "hole" so that the
article would cool gradually, and the operation continued.

Prisms, Ink caps, bobbin holders, toy dogs, monkeys, rabbits, and similar
articles are rodt"I in this nmnner, samples of which I have In my is"sesSion
and will gladly display them to our delegates.

For making a stopper (similar to thp No. 175 oil-bottle stopper made In
Moundsville) the men were pail 10 kroeam ($2.03) per thousand plus 3501 per
cent, or 45 kronen ($9.14) per hounsand. They are able tj lmaki, from 1,0(KO to
1,200 per day.

The John Umann Co. would not admit us to their glass plant, but did allow
us to go through their cutting shop.

Cutters work 8 hours a day, taking 15 ,minutes for lunch In the morning and
15 viinutes li the afternoon, and cease work at noon on Saturday, making a
total of 42 hours' labor per week. Previous to 0 months ago they worked 10
hours a day.

This is the largest cutting shop in the vicinity of Tannwnld we visited. The
representative of the company informed us that a good cutter earned from 800
to 1,000 kronen ($162.40 to $203) per week. but Secretary liackel told its that
this was an extiggerated statement. ind lie estimated that it good cutter could
earn from 500 to 00 kronen ($101.50 to $121.80) per week. (iris enljoyed in
the sarae shop earthed from 150 to 2(AJ kronen ($30.45 to $40.60) IK-r week. while
a skilled woman cutter would earn 250 kronen ($.10.75) Ier week. The com-
pany employed 160 cutters.

This cutting shop is an excellent structure. It Is tw' stories high, exceed.
Ingly well lighted at the sides and ends, practically all the windows are double,
and the walls and ceiling are whitewashed, making it a very agreeable place for
the workmen.

" I
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The representative of this concern took pleasure In informing us that they
could produce bottles and stoppers In their works and ship them to America at
a prIoe below that at which they could be made in the United States.

We were Informed also that previous to the war this company shipped 10
cases contftining 50 to 60 gross of stoppers each week to the Carr-Lowrey Co.,
Baltimore, bid. They had Just received an Inquiry, so we were told, for
an order of 50,000 gross, but it was doubtful if it would be filled, for the reason
that the company, it seems, would require all the stoppers they could make to
complete their own bottles.

Many bottles turned out were made unfinished, with a peculiarly constructed
blow-over. This blow-over was chipped and the lips ground and cut, making
a very attractive finish.

In this particular shop they cut door knobs and bottles in great quantities.
We learned that many of the door knobs were sent to America, and imrtlcu-
larly to Grand Rapids, Mich.

There are numerous cutting shops in and around Tannwald, most of which
derive their power from water coming from the mountains. They not only cut
down on their overhead expense because of the manner in which they acquire
their power, but in addition to this they have two frames operated front the
same pulley. In other words, In place of having two lines of frames running
through the shop as in American factories, they have four sets of frames, as
Indicated in the picture on the following page.

At the time we watched the cutters in this Tannwald plant they were cutting
stoppers, and usually they had, at least one In each hand, and sometimes more.

We found many stones In the cutting shops used horizontally. This seemed
to give the operator greater opportunity to shorten the time required in cutting
stoppers, Inks, trays, bottles, etc.

There are about 24,000 so-called "home" workers i the vicinity of Taunivahl
and Goblenz, where they make buttons, beads, earrings, stick pius, prisms,
spoons, and kindred ware.

We visited the homes of several of this class of workers. One can not ap.
preciate to what degree lamp work is performed in the ordinary home unless
you had an opportunity to visit the Tannwald district. In one home we found
a man, his wife, and three small children living in one room, approximately
12 by 15 feet. This was also their workshop. This room contained a work-
table about 3 by 4j feet, lounge, bed, cradle, stove, and several chairs. The
children were barefooted, even though at that time thd snow wts almut 6
Inches deep. The father and mother were making hollow prisms for chan-
deliers. The work table was so constructed that there was room for two mnore
workers.

Glass beads are made on an extensive scale In the vIc4nity of Tanuwald. An
ordinary piece'of tube Is heated over a .lamp and then placed in a mold anil
blown, after which the beads are separated, filed, and strung. Before the tube
is heated it Is treated with acid in order tW give the glass a silver effect.

To Impress on the reader the extent to which trinkets are made from glass
in the neighborhood of Tannwald, It may be stated that the workers have listed
1,600 designs that are cut on a glass bracelet which is made from tube. These
bracelets are cased with ruby, white, yellow, and other colors. This product
Is produced chiefly for the Mohamiedans.

Hatpin ornaments, eyes made from glass, stick pins, writing pens. and nu end-
less variety of goods of this class arp made over a. lamp in the homes of the
workers.

NEUALT.

Among other places on our itine 'ary we paid a visit to Neualt. This plant
Is 300 years old. We made the Journey from Tannwald. En route we hlid to
traverse over mountains that are so steep that it necessitated a cog engine to
draw the train. After leaving the train we were required to walk almost 6
miles through snow that was 10 Inches deep. This plant has three furnaces;
two 10-pot and one 12-pot. Only one furnace was in operation when we were
there. At the time It was built the plant was purposely located In a woods,
so that the timber therefrom could be easily and cheaply obtained for fuel.
In those days they had no Idea as to the economy to be effected by locating a
plant close to a railroad. The result is that they have had to convey all their
raw material and also the finished product quite a distance in order to place It
on the market.
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In this works practically all the shops that were making stem ware, nappies,
Jugs, etc., used wooden molds. Some of these were made with a hinge, while
others were merely a hollow block, the latter being used in making punch
tumblers and stem ware.

A stem shop was made up by one man gathering, blocking, and blowing the
bowl, after which he gathered the bit with his right hand and held the pipe
with the bowl attached In his left. Then he twisted the glass onto the bowl
and this glass was used to make the first button on the leg of the article, which
bhitton was subsequently cast by the foot maker. The foot maker next gathered
a piece of glass with his right hand and twisted it onto the leg, which he held
on the pipe in his left hand, and then finished the length of the stem. One
thing particularly noticeable was that the man casting the stem had an abund-
ance of blocks and paddles which had the design of the stem burned into the
wood. These enabled him to make the stems or legs more uniform. After the
leg was completed, the article was reheated before the foot was cast, and again
reheated before being sent into the lehr. This procedure may give some Indies.
tion of the "1 snail-like" methods of producing at this S(X0year-old glass factory.

As another example of the medieval methods used I may cite a shop making
a paste mold jug in which the handler gathered and made his own punty to
stick up the jug in order to shear it. The handler would take the pipe with
the Jug from the blower, place It across a "'IT" stand, and, connecting his
punty to the bottom, knock the jug from the pipe and heat the article in the
furnace. After this he would open the lip with a wooden plug, and then shear
it. The blower on the shop would then gather a handle, which was stuck at the
top of the jug first, and, with the handle swhiging, the article would be warmed
In the tank and reheated before the bottom stick was made. After the second
stick was made and the handle shaped, the Jug was again warmed in and heated
sufficiently to allow the handler to lip it, and then the article was sent into
the lehr. A shop In America would make three such jugs while they were
producing one.

The company at Neunlt furnishes the workmen with houses to live in free
of cost.

It might be well to relate that what we call "tables" ware Is understood
abroad as "plate" glass used on the top of a table or desk. The general
designation for flint ware abroad Is "whites" or hollow glass.

ENORMOUS INC EASE IN PRICES.

During our stay at Tannwald we secured figures on staple articles of ntces-
sity that Justify me In recording them here. The following named were some
that were increased in price from 1014 to 1020, and the percent' of Increase is
given herewith:
Flour or ieal ---------------- 353 Collars ------------------- 2. W°
Coffee ---------------------- 2.000 Shoes 2,250
Coa ------------------- 15, 000 WaAhIne and ironill...-------- 2,200
Oil (pelroleum) ------------- 2,855 School books ---------------- 1,200
Clothing ------------------- 2, 00 Railroad fares ------------- 1,200

Ti' labor that sono iiian ael Wl ail required to do) in Czechoslovakia
I almost beyond belief. We wiltne.-.sed men hitched to sleds doing practically
the work of i horse, and women with baskets made of boards straplpe acroK.
their backs carrying coal nnd other mnterlals around a glass works. It wa
certainly shocking. The men. we were informed, receivetl 6 to 8 kr'ni ($1.22
to $1.62) before the war; now they are paid 70 to 80 kronen ($14.21 to $10.24)
per day.

Since the new republic was created un'!er the provisions of tile Versailles
treaty, the names of the cities have been changed. The otlicial language al91
was changed from German to Czech, and names of railroad stations and cities
so altered that it mukes travel exceedingly difficult.

ITAIDA (OLD 11OIIEMIAC.

To understand the ability of the engraverN, cutters, and decorators of painted
glassware that comes from abroad, or to appreciate the training of the men
who have come to tils country from Bohemia, you nust know Ifalda.

This city was incorporated In 1704 and has a population of about 3.000.
The suburbs, however, comprise 30,000 to 40.000, most of whom either have
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been, or are now, connecetld with the gla Industry either in a direct or indirect
wily.
The founder of ihihla, so we learned, lIecanie Interested In glans. I1--

(4,rlnns relate that lie niide two trips friiii Ilaielih to Simln, pushing a wheel-
],arrow clotainIng g Iss. ald out of this venture lie acquired suilicleiit to enalhle
hi1 to IIake his iext trip with it tenim (if hore-. ''lhis i- ani Indication of
the crudle beginning and the great lirogre , made in the gl:ss Industry in thor
city.

There are only two Iiss factories in ilulda, and only one of these wsi
producing glos whimen we were there. This wiis ti Inittlch Co. They inive
on(e furnace with 12 poets, each iot holding 31A) to 440 jounds. A.'4 for tes the
production of glass proper is (-flcernild, It uiunts to litthe. However, the
etgroLving, cutting, decorating. and painting that I. done lipre i, another story.
Most of thir gill.swore Is plrcllnsod in other cities.

in 1508 a Selio(il Ws startil III within to, teauh clilllren how to iuako pic.
ture frames, and In 1STt le-ssons in drawing were given. This was followed
In 1878 by the stuly of glas.. decorating. and ,,f engrovinig gliis ili 107, while
the art of cutting was undertioken in 10S. At the present tint, they are huild.
lg a furiace In connetlon with the wc.hool to nake glass.

There nre 250 students now taking one or the other of the coursei referred
to. We paid two visits to thil,& school. When a student enters, he or she Is
first drilled Ini cutting pitnies from t brik nnd l:ilx-rs mid Iisting thin oan
different-colored backgroundsN. The next step Is to tse lik with i stick, thl4
beilig the first lesson i drawing. Following this tie student Is given a brush
and begins to learn to point.

In a short tie students are competing for prizes. und their drawings or
paintlnq deal with glass only. Each student must mnake is own design,
whether it be for painting, cutting, or ejigraving. One Can initi-One what this
fundiniental training means to the child that ater follows either of these
branches of the trade.

llefore students are admitted to the school they must have at least a comnion-
school education and then spend four years at the trade school. Tile school
Is supported by the State and has been since 186S. Many glaKs manufacturers
purchasl, their designs front tile Students. WlIe i stmlents leave tile school
they either enter sonic branch of the glass trade or they take up farniing or
nmusle.

In inOst instances it 1i11s been demonstrated that the boys and girls graduat-
ing front the trade school will. to a degree at least, follow up the!r training.
This is the reason that g, itichi "home" work Is being done in nnd about
Holn, it being estiinated that there are 24,000 house workers In this neigh.
borhood.

Comparatively few of the workers doing work at home are organized. The
Backed organization has a local at Ilalda and the secretary, who serves as
a business agent, spent two days with us. When we parted with hinl lie
promised to furnish some data In writing, but It has not yet been received.

According to the Information Imparted to us I feel justified in stating that
glass is treateil in one-third of the homes in this district; that is, it is cut,
painted, decorated, engraved, enameled, or worked over a lanip. This product
goes to nil coriiers of tile globe.

'Many of the farmers who till the soil during the farming season devote
their tine to decorating glass i some manner In the winter, and it's not
infrequent that the wife or some other mtiember of the family will be n faithful
and efficient nsistant ot the " home " Industry.

Cutting frames are operated by foot power InI much the same manner ns a
sewing nachlie. Many of those who are accustomed to this method of work
will not take a position In it factory where the wheel is driven by poxver, as
in Amer:cn. They claim that they can do better work on a frane operated
by foot. Tli's home work enables aged men to continue working at their
trade. There are many iien doing cutting and engraving who are beyond
70 years of age.

Many efforts hove been lmade to Induce the hone workers to give ip their
houe labor antd go to work in shops Instead, but without success. At hone
they are their own heoss and they can work short or long hours, and when-
ever they feel disposed to do so. In many instances they command whatever
price tHy feel justifleL. In asking. To illustrate: Mr. ]1ausche, a glass dealer
In Ifaldn, related that lie had secured a price of 130 kronene ($24.39) on all
nrtlle, and after taking the order the workman ralsed the l)rive to M0O) krenien

III I
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l01-50). Another pli ipf C4) kronen ($12.14) hal heeln iitretl Ill. iiidi atifer

taking ilt order oln thils basis lihe '.~urker ralil Ills price t,, :41 IIIr Iie iell
tC0.IM)). In bth llistelltes tile order had to Ie CtllnPehel.

It is freely admitted thlt when the originators of cerhiun des.gis of en-
gloving pn-%s away flilnt telir de sigi will he dli-cotltinlwi, rensonling tlit otherr
ungrvers cal liut duldiatle niany of the patterns that it was our privilege
it inlspe't. It has tilken IIs long as three years Io) engrave soiu of ilt! hildi-
'idll pieces.

Mr. Ilansehe, who I aI via rv large dealer iln glass tlat Is (it, ein'ivel,
ehelid, painted, 11111 deciirtte1, Ilforlmed t4 fhint It was Ilmpossh.bl, for lhem
t,, sClid- eilher Ilanlks or cut ware to lile United States, but they cold] Send
engraved ani (lecorateil vire for the reason their designs were orlglnal and
exeihisive. ldl with this reason;ng I very l1nllh Agree. .Mr'. llitusehe also all-
vised n.8 tItint tie average wage (if (Utters t inployel iil the dlstrht was ahut
4(K) kronen ( t...4I) a wesek.
The professor at the school tit flaida informed ti thlnt hving ,st, lud

illF'reat'4l 1.0) Ir c ent, and lie estimated tint the earnings of the cutters
in ihat district hal been inerased froit (XI krIme ($2.1X) its 1t0f, Sm. .111di
.t0N0 kronen ($121.80. $It2..IO, $203.)1 ler week.

A man2111 by the l anti of Zahn ,operates two cllttln.g shiols Ill ]lhlda. lie
eililoys tiholt 2030 Cutters. this is one of ihe few large shous of this kind
ill Enrope. (Oult of those 2110 men 30 are " inltsters." rT.p matler (,litter (ari1
from Xmi) ter 1.00;) kronen 4. $141.5) to $2411) Iuvr week. while flit- lli,,rs earn
from 3111 le l CAMP kroen ($1O.O to $121.8011) per week. liThe liunlster must share
with lhe emildoyer fii lhe expense in furlsshing sanl. light, tools, and liswer,
iaylng for all tlne sndtl miud 23 per cent of the light and power.

Another feature of the plant Is, If men are Idle for a week, due to lilnesas,
they are paid their wages for the week without question, this expense being
horne by the employer.

A visit t lhe ip{splny room of Kil Goldlierg and an l isjpeetlon of the deco-
rIltdh glass tin d's)lny will Justiry the nsserlim thit the Bollenfius lead In
this hisS of work. All the ware flint (.nhlrerg deco'ates Is made from crystal

ln'Ss. [ilt when It is f1lt1e114 on% Woulld tlhik tliut It wi., colored glass iade
pImrlosely for decorating. ills enmel work is lit i class by itself. Ile em-
ploys but 10 decorators In his shop, yet he has 100 or more doing this class
of work at home, anld(1 Ili addition to this it gro!d nllher doing cutting and
eiigraviig at home.
Ili Il1hlhht they have :a in.sent elevoted to th,, exhililion of glis. Tills

wtis eStilhilllshed by tite vorkitien iany years igo. E,ah workllln W11s solicited
it nmike a contributlol o on- p.ece of gl.,s miadle, 'llt, ellgriveel, palntel, or

decorated by himself. Many respoiutled. This Pneuomirllged others to (Ontrilblute
to lilt- (olleelh)it. Thierc are sonie very raire l'eees fit thls colletlon. We
were shown through by Mr. Alex I'foil. li vic'e imulyor of lih' City, lie is

h e of the l1lllSt,11lul iIIs I lie owller of I deeoratllg shop.

TIITI'.IIZ. C'ZEC'1I¢IN10 \ARIA,

We were well receivedl mid kldlly treated by oir ('zech brethren. Tl,,y iave
their headquarter-- hi tepitz, while their nlltellsthie'511 is svattered mll over the
rel'lllih. We present teol it questlommini-le, cmil111illll lli, stmime que'silhiis auskedi
IIf the (tIfl(ice (if the tillehl In Uerlammtl ., with lit' exception th:it quest :ots :i7,
%3. and 54 were purposely ,miltt(Nl. Feeling 1itt it relirolc'tion of the flimes-
0iohs and detailed nn.mswers wo ml iake fhill relpirt liresomne. I have de.ldeil too
glve, fl Ilk-stillt of the information obtaInld, ws f illows:

('eehoslovakla has SO plants with 103 farnves pIrohtelmg llilt gbiss, sl.ie as
Im'rssed. cut, iiiilm l. ehen la inald knd 1,11rild gln ss, Und 170 hirgo li,| sinll
c'itll ". ll.. ipq s.

Eight l(,lll's coisilliltle it ilhly's work, 45 ltIIrs v'nsisttlit, it week lit lht, flin1t-
glass Industry. Before the war t1 ]111i1 (.ilist ltt l d iy's work. They
iWalk two shifts it 411y. 'i'Iit workers report 13 lliittes before startlti timlre.
They work cii at allecework leusls.

Skilled workmen set lite pots aild (atchl lm1an1 I. pald :R1 krielitl n I.Iii fill-
eaclh Imt set. 1'otH ire set ifter regultar working ioulrs.

If gla, Is not in eomlti'on to work sit starting time, then the workllellelre
laid SO Iw'r cent-of thelr average Wlage. If they are placed at other work Ihey
receive full iy. The head of the shop Is not requplred to do other labor, but
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tle other members of tm# ie ap nlns ito the work aIgolii*ul to themat. otherwise
they have no chilla for iay.

AgreeelntS are lltisa it, j lllt 4* .ifer*viti,.v It *vun that rules ind hours
ore regulated tuulvtrml) . %hil,. m Wio reu ipdlt',l for it, districts.

The wages of tile worktoo.-, per wpk 1n 1914 utid VIJ are gveu liit thle fol-
lowing table:

l '*I l i %)

llle"..................... I4) 470 $1 J,11 $ 1 017 g. 14
lS tVto t ........ 4...... i -1- . 4 1, 1.0^ .
Slathet r r ................ 0 -, :40.4 -. 4 51

CnrylIng.In boy .......... a 4t- j 01 1%. j7- U.3 t

The workers In tile lw-% warp ,lepartmeiat ripeivP a wage it keep1inga with
what Im recorded in the forevitua toble

They admit to miembership all amlp aml fo lvti workers of ( Nech nationality
regarilless of ability. Evef) the manager of the plant mu'it be a tuetuher of'
the union, and at one factory we fMund tis, mlller was vieS-prviident of tho
union.

This organization has a tawaewrt4hip ,,f ]80) % hiult thvy di ide u follows"
FiIIat workers . to, tWb
Window workers 1.44)16
Bottle workers..... 1. ON$t
Cutters, etc ----.. :. 00
O ther maile alnd i! fesle %tri#r, 4. cow$.

All the itulie anid feule' w'rk,. r4 .ll Tiz in thac alama iml'lrtry are ,rsguamized
with the exception of thb,*w Pllaula"It il the * hlmro iaillstry

Production Is limit,4d Oy th ;, wul irgaiiatitton and woritraen are required
to be governed accortlingly

Wheln plants are clov-l it 0o r-hol-m ortur. l nmako Wlitllar repairs the
heads of shops are not rvq!,aa- i| to wvrk. bit they rqeiive 84) pwr cemat of their
average wages, while the ttirr wwrkiiwn arp elipl )vt!4l diolti another clau's of
work und are lil a wage i-o wuime. irtte with their eff rts.

There are about 100 il e bmar tos* 4t the preseat tinw
Vacations with pay must b arant,;4. Thpy are rolulatetl by what they

call paragraph 17 of their romfatraiot. th, rwovioion4 of which are:
" Interruptiol. of one-holf honrs inratifn or lmaler durinll the tUr uaallt

be paid for, even though it wouls) rw!,oo t-wo or three stops to constitutt, tile
half-hour or more. If to phllll lto'. moad tIt*, ilte %tl l;11 1at 1si"taillllty t'.
se-,ure employnmenlt hi another plt. tiOwy mosts aw.vspt. If the workiten are-
placed at an expense. much an cutr fMrP t) manawr city. the employer pays the
expense.

" If a plant is cltmed! f-r .,m weeek tlinw, therapy prellntlinl tle workmieli
from following their trail. thwi outel. w stl rkit! ii plid ia auvrm gev wt'kX WI

lital to his etlrlling fotr ti- Itist imrmstl workspuc period. If tlw ldlellel
extends beyond a wetk and tim tit thbe mosmtmisa lruttiot of fsix wpe ek, thell
what I called lbordirt' mvitav 1 pilyts le wPokly. 1trlilig 1l!oley, Ihose
ulgn an average, weekly Paruinrun for tli torw imtm f,,or wmekw. i will i,w pid n*
follows :

40 to 75 krotena i .:14' to :l:4* kr,.is"2
75 to 100 kronens. cm ,7045 to iau kr. ..vi I

100 to 125 kronen, '4 t 04$ to , t lV4 kri-14t .1 .4
125 to 150 krons,.a I'll * '4A t , kr-A I t ak .".4
150 to 175 kroneil 1:, 5i) its 35 kr, .. . . :ua1
175 to 225 krolnen int 1 -47 t ol krov,!stooa 310
225 to 275 krolten, 1 i W#0 kr oitn 1411#t ww , 4101t

275 to 300 krot1el. 1s M

(A kronen Is etuii to '.4)A 3 oeau' I
"At the end of six weeks every eisnt to indenuaittition Petig, mid the re-

slective workman who ham bopn forr is, lay off rpmcivo.4 fif he keeps lp lat
relation as an employee It1i, the particulars of which Phall be arrallizet
separately."

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Children are not allowed to work until 14 years of age, and males and
females are prohibited from working at night until they have passed 16
years of age.

Provisions have Increased In cost front 1,200 to 1500 per cent since 1914,
while clothing has Increased from 2,000 to 3.000 per cent. Wages have not
kept pace, having Increased only from 00 to 700 per cent.

Rent Is charged according to earnings. They have six classifications. Tn-
formation can be best imparted through the attached table:

Are rae Amr. erl* e Ameri.
Sly can cekl can%Neage. eqniv- ren t n~ e s.

V a50. lent. rent. lent.

A',oen. t K. I.

l i................................. in 20.30 I 5o | ,30
t'las2. .......................... ......... 1( 32.4% 2 M0 .51
4'la3 .............................................. 2WFA .' 2. 7 4 00 .81
via , .............................................. W0 03.&C 5 50 1.12
C s5 ........................................................ . 4 . .A M . 7 00 1.42
C 6 ........................................................ . 560 113.$ S 50 3.7

K. and If. stand for kronen arv hollers. It ta'xi 100 holler.; t n1mke-i krone. A krone Is equal to.3 tnti.

At one idit1 we visited in Te'litz the liad of the copiiatny inforil us that
his vfilcerli furnished its working with houses cousisting of two rooms, each
room being 3 to .17 square meters (about 20 by 20 to 20 by 30 square feet) In

rire. and it kitchen free of charge. In addition too this the company furnished
co.al free, hut made a charge of 6 kronen ($1.22) per month for electric lights.

i.ilte work was done during the war. the nble-bodled men being at the front
and the Industry handicapped by governmentt laws.

The workers now produce more in e&ght hours than was formerly produced in
nine and one-half hours.

Ten districts comprise the orgunizalion. six of which are governed by their
,own secretaries, who are pald by the union. Each district regulates local ques-
lions, bitt in general they are guided by the national board.

Average wage of workmen employed around a glass works per week was
stated to be:

I 1Cm- AnterikantK-.e~a

no-n. erauialent. non. equivalent.

Stirrer.................... 200 A (if) Culers ....................... &M" 1121.S0Pol .- 4O 71.W,)
1 l'prent e ................. 10 1 2! Polishers ......... ........... 7

%I I .. 51 Oven woekers ............ ... gitss
4 ,n ter' ........ . . ...... 2'2 41 . 'a C rryinp-in boys ......... .... 7 14.21

la.'sr ctlers ..... M...... .. f 131..%; Form-hrIdling hnvs ......... W1 1.95
Form maker' ................. W A .20 Sticking-up boys .......... 65 1. 19
Ile pn ..................... 2. 0 f :A 75

All these workmen work eight hours daily.
Women are employed as packers, assorters, and wrappers. Formerly they

worked as cutters. but this has been done away with. The wages of women'
are 20 per cent lower limt those of men doing the same class of work.

A cooperative works Is operated by the workers in whIch they work for
less money ond make greater production than when employed by another
tnnufacturer.

Glory holes were conspicuous by their absence in some plants, the workers
warming their ware In the pot mouth from which they gathered.

Every man and woman employed In or around a glass plant In the Teplitz
llstrict Is a member of the union, with the exception of the president of the

company and the directors.
Boys and glrls paste the molds for the workmen In the Inwald plant at

'Teplitz.
In this plant an extra windpipe circled the furnace and tanks, these being

uced to furnish an air current for the workmen. Th!s Is a modern works.
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The management informed is that the average wage of the workers in the
Inwiitl plant wus: Bloiwer. 51..o kr,ien ($191.1(1i x-r weu'k. Thiv bi'wktri wil.
lol 75 per cent n1d the g'illierer -10 lKr cent of the Ilouwer'.s rate.

Where it was poslble it. do so, nil paste mohls were inade I meter (39 Inches)
ling. Tists eisbles the worknit to ialie three aii, four uhlineys at a time,
while glhes were unlde fromnn Iwo to six it a time.

The following statement of earnings of the workmen employed In one of
the plants at Teplitz was taken from the books of the company while we
were In the offmee. They nre being reported In American equivalents In order
to avoid confusion:

t Mini- .Mati- ' v,~g.Mird- 1 51 i- er~

JMm. inum. mitm. mu1s11t.

A ............... 10,2.72 162.20 SISI. .l .I .. .... ... 1I0'.SOj 5163.42, 123 .
B......... .... I16.37 Is. 3 130.73 D ... ... . 116.%. 3 1 15 .72 127.0s

The blowers on the shop receive 75 per cent of the gaffer's rate, while the

gatherers are pail from .35 to 55 per cent of the giffer'tt rate.

PASSIVE RESISTANCE.

Wihenl we were i 'rTvipl:t. C'zxetosloviikia, the giuhsswuiokers were il con-lt
troversy with their employers, the latter having refused n denislil for it 3i)
per cent increase in wages. The demand was made on January 24, and the
employers were required to imake answer tise following diy.

The demand of the workers was denied, Fo they Inedinately applied what Is
known sus the "passive resistunce rule." This meant that production .iouhl
be promptly decreased 50 per cent and wages reduced nf.,ordingly.Every
member of the union was required to reduce his labor one-half. Elvein tise
bookkeepers, chemists, and manager were so affected.

In a conversation with Kirl Victoria, iead of the .nlion, ie declared that
the employers ,vould have to give in, and if they failed to do so the following
Monday the wo:kers would reduce the production to 30 per cent of the ordi-
inary output. The production was sib.equently reduced, but soon thereafter
a satisfactory settleneut was reached, carrying witln it an increase In wages
ranging from 5 to 25 per cent, and it was isade retroactive as of December 1.

The employers were In the position that If they closed their plaits time works
would lii4 tiken over siud operateil by tie Governnent, sunsd this they dlesireil
to' avoid. The sequence to this situation is that the employees practically
cotrul tlhe (overzinient.

COST OF MATERIALS.

One employer stated that materials now cost from 20 to 30 times more than
previous to the war. giving the following comparisons which are set forth in
American equivalents:

1914t , 1920 191 192 l~0

Potwh ...................... 58.01 $162L0 Soda ..................... 82.64 7 90
Sa ........................ . 091 16240 Co ..................... 15 304.0

ITALY.

Glass Is not produced in Italy to an extent that need cause us anxiety. Milan
was the only city where we visited a glassworks. Here we had the privilege
of inspecting a plant where electric bulbs and tube were being made.

The workers gathered, marveled. blew, held their own mold, cracked off
and cleaned off their iron and made 800 bulbs In eight hours. They worked
with a clean iron. They sire paid 7 to 8 llres ($1.35 to $1.54) per hundred. All
)iecework.

_-.m N
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They Inquired about our method of work. We explained how we used a
gatherer and blower. The manager replied by saying that they ltd worked
fhe same system years ago, but found it necessary to abandon It.

The dummy was very small, not over 10 inches high. Workmen worked on
the floor, but had an inclined platform extending about 3 feet out from the
dummy.

Pot mouths were divided so that two men could gather at one and the same
time. Five to seven men were working from the same pot. Glass was very
poor and so was the grade of ware produced.

Workers did very little marveling. They went across the lmarveler about
7 inches and back, gave one short Swlig of the ghlos 11t l 1 lioedlately wk'let into
the mold. They worked the gli.s very col].

A day's work collsisis of vight hours. They do not work at night. The pots
hold 1,200 pounds. This company has three furnaces. Tube was made in a
crude way. A lamp room employing 000 lamp workers was connected with the
plant.

Workmen are furnished homes with rent free. The houses are quite nice, all
built of stone or brick. A man with wife and one child Is furnished with two
rooms-a family with three children is given a house with three to four rooms.

If workmen are required to move from one city to another all the expenses
of the family are borne by the company.

Glassworkers are divided into nine organizations. Miitlo Scolarl, secretary
of the organization In which the bulb workers hold membership, was formerly
a newspaper correspondent. lie Is what is recognized as a "propagandist."
lie never worked at the glass trade.

A questionnaire wits presented to Secretary Scolarl, which was translated into
flhe Itallan language. lie promised to have all questions answered, but to date
we have not received the information promised.

FANCE.

We submitted it questionnaire to the officers of the union in France. Our
questions were practically the same as those presented to the officers In Germany
ni Czechoslovakia. It hardly seems necessary to repeat them, nor is the need
o great for the reason that the quantity of ware coining to the United States

from France is inmgniflcant. Again the information obtained is not suffmclently
authentic. However, from the data gathered the following statements are
Justified: .

Eight hours constitute a (lay's work, six days a week, workmen working the
same number of hours on Saturday as on any other week day. Previous to the
war 57 hours were recognized is a week's work. They work but one shift-day-
time only. Workmen relmrt for work from 10 to 15 minutes before starting,
time. They work unlimited piecework.

The glass trade Is divided Into nine districts. Wages and rules are made in
Joint conferences In the varlous (listricts-In other words. they inake eistriet
in place of universal agreements:

Wagc per da.

1914 1920
I American t Fan. American

Frans. ¢quivelent.jF equivalent.

0 afer... ........ ..................... .. .... 10 8 .3 &7Iw 7

First blower ............................................ 1.34 & 6 -M1Second blower ......................................... !. 5 &S 233 & 40- & 79
(atherer ...............................................97 22-2. 4.25- 4.83
Pre&W ................................................ 7 1 &40- & 79

Skilled workmen set the pots at some plants, but in most Instances pot setting
is done by the laborers. Pots are generally set after working hours. When
skilled workmen set pots they are paid 21 francs (48 c,,nts) each.

F
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PlStENT WACKS oF OTHER wORKMJ:N.

Cutters. 25 francs ($4.83) per day: mixers and selectors, 202 fran's ($4.25)
per day; mold makers. 35 to 40 francs ($0.76 to $7.72) per day; grinders
(women), 12 francs ($2.32) per day; grinders (men), 18 francs ($3.47) per
day; furnacemen. 20 to 25 francs ($3.SO to $1.83) per day; carrying-in boys,
12 to 14 francs ($2.32 to $2.70) per tiay; window.glass workers. 00 to 70 francs
($11.58 to $13.51) per (lay.

All workmen engaged around a plant are admitted to inembership In the
union. The workmen engaged In making stem ware and tableware are not very
well organized.

In some localities furnaces are held in reserve to avoId Idlene... This Is
done where they have two or more furnaces.

It Is customary to have a summer stop of front one to two itontlis, during
which time the workmen are not paid. (hi.tiq plants operated about Onetthird
time during the war.

Children are not permitted to work before they are 13 years of age. nor are
they allowed to do Akiled work at the tradle when Iess than 16 years (if age.

Since 1014 living cost has Incrvased about 400 per cont tmid wages 300 per
cent. Rent costs the workmen fron :0 to 50 francs ($5.80 to $9.@5) per niontti.

Bulb blowers gather and blow their own and each man pr suctt from 900
to 1,000 in eight hours.

A dummy mol holder with a heel.and.toe movenient. operated similarly to a
pedal on a sewing machine. seemed to be a clever contrivance; still it may
cause the ankle to become tired. By placing the weight on the heel the tnold
remained open, but when the weight of the body wt thrown on flit tiW' het
mold closed.

Coal cost 23 francs ($1.44) a ton In 1014, whle it I9"21 they are paylig I'M
francs ($90.50).

In one of the furnaces we visited In 1'tris we found tie spae that would
ordinarily be utilized for two pots was partitioned ( W tuld uswd for glory holes.
Wood was u.ed to produce a flame.

Secretary Delzant was very kind to u,. lie was huy with n meeting of is
executive board, still he devoted muh(h time to aiding us in wir mission. His
office is in Paris.

Both Mr. McCrenry and I were Invited to address the executive board. The
task was undertaken wit the aid of two Interpreters, but they were unale to
translate our statements.

After meeting and ingling with the leaders of the glussvworkers In anighld,
Belgium. Holland. Germany. Czechoslovakia, anti France I can say without
compunction that the Impression I recteivel from those who have been osen to
direct the energies of our brethren abroad is that they are capable, energe Ic.
anti agreeable gentlemen, who are deserving of the united support of those , who
compri!e the melhershtp of their re.9ectve orgalnlzutlos.

EUROPEANS TARE LIVE EASY.

In studying the characteristics of the people of Fngland and continental
Europe you do not find ihemn active and eager to hustle as are the people lit
America. They seem it) be possessed with the idea that they should take life
easy. This was not'ceable lit prnetlrally all walks of life. 111nl not infrequently
the natives would call attention to our dls,ositlon to hasten matters.

It was an Interesting contrast to watch the men at work lit the glass plants
that we visited and note how easygoing they are and how slowly they ap-
proached their work when compared with the American workman, who ap.
plies himself to his task with greater rapidity.

THE REAL EV[l.

in n perusal of the data compiled In this report the reader will quickly
(iscern that the cost of producing glassware In Belgium, Germany, Ozecho-
slovakia and other countries Is much higher than In America. It is likewise
true that the wages paid to the workmen are greater than those paid to the
American workmen. But this is readily accounted for by reason of the very
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low value of foreign money as compared with the value of the Anerican
dollar.

When I state that last October the rate of exchange In England, Ireland,
and Scotland was such that we received $1,87 of English money In exchange
for $1.00 of our money, In Belgium $2.94, In Holland $1.24, in Germany $15.47,
In Czechoslovakia $15.83, in Austria $131.95, in Hungary $89.11, in Serbia
$8.75, In Italy $5.21, and In France $2.64, then It can be understood what an
Inducement there Is to use American money in the purchase of products from
abroad and bring such products into America at a price that American work.
men and manufacturers can not compete with. It is my judgment that no
reduction in wages will enable us to meet this situation so long as the value
of foreign money remains so low. The rate of exchange i, the real evil.

MONEY VALUES.

That the reader may more fully understand the financial situation as it
exists between the United States and European countries, and appreciate Its
seriousness, it should be remembered that what was once equivalent to an
American dollar was, on the occasion of our visit, worth only the amounts
stated as follows:

England, 78 cents; Belgium, 84 cents; Holland, 80qcents; Germany, 81
cents; Czechoslovakia, 01 cents; Italy, 19 cents; France, 38 cents.

Another illustration: For 61 cents In American money importers can pur-
chase one dollar's worth of German-made goods.

Belgian money: One hundred centimes equal 1 franc. One franc equals
19.3 cents of American money when the franc Is at par. In December the
franc was reduced In value until it was only equal to 8f cents of our money.

French money: Computed same as Belgian money, and was equal to about
7 cents of our money In February.

Holland money: One hundred cents equal 1 gulden. One gulden equals
40 cents of American money when the gulden is at par. In December the
gulden was reduced In value until It was only equal to 32 cents of our money.

(iernan money: Oie hundred pfennigs equal 1 mark. One mark equals 23.8
cents of American money when the mark Is at par. In December tie mark
was reduced In value until It was only equal to n trifle over 1j cents of our
Intoney.

Czecho.lovaklai money: One hundred healers equal I krone. One krone
eiual, 20.3 cents of American money when the krone Is nt par. In January
the krone was reduced In value until It was equal to less than 11 cents of
our money.

Italian money: One hundre-d centesina equal 1 lira. One lira equls 19.3
cents of Ainerletm nioney when the lira is at par. It February the lira was
rednueed ili value until it was equal to less than 31 cents of our money.

APPRECIATION.

The officials of the organizations In each ilnd every country we visited treated
u4 with the greatest courtesy and consideration. lai practically every distance
we were required to converse through the lledum of an Interpreter, but the
conshnmlt willingness of tie offlcials abroad to respond was Indeel gratifying,

ind I take this ineengS of expresing may appreciation for the iany kindnesses
shown to ns.

CANCTIXBTOX.

I aur not unmindful of the great honor conferred on nio by those who selected
mne to make this Investigation. I am sure it will readily be seen from the
c:tcnsive data collected in this survey that I applied myself to the task, which
was not always pleasant. My fondest wish and my greatest hope, however,
are that the statistics-the maiteriln facts and flguires of the European glass.
making countries--contained it this document will prove beneflcial to the
Industry In America and especially to the members of the American Flint Glass
Workers' Union.

81527-22-Misc-12
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS W. McCREA Y, SUPERINTENDENT
PHOENIX OLASS CO., MONACA, PA.

Mr. McCREARY. Mr. Chairman the manufacturers interested in
the production of illuminating glassware are interested in having
an additional paragraph in the tariff law that will enable us to
determine with some degree of accuracy the volume and the value
of imports of that class of glassware.

In addition to that we desire that a tariff of 60 to 65 per cent be
imposed; and also dhat the American valuation plan be adopted.
Mr. Clarke in his remarks this morning stated that he and I had
a joint trip through Europe to investigate the conditions in the
glass industry, he representing the workers and I representing the
manufacturers.

We spent about five months' time there, during which we traveled
through the chief producing glass centers of Europe, which are Ger-many, Belgium, France, and Czechoslovakia.

In those countries we found that the labor conditions were, as
measured from the American standpoint, very bad. The living con-
ditions of the workmen were far below the standard of the Ameri-
can workmen. Their wages ranged from about 8 to 1 to 10 to 1
in comparison with the American standard wages.

The opinion that Mr. Clarke and I have both come to is that the
chief advantage the foreigner has over the American glass manu-
facturer in our line is due to the fact that they pay an extremely
low rate wage in Europe.

Glassware that we produce in this country that costs us at the
present time approximately $24 a day to produce, in Germany and
Czechoslovakia will cost anywhere from $3.50 to $4.50 a day to
produce.

We came in contact with exporters in Europe and secured quota-
tions on glassware. They gave the prices to us and when we sug-
gested the possibility of a tariff being raised tey merely laughed
at us and told uts, "Yu could raise your tariff 10i per cent an( we
will still be able to undersell you."

One manufacturer in German who exported all his goods to
America stated that it is possible for him to sell the goods in America
at le&q than what our wage rate is. We knew it, and yet he told it
to us in such a manner that indicated that he felt pride in the fact
that he could sell glassware in the home market cheaper than we
could produce it on labor cost alone.

We have evidence in our reports which we will submit to you in
a brief form, showing that we can not possibly hope to compete in
the American market unless we receive some protection from the
cheap labor of Europe.

The Senator this morning asked Mr. Clarke why we dwelled on
that fact. Well, the reason we dwell on that is due to the fact
that we feel that the difference in the rate of wages being paid in
Europe and America is a factor that the American Legislature can
help us on. We do not come to you and ask for any relief on purely
legitimate and competitive basis, where it comes to the question of
efficiency, where it comes to the question of production, or where it
comes to the question of procuring cheaper raw material; that is
something that we believe the American- Congress has no power to

I I I
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hell) us on. But we do believe you have a power and a right to
hielp.us along on a question that involves wages such as the difference
between those paid the American glassworker and those paid the
foreign glassworker. d

For instance if this globe you see above your head [indicating]-
I believe it is American production, but a similar article I have seen
made in Czechoslovakia-and the labor cost on that article-not the
one we see there, but the one very similar in shape-was 5 or 0 cents
per hundred, and the American'glass manufacturer's labor cost on
that is $1.60 per hundred.

In addition to the cheap labor, they have advantages over us in
the way of raw material and, in some instances, coal. But coal is
(flearer there. as measured in American dollars, in a good many cases
than it was in 1914. But lime. lead, soda, ash, and tihose ingredients
are in many cases a great deal lower, as measured in the American
dollar, than they were in 1914. But on that point we do not dwell.
We consider that they have a legitimate advantage there. But what
we do say is that we feel that you should grant us some relief on
the wage rate, on the difference between the cost of production in
Europe and the cost of production in America, based on the wages
alone.

I shall take pleasure in joining Mr. Clarke in submitting a brief.
(Tlie report referred to is as follows:)

ELUROPL'S FLINT (ASH INII'ISRY.

(By "bos. W. McCreary, superintrundent of the Phoenix Glass Co., Monaea. Pa.]

'MO.NACA. P.%., Ifarr~h If, 19?1.
Jo I1P (I.ASON-TIFIOUT OlASlS CO. PI'rTTSBURH11 LAMP, iiASs & (;LAS ('O.;

I'IOENIX (fhASS CO. 11. C. FRY CLASS Co.; JFF.ERSON O(LASS Co.

('; fx.MtX: I .sullubt herewith for your consideration the reslls of may
investigation of the econoinic and Iltdustrini condition of the princiial gin.Qs.
Il-oitllcing countries. if Eurolie, cont-ihig my work ox for ns possible wilhilnm the
limits of the gla s Industry.

The work wns Jointly unoler ttken nd Ilished by Mr. W. P. 'larke, president
of the A. F. 0. W. U., nnl the writer. This %work was undertaken oil 1 (.om-
mission fi ut you to the writer and occuplel ive inonths' ine, iiihng. which
we. traveled tnore- thopl 14.0(0 tiles 4n4 catle III contact with 4,iuhit of 11111% 4.llef
ghi.s-prodncIing countries of Europe. W' arrived in iondon Friday. Ovtolx'r
21, 1f920P. omd s0oon vere iI toueh with penupii' to whoino we Nd lettt's ,f introdlluc-
tion. Wt learned from thoe.t to whom we talked thnit Enginud, e.,ninimically
and Ilndlstrially speaking. was In Very bad shape. Their mony haid lepreel.
nti! tit that 1il12 about 28 per cent. Tndustry was Iurdened! to tite hirvaklng
point by the (.itornmoliq tnuxes levied. Oi'it2i woa nvbdhing further investment
Instead of seeking I'. Living costs were high. IUnemiloyment stalikei through
the 10land a1(d woo increasing daily ; and Libor, thus thrown ot of einil0oineit
amid farcd with high living costs. wOs dil.;eouraged, dlscnte teol, oiwl ii a very
ugly ion l,11t Prades of the unemployed throughout England were of cotninon
occlrrence.

The English glass Industry hall not up to this point felt the full effects of the
depression, but complaints were made about the competition of continental glaS
manufacturers In the English market. We saw glassware from ileilim, (Ber-
loany, 8weden, CzechoslovakIa. arld Japan. ThIn-blown tableware. wile. cor-
dials nid tumblers" from Belgium was being laid down in England., mw'oriliuig to
thif statement of several manufacturers with whom we talked, at o less price
per dozen than the English cost. An 8-ounce thinblown tumbler from letglum
wvas sl-swn to us thut was laid down In London for 84 cents per dozen, while
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a common pressed 8-oun(e tumbler made In America cost $1.28 per dozen laid
down In London. Tire inai vlo showed irs these tumblers represented an
American manufacturer who up until the summer of 10220 enjoyed for years a
very lucrative trade on this line. While the prices quoted on sme Belgian
glassware were less tMian the English glass inanufacturera' cost, the prices quoted
on a similar line from Czechoslovakia were less tban the Belgian quotation, and
In one case Just exactly one-balf of the Belgian price; yet the article In question.
a cordial, ninde in Czechoslovakia. was more richly cut than was the product
of Belgium. Belgium price was 7 shillings per dozen, Czechoslovakia 3s. (Id.,
and the English cost approximately 9 shillings per dozen. A complete line
of glssware front r'7Avsloslovakin was seen, consisting of cordials, niapples,
tumblers, vases, oval., lamps, finger bowls. puff boxes, stein ware, electric, andi
shades. For elegance of design and artistic worknanshtlp they co uld not he
surpassed, and the quality of the glass wn all that could ie desired. We were
quoted the following prices per dozen:

-- America

English
money. 1 Normal

rate of
exchange.

Cordials, neatly cut .................................................
Cut tumblers .......................................................
Et. el ris, one end finished ....................................
Et. hexagon electrics ............................................
10.inch opal shade. .................................................

3
6

12

0 ~ 1.11
0 2z160~ 3.35
o 2.A

in money.

Prevailing
exchange.

1.01

2.422.01

They guaranteed d,,livery int any qtuatity, package free, breakaige not to
exceed 5 per vent, ind prices for orn- year. They would pack in any quantiths
desired-4 dozen. 6 dozen, or 8 dozen. Tire gentleman who lItmidled this lit,
laughed when the question of American tariff was mentioned. saying, 'A
100 per cent tnriff could be Imposed and yet we could enter the Arrierican
nrarket." This conm ;iny has nner conslleration the question of opelninrg an
office and show roons in Amierico.. From nuotber source we sccllret! the follow-
ing qnctations:

Dirlex chimneys, 2 grsL otsn ............................ per gross..
20 line veritas, 2 yros lot .................................... ro ....
10 blge, 2 gro-s lots .......................................... do ....
Sbulge 2gros lots .......................................... do ....
10 line kosmo%, 6 cs, lots .................................... do ....
6 line kosmo, A gross lots .................. ................ do ....
9-inch opal shader. 2i-inch fitter, I gross lots.........per doten..
10-Inch opal shades, 2k-Inch fitter, I gross lots............ do....

American money.

English
money.

s.d
72

39(
36(
in
12

Nornial
rate of

exchange.

$17.2*4
17.2,
23-04
21.60
9.36
9.61
2.76
2.91

Prevailing
exchange.

121 4
12.41
16. sq
15. WO
6. 74

1.94
2 12

l1ta.kages free, lreakng, girranteed riot to (exceed 5 per cent. At this place
we also saw s1at11des of eb1tarrr'ys anul leise.s made in Japan, but were Informed
that deliveries oil chimneys wos not regular, and received no uiuotationi. The
lighting glassware this company was quoting prices on was made in (zeelo,-
slovakia aind Sweden. (werrlnanisrodl -d glassware made Its npipparaince in the
English market for the first tiue since 1914. We saw shipments oinisisthlig of
Illuminating glass from (ermanny, Czechoslovakla, and Sweden. Swedish
packing showed the best ntt result, of till In the shipments we saw unpacked.
In passing will say we are of the opinion the prices quoted in the Iondon
market at the tine of our visit were based on the wages and coidIttons pre-
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vailing prior to January 1, 1921. Since that dlte wages have been increased
considerably and hours reduced In Germany, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia In
tile glass Industry. This will be dealt with under its proper head when report-
Ing for these countries. As I proceeded through England and visited various
factories I soon discovered there was a lack of uniformity in wages, hours of
work, production, iind factory conditions. There appeared to be on the part
of soine manufacturers nd their workinen a lack of a proper appreciatlon of
the present questionable position of the English glass industry mid the causes
that produce it. The writer, having spent but a few weeks visiting various
plants i different parts of the country, would not presunre to say he thor-
ongily understool tile causes that have reducedl tie Industry to its present post-
unio. lie hats, however. been strongly Impressed with certain phenomena
which in his opinion would produce the results if let go uncln'rked for any
length of tlnie. chieff among these is the hick of t progressive sprit among
sonm( of lhe ina tlfaettirer, its sh,;,vn hy the absence of prolrly constructed
factories with ti, nPeessary equiljinent. Factory onditlons that prevailed
)it the hlitlustry 1(9 or 1.5I years ago tire sti!l to be seen In some loalitles.
FIactories illt without windows foir light or proper ventilation. Factories
wlre the only natural light they get is through tie opening fit the top of the
toni-slimplb uidihng or when slne oe opens the door of the factory to enter

mid( where the ventilationr is suiedil through it hole i the floor leading from
the cave or a hole ,.t i the wall pf the factory, whit- we noticed was cov-
erel most of tli thel,. inI fnctorles where skilled worktren tire (collpelll to
work liu an ititioslilere laden with the eseapihg smoke from the furnace and
lphrs, whose niieven floors wore littered with dlisr tid whose wails evi-
dently were never Itrodliced to a (oat of whitewash must certainly have a
depressing rather than nit elevating effect upon the morale of the workmen.
It lit least sets nn exlmphnle of Indifference tnd unreslionsive action to the pro.
gressive spirit of their foreign eoniiietitors on the Continent. And to these the
fiet that there tire very few glory holts successfully operating in England,
Il1t a coniferahleh niittitut of finishiig ware is done lit the lmt imoith from
which Ohe gatthering boy on the shop is working, that shops tire very frequently
not arratiged to get the best lorisluctlon mut, that furnaces tire in use requiring
as long as 3111 to 48 hours to nrelt it pot of glass , and in some factorivs require
48 hours to work ,it. notwithstanling tile I sis halve a capacity only of about
one-half or tw1-thlirds the capacity of tile Aiaerican poit, anil nte cal get tn Idea
of the English nantiufittur.r's contributions to the decline of the English glass In-
hltstry. None of the ilInu:in'factnrer tire guilty of nil tie causes above elln-
iterteil, but all tire more or les. contrilntory. Two of the best-looklng fac-
toro.s visitel iu Enmagitll were ]leatson, ('hrk & (i., of lotlheriniti, and the
lkiacilld Gla. W'oil .s lit hirinhlighani. These factories were well lighted and
ventihited aild were lieat tinl cleit lit ipllartiiice. Tite workment ire fairly
wtell orgaiiized. buit, iln the opinion of tihe writer, not very coimpietenttly led.

Amontig the leaders in tie labor noventent of the glassi Industry of England
wholin it was our pleasure to ieet there was only one, and lie occupled, I under-
stand, a suborlinute position, who, in the opinion of the writer, displayed a
knowledge of the industry comnienstirate with his position, lie is Mr. William
lradford, of Tirnilnghian. lie displayed a knowledge of the causes producing
the conditions in the Indlstry and showed a more frin grasp and understanding
of the situation titan did any other worknan or labor leader with whom we
conversed in England. The English glassworker's contrIbution to the decline
of his Industry is ly no neans a negligible quantity. lie has strongly opposed
(lie introduction of new Ideas, fought bitterly against imlproved methods of pro.
ductlon and placed himself, generally, In opposition to any movement that
wouhl increase production. He stood still while others went forward, and his
standing still made It easier for his competitors to go forward. lie basked in
the warmth of the sunshine of the past glories of his' Industry when English
glass was supreme. Ills pride In the past lulled him inIto a false feeling of
security, lIe did not recognize the significance of the Influences that were slowly
undermining him until finally the itarket that once was his was entered by
the products of nuore progressive workmen and manufacturers. Even then,
though he still had the opportunity, he failed to grasp it and clung to the false
theory, as he does to-day, thint the less lie produces the longer it will take him
to finish a Job and the more work it will give him. Something must be done
to awaken in him a fuller sense of his responsibilities to the Industry If the little
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that Is yet left Is to be saved. An Inteilligent Move In the p"ver direction bas
been nlado by the English glass manufacturers by the for mton of a company
known as the British Olans Industries (lAd.). Tb. compe misI .itgniso under
the laws of Great Britain and enjoys a legal standing. Thh ritonaio m It the
outgrowth of 14 movement started In 10T, when, owia to the .WpW .I .,AV , ll-
tion of trade duo to foreign competition, It was found that soiwebing awo' be
done to neet tills corupetiltion and stop price cutting among tbelnOei.-. t
Association of Glass Bottle Manufacturers of Great Britain and IrvlanI wL.
forced nlml comprised about 07 per cent of the manufacturers of Ott omntrj
Shortly ifter lhe formation of the absoclation they were offered the Owetin
aitowiic botfle.blowing machine, but could not pay the price. After the
machine was successfully demonslrateil it Germany another assocltion was
formed ro secure the Britishl rights In the niachine. This association was
known as the Britis-h Association of Glass Bottle Manufacturers (Ltd.). und
a large tereentage of the tuenbrs of the Association of Glass Bottle Manufac-
turers ol (Mreat Britain taut Ireland became shareholders in the British Asso-
elation of Olass lIottle Manufacturers (Ltd.).

After the formaflotin of1 tieseo- tw conifiriles it occurred to soie of the 160.
lg wimtifficlurers that more effective work could be accomplished If tile two
organlitins were Anmalgamated, and an effort, which was not entirely suc-
cessful, was inadlo to that end. Soie of the leading manufacturers of both
organizations did qnualgamato their bushues, and In 1013 a company was
formed k-nown as he United Glass Bottle Manufacturers (Ltd.). This cent-
pany In its almlgamuated form still remained a member of the orlgial asso-
clation formed itn 10f and the largest shareholder In the British Association
of the (lass Bottle Manufacturers (Ltd.). Some years later the British Glass
Industries (l.td.) was formed by a separate co mi)any not in any manner con-
nected with either of the other companies. In 1019 however, the British Glass
Industries (Ltd.) acqulre the ordinary shares of the United Glass Bottle
manufacturers' Co. (Ltd.).

Tie A",-oviatloh ol Glass Bottle '.% nufacturers of Great Britain Anil Ireland
comprises about 97 per cent of the glass-bottle manufacturers of the British
Isles And includes as Its inemtiArs the British Glass Industries (Ltd.) and the
United (lass Bottle Manufacturers (Ltd.). The British Glass Industries
(Ltd.) 'pIurchases the hulk of its material for its subsidiary companies through
a central purchasing olice, biu the disposal of Its products is left, is far as
possible, for each class of glassware to be dealt with by a sales department
covering each specific section. Hiach Individual subsidiary company retains its
original tnde name. Working conditions, wages, and hours of employment for
the glassworkers are arranged by a wage board of- the Association of Olass
Bottle Manufacturers of Great Britain And Ireland, and a similar committee
of the .Citioiln Federation of Glass Bottle Workers. An agreement was made
in 1910 iln wlih'h the Glass Bottle Manufacturers of Great Britain and Ireland

agreed to employ as glassworkers only members of the National Federation of
Glass Bottle Workers, and the glassworkers' union pledged Itself to work only
for members of the association. The glassworkers" wages rose and fell auto-
matieally with the association official list, the basis being the wages and prices
of 1010. During the abnormal times the wage board was temporarily aban-
doned, but Its revival Is again being considered.

The British (tiss Itlustrles produc- machine and handmade bottles, light-
Ing glassware, tableware, blown And pressed, stem ware, chemical and sclen.
tific glassware, and Incandescent bulbs. This company is building two immense
veodern factories near London, one at Canning Town and another at Charlton,
for the manufacture of bottles with the Owens machine. The company works
four ien on a three-shift daily bapis. Including Sunday. This gives a man one
day off each wtek. He works approximately 42 hours per week and receives
the same weekly wage lie received for 48 hours per week.

Tie formation of the above company Indicates tile English glass nmnnufie-
turer realizes tle danger that threatens the Industry and gives promise of hin
handling with more vigor the problems that surround him than he has In the
past. Added to tils, the universal demand of glass manufacturers and work.
men for a tariff t6 protect the home market and enable the Industry to be re-
built. and the further fact that a wellorganized research department Is fune-
tioning under the able and well-directed efforts of Dr. W. H. S. Turner at the
University of Sheffield makes one realize that an even-balanced movement Is in
motion, which, If continued to be properly directed, Is certain to bring perma.
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tliont benefits to the glass Industry of England, It is a hopeful sign from a
British standpoint. As we continued our journey through the British Isles
the lack of uniformity previously mentioned was frequently noticed. In sqme
districts work for the week would commence Mondny morning and end Friday.
In another work would commence Tuesday and end Friday or Saturday, while
in another district work would Strt monday morning and end Saturday. The
hours per day ranged from 71 to 9) hours, and In one case 12 hours, 6 hours on
and 0 hours off. Some places worked all daywork, while some few places
worked day and night work. In the bottle Industry geerally they worked a
three-shift system of eight hours each, with one-half hour for lunch, making
*even and one-bal hours actual work. In some ocalitits the laborers about the
t.,tory set the pots, while in others pots were set by the glassworker.

In psnnI factories the blowers pasto their molds, while in other factories the
if,.bi are posted by the boys in the shop. In no factory did I see a man
,ir4- nlly to do this work. Very few fMctrles tire I. lppd with fan wind# and
I j#14 not we a pot shadow pan or bit kettle In annngilsh factory. The press
xtCIS* -r* rn hlis "bit" off In the pot, and presers in many caso cooled the

lunw re toy holding a can of water up and insertIng the plunger in the water.
utrls Sar qsuit, extgeoely employed in stopper grinding and cutting.
Ilicrwork 1o the bissis of pay in the industry. The workers In the blowing

department nm*. Into the fattory nbout 15 to 20 minutes before starting time
to get ready to start.

In one factory wi. ivlted ihey ley the shop for two-thirds of ware broken in
lebr. If the boy o the sho hrtAks It. If the breakage Is the fault of Jhe shop,
olher than the boy, tb sOPp Is not paid.

In.some localities where they formerly worked three shifts, they have aban-
tloned lhe three-.,blft system, and now work two shifts fnud have Increased
their production. Tube shop% still work three shifts lit some factories. In
siome localltles overtlme os maintenance work among mold makers Is pro.
ilbited, while In another loclty It Is permilted. There Is no regular sumirfer

stop, but one company conmeneing In July, 1020, gave their glassworker *one
week vacation with full pay. ow-athird of the factory being off each week for
three weeks.

In the chemical branch of the Industry producing chemical apparatus, we
saw young girls and boys doing the lamp work and turning out a fair quality
of work. They had not yet reached their highest point of efflciency, bilt some
of them were turning out a very good product. They were paid from £2
8s. to f3 10s. per week.

Materials for glassmaklng have Increased greatly ainNe 1014.

American money.
English I
money. Notmal Piaiing

exchange.. exchSnge.

Ftench s.nd costs ........................................ er to... 13 0 114.00 U0.
LQ , o st ....... ............................... do.... _ .69-o- -ts .................................................... do.... ' 1 o 42 3.31
Coailcosts .................................................... do.... 2 10, 1i i &16

Soio of the wages received by the glmsworkers, n(old ilnkers, and cutters
were as follows:

At Newcastle-upon.Tyne, we were informe(d, the Journeymen, pressers, fin.
Isliers, and gatherers received the same wages. At this factory they work, ac-
cording to Mr. Davidson, from 30 to 30 hours per week. Saw them press a
7 by 0 Inch Holophano shade, fro which the presser, finisher, und gatherer
received Is. 11d. each, or 40 cents nonmal exc.hange, aid title prevailing rate
of exchange 33 cents per 100.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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American money.English Normal
money. rate of Pre vailingexchange, exchange.

£ S. d.
Galler on stem shop, cast stem, !! moves ..................... 0 51 6 $236 .90
First foot maker, to II moes ................................ 0 48 6 11.52 8.29
Finiher on bles, perweek ................................ 1 6-s 0 0 29.19-3.92 21 01-28.12
Bottle Llowers, per week )................................... ) 19. 46- ).76 14.01-19.27
Mold makers, e hur ........................... () ." r- .64 .0- .46
Cutters, per week ................................... 4 4 7 2. W, 14.80
topper grinding (,rls), per week ......................... I 3 0 0 14. 0 10.51

GO er oi tute so p ur und, 400 pounds per day--ane....' 0 0 1 .02 .0141
Gatherer on tute s op, per pound, 460 pounds per day-cane 0 0 .01 .0172
C(bemlcal ware tloxers, per week ............................. 4 0 19. V 14.01
Bulb blowers, I's, per 100 .................................... 0 2 3 .54 . VBulb blowers, 19's, per 1o ................................ 0 2 4 56 .441

Bulb blowers, 21's, per 100 .................................... 0 2 7 62.
Bulb blowers, miniatures, per 10 ......................... 0 1 0 .34 .24
Bulb blowers, (, 40's per IO .............................. 0 4 3 l:02 .73

s £4 to I. 2. 4d. to 2.&l.

In another district where tubing was being made the gaffer was emliloyci
by tie coaitijziy tind paild 2d. lKer pound. lFroii Ihls sllil the gaffier poaid the
tirst nii F, Coiid foot maker, another 11111, Itll Jill the necessary s11tl l help.
altd in adllion had to furnlil hIs own I ih or clair. it is stitted that from
the 21d. per po nd received lie paihl nll the eXplI;nses of the shop us1i etirtil
for imi1self £f00 to £t per yeaur. I s411e of tile factories where stein wre
witl, east stein ar1d foot Is aiade the workinen Imake from two ti) two-tt1d a
half itioves III a turn's time. The earlilgs would. iif icilrsi,, Ii- Ilr'ea.sed
tccordlingly. Ill one district they have it cutstoi of payigI the glassworkers
if they tire laid off work by reasoii of 1ots breaking or glass not liellig rt-aody.
If they work Monday and do 1ot get to work the bIalauce of wi-,k through the
bIreakige of pots or glass ilot Ibeilg ready, tht shoip.s are paid for I iloves.
If they do iot work Mcinday aiui tilso fail to work the liIltcive of the veek hlie
Aiops are pald 51 itoves.

A. lhonts system I. ill operations In SonlP f.lctories tIakilng I11il.is 1itid titlmlln.
The tube shOli receives it bonus of 10 per cent If It works 42J hours per week.
The bull) ))wers rteceive a hOllsi of 5 shilling If they ejlrnl £3 thd. per week, und
if they p.produce each day C-00 bulbs and work 421 hours p4er wek, they re,,v'.-'
an itdchitihai bomus of 7 silligti 03 ioliece. 'L'hey do noit re.elve Ihe latter ,lu,:.
however. If they full to lnake 00 good hullis each day. or if they do Ila!' V04)
good huli.s mid full to work 421 hmrs.

Tle bonus for shops making (1 40 bulls is ba.ed on a daily production, of 400.
They produce from 00 to SW0 per tiny. The loans for the shops making hilia-
ture bulbs Is based Oil lill- salize dally liroihItllon as the 17's. I's anid 21's. 'rhey
prclitlce 700 per clay Um1id have sluop. that Irodluce regularly 1.(XK) per day. They
work nirglt turn nid i(lly turn. To get time second bonus, n blower must produce
till- Npivlled 4aiily iianiitlly of good bulbs and work 421 hours per week. Chalk
from the hills of Eng itd is used quite extensively instead of llite. The
chemical analysis of both I9 the same. The cost of living i England is high.
In tile opinion of the writer It is higher than lit America. I appenld herewith a
few of the prices noted:

Fat bacon, per pound ..............................
Medium lean bacon, pound ........................
Lean bacon per pound ............................
Boiling beef, per pound .............................
Pork chops, per pound .............................
First choice eggs, per dozen .........................
Second choice eggs, dozen ...........................
Bananas, per dozen ................................
Cabbage, per pound ................................
Potatoes, per pound ...............................
Men's r ead-.mnee suits .............................
Men's custom-made suits ...........................
Men's dress shoes ...................................
Ladie' dress shoes ................................

English 
money. 

I T

2j. 4d...,......
2s.6d .............
2s.8d .............
2s.2d .............
2s.4d...........
s . ............
45. l .............
29 d ........ .....

81d o 2 ..........6d ... ......
z£I Ito ). .::
XN 1AIo £27...
£2 15s. to £4 Ss....
£2 Ss. to £3 Is...

American American
ioney, nor. money,
nal rate of prevailing
exchange. exchange.

0.,3 10.40
.60 .43
.64 .45
.52 .37
.56 .40

1.44 1.18
1.14 .82
.60 .43
.16 .12
.12 .09

61.1- 97.30 49.04-70,06
b7.57-131.36 63.05-94. S
3.33- 21.38 9.60-15.52
11.65- 19.92 8.39-14.62

r
[
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When we arrived In England, doubt was expressed by quite a few persons
with whom we conversed about our entrance into English factories. We are
glad Indeed to say this doubt bad no foundation In fact. We were not refused
admission Into any English glass factory we expressed a desire to enter, and
in every instance were made welcome ani extended every courtesy We renewed
nmny of tin pleasant noluaintanceshiis so happily formed during the recent
visit to the country of the delegates of the English Society of Milass Teehnology
a1(] had the pleasure of meeting Dr. W. E. S. Turner, head of the department of
glass technology of the University of Sheffield. said many other prominent mem-
bers of that party, and also Mr. George E. Alexander, director general of the
British glass industries, all of whon through information given and assistance
otherwise rendered contributed to milking our trip through the British gla.s
Industry a soiccess.

aFErGIUM,

The production (of glssware is one of the oldest and one of the most promi-
nent Inlustries In Belgium. It is to a great extent localized in 1nd about
(harleroi and Liege, where raw materials of the Industry are found. The raw
materhils r the iamimtmutuire of glass are practically all of Belgian origin with
lite exviptlon o f crta;ni chemicals, especially soilunm sulphate, which was
impiirtlsl from (lermany. Boxing lumber for packing Is In general Imported
from Xcalndinavin. The opening of the Campilne coal field carries with it the
prolability of fnttare gliuss plants Ihing established iii that reghit, esli llly
ahout Moll, well known for its wvhite sand. The glass factories of Belgium are
workinit nhout three-fimruths capacity, yet the production of whidow glass has
reached approximately (, per cent of the 1913 production, Plate glass hus
reached approximately 08 per cent of the 1913 production, and the production
of Ibottles equals 105 per cent of the 1913 prohuctoui, or 5 per cent greater
thal for the same period for that year. According to a ilei-lgi report. window-
glhsS nanufiturers (of ileigium earned a pr, flt of 11.0)0,000 francs during the
year 1911). li the classifications of exports of glassware to the United States
appears " Cut glass aund titlewar'." This inciundvs stemware, lunulbers, glasses,
s1,0his, lighting good'; (very little of which is exported from Hlelghuta to the
United States), vases. llnd cut-glass articles not otherwise classified. For the
11! iiti'nt s' prilod elidiuil Octobvr 31, 1921), this bracket showed an enormuuou.s

increase both iII kilo.grams and value as shown in francs. In 1919 for the 10
itontlis ending 0(towr 31 there was importeL Into tie United Siltc-. front
Belghlum 9,101 kilogralsil of this class of ghssware, valiued at 22,.0 francs.
For tie saitie period in 1920 the lnimports into the Unitedl States from Belgium
of the sante class of glassware reached 106.869 kilograms, valued at 3128,980
francs. A signitleant point inI Co1nec'tion with these figures is the vaie of the
1919 imports was 2.45 francs per kilogram. while the vilue of the 1920 imports
was 3.078 francs per kihigram. This would appear to indicate that costs had
increased hotween the iwo iriols. or the Belgian franc had depreciated in value.
Manufacturers omplain of liigi costs. )line manuftcturer stated to the writer
that hiusiness was very bad, that caists were so high he was .otmpelled to charge
as intich for 10 pieces of glassware to-day as lie charged for 17 pieces In 1914.

Mmufacturers are strongly orgainIzed. 'fite (f'overnuent does not Interfere
with cominations. There is no law prohibithig it. When we arrived in Bel-
gium we found Its industries were feeling the effects of the industrial depre.slon
already noted in England. It had beconte serious In the textile, cotton, automo-
bile, and cycle Industries. Uneinploynmit wwo cmnion and on the increase.
So serious had it become that the Ministry of Industry and labor was cnsil-
ering the constitution of a special fund inni the Government came to the assist-
mice of the textile industry by placing orders for Government consumption.
The industrial workers tire well organl7ed atl ably led. The workers' party,
which Is one of the three major groups of the nationhli labor movement and
recognized as the political expression of the workers of Belgium, is composed of
(1) polftical groups, and (2) of economic groups. The economic is the trade-
union movement and the political is the socialist movement. Both work in har-
niony on all questions affecting labor. The trade unions Initiate a movement
and the socialists support them. There are 1,200,000 industrial workers iII the
country, and 720,000, of 60 per cent, of them are members of labor organizations.
Since the war great activity has been shown in organizing the workers. Before
the war it was hardly possible to organize a strike. Now strikes are of fre-
quent occurrence.

The workers' organizations own and operate for their benefit business blocks,
theaters, picture shows, and stores. In one place they own n textile plant, and
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the glassworkers' union owns ano ote rtes a bottle fatory atI Fralre. These
cOOperative enterpri" have, from all rvorts. been well managt"I and have
been of great benefit to the wurkinit povpfe In the Ielgitan I'arlianent the
workers' party or socialiw '-jup have Tt) iiwiwbers out of i total of 180. This
political movement is not comse! exelusivoly of workmen. Many very
wealthy men are Identifldl with it lif the 7t) wotalist mntiwre of the parlia-
ment, 40 of them are actually worklng neen. awl 141 of tlwm are national sere-
tarles of labor organlsations. v'ht wtri, of members have been increased
from 4,000 fracms per year to 2.iNR) fro#'. Through a letter of Introduction
presented by Mr. Clarke we most M.r 4-1 .Mlrten*. s eretary for the syndicate
ioniaission. This oganitsation bvirsm the 1nine rvittitn to tt,.h organized workers
of Belgium as the Anwri4mn F eeati of Lat.or diwo to the organized lpbor
movement of Ammerica. Mr, N|-rtouls is i ioumi|mratvely younwi man p etwetilag a
pleasing personality, tie haq a k.ita it(o imttff into the heart (t a question
quickly. He speaks Engisb vory well timl brietty outlined to us a general re-
view of the Belgian labor situnti,. )rsutulaatioi; among the workers ili every
avenue of effort in goitni tot rnpiily At t!le present timw ahout C) per emit of
the Industrial workers -f the ,mntry arts mmeberri of a labor organization.
Tile workers throughtir e ir 'ti m Anniioto arraig with the manufacturers
all matters affectig twoth orgnnitl,.. : wittritt. workitur comlitlo";, and hours
of employment. No quets tiot1 il"'titig %t-s,, wtorkiot vmuldtiona, or hours of
employment are referred l.vk i'rom thi* joint knmfooermce *sf the executive meet-
ilng of tile Ulilttufttur"Tr 0141 wo rki,'rf 10 t refertioeim voste of the membership
of the labor orgaliizat imst. The ,l.i Iswm utailo it# Joint conference are binding
uponi the liemnbers of both 'Orgitcli.tIio.s+

lit the diamond utterss' miit., hi.wetr. tihy lutti itrerereuduat vote on ques-
tions affecting their inuern it aivair,,, Imt im (lit'ios stffeeting their relations
with the nalnufacturerc they am omt li ' the action of the joint conference.
The legal day's work is 140 hours. Kiwo tt#> war the bilo)r orgaulMtions have
stlt eeiedt in reduci; tho homra to 1% tr slay. and efforts are being mule to
have 8 hours recoigti;wed sfot a svual w.rhduty hy an m-t of parliament. Generally
Speaking, there is tio liidt ti wlrm tiotiw| , nol w'ago ]ave increasted about 700
per cent. Work is perforuw.! r 'i lay.l i"'r apek for eilht hours each tiny.
Forty-eight hours per w"'k ,msa ajeevk's work, topt and girls are per-
mitted to work at 14 yor' i ,#are, t1;t lit law of 1019 prohibils the employ-
ment, of boys tlller 14) 'otr- -,. tel i r1 or wosion under 21 years of age
longer than 12 Ihottr% p.r' , mio wit i ls,'ors tr rv t sind lunch and tile hours
of emnpoymient ;sre bet wson zl# w ait Attil it, p. u.. tepept lin hotels, restautraints,
anid maloons.

T h e K itl g . i y sIt r*l c', o 4, i i I ' t h ti 1s %o l 0t4tlt r 0', lti itI Mlt OIf 0e 1 4 0,lo y ,

Mielt 14M lieeeS1m its ;ti it 1-itv timsoe rtitm sire rt'uissted by law, Wili-I
prollibits I'IISt s 1411'tl t !' i v 1 If ltml It!us m lt t 'r 1 'l3t os% r prew r rate's. Tilt
ltw is llneteti t., ts;' . , * l i tihe :rfs'Ot wa~rity of ml ivellilsts auti rents
hlave beei Im're'u 4 h#4 i t

-14 it I ";: ,*'' r om ir r r rate ts.
Wildow-glss witi.,rks lilwv ii' [t T *Inym per week. but for work pl'rforliled

oil Suliday they r'!*4v1 f ri'*fv smot boh lti o', V'liilloz the Val St. l.11lelbers works,.
we found this to .th, a qf or ti'o it il in l;.'mtimm. They lavte 13 id-pot
furnaces. Euch plt.,t himlti 1t' t twsi ,4 TI ,% tsve lust 9- of their 13 furnace.
In operation. 'I'hseV eu0lii o0# vvi to '4 tw''b'. 111ss 111 woitltr in sitting shop.
This Is the only gistur f1tfac'tr- i!n llbiluemm, e lotr than wistluw-glass factorie.q,

that operates a tisht shift. astlt. q,"nowiwoit Jimi tiry 1. I. in harmlony with
an agreement %tth1 1i , h srY' ',rimtIitivili tley will SY.stelsutcslly
abolish night work Ity clham=ittt mw or tno fut 6 um't V t1'h ilt moltth from working
day and night to .. orkmihr be' i ,rm #,l, it Is i'm'cted tile ('0oplete 'hll19e
will be mide by May 1. 1

They lirolue, a p-tw'ral Itw, i e ismioz immwm, g-bitA, phites, wines, cordials.
colognes, finger IwIm. prvs" vw akri's t ulliers. sodam, hi meys, and lighting
glassware. They teiplty wririm owl women exc'lusively in tht- cracklig off.
grinding. glazing. efltl-hitl. 4tit %itilesltig delm'rnwent, for which they receive
12 francs lp-r day. Tlhy trlo ml lltly "still'l it th nixllng department. Here
we abo saw soIe vtrttmzs' sthop lirrmmgelll ttl., We saw two gathering boys
on one press shop stakihm light whiskies. I- ch gathcrer gathered two at a
time ant)i carried their giht.s IS to 20 feet to the press. We also observed lilt

S-Ounilco -hlan soda lmbelng proluctd wit it mholt of three blowers, who gathered

and blowed tlteir glae&. The shop had twto b)ys. They walle 800 per tiay it
4, hirtlt.s iil wert 1*1 124 it :12 :trlllcss per day. Here we fountI they were
working wily I hours 1,4r dthy iv.'tvt'h of 8 hours bectllse of (lullness of trade.

l1'fter' th,- war thi- etmim()lUl tqlwraitml wl a strict nontiltton basis, every effort

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ijtai to orginize their wtrklnnt Inving filled. 'liy opt,rated 10 lours pen
da and work,'l piecework. After the war in strike wns precipItated by tie
worknen to conlpel tnanlfncturers to comply with the prinelliles Inhi down
by the internitlonll labor vonferenev. tnd also to resist the efforts of some
ilnfactnrers to reduce wages. Thongl tile working n haid n iolmotley In tilt

treasury of their un!ni, the strike lntedli tve moitlhs. At the vxilratlon of this
it','iisl a tnfcre ,e .ias held .ietwepi tip iihfllllfiletllrti's 111111 work ina, nil
ia ttelllnellnt was affected. 'l'l. tolaiiiy was tellporarily granted soiie
i-.teiitlhu . front the sellinent itiade, with tine result their employees nre work.
imii 10. 12. nind 15 frale per dNy ivss thit the soimne work Is beihg lone for
other miatunfacturers. Winetii lie little lirnit of tnII. eolneesslon expires the
41[1qa tar will pay th finll list o' their workntei will lie ealed out uon strike.
'hey flo.w in e8litt S li1i1i t i l ' y.,wt ah 1 1l.1'I llii tiliii 11111111 ;I ge. [Piee-

w,,rk ats lpr;nethuen fore filie lit' l;nS intil t 1oiisiled. (tI!e ni tine tof lfl s that
ilalllreSt:l its was t lp. ynith of tine g allitrens nill blowers. WV wilness,'d boys
11. 15. miI 111 years of itne vatlering i111intl Ildwinag. 'lii soltlnpally ilnke.s t
,ol;hIM Ilne f desigll 11111 sin; li es for the Aiitolo-nit tiin rken in wn ate one
-illinaeznt Noventniia'r 1. 11 120. or wIN),INN) frntnus'' wolth oIt gl;sam. ;un'e ti tihe united
NSiltes. 'Totli slill lnnne;nt ofi I Is ill111iiii niY to file I'll iteii .tun s dtiltig flie
nottl of Novembl en'. 1920, aniontile l to 1,)I,(N,W) friev's. The (nnn"pa1ny owuli
twiir' than CM hitises, thit it lots to its. nn:'rlei gls-vorkers at ia nittit ll rent.
This has been, In tine opilion (if otliheli of tine workers' 1initon, the chief
-tinllIing block inn their previet1is efforts to orgu inleO tine workilotl, 'rhe coni-
ponny inis inretofi'Oe lieni nible to conitril ltheir minen through tints power. 'I'h
iloi;ry of tile (tlinially. Ji(''Ot'iihi' fi it ironintntilt sfoekhohler lit tli e(uneorn,
is to eltnotirittiun ltiin tV i'li ir Inotes. After 10 years' service tIne omntpainy
%%Ill .ilpdy t nitsi' rind tl chitr_1' olily 3 Ivr (-eit of the cost. if tile Il1il1 pays
3J per rent (f fillt (,ost fanl- 211 yean's. lie vilI ownl the mouse. In tine oplnol
of thh: geitlelliprit thi ts lt , I l rnttice i follow faor Ioth itt vplnye in
ntn'4l1n41ly), ItN tie enlltlo3 a'' itllit'" those ditllllstnlil'ps Wtvs l4's liable to tieioltie
aj de. irucive raiinal. 1mont is fnnrzsb1hel iy the ovnenn:nit. At fll', 11;itt the
::nssworkers set the lots.

in crieann A merican
ntrii an tumeV. monuy.iuorin'l! inouey, pre.

rate of ailing ex.

Frarey. i
tni crjl per metric ton In Ielgimtnmi frim............... I $4-I 52.02-13. 15 S 75-$10.91
Wages at Val St. Iamb, ert:

1taifer or fo-it etter, por tay. ...................... 21- 26 4.S-3- 5,.02 I/i- I.t
O;affr,spei31 ware, per di ...................... .. 30- 32 A. 79- .I' I.S-. 2.0
ltlowcr,,perd v i ................................ ?Z- 24 4.21- 4.63 1.37- 1.49
1;athncurs, perd1y ................................. I_ 20 3.47- i., S . 13- 1.25
Cutir. per day... 23. 'A) 4. 51 1.47
JleA lan, chiefeutt r : j)WAy . ................... 2",-- -2; 4.43-- 5. r2 1.56- 1.63
Far:.t bo , per day ................................. S 1.51 4.5
Second 66y, per lay ................................. t in. 93 .63
Third boy, per dA) ................................ 1... 2 .75
Fourth boy, p ir d y. ............................... 1. 2.90 .91
Fifth bov,'per iay. ................................. 1; :t.o 1.00
Mot moikcrs per dh'. ............................... 261- 2', .1.02- 5.40 1.63- 1.75Cracking oil/grillvfitig. K.llzir l., clelhinzg, a1t. wr.il#-

pitg, icr , kay..................................... 12 2.32 .75

I Vtal or chief cuttcri are w/tut In .Americs we ;wolt call foremcn. They hiii charge ,f21 rr 30 men.

The wi .s of t' giassworkers vary i tit' allf'eretnt districts, but efforts nre
tita0w billig itan by tite ght.%swsv-rktrs' inion to correct this liequltlity anti make
a tiniform wige for tine same class of work tiromghout tile country.

American Anerican
Blgian nl>-. mmmcv, normat Int.Oit, r-

rit e of vailiig ex.
l ePIlgl. change.

The average rate for glasworkcrs and cutfers ii come Fraumc*.
,i-irietsare, per day ........................... .. 2-30 U$. +61.3-$S 9 S.Y-St. k.

either diitriets, per day ............................... . ,- 6. 7t- 7.72 2. 1-- 2.40
t ~borcrs, furnacemen, mixer., etc., per day............. .. -2 3. I,- 5. 41) 1. 2'- I. 735
.or boys. carry-in bov-, ett., lt rJav................. - t0t.3- tl9 .At- .6
W omen ani girls, per day............ .................. t 'l I I.M - 2.70 .0- .
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Going to Namur we met Mr. Lcon Oris, national secretary of the (GIlss-
workers' Union of Ielgiutm. lie is also t member of the National Ilitrliment
twil city counsel of Nuiur. Mr. (Iris is n iiet, clean-cut gentleman of pleasatit
appeartlnce and iniitnhers, with a face denoting unusual intelligence. O)ne's
firs impres {iois of him are lost pleasailit, iinl these iiiimpressions tire confirllel
tn tlii1litsitel into colivi'ctl~iliq ti line bevotles Ilore closely itnqttiited. lie
iW very fautil r with Ihe gla.s iihisthry o lilghluim, the econonile codlitlows
of Ills countryy, atild tile general Inlbor Iinvto'ement. lie (lid iot speak English,
biut his Irother. ii very bright yomiig inn, acted as interpreter.

ltreftr I he war tile glutssworkers' orgtailzittlot Iild it n'mhu'drsliip of 1,591
glisworkers were working 91 Ili 10 uIrs IK.r lay, tid tilt- industry was working
u Iiighl Itid dy shift. .in4e till, war the cergi.ittlot hits, growIn to 8,111M) 1110m-
hlrs, lotlrs have Ivettn rtlhltet Ili S Imlrs. lwr ilay. anid ilght work his beeln
aibolishell. Since May 1, 1920, Ilcy work S Iiniurs lwr daty, Itlulliig Z 'Sattlirday.
Wigi's liave het'it Iltrtasel iIout :321) Ip'r c'lit, unl ili it few .plechil 4 uses to 4011
, er (et ihove pIrewtr rals, Unli mrors per dly reducedI 18 ier (.Clit to 2) per
cent. The gitissworkurs cotlto It lit f['ictory louttl I mintes irevitl.; to)
starting Ile to) arrange IhiIr sheli. 'Tlie glasswi irkers set tie pots In lile Siili1111
ftatorie and hii flit, htrge fautories this work Is isrfoirnild bIy tie factory labor.
'This work is done nfter the regular tiorking icurs. for whir-it tile comnpiy aity
extrit w1ill firziih ieer. Thie glassworker lts it gulraliteeil itilllinii salhiry.
If lie is ilt 1Ioiie Ittisle (if gihts s hirhige. hitck ir fl-), or broken lots, he
receives Me li lih salrye, lit, lis wiithtii If the fur'ntce gives mil, Iects-
sitlhting the (cishlig of fiitotlry, or If it closes by rvasilo of it fire or the company
('e-es bttsine.s ; t for iithet .iihiilii '1 .cans.s, Ini s-asse ot lisellient, t'u.llig it
teisporary shitlown. ht' itinlfiietirers genertilly pay it part if the winge to
their workien. Thesei'iies t' ais 1oc rarely, hitvt'ive', as the elliiloyers, avoid
these conlii it s far us Ip,., sIble. \Vhmlva glIlss is it, t gosod, tie workiiea are
(illtigell (il to it Job Ihlt does Iot require snli t a gomi qn:thity of gilss. If the
workmroeii ier tiem-' cninlllh. fall to reai t ie re(Iuired Itiiber for the ilay.
they tire i aidi tlihsr t lit' niniuiii wage aI reo'iient. W'torkmllenl do not work
fl less \\Wai e.g"es I'Xlll l't tiillh'. L.iviiig cots have iiereased -siice 1.14, 37)
iX'e, cnit.

Tiere are 9 facto-its eplsiiying liolit 5,701) maeiilbers. in wthieh plet'ew,rk
lits Iweti suppressed. i1ieceoirk, howeve

r, Is Votl'kei Ili 26 fiaetorles emlnloying
:3,. io Iiaaers. 'flit' ili nu \1'111 .age itgreelli-it Is Ili fo(', lin both tiie day
wtrk niid pletewirk fastlwit.s. i'iler Ile Joiiit aigr'iient tht're Is Sisl limit to
lro illitii, but Ihit-re exists ill iltiersitilin. Imi il t ig tie wor suel that a

teriln amouit (if Il'OIItt, Iii ll ,;Istli ioit lie escesled for Ile reasiun the workilient
t tint rect'eve ((ilihile'iiit liil for t ilt' thxtran isiislut lo. Tue tlsllti amount maiel
over per day Is 35 to 40 phes. The workers' orgaitllzatiii take.s the position
.that their tnmbirs sholil inake suillhoilent effort to p)roduce n Nuit dy'.s work,
but tire opposed to thlir neinler.s receiving extra pay for the surplus prolhiction
over tiortiail, betnilse the exti'll wae would le fill I1', eeiilent tII iuh tton and
ituvreaise prodtultiot. Thtre Is lito stililmner stop. lis we t11iderltiiiu lte terma, bit
the workmen get fiir tiys' vatitlot, -tllh pay, li August.

The four filays taken tire till I inoe ' wetk. Workitiili tre not la hl for had
work Ili piecework ho.iuss. ('ork aint) stones are codllered loas vork, )lla the
siilili'miNi wage applies. All perotli 'iployeil altmut the factory, li'ittilini.
skilled and unskilled worknen, iwell 1111d will, girls itind 1oys, fire Incllilers
of the union. Gatherers are put on its itprentIces and are pald accordhit
to their ability. In the ilint-glass industry of ieliluiim there are live or six con-
tmuos taitiks il oleratimi. 'here ire fouir irgoinizations oif glasswirkers lit
Belgiuni-window-glass workers, Iiint-gliss workers, vintdow-gliss cutters, aind
plate-glass workers. All are affllhuted with Colmtolssioti Synditilte ext'ept
the window-glass workers, which i4 tie ohlest orgatlizitioll Of ht9IsS wo-orkers lit
Belgium .

IS 1 0
= _1 -I Wl
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From the unlon officials we sectirm (lie following dlati o til 1tti 111ni1i wVges
lwr dy for each occupation:

Amerkan American
SB elgian money. money, normal money, pre-rate of v& , Ing

exchange. exchange.

Fra. gGafTer ............................................... . 30,.50 V1.. 89 $1.91

Blower ............................................. 3X50 5.89 1.91
Blower for cut glass..................................... X 50 5.89 1.91
Bocr for .t-g .goblets .............................. 31tso 5.89 1.91
Tm eers .............................................. 31 . 1 1. 94Fu ers ..... .......................................... 2 -2 4 6.. . I s0-oI 6
FurI ace men ........................................... 21-25 4.63- 4 1 1.50-1.
Ihrmai .......................................... 21-2 4,63-4. .01.
Box maker an d a.ker ................................. .2. 4. Fi I..7%
As Old m ptker ... aker.................................. 2 MO I 1.75
Plt ker(p...o .th)...........................6 12. 1-5. 40 1.715
,CuI.tant pot maker ................................... 2 $V1 0 . .59 1. 1- 1..%
Pot maker (per month) ........................... ...... , 12.1-3-1511.40 4e.0-1 .?-t.6 . -. 0
Cutter, (m ale) ......................................... 1 : . 25 89 I.91

.era labor .......................................... . 3.814. 1 23-1.50
iulter (fem ale) .........................................I 13 2.51 .81

Creating (femle) ....... It 2.12 .69
larier w (female)................................ 1.73 . M

Crna u g off Wm l.e ) ................................... I0 1. %3 .63
Fl t ner (female) ...................................... M0 1 .93 . ,1 6Golucr (female) ....................................... M0 .93 .63
Marker awid s orters ................................... ! 9-10 1.71-1.93 .!A 6- .6.3
Wrappers (female) ................................. q- 0 1.1-1.74 .50- .56
Apiprentl ims ........................................ .. 6- 1* 1. 16-1-M5 .31- . Y
(;atherer ................................................ 2 2-2.5 4.21-1. 3 1.3R-1.56

VIilie w,, wepr there th,,y were asking far :12 francs per tily for iit.gltass..
Nohilt Iduw,,r'. 34 frlncs. etr iny fAii (ilt-.lilss Iiw, s, 35 frans ;I'" tiy for

giiffv on large si tp, 27 fran1s ;- A itlihite.s for iatekvirs. ('ttkrIs roiiv' oill Hlilt
avvi-et

, (if :ts frillit' lier Illy. Vol iiwilig Is 11 list of it w e iirlitcIts. lIdi' liti1iir
tailtth. ir day, tud Vtags pat! ski lled i (inlie, (l sf t oI lie 510"

Per dil'.

I. Ialtoiah(,l-sull' egg glass wVit1 fool .1id pllin sli'llight S1eta1 .... P)
2. 1lilti-isliiil. egg g!iiss wiIih fiot t111t Il1strod ellstn-- ------- 7,54)

i'1trlr.wi gila-, pI . -------------------------------- -.- -530

I SlItrry.wilit, glass. Itin ----------------------------- -- 1)
. ' t -W h s .i 1 i .lit . ... ... ... .. ... ... ...... ... ..-------- --------- - 101

it. 'I ty Will,, ;11Iss. lt-------- ---. ..---------------------------------- -2)0
f. 1 I ttt( .- Vi i ghl s. Il n ii 1 i .......... ...... ........ ..... - - - - -)I NS. ('i'ret-whilt' glass.. ha;thl'st de . teln .................................. -. 121)I

1li. ihlined liquor gilns--- - ------------------------------------------- r ;
11. Tll e zlhs-- --- -. . .. ... . ... . ..... . . .--.-- - 551
lil thl IIl I lit e \.4 imibir' itt't' atI-k-in "i" Ile frollilwiiig wa Ves. IIl4) for

111v ,]I\(,' p1i1ls N)d livt ('elt:

Atiicgi"riic I oIwn 1i y. A itncrican ionv.
norm I i| e ch tog. | Iri g ,-C hl.lip.

Item.

Itffeca [ig. Asking. tt.-cvi% tig. %A ing. Itice I% ig. .5.kiiig.

Pease.. Frar-e.
I I fl 1,.77 11. It, 10.25 11). 3s
2 ............................ .1.2.1 C..3 . 1.22 .26 .4
S............................ 1. I) 6.( .0.3 1.27 .2s .11

1 ............................ . 4. 10 6..() .59 1.27 .24 .11
I ............................. : 'i A .: 90q , . :' ,1 1............................ .. i.% I..,6 .29 ..
*............................. . 7.70 .97 l.i9 ..I .17
S.............................. CO)i .4i1 1.05N 1.612 .3M .52
.... I.......... 4.Ni4 7.20.) .91 1.39) .30 .45
ip....................... t..(A 6.IO .',9 , .1. .29 -" .43
............................ 1.2) 6..4 .91 1.2 .26 . . 0
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Shops inikhIng glasses for cuttig are comliosed ijf n blower, gatherer, )hlt
gatherer, and currying.lla boy. The average wages of a guffer on it ltrge, shop
Is 48 frnes per tiny. iThe large sholis are oiimsed of a guffer. ldotwer. gatherer,
u large boy, a bit gathlerer, two wormnlng-l, boys, uijl one eirrying-lia boy.
Following Is a list of a few articles iaadue by tlie large --hop und l til number.
1o I, made euincli day In order that the gaiTer will earn 48 francs per day. his
irnlticlIon will g t, lie iower I5 frutvas OlXI .entli,,s. id gitltirer 35 franncs 5)
centimies per diy:

(Nffcr'n. pririce, ier O).

Xi: . .merlcan American
t hiian money, money

normal prevail ng
exchange, exchange.

lug%: Franco... .....
I pnt .. ...... ................... (40 7.50 $1.0 six $4

............................................. A :'A S,.&S I1,6G .&t1
1) pint ............................................ ?A.)U 9. W,, ,OS4
li.- pint .......................................... 465 0.31oi 2'O 1,04

pint .............................................. 340 14.15 2. 73
4 pint .............................................. 27 17. M 3.45 1.t2

Measurhti glasses, cone and cylinder shape:.
I and 2 ounce ..................................... .1(1 5.4) 1.01 .31
3 and 4 once .................................. V, A.6G 1.28 .41
6 ounce .................................... ' C. n! .17 .3.
8 ou ne ............................................. 7; .T 6. 3, i.23 . )
10 and 12 otlie............................... 721 6. 1.27 .41
16 ounce .............................................C 1.33 .43
20 ounce .................................... r 7. 41 1. 41 40
21 ounce .................................... . %, PR. 95 1.73
32 ounce ..................................... 515 9. 10 1.79
40 ounce ............................................ 0 l0. 75 2.07

Sugars ................................................. 4 it'. al 2.00
Cream.s ................................................. .0A 6.90 1.33 .43
1I:ters ................................................ ........
Covers ............. I ................................... MO Q. 155 1: s
Custards .............................................. . ..23 1. 9 1 51
Cha n e bottles ..................................... 4-') 6. m 1.23 .411

f.relis pitcher, I ll t ................................ 74 1 \MS 1.65 .,3
marine earaftes:
I1, pint ............................................. .".671 1.67 512 pint ............................................. :,')9. 40 , 1. hi

Bali caraftes:
I pint .............................................. .")I-fl .101J
Lip 1 il bot.......:...........................5
I plt ...................... ...................... ....... 3.47 1.12

M IA fu ........................... ................. ....... 1" : W.I

Sto l rs hr araf ....... ...................... ....... ..... 'I lu i 59

Barrel shape ................................................ . .Shaul bottoml ...................................... ............ 9.N, LM , /

j M uni ch ...................................................... I 2.0.4) .I 'M unich ....................................................... ', 3.17 1.12
Tall sucking bottles:

M ol ed ............................................ 4,0i 10n. sl 2. l .
M ulel, 9-12 o4jce ........................................... . r.2. s2 .2

Ordinary sticking bottle .............................................7 .31
51ich fly catchers , 135 ... ..................................... . I. 53, .59
1j).inch fly catcher% it'o M ........................................ I . 31 2.L .1.
trait J.r:

I liter ............................................... . 2.12 .1.. it
1 liter ............................................. .I 2.3.! .7
21iter ........................................................ ... '. 2.41 ,
31licr................................. .............

We were hiforzned the blower re-:eiv'id tH ie'r elnit (of gaffer's rate told 4;ttl-
erre eved 78 per vnt of affer's ba1tv, hlt 11i, ligtres Irvi,¥ously given tof 45
f rancs 60 eenthmes for (ihe blower loor illy lind 3 ) f ra.:t .754 rcenthit.,; lItr ily for"

the gatherer represent., respectively, only !t), lPr et nid 74 lker tent of Itl
guffer's ratte of 48 francs per day. We have (,onticlhi1 a slight error haS IJeCLi
intde In the percentage given for the blower and gallrer.

(Goblet shopi.- tire ('lh1P111(Nl I 4f tWO ide i0vers. (,.lll () e wril Ioi hln d ll .
They have it cl Ino.o! loy nnil i oy with ita tray that iti'rhs in two or thite
sl10,i . .A ghhet Iduwr 'l'n e',n1 L in 3 frlTn 0,'ly.
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1IOLI.ANI.

Leaving Belgium we proceeded to Holland, where Mr. Clarke presented
letters of Introduction to Mr. S. P. Baort, president of the Glass.
blowers' Union of Holland; Mr. T. August Loausberg, secretary; und
Mr. F. Ripper, assistant secretary. This organization Is composed of
both pottery and glass workers, the president und assistant secretary being
potters, while the secretary wvas n bottle blower. Tie membership is composed
of 800 pottery workers anl 2,50X glassworkers. Bulbs and bottles Is the chief
glass production. Ulassworkers have no summer stop. A limited production

of other glass lines is made. Glassworkers' wages average about 45 gulden per
week, which at normal rate of exchange amounts to $18 American noney. At
tne pevailing rate of exchange when we were there, this Is equivalent to $14.40
per week. They work 45 hours per week. Eight hours per day constitute a
day's work Uld live hours on Saturday. In the bottle Industry the blowers
are paid one.third of their wages If the factory Is closed for any cause. This
does not apply to the glassworkers In other branches of the industry. Where pot
furnaces are used an extra furnace is held in reserve, so that when one burns
out or is forced out of conmisslon for repairs the one In reserve can be lighted
witd production can be continued uninterruptedly. During the four years from
1916 to 1920 wages Incrtised about 125 per cent. They received a 20 per cent
ilcirease during 1920. Night work has been abolished in the Industry. They
hae it child labor law that prohibits the employment of children under 15 years
of age. In pot factories tie work of pot setting Is performed by laborers. They
use American coal In the factories which cost 90 guldens per metric ton. At
normal rate of exchange this Is equivalent to $30 per ton. At prevailing rate
it equals $28.80 American money. Before the war the ninufactures used
Belgian coal at a cost of 0 guldens, or $3.00 American money, per ton. They
export some glassware to Sweden, but are feeling the effects of competition
froir. Germany and Czechoslovikla In their own markets. The Government
does not subsidize manufacturers engaged in the export trade. All work in
the glass Industry Is performed on a plecework basis.

OERMANY.

From Holland we passed into Germany, December 20, 1920, and arrived at
Dusseldorf at 7.20 p. m., registering at the Breldenbacher hiof, The gentleman
with whom we had some correspondence, and who was to meet us, was not at
the hotel. We learned next day he was absent attending a conference of
workmen and manufacturers, and would not return for several days. This
meant a serious loss of time for us, but we could do nothing to avoid It.
Before entering Germany, and up to the present the question of the manner
in which wve would be received by the average native German was a frequent
subject of discussion between us, andI also the peoples of other countries who
knew of our Intention of visiting Germany. Doubts were expressed on the
wisdom of our determination and on several occasions we were flatly advised
not to go Into Germany. Peace had not yet been declared, and technically
both countries were yet at war. Under these circumstances, It was but natural
we should have, at least, some slight doubts and misgivings. We were In
Germany for throe weeks, during which time we came in contact with many
people in all walks of life-ban'cers, manufacturers, labor leaders, workmen,
and business inen-and It Is hut a simple net of Justice to say any fears we

aiay have entertained as to the manner in which we would be received were
quickly dissipated by the genuine spirit of hospitable welcome extended and
the many courtesies shown us wherever we traveled. The welcome given and
the courtesies shown were pot the result of a studied effort to please or curry
favor, but were, in the opinion of the writer, the manifestation of a natural
attribute. Everywhere we went we were made welcome and extended every
courtesy. This spirit of hospitality and friendliness was not confined to any
one locality or class of people, but was manifest everywhere by all with whom
we came In contact. It was evident to us the people we met were fairly
representative of the nation, scattered as they were in different parts of the
country and that their former leaders were guilty of a monumental crime in
causing those acts to be committed which appalled the world and placed these
people in a false light before the bar of justice of the nations of the earth
and for which they and their inborn offspring must pay. Notice of our Intent
to visit Germany had preceded our arrival. Information had been sent from
London, England, to German glass manufacturers that we were coming to
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pry Into the secrets of their Industry. The Information given to the German
manufacturers was misleading. The facts concerning our mission were dis-
torted, with the result that when we arrived in Germany we found the manu.
facturers had become alarmed and had notified the officials of the German
giassworkers' union that permission to enter their factories would be denied
the writer, but Mr. Clare would be given permission to enter them. At this
point Is where the strength and weakness of the relative positions of Mr.
Clarke and the writer was forcibly brought to our attention. Mr. Clarke's
position wag strengthened and assured by reason of the fact he carried letters
of Introduction and had a corresponding acquaintance with the leaders of the
labor movement In the various countries we contemplated visiting, while the
writer, with the exception of England, possessed no acquaintanceship, nor car-
rled with him any letters of Introduction from the manufacturers of this coun.
try to the manufacturers of other countries. Under these circumstances it was
impossible In many Instances to correct the wrong Impresslonn, already en.
gendered In the minds of the German manufacturers by a distortion of the
f, cts concerning the mission of the representative of the American glass manu-
f eturers to their country. This wag the situation na we found It. It was
unfortunate, but at the time nothing could be done to overcome It. Subse.
quently, however. In conversation with a number of manufacturers who opened
the doors of their factories and extended us the courtesy of a visit to their.
plants the writer took the opportunity of explaining our nilsslon and, In every
Instance. was assured there was no objection to the writer visiting the fac-
torlea. Speaking with tile director general of two of tie largest glass plants
In Germany, the writer expressed the opinion there were questions of common
interest to both American and German manufacturers upon which views could
be exchanged tlat would be of mutual benefit. To this thought both gave
ready acceptance. Hall our organization been in touch with the German glass
manufacturers' organization it would not have been possible to distort the
facts concerning tour mission. They would not have been, ns they were, un-
necessrily alarml and would not have urrayed lhemselves so solidly against
alitilting uq ns they were when we arrived.

Finishing our work at I)usse hlorf, where we met Mr. Fmil l1offman. qecre.
ft ry of tin- sve--nth dilsrit 1. of I , 4 iitsiWt'k-.r. 1'niitil. who assisted 1 Z vtry
imoterially. we arr ieti li lieirii ainli wen! tit th lie heailqartrs tof the Mass-
%vorkers' I'nioii. where, Mr. (lmrke iresenti-d letters of litrodiliot. Ilere we-
iniet Mr. Emil Girbig, preAdent of the Gla.svorkers' flon. Mr. hlernliunn
Gruinzel, viv.-c president. is. l. le Ientel, stenographer fitdl Interpreter, nnd
tiutr lrtiblh t'it ichilals mid mebiniters of Mr. (ilrhig's Etllchial finiliy. Mr.
(;irlig. in midA.1htili to Iteing preslih-tlit of the f;ermii Glassworkers' l'itioti,
w hih ll.e isitl 'to has litlit fill' 25 years. is lli.,i 1 a imie1ntuelr of Ille ilelhlag. 11114l
for al itit 1 y ii's lot ltihl the I1,sItltEli of prltS-idlt t Of lt tit--riottlanai I'ilion
(,f (lassworkers. lie i e ubt 11111l ttliUi ii, bit ltoss .'ss a1 ket-n 4111yi .leal

liald ni qultkly gtislos I lip fruits of a lprolemu. lie I. well anil flvorahtly
known tiirotighttt thte industry an(1 enjoys the esteein andl respect of both
workmien ani inanutfatrers. o'l his desire ti, tssst Mr. ('htirke anti his i'er-
sistenee and resoulrcif Ites Ii duk the credit of trlt' litily sc.irinlg jeriis-
soli to winter .sot fat-torles in (lermany: mlls views oi the glass ilidustry are
(onstructive ini hi4 opinions oil the labor question in generalI tre surpr;siiigly
tolerate, not teile, greatly lit varlance with opinions bielhi in Anteriea toy
conservative thinkers. Mr. Grutizel, the vice ;trt.shient, is also it well learned
wan. lie speaks English very well tind is a valitalhe assistant to Mr. Girbig.
To him also is tie cre-dit for many courtesie. reelved by Mr. Chirke anil the
writer. To MissN Ietitel fell the work of tranhitting our questions into the
(enrian language, Mr. Girbig ift ittiig able tip speak or uniderstawl the l'*.ng-
lishi ailaguage. She thn tranlshuted Mr. Girbig', Pwsw.r-i into EMgli li. This
work she iperforied very efiliiently atitti rendered t-S very valuable 11SSistancte.
Sie Is, without doubt, of great value to Messrs. (;Iritlg and Grunzei in their
official work.

ITeaving lherilit we visited several factories aecoiniiped by Mr. H;rblhg ItLnt
Miss leutei. 2Miss Leutel acted as our Interpreter on th e trip. We visited one
factory contalnitg 1.1 furnaces of 8 pots eich. Each lsot holl 1,400 pIounds,

.,was filled in andi worked out each (liy. h'iiis tto1niliy operates t tital of 81
furniti-es throughout the country ind niakts it general lie, ine, uditilg Iress-
ware. Iron uioli ware, laiste mohl wAitre. winch tuimlilers, stliware, vases,
lanips, thernios bottles. bulbs. and titbing. All shops using mohs operate
them on a (lumny, Including iron-mold sitops. All lolower, gather and blow
their (wn glass. On puneh-tunibher shops two gatlherers gather ball, for three
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blowers. Tube shops have four men and two boys carry their glass 30 to 40
feet from the furnace to the "alley," and pull 350 to 400 pounds per (lay.
The), reheat their gathering In the pot mouth. Two boys gather balls for three
blowers blowing thermos bottles. Thermos blowers received 30 marks per 100
of combination inner and outer pint bottles. They work piecework. Bulb
blowers gather and blow their glass and receive 10 marks per 100 bulbs,
piecework, for a bulb about the size of a 19 or 21. The sorting Is done In the
factory, but the men receive I ty for cordy nnd stony bulbs. Punch blowers
earn from 00 to 700 marks per week. Bulb blowers gather from 6 to 15
times on pipe before cleaning off Iron. Six men gather out of one pot and two
men work in one mold and produce, in 8 hours' work, 700 to 750 good bulbs.
The coiipany's loss on bulbs is about 0 per cent. The company refused an
Anierican order for 50.000,000 bulbs the day we were at the factory. While
%%e were at tills town a conference between a comnttee of the manufacturers
and workers was hi session and the bulb workers were granted an Increase of
40 per vent it wages. At this plant they employ 72 skilled stem workers and
turn out, per day, 13,000 to 14,000 pieces of ware. They work unlimited, but
have a secret understanding among the workmen not to produce too many.

This company uses all open top pots. This is the prevailing type of pot In
use throughout the country. They use 20 tons of brown coal for each fur-
nnce per day. The coal Is very soft and resembles turf more than It does coal.
It Is sald to contain 56 per cent water. Factory laborers receive 48 marks per
day. In this factory they have a system of employing cutters which we sub-
sequently found to be the custom throughout Europe where we found glass
cutting. They employ a master cutter who works piecework and Is held re-
sponslble for the work turnedl out. This ninster, In turn, employs two or more
helpeis who are pald dily work.

The ianster lays nut the work and It Im to) his liitt'rest to see his helI*rs ire
kept dnilOyed, its the tmore good work they turn olit, the larger Is the master's
Income. The nister cutter also works on the wheel when lie gets work enough
laid out to insure his helpers will. be kept constantly emllluyed. This arrange-
inent Iiiakes it unnecessary for tie ininufaeturers to) have a foreman far their
cutting shops, nnd consequently sav.s then that expense. The master cutter
earns about 500 iarks 1er week while the helpers, who frooluently do wore
.ulting th:u the master. from 220 to 2W0 marks per week. Eight hours con-

stint1(s.9 a flay's work. Before luivling this town we visited tie hotite of onJll
of the worknen. The buildings tire neat mid attractive In nppearanco' and are
(ut lit, suites of two and three romns for vaclh familly. Thi- home we wert
III (linlsi,,ld of two roollis lind a kitchen n.i' .was occupied by a nalnm nnd hIls
wife. It was wiredI for lectrlcity. 'Fl iuloni' was tie aty itnuil well kept. nil.
min paid 1 iiirks 6 lifenlng IK-r week for tli, loiis aulh 8 miarks l'r iiioith
for tie electricity. The c'iuiipany owis the huol -es. Visit ig Iin' mllir timi\ wt
fitiili the working .onditims about the simim. Here, however, th,(' company
wh.0i Is ovmued by one 111n, had larger suites for his workme'n. They coosistei
ef three to five roiuios each, except in two cases wherv the Iuihlihigs were older
ail iw', suites consist,'d of two and three roomis. 'he suites of two and three
ro(onius lit file Ioder Iuildhig (e)st the occupant 3 nw, 5 marks ier month. The
larger sul'.-s In the new buildings cost the o()tlllliitS 20, 22, lld 25 nmrks p,-r
illoilth.

We visited -(everal othtir Ilanls in ill Of which we fliud the sy teU of woiL"
and working (.odllitllns aliotit thlu' samle. III tile i1l11t olf 810ott & (kenoRSseii ill
.Tcna. however, which we visited after our flnal departure fr,m Berlin, we
found the system and eonditlons of emiuloynent different.

Thl. company has 20 furnaces and tanks mid employs 1,0 people. The
glasswtorkers at this ilialnt work two 8-hour shifts per day with ,me-hialf hour
(Jit for lunch, making 7j hours actual work. Tile)- work a total of 431 hour
per week. They start to work at 4 a. ni. each work dihi. of the week ail work
until iOOl except S.aluirdny. Tlls turn starts to) work Frlday lit midnight nuni
works until 0.30 a. InI. Saturday morning. The si'umnil turni starts to work lt
noon of each work day lii tle week and works until 8 p. it. except S'laturday
whn they start to work at 0.30 a. ma. and work uitil 1 p. an. Both turns Satur.
(lay take one-half hour out for lunch and work only 6 hours. They work pilece.
work. If a necessity arises the workmen wIll work night turn in which case
they will receive extra compensation for night work. Vorkmen get a two
weeks' vacation with pay during the summer months. In addition to the regular
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wages paid, each married man receives monthly 90 marks for each child in
the family and 60 marks per month for the wife. If a man Is selected to any
civic office his wages at the factory are paid to him. We were Informed this
plant is now operated in harmony with the provisions of the will of Ernest
Abbe and has been since March 26, 1916. Dr. Schoit now acts In the capacity
of a director.

The company was operating 15 of their 20 furnaces and tanks. The other 5
were out because of a lack of coal. They use 7 tons per day of the soft
brown coal and coal brickettes. The brickettes are made from a combination
from which much of the water has been extracted. The material used, how-
ever, contains about 10 per cent of water. The paste mold shops here are
composed of 1 ball gatherer, 2 blowers, and 1 carrying boy. Their molds are
1 meter long. They make six 6-inch gas and six 0-inch air-hole chimneys to
a mold full, and make from 800 to 1,000 molds full her (lay. A small chimney.
closely resembling an 0 Rochester, they niade 4 to a mold full mid made 800
to 1,000 molds full to a day. The blower receives 10 marks each per 100
moldsful, the gatherer receives 7 marks 50 pfennig per 100 inoldsful. A
small, ball-shaped electric, apparently one that Is "under 5 inches," was
made 4 a a time and from 800 to 1,000 moldsful per day war made. This
also paid the blower 10 marks per 100 moldsful, and the gatherer 7 marks 50
pfennig per 100 moldsful. We did not see the workmen make this-article,
but was Informed that was the number made and the wages paid. Heavy
miner lamps were being made by several shops. All these molds were 1 meter
long. They made 400 moldsful per ddy. The blowers receive 20 marks each
per 100 moldeful, and the gatherer receives 15 marks per 100 moldsful. In
the office where we saw the ball-shaped electric, previously mentioned, we also
saw a 10-Inch shade made of opal glass. On this article, which is made 2 to
a moldful, the production was 600 to 700 moldsful and sometimes 800 molds-
ful per day. The blowers received 80 marks each for 600 moldsful. The
average wages at this plant are tube workers, 400 to 450 marks per week.
Other glassworkers, 360 marks per week. Two molds are used by each shop-
one for each blower. This plant, like all the others that we visited in Germany,
made all the pots used by the company. On some special glass made by this
company they use covered pots. All other glass produced is made In an open-
top pot. The open-top pots are made by pouring instead of building up with
plastic clay in the usual manner.

From manufacturers, located in different sections of the country, the follow-
ing Information was secured on the cost of glass-making material for 1914 and
for 1920. Where quantity Is designated by ton the metric ton Is used:

German money. American money, American money, pre.normal exchange, valUtng exchange.

1914 1920 3914 1920 1914 1920

Mtke. Mrk#.
CaW per ton .................. 30 332 $17.14 87.2 8. $4.74
8a, per ton ................ 35 650 &33 154.07 8.33 9.24
gdpeton ................. 100 3, 0 23.60 833.00 23.80 49.98Rottfled price would be

Increased to .................... 5,600 ............ ,332.0 ......... 79.97
Lead, per ton ................ 30 15,000 71.40 3,570.00 71.40 214.20

Another manufacturer gave the following figures:

German money. American money, American money, pre-• 0rma moey, normal exehange, valing exchange.

1914 1920 1914 i1920 1914 1920

Mar. Mark*.
Coal (brown), per ton 4 100 "094 823.80 0.94 $1.43
Sand, per ton ............ 30 80 7.14 19.04 7.14 1.14
Sos peton ................ 10 1,210 23.80 287.98 23.80 17.8
Sod per ton ................ 0 10,00 83.30 2,387. O 2 3.80 142.8
Potb, per ton ............... 3M eO00 71.40 1,428.00 71.40 8568
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From another concern the following figures were obtained:

German money. America money, I American, money,
normal exchange, prevailing exchange.

1914 1920 f 1914 190 1914 1

Mtal*. Mar.
Coal er ton 6. 0 204 11.57 48.& $1.57 12.91
Sand, per 3on2 so.................... 50 2.88 11.90 I 2.86 .71
Soda perton ................... 8.50 1,125 1964 267.75 j 19.64 18.07

.Lead, per ton ....... ........... 425.0 10,505 101.27 2,5M19 101.27 1500
Lime, per ton ............................. 20 154 4.78 36.65' 4.7 2.19

It will be observed from the foregoing figures that glassmaking material, as
measured In marks, show an enormous increase when the prices for 1014 and
those of 1920 are compared. When, however, the costs for the two periods are
measured in the American dollar the increase is not so great, and in many cases
the costs for 1920 are actually less than those for the year 1914.

There are In Germany between 180 and 190 factories ln which flint glassware
is made. They employ 85,000 employees, who work 8 hours per day, 0 days per
week, including Saturday, for a total of 48 hours, except in a few factories
where they do not work the full 8 hours on Saturday. The workers are or-
ganized along industrial rather than trade-union lines and Include In the mem-
bership of the organization the women, boys, and girls employed in the industry.
Of the 35,000 employees engaged In the flint glass industry, 28,000 are members
of the glassworkmen's and glassworkwomen's union of Germany. From 3.000
to 5,000 work Independent and balance have membership In a smaller union.
The factories operate but one 8-hour shift in each day of 24 hours, except in a
few factories in Rhineland and Westphalla, where they work two 8-hour shifts.
The glassworkers report to the factory about one-quarter of an hour before
starting time to arrange their shops. Throughout the industry 90 per cent of
the work Is piecework and no limit to the loss, and 10 per cent day work.
Wages are the same on goods made for export and domestic consumption. Pots
are set by the skilled workmen after the regular working hours for which each
workman who assists receives 7 marks 50 pfennig per hour.

Wages, hours of work, and working conditions are agreed to In a joint confer-
ence of manufacturers and workmen, and apply throughout the country. By
a conference agreement made January, 1919, workmen are paid their average
wages when glass is not In working condition and the men are sent home. Under
these conditions, however, the manager can place the workmen at ordinary
labor work or any other work about the factory, and If the men refuse to per-
form the work assigned to them the manufacturers are not obliged to pay. In
some cases, however, manufacturers, by private agreement, do pay certain indi-
vidual workmen their average wages regardless of whether or not the workmen
do ordinary labor work when the conditions in the factory will not permit them
to work at their trade. Production is supposed to be on an unlimited basis, but
there is an understanding among the workmen not to produce too many above the
agreed number per day. In factories where there are 8 or more furnaces, It is
the custom to hold one in reserve to Insure continuous operation. If plants are
closed to make repairs or by reason of an accumulation of stock or for any other
cause beyond the control of manufacturers or workmen, the employees must. re-
ceive a two weeks' notice, during which time they will receive their average
wages.

If the manufacturer falls to give his employees a two weeks' notice then he
mus.t continue to pay them their average wages. This is a Government law.
They have a summer stop of from three days to six days, which must be given be-
tween May 1 and September 30. An employee Is given three days' vacation for
the first nine months he is employed In a plant, and for each additional year
he is epnployed one day Is added to his vacation period until the vacation
amounts to six days. In some few instances the vacation period Is nine days.
While on vacation the employees receive their average pay. The contract sys.
tem does not prevail in the Industry, and each glassworker Is paid by the com-
pany that employs him. The 8-hour law of Germany io a Government law and
applies to all male and female Industrial workers of the country. The child.
labor law prohibits the employment of children under 14 years of age In any
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Industry. Rick benefits are paid to workmen from a fund created Jointly by
an assessment on all the workers In proportion to their earnings and by contrlbu.
tons from the manufacturers. The workers contribute two-thirds and manu.
facturers one-third to the fund.

During the first two years of the war, 50 per cent of the factories were in
operation. Since 1910 about 75 per cent of the plants have been in operation.
Wages have Increa3ed since 1914 from 1,000 to 1,250 per cent, and living costs
about 1,500 per cent. In 1914 the glassworkers worked 54 hours per week and
earned an average of 40 to 50 marks per week. The average wages In the flint-
glass industry now are:

Wages of-

Gaffer ................................................... per week..
Blower ....................................................... do ....
Blocker ...................................................... do ....
Gatherer ..................................................... do ....
Presser ....................................................... do ....
Finisher ...................................................... do ....
Preas gatherer ............................................. do ....
Tease" .................................................... d o ....
Lehrsman ................................................ do ....
Mixers .................................................... do ....
Sorters ....................................................... do ....
O s cutters ................................................. do ....
Voldmakers .................................................. do ....
H elpers ...................................................... do ....
Grinders ..................................................... do ....
Glazers ....................................................... do....
Furnacemen ................................................. do ....
Carry-in boys ................................... do....
Hold-nold boys ..............................................do....
Stick-up boys ................................................ do ....

German
money.

Marks.
s50 00
50100
280.00
200.00
SK000
Sn000
450.O0
288.00
230.40
290.00
275.00
500.00
400.00
280.0)

500-6010.00
300.00
450 00

115-120.00
115-120.00

170. 0

Americanmoneyt
normsl

exchange.

$119.00
119.00
6&64
47.60

119.00
119.00
107.10
67.&1
51.84
69.02
6M.45

119.00
9.20
ft.64

119-14Z80
71.40

107.10
27.37-2.5
27. 37-2K 56

40.48

American
money,

prevatUng
exchange.

67.14
7.14
4.00
2.95
7.14
7.14
6.43
4.11
&29
4.14
3.92
7.14
5.71
4.00

7. 14-. 5
4.24
8.43

1.64-1.71
1.64-1.71

2.4.3

The wages of the skilled glassworkers oil shops making bowls, ball%. Paris
or ring-top domes, cone shades, electrics, and duplex chimneys differ from the,
figures above quoted.

Per day of 8 hours.
Bowls. 215 mm. (8 5/10 inches) ---------------------------------------- 430
Bow.l , 180 mm. (6 7/8 Inches) ----------------------------------------- 500
Bowlg. 125 mm. (4 29/32 Inches) --------------------------------------- 800

A merican American
Wages of- German money. money.• [ money..Vr normal !prevail lnX

I exchange. exchange.

MAtrk*.
Blower .................................................. per week.. 600 $142.bO I $.57
Blocker .............................................. do .... 236; A3.17 3&37
Gatherer ..................................................... do .... 186 44.27 2.66

Iaofs.-Tile answers We received oil our i nqtilrhs Oil this line of ware were,
iii or opinion, confuIed wlth the Inquiries we made on Paris top dome..

Per day of 8 hours.
Balls, 181 cm. (7 9/32 Inches) ------------------------------------------- 525
Bails, 23j cm. (9 9/32 Inches) --------------------------------------- 400
Balls, 25 cm. (9 7/8 inches) ----------------------------------------- 380
Balls, 26 cm. 10 7/32 Inches) ------------------------------------------ 370
Balls, 28 cm. (111/32 Inches) ------------------------------------------ 300
Balls, 30 em. (11 27/82 Inches) ---------------------------------------- 270
Balls, 83 cm. (18 1/32 inches) ------------------------------------------ 210
Balls, 35 cm. (13 20/82 inches) ---------------------------------------- 160
Balls. 37 cm. (14 19/32 inches) ----------------------------------------- 1.30
Balls, 40 cm. (15 25/82 inches) ----------------------------------------- 105
Balls. 45 cm. (17 23/82 inches) ---------------------------------------- 65
Balls, 50cm. (1922/32 inches) ----------------------------------------- 45
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American American
Wages of- German money money,money. normal prevailing

exchange. exchange.

marks.j
Blower .................................................. per week.., 600 $142 O 57
Blocker ...................................................... do.. 236 ' L17 3 37
Gatherer ..................................................... do.... 18 44.27 2 .6

Paris tp dome.-The answer to tls Inquiry we believe was confused with our
Inquiry on balls . An average of 600 pieces per day is made of the 8, 10, and
12 inch. Not nitny of tlhis shade In the 12-inch stpe Is used, o the production
figures can be accepted as representing the production on the two popular sizes,
viz, 8 and 10 Ineb.

IAmerican Americanwages of-- German 1 mon money,money. I nor prevailing
exchange. exchange.

Mark..
Gaffer .............................................. .r week.. M70 $16&60 10.00
Blower ..................................................... do.... 7-00 1.60 110.00
Gatherer ..................................................... do.... 186 44.27 2.66

Front one of our sources of Information we received production figures on
bell and ball shaped electric shuilhs of 00 pieces per day. Front what we sub-
sequently learned frour factory managers and personally saw In some of the
factories visited we are convn(ed an error has Ien made in the above figures.
We were informed at one factory where the ball.shaped electric is made that a
production of 800 to 1.000 moldsful per day are produced. At this factory
ihey produced 4 eleclrie. to a moldful. The wages pald the shop are the same

11s paid on halls and bowls.
()ii a conesha3wd shade 7. 8. and 10 Inches it diameter our Information is

that an average of 600 per day are produced. They are made single. Wages
pal blower, blocker, and gatherer are the same as paid on bowls and balls.

The production per day on 10 tnd 12 inch duplex chimneys Is, 10-inch, 1,800;
12-inch, 1,600 per daty of eihlt hours.

American IAmerican
German money I money,. money. i normal I prevailing

exchange. exchange.

Marks. " I
Blower .................................................. er week.. S00 1119.001 $7.14
Blocker ...................................................... do.... 238 S8 17 3.37
(atherer ..................................................... do.... 188 41.27 2.66

The manufacturers have divielcd the country Into seven distrIcts. The aver-
age wage of glassworkers in six of the districts is 360 marks per week. In
the remaining districts the average wage is p,30 marks. Wood mol makers
and Iron mold makers receive different rates of wages. Tic Iron mol makers'
rates of wages are regulated by the machinists.

The Income-tax law of Germany bears very heavily on the working forces.
It is deducted from the salaries of the employees and paid to the Government
by the employers. Up to the 1,500 marks, 10 per cent; 1,500 and up to 2,000
marks, 15 per cent; 2,000 fnd up to 2,500 marks, 20 per cent; 2,500 and up to
3,000 marks, 25 per cent; 3,000 and up to 3,500 marks, 3 per cent, etc. It is
collected each pay day.
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Following Is the 1914 and 1920 cost of foodstuffs:

American American American
(,erman money, I erman money, money,

Articles. money, prevailing money, normal prevailing
1914. exchange, 1920. exchange, exchange,

1914. 1912. 1920.

Marks. Markb.flread, per 4 pounds ....................... 0.50 $0.12 9.00 62.14 $0.13
Butter, per I pound ....................... 1.20 .29 .0 S.33 .50
Cheese, per I pound ....................... 1.20 .29 30.00 7.14 .41
Meat per i pound ........................ . 100 .24 20.00 4.76 .29
Potatoes, ter i pound ..................... .04 .01 .50 .12 .007
Lord, per pound ........................ . .60 .14 1.00 4.23 .26
Oleomargarne, rr pound ............ .9) .21 15.00 3.57 .21
Salt, per I pon .......................... .10 .02 .40 .09 .005
Sugar, per I pound. ....................... . .22 .o 5.7o 1.3 .08Flot, per 1 pound ........................ .20 .015 7.00 .66 .10
F:W ,9per I dozen .......................... 1.20 .29 30.00 7.14 .43
Coal, kilo, 123 pounds ................... .95 .23 15.20 3.62 .22
8op, per I piece ........................... .10 .02 4.50 1.07 .06
Woo,,per, 1 ou d ......................... 7.50 1.79 75.00 17.85 1.07
Linen, per I meter ......................... . 80 .19 20.00 4.76 .29
Yad per I,000 yards ...................... .35 .08 MOD 3.57 .2t

1 meter ......................... .100 1.43 150. 0 3s.7o 2.14Gas, per 4 bors ........................... .10 .02 1.40 .33 .02

It will be observed the first Item, bread, In the foregoing costs of foodstuffs
was selling to the consumer in 1920 at D marks for a 4-pound loaf. The pur-
chaser or consumer, however, pays only 4 marks ;50 pfennig and the balance
of 4 nmrks 50 pfennig Is paid by the Government. Since our return to
America the German glassworkers have received another substantial Increase
in wages the exact amount of which the writer is unable to state. The informa-
tion has been written for and upon Its receipt a supplementary report oil the
aniount of the increase will bq sent to the manufacturers. Many of the cut-
ting shops are located on stretnhls, andi these shops operate by water power,
thereby reducing their costs considerably.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
The Republic of Czechoslovakia is formed in part from the principal indus-

trial section of the former Austrian Embnire. This is particularly the case with
reference to the glass Industry. Ninety per cent of the glassware formerly pro-
duced within the borders of the nation over which the Hapsburg dynasty ruled
is now made In the young Republic. Of the total glassware produced In Czecho-
slovakia, 80 per cent Is exported.. In the entire country there are 109 glass factories and 170 large and small
cutting shops. In the production of off-hand, press, cut, illuminating, and
chemical glassware there are 80 factories with 105 furnaces; window glass,
19 factories with 24 tanks and bottles, 10 factories with 18 tanks. The Gov-
ernment has established an 8-hour workday throughout the country, applying
to all Industries. The bottle blowers and window-glass workers, however, work
only 71 hours per day. In the glass industry the employees work only 45
hours per week, work ceasing at 1 p. m. Saturday. In the bottle and window
glass branch of the industry the glassworkers work three shifts per day of
24 hours. Each bottle blower works 71 actual working hours out of each 24
hours, or 6 shifts a week. Each window-glass worker works 7j actual working
hours out of each 32 hours, or 41 shifts each week. Glassworkers employed
on furnaces work one shift out of each 24 hours. They work day turn only.
Where press ware and off-hand ware Is made from continuous tanks, a night
shift and day shift Is operated. The shops change shifts each week. Where
off-hand ware is mentioned it includes paste-mold and iron-mold ware.

Glassiworkers report to factory 15 minutes before starting time to arrange
their shops. The hours of work on Saturday are from five to six hours. The
glassworkers work piecework, and receive same -wages for goods made for export
and domestle consumption. The pots are set by the glassworkers, for which the
workers informed us they received 30 kronen per man, and the foreman at
one of the plants visited Informed us they received 30 kronen per pot. The
writer has written for further Information on this point, and will submit it
when received. All pots are set after regular working hours. For placing a
ring In a pot the glassworkers receive 10 kroneln, and for putting In a bridge
wall in a tank they receive 60 kronen. When glass in furnaces or tanks Is
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not ready when the men report for work at regular starting time, they are
paid 80 per cent of their time for waiting. If they are placed at other work
about the factory they are paid their full wages. Blowers or gaffers are not
compelled to do other work while waiting for glass, but blockers, gatherers,
and other help on shops are compelled to do any other work around the factory
they are told to do until the glass Is ready to work. If they refuse they can
not claim wages fort time lost. Joint agreements are made between the manu-
facturers and the glassworkers' organization, and disputes are referred to the
Joint body, who render final decisions on them. When a furnace Is being
repaired and there Is no work making glassware, the blowers or gaffers are
paid 80 per cent of their average wages, while the other members of the shop
are placed at work about the factory and paid according to the work assigned
to them. If a depression occurs, however, and manufacturers are compelled to
close their factories, the employees are not paid during this period of Inactivity,
but can draw money on account and repay it when the factory resumes opera-
tion. There Is no regular summer shutdown of factories, but workers on
request can get a vacation, and when on vacation receive their regular wages.
Wages are to a great tendd governed by local conditions, and are established
seprately in each district, of which there are 10 or more In the country. There
are two labor organizations In the Industry, organized along national Industrial
lines. One organization, composed exclusively of Czechs, had a membership of
18,000, 5,000 of which are women, while the other, with about the same number
of members, viz, 18,000, is composed -of the German element In the industry.
They disagree along national and racial lines but work in accord and harmony
on all questions affecting the industry that may arise between the manufac-
turers and the labor organizations. Hours of employment and working condi-
tions are uniform in all districts, but wages are regulated by the conditions in
each district. The principles of both organizations are the same, and they
admit to membership all persons employed In the Industry, including skilled and
unskilled men, boys, women, and girls. Office employees, stenographers, and
foremen are also admitted. Both organizations of the workers have a com.
bined membership of approximately 36,000. There are no nonunion factories
in the country. The industry throughout the country gives employment to
75,000 persons. The difference between the total membership of both organiza-
tions of the workers and the number of persons employed in the industry rep-
resents the number of private home or house workers. They are not organized.
The glassworkers are supposed to work on an unlimited basis, but there is an
agreement among them, supported by the local unions of the country, not to
produce in excess of a certain maximum number. Wages and piecework prices
are agreed to in joint conference between the manufacturers and workers'
organization in each district. The law governing the employment of children
prohibits their employment under 14 years of age, and children under 16 years
of age are prohibited from working at nighttime. In 1914 the off-hand shops
working from tanks and furnaces worked 9D hours per day, while the bottle
and window-glass workers worked 8 hours per day. They turn out, however,
more glassware in 8 hours now than they did in the longer work period
before the war. During the war only a few factories were In operation. At
the present time there are quite a number of factories idle because of shortage
of raw material and fuel. At the present time there are about 100 idle
furnaces.

The cost of living la increased 1,200 to 1,50H) per cent since 1014 and wages
in the white or crystal gla.-: industry has incretsed only 600 to 700 per cent.
Female help is employed as packers. sorters, and ?Vrappers and are paid 20
per cent less than nien. Following Is a list of wages paid the glassworkers
for 1914 and 1920 on offhnnd ware:

American I Amerdcan American
Czech money, Czech money money

Per week. money, prevalUng money, nime prevaU ng
1914. exchange, . exchange, exchange,1i14. . 123

Krorner. AKroiwr.
Bloweror gaffer .................. " 1 $10.15-12.81 1 4 -485 0 91.35- 97.4 j"S -24
Blocker ....................... . 20-24 4.05- 4 7; 2-350 S.84- 71.05 3.64-4.55
Gatherer ........................ 14-168 2.84- 3.25 i 150- 10 30.45- 3X.54 1.95-2.34
CAM-i ........................ -10 1.82- 0 . 1 90-110 K, 27- 2233 .17-1.41

eblowers ................... 3-40 7.1"-5 12 I 400 81.20 &2D
Wlndow.glass workers ........... 50-0 10.15-12. i 750 152.2 9.74

11 1 I
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Bottle blowers and window-glars workers pay other help on shop from their
earnings. The press-ware workers receive the same wages as does the off-
hand workers. Following is a list of average wages paid some of tile other
help about the factory:

American American
Czech money money,

money. normal prevaling
exchange. exchange.

Teams ............................................ per week.. 200 6 2.60
Mixers ........................................ do.... 1S0 3.54 2.34
Sorters ........................................ . do.... 220 44.66 2.8
Cutters ................................................. do .... 650 131.9 .44
Mold makers ........................................... do .... 4(0 81.20 5.20
Mold helpers .......................................... do... 270 5.75 3.25
Grinders .............................................. do.. ' 00 121.80 7.80
Pouisers (glazers) ............................... do .... : 350 71.05 4.65
Furnacemen .................................... do .... 450 91.35 5. 85
Apprentice ................................... do... 70 14.21 .91
C aty-In boys .................................... ......: do.. 70 14.21 .91
Hold,mold boys ............................. do.... 65 U5.20 .84
Stkk-up boys ..................................... do... 65 13.20 .84

We visited a number of cutting shops in both Germany and Czechoslovakia
and found them as a rule well organized and efficiently managed. In most
of the shops we visited they were operated by water power, the shops being
built on the bank of a stream. The cutters worked tandem, two cutting
wheels or stones being operated from one pulley. Women employed as cutters
represent a small percentage of the total. In most cases where they were
employed their work was confined to smoothing and polishing. In grinding,
smoothing, or polishing bottles. Inkwells, trays, stoppers, or other articles
with flat surface the worker worked on two articles at the same time, one
In each hand. Girls and women cutters earn from 150 to 200 krone per week.
A girl cutter with marked talent will earn 250 krones per week. The
shops, as a rule, werd well lighted and modern in every respect. Tie
largest shop visited is located in Haida, and consists of two buildings, three
stories high, one of which has just recently been completed. They employ at
the plants of this company 200 cutters in addition to some house workers
who do their work in their homes. One cutting shop we visited exports all Its
product to the United States, Canada, and England. They do not sell any to
the domestic trade of their country. Before the war this company shipped
to a prominent manufacturer in the United States 500 gross to 600 gross of
cut-glass stoppers each week and had received an inquiry from the same
manufacturer a few days previous to our arrival at his plant for 50,000 gross
of stoppers. They were In doubt about accepting the order for stoppers, as
they had recently gone into the manufacture of the bottles.

They were now exporting bottles and would need the stoppers for their trade.
They contemplate the erection of a glass factory in tile Spring of 1921 to take
care of the Increased demand. This company also produces furniture knobs In
large quantities, all of which are shipped to Grand Rapids, Mich. We were
here Informed they could ship bottis and stoppers to America cheaper than
they could be manufactured there. This information was given us in a
manner that left no doubt In our minds; the company took pride in the fact
that they were able to undensell u.R In our own market. We visited a black.
smith's shop and watched a couple of "pressers" making stoppers. They
received 45 krones per 1,000. This is equivalent to $9.14 at normal rate of
exchange, but at prevailing exchange rates is equal to only 58 cents per 1,000.

The present factory system in the cutting branch of the glass Industry is an
evolutionary step from the system of house working and still retains many
of its customs. The master cutters pay for 25 per cent of the light and power,
owns all the tools and purchases most of them through the company for whom
he works, including stones, smoothing ,,heels, mills, sand, etc. In fact, every-
thing connected with the Industry except tile machinery that creates the power,
Is owned by the master cutter. These masters work piecework and the
helpers work day or time work. In some cases, however, the helpers work on
a percentage basis; the master taking 10 per cent for the use of the tools,
60 per cent for his share of the production and the balance of 30 per cent
going to the helpers.
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When the gentleman who owned the cutting shop explained this system of
paying the cutters, the writer called his attention to the fact that under the
system of paying the helpers on a percentage basis the helpers would also
be working piecework as their wages would be determined by the amount of
good work turned out. Decorating with paint and enamel is chiefly the product
of house workers. We were desirous of seeing the living conditions of a
houseworker, and visited the home of several. One we visited consisted of
one room which was occupied by a man, his wife and three small children.
The room was about 12 by 15 feet, an4 was used as a kitchen, sitting room,
bedroom, and workshop. It contained a work table, which was also used
as a dining table; a stove, a lounge, a bed, a baby cradle and several chairs.
The wife was cooking the noon meal as we entered. The man was working at
his lamp making tubes for electric chandeliers. He dealt directly with the
exporter at Gablontz and sold his product by the thousand. Tiere were four
work places at the table but only two were made use of-one for himself
and one for his wife. when she had finished her household duties. le buys
his glass tubes from the glass manufacturers. The three small children had
no shoes on their feet, though there was 6 to 8 inches of snow on the ground
and a severe snowstorm was raging. We were much Impressed with what
we saw and wondered how people could continue to live under those con-
ditlons. We visited quite a few other homes of house workers and found
the conditions not much, If any, Improved over thoseJust described. The
communists In the ranks of labor throughout the country were active and
causing the more conservative element of labor some concern. While we were
there, action was taken by the German Glassworkers' Union of Czechoslovakia
to expel them from the organization, if necessary, In order to quash their
activity and curb their Influence over the young men in the Industry. The
largest following was among the young. more Impressionable and less ex-
perienced members. The middle-aged and more elderly workmen, those whose
experience in life were greatest, showed scant sympathy for the doctrines
of the radical communists. Notwithstanding the fact the radical doctrines of
the communists have taken root In the minds of some of the workers they
take pride in the product of their skill and gensh. About the year 1900 they
established a museum in one of the cities we visited and have filled it with
beautiful specimens of Bolpimlan glass art, some of It being produced as early

s 1760.
In" this museum we examined nnd viewed with the keenest delight sonie of

the most artistic nnd magnificent specimens of glass engraving unit decorating
it had ever been our good fortune to behold. The decorations and engravings
ranged from the more simple conventional designs to the most elaborate hunting
and water scene designs, and the work was so artistically executed that each
piece we examine(] excited our admiration. Prior to the war the museum re-
(elved regularly an appropriation from the State for its maintenance. but since
the establishment of the Republic no aid has been received from the State. In
the same city there Is also a school, supported by State appropriations, devoted
to the development of the glass Industry. The school is open to both sexes,
and when we were there had an enrollment of 250 students. The couirv re-
quires three years to complete and the branches taught are etching, cutting,
engraving, decorating, and designing, both shapes and decorations, letter writ-
ing. and business correspondence. The faculty of the school have added an-
other branch of study to the curriculum by building a small furnace. which was
t6 be in operation February 7, 1921, where the students will be taught the art
of glass making and glass working. The students are encouraged to develop
original Ideas both as to shape and decorativedesigns. The nnembellished glass
blanks are now purchased from the glass manufacturer. These are given to
the students to work upon. In the, morning session of school they are taught
drawing and designing. In the afternoon setsson they are working nt the
engraving wheel, cutting stone, decorating or etching room, transferring to the
glass blanks the original designs they created in their drawing and designing
courses. The manufacturers of the country encourage the students by offering
caish prizes for the best product of the school in original shapes and for original
decorative effects In engraiving, decorating, and etching. If a manufacturer
purchases a set of designs from the school they become his exclusive property
and the same desighs are not given to another manufacturer. The original
designs of the students are shown at the Leipzig fair, which is held twice each
year, and many are sold to foreign manufacturers. The finished glass product
of the students is never sold In the glass market. It is either presented to a
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museum or sold at private auction. The school was started In 1868 as a wood.
carving school for picture frames, etc. In the year 1870 designing was added.
Decorating was added in 1878. The school developed and prospered and it
effects on the glass indtistry df Bohemia was apparent. In the year 1907 en.
graving was made part of the curriculum, and cutting in 1908. This year they
have added glass making and glass working.

Visiting some factories we found the working conditions and system of work
about the same as was found in Germany. As a rule, the capacity of the pots
range from 675 pounds per pot to 1,200 pounds. Considerable colored ware is
made and also opal shades with clear and colored edges. At one factory we
visited we witnessed what we both considered the most skillful piece of glass
manipulation and blowing we had yet seen. The shop was composed of five
men and two girls. Four of the men made the first ball, covered It, and blowed
tile article, wblch was a goblet with solid stem and foot all in one piece. The
fifth man kept the foot and stem straight. One girl held mold. The other
girl carried in. Each blower shaped his glass in the block and placed the glass
In the mold while the glass was yet very hot and flexible. As he placed the glasi
in the mold the girl who held the mold elevated it slightly in front, and as the
blower blowed the goblet she let the mold gradually come to rest on the bottom
plate. The work was quickly done and was an excellent piece of skilled work.
manship. The most skillful blower in the shop appeared to us to be the fourth
blower, a boy of 16 years of age. He had but recently been advanced to blow.
lg and received the least wages of the skilled workmen. They made 800 of
these goblets per day. Tie shop was paid 80 kronen per 100 pieces.

American American
Czech money money,

money. normal prevs!ting
exchange. exchange.

K. h.
Ga ier ......................................... perIO .. 180 $3.24 $0.21
First blower ................................... do.... 14 40 2.92 .19
Second blower ............................ do.... 12 0 2.44 .16
Third blower .............................. do.... 12 0 2.44 .16
Fourth blower ......................................... do .... O 40 2.11 .14
Mold girl .......................................... per week..: 0A i SR. 12-10.15 50.51-0.65
Carry-in girl ............................................ do .... 40-50 0 8 12-10.15 .51-.65

This company has one 12-1ot furnace; each holds from 850 to 1,000 pounds
and Is fided and worked out each day. They operate with 14 shops. Front this
company we received comparative Ilgures on their glass material for, the yenr.-
1914 and 1920:

American American
Czech money. money, normal money, prevailing

exchange. exchange.

1914 1920 1914 1920 1914 1920

Lime ............................ perton.. 15 j r 25 S&05 50.751 $3.03 S& 25
Potash ...................... do.... 300 9,000 60.90 1, W7.00 '.090 116,929
Soda ........................ do.... ::::do: 110 3,500 22.33 710.50 22.33 45.47

1fvak. MVarkao.
Sand ................................ do.... 3 " 160 .71 3ft 03 .71 2.25

Coloring material has iucreastel I prive proport'onately.
It will be observed the price of ,-ani was given in tiersi,,a marks instead of

krotien. Discussing with several manufacturers their wage policy the writer
suggested it would probably be better for the illnufacttlre.s and workers ann,
the Industry as a whole, also their entire country. if a high rate of wages was
maintained, thereby increasing their home consumption and developing a hone
market for their products. Their reply was that approximately SO per cent of
the glassware produced in the country was for export and conlsequenily It was
necessary for tile workmen to have .mall wages in order that their product
could compete In the foreign markets. One of them stated that the rate of
foreign exchange was the only thing that enabled them to operate at the present
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time. If the rate of exchange was normal the present wage rate would make it
Impossible to enter the markets of the world. The above suggestion of the
writer was prompted by the assertion of one of the gentlemen that when an
employee gets ill the company for whom he wao ks pays him his full wages for
the first week and after the first week tihe Government pays him 6 kronen for
himself and 1 krone per week for his wife and 1 krone per week for each
child until the total amounts to 10 kronen per week.
The manufacturers in the ablontz district closed their plants about Jan.

uary 25, 1921, throwing out of employment 254X)0 worker.s. They laimned they
were overloaded with stocks which they could not dispose of because of high
costs. Notwithstanding this action by the nmanfacturers fii the (Gablontz dis-
trict, we found as we visited the factories of another district that the workers
had demanded a 30 per cent Increase i wages. They had held a meeting on
the Sunday preceding our arrival and delivered ai tilhiutuim to the manu-
facturers Monday morning, giving theim 24 hours or until Tuesday morning to
either accept or reject the demands of the workers. They supported their llti-
natum with a threat to reduce production 50 per cent in the event the immnu-
facturers rejected their demands.

The manufacturers refused to comply with the demands made and the work-
men immediately introduced what they term a '"passive resistance strike" and
cut their production 5W per cent. This act, of course, Ireuced their earnings
also a like amount, but they could still be able to earn more money than their
organization would be able to pay out in strike benefits. The workers at this
Juncture delivered another ultimatum to tihe manufacturers stating if their
demand for Increase of wages was not granted by the following Monday they
would reduce production to 30 per cent. The day we left this district the manu-
facturers were holding a meeting to determine w-hut action to take. We subse-
quently learned when we were in Italy tihe workmen carried out their threat
and reduced production to 30 per cent, after which the manufacturers granted
tihe increase in wages, ranging froth 5 to 25 per cent. The passive-resistance
strike is entirely different from the strike as we know it in America. When the
strike of passive resistance is on the workmen report for work, and do work,
but they cut production down so much that the cost of operation becomes pro-
hibitive. When this method of striking first came to the attention of the writer
he stated to one of the union officials if a situation of that kind was presented
to Iina he' would close down the factory, whereupon the official replied: "The
manufacturers dare not do that. If they do we will Immediately appeal to the
Government, and the Government will seize the plants and operate then." We
visited several factories In this district and found all the employees In all of
then working 50 per cent off production iii all departments. The vice president
of the workers' local union is factory manager at one of the plants visited, and
urged very strongly that we remain in the town one day longer than we did
so that Mr. Clarke could make an address to the workmen at their meeting, to
which both of us were invited. At some of the factories we visited In the dis-
trict, we saw them make chimneys, electrIcs, inverted globes, and crimped flat
shades with clear and colored edge.

On some of the shops making shades and electrics with clear and colored
edge an extra boy was furnished, but on some shops the gaffer gathered or
"dipped" the glass and cast the ring unassisted by a boy. When working regu-
lar the shops make 420 minimum for a move of tin electric, one end finished.
Our list provides for a move of 357. They made 400 minimum 10-Inch crimped
flat shades for a move. Our list provides for a move of 231. They make a move
of 420 on a 6-inch iron-mold hexagon inverted globe, one end finished, scalloped
and crimped edge. Under our list we would make a move of about 400. While
in the office of the glassworkers' union we compared some of the electrics on
which they mike a move of 420 minimum, or 840. per day, with the electrics on
which we make a move of 357, or 714, per day, and the wiges paid:

American American I
Ctech money money, AmricdCnmotley, nonlaf, prevailing [shop w&ge,

per .'uove. exchange, exchange, I per move.
per move. per move.

Gaffer ................... ............ - pe t n. S 41 a 8 $4.70
Blower .......................................... do.,. 2 &50 .42 4.20
atherer ......................................... do.... 4.47 29 3.60
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From the books of one company we secured figures on wages of gaffer. Blower,
75 per cent of gaffer's rate; gatherer, 35 to 55 per cent of gaffer's rate:

Minimum. Maximum. Average.

K. A. K. A. K. A.
Gaffer, per week ....................................... 506 0 798 60 645 70

Do .................................................. 523 60 742 50 643 50
Do .................................................. 35 70 05 2D 616 0
Do .................................................. 576 40 772 20 625 90

Blower, per week ....................................... 379 50 59 95 4M 27
Do.!!. ........ 392 70 556 87 4'2 62
Do ..... 401 77 603 90 462 0
Do ..................................... 432 30 579 15 469 42177 10 279 51 2260

Gatherer, per week .................................... 17730 439 25 355 14
8 183 2 2597 2235 22

Do............................................... 287953 445 37 353 92
287 90 407 37 315 92

Do ................................................. 194 s5 297 57 215 60

Do. 201 74 270 27 219 6
.................................... 317 02 424 71 344 24

Following Is the equivalent in American money of gaffer's, blower's, and
gatherer's rate for the year I20:

Minimum.

Normal I Prevailing
exchange. exchange.

Gaffer, per week ............. .10±72 .7
Do........... ...... IM 1 6.80
Do ................. 107.752 . 96
Do ........................ 117.01 7 .49

Blower per week .... 77.38 4.95
Do........:. 79. 71 5.09

Do.......S1.56 5.22
Do....................I i 7.7"6 &.62

Glatherer, per week..........:35.4 9-S&.4 9 2.27-3.62
Do....................37.20-M, 46 2.3-374
Do ....... ........... 30. 6-9. 81 2.4 .83
Do....................... .36 2.62-4.12

Maximum. - Average.

Normal Prevailing Normal Prevailing
exchange. exchange., exchange. exchange.

162. 11 $10. 38 $131.05 l.39
1%073 9.65 I 130.63 K 36
163.48~ 10.48 12.0 &'~ 0
A OV. , %•%v.

121.59 7.78
113.04 7.23
122.59 7.85
117.57 7.52

56.73-89.16 3.63-5.7152. 7&.M2 89 3,30,& 3D00.71-94 .9 3.87-6.07

M. 8.28 341-.52

97.97
91791
9& 29

1 .8-72. 09
43.77-8. 78

4458-09. 88

6.28
C.27
6.00
6.09

2.94,.61
2.93-1.60
2.80-4.40
2.95-4.47

.The gentleman who owned this factory discussed in a very vigorous manner
the policy being pursued by the workers and stated to the officials of the
union, who were with us, a continuation of their present policy would ruin the
Industry. He said the workers were making more money than he was and
cited the case of one of his workmen who, with his three sons, were making
1,700 kronen per week. This, he stated, was more than he, as the owner of
the factory, was making. Going to the plant of another company we saw them
make Iron mold, paste mold. priss, machine, press ware, and bottles. This
company has six factories in the country. At the factory we visited they have
four furnaces, three of which were In operation. The fourth was being re-
paired. Here, as In the other plants visited In the district, the "pasive
resistance strike" was In operation. All employees were working 50 per cent
production. Paste molds for thp production of chimneys, inverted globes,
squat globes, etc., were all about 1 meter long. An 8-inch duplex chimney
was made four to a mouldful, 10-inch three to a mouldful, and 12-inch two to
moldful. On 7-inch squat globes they made four to a moldful, and on small 5-
inch Inverted globes six to a moldful. We were informed by the factory man-
ager they make il a dny of eight hours:

1,200 to 1,00 moldsful, 8-Inch duplex chimneys--------------
1,200 to 1,600 moldsful, 10-inch duplex chimneys--------------
1,200 to 1,600 moldsful, 12-inch duplex chimneys.............
600 to 800 moldsful, 7-inch squat globes -------------------------
800 to 1,000 moldsful, 5-inch inverted globes ---------------
800 to 900 moldsful, 8-inch duplex globes ------- t ................

Plecm.
4,800-6.400
3, )-4, 800
2,400-3,200
2,400-0,000
4,800-0,000

800-. 90
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The glassworkers receive from 18 to 20 per cent less wages for making chim-
neys and Inverted globes than they (to for making other articles In the light.
Ing line. The average ages per week on the complete lighting line at this
factory follows:

American AmericanCzech money money,
money. I normUa prevailing

exchange. exchange.

Kroren.
Blower ........................................................... 510 1 109.62 17.02
Blocker ............................................................ 403 81.21
Gatherer ........................................................... 216 43.83 2.81

Gloss-making material costs per ton for 1914 ainl 1920:

Czech m Amerion money, American money,
normal exchange. change.

191 1920 1911 1920 1914 192)

K'ronen. Kronen. .
sand ...................................... 3 so 10.6 i 116.24 10.61 4 1.04
Potash .................................... 3 ,OO,0 60.90 1,624.00 60.90 103.94
Soda ............................. 3,600 2639 730.80 26.39 4.77
C0a ............................ 5 150 i.01 30.45 1.01 1.95

The glassworkers own al operate a cooperative phit, where they produce
more ware and work for less wnges thaia is done In factories owned and oper.
ated by the manufacturers. They produce Ittles und lighting glassware.
They have a representative In New York. where they have recently opened an
office. They have 11t, however, selt any lighting ghsswlre into tills country,
so far as we could leirn. When we learned of the existence of this i1:ant 1m11d
the conditions tnder which the workers are employed we asked how the union
SotIdl Justify this Itction with the manufacturers and received the reply that
the workers employed in the cooperative plant were working for themselves
:and were making "the great sacrifice for the good of their class." Wages and
tihe cost of raw material liave increased greatly since 1914. From statements
made by manufacturers, wages represent less than 50 per cent of total cost.
The writer stated this was the reverse to the conditions In America, where, in
his opinion, the labor cost represents about 65 or 70 per cent of the total cost.
Mr. Carl Viktora, president of the Czech Glassworkers' Union, was confined to
his home, suffering from rheumatism, when we arrived In the district where
lie Is located. After visiting the various factories and meeting several of the
mannflctut"ers of the district, accompanied by Mr. J. Straus, editor of the
glassworkers' paper, and Mr. Karl Lowlt, Interpreter, both of whom assisted
us very materially in our work and extended us many courtesies, ve repaired
to the home of-President Viktora. We found him confined to his bed, physically
Incapacitated, suffering from rheumatism, but mentally keen and alert. His
clear, bright eyes, denoting mental alertness and Intelligence, and his chin
and Jaw speaking volumes for his force of character and will power. He is
very well spoken of and held In high esteem by the members of his organiza-
tion. He is 38 years old, and Informed us he could see from his home the
glass factory where he as a boy, 30 years ago, worked 20 hours a day. Fol.
lowing are comparative prices on some articles for the years 1914 and 1920:
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Unlawful prices.

American American canItc oe., mny money, Cweh money.,Ctc ony normaDn preventng money. prevail.
change, exchange. Lug ex.

change.

1914 190I  1914 I 1914 1920 1920 1920

K. 4. K. A. K. h.
Bread, 3 kilo .................... 0 84 i 5 0 10.17 81.02 f0.17 $0.07 33 0 50.43
Butter, lkilo ...................2 40 W 0 .49 11.37 .49 .73 ............
Cheese Ikilo.................... 2 40 42 0 .49 853 .49 .54.... ........
Meat, iUo ........................ 1 6 28 0 .32 &68 .32 .3 ..... .......
Potatoes, Iklo .................... 0 6 1 0 .01 .20 .01 .01 3 20 .04
Lard,Ikilo.................1 20 40 0 .24 &.12 .24 .52............
Oleomagarine, k~.. ....... 1 60130 0 .32 &. .32 .39
Salt, I1 ifo ............................ 0 14 2 0 .03 .41 .03 .03
Sugar,lIkilo ..................... . 0 84 8 20 .17 1.68 .17 .11 20 0 .28
Flour,1klo .......................... 0 38 2 0 .08 .41 .08 .03 It 0 .18
Eggs,Idozen................... 0 72 24 0 .15 4.87 .15 .31....... .
CoaIlOD kilo.................... 0 80 14 0 .16 2.84 .18 .18 30 0'.3
Soap Ipc.......... 0 2018 0 .04 1.22 .04 .08 ..............Sro Ia piece ...................... .. 4 1 2

W Ipound........................ 8 00 90 0 1.62 18.27 1.62 1 .17 .... i ........
Linen, Imeter ...................... 0 90 i 24 0 * .18 4.87 .18 .31............
l I ar................... 0 402 0 0 .8 4.06 .0 :

Wood,Imeyer ... ............ 6 S0 180 0 1.32 .54 1.32 2.34
G as,4hours ............ 0 121 2 0 .02 .41 .02 .03............

Paste.mold workers paste their molds, there being no regular man employed
to do this work. Glassworker ore furnished fuel and houses free of rent, but
are charged 6 kronen per month for electric light. The homes consist of one or
two rooms with kitchen. They mea sure about 21 to 25 feet square. From 1909
to 1919 the production of bottles Increased from 52,000,000 to almost 170.000,000.
The present total production of glassware for 1920 is estimated at 42,000 car-
loads of hollow glass, 9,500 carloads4 of window glass, 4,800 carloads of colored
glass, and 19,000 carloads of bottles.

ITALY.

Entering Italy we soon discovered the conditions In the glass industry of that
country differed greatly from those we came In contact with In the other coun-
tries we had visited. Here the manufacturers, apparently, were well organized,
while the workers, though organized, were divided Into 11 different organizations.
They were organized along Industrial lines in districts rather than trade-uidon
lines, with a national organization. Some of the weakness of their disjointed
organization had become apparent to the workers, and a meeting was held
between the representatives of the various organizations while we were in Italy,
having for Its object the amalgamation of the 11 organizations of the workers
Into one national union. From what we could learn there Is at present no
uniformity In wages, hours, or working conditions, one line of glassware being
produced in two or more districts under varying conditions. At Milan we met
Mr. Mario Scolarl, secretary of the glassworkers of that district. Mr. Scolori Is
a fine looking man of about 38 years of age, possessing a striking ilersonality that
creates a favorable Impression on those he comes in contact with. He never
worked at the glass trade, being employed, previous to taking up his present
vork, as a journalist and bank clerk. He is now what Is known In Italy as a
labor propagandist. Mr. Scolarl Introduced us to Mr. Giuseppe Rizzuto, who
spoke English very well and acted as Interpreter.

Accompanied by these two gentlemen, we visited a factory where bulbs were
being made. This factory had three furnaces of 13 pots each. Each pot held
about 1,400 pounds of material. Each man gathers, blows, cleans his Iron, holds
mold, and cracks off the bulb, for which they receive 7 to 8 lire per 100 bulbs.
They work eight hours per day. All work Is piecework. They produce 800 per
day.
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American 1American
Italian money, mo
money. normal preym

exchange. h

finlature bulbs ............................................ per I00.. 7 1.31 S 6
, ,,,, .................................................. d .... 8 1. .30

The company uses 12 tons of coal for each furnace every 24 hours. The direc.
tor of this company stated In answer to a question that costs, including labor
and material, have increased greatly since 1914. In 1014 It cost 45 lire to pro-
duce 100 kilos of glassware, while In 1920 thb cost had routed to 300 lire.
Glassworkers are furnished house rent free. The houses are well built and neat
appearing. They are large, housing as many as 24 families In one house. The
apartments consist of two rooms to a man, his wife, and one child, and three
rooms to a larger family. If workmen are sent from one city to another by the
company the expenses incurred In traveling by the workman and his family are
pail by the company. . ;

From what we could 9;e and learn, from conversation we were convinced
that not much could be accomplished by continuing our.work in Italy, so we
took our departure, arriving in Paris, France, Thursday, February 24, 1921.

FRANCE.

When we arrived In Paris we learned to our great disappointment that the
telegram which we sent to the headquarters of the French Glassworkers' Union
48 hours before our arrival had not been delivered and consequently the officials
of the union were in ignorance of the time we would arrive. The telegram
was delivered 24 hours after our arrival In the city. Through the unfortunate
delay in the delivery of the telegram, no arrangements had been made for us
to visit glass factories and our arrival at the office of the glassworkers' union
was the cause of some surprise. Here we met Monsieur Ch. Delzant, National
Secretary of the French Glass Workers' Union; Monsieur L. Monnier, editor
of the glassworkers' official paper; and the latter's daughter, MIlle. Louise Mon-
nier, who occupied the position of typist in the office. Monsieur Delzant is a
large man of commanding appearance anld Is well and favorably known In the
international labor movements of Europe, where he has taken an active and
commanding part for many years. Ile possesses a pleasing personality and
charm of manner that impresses those with whom he comes in contact.

Monsieur Monnier, the editor of the official paper of the glassworkers' union,
is also a large man of striking appearance, whose genial disposition, beaming
happy countenance, and pleasant smile made one feel, In his presence, like a
life-long acquaintance. Mile. Monnier is a charming young lady and assists
her father as a typist. She is Interested in the English language and has under-
taken Its study. Neither Mons. Dalzant or Monnier nor Mile. Monnier, how-
ever, understood English, and Mr. Clarke or I did not understand French. The
problem thus presented was quickly solved by Monsieur Delzant, who sent out
to one of the adjoining offices in the building and secured the services of
a young lady stenographer, Mile. Henrietta Hlivon, who temporarily acted (s
Interpreter. She proved to be a bright, Intellectual, and capable young lady,
posessing a cheerful, pleasant disposition and charming manners. She spoke
and understood English, and the writer experienced no difficulty In understand-
ing what she said. She did the work of translating the questions we submitted
to Monsieur Delzant into the French language and then translated his answers
Into English. She showed throughout our stay in the French capital an evident
desire to assist all of us in our difficult task, and this she did very capably,
which was very inuch appreciated.

Arriving in Paris, as we did, at an unexpected time, we found Monsieur Del-
zant in the midst of arrangements for a meeting of his national executive board
and consequently unable to give us as much of his time as he would have done
bad he not been engaged with a meeting of his official family. Notwithstanding
this, however, he devoted a considerable part of his time and all his spare time
to us and rendered us valuable aid. Through his efforts we secured permis-
sion to visit a factory In Paris. This factory has three 12-pot furnaces and are
building a fourth furnace, all of the recuperative type. Each pot holds about
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1.300 to 1,400 pounds of glass. At this factory we witnessed what we consider a
waste of furnace space. The furnaces are built to hold 12 pots but contain
o: dy 10 pots; the other arches in the furnace are used as glory holes. This
shows a los3 of 160 per cent of the melting capacity of the furnace. When we
went to the office of the company we were met by the secretary. He extended
us a welcome and accompanied us to the blowing department, where we met the
superintendent. We were conducted through the plant and extended every
courtesy by both gentlemen. This company formerly made lighting goods but
has not made any since the war. Their production consists of stem ware, turn.
biers, battery jars, chemical and laboratory glassware. We discussed with these
gentlemen the increase in cost of material in 1920 over the cost of same in
1914 and were informed that material had Increased approximately 2,000
per cent, and labor had also increased very materially.

American American
French money. money, normal moy, pee.exchange nexchange.

1914 1920 1914 1920j 1911 19 )

SFranu. Frawo. 1 -

. and. person ................ ................... 6 F 71$1.16 U8 $1.16 $1.25
Coal, per ton .......................................... 23 200 4. M OD 4.44 14.67

Lime, soda, and other materials had increased proportionately. The figures
above shown do not indicate any figure near a 2,000 per cent increase, and
unless the prices on other material, on which no figures were given, show a much
greater Increase than shown on coud and sand the estimate of 2,000 per cent
increase on all material is high.

We found the working conditions in the glass industry of France identical
in some respects with the conditions prevailing in the industry of Belgium,
Germany, and Czechoslovakia and differing very radically in others. The condi-
tions which are practically identical in the glass industry of the four coun-
tries mentioned are as follows: In France, as in the other countries ahove
mentioned, the employees in the Industry work eight hours per day for six
days per week, making a total of 48 hours per week. They work day turn
only on furnaces, or one shift in 24 hours. The glassworkers arrive at factory
10 to 15 minutes previous to starting time to arrange shops. They work piece-
work except where shops are changed and make a number of different articles
in a turn. The workers receive the same wages for making goods for export
as they receive for making the same goods for domestic consumption. In
some districts the skilled labor sets pots, while in other districts the pots
are set by the unskilled workmen. When the pots are set each skilled work-
man assisting at pot setting is paid 2 francs 50 centimes. Pots are set after
regular working hours. Wages, hours, and working conditions are agreed to
in joint conference with manufacturers and committee of the workers. The
agreements are made to apply to the entire district for which they are made.
They do not apply universally throughout the country, as is done with the
agreements made between the National Association of Manufacturers of Pressed
and Blown Glassware and the American Flint Glassworkers' Union. The in-
dustry is divided into nine districts in France. District agreements appear
to be the prevailing system throughout Europe. Under this system it is possible
to pay different wages and produe a different number of pieces per move
oin the same article. The workers are organized along industrial rather than
trade-union lines, and they admit to membership in their organization every
person engaged In the Industry, skilled and unskilled, male and female. Their
organization has a membership of about 15,000 persons, though about 20,000
are engaged in the industry. All glassworkers are not members of the
union, particularly those engaged in the production of tableware, goblets,
and stem ware. Production is unlimited as a general rule, and no rule
exists which limits the loss sustained by the workmen for bad work. Where a
factory has two or more furnaces it is the custom to hold one furnace in reserve
to insure continuous operation in the event an accident occurs to one of the
active furnaces necessitating its closing. The contract system of employment
does not exist in France. Every employee receives his or her wages from the
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firm that employs them. Wages have Increased 300 per cent since 1014 and
living costs 400 per cent. House rents range from 30 to 50 francs per month.

During the period of the war production of glassware was about one-third
of normal. Where bulbs are made the production is 000 to 1,000 per day for
each man. The 8-hour law is a Government law, but was enacted In response
to the demands of the labor unions and applies to both sexes throughout the
country. The working conditions in the glass Industry of France that differ
from the working conditions In the industry in Belgium, Germany, and Czecho-
slovakia relate to the question of glass shortage; at the regular starting period;
factory closing down due to accunfulation of stock; the summer stop and wages
paid during that period; the child labor law; and factories closing to make
repairs. In France when the workmen report at factory and glass Is not ready
to work, the workmen are, as a rule, sent home and do not receive any pay,
except in a few factories, for the time thus lost. In Belgium under these
circumstances the workmen are paid a minimum wage. In Germany the work-
men are paid their average wage under this condition, while in Czechoslovakia
the workmen under these circumstances are paid 80 per cent of their wage, and
if placed at other work in the factory are paid full wages.

In France there Is no agreement between the manufacturers and workmen
on this point, while in the other three countries agreements do exist covering
this situation.

If factories close to make repairs in the glass industry 6f France the work-
men do not receive pay during their period of Idleness, while in Germany, by
the provisions of a Government law, the workmen must either receive a notice
two weeks previous to the date of closing the factory or receive two weeks' pay.

In Czechoslovakia, by a Joint conference agreement between the manu-
facturers and workmen covering this question, the gaffer or head of the shop
Is paid 80 per cent of his average wages while the repairs are being made. The
balance of shop Is placed at other work and paid according to the work to
which they are assigned.

It factories close because of accumulation of stock in France, the workmen
are not paid. In Germany under these circumstances the workmen, under the
provisions of a Government law, must either receive a two weeks' notice
previous to the date of closing the factory or receive two weeks' pay. In
France they generally have p summer shutdown of one or two months, during
which period the workmen are not paid. In Belgium they have four days in
August with pay. In Germany they have from three to nine days with pay.
Vacation must be between May 1 and September 30. In Czechoslovakia there
is no regular summer shutdown, but the workers get a vacation with full pay.
The child labor laws of France permit the employment of children 13 years of
age. In Belgium, Germany, England, and Czechoslovakia the employment of
children under 14 years of age is prohibited. In Holland the age limit is 15
years. In 1914 the glassworkers of France worked 57 hours per week. Follow-
ing is a comparative statement of wages paid in 1914 and 1920 to gaffer, blowers,
gatherer, and presser:

American money,
French money. Amerlcan money, prevailing ex-

Per day. French __money. normal exchange. chnge.

1914 1920 1914 1920 1914 1920

Fron. Frnes.
Glaffer ................................... 10 30-5 $1.93 $5.7948.75 $1.93 2 20-2.57
First blower ............................ 29-32 1.54 5.8)- .18 1.54 2.13- 2.35
Second blower .......................... 7 28-30 1.35 5.40-.5.79 1.35 2.05- 20
Gatberer ................................ 5 22-25 .97 4.25-4.83 .97 1.12- 1.84
Presser .................................. 7 28-30 1.35 5.40- 5.79 1.35 2,05- 2.20
Cutters . . ................................... ........ 483 ........ 1.84
Mixers 2.................................. 22 ....... 4.25 ........ L.62
Assorters --------------...... .... 22 4.25 1.82
Mold makers ..................... 1.......4 76-7.72.........17-293
Helpers ............................... .. 12-15 ......... 2.31- 2.90 ......... 88- 1.10
Orladers (male) ....................... I ........ 18 3.47 ........ 1.32
Grinders (female) .................. R ........ 12 2.31 88
Furn3oemen ....................... 20-25 ........ 3.8- 4.83 ........ .47- 1.84
Carry-inboys ........................... . .. . 12-14 ....... Z31-2.70 ........ . 8-. 1.03

81527-22-3i isc--14
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The visit to this factory was the last one made, and brought to a close our
mission. We had labored for nearly five months, our work at times being
performed under the most trying conditions. At other times the work was most
pleasant, and we derived much pleasure In performing It. We had traveled
nearly 11,000 miles, and yet had more than 3,000 miles before us. Our travels
bad taken us through 12 European countries, and to tile broad-spirited. liberal
policy of some manufacturers, some of whom we met In each country visited,
ani to tie early cooperation of labor and the labor leaders in all countries
visited who helped us In every way possible are due the credit of whatever suc-
cess we have obtained. In concluding the narrative of our personal observa-
tions and research of the European glass Industry, I will briefly review iny im-
pressions.

In no country visited did the writer observe factory conditions as favorable
and convenient for the workman as Is found In the average modern Air-rican
glass factory, with the exception of some factories In Germany and #Uecho-
slovakia, and in these countries the exception applies only to tile sllits making
Iron and paste mold ware. Factory management in most factories visited did
not impress the writer with the idea that sufficient thought had been bestowed
upon it. Tile management of the shops were often at variance with the best
interests of a gool production and frequently were arranged Just opposite to
what they shouhll li. Fal wind was a luxury sen it only one oilr two factories,
and not one bit kettle, kettle plate, or pot shadow pan was seen in any factory
In Europe. Neither was there a mold oven to heat molds where press and iron
mold shops were imiiloyed, and in no factory where paste wol shop were em-
ployed was there observed a person whose duty it was to paste the mold.. The
blower or some member of the shop performs this work. Only once during our
travels did we observe shops stop during working hours and that was in
England, where the shops stopped! to take tea. The glass was uniformly
good in all the factories visited except three Instances, in two of which tile
glass was stoney and one in which the glass was cordy. Two out of the three
occurred in Germany and one in England. Outside of paste.nold and iron-
mold ware, In both of which they greatly exceed Awerlcan production figures,
the chief sources of advantage which the European manufacturer has over
the American manufacturer and workmen are the comparative low rates of
wages received by the European glassworkers and other employees of the
factories and, what appeared to be, the perfect system of organization existing
among the manufacturers In the Industry. This combination of organization
and low wage rate gives the foreign manufacturer a very decided advantage over
the American manufacturer and compels the latter to compete under the most
unfair and unfavorable conditions In the American market.

It is unfair to the American manufacturer and workmen to compel them to
compete In the open market with the product of foreign manufacturers whose
goods are produced under conditions that are prohibited by the laws of our
country. If the right to organize and Introduce practical economies through
collective effort Into the industry, and thereby bring the Industry up to its
highest point of efficiency, is denied by law to the American manufacturer,
then lie should not be compelled to compete with the product of foreign manu-
facturers who are not so restricted by the laws of their land. In justice to the
American manufacturer and workmen, in justice to our industry and the con-
suming public as a whole, these products should be denied entrance into our
country or the American manufacturer should -be permitted to organize and
develop the industry to its highest possible point of efficiency and place us in a
position to compete more effectively and with much less handicap than we are
now suffering from.

SIVEDEN.

We (lid not visit Sweden, N'orway, nor Denmark in our travels. It was our
original Intention to do so. In conversation, however, with persons whnn we
believed were familiar with tile gins,; Industry of Europe we were impressed
with tile thought that the time, trouble, and expense incident to a visit to those
countries would not be Justified by the resultq obtained. Accordingly, we
changed our plans. Subsequently we came in contact with Swedish importations
of lighting glassware in the English market, but our pltns at this time were so
far advanced for the trip to the continental glass factories they could not be
changed without a considerable loss of time and rearranging of our plans from
this point. We, however, got in touch with confidential sources from which-the
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following Information on the glass Industry of the Scandinavian countries was
secured.

In Denmark the total number of employees does not exceed 1,000 persons
and the total value of the production for the whole industry for the entire year
of 1019 amounted to about 12,270,000 kroner, divided as follows: Bottles and
similar ware. 7.780,000 kroner; window glass, 00,000 kroner; other glassware,
4,430.000 kroner. The glass industry of Norway Is apparently lesm Important
than -that of Denmark, there not-being a factory In Norway employing 100
workers. In Sweden the glass industry is one of the oldest In the country,
dating back to about the year 1500.

Some of the factories still use wood for fuel, though the most of them have
adopted coal as fuel. The Swedish glass industry is divided into three groups,
viz, window glass, bottles, and miscellaneous other ware. Window glass is
produced in quantities sufficient for domestic consumption. Some export trade is
carried on In bottles and in the better grade of glassware, especially cut-glass
articles. In 1914 the total value of the production of glassware in Sweden was
12,503,000 kroner, divided as follows: Window glass, 2,075.000 kroner; bottles,
etc., 5.153.000 kroner; miscellaneous. 4,675,000 kroner. In 1019 the total value of
the glassware produced was 43,244,000 kroner. This shows an Increase in value
of .30,741,000 kroner, or an Increase of more than 245 per cent. The total number
of employees in 1913 was 2,500, and their annual average was 058 kroner. In 1019
the number of employees had increased to 3,500. and their onnal average wages
amounted to 2,092 kroner. The Increase In wages In 1019 over the figures for 1913
amounted to about 120 per cent. Additional Increases were granted In 1910. An 8-
hour working-day has been established in Sweden, Norway, nail Denmark. In
1920 the average hourly wage paid the unskilled workers in the industry
was about 1.25 kroner per hour. Skilled labor works piecework; but, If new
articles are Introduced, the workers are paid their overage earnings on the
previous piecework basis until sufficiently skilled on the new articles to earn
their regular wages. The average earnings for skilled glassworkers are about
400 korner per month. In addtlon to this they receive free house rent. Skilled
glassworkers work until their glass Is out. Unskilled labor works eight hours
per (lay. If overtime Is worked the workers are paid 32 per cent additional
for week days, and 75 per cent additional for Sunday and holidays, also for
night work between 8 p. in. and 0 a. m., except where such night work Is a
regular shift, in which case the usual wages are paid.

SOINT BRIEF OF WILLIAM P. CLARKE. PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN FLINT GLASS
WORKERS' UNION OF NORTH AMERICA, TOLEDO, OHIO, AND THOMAS W. Mco
CREARY, SUPERINTENDENT PHOENIX LASS CO., MONARA, PA.

DEFINITION OF "FLINT OLASS."

It is generally understood and agreed that window glass, plate glass, and common
bottles are not recognized as flint glass, but that carafes, tableware, lighting and
illuminating wares of all kinds-such as bulbs, chimneys, lantern globes, street lights,
etc.--cut glass, engraved glass, decorated glass, drinking glasses of all kinds, thermos
bottles, chemical wares, lamp work, and other articles too numerous to recount come
under the classification of flint glass.

BOTH INTERESTS REPRESENTED.

In the very inception it should be understood that while the authors of this brief
made a joint investigation and personally visited the leading glass centers of Europe
at one and the same time (between October 17, 1920, and March 13, 1921), still each
represented a different phase of America's flint-glass industry-Mr. MeCreary represent-
ing the manufacturers, while Mr. Clarke represented the skilled workmen employed in
the industry. ,

All of our inquiries were made jointly. We called on manufacturers, workers,
bankers, legislators, labor leaders, representatives of our own as well as foreign govern-
ments, jobbers, importers, and exporters; in fact, we went through every available
avenue, to the end that we might obtain first-hand knowledge that would enable us
to thoroug.ly grasp the situation. Mhen a doubt existed we secured verifications in
order to prevent deception being practiced; hence, as a result of our labor we have
every reason to believe that the information that follows is both accurate anA reliable.

It might be well to relate that this joint investigation was made at the solicitation
of the president of the workmen, in order that facts could be established the results
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of which may inure to the benefit of the American industry and those depending upon
it for a livehhood.

We found the workmen thoroughly organized, and we likewise found the manu-
facturers united and functioning in a manner that would not be permitted under the
laws of our Government.

WAGES OF GLASSWORKERS IN GERMANY.

In January, 1921, the officers of the German glassworkers informed us that the
average wage of their skilled workmen was not in excess of 500 marks per week. Last
March they received a 30 per cent increase. This would make their average wage
approximately 650 marks per week. Under date of November 14, 1921, we were
informed that the German workmen expected another increase ranging from 35 to 40
per cent. For the sake of argument we will concede that a 40 per cent increase was
granted. This would add 260 marks to the 650 marks, thereby making the present
weekly wage of the German glasworkers 910 marks, and at the present value of 0.0058
of a cent per mark would bring the present wage of the skilled glassworkers of Germany
to the point of $5.28 per week in American money.

SKILLED WAGE COMPARISONS.

All through Europe we learned that the glassworkers were paid a wa e far less than
that paid to American workmen performing a like class of work. and this may be well
understood by a study of the comparative figures that follow, all of which is based on
the value of the American dollar.

Electric bulbs (not lamps).--Skilled labor cost per 100: Wordsley, England, $0.46;
Leamington, England, $0.35; Edinburgh, Scotland (average), $0.42; Weisswasser, Ger-
many, $0.20; Milan, italy, $0.28; in America, $1.54.

The foregoing prices show the comparisons at the time of our visit to each locality.
Money values have since changed. For example, i Germany wages have increased
30 per cent, and another 40 per cent is expected and credited in this note, while the
mark has dropped in value from 0.0143 to 0.0058, leaving the present wage for skilled
bulb workers in Germany approximately 15 cents per 100 as compared with 20 cents
one year ago.

Thermos botils.-The comparative skilled-labor cost for producing 100 inside and
100 outside pint thermos bottles on the occasion of our visit to Weisswasser, Germany,
January, 1921, was $2.41 to the American manufacturer as compared to 46 cents to
the German manufacturer. The comparison at this writing is $2.05 to the American
manufacturer as compared with 21 cents to the German manufacturer.

Lamp chimneys.-The skilled.labor cost for producing a 10-inch duplex lamp chim-
ney in Germany is 12 cents per 100 as compared with $2.11 in the United States.
The same chimney is made in Czechoslovakii at a cost of 7 cents.

The skilled-labor cost for producing a 12-inch duplex lamp chimney in Germany is
14 cents per 100 as compared with 10 cents in Czechoslovakia and $2.96 in the United
States.

The small help used in connection with shops producing chimneys costs 91 cents
a week in Czechoslovakia and $1.68 in Germany and $13.75 in the United States.

Slades.-A small electric shade, under 6 inches in size, costs 9 cents per 100 for
skilled labor in Germany as compared with $1.87 in the United States.

A small electric shade, one end finished, costs 31 cents per 100 for skilled labor in
Czechoslovakia as compared with $2.48 in the United States. The unskilled labor
for the making of this article in Czechoslovakia is $2.59 per week as compared with
$5.5 in the United States.

In Germany the skilled workmen are paid 26 cents per 100 for producing a 10-inch
dome shade made from opal glass, wbile in the United States the skilled workmen
receive $4.23 for a like number. The uu'skilled labor employed in making this class
of ware receive $1.63 per week in Germany as compared with $55 in America.

The skilled labor cost in Belgium for producing goblets, sherbets, cordials, egg cups
champagnes, wine glasses, and similar ware is 50 cents per 100 as compared with
$2.72 in the United States. The unskilled labor in Belgium employed in producing,
this clss of glassware is $5.64 per week as compared with $27.50 in the United States
This applies to the boys in the shop.

Our investigation justifies the statement that the wages paid to glass Cutters are:
Belgium, $11.46 per week; Germany, $7.14; Czecholovak, $-84; United States, $30.

Nfold makers are an important factor in the glass industry and their wages compareas
follows: Belgium, $10.50 per week; Germany, $5.71; Czechoslovakia, $5.20; United
States, $27 to $42.50.
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UNSKILLED LABOR.

The wges for unskilled and semiskilled workmen, such as are employed in connec-
tion with the furnaces, mixing room, and lehrs, are: Belgium, $7.50 to $9.36 per
week; Germany, $3.29 to $6.43; Czechoslovakia, $5.85; United States, $19.20 to $33.
In addition to this we found that women were frequently employed doing the work
that men do in America and receiving a much less wage.

MATERIALS.

Sand, which is used extensively in the making of glass, costs the German manufac-
turers 71 cents per ton, while the American manufacturers are required to pay $5.72
per ton.

Coal costs the German manufacturers $2.91 to $4.74 per ton, as compared with $6.35
to American manufacturers.

Lime costs the German manufacturers $2.19 per ton, as compared to a cost of $20.50
per ton to the American manufacturer.

The examples that we have heretofore recorded give a fair outline of the difference
in the wage paid to skilled labor in America as compared with the European countries
enumerated, and when one realizes that the average wage of the average skilled Amer-
ican glassworker during the past 11 years has been but $20.61 per week it can not be
contended that his wage is too high.

CHEMICAL OLASSWARE.

Previous to the war practically all of the chemical glaware used in America was
imported from Europe, fully 50 per cent coming in "duty free," and distributed to
hospitals, laboratories, universities, and colleges. The war stopped this importation
and our country was immediately placed at a temfic disadvantage. This class of ware
had to be made. The representatives of our Government appealed to the manufac-
turers and workers for assistance. Factories were converted, others built, workmen
trained, rules obliterated, and innumerable sacrifices made with the assurance that
when peace came our interests would be protected, but that pledge has not been
redeemed. This can be done by giving to the manufacturers and workers in this
industry the protection essential to allow our manufacturers to produce chemical
ware and pay a fair wage to the American workmen and still enable the employer to
secure a fair profit on his investment.

In order that there shall be no doubt as to the ability of American manufacturers
and American workmen producing chemical glassware, we quote from a report of
the Tariff Commission, as follows:

The war proved that United States manufacturers were able to produce chemical
and scientific (glass) ware superior to that produced abroad. The market for any
particular brand of chemical glassware depends on its durability and resistance to
solvents quite as much as on the price charged. Domestic goods have proved them-
selves to as chemically resistant and far more durable than any formerly produced
in the Central Empires, and for this reason are preferred by the chemical profession
throughout the United States.

"This chemical branch of the industry has produced ware which is superior in
every way to the imported product save price, and it is to be hoped that the domestic
industry Will be able to hold this business even after normal trade relations are estab-
lished %with continental European producers."

Dealing with chemical and laboratory glassware, we find Mr. Frank A. Sheridan,
who was made very familiar with the situation during the war, saying:

"Entirely separate and distinct from the old established industries that for these
two industries an almost prohibitive tariff would be a very desirable thing.

"My suggestion was that without reference to difference in cost or knowing anything
about it, it would be a good thing to give these industries a chance to grow."

ARE FOREIGN-MADE ARTICLES COMING INTO AMERICA?

We believe that the Finance Committee is convinced that the foreign-made articlesare oming into our market. If not, then we would be glad togointo this phase of thesubject. However, bear with us until we cite the following:
We know that one New York house placed one order for 1,605,000 thermos bottles in

Europe.
We know of one comparatively small company which imported 2,000,000 electric

bulbs between March and October last.

1
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Information reaching us justifies the belief that thin blown ware and table glass-
ware are being imported in enormous quantities.

Lamp chmineys are being laid down in Chicago at a price of 30 cents a dozen as
compared with the American price of $1.3.5.

While in Val St. Lambert, Belgium, December, 1920, we secured undisputable
information to the effect that the Val St. Lambert Glass Co. exported glass to America
during the previous month (November, 1920) valued at 1,000,000 francs, or in normal
value $193,000. If this could be done by one concern in a month's time in Belgium,
where their money value was 34 per cent of normal, then what may be expected of
Germany, with its money valued at less than 2 per cent of normal?

In the year 1913 the exported glassware from Germany-this included all kinds of
glass-amounted to 146,124,000 marks, or $33,777,512.

Our total imports of glassware, January I to September 30, 1921, '.ere $7,985,614:
January 1 to September 30, 1920, $5,250,824. Imports increa-ed in nine months'
time $2,734,790.

Our total exports of glassware, January 1 to September 30, 1920, were $21,779,826:
January 1 to September 30, 1921, $12,176,914. Exports decreased in nine months'
time $9,602,912.

If you will analyze the subject of imports and exports, you will learn that in the
first nine months of 1921 we had a trade balance in our favor of $4,191,300, as com-
pared with a trade balance for the same nine months in 1920 of $16,529,002..In other
words our trade balance for the first nine months of 1921 as compared with a similar
period in 1920 was, in round numbers, just about 25 per cent, thereby indicating a
very remarkable change in the situation to the detriment of the Americkan manu-
facturers and the American workmen.

An important fact, and one that must not be overlooked, is that the glassware that
we export is made by machinery that requires but little labor-being either auto.
matic or semi-automatic-while the glassware that is brought into our country is
made by skilled workmen, consequently the imported glassware serves to displace
American workmen.

Again, if you will but remember that the value of the imported ware has been based
on the value of foreign exchange, and that the value of the exchange has decreased
materially since 1920, then it must be apparent that the situation is far more serious
to the American glass industry than the figures we have presented really indicate.

A representative of an exporting company in London, who handles glassware made
in Czechoslovakia, informed us (when we appeared at his place of business disguised
as buyers) that he could guarantee prices for a year. We suggested a higher tariff
in Amierica might prevent his company making good their guaranty. lie replied,
"Increase your tariff 100 per cent and we can still place our glassware in America
cheaper than it can be made there."

The very day we visited the mammoth glassworks at Weisswasser, Germany, the
superintendent, Mr. Vincent Krebbs, informed us that lie had that day refused an
order from America for .50,000,000 bulbs, he being unable to care for other business
already booked. Bulbs are now being laid down in America at a price ranging from
$19 to $22 per 1,000.

AMERICAN WORKMEN HlAVE REDUCED WAGES.

To meet the demand for readjustments and aid in the struggle to combat compe-
tition from abroad, the members of the American Flint Glass Workers' Union have
already reduced their wages from 10 to 30 per cent as well as made other sacrifices,
some of which are recounted in a letter written by a prominent glass manufacturer,
reading:

D VINELAND, N. J., October 17, 1921.Dr. CHARLES H. HEarTY,

New York City.
MY DEAR'DR. HERTY: In February, at the solicitation of the American Flint

Glass Workers' Union, the union met the chemical-glass manufacturers at the Hotel
Walton, Philadelphia, and the union volunteered to give a 15 per cent reduction
in wages to meet the foreign competition with which they were confronted. A
further voluntary reduction of 1.5 per cent was granted the manufacturers in August,
1921, in this same department.

The chemical glassware blowers, an allied division of the glassworkers' union,
accepted in August a voluntary reduction in wages of 171 per cent and increased the
working move on many items, that is to say, increased the number of pieces per
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day, so that the reduction instead of being 171 per cent will come nearer to 25 per
cent.

The action of these divisions of the American glassworkers was highly commend-
able and, to our mind, shows the true American attitude, in that the glassworker
has shown himself willing to help reduce the price of American-made glassware to
come within reasonable competitive figures with imported ware.

Very trluy, yours,
E. H'. KIMBLE.

Profits of Bdgium flint-glass manufacturers.

IFrom a p~sbllcation printed in Brussels, Denember, 1920.1

Capital. Pronlts.

Fr rco. Fras.
Belgian flint-glass works ........................................................ 1,250,000 5,3 s,000
Flint-glass wrks of anu at Verg.........................................250,00 357,000
Flint-glass works at Jumet ............................................ 2 000,00D 3,773,000
Flint-glass works of e ..... ........................................... ,200 000 3,65& 000

lass works o flarinatJume ............. ..................................... 1,100,000 4,002000
G lass works at plamendes .................................................... . 2,0 ,000 5 870,000
Mass works of Pa ...................................................... ... . 1,000.000 2,021,000
The D. Jones works of Clarlero .............................. 1,200,000 7,714,000

We wish to leave the impression with your committee that, as a rule, there have
been no great profits made by the flint-glass manufacturers in America, and in sub-
stantiation of this we find thie Tariff ('ommission reporting that the average profit
made on the capital invested in our tableware establiGhments to be 10.34 per cent;
the average profit in the blown and pressed tableware establishments to be one-tenth
of I per cent; the average of profit of plants making lighting goods to be 10.25 per
cent; while the average profit in the lamp-chimney business was 4.86 per cent; all
of which, we feel you will agree, is not an exorbitant return when the business ven-
ture is thoroughly understood.

SUGGESTIONS.

The Finance Committee having urged that we offer recommendations calculated
to minimize the evil confronting the flint-glass industry because of importation, we
venture to suggest:

First. That the American-valuation plan be retained in the tariff bill at all hazards.
Second. To avoid a repetition of the misunderstandings that have occurred while

paragraphs 217, 218, and 230 of 11. R. 7456 have been under consideration by the
Finance Committee, and form a basis for a more accurate record as to the class and
character of flint-glass ware that may be imported as well as exported in the future,
thereby lending assistance to those who may be called on to legislate in subsequent
years, we suggest that flint-glass ware be classified in the records of our Government
under the following headings:

A. Illuminating glassware: This shall include lamps, shades, globes, bowls, balls,
reflectors, chimneys, etc., and shall carry a duty of C0 per cent ad valorem on the
American-valuation plan.

B. All glassware named in class A but consisting of more than one kind of glass,
and commonly known as plated" or "cased" glass by several layers of either clear
opaque, or colored glass, and all blown glassware as described in class A that is further
ornamented and enhanced in value by engraving, cutting, etching, decorating, print-
ing, silvering, gilding, or by any other process or method embellished or refined, shall
carry a duty of65 per cent ad valorem on the American plan.

0. Incandescent electric light bulbs and lamps, with or without filaments, 0 per
cent ad valorem on the American plan.

D. Chemical glassware of all kinds, whether used for experimental purposes in
hospitals, laboratories, universities, or colleges, shall, under no circumstances, be
admitted for less than 60 per cent ad valorem duty on the American plan.

E. Blown or hand-made tableware, such as decanters, pitchers, jugs goblets,
wines, tumblers, and kindred ware, whether blown in a mold or made by hand,
shall carry a duty of 60 per cent ad valorem on the American plan.

F. All glassware named in class E that is cut, engraved or decorated in any manner
to enhance its value shall carry a duty of 65 per cent ad valorem on the American plan.
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t. All pressed glassware and all other flint glass not enumerated in these specifica-tions shall carry a duty of 60 per cent ad valorem on the American plan.
I. All thermos bottles shall carry a duty of 65 per cent ad valorem on the American

plan.
THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL OF GERMANY.

There is a council in Germany, created by law, which functions under the name
of "The National Economic Council." This body has the power, as we understand,
to regulate the prices that all wares shall b? sold for when exported. It is our con-
viction that this council advises that the ware made in Getmany shall be sold in
foreign countries just sufficiently below the cost of domestic goods to enable the pro-
ducer to substitute his article for the domestic article; that is, that imported articles
are sold at a figure as high as it is possible to acquire and yet make the sale. This
enables the German manufacturers to make large profits. We suggest that the
Finance Committee call upon our State authorities to secure a report from the rep-
resentative of our Government at Berlin relative to the workings of the National
Economic Council of Germany.

WINDOW GLASS.

[Paragraph 219.1

STATEMENT OF JAMES FRANCIS BURKE, PITTSBURGH, PA., REP-
RESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WINDOW GLASS
MANUFACTURERS.

In view of statements recently made by the Ifammer Dry Plate Co. and the Cramer
Dry Plate Co., importers, and others whose interests are in natural opposition to the
window-glass industry of the United States, we beg leave to direct your attention to
the following:

Statement 1: The American Window Glass Co. does not produce an amount of
photo dry-plate glass which will supply the demauds of the dry-plate manufacturers
of the United States.

Answer: This statement is positively incorrect, as the company referred to have
facilities for making photo glass two or three times in excess of the normal yearly
average consumptive demands of the United States, and during the war, when the
importation of photo glass was entirely shut off, this company supplied for a number of
years the entire requirements of the dry-plate trade in this country. During that time,
in order to supply these requirements, the company was only obliged to operate a
portion of its factory on dry plate. The capacity of the factory is reatlv in excess of
any requirements of the dry-plate trade in this country. In addition io the above,
the American Window Glass Co. supplied 27,000,000 circles for gas masks, being the
only glass company in the United States that could produce the glass in the thickness,
quality, and flatness required for making eyepieces for gas masks.

Statement 2: The glass manufactured in this country is not of the superior quality
of the glass manufactured in Belgium.

Answer: We have verbal and written reports from the largest users of photo Flass
in the world that our glass is fully equal, if not superior, to any glass made in Belgium.

Statement 3: Threats have been made to discontinue manufacturing photo glass
in this country if the users of this commodity did not patronize the manufacturer at
prices and condition it named.

Answer: This statement is absolutely untrue. Neither the American Window
Glass Co. nor any of its representatives made any threats to any user of any of its prod-
ucts, and at all times prices named by this company for its photo glass were based
upon the prices it was receiving for the balance of its products.

Statement 4: The assertion has been made that the American manufacturers of
this glass have received very little business due to their failure to reduce pnces.

Answer: The American manufacturer of this glass has reduced its prices to a point
where it borders on the actual cost of production, such prices being within 5 to 10
per cent of the laid-down prices of Belgian glas.

The history, condition, and tariff needs of the window-glass industry in this country
are set forth in the following brief of the National Association of Window Glass Manu-
facturers, a study of which Will, we believe, more than fully sustain the plea of those
whose capital and labor are involved for a degree of protection that will guard it against
destruction by foreign competitors.
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RRIZF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOAZTION OF WIl)OW-GLAB MANUFACTURZR8.
I

The windowglass industry in thip country requires adequate tariff protection if it
is to continue as an American industry. It does not receive this protection under
the present tAriff schedule. Schedule B, paragraph 85, of the present law, reads as
follows:

"Unpolished cylinder, crown and common window glass, not exceeding one
hundred and fifty square inches i of 1 cent per pound; above that, and not exceeding
three hundred and eighty-four iuare inches, 1 cent per pound; above that, and not
exceeding seven hundred and twenty square inches, lf nents per pound; above that,
and not exceeding one thousand two hundred square inches, 1 cents per pound;
above that and not exceeding two thousand four hundred square inches, 11 cents per
pound; above that 2 cents per pound: Provided, That unpolished, cylinder, crown,
and common window glass, imported in boxes, shall contain fifty square feet, as
nearly as sizes will permit, and the duty shall be computed thereon according to the
actual weight of glass."

The above law of October 3, 1913, superseded the schedules of the Payne-Aldrich
law of August 6, 1909. The provisions in schedule B, paragraph 99, of the Payne-
Aldrich tariff, provided as follows:

"Unpolished cylinder, crown, and common window glass, not exceeding one
hundred and fifty square inches, valued at not over one and one-half cents per pound,
1l cents per pound- valued over one and one-half centsper pound It cents per pound;
above one hundred and fifty square inches, not exceeding three hundred and eighty-
four square inches, valued not over one and three-quarters cents per pound, If cents
per pound; valued over one and three-quarters cents per pound, 1 cents per pound-
above three hundred and eighty-four square inches, not exceeding seven hundred
and twenty square inches, valued not over two and one-eighth cents per pound, 21
cents per pound; valued over two and one-eighth cents per pound, 2j cents per pound;
above seven hundred and twenty square inches, not above eight hundred and sixty-
four square inches, 2f cents per pound; above eight hundred and sixty-four square
inches, not above one thousand two hundred square inches, 31 cents per pound-
above one thousand two hundred square inches, not over two thousand four hundred
square inches, 31 cents per pound; above two thousand four hundred square inches,
41 cents per pound."

The Underwood tariff made an average reduction of about 45 per cent oh the Payne-
Aldrich duties. The effect of this decrease is shown by the great increase in the
amount of imports of window glass. Although the Underwood tariff only became a
law on October 3, 1913, the imports of window glass for that fiscal year ending June
30, 1914, were larger than in any other year since the Payne-Aldrich tariff. A still
greater increase in the imports was unquestionably prevented by the outbreak of
the war on August 1, 1914.

The comparatively brief period of the operation of the Underwood tariff under
normal conditions demonstrated that it was bound to work great injury to the window-
glass industry in this country. Realizing that the present law was totally inadequate
under prewar conditions, and that it has been accentuated by postwar conditions,
we suggest a schedule which while giving reasonable protection under normal condi-
tions, contains provisions which provide reasonable protection under the abnormal
conditions existing at the present time, due to changes in operating conditions and
to the difference in the rate of exchange as compared with the normal rate. The
schedule we propose is as follows:

"Unpolished, cylinder, crown and common window glass, weighing not exceeding
26 ounces per square foot, not exceeding 384 square inches, valued at not over If
cents per pound, 11 cents per pound; valued over 11 cents and not over 21 cents per
pound, 21 cents per pound; valued at over 21 cents per pound, 31 cents per pound;
above 384 square inches, not exceeding 720 square inches, valued at not over 21
cents per pound, 21 cents per pound- valued over 2J cents and not over 31 cents
per pound, 21 cents per pound; valued over 3J cents per pound, 31 cents per pound;
above 720 square inches, not exceeding 1,200 square inches, valued at not over 21
cents per pound, 2f cents per pound; valued over 2j cent per pound, 31 cents per
pound; above 1 200 square inches, 41 cents per pound.

"For unpolished cylinder, crown and common window glass weighing over 26
ounces per square foot, the rates of duty shall be double the rates specific for glass
weighing not exceeding 26 ounces per square foot.

"Provided, That unpolished, cylinder, crown, and common window glass imported
in boxes shall contain 50'square feet as nearly as sizes will permit, and the duty shall
be computed thereon according to the actual weight of the glass. In deteriniing
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the value of the glass for duty purposes, whenever a separate charge is made for the
boxes, the price of the boxes shall be added to the value of the glass."

We submit a comparative schedule of the duties per 50-foot box under the Under.
wood tariff, the Payne-Aldrich tariff, and the proposed schedule, on a prewar basis
of selling price.

Comparative scdWule of duties under Underwood ta ij', Payne.A ldrich tariff, and proposed
schedule when window glass is selling atspreutr prices.

Paye- urich Proposed schedule.
Under -___________

wood.
Tari classifieatIon. tariff. Increase

Der decrease

box. Under. (-) over
wood. Payne-

I Aldrich.

per-cent. I- Per cent.Notexceed g 10 su a Ic ..... . .. $0.5 57.1 $0. 5 . +
Above 150and not exceeding 384 square inches ....... .50 .g375 87.5 .9375 ..
Above .14 and not exceeding 720 square Inches ....... .5625 1.1875 111.1 1.125 - 5.3
Above 72) and niot exceeding 84 square inches........ 1.375 83.3 1.375........
Above 864 and not exceedinjg 1,200 square inches ..... .75 1.625 10.6 1.375 +1&3
Above 8,2X ad not exceeding 2,400 square inches .9375 1.875 10. 0 2.125 +136
Above 2.400 square inhs ........................... 1, 00 2.125 112.5 2.125.. ....

Comparing the duties in the Payne-Aldrich tariff with the duties in the proposed
schedule when foreign glass is selling at prewar prices will disclose two items showing
increases, two items showing decreases, and three items providing the same rate ofdutyThue proposed schedule, however, provides for a much higher rate of duty under

present artificial conditions than when conditions are normal, but the rates of duty
provided under present conditions are such that the Belgians could still, at their
present prices, undersell the American manufacturer at New York by 15 per cent
and at San Francisco by exceeding 30 per cent. While the selling price of American
glass to-day represents the present cost of production of the most favorably located
manufacturers, yet the Belgian price contifiues to drop steadily.

In asking for adequate protection to enable this industry to survive, we deem it
important that we should set forth some of the principal facts bearing on the extent of
the industry.

Location and number of window-glass factories in the United States: Arkansas, 2;
California, 3; Wyoming, 1; Illinois, 1; Indiana, 4; Kansas, 5; Louisiana, 1; Ohio, 12;
Oklahoma, 4; Pennsylvania, 24; Texas, 2; West Virginia, 33; total, 92.

The principal materials used in the manufacture of window glass are silica sand,
alkalies iii the form of carbonate of soda and sulphate of soda, ground limestone,
lumber, coal, and natural gas.

The estimated annual consumption of the principal raw materials and supplies
used in the window.glass industry are as follows:

Lumber, 70,000,000 feet. Principal sources of supply: Minnesota, Wisconsin, Flor-
ida, Louisiana. West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, California, Washing-
ton, Oregon, Michigan.

Sand, 217,000 tons. Principal sources of supply: Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Indiana. Michigan, Texas, Oklahoma, Ohio, Louisiana, Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas,
California.

Alkali. 87,09 toni. Principal sources of supply: New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio. West Virginia, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Louisiana, Cali-
iornia.

Limbstone, 78,000 tons. Principal sources of supply: Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Ohio, Kansas, California, West Virginia, Oklahoma, Texas.

Part of the window glass is made by natural gas and part by producer gas from coal.
On the basis of fuel required to produce a 50.foot box of single-strength window glass,
thers would be required annually 17,100,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas, which,
reduced to its equivalent of coal, would mean the consumption of about 900,000 tons
of coal per annum in this industry. Natural gas is still used in the production of win.
dof- glaS in the following States: Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Kan-
sa, Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, Wyoming, California.
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The average annual consumption of window glass in the United States approximates
9,5W0,000 boxes of 50 square feet each.

The estimated value of window glass produced in the year 1920 was $40,000,000.
Estimated amount of capital invested in window-glass plants in the United States,

$50,000,000.
Estimated number of employees directly engaged in the window-glass industry,

2.5,000.
REASONS FOR PROPosED SCHEDULE.

In support of the proposed schedule we submit the following:
Over 75 per cent of all of the window glass imported into this country comes from

Belgium, the balance coming principally from England, France, and Germany and
a small quantity from Austria- lungary.

Over 80 per cent of all window glass imported is in sizes not over 384 square inches.
All such glass is known in the trade as "small glass."

In the manufacture of all window glass there is necessarily produced, in cutting the
larger sizes, a very considerable percentage of small glass.

In Europe the outdet for this smallglass is quite limited, as their principal demand
calls for glass in excess of 384 square inches. The Orient. however, absorbs consider.
able small glass, but not sufficient to absorb the surplus produced by European
manufacturers in cutting their larger sizes. In the United States the percentage of
small glass consumed is very much greater than in Europe. "

American manufacturers always endeavor to keep the production of this small glass
down to a minimum, but despite their efforts there is always an oversupply of small
glass in proportion to the larger sizes. Consequently, American manufacturers are
often forced to remelt small-size glass that otherwise could have been sold were it
not for the amount of small glass imported from Belgium.

In order to market the accumulations of small glass, European manufacturers usually
sell this glass at or below cost and average up on the larger glass. As the United
States uses a substantial quantity of this glass, the Belgians, by naming a very low
price on the small sizes, have always been able to sell in this country a large quantity
of it under all previous tariff schedules and thereby prevent American manufacturers
from disposing of the small glass produced in the regular way.

In their policy of naming much lower prices for the small glass in comprison with
prices for larger sizes, the Belgian manufacturers for years have been as.sted by the
arrangement of their wage scales, which enables them to produce these small sizes
at much lower wage rates in proportion than the larger sizes. Thus they are enabled
to sell this glams at such extremely low prices that it is impossible for the American
manufacturer to compete with them on these sizes.

As a further reason for asking additional protection on the small glass under normal
conditions, we wih to call attention to the fact that all glass used for photographic
dry plates, lantern slides, ani X-ray purposes is imported as window glass, and all
of this glass is in sizes under 381 square inches.

Glass used for photographic dry plates weighs on an average 13 ounces to the square
foot, while X-ray glass weighs 16 ounces to the square foot, and lantern-slide glass
weighs about 9 ounces to the square foot.

A NEW AMERICAN INDUSTRY.

Prior to the European war but one factory in the United States was attempting to
make photographic, lantern-slide, or X-ray glass. With the cutting off of the source
of supply of this glass for this country by the war certain American manufacturers
devoted themselves to the production of this glass. It was an entirely new branch
of the industry. It required different and greater skill than was required in the
production of ordinary window glass. It involves a change in the methods of working,
and success was only achieved after months of dikoura'ing efforts, the investment of
a large amount of capital, and the expenditure of enormous sutis of money. Finally
these manufacturers succeeded in producing photographic dry-plate, lantern-slide,
and X-ray glass equal in every way, if not superior, to what had been furnished by
Europe. It was extremely fortunate that they had devoted themselves to this work,
for when this country became involved in the European war there were not adequate
gas masks either for our own forces or for our allies.

The eyepieces of these masks, as well as the goggles used by aviators, were made
by taking two disks of very thin and perfectly flat glass, binding them together with
liquid cellulose, and putting them under hydraulic pressure. Tis prevented sweat-
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ing, which the single glass eyepiece was subject to, and also protected the eyes from
being injured if in any manner the glass became shattered.

To secure these results it was neceary that this glass should be absolutely flat
so that the two pieces would not break when pressed together under great hydraulic
pressure. To meet these requirements was a work of the greatest difficulty. This
result, after many discouragements, was finally secured by the American manufac-
turers, who produced 30,000,000 of these disks for gas masks for our own Army and
also for some of our allies. Moreover, they produced sufficient X-ray glass to keej.
all the hospitals in this country supplied, and also furnished large quantities of it
for the use of the allied forces.

This industry, built up in this emergency, can not live under the existing tariff
in competition with Europen makers. Unless adequate relief is given, it will not
be possible to market in this country a single box of photographic, lantern-slide, or
X-ray glass in competition with the Belgians. Our average annual consumption of
this glass is about 300,000 boxes of 50 square feet.

wHY A GRADUATED SCALE OP DUTIES BASED ON sELLING PRICE?

'The purpose of this suggestion is to meet the situation arising from the difference
between the present value of the Belgian franc and the normal, or prewar value, and
also to protect us in the matter of the change in their costs as compared with the change
in our costs since August. 1914.

The present value of the Belgian franc is about 71 cents, against the prewar value
of 19.3 cents. With Belgian manufacturers buying their materials and paying their
label in depreciated currency they are able to deliver Sl.am in this country at prices
with which the American manufacturers can not possibly compete, and, therefore,
under present conditions, we need the maximum duty provided in the proposed
schedule to give us a chance to get a fair share of the going business in competition
with the Belgian glass.

As world conditions become normal there will naturally be a lowering of costs and
selling prices in all countries, including our own. Consequently, we will not require
as much protection then as we do under present conditions. When the Belgian
franc returns to its normal, or prewar, value the price of their glass will inevitably
return to approximately the prewar prices, and we muct expect that our glass will
also return to its prewar level. Under these conditions, the rate of duty under the
proposed schedule will drop to the minimum rates suggested. The graduated scale
of duties therefore meets the unusual situation developed by depreciation in foreign
currency, a condition never considered in framing any former tariff law.

COMPARATIVE COSTS OP PRODUCTION.

Cost of production in Belgium has substantially increased over the prewar costs.
due to increases in the labor rates, cost of material, and fuel, but their increases do not
begin to compare with the increases in this country. This is evidenced by the fact
that the prices at which Belgian glass is being sold are far below the costs of any Ameri-
can manufacturer.

To give some adequate idea of the increased costs of American production between
July 1914, and July 1920. we cite the following:

American increase: Wages of common labor, 220 per cent; wages of skilled labor,
130 per cent; raw materials, 160 per cent; fuel 215 per cent.

The Belgian glass factori'- ae so close to the supply of raw materials that any in-
crease in the freight rates on their raw materials increases their cost very little.

The increases in American freight rates had a very great effect on the costs to the
American manufacturer. They affected his costs in three ways: 1. They increased
the freight on tle inbound materials. 2. They increased the freight on the finished
product. 3. They increased the costs to the producer of the raw materials, which
he promptly added to his price.

The increase in the freight rates on the inbound materials increased the cost per
60-foot box of single strength, for raw materials, over the freight rates on the same
materials in 1914 by 15 cents.

The advantage of the Belgian manufacturer over the American manufacturer in
freight rates on the finished product is illustrated by the fact that the increase in
freight on the finished product from Pittsbuigh to New York since 1914 represents
an increase in cost of over 10 cents per box more to the American than the inrease
to the Belgian from Antwerp to NewYe:k over the prewar rates from Antwerp to New
York.
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These two items of ineresEe in freight alone, aggregating 25 cents, would require a

corresponding increase in the duly rate of one-half cent a pound.
Belgian glas can be laid down at New York from Antwerp at a cost of 19 cents per

box for ocean freight and insurance, against a cost of 25 cents per box freight from
Pittsburgh to New York.

It can be laid down at San Francisco from Antwerp at 35 cents pet hundred pounds,
or 241 cents per 50-foot box of single strength, while the all-rail igte from Pittsbwgb
to San Francisco is $1.92 per hundred pounds, or $1.34 per 50-foot box of single strength,
while the tale from Pittsburgh to San Francisco via Baltimore, through the canal
including insurance, is $1.21 per hundred pounds, or 84.7 cents per 50-foot box of
single strength. This leaves the Belgian glass an advantage of 60 cents per 50-foot
box in the delivery charges to any port along the Pacific coast, as compared to our
freight rates to the same points via Panama Canal.

WHY BELOIUM CAN PRODUCE WINDOW OLASS CHEAPER THAN WE.

Belgium has always been able to produce window glass at lower coot than either
England, France, or Germany, her principal European competitors, and also has
been able to produce window glass at much lower costs than are possible in this country.

The reasons are apparent. The Belgians are probably the most industrious people
in the world. The situation of their country and their lack of natural resources have
necessitated for generations the greatest thrift, frugality, and-industry. The wage
rates in Belgium before the war were always lower than the wage rates in any of the
other glass-producing countries in Western Europe. The cost of livingwas also lower
in Belgium. This lower wage rate not only directly reduces their labor costs in the
manufacture of window glass, but also indirectly lowers the costs of the principal
raw materials used in its manufacture.

Prior to the war the cost of silica and limestone to the Belgian manufacturer was
about one-third of the cost of similar materials to the American manufacturer. Their
cost of r ilphate of soda was always materially less than in this country, and the cost
of their lumber was slightly less than the cost here. Their coal cost them more than
the manufacturers paid in this country, but this increased cost was absorbed in the
difference in the methods of operation, as the following statement shows:

In the United States the hand-blowing window-glass factories cease work at noon
on Saturday and resume work at midnight on Sunday. During all of this time the
glass-melting furnace must be kept at the working temperature. Consequently, the
same amount of fuel is consumed on the furnace in this country from noon on Saturday
until midnight on Sunday as if the furnace was in full operation. This means 168
hours of fuel consumption per week and only 132 hours of production per week. In
Belgium the melting furnaces are kept in continuous operation, there being no cessa-
tion of work over Sunday. Thus they secure 168 hours of production for 168 hours of
fuel consumption, or an increase in production for the same amount of fuel of 27
per cent more than we secure in this country. This not only reduces their fuel con-
sumption per box of glass produced, but effects a very great saving in repairs to the
furnace and in the amount of their overhead expense. Thus they more than over-
come any disadvantage in the price of their coal compared with the price of coal in
this country.

The Belgian factories employ a large number of women and children, under condi.
tions and working hours not permitted under the female and child labor laws of any
of our States where window glass is made. These women and children receive very

itry wages, although their work displaces a man's labor in most cases. In the United
States there are no women employed in any window-glass factory and no boys under
the age of 16. The use of women and child labor is an important factor in keeping
down the cost of production of window glass.

In the production of window glass there is always a substantial percentage of the
glass that is too poor to be used for ordinary commercial purposes. This glass when
produced involves thz same material costs, the same fuel costs, and practically the
same labor costs as the glass of better quality. The Orient is practically the only
market in the world where this very poor glass can be marketed. The manufacturers
in the United States have never been able to sell their poor glass bven in the Orient
in competition with the Belgian manufacturer, and as a result were obliged to remelt
it, thereby losing the amount expended in the production of it for labor and for fuel.

It also reduced the output of the furnace, and, consequently, the total amount of
production over which their overhead charges are spread. This materially increases
the cost of the glass production here. The Belgian manufacturer, having access to
all the markets of the world, is able to dispose of all the glass he produces, no matter
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how poor the same may be, thus reducing the fuel consumption per box, his overhead
charges, his waste, and his labor costs. I

We may sum up then the reasons why the Belgians are able to produce window
glass at lower costs than are possible in this country under normal conditions: 1. In
their lower wage rates; 2. In securing cheaper raw materials: 3. In the difference in
their hours of operation; 4. In the use of women and child labor; 5. In their ability to
market every quality of glass produced.

BASIS OP PROPOSED SCHEDULE.

The maximum duty in the proposed schedule we have submitted is based upon the
difference in selling price of American glass at New York and the price of Belgian
glass laid dowr. duty and feight paid, at the same point to-day. The suggested duty
still leaves the Belgian -lass about 15 per cent under the selling price of American
glass, laid down at Ne York.- At New Orleans this percentage of difference in favor
of the Belgian glass is still greater. while in California the margin of difference in favor
of Belgian glass under the proposed duty is about 30 per cent. Unless we can secure
the protection that we ask under existing conditions, the lower cost of Belgian glass
will enable the Belgian manufacturer to completely displace American glass not only
at New York, New Orleans, and San Francisco, but in all other ports of the country.

When conditi Jns become normal, or approximate prewar values prevail, the rates
of duty that we have suggested will be found to average lessthan the duties provided
in the Payne-Aldrich tariff, except as to the small glass, or glass not exceeding 384
square inches, the increase in such glass over the Payne-Aldrich tariff averaging not
exceeding 20 per cent. In view of the conditions affecting the sale of small glass and
the necessity for protecting a newv American industry in the manufacture of photo-
graphic dry-plate, lantern-slide, and X.ray glass the increase is surely warranted.

Why we have inserted the following provision: "For unpolished cylinder, crown,
and common window glass weighing over 26 ounces per.square foot, the rates of duty
shall be double the rates specified for glass weighing not exceeding 26 ounces per
square foot."

Single-strength window glass as used in the building trades throughout this country
weighs on an average 181 ounces to the square foot, while the Belgian single strength
averages 16 ounces to the square foot. Double-strength window glass as used in the
building trades in this country averages 241 ounces to the square foot, as against a
corresponding weight of 21 to 24 ounces for Belgian glass. Photo glass, lantern-slide
and X-ray glass all are thinner than single strength, while glass that is heavier than
double strength is used for special purposes, such as car windows, automobile wind-
shields, automobile bodies, automobile lamps, and the like. All glass weighing over
26 ounces to the square foot is generally used for purposes that would be classed luxu-
ries, and should, therefore, pay a higher rate of duty. It should pay a duty similar
to those levied on other luxuries of that class. For that reason we have suggested that
a higlier duty be collected on this glass than on glass which goes into the construction
of houses.

In determining the value of glass for duty purposeS, whenever a separate charge is
made for the box, the price of the box should be aded to the value of the glass.

This suggestion was made to correct the following condition: Belgian glass since
1874 has always been sold on the basis of discounts from a certain printed list, to which
is added an additional charge for boxes under conditions which supplement that list.
The effect of making a separate charge for the box is to permit a lower price for the
glass, so that in those countries in which the duty is levied on the selling price of the
glass the Belgian manufacturer is able to get the return for his glass without requiring
the importer to pay on the full price of the glass.

The usual boxing charge for a 50-foot box before the war was 19.3 cents on sizes not
over 384 square inches and 38.6 cents onsizes over 384 square inches. Consequently,
when the glass was imported into those countries which levied the duty on the value
of the glass, the duty was calculated on the basis of the price of the glass without taking
into consideration theprice of the box. Canada has met this situation by levying a
duty on the box in addition to the duty on the glass.

In determining the value for duty purposes the price of the box should be con-
sidered a part of the price of the glass and tho value determined accordingly. This
would prevent arbitrary changes by the foreign manufacturer in his boxing charges,
which he could otherwise increase to a large amount while making a corresponding
decree in the price of the glass that goes into the boxes. The net return to him
wider these conditions would be the same, but the importer would pay the duty on
the lower value of the glass.
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EFFECT ON REVENUE.

The adoption of the proposed schedule will greatly increase the amount of revenue
that will be collected: 1. Under the existing conditions, when the maximum rates
provided in the proposed schedule are in force; and 2. When the conditions become
normal, and the minin ,m rates provided in the proposed schedule prevail.

As has been pointed out, 80 per cent of the imports is in small sizes. These are
the sizes for which the Belgian manufacturers require an outlet in this country.
If they can not sell this glass in the United States, they will be forced to do the same
with the glass that the American manufacturer is obliged to do with his poor quality
glass, namely, remelt it, with the loss and increase in costs that this entails. Con-
sequently to avoid this, they ship this glass to the United States at a price that
enables the importer to pay any increase in the duty rate that is not prohibitive,
rather than remelt it.

Therefore, the increase in the duty rates under the varying conditions covered
in the proposed schedule will not materially reduce the amount of glass that will
be shipped to this country by Belgian manufacturers, but it will greatly increase
the revenues of the Government therefrom.

A portion of the increase in the duties will be paid by the importer out of the
abnormal profits that he is making on the import of Belg an glass, the margin of
profit at New York at the present time being approximately $1.60 per box against
a prewar-time profit of about 35 cents per lx.x. The other" portion of the increase
in duty will be borne by the lelgian manufacturer, Who will be forced to make a
corresponding reduction'in the price of his small. glass to this country.

The amount of imports under the proposed 3ched-dle, under ordinary conditions,
will approximate about the same as the imports averaged in prewar years. The
increased revenues of the Govenment can readily be estimated by applying the
rates of duty in the proposed schedule to an approximate average of prewar'imports.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion we wish to call attention to the fact that, except for a couple of years
prior to 1914, practically no window glass was exported by any American manu-
facturer. In those two years a small amount of window glass was exported to Canada
in competition with the Belgian manufacturers. The export situation has always
been extremely difficult for the American manufacturers for the following reasons:
1. On account of their higher costs as compared to Belgian costs; 2. On account of
their higher froight rates; 3. Because the Belgian manufacturers for a number of

pears rior to the war were members of an association which met regularly at Char-
leroiin Belgium and fixed the prices at which Belgian glass should be sold in prac-
tically every country. Those prices were so arranged that in markets where they
were in competition with manufacturers from other nations the prices named were
so low as to show little or no profit, while in other countries where there was little
or no competition the),exacted very much higher prices. In this manner they were
able to discourage competition by the American manufacturers.

After the outbreak of the war in 1914 American manufacturers began to sell in
foreign markets, and so successful were they in satisfying the requirements of the
foreign trade that they were able to market as high as 1,1500,000 50-foot boxes in one
year. This glass was shipped to practically every country in the world outside
of those engaged in the war. The quality furnished by ihe American manufac-
turers was for the most part the same as they were accustomed to furnish to the trade
in this country, and better than the Be]gans had furnished to those markets. This
resulted in their securing the good will V a large number of buyers throughout the
world, who expressed the hope that the postwar conditions would not prevent their
continuing to secure American glass, as it was of greater thickness and of better
quality than the Belgian glass. Tbis very satisfactory trade so built up during the
war has now entirely disappeared.•

On account of the very low prices made by the Belgian manufacturers their glass
has driven American glass from every foreign market, and now they have opened an
aggressive campaign to take a large share of what business there is in this country
to-day. This they are able to do under the existing tariff laws. While the volume
of imports up to the present time is not so great would be a cause for alarm under
ordinary conditions, yet the number of orders that have been placed abroad is such
as to require prompt action if the American manufacturer is not to be seriously injured.
At the present time the demand in this country is not 10 per cent of normal. Conse-
quently, the volume of imports of Belgian glass, which is increasing steadily, is all
the more demoralizing.
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The American manufacturer needs immediate relief, and that relief should be
afforded through the passage of an emerency tariff, or a provision that will protect
the industry while the permanent tariff bill is under consideration. If such emergency
relief is not given, then by the time that the permanent tariff comes a law, the
American market will be so filled with the cheap Belgian glass that the American
manufacturers will not be able to resume operations for months, and possibly a year,
after the passage of the permanent tariff bill. We, therefore, suggest the adoption of
either of the following two suggestions, either as an amendment to the Underwood
bill, or as a part of a new emergency bill:

Suggestion No. 1: Whenever the rate of exchange for the country of origin of thr
goods imported is below normal, the duties provided in this act shall be increased
in the same percentage that would be required to increase the current rate of exchange
of the country in question to the normal rate. The current rate of exchange to be used
as the basis for determining the percentage of increase to be made in duties shall be
the average of the rates of exchange for each day in the calendar month immediately
preceding the date of entry.

Suggestion No. 2: Whenever any svific duty imposed under this act shall not be
equal to 45 per cent of the average wholesale selling price of the corresponding article
of American manufacture at the port of entry and tune of entry, such specific duty
shall be increased so as to make the amount of the duty equal to 45 per cent of the
average wholesale selling price of the corresponding article of American manufacture
at the part of entry and tine of entry.

In the presence of the fortgoi ng facts we do not believe Congress will refuse the
prompt and adequate relief prayed for.

PLATE GLASS.

[Paragraph 222.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES R. SLIGH, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.,
REPRESENTING THE FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
UNITED STATES.

Senator TOWNSEND. Mr. Chairman, when the plate-glass schedule
was heard-I do not know whether this committee have had hearings
on that, but the Ways and Means Committee did-the furniture
manufacturers had selected a representative to be present, and he
was not able to be present. He was abroad. They have asked me,
as Senator from Michigan, to give a brief hearing on the glass schedule
as it affects the furniture industry, and Col. Charles R. Sligh, of Grand
Rapids, is here to speak for that industry this morning, if he can be
briefly heard.

The CHMAIRMAN. Very well; the committee will hear him, Senator.
Will you state your full name for the information of the committee?

Mr. Spo. My name is Charles R. Sligb.
The CHMIRDAN. Where do you reside?
Mr. SLIoH. Grand Rapids, Mich.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your business?
Mr. S.ou. Manufacturer of furniture.
The CHMAIRMAN. Will you proceed to address the committee ?
Mr. SLIoH. We appreciate the courtesy the committee has extended

us in this hearing. When we received the invitation I was absent
from the country. The rest of the committee did not know of the
opportunity. Therefore, we were not here in August.

We are representing the furniture manufacturers of the United
States through the National Alliance of Case Goods Manufacturers,
and this association represents manufacturers from practicallyall of
the United States with the exception of the Pacific coast. We are
representing seven or eight different organizations, and also the
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National Committee of the Fixtures Association-that is, showcases
and store fixtures.

The furniture industry of the United States is rather extensive,
many of the factories being located in the New England States, in
New York, Pennsylvania, and in Maryland, North Carolina, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Illinois. And there are probably 150,000
men employed in the industry in the United States, although in this
particular class of furniture that is using plate glass there is probably
about 38,000 employed.

We would like to refer particularly to paragraph 222 of the Fordney
bill, upon which there has been an increase of a considerable amount,
about 661 per cent. The old rate was 6, 8, and 12, under the present
law, and it has been increased to 11, 12j, and 20.

We believe in the protection of American industry, and we think
that that protection should extend sufficiently to protect the Workmen
as against any cheaper labor in Europe, but we are opposed to any
higher tariff than that. We are not antagonistic to any industry;
in fact, we do an enormous business in the aggregate with the glass
industry, and we want to see them prosper as they have.

We are in sympathy ivith the attitude which was assumed at the
hearing held before the Fordney committee in April by Mr. Wherrett,
who represented the Pittsburgh Plate Glass C6. at that time, and
Mr. Albright, asking for a flat rate.

In the olden times the plate-glass business was divided into three
brackets of 3 to 5 feet, 5 to 7 feet, and 7 feet and upward so the
manufacture of glass was a very different proposition from what it is
to-day and glass manufacturers now are making glass in sheets that
are one-third the size of this room, and of 4 different qualities of glass
that are produced-at least two and three and sometimes four-come
out of that single sheet, and we do not see the necessity at the present
time of continn that bracketing. We are perfectly willing to
indorse the attitude of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. in that respect,
and ask for a flat rate; and we would recommend that a flat rate that
would be just and equitable would be about 10 cents per square foot;
that would be an increase of about 13 per cent over the present tariff.

Senator MCCUMBER. Ten per cent upon the American valuationI
Mr. SLIaH. I was not speaking particularly upon that.
Senator MCCUMBER. Of course, there would be a difference of

whether it took the foreign or the American valuation.
Mr. SLIGH. This is a specific duty.
Senator MCCUMBER. Ten cents per square foot?
Mr. SLIGH. Ten cents per square foot.
Senator SMooT. With no ad valorem duty?
Mr. SLIoI. With no ad valorem duty at all, a straight specificduty.Under the present law it is now 6, 8, and 12, and a straight flat

rate of 10 cents would be about 13 per cent advance over the present
rate.

Samuel H. Gross, who is 'the acting commercial agent of the United
States in Belgium, in a report made recently, in July of this year,
in the commercial reports, states-and it is the last report of which
we can find any record-that the present labor cost m Belgium is
four times what existed previous to the war, and that the total cost
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of plate glass in that country is six times the prewar cost; and he
goes into considerable detail, but I will just strike a few high spots.

He states that in that case that labor represents 16 per cent of the
cost.

There is no record, as far as we can find, of the United States Tariff
Commission in regard to what the cost of labor is in the production
of plate glass. They make an extended statement, but there is no
statement on their part of the cost of labor.

Senator SIMmoxs. Belgium is our chief competitor in the matterof pIat glass IfI. Smon. It is at the present time.

Senator SiMmoNs. Was it not before the war?
Mr. SLIGH. There was a great deal of French glass imported

before the war, but all of the French glass factories were destroyed
during the war, with the exception of one, and while they have
largely been rebuilt they have not up to the present time been able to
produce a glass of the silvering quality. They are producing the
second, third, and fourth qualities, but on account of the dissipation
of their labor, etc., they have not produced the first quality up to the
present time. They probably will do so som% time in the future. So
Belgium at the present time is almost the sole exporter to this country.

Senator SIMmoNs. You have given us a statement of our represent-
ative over there as to the increase in cost of production of plate glass
inBelgium. Has the increase in cost in this country been greaterthan that I

Mr. SLoH. As I say, there is no statement of the United States
Tariff Commission, who make a report on this industry, in regard to
what the labor cost is on plate glass.

Senator SIoNs. You have no individual means of knowing?
Mr. S.LIoH. We have no individual means of knowing.
Senator MCCUMBER. How does the price compare with the pewar

price in the United States?
Mr. SLIoH. I am speaking now strictly of the silvering quality

because the importations into this country are almost exclusively of
the silvering quality, for the reason that there is not enough produced
in this country to meet the demand. That statement can be verified
by reference to this report of the United States Tariff Commission in
which they repeatedly refer to that. The cost of plate glass in the
United States in 1915, which was the low price-in July and August-
was 35 cents per square foot, and it gradually advanced during the
war until the price had become $1.06, three times, or practically, the
prewar price. There have been two reductions since then, the last one
having been made on the 28th of November-that is, of last month-
when they made an average reduction on all qualities of glass of about
27 per cent. But on this highest grade of the silvering quality only
14 per cent. That reduction was met by the foreign manufacturers
in the last few days, although it was made by cable and the exact
figures I can not give you, because their agents state that they have
got to wait for conirmation by mail, but they have practically made
that reduction in price.

Senator SIMMONs. With that reduction what is the present price
for the American product in this country i

Mr. SuIoH. With that reduction the present price-on November
28-I have a brief which I am going to file which will give you some
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of thqWe statistics-but the price on November 28 for the various
sizes, running from 3 to 10 feet, was $1.07 per squarq foot delivered
in Grand Rapids, and the present price reduction of about 14 per
cent brings that down to about 90 cents.

Senator SIMMONS. As against 35 cents before the warI
Mr. SLio. As against 35 cents before the war for strictly high-

grade quality.
Senator SMOOT. Was the glass 35 cents delivered in Michigan

before the war I
Mr. SLIGH. No; that was at the factory. The delivery price at

Grand Rapids is about 2 cents a square foot. The factory price on
this was $1.05, and the freight 2 cents made $1.07 at Grand-Rapids.

I made this comparison with the Befgium prices, which run for the
small brackets delivered at Grand Rapids from Antwerp at 89 cents,
99 cents, and $1.08, the highest price we are paying to-day more
for the Belgium glass than we are for the United States glass delivered
at Grand Rapids, of the strictly high-grade quality, simply because
it has been a physical impossibility to get enough o that glass in this
country to meet the demands of the trade.

Senator SIMmONS. And that means after the duty has been addedI
Mr. Suton. Yes, sir.
Senator McCumBER. Do we make as good glass in this country as

they do in Belgium?
M r. SLIGH. They do, but it is very limited; we can not produce a

quantity.
Senator McCuMBER. So that during the war and for some time

afterwards you had to use a rather lower grade plate glass?
Mr. SLIH. Yes; we got a very inferior quality during the war, but

people bought it and paid for it, and said nothing about it, because
you could not get anything else, and everybody wanted goods, and
we were rushed to death, and they were not critical.

The CHAIRMAN. Why can we not produce the required quantity in
this country ?

Mr. SLioH. For the reason that in these large plates there is only
about 15 per cent of the plate that will produce first quality of
silvering. That is the statement made not only by the producers in
this country but also by the producers in Belgium-that the higher
quality does not exceed about 15 per cent of the quantity that is
produced. It is very limited; that is the only reason.

Senator MCCUMBER. Will you explain what processes in the manu-
facture distinguishes between the higher classes and the other classes?
Is it the same glass that does not turn out as well in some instances
and is not as perfect as in other instances?

Mr. SLIGH. That is it exactly. They will make sizes of sheets
running from 12 by 20 feet, up to 16 by 27 feet. Those are the sizes
that are practically cast in these large.plates, which you see is about
one-third the size of this room, and- in that plate, as I stated, they
will not on an average produce more than about 15 percent of the
first quality. There may be some of the plates larger than that and,
there will be some that will be of the inferior quality-faults, seeds
in it, or scratches or defects that affect it for mirror purposes, which
restrict it to practically that percentage; and the same thing obtains
in Belgium, of course.
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Senator SImMONS. You are making the point that with the present
rate of duty that this high-grade glass from Belgium sells a little
higher in this country.

Mr. SLIOH. They practically calculate to get the same price. They
are shrewd merchants over there, and they know what the conditions
are in this country as well as we do, and they are getting the American
price. The company which I personally represent-and we are using
an average of between $400,000 and $500,000 of glass a year-have
absolutely been compelled to import Belgium plate because we could
not get that quantity in this country.

I have letters in my grip here from three or four of the largest
plate-glass manufacturers in the United States to-day, written within
the last three or four weeks, in which they refuse to take our orders
because they have not got the glass that they can deliver. We would
personally prefer to buy, of course, American products, and we have
made an endeavor to do so. We never have imported plate glass
until within the last two years, because in the past we succeeded in
getting what we wanted. But we wrote to several of the large plate-
glass manufacturers asking for quotations about six weeks ago for
5,500 plates of glass of the different sizes that we use. Two ofthem
absolutely refused us, because they did not have it and could not make
it, their demands were so far ahead. We offered to give them until
next year, and they would not take it then. We wrote the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co., and they accepted an order for 700 out of the 5,500
plates that we wanted; that is all we could get from them.

So we have practically been compelled to go outside of this country
to meet our wants and our necessities.

Senator I'ILLINOHAM. What is the reason of this shortage?
Mr. SLIoH. Well, at the present time, of course, the glass industry,

both in this country and in Europe, is running 50 to 60 per cent
capacity; that probably is one reason. The world-wide financial
conditions have not enabled them to run to capacity, and on account
of that 15 per cent of 60 per cent-the capacity, of course, is a good
del less than if they were running full capacity-but 'that is unques-
tionably the reason.

Senator MCCUMBER. If there is a demand for the product, they
should be able to increase their production should they not

Mr. SLICH. They have largely increased their output in the last two
or three years. The* Pittsburgh people and the Ford people have
increased their capacity something like 20,000,000 feet a year, but
we understand that the present time they are not running to capacity.

Senator MCCUMIBER. But, if I understand you rightly, you are
having trouble in getting the quantity that you want.

Mr. SUCH. Yes, sir; absolutqly.
Senator McCUsiBER. Of that qualityI
Mr. Suou. Absolutely.
Senator MCCUMBER. If there is a demand of that kind, why can

they not increase their output to meet that demand?
Mr. SLiOH. In increasing the output to produce the first quality

of glass they are enormously increasing their output of a quality that
they have no demand for.

I was personally in Belgium during this last summer, and we had an
order over there at that time, and I had to practically beg them to

ppp_
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accept our order. They said, "We can give you a million feet of
glass and ship it immediately, second, third, and fourth quality,
but we have not got enough of the first quality to meet our demands
over here."

Senator SiOOT. The furniture business is better off than the
building business.

Mr. SuoH. So far as volume is concerned.
Senator SMOOT. The business itself. There is more trade in the

furniture business than there is in the building business, and therefore
the lower grades of glass are not in demand.

Mr. Suoii. I think that is so, for the reason that we are selling
furniture at practically no profit. The furniture industry, I think,
adopted a satesmanlike policy a year ago, when we cut prices 30
per cent, which is a good deal more than our profits. But labor costs
were only cut about 14 per cent; but we cut our selling price 30
per cent.

Senator M1CCUIMBER. What are you paying for labor now that would
go under tite name of cabinetmakers, using an old-term; I do not
know wha'. you call them.

Mr. SLIOG. We are employing a little over a thousand men in our
factory, and our labor cost, all kinds, common labor, helpers, and
experts-averages 51 cents an hour or $30.50 a week. We work 50
hours a week. A year ago we were paying a little over 59 cents for
that same labor.

Senator MCCUMBER. What do you pay for your skilled labor in
the making of furniture?

Mr. SLIoH. Our skilled labor-cabinetmakers will earn from 50 to
75 cents an hour, and the machine men will earn about 52 to 85 cents
an hour.

Senator MCCUMBER. And they work how many hours a day?
Mr. SLIoI. They work nine hours a day-50 hours a week. We

work five days nine hours each, and five hours on Saturday. They
have a half holiday each Saturday the year around.

Grand Rapids is probably one of the most contented places in the
United States. Over 50 per cent of the men own their own homes.
It is the second largest city in the United States in the matter of
home-owning people. Des Moines, Iowa, is the only other place
which excels us.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Will you give the committee a classified
statement of the wages paid bV the company which you represent
personally ?

Mr. Sumo. I would be very glad to.
Senator LA FOLLmrrE. For 1913 and for each year thereafter down

to the present year.
Mr. SLIuI. I have not that with me, but I would be very glad to

forward it when I get back home. c
Senator LA FOLLFrTE. Then another thing I will ask you to

forward: Will you give the committee the selling price and cost of
production of a dining-room set selling at the lowest and also at the
highest price, and sinmlar cost of the largest seller from each class?

Mr. SoaoH. Personally, we do not make dining-room furniture; we
specialize in bedroom furniture, and make that only.

Senator IA FOLLrTE. Then, let it be for bedroom furniture instead
of dining room.
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Mr. SLIGH. I do not know what our competitors will be glad to do,
but I will be glad to furnish thatfor our factory.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Give it to us for 1913 and for each year
thereafter down to the present time.

Senator MCCUfBER. Generally, you can say what increase there
was in the price at the highest range, during the war or after it?

Mr. SLIo. I can tell you in round figures now. Our prices on
furniture were increasing about 100 per cent during the war. The
maximum was about a year ago last Aust.

Senator MCCUMBER. And now they have gone down from the
high peak about how much?

Mr. SuLoIn. Our selling price this year is 33 per cent less than last
year. Using 100 as the base, we doubled the price to 200, and we
have cut it 30 per cent, which brings it down to 140. Primtically we
are getting 40.per cent more now than during-the-war prices. We
are paying to-day, however, in Grand Rapids on an averag-very
factory there-more than double the wages that we paid in prewar
times. We have cut our labor only about 15 per cent, but we have
cut our selling price 30 per cent. We did that because we thought it
was better to keep our men employed. There is less unemployment
in Grand Rapids than any other lace in the United States.

Senator MCCUMER. As a rule they sell furniture at retail at about
double the wholesale price. I

Mr. SUOH. No, not as much as that. Down East here and at
nearby points to the factories they will add anywhere from 60 per
cent to probably 65 per cent. When it gets to the Pacific coast
they add about 100 per cent, because the freight there is very high.

Senator McCuMBER. That is 100 plus freight?
Mr. SLIGH. Including freight. In the Middle States, of course,

nearby points, they do not get that profit. But the expense in the
furniture business is ve 7 heavy.

Senator McCUMBER. 7 understand that in their furniture catalogues
the furniture dealers generally gave a discount from their base
prices mentioned of about 50 per cent-I mean one-half, cutting it
m two; and the dealer, I assume, sold at the catalogue price.

Mr. 81I, . There are a few houses that do that to my knowledge.
There do not many get 50 but get 40 per cent, and 40 per cent off of
100 brings it down to 60. So that they make 661 per cent on that
basis. But that is not universal. Lots of the manufacturers have
a selling price, and we do; and we sell to our dealer and he gets what
he can for it, and that is the usual custom.

Senator SIMMONs. You do not mean to tell the committee that the
retailers of furniture are satisfied with 66 per cent profit do you I

Mr. Sier. No, that is not profit, Senator. I said the expense of
doing the furniture business is very expensive.

Senator SIMMoNS. Sixty-six per cent after allowing for the freight ?
Mr. SUGH. On their cost at the factory, add practically two-

thirds to the cost at the factory, after paying the freight, insurance,
clerk hire, and all that sort of business, and it practical-y means about
30 per cent for doing business. I do not Cow of any furniture
dealer throughout the United States that has ever become a million-
aire.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. You mean a retail dealer
Mr. SL ou. I mean a retail dealer and mighty few manufacturers.
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I am going to refer particularly to the testimony given by Mr.
Wherrett before the House committee, because that is the only
thing I can find, practically, on this subject; and he makes a state-
ment that the tax that was collected on glass under the specific tax
of 1920 was only 13 per cent, but I want to call attention to the fact
that that was on account of the high price of the glass where it had
gone up to $1.06; and the higher, of course, the price under a specific
duty the lower the percentage. The United States Tariff Commission
report that during 1914 the tax was over 42 per cent, and in 1915
over 38 per cent, and in 1916 it was over 39 per cent.

Mr. Wherrett also refers to the fact that Belgium in her exportation
of glass for 1920 sold to four countries-to the United States, first
on a basis of 10 francs-I will give you the round figures per square
foot; to Great Britain at 4J cents; Argentina at 4t cents; Canada at
51; and Australia at 31 francs. He neglected to state that these
prices were, for the reason that the prices maintained by the glass
manufacturers in the United States were very high, and the importa-
tion was almost exclusively for this high quality of Rlass.

That also can be verified by referring to the Tariff Commission's
report, pages 14, 106, 108, and 110. And for the reason also that the
United States manufacturers do not produce a sufficient quantity,
and the inference from Mr. Wherrett's statements is that the plate
glass manufacturers of Belgium are selling to those countries at less
than to the United States. But I want to call attention to the fact.
that out of two and a half million feet that were exported from the
United States in 1920, one and one-half million feet went to Great
Britain, Argentina, Canada, and Australia, these same countries he
is complaining of. The United States manufacturers were meeting
the Bel]ian competition, and the French competition in those coun-
tries. It is not to be presumed that they were giving a higher price.
They must have met that price; and the question of whether
they were selling at a loss and a question of whether their profits were
so large in the United States that they could afford to sell at a loss
in the other countries-

Senator CALDF.R. How much is the price to-day and how much was
it five years ao

Mr. uon. n 1915, which was the low price it was 35 cents, which
is for silvering quality, which I am speaking o1; and the price to-day
is 90-about two and a half times.

Senator CALDER. That is the American price f(r the American
glass?

Mr. SLIGH. Yes, sir that is first quality, and 5-foot bracket.
Senator CALDER. That is the same character of glass as imported

from Europe; how much is that?
Mr. SUOH. We have no records of the actual quality that was im-

ported, but the statement is made repeatedly, and that I know of my
own knowledge, that the quality brought from Belgium is of the
silvering quality, which is the highest grade, and for which we are
paying over there to-day a price that with the tax and the tariff and
the freight added-the freight is a little over 4 cents only-makes
about 92 cents..

Senator CALDER. The price paid by you for the imported glass
under the present tariff is greater than the domestic price I
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Nir. Sjion. Yes, sir; we are paying about 2 cents more a foot for it.
Senator CALDER. Is your concern using very much of this foreigu-

made glass?
Mr. Suo. We have been compelled to use it, because we could

not get the quantity in this country. We have imported 200,000 feet
each year for the last few years.

Senator CALDER. Are the furniture factories using any glass im-
ported from Germany?

Mr. SLui. Not that I know of. German class is thin, blown, and
whether they make any cast glass or not, 1 have been informed
recently they do, but we have not had any of it.

Senator CALDER. Then there is no competition from Germany?
Mr. SLIGH. Not of this thin, blown glass. We have used it in the

past. It has only been in the last 25 years that cast plate has been
used extensively'in furniture production. Previous to that time it
was the German glass, but it was thin.

Senator CALDER. What proportion of the glass that your company
is using is of domestic manufacture?

Mr. SLIGH. We used it exclusively up to two years ago. and when
we found it impossible to get it we were compelled to go to Belgium
for our needs.

Senator CALDER. Tell me what proportion you are using this year.
Mr. Smog. This year we are using about half and half.
Senator CALDER. And the Belgian glass costs more?
Mr. SLIGH. About 2 cents more. It has not been a question so

much'lately of the price as it has been a question of getting it.
Senator CALDER. What is the reason the American manufacturers

do not try to supply your needs I
Mr. SLIoH. Because they do not produce it. As I explained a few

minutes ago, in producing this glass only about 15 per cent of it is
of the silvering quality, the highest grade. There is a much greater
percentage when you take in the second quality. There is a great
deal of second quality that is used by furniture manufacturers in this
country, but the particular kind of goods we make and which ic
made in Grand Rapids practically uses none of the second quality,
and it has been for that reason we have been compelled to go outside.

Senator McCumBER. I understand you have a brief to file.
Mr. SLIoH. Yes, sir.
Mr. Wherrett in his testimony before the House committee, called

attention to the fact that the Belgium manufacturers had a profit in
1920 of 53,834,000 francs, which is equivalent to about $10,000,000
par in our country, or a little over; and for that reason it occurred
to us that it was quite proper that a statement of the profits of the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. might be of interest to the committee.
It is the only company-and they manufacture about 50 per cent
of the production-of which we iave been able to get a financial
statement. This statement has been published, and- it shows that
their profits, before paying income tax, ran from $1,700,000 in 1914 to
$16,000,000 in 1910.

So that according to the statements which have been compiled-I
did not copnpile these myself-I employed an expert accountant, as I
am not a bookkeeper, and he took their published statement and
showed that their profits for 1920 were $16,000,000 or about 30 per
cent on the capital invested, and they acknowledged before the other



committee that they were producing about half of the product in the
United States; and, considering the fact that that question has been
brought up in regard to the Del'um manufacturers, we.thought it
was quite proper and might be ofinterest to the committee to know
what their profits were.

We would like to submit that in our opinion a rate of 10 cents
would be equitable and be larger than the present tariff, and a flat
rate, eliminating the different brackets. The importations of plate
glass into the United States for 1918 were only 273 feet; in 1919,4,000
feet; 1920 about two and a half million feet. The exportations from
this country have run from 1915 to 1920 all the way from two and a
half million to seven and a half million, and for the 10 months of this
present year, 1921, ending in October, the importations have been
2,191,000 feet, and the exports 1,927,000 feet. So that the imports
and exports on glass are practically the same, and show that the
American manufacturers are able to meet in the foreign markets, the
foreign trade, and we submit that under those circumstances that the
rate of about 10 cents would be a just rate.

Senator SIMMONS. And those imports from this country are of a
lower grade I

Mr. SLIGH. The imports to this country are of the high grade.
Senator SmMoNs. Exports, I mean to say.
Mr. SoH. We have no means of ascertaining what they are, but

presumably they are of the lower grades, because they are not pro-
duced enough for the demands in this country of the higher grades.

Senator SuMMoNs. And those exports, you said awhile ago, went to
Great BritainI

Mr. SL1H. Yes.
Senator SIMMoxs. If they are of the lower grade, as you presume,

they would come in competition with that quality of Belgian plate
glass that you said a little while ago they were producing probably
in excessive quantity, more than the demand there calls for.

Mr. SLio. Yes, sir. The manager of the Belgian industry told
me, in Brussels, m August, that he could furnish me immediately
1,000,000 feet of the lower grades.

Senator SIMMONS. They-ave a surplus of thatI
Mr. S..H. They have a surplus of it.
Senator SIMMONS. This glass that we export to Great Britain, you

think, would come in competition with that glass of Belgium ?
Mr. SLIOH. I should think so. But the exportations to Great

Britain are very small 64,815; Argentina, 116,000; to Canada
1,132,000, and to Australia, 245,000. But out of the two and a half
million that the United States exported for the year 1920, one and a
half million feet went practically to these countries that Mr. Wherrett
claims the Belgfan people were selling at a lower price than they were
getting in the United States.
BRIEF OF CHARLE8 R. BLIGH, GRAND RAPIDS. MI0H.. REPREISNTING THE COM-

MITTEE FROM THE FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

We represent the furniture manufacturers of the United States engaged in making
cam goods, show cases, and store fixtures, of which polished plate glass is an important
part.

We desire to discuss briefly the rates of duty on glass suitable for mirrors and other
grades, and embraced in paragraph 222 of the Fordney bill. We have read the state.
ments of the glass manufacturers, represented by Mr. I. S. Wherrett, of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co., and Mr. D. K. Abnght, of the Allegheny Plate Glass Co., giving their
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reasons for an increase on the present tariff on glass. We are familiar, also, with the
report of the United States Tariff Commission in paragraphs 83 to 90, inclusive,
and 95, giving a historical account of the industry, statistics, and conditions affecting
the same.

We indorse the United States' policy of a protective tariff that will be a reasonable
protection to the workmen of the United States. We believe the present rates, as
established under the tariff bill of 1913, afford a reasonable protection, yet, on account
of the improvements in modem methods of manufacture, we can se no objection
to a flat rate instead of dividing it into three brackets for sizes as at the present, and
we would suggest that a flat rate of 10 cents per foot be substituted for the present
rate of 6 cents, 8 cents, and 12 cents. This flat rate of 10 cents would be equivalent
to an average of about 13 per cent above the present rates.

Samuel H. Gross, acting commercial agent for the United States in Belgium (see
Commerce Reports, p. 115, July 6, 1921) says, regarding the manufacture of plate glass
in Belgium, that wages at the present time are four times what they were in 1914 and
that the cost of glass is six times greater than it was before the war. These increases
in wages and costs are caused by advance in vriA of material, wages, and an 8-hour
day which necessitates three shifts a day instead of two shifts of twelve hours each.
Mr. Gross states, also, that the cost of glass is divided as follows: Labor, 16 per cent;
coal, 21 per cent; material, 27 per cent; maintenance, 10 per cent; warehousing,
agencies, sales, and travel, 4 francs per square meter; these 4 francs represent as near
as we can estimate, 15 per cent. I

He goes into considerable detail, but we are giving you only the high points.
The United States Tariff Commission, in its 1921 report, does not give the labor

costs of plate glass. We think it is fair to assume that the percentage of labor cost for
producing a square foot ofglass in the United States would not exceed the percentage
labor.cost in Belgium, which Mr. Gross states is 16 per cent, and which we assume is
approximately correct. On this basis of 16 per cent for labor it would represent some.
where from 8 cents to 9 cents per square foot on the basis of Mr. Wherrett's statement
before the Fordne, committee that the cost of glass for 1920 was .5 5 M cents per
square foot (including depreciation). This was the cost a year ago and the cost at the
present time certainly must be less, yet the plate-glass manufacturers are asking for a
rate of 221 cents and 25 cents per foot, and the Foidney bill gives them 11 cents, 12j
cents, and 20 cents, an average of about 14 cents, or a protection of substantially 1.50
per cent on the total labor cost.

Mr. Wherrett claims that the duty levied for the first nine months of 1920 was only
13 per cent ad valorem on importations. We wish to call your attention to the fact
that this was the period thatglass had reached the highest price and when the silvering
quality was $1.06 per square foot for the 5-foot bracket, which is the average size im-
ported, and this was for the period that Mr. Wherrett testifies that glass was costing

cc ts. It is of course, apparent that the higher the price, where specific
duty is I. led, the lower the ad valorem percentage. According to the report of the
United States Tariff Commission (p. 109) the ad valorem rate was, for 1914, over 42
per cent; for 1915, over 38.per cent; for 1916, over 39 per cent.

This was during the period of normal prices.
Mr. Wherrett states, also, that Belgium manufacturers are selling at higher prices

in the United States than they are in foreign countries and quotes the following figures
for the first 10 months of 1920:

ranes.
United States ............................................. per square foot.. 10.342
Great Britain ................................................. do.... 4.669
Argentina .................................................... .do.... 4.203
Canada ............................................................. do .... 5. 558
Australia ......................................................... do .... 3.382

He neglects to state that these priced were possible for three reasons:
First. -The high prices maintained by the glass manufacturers in theUnited States,

which make it possible for Belgian manufacturers to get approximately the same
prices, after adding tariff and freight.

Second. On account of the fact that nearly all plates imported into the United States
are of the first or highest quality, suitable for mirrors, and naturally command the
highest prices. For substantiation of this we refer you to the report of the United
States Tariff Commission on "Glass and Glassware" (pp. 14, 106, 108, 110).

Third. The United States manufacturers do not produce a sufficient quantity of
the highest uality, suitable for mirrors, which has niade importations of this quality
nees sy. Even at this time we have letters refusing to accept our orders for silvering
quality, hence our only sources of supply are foreign markets.
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The inference from Mr. Wherrett's testimony before the Fordney committee is that
the plate-glass manufacturers of Belgium are selling in Great Britain, Argentina,
Canada, and Australia at prices less than half that they receive in the United States;
however, during the year 1920 the United States exported to-

Feet.
Great Britain ......................................................... 64,815
Argentina ............................................... 116, 55
Caaa ........................................................ 1,132,062
Australia ................................................................. 245,938

Total ........................................................... 1,559,380
Did the United States exporters meet the price quoted by Belgium; and if so, were

the sales made at a loss or profit? Were the prices so high in the United States (over
300 per cent above 1914 prices) that profits they received enabled them to sell at a
loss in foreign countries?

Plate glass of mirror quality, sold in the United States in July and August, 1915, at
factory, for 35 cents per square foot and gradually advanced until in Marc, 1920 the
selling price was $1.06 per square foot, or three times the price of 1915. The selling
prices were: 1916, 42 to 46 cents; 1917, 58 to 64 cents; 1918, 66 to 78 cents; 1919,
78 to 91 cents; March, 1920, $1.06.

These prices are for the highest mirror quality of the 5-foot bracket.
The Belgian and other European manufacturers are shrewd merchants and they are

just as familiar with conditions in this country as they are with conditions in their
own and they know that the shortge of this quality exists here and secure practically
the price maintained by domestic manufacturers (including tariff and freight).

The following prices are those which have prevailed this year up to November 28,
at which time a new price list wasissued by domestic manufacturers making reductions
on all qualities of glass. The reduction applying to the first quality was, approxi-
mately, 14 per cent. Previous to November 28 the prices were-
In the United States, f. o. b. factory:

3 to 10 foot bracket .................................................. $1.0500
Freight to Grand Rapids .............................................. .0200

Total ............................................................. 1.0700

On the same dates the Belgian price, f. o. b. Antwerp:
3 to 5 foot bracket ................................................... .7866
Duty ............................................................... .0600
Freight to Grand Rapids .............................................. 0431

Total ............................................................. .8897

5 to 7 foot bracket .................................................... .8721
Duty ............................................................... .0800
Freight to Grand Rapids .............................................. .0431

Total ............................................................. .9952

7 to 10 foot bracket ................................................. .9234
Duty ....................... o ......................... .1200
Freight to Grand Rapids ......... .......................... .0431

Total ............................................................. 1.0865
The above figures substantiate the statement that European factories, on this

quality of glass, secure practically the American manufacturers' price.
In the testimony of Mr. D. E. Albright he states that the plate-glass manufacturers

employ between 8,000 and 10,000 men and possibly 1,000 women. An industry
employing so many operatives is entitled to every consideration, yet we feel an equal
consideration should be given the furniture and showcase manufacturers using plate
glass, who employ at least 38,000 men, to say nothing of the men employed in the
automobile and building industries and the inherent right of the consumer to buy
at a reasonAble price.

During the carnival of high prices in 1921 the glass manufacturers, jobbers, and
manufacturers who polished, beveled, and silvered mirrors advanced the prices to a
point 540 per cent above the prices prevailing in 1915. The reductions, including
the one of November 28, have brought this down, at the present time, to about 230
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per cent. The colossal profits acquired from these enormous advances have come
fromthe pockets of the consumer. For instance, a mirror, 24 by 30 inches, silvered
of first quality, which sold in 1915 for from $2.40 to $2.60 was advanced to $12.72.
By the time the manufacturer, jobber, and retailer had handled this glass and had
made their legitimate profits it. cost the consumer somewhere from $22 to $23 and
was the largest single item entering into the high price, that prevailed at that time,
of furniture.

In support of our belief that the plate-glas industry is not suffering from foreign
competition we give below a summary of the published financial statements for 1914
to 1920 of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.. which company Mr. Wherrett testifies is
producing "approximately 50 per cent of the 75,000,000 feet of plate glass manti-
factured in the United States:"

Percent
Capital ro of profitInveAment. bek ,,e

capital.

1914 .............................................................. 28,303,0S0 11,73, 705 8.14
1915 .............................................. 2,377,181 1, 659,239 5.84
1915 ........................................................... I 32,758,413 5,9M, 22 1q.20
1917 ...................................................... I 36 CM9.708 6,316,092 17.80
1918 .................................................. 37.813.629 4,413,729 ii.t00
1919 ................................................. , 44,.39,116 9.910119 22.30
1920 .......................................................... ..... 1 ,39 165:02 9,31 ,096 30.70

Production for 1920, 35,090,000 feet. Profit per foot, 46.7 cents.

Prior to 1920 the Pittsburgh Plate Glass according to the published statement of
April 11, 1921, did not set up a reserve for Federal taxes nor a reserve against inventory
deflation, yet in 1920 they set up a reserve for Federal tax of $5,.500.000 and a resr%'e
against inventory deflation of $4,850,000. Therefore, it seems to us if the same method
of figuring had been followed, their profits-instead of being $16.287,42--ehould have
been $26,637,426. Yet, assuming the profits to be only $10,353,096 and the production
35,000,000 feet, it shows a profit of 46.7 cents per foot.

We very respectfully submit that, in our opinion, a fiat tariff rate of 10 cents per foot
is ample and all that the facts justify, and that paragraph 222. be amended to establish
this rate.

The importations of plate glass into the United States for 1918 were 273 feet; 1919,
4,173 feet; 1920, 2,569,55 feet.

Exportations of plate glass were:
Fiscal year- Feet.

1915.. ............................................. 2,730.0461916 ...................................................... 5, 1'9. 512
1917 ....... ...................... * ........................ 6,117,955

Oalendar year-
1918 ............................................................ 6.022,083
1919 ............................................................ 7,318.099
1920 ............................................................ 4,140.895

(Page 125, United States Tariff Commission Report, except for 1920, which is De-
cember 1920, Department of Commerce.)

For the 10 months ending October, 1921, importations into United States were
2,191,791 feet. Exports for same period, 1,927,715 feet.

BRIEF OF H. S. WHEBRETT, PITTSBURGH, PA., REiRESENTING THE
PLATE GLASS MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED STATES.

This brief applies to paragraphs 86, 87, 88, 89, and 90 of the Underwood-Simmons
bill. The following statements refer specifically to paragraph 88, which covers cast
polished plate glass, unsilvered.

The plate.lass manufacturers petitioned in a brief submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives for a flat rate as being the most
equitable and scientific method of assessing a duty on plate glass (see note for details)
and requested a duty of 221 cents per square foot on all sizes.

The Fordney bill, however, carries the following graduated rates: Plate glass meas-
uring 384 square inches and under, 11 cents per square foot; above 384 square inches
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but not oyer 720 square inches, 121 cents per square foot; above 720 square inches,
20 cents per square foot.

These graduated rates were adopted in consideration of the users of small glass. These
buyers, however. through Mr. Charles R. Sligh, of Grand Rapids, Mich., represent-
ing all the furniture manufacturers, fixture manufacturers, and showcase manufac-
turers, of the United States. have indorsed definitely and emphatically in a recent
appearance before your committee the application of a flat-rate duty on polished
plate glass. Mr. Shgh protested, however, against the suggested rates on the ground
that importations consist almost entirely of first quality, usd for mirrors, which is
scarce and can not be obtained in adequate quantities in this country. This state-
ment is entirely incorrect, as the Treasury reports show import valuations for Septem.
ber. October, and November, 1921. of 56.6 cents per square foot. whereas, according
to Mr. Sligh's own statements, the lowest price obtainable in these qualities in Europe
and United States was $1.05.

le further claims that he was unable to purchase in this country the glass he
requires even for his own business. This statement is erroneous because his own
company has purchased from the Pittsburgh Plate Glass (o. less than one-third ol
the glass they have offered to furnish on their inquiries.

The rates incorporated in the Underwood bill are only slightly more than half the
rates of the Payne-Aldrich bill and afford entirely inadequate protection. The present
rates of duty were established against the strong protest of all the domestic manu-
facturers, and their claims of inadequate protection and harm to the industry were
promptly substantiated by the large and immediate increase in importations.

IMPoRrs AND EXPORTS.

The following is the table of imports and exports for the years 1911 to 1920, both
inclusive:

Year. Imports. Exports. Year. Imp s.Eor.

Fed Fed, Feet. Fret.
1911 ...................... 2.272,51 88.59 1915....................15,885 5,052,274
1912 ...................... 1,001,332 222,216 1 4.................... 11,69 .5:63.453
1913-lanuary-September i 1(Al 505 165,129 1917 ................. 1 3,504: 6:000,115

October.December', 1.115,6. 1918 ...................... 273 6074,363
1914-January-June ....... 1,727,620 . 562,431 1919 ..................... 4,173 7,319,099

July-December..... 313, 496 ............ 92 ..................... 2,569,475, 4,332,132

I Present tariff effective.

It will be observed that no plate glass of consequence was exported from this country
until the outbreak of the war, when the United States became, temporarily, the
main source of supply for the world's market. Glass exported prior to the war was
shipped almost exclusively to Canada, Mexico, and Cuba. where promptness of
delivery, not price. was the deciding factor. In October, 1913, when the present
tariff became effective, importations of plate glass trebled, and had they continued
at the same rate, as would have doubtless been the case except for the outbreak of the
war, the yearly aggregate would have reached menacing proportions.

Contrary to the situation governing exports, imports have always been a factor
with the exception of the war period, viz, 1915 to 1919. While it is true that exports
were fairly well maintained during the year 1920, the shipments applied largely
agai.-st contracts place before the European factories were in position to resume
business in a norfnal way. In 1915 and 1916 we had hoped that we might be able to
permanently retain a reasonable amount of export buinem. but these hopes were
dissipated by the increased cost of production and the adverse effect of the exchange
situation.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COST.

Early in 1921 when the plate-glass manufacturers appeared before the Ways and
Means Committee reliable information indicated a cost of manufacturing in Belgium,
which is the principal plate-glass producing and exporting country in Europe, of
251 cents per square foot, baswd upon the existing rate of exchange. The cost of the
domestic manufacturers for the year 1920 ranged from fifty-five to eighty-five one-
hundredths cent to sixty-one to eighty-eight one hundredths cent per square foot,
including depreciation on the basis approved by the Government, but with nothing
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added for interest on investment or Federal taxes. While somo reduction in cost,
was made during the year 1921 in both the United States and Europe, the relative
costs to-day are approximately the same as above indicated.

FREIGHT iATES.

The transportation problem, especially with reference to the delivery of glass to the
Pacific coast, is another phase of the tariff question which must be taken into account.
Plate glass can be tramsported from Antwerp, Bel 'um, to any of the Pacific coast
cities for approiately 8 cents per square foot les than the rail cost from our factories.
This advantage alone is equal to the average duty in the present bill and therefore
nullifies the present duty on all Pacific coast business.

FOREIGN PLATE GLASS COMBINATION.

In addition to the advantages that the European manufacturers have through their
lower cost of production, depreciated exchange, and low freight rate., they are further
fortified by tho fact thatsince 1904 they have been organized into a strong combination,
including nearly all the continental plate-glass companies, and which not only de-
termines export prices but production as well. This combination is sanctioned by the
Government, and has the pover by its virtual control of all exporting factories to
offset low prices which it may see fit to quote in any market by high prices in other
markets that are under its control.

PROFITS.

In a brief recently filed with the Senate Finance Committee by Mr. 0. R. Sligh,
of Grand Rapids, Mich., representing the Furniture Manufacturers' Association, a
statement was included showing the capital investment and profits of the Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. for the years 1914 to 1920, botl. inclusive, indicatin r. percentage
of profit on capital of from 5.84 per cent to 30.70 pei cent per year. ?fe also credits
that company with a profit of 46.7 cents per square foc-t on nin production of 1920.
These figures, while inaccurate, are in any event entirely irrelevant, because Mr.
Sligh ignores the fact that only 30 per cent of the business of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co. is plate-glass manufacturing.

In reality, the profit per square foot of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. in 1920 was
less than one-hali of the figure represented by Mr. Slight and during the period of
abnormal conditions (1914 to 1920, inclusive) their profits in the manufacture of plate
glass, based upon actual investment in that branch of the business, averaged about
141 per cent.

The published profits of the Belgian plate-glass manufacturers for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1920, were as follows:

Factory. Capital. Profits.

Frane. Fraspc.
St. Roch ............................................................ 6,WO,00 8,08,720
Floreffe ............................................................. 2,8 W600 5,175,637
Moustter ........................................................... .. 3,750,000 12, 5, 7435
Charleroi ............................................................ 3,000,000 15,54,029
Auvelasis ........................................................... 2000,000 12,310,000

Profits substantially as large have been earned by the Belgian factories for the year
ending June 30, 1921. It will be observed that the aggregate profits of the five Belgian
companies for the year ending June .30, 1920, were 297 per cent, based on combined
capital.

The profits of the domestic companies were certainly not unreasonable for a period
which afforded such unusual profits. They were materially less than the profitL
of other manufacturing companies in this country and entirely insignificant in com.
prison with the profits of the Belgian manufacturers of plate glass, whom Mr. Sligh
is apparently so anxious to foster.

RECOMMENDATION.

In view of the fact that the cost per square foot is the same for producing plate glass
of all sizes, that the sale of glass under 5 square feet has gradually increased until
it now represents 65 per cent of the entire output, that large sums of money have
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been invested in new plants mainly for the purpose of supplying this demand for
small glass, it is obvious that a flat rate of tariff will more nearly meet te present
situation. Uniform tariffs on all sizes have for many years been in effect in Germany,
Austria, and Spain and practically uniform rates in France and Italy. 'The under-
signed, representing all the plate-glass manufacturers of the United States, therefore,
recommend a flat duty on all sizes of 221 cents per square foot. In making this
recommendation we do not ask for the full difference between the domestic and
foreign cost, but merely seek sufficient protection to avoid a large importation of
small sizes that would demoralize the domestic industry, and a flat rate of 221 cents
would still permit importations. Again, in making this recommendation, we are
cognizant of the fact that the Fordney bill specifies graduated rates, but we still
maintain the principle and equity of a flat rate.

The preceding argument has treated of cast polished plate glass, unsilvered, covered
in paragraph 88 of the existing tariff. All glass covered by paragrphs .8, 87, 89,
and 90 is competitive with the product of the American factories, and the present
differential between these paragraphs and paragraph 88 should at least be maintained.

(Signed by: The Allegheny Plate Glass Co., Glasmnere, Pa.; The American Plate
Glass Co., Kane, Pa.; The Edward Ford Plate Glass Co., Rosstord, Ohio; The Heiden.
kamp Plate Glass Co., Springdale, Pa.; The National Plate Glass Co., Detroit, Mich.;
The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; The Standard Plate Glass Co.,
Butler, Pa.)

NOTE.-MANUFACTURINO COST ALIKE ON ALL SIZES.

While all previous tariffs have provided for a lower duty on small sizes than large,
and while ithas been the custom (exagerated in this country by the graduated tariff)
established in the early days of the industry to quote lower prices on small sizes,
it should be clearly understood that the manufacturing cost per square foot is alike
on plates of all dimensions. The entire progress (of the manufacturing process has been
toward the casting of larger and larger sheets, until to-day glass is being cast in plates
exceeding 400 square feet. These rough plates after they are cast are examined for
quality and reduced in size to eliminate defects that can be seen. One side is then
ground and polished by two operations, which are repeated on the other side. There
are many defects in the plate which can not be detected In its rough condition which
still further reduce the area when the polished surfaces make these defects visible.
There is a further reduction in area by unavoidable breakage through the plant, sc
that the finished product as it is finally cut in the warehouse in merchantable quality
appears in a great variety of sizes, about 7 per cent of which are under 5 feet, 16 per
cent betweeu 5 and 10 square feet, and 77 per cent over 10 square feet. The concen-
trated effort of the factories is devoted not to the production of popular sizes but to
the production of the largest possible sheet, in order that it may becut to advantage
to the different sizes demanded by trade. Experience has proven that plate glass
can be manufactured economically only in these large units.

While the development of economical manufacturing has been toward large plates,
the growth in the consumption of plate glass has been almost entirely in sizes under
5 square feet, so that to-day 65 per cent of the consumption in this country is under
5 square feet and 75 per cent is under 10 square feet. This condition will be obvious
when consideration is given to the volume of building during the past 5 years and
to the growth of the automobile and furniture industries.

It is apparent, therefore, that sizes, some of them as small as 2 feet in area, which
are demanded in such enormous quantities that they can be obtained only by cutting
down large glass should sell for the p rice of the large glass out of which they are cut,
F lus the cost of cutting and that the custom of selling small sizes below the cost
originating in the early days of the industry and perpetuated by the tariff) has been

outgrowr by commercial development.
The subject of this paragraph has previously been presented during tariff hearings,

and to prove the correctness of our contentions a schedule of our present selling prices
is attached. This schedule which has been gradually developed through the war
period when we were free from foreign competition, is predicated upon a uniform
cost per square foot of all ordinary sizes, aside from unpopular dimensions in small
gla, which can only be marketed in competition with window glass by selling at
less than cost.

It has been contended by those who have been interested in maintaining a low
tariff that small sizes are a by-product and cost nothing to manufacture, the theory
being that the manufacturer is better off to sell the glass at any price than to throw
it away. It will be seen from the brief description of the manufacturing process that
small sizes are in no sense a by-product, that they are produced in precisely the same
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manner as large glass, and that the very nature of the manufacturing process creates
plates of pl dimensions. The lumber business presents a fair analogy. A pine
board 3 inches wide does not command the price of a 12-inch board, but it is not in
any sense a by-product. Five, 6, and 7Mfoot lengths are not called by-products,
nor are they thrown away, although they are sold at a lower price than regular lengths.
The pith of the matter is that the sizes most difficult to secure should sell for the
most money in glass, as in lumber. If the demand for 5 to 7 foot lumber should in.
crease to such an extent that it could be supplied only by cutting up the long lengths,
the price of the short lengths would at once be adjusted to the price of the long lengths.
This is precisely what has happened in the plate-glass business.

STAINED OR PAINTED GLASS WINDOWS.

[Paragraph 230.1

BRIEF OF OTTO W. HEINIGKE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THE NATIONAL ORNAMENTAL GLASS MANUFACTURERS' ASSO-
CIATION OF THE UNITED STATES.

In accordance with permission granted August 22, we respectfully submit the
following suggestion that in paragraph 230. line 2 of H. R. 7456, between the words
"thereof" and "all," there be inserted "$9.46 per square foot."

On page 672, Parl I of Hearings on General Tariff Revision, Committee on Ways
and means , comparison No. 6 in the table shows the following costs on the type of
window imported almost exclusively: German quotation, $3.26; United States cost
sheet, 12.72. This shows a difference of $9.46 per square foot with the mark figured
at 2 cats.

An analysis of the American cost sheet on this same window, printed on page 677.1
will reveal that 70 per cent of the cost of production, including manufacturing over-
head, is hand labor.

Of the remaining 30 per cent of the manufacturing cost, eleven-thirtieths is raw mate-
rial, 78 per cent of which is imported glass, on which a tariff of not less than 35 per
cent is imposed by paragraph 219 of the .ame bill.

No part of any process can be done by machine.
The tremendous advantage in labor cost which the German manufacturer possesses

is demonstrated by the table of comparative cost of labor on page 673.
The men who receive from 14 to 16 cents per hour in Germany and 80 cents to $1

per hour in the United States are highly skilled and must have devoted a great deal
of time outside of working hours to the study cf drawing and to practice in the use of
materials, and yet our men receive hardly as much pay as the carpenter and brick-
layer. Our need for higher rate of duty than industries which use machinery for part
or all of their processes and whose labor constitutes less than 70 per cent of their cost
of production and who pay no duty on their raw material is, then, not unreasonable but
economic.

Another fundamental of this industry which prevents economics which could be
practiced if quantity production were possible is the fact that there is no such thing
as a standard size or shape of church windows. This precludes manufacturing for
stock during dull seasons and works to the further disadvantage of the higher-priced
labor in competition with the European product.

Our reason for suggesting a change from an ad valorem to a specific duty is the cus-
tom peculiar to our industry that all contracts for cnurch windows, which must be
consulted to ascertain the American market valuation, include the cost of transporta-
tion and erection of the windows in the buildings for which they are made. Thus,
the American market value of the window covered by cost sheet No. 6, page 677,
would be $15 per square foot 63 per cent of which is $9.45.

The phraseology of the administrative provision of the bill would undoubtedly
raise a debatable question as to whether an ad valorem duty could be applied to the
cost of erecting. Also the word " wholesale," as used in lines 9 and 10, secetioni 402 of
the administrative provision of the bill, can hardly be applied where each article is
designed and made specially for a certain position and is most often sold singly by the
manufacturer to the consumer. For these reasons a specific duty would probably
avoid reference to the courts.

To prove that our foreign prices'are not based upon an inferior product, we file here-
with an original letter from Ferd. MOiler, of Quidlenberg, Germany, quoting prices

IAll page references are to Part ", hearing before Committee on Ways and Means.
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lower than those on which our application is based. (Omitted in printing.) The
Mfiler price is $2.52 per square foot against the $3.26 per square foot upon which our
application is based.

'The fact that stained-glas windows are not necessities, either in the production of
other commodities or to the physical well.being of any class of people, but are luxuries
F urchased out of the surplus income of the wealthy or well to do, renders them sub-
ect to that scientific principle of tariff legislating which fixes the rate of duty in pro-
portion to the amount of wages for labor required to produce the article. The same
fact renders them fit subjects for tariff for revenue purposes.

Except during the war and in isolated instances where price is not a consideration,
no stained glass is exported from this country.

In determining the amount of duty to be placed on stained-glass windows it can
not be considered that the whole amount will be added to the cost of the foreign
window to the purchaser. Foreign agents are notedly well equipped with a knowledge
of American costs, and past experience has taught that they do not sell their product
for less than competitive conditions compel them to.

A forecast of what may be expected is contained in an invitation to a representative
of thisassociation from a foreign manufacturer that all our members close their Ameri-
can factories and become selling agents for his German factory. This was avowedly
inspired by the action of the House of Representatives in amending the original bill,
placing these windows on the free list.

This appears to be a somewhat premature attempt to rid themselves of all domestic
competition in order that they may be free to loot the churches at will, as has been
done by other trades under similar circumstances.

ROUGH GRANITE.
[Paragraph 235.1

STATEMENT OF HON. WESLEY L. JONES, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM WASHINGTON.

Senator JoNEs of Washington. Under paragraph 235 the tariff
on granite suitable for monumental or building purposes, unmanu-
factured, is 15 cents a cubic foot.

I have a letter here sent to Congressman Hadley, after the bill
passed the House, from a gentleman in our State urging that the
tariff on granite in this shape should be the same as the tariff on un-
manufactured marble, which is 65 cents per cubic foot. He states
that this unmanufactured granite is produced largely in the West;
that it is sent East and dressed and put in shape; that marble is
largely in the unmanufactured state in the East.

We are subject, of course, to Canadian competition in so far as
granite is concerned.

Senator MCCUMBMR. Thsy only import the finished granite; they
do not import it in the raw state, do they I

Senator JONES of Washington. They do a good deal in our State.
It comes down from British Columbia. They can bring it by boat
and the transportation charges are much smaller than by train.
They do it, I think, very largely because of the small tariff. What
he urges is to place a tariff of 65 cents per cubic foot on the unmanu-
factured granite.

Senator S3IooT. Senator, we had before us yesterday the largest
p producer of granite in Vermont, and he thought 15 cents per cubic
foot was altogether too high.

Senator JONEs of Washington. He is not subject to the competi-
tion to which we are subjected.

81527T-22-MiSC-1i
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Senator Sbioor. Oh, certainly he is; he is right there across the
line.

Senator JoNS of Washington. I do not know how far it is pro-
duced from where he is and what his rate is to get it in, but I know
that the rate in our section is very small. I have an idea, too, that
the labor conditions are different in British Columbia from what
they are in the eastern Canadian section. They have a great many
Chinese up in the British Columbia industries, not only in connec-
tion with their mining, but also in connection with lumbering and
all those industries, and it puts our people up against that difficult
proposition.

Senator SmrooT. I think we will have to take care of it by taking
it out of the free list.

Senator JONEs of Washington. It is on the free list?
Senator S. xocT. Yes.
Senator Jo.Es of Washington. You mean under the present tariff

act?
Senator Sifoor. No; I mean the granite, unmanufactured, is on

the free list.
Senator JONES of Washington. Let me look at paragraph 235.
Senator S.iooT. I know it is in paragraph 235 at 15 cents per cubic

foot. We will have to take it off the free list anyhow.
Senator JoNEs of Washington. They have it on the free list and

on the dutiable list, too?
Senator SmooT. Yes.
Senator Surhm.ILANI,. One manufactured and the other unmanu-

facturedI
Senator SMoor. No. They say in one place, "Not suitable for

use as monumental and building stone." Nobody on earth could
tell whether it was or was not,

Senator JoNPs of Washington. That is probably true.
Senator SMooT. We shall see that it is made clear, anyhow.
Senator JoNEs of Washington. I desire to file this letter from Mr.

A.'M. Light, of Granite Falls, Wash. He is a stonecutter and is
not particularly interested in the production of granite or anything
of that kind, but is simply a laborer on granite, and he gives the
conditions confronting him.

Senator SmooT. In Vermont they are paying $8 for eight hours,
and that is the minimum. It runs all the way from $8 for eight
hours up to over $10 for eight hours. Now they are demanding an
increase over and above that.

Senator McCuMBER. And shorter hours.
Senator Siioor. Even with all that they think that 15 cents per

cubic foot is all that they woulU ever want, and they think it is even
more than is necessary.

Senator JONES of Washington. These are all the facts that I have
in reference to it.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
AUGUsT 1, 1921.

Hon. WESLEY JONES, Wahington, D. 1.

DU SENATOR: I received a few days ago a letter from Lindley H. Hadley,
Member of Congress, and a copy of the House of Representatives' tariff bill.

Now, I am interested in the tariff on stone, especially granite.
Now, I wish to call your attention to the tariff on "rough granite."

I I
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Now, in the House of Representatives' bill, as on page 47, paragraph 232.
"Marble, breccia, and onyx in blocks, rough or squared only, 65 cents per cubic
foot;" page 48, paragraph 233, "Marble, breccia, and onyx, wholly or partly
manufactured into monuments, 40 per centum ad valorem;" paragraph 235,
"J6Free stone, granite, sandstone, limestone, or all other stone Aultable for use
as monuments or building stone (except marble, etc.), hewn, dressed, or pol-
ished or otherwise manufactured, 40 per century ad valorem (the same as
marble) ; unmanfuactured or not dressed, hewn, or polished, 15 cents per cubic
foot."

Now, tariff on marble, 65 cents cubic foot rough; tariff on granite, 15 cents
cubic foot rough, a difference of 50 cents per cubic foot.

Now, why is this-though both stones go Into the same building, same monu-
mental work? When shipped into the United States they are both large blocks,
weighing 10 to 30 tons each. They are cut In two sizes; that is, cut for what
the plan may call for, monumental or building.

Now, why is marble 65 cents and granite only 15 cents?
It is this: All of our marble quarries are owned by eastern companies and all

are located in the Eastern States and Southeastern United States, except one
quarry which is owned by the Vermont Marble Co. and located In Alaska.
Stone is shipped to Tacoma, Wash., and California, where they have shops to
manufacture in monumental.

Now, what foreign marble that comes to the United States comes through the
eastern ports, mostly Boston and New York. But the granite Is different. The
finished granite comes in through the eastern ports from Scotland-all finished,
no0 rough granite to speak of. But the rough granite comes In on the Pacific
coast from British Columbia in large rough blocks, then cut to the sizes wanted,
the same as they do marble blocks, and are put Into buildings and monuments,
the same as marble now. Why should it not carry the same tariff as rough
marble?

There is more rough granite blocks shipped into the State of Washington
than all the other States combined. There Is over 80 per cent rough; the
granite comes in on the Pacific coast from British Columbia by water at a rate
4 to 5 cents cubic foot, then a tariff tax of 15 cents, with an exchange of 20
cents. The State of Washington has some of the best granite deposits in the
world-only needs opening up. But with the tariff so low we can not compete
with the British Columbia qunrrymen, so the manufacturers buy the British
Columbia stone for $1 per cubic foot and sell it the same as eastern stone.

Now, the writer is a granite cutter by trade and has been In the stone
business for over 40 years. Have quarried both marble and granite and knows
the business from practical experience.

Now, if the tariff can be made the same as marble, it will help to open up a
big granite industry, the sane as Barre, Vt., and other western granite centers,
and St. Cloud, Minn. The lumber is going and there has got to be some other
Industry to take its place, the same as Minnesota, Wisconsin. Both States
ship big tonnage In monumental work alone, and a big percentage comes to this
coast, while we have the same stone in our hills. Thanking you,Yours, truly, A. M. LIGHT, (ranlte Fails, a'ash.

POLISHED GRANITE.

[Paragraph 235.1

STATEMENT OF SEWARD W. JONES, REPRESENTING JONES BROS.'
CO. AND COOK, WATKINS & CO., BOSTON, MASS., AND BARRE, VT.

Mr. JONES. So that my position may be perfectly clear, gentlemen,
because I appear here in a little different attitude from most people,
I wish, first, to say that I believe in a protective tariff, but I want
to prevent, if possible, even on a schedule like granite, which is not
a very important one, a prohibitive tariff from being placed.

Jones Bros.' Co. have a capital of $500,000. It is invested very
largely, almost entirely, in Barre, Vt., operating three quarries, and
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is probably the largest granite plant in the United States as Senator
Dillingham probably knows. Cook, Watkins ,& Co. have about
$200,000 invested, and they also have two plants operating at Barre,
Vt. It so happens that both concerns have for many years in-
ported a small amount of foreign granite. I think the totalimporta.
tions of our company the last year amounted to about $20,000 out
of a total business of somewhere around $600,000 to ,1,000,000; and
I assume that Cook, Watkins & Co. imported in about the same ratio.

The reason that we import this foreign granite is that we have no
granite similar in color in this country. I have some samples here.
Just briefly, to show you the colors [exhibiting samples to the com-
mittee], there [indicating] is a red granite that is quarried in St.
Cloud, Minn.; that comes nearest to any granite that is imported.

This [indicating] is a foreign granite that is quite similar in color
and texture.

This is another foreign granite, which you will see is quite dif-
ferent in color.

This [indicating] is a granite that comes from Missouri, which is
different in color.

This [indicating] is a granite from Westerly, R. I., used very
largely for carved work and finer monuments.

Senator DiLINoJAm. That is one of the gray granites of New
EnglandI

Mr. JoNEs. One of the gray granites of New England. Thisgranite, I think, Senator Dillingham, is very familiar in Auality.
It is Barre (Vt.) granite, which is the dark Barre granite. There is
probably more of this granite used for monumental purposes in this
country than, I was going to say, all other granites combined.
Senator DJLLINOHAM. Is that from your quarries?
Mr. JONES. Yes. This [indicating] is a pinkish granite that comes

from Connecticut to a limited extent for monumental work. Here
[indicating] is a sample from Concord, N. H. That is used very
largely for building, though not much for monumental work.

Senator DILLINOJIAM. It is the same as in the base of this building,
is it not?

Mr. JoNEs. The Congressional Library is made of Concord granite.
There is [indicating] a granite that comes from Wisconsin, called

"Warsaw "; that is a very deep red, as you will see.
This [indicating] is another sample of Barre granite. There are

two colors here, and here [indicating] is a St. Cloud granite, a very
dark material.

The principal granites that are imported-that is a jet black and
that is a green, very dark green, and this is a reddish green color;
we have no granites'in this country like these, and the reason we
import, and I think the same fact applies to Cook, Watkins & Co.,
is solely for the purpose of giving variety. So that a man is not
confined even to Barre granite, which we. of course, like to sell him.
But people have varying tastes and generally want a variety to select
from, just like a man buying a suit of clothes.

Senator SMoor. It is on the free list now. What are you asking
for? Do you want it to remain on the free list?

Mr. JONES. No; I should have said that I was down here for 1661.
Senator SmooT. Yes.
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Mr. JONES. Now, paragraph 1661 makes no reference whatever to
granite, but 1660 makes reference to granite.

Senator SMooT. One thousand six hundred and sixty-one appliesto gaite.

senator DiLLiNOGIAM. One thousand six hundred and sixty-one re-
fers to granite.

Mr. JONES. That is on the free list. But I should have said that I
wrote to Senator Penrose saying that there was a mistake, that I
wanted to be heard on paragraph 235, which refers to polished gran-
ite. The present rate of duty on polished granite is 25 per cent. In
the House it was made 40 per cent, and he wrote back and said that
under the circumstances he would hear me on the other paragraph.
So that I am talking on paragraph 235, polished granite.

Senator McCuswEn. Do you want the polished granite to come in
free?

Mr. JONES. Oh, not by any means. I am not talking on that at all.
It is on. the polished granite. The present rate, as f say, is 25 rer
cent. The House has increased it to 40 per cent. I am quite familiar
with all the tariff bills which have been passed since the McKinley
bill; that was 40 per cent; previous to that it was 20 per cent. Then
it has varied from 40-it once went to 50, and remained there a short
time--and now it is 25 per cent.

Senator MCCUMBER. On the American valuation?
Mr. JoNEs. No; on the foreign valuation.
Senator S.IooT. Do you want 40 per cent on the American valua-

tion?
Mr. JONES. I will come to that in just a moment.
What I want to say is this, that I think it would be a mistake to

raise that to 40 per cent.
Senator SiooT. Do you want it 25 per cent?
Mr. JONES. I want it to remain at 25 per cent on foreign values.

I can not see any possible way of figuring out in the granite business
the American valuation. It may be some one else can do it. But
from my experience of 40 years in the business I do not know how
you can come at it, for this reason: That you can go to a dozen
manufacturers in St. Cloud, Minn., where this red granite comes
from-and I have the quotations here-, -they vary anywhere from 10
to 40 per cent in their prices; and the same way if you send six blue
prints to Quincy, Mass., you have the same resuIts; also to Barre, Vt.,
or to any other point.

So I think it would be extremely difficult to rearrange any equitable
plan on the American valuation.

Senator SitooT. Material, rough, 10 cents. Do you want that to
remain?

Mr. JONES. That is immaterial, because there is very little rough
granite brought into this country. We are not particular about that
one way or the other.

Senator DILLINOHAM. The amount is really negligible, is it not, of
rough granite ?

Mr. JONES. Oh, yes; it is very seldom-I do not suppose we have
imported $500 worth in 40 years of rough granite.

I do not want to take up very much more of your time. I have
prepared here s-ome comparisons and some figures, bills backing up
all the statements that I have made here.
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But I want to say just a word about where the foreign granite comes
from: Formerly Scotland furnished most of the granite for the world,
but those quarries are now exhausted. Last year, or a year ago, we
sent a man to Scotland and Sweden and Norway to investigate the
conditions over there, and he found that nearly all of the granite that
was cut and finished in Scotland was shipped over in the rough from
Sweden by sailing vessels and manufactured there and shipped to
different parts of the world.

He found some manufacturing plants in Sweden, but they were
very small and did a very small business. They also ship stone from
there to Germany. The Germans have never exported, to my knowl-
edge, any granite, although recently I saw a circular sent out by a
German manufacturer making pricei. But his designs were not at all
suited to the requirements of this country. They are very different
and would be unsalable here.

Do not think we have anything to fear from Germany, and we
have not anything to fear as a manufacturer of granite-and I am
talking from that standpoint, although as I told you, we import very
small quantities of foreign granite; I do not think we have anything
to fear.

I am just going to cite a few instances: We have imported certain
designs, and I have picked out a design that we imported last year.
The rate of exchange at the time was $3.90. It cost us delivered in
Boston, duty paid, $125.82. If the rate should go to normal, $4.87,
that would have cost us $157.15.

Then we took that design and sent it to six manufacturers in St.
Cloud, Minn., and we received six prices, and added them all up
and divided by 6, and took the average, and that was $114.83-that
was their selling price. They were offering it to anybody in the whole-
sale way for $114.83. We produced the sane stone at our plant in
Barre, Vt., and it cost us $97.23.
. There are others here of the same kind, and with each one we have
attached the letters from the manufacturers giving their quotations.
We have attached the bills on the foreign granite showing exactly
what we paid, with tabulations and everything here to make it per-
fectly clear to anyone who would care to look over these papers. They
are not long. That is all there is of this, and the other one consists of
just simply two sheets, and they are all supported by the evidence.

Senator SMoor. Do you want to put them in the evidence?
Mr. Joims. Yes; I vant to offer both of those.
And now I want to say just & word. I have already touched on

American valuation. I do not know how that can be made up, and
therefore I am afraid of it and should rather feel like opposing it.

But the question of wages might be interesting. In 1915-I might
say that the industry is very strongly unionized-we made a con-
tract with the men running for five years-the stonecutters and the
polishers and the blacksmiths-at $4 minimum; no maximum.

Senator SmooT. For eight hoursI
Mr. JONES. For eight hours. During the war we increased that

first to $4.80, and then to $5 and $5.50, $6, and $6.40. The $6.40
was to go into effect April 1, 1920, and it was to run until April 1,
1922. The stonecutters made another demand-demanded $8 a day
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for eight hours, $1 an hour, and 'a good many of these men get above
the mnumum-that is a minimum price.

Senator Dmwxno.Ao . That was granted, was it not?
Mr. JONEs. Oh, yes; it was. A good many of these men get any-

where from 50 cents to $1 above the minimum, and of course they
expected a similar raise. If they were getting $7 when the agree-
ment was $6.40, they would expect 60 cents more on the $8 mini-
mum. We refused to rant it, and they struck, and they were out
for 10 weeks. Some of-the manufacturers had contracts which they
had to fill, and we were forced to accede to their demands and pay,
although we had sold the work under the $6.40 agreement. Under
that agreement they provided for conferences in event of changed
conditions. Of course, conditions have changed. Last August we
had a conference with them and pointed out the decreased cost of
living and urged the men to take a less wae in order to stimulate
business and get down as quickly as possible onto a peace basis.
They not only refused, but they said they would give us s new agree-
ment dated from April 1, 1922, at $8 minimum, 5 days a week, and
a quarter of an hour rest period in the morning hour and a quarter
of an hour in the afternoon, making 7J hours per day, or 37 hours
per week. They also wanted the manufacturers to furnish l of the
tools. In the industry it has always boen customary for workmen
to furnish certain tools-hammers, and things of that kind-not
many, but a few. But they said those were the only conditions on.
which they would settle.

Within a week or 10 days we had another conference with them.
Senator WATSON. What wages do you pay, without going into the

details of that conference?
Mr. JONES. We are paying $8 minimum.
Senator MCOUMBE.R. For eight hours?
Mr. JONES. For eight hours now.
Senator DILLINOHAM. The demand they have mde now is for an

increase instead of a decrease?
Mr. JONES. Yes; for an increase instead of a decrease. I only

mention that for this reason, that in making up a tariff bill I do not
think we can make it up on war wages. I can not imagine that these
wages can continue, and I think it would be a great mistake to base
a tariff bill on the present wages. They must come down; when
they will come down I do not know.

Senator McLEAN. At whose instance was the rate raised in the
House?

Mr. JONES. The present rate?
Senator McLEAN. The tariff.
Mr. JONES. I cai not tell you; I was not here and did not know

anything about the hearing, if there was a hearing.
Senator McLEAN. Do your competitors want a higher rate than

you do?
Mr. JONES. I do not know; I presume they do. I found the manu-

facturers generally want all they can get, and importers want just as
little tariff as they can get, and that is the reason I am here, because
I think I can give you information that few men can give.

Senator MCLEAN. Do your competitors import?
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Mr. JONES. I do not think they do. ThAYsfarA thAv ~ln tint kiinw
the cost. I,

Senator McLEAN. They are the ones who want the raise, thenI
You do import; you do not want it.

Mr. JONES. We import about $20,000 worth of granite out of
$1,000,000 worth of sales.

Senator McLRAN. It is not of much consequence, I will admit.
Mr. JONES. These papers will show there on bids on the red granite.

I do not know whether they came here.
Senator McCtTmhBEn. Where are the imports mostly from I
Mr. JONES. From Scotland, and I was trying to tell you the rough

granite comes from Sweden and Norway and is brought down to
Scotland and manufactured there and shipped to this country.

Senator SMOOT. Nobody has asked for any change except on lime-
stone 235, asking that it be put into 232, and that was a request
from Vr. H. S. Brule.

Senator DILLINOHAM. Mr. Jones, what is the present condition of
the trade at Barre; what proportion of the normal number of men
are now emplo edI

Mr. JONES. e have had as high as 230.
Senator DILLNOIAM. How does that compare with the full number

that you ordinarily employ?
Mr. JONES. I was going to tell you what ours are. I think the same

proportion will bear-230; and we have now about 40. The business
is almost at a standstill. It is almost dead.

Senator DLLINGJAU. Your brother Hugh told me he was not
employing one-third of the normal number.

Mr. JONES. I should think about 25 per cent i I havenot any doubt
but that on the 1st of January the industry will close down entirely.

Senator DILLINOHAM. How long has that industry existed?
Mr. JONES. This year the highest number of cutters we employed

was about 65 out of 230.
Senator DILLINOHAM. Since the 1st of January?
Mr. JONES. The 1st of January, 1921.
Senator DILLINOHAM. And still the men who are employed, you say,

belong to the union and are asking a higher rate of wage?
Mr. JONES. They are.
(The documents referred to by Mr. Jones are as follows:)

STATEMENT OF COMPARATIVE COSTS AND WHOLESALE SELLING PRICES OF IMPORTED
SCOTCH AND SWEDISH GRANITE MIONUMJUNTS WITH SIMILAR DOMESTIC MIER-
CHANDISE.

1. So as to make a comparison between domestic granite and imported granite,
prices have been secured on two popular selling designs from American manu-
facturers on granites comparable in clor and quality, and also on the imported
granites, and we have also manufactured the same designs in Barre granite in
our plant in Barre, Vt.

2. The prices secured on domestic granites freely offered for sale in the prin.
cipal markets of the United States are shown on Exhibit A, attached to which
are the quotations received.

The following table shows how the tariff would affect the selling prices of
imported granites as compared with quotations made on similar domestic mer-
chandise:
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NO.CXI DesIgn
No. 184.

A. Cost in forten grante Q. 1. f. Boaton, £23-10-0, at $3.90 per pound steling
(Exhibit C),freight1,750lbs. at£3-7-per ron at $3.90 per pound sterlin. 1102.91 98t.g7

B. Cost in foreign granite e. L. I. Boston, without duty, exchnge at 14.87 per
pound stemdg 128..................... M56 12&.20

C. Costinforeigngranlte 1. o. b. Boston with 25 per cent ad vlorem dulty'not
Including expense of olcoein Aberdeen customs expense, selling, and over.
head expense or profit, exchre at 83.% per pound sterl ng.............125.82 121.40

D. Cost in foreign granite with same cmadition as subparagrph C, except esti-
matttn exchange at $4.87per poundsterlin .... ................... 157.15 151.20

E. Cost in foreign granite f.o. b. Boston,ih 2 per cent duty based on an aver.
agedomes Ic value, using the Ameican vOu nation plan, exchange figured at,

3.90 perpound sterling, and not including any expense or proit ......... 131.62 127.07
F. Cost in rore granite f. o. b. Boston, with 40 per cen. duty oae on average

domestic va ue using the Amer [cn valuation plan, exchange figured at
S3.90 per pound sterling and not including any expense or prbit........... 148. 84 143.93

0. avetdheds b profit o130 percent added tocondtion in subparagraph A .... 147.00 141.38
If. Overhead and profit of 30 per cent added to condition in subparagraph B .... 183.65 176.00
I. Overhead and profit of 30 per cent added to condition in subparagrap C ...... 179.74 173.42
J. Overhead and profit of 30 per cent added to condition In subparagraph D ...... 224.50 216.00
K. Overhead and profit of 30 per cent added to condition In su'hparagraph E .... It. 02 182.52
L. Overhead and profit of3O per cent added to condition in subparagraph ...... 212.62 205.61
U. A average selling prices ofstmilar domestic granite offered freely............. 114.83 112.41
N. Cost to producing ganilte similar In quality and only different in color in

the plant of the largest producers or monuments in the United States of
America .................................................................. 97.23 110.40

3. The overhead and profit of 30 pei cent referred to in subparagraphs 0, H, I,
J, K, and L Is made up as follows: Thirteen per cent profit for Importer, 7 per
cent selling expense, 10 per cent to cover buyer's salary nnd office abroad, as well
as Inspecting expense, drawings, etc., the various percentages being figured on
selling prices, and not costs.

4. Note discrepancy In prices quoted by manufacturers of similar domestic
merchandise (Exhibit A). Prices vary from $95 to $140 on design No. 30861
and from $97 to $134 on design No. 18404.

5. The present selling price, with a 25 per cent ad valorem duty, foreign
value, on design No. 30861, In Beers red granite, showing a profit of 13 per
cent, Is $179.74. The present selling price on the same design in similar domestic
merchandise offered freely Is from $95 to $140.

6. The present selling price, with a 25 per cent ad valorem duty, foreign value,
on design No. 18404, In Beers red granite, showing a 13 per cent profit, Is $173.42.
The present selling price of American manufacturers of similar domestic mer-
chandise freely offered is $95 to $140, as shown on Exhibit A. In order to
attempt to compete with the prices quoted by American manufacturers, we are
now offering this design to the trade for $167.

7. The foreign granite used as a basis for comparison Is the lowest in price
of any of the Imported granites handled by American importers.

8. The American granite used In the basis of comparison is comparable in
color and texture, and it has the largest sale in the United States of any granites
similar to the imported granites and is considered the least expensive com-
parable granite produced.

9. The designs used for the comparisons made require considerably more labor
than the average designs sold. Where a monument Is only partly finished, the
American manufacturers' price is so much lower than the price on imported
granites that the sale of this class of monuments is eliminated by the present
25 per cent ad valorem duty. As an example, the wholesale price on a die of a
monument 2-0 wide by 1-0 thick by 2-6 high, with bevel top and face polished,
with the sides and back rustic and the bottom Jointed to set on a base, in the
cheapest Imported granite, Is $70, while the same design is freely offered for
sale in the principal markets In the United States for $42.50 and $56 in domes-
tic granites comparable in color and quality. Exhibit B attached herewith
shows the authority for the quotations on American red granite referred to in
this paragraph.

10. An increase in the duty on granite monuments Is unnecessary. The pres-
ent ad valorem duty of 25 per cent prevents the Importation in any sizable
quantity, and to Increase the duty or to have it based on American valuation
would kill the sale and deprive the Government of revenue. Certainly American
manufacturers of granite monuments do not need protection, as is shown by the
various comparative costs submitted herewith.

11. During the years of 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1920 the Importation of granite
for monumental purposes from foreign countries has been very limited, because
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of labor shortage, transportation conditions, etc. During 1920 this company
sold approximately $20.000 worth of imported granite. The sale of American
granite quarried and manufactured by this company last year was approxi-
mately $830,000. As the largest producers of monumental granite in the United
States, we know that any duty as protection Is absolutely unnecessary. The
25 per cent ad valorem duty now prevailing offers an opportunity for the Gov.
eminent to collect some revenue and, at the same time, does not entirely pro.
hibit the sale of imported granite. An Increase to 25 per cent or 40 per cent,
American valuation, would defeat the only remaining reason for n tariff, namely.
revenue; and we therefore recommend that the present tariff of 25 per cent ad
valorem on granite be maintained, or, if American valuations are adopted, the
rate should be reduced to correspond with the present duty on granite monu-
ments, namely, 25 per cent ad valorem.

12. The imported granites used for monumental purposes In the United States
Ai years past have practically all been manufactured In Aberdeen, Scotland. The
.ough stone Is quarried at various points in Norway and Sweden. Occasionally
American Importers have monuments manufactured In Sweden. We have no
knowled ge of granites ever having been imported from any countries other than
those named.

ExIlMIT A.

1o . No. I&

hi31der Granite Co............................. ........ 1140.00 S10675
MelroserniteCo .......................................... 104.00 107.00
Oranite City Granite Co ......................................................... 140.00 120.00Campbell North Star Granite Co ................................................ 95.00 S400
Goph ter Gr~a te Co .............................................................. 1 00 109.75
GreatNorthern Granite Co ...................................................... 9M00 97.00

Average ost .............................................................. 114. 112.41

ST. CLOUD, .MINN., A4ugwst 81, 1921.
The JONES BROS. Co., Boston, Mass. S

GENTLEMEN: Our price for the red die No. 30M1 is $140 and for No. 18404 is $106.75.
Awaiting your orders, we remain,

Yours, very truly, IMR GRANITE CO.,

By G. J. IhLDER.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., August S0, 19?1.
JONES BROS. GRANITE Co., Boston, Mass.

DEAR SiR: Complying with yours of August 26, 1921, weropoe to furnish you the
following as per specifications: Red St. Cloud, 30861, die 3.6 by l.2 by 2.6, polished
two sides, carve one side, $104; 18404, die 2.8 by I by 2.8, polished four sides and
oval top, $107. MEL|ROSE, GRAN1TB Co.

Sr. CLOUD, M1NN., August 80, 192..
JONES BROS. Co., Boston, Moas.

GENTLEMEN: Answering your inquiry of August 26 are pleased to quote you the
**oi: One red monument die 3.6by 1.2 by 2.6, polished 2, carved 1, balance

rock, base not furnished, $140; one red-dii, 2.8 by I by 2.8, polished 5, $120.
Thanking you for this inquiry, and trusting to receive your order, we are,

Yours, very truly, GRANITE CITY GRANITE CO.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., August 29, 1921.
jONES BROS. Co., Boston, Mass.

DEAR SI: Complying with yours of August 26, we propose to furnish monumental
work substantially oI the followinF' sizes and proportions:

North Star red die, No. 18404, 1.8 by I by 2.8, all polished, oval top, $134; North
Star red die, No. 30861, 3.6 by 1.2 by 2.6, polished 2, carved 1, $95.

CAMPnBELL NORTH STAR GRANITE CO.,
By Jon CAMPBELL.
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ST. CLOUD, MuiN., August £9, 19*1.

The JONES BROS. Co. (INo.), Boston, Mas..

DEAR SIR: Complying with yours of August 26, 1921, we propose to furnish you thefollowing as For specifications: .Red t oud granite, No. 18464, one die, 2.8 by 1 by 2.8, polished 5, $109.75;

No. 30861, 1 die, 3.6 by 1.2 by 2.6, polished 2, carved 1, $115.
GOPHER GRANITE Co.,

By Wu. V. B. HELM.

JONEs BROS. Co., Boston, Maas. CLOUD, MNN., Auust 9,I1W.

DEAR SIR: Complying with yours of August 26, we propose to furnish you the
following as per specifications:

No. 18404, $97; No. 30801, $95. GREAT NORTHERN GRANITE CO.

EXHIBIT B.

Stock sheets No. 14 of the Melrose Granite Co., and No. 2 of the Pioneer Granite
Co., offer granite dies for monuments 2-0 wide. 1-0 thick, and 2-6 high, with the
bevel top and face polished, ends and back rock face, bottom jointed, at $56 (Melrose
Granite Co.) and $42.50 (Pioneer Granite Co.).

PIONEER GRANITE CO. STOCK SHEET NO. 2.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., August 1, 19.1.

Dark red St. Cloud dies.

Polished one and bevel, bottom jointed, bal. rock: Each.
1 die, 1-lOxl-0x2-10 .................................................. $40.50
1 die, 1-10 1-0x2-4. ........................................ 38.25
1 die, 1-8x1-0 2-6 ..................................................... 36.00
1 die, 1-8xl-Ox2-2 .................................................... 32.75
6 dies, 2-0xl-0x2-6 ................................................... 42.50
1 die, 2-0xl-OxL-11 ................................................. .33.00

Polished two sides, bottom jointed, bal. rock:
1 die, 1-2x1-0x3- .............................................. 65.50
1 die, 1-6xl-0x2-3 .............................................. 30.50
1 die, 1-8x1-0x2-0. ........................................ 31.50
1 die, 2-0xl-0x3-0 .................................................... 52.50
I die, 1-6xl-0x2-0 .................................................... 28.50
1 die, 1-10x0-10x2-2 .................................................. 34.50

Dark gray St. Cloud dies.

Polished one side, bottom jointed, hal. rock: "uh.
2 dies, 1-Sx0--x2-2 ................................................... $23.25
12 dies, 1-6x0-x2-0 .................................................. 20.25
1 die, l-8x0-8x2-4 .................................................... 24.75
1 die, 1-8x0-8xl-10 ................................................... 20.50
2 dies, 1-x0-8x2-0 ................................................... 21.75
1 die, 1-4x0-8xl-10 ................................................... 16.50
3 dies, -x0-x2-1 ................................................... 22.50
1 die, 1-6x0-x2- .................................................... 23.75
1 die, 1-6xO-7xl-10 ................................................... 19.00
1 die, 1-6x0-8xl-10 ................................................... 20.00
1 die, 1-6x0- -0 .................................................... 18.75
1 die, 1.-x0-8x2-2 .................................................... 23.25
1 die, 1-Sx -7x2-1 .................................................... 22.00
1 die, 2-0x0-10x2-2 ................................................... 29.25
3 dies, 1-10 O-10 x2-2 ................................................. 27.75
1 die, 1-6x0-10xl-9... .................................... 21.00
1 die, 1-10x0--10x2-3 .................................................. 28. 50
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Polished one side, bottom jointed, bal. rock-Continued. Ea-h.
1 dip, 2- x --10x2-10 .................................................. $37.25.
1 die, 1-1x --10x2-.1 ................................................ 28.00
2 dies, 2-Ox-10x2-6 ........................ 33.50

Sdie, -x-10x2-1 ......................... 22.50
I die, 1-l0x --10x2-0 ................................................ 26.00
1 die, 1-80-10x2-1 ................................................... 24.50
1 die, 1-Sx0-10x2-6 .................................................. 28.50
2 dies, 1-l0x0--10x2-8 ................................................ 33.00
I die, 2-0x04 -8 .................................................. 35.25
1 die, 1-x10--10x2-2 ................................................. 23.25
1 die, 2-4x0-10x2-4 ................................................. 38.00
1 die, 1- x -10x2--2 ...................... .......................... 27.50
I die, 2-6x04 -10 ................................................. 46.00
1 die, 2-2x04 -6 .................................................. 36.00
2 dies, 1-8x0-10Z2-O ................................................. 24.00
1 die, 1 -lx-10 ...x2-10.. ............. . ...................... 34.50
3 dies, 1-6xO- 0x2- ................................................. 23.75
1 die, 2-OxO-10x2-7 ................................................. 34.75
1 die, 1-x -0 x2-3................................................... 25.501 die, 1-IxO-x2-O ...................................... 25.75
1 die, 1-8x0-10t2-8 ................................................... 29.50
1 die, 1-0xO-10x2- .................................................. 31.25
1 die, 1-8x0- 2-9 .................................................. 31.00
I die, 1-8x0-1x2-2 .................................................. 25. O0
2 dies, 1-SxO -6 .................................................. 28.50
1 die, 2-20-10x3--0 .................................................. 41.75
1 die, 2-2x0-l0x2-9 ................................................. 39.00
2 dies, 1-6x0-4x2-3 .................................................. 24. O0
1 die, 2-OxO-1,W2-9 ....................................... 36. O0
1 die, 1-8x0-10x2-1 ...................... I ................ 24.25
I die, 1-8x0-l0x2-8 ................................................... 29.50
1 die, 2-204 W -6 ................................................... 30.00
1 die, 1-10x - 2- -2 .................................................. 27.00
1 die, 1- x - x24 ................................................. 27.00
1 die, 2-OxO--10x2-5 ................................................ 32.50
3 dies, 2-4xl-Ox2-8................................................... 44.00
2 dies, 2-Oxl-Ox2-9 ................................................... 39.50
1 die, 2-2xl-Ox2-8 .................................................... 40.50
1 die, 2-6xl-Ox2-9 .................................... ............. 46.75
3 dies, 2-0X1-x2-9 ................................................... 39.00
4 dies, 1-8xl-Ox2-6 ................................................ 30.75

ldie, 1-8x1-0x2-4 .................................................. 29.00
3 dies, 1-6xl-Ox2-6 .............................................. .. 28.00
1 die, 1-10xl-0x2-10 ............................................... 37.50
3 dies, 2-Oxl-x2-10 ................................................ 40.00
1 die, 1-10xl-Ox2-8 .................................................. 35.25
1 die, 1-l0xl-0x2-6 ................................................. 33.50
I die, 2-2x -x3--1................................................... 46.50
3 dies, 1-]Oxl-Ox2-4 .................................................. 31.50
2 die, 1-8xl-Ox2-4 ................................................... 29.00
I die, 1-10xl-i2-4 .................................................. 31.50
1 die, 2-2xl-Ox2-8 .................................................... 40.50
2 dies, 2--Ox1-0x24 .................................................. 33.75
1 die, 2-Oxl-0x3-1 ................................................... 42.76
I die, 1-lx1-.x2-4... ...... : .............................. 31.50
I die, 1-Sxl-0x2-1 ................................................... 26.00
2 dies, 2-2xl-Ox3-0 .................................................. 45. 50
1 die, l-lOxl--x2-10 ................................................. 37.50

MELROSE ORANITE CO.-MELROSE RED STOCK SHEET NO. 14.

ST. CLOUD, MniN., May 11, 19*1.
We offer, subject to prior sale, the following complete assortment of splendid work

each and every piece a good product of our quarries and plant. All work pitched and
jointed. For inimediate delivery.
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Melrose red.
Polled one side: Efseb.

1 die, 1-2xO- xl-8 ................................................... $17.00
2 dies, 1-4xO-8xl-6 ....................................... 17.50
3 dies, 1-4xO-Sx2-0 ....................................... 22.00
2 dies, 1-6x0-x2-O ....................................... 25.50
1i, 1-6x0-8x2-2 .di : ...... 27.00
1 die, 1-6xO-8x2-6 .................................................... 30.00
1 die, 1-Sx0-8x2-0 .................................................... 29.00
1 die, 1-8x0-8x2-2 .................................................... 30.00
1 die, 1-8xO-8x2-4 .................................................... 31.00
I die, 1-8xO-8x2-8 .................................................... 33.00
1 die, 1-lOxO-8x2-6 ................................................... 37.00
1 die, 1-6x9-10xl-10 .................................................. 26.00
3 dies, 1-6xO . Ox2-O .................................................. 27.50
2 dies, 1- 4xO -2 .................................................. 29.00
4 dies, l-6xO-1Ox2-4 .................................................. 30.50
1 die, 1-8xO-10xl-8 ................................................... 26.00
1 die, 1-8xO-10x2-O ................................................... 30.00
3 dies, 1-8xO-lOx2-2 .................................................. 32.50
5 dies, 1-.SxO-lOx2-4 .................................................. 35.00
5 dies, 1-8xO-lOx2.-6 ................................................. 37.50
2 dies, 1-IOxO-lOx2-4 ................................................. 38.00
7 dies, 1-1OxO-lOx2-6 ..................................... 40. 00
3 dies, 1-lOxO-Ox2-8 ................................................. 42. 00
1 die, 2-OxO-lOx2-2 ................................................... 38. 50
6 dies, 2-OxO-lOx2-4 .................................................. 41.00
6 dies, 2-OxO-lOx2-6 .................................................. 44.00
1 die, 2-OxO-1Ox2-8 ................................................... 47.00
1 die, 1-6xl-Ox2-0 .................................................... 29.50

,3 dies, 1-6xl-Ox2-2 ................................................... 31.50
1 die, 1-.xl-0x2--4....................................... 33. 50
3 dies, 1--6xl.-Ox2-6 ................................................... 35.00
2 dies, 1-8xl-0x2-2 ................................................... 35.00
4 dies, 1-8xl-Ox2-4 ................................................... 37.00
4 dies, 1-8xl-Ox2-6. ....................................... 39.00
I die, 1-8x1-Ox2-8 .................................................... 41.00
1 die, 1-Sxl-0x3-O .................................................... 45.00
1 die, 1-lOxl-Ox2-4 ................................................... 40.50
2 dies, 1-10xl-Ox2-6 .................................................. 42.50
2 dies, 2-Oxl-Ox2-2 ................................................... 42.00
10 dies, 2-Oxl-Ox2-4 .................................................. 45.00
25 dies, 2-Oxl-Ox2-6 .................................................. 47. 50
15 dis, 2-Oxl-Ox2-8 .................................................. 50.50
2 dies, 2-Oxl-0x2-10 .................................................. 53. 50
5 dies 2-Oxl-0x3-O ................................................... 56.50
2 dies, 2-4xl-Ox2-4 ............................................ ...... 52.00
5 dies, 2-4xl-Ox2-6 ................................................... 55.0
5 dies 2-4xl--Ox2-8 ................................................... 58.00
4 dies, 2-4xl-0x3-0 ................................................... 65.50
2 dies, 2-4xl-Ox3-6 ................................................... 78.00
4 dies, 2--6xl-Ox2-6 .................................................. 59. 50
5 dies, 2-6xl-Ox2-8 ................................................... 63.50
4 dies, 2-6xl-Ox2-10 .................................................. 67.00
2 dies, 2-6x1-Ox3-0 ................................................... 70.00
1 die, 2-8xl-Ox2-10 ................................................... 71.50
I die, 2-8xl-Ox3-0 .................................................... 75.00

Polished one side, oval top rock:
I die, l-8xO-lOx2-0 ................................................. 30.00
I die, 2-OxO-lOx2-6 ................................................. , 44.00

Polished one side and bevel:
1 die, 1-2xO-8xl-lO ................................................. 23.50
1 die, 1-4xO-8x2-0 ................................................... 28.00
2 dies, 1-6xO-8x2-0 .................................................. 31.50
2 dies, 1-6xO-8x2-2 .................................................. 33.00
1 die, 1-8xO-8x2-4 ......... ; ......................................... 39. 00
1 die, 1-6xO-lOxl-6 .................................................. 28. 00
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Polished one side and bevel-Continued. Eae.
1 die, 1-6x-I1xl-8 .................................................. $30.00
1 die, 1-6x -10 -10 ................................ % ................ 32.00
5 dies, 1-6x-10x2-0 ................................................ 34. 00
3 dies, 1-6x -10x2-2 ................................................. 36.00
1 die, 1-6x0-10x2-4 .................................................. 38.00
3 dies, l-SxO-10x2-0 ................................................. 38.00
I die, 1-8x0-10x2-2 .................................................. 40.00
1 die, 1-8x0-10x2-4 .................................................. 42.00
1 die, 1-10xO-10x2-2 ................................................ 43.50
5 dies, 1-I0xO-10x2-4 ................................................. 45. 0
I die, 1-100x -10x2-8 ................................................. 49. 50
1 die, 2-0xO-10xI-6 ................................................. 3 37.00
1 die, 2-0x0-10x2-2 .................................................. 46.50
2 dies, 2-0xO-10x2-4 ................................................ 50.00
4 dies, 2-OxO-10x2-6 .. . ...................................... 52.50
4 dies, 2-OxO-10x2-8 ................................................. 55.00
2 dies, 2-6xO-10x2-8 ................................................. 69.00
Sdie, 1-6xl-0x2-0 ................................................... 36.00

1 die, 1-Oxl-0x2-4 ................................................... 40.00
1 die, 1-6x1-0x2-6 ................................................... 42.00
1 die, 1-Sx1- -2 .................................................. 42.00
3 dies, 1-8x1-0x2-4 ................................................. 44.00
2 dies, 1-SxI-0x2-6 .................................................. 46.00
1 die, 1-8xl-0x2-8 ................................................... 48.00
1 die, 1-10xl-0x2-6 .................................................. 51.00
5 dies, 2-Oxl-0x2-4 .................................................. 53.00
3 die, 2-Ox1-0x2-6 .................................................. 56.00
2 dies, 2- xl- x3-0 .................................................. 65.00
1 die, 2-4x1-0x2-8 ................................................... 69.00

Polished two sides:
I die, 2-4xl-0x2-6 ................................................... 76.50

Rolb:
I roll, 1-6x0-)Ox0-10 ends R .......................................... 20.00
1 roll, 1-6x1-0 1l-0,ends R ............................................ 25.50
1 roll, 1-8x0-10 0-10, all poi .......................................... 38.50

ExHiBrr C.

Copies of invoices of Scotch manufacturers of designs No. 30861 and No. 18404,
referred to in statement of comparative costs and wholesale selling prices of imported
Scotch and Swedish granite monuments with similar domestic merchandise.

7oNze BROTHRS CO. QuINCY ADAMS, MASS., December 21, 1921.

DZAR Sis: Below we quote prices:
One die, 18404 ............................................................ $130
Med. Quincy, one baee,184041 .............................................. 41
One die, 10956 ............................................................ 57
Med. Quincy, one base, 109561 ............................................ 24Yours, truly,

CLARK & PEARCE.

Mesrs. JONES BROS., Boston, Has. QuiNcy, MASS., December 20, 1921.

GENTLEMEN: We quote you prices as follows:
Die 18404, 2-8 + 1-0 + 2-8, oval top and four sides polished, bottom jointed.. $119
Base 18404, 1-2, 3-4 + 1-8 + 1-4, washes axed, four sides rock, axed margin attop............................................................3 5
Die 10950, 2-0 + 1-0 + 2-0, top and face polished, bottom level or jointed,

three sides rock ........................................................ 51
Base 10956, 1-2, 2-6 + 1-6 + 1-4, washes axed, four sides rock, bottom level.. 20

Truly, yours,
DAHLBY & KIRKLAND.

A. D. K.
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WESTERLY, R. I., December 21, 1921.JoNSs BROTHEM CO., Boston, Moss.

GENtfLMEN: Replying to yours of the 20th we are pleased to quote you as follows:

One die No. 18404 ........................................................ $150
One base No. 184041 ....................................................... 75
One die No. 10956 ........................................................ 70
One base No. 109561 ....................................................... 55

Prices are all boxed f. o. b. cars Westerly. Hoping to receive the order, we are.
Yours, very truly, The JOsEPH CODURI GRANITE CO.

By Jos. CODURI.

JONES BROTHERS Co., Bo , Man. WESTERLY, R. I., December 2Z, 1921.

GENTLEMEN: Yours of the 20thlat hand and will furnish following orders of Best
Blue Westerly granite:

No. 18404 die .............................................................. $125
No. 18404 base ........................................................... 66
No. 10956 die .............................................................. 68
No. 109561 bawe ........................................................... 43

Hoping to receive your orders we are-We could furnish above in Pink Westerly
at ame price.

Yours, truly, COLUMBIA GRANITE Co.

JONES BR&T1ERS CO., Boston, BARRE, VT., Deember 1, 1921.

GENTLEMEN: We qujcte the following prices on your dark Barre monuments:
One die 18404, 2.8 by I by 2.8, oval top and four sides polished, bottom jointed,,

for $100.
One bue 154041, 3.4 by 1.8 by 1.4, wash axed; four sides rock pitched with axed

margin at top; bottom levOd, for $40.
One die 109.56, 2 by 1 by 2.6. top beveled to the front 3 inches and polished; ends

and back rock pitched; face polished; bottom level, for $45.
One base 10956, 2.6 by 1.6 by 1.4, ash axed; four sides rock pitched; bottom

level, for $20.
Hoping that you will favor us with some of this work, we remain,

Yours, truly, CASLAN! BRos.
Per FRANK CASLANI.

JONES BROS. CO., Boston, Mass. ST. CLOUD, MINN., December f4, 1921.

GZNTEMEN: In compliance with your request of the 20th instant we are very
pleased to quote on work wanted as follows, all Red St. Cloud granite:
I die 18404, 2.8 by 1 by 2.8, oval top and bottom jointed, four sides polished. $108.00
1 base 184041, 3.4 by 1.8 by 1.4, wash axed, four siues rock and 1. L. top,

bottom level ........................................................... 36.75
I die 10956, 2 by I by 2.6, polished one side and beveled ends and back rock,

bottom jointed ......................................................... 42.00
1 base 109561, 2.6 by 1.6 by 1.4, wash axed, four sides rock ................. 22.50

We have endeavored to name you close figures on this work and would ver much
appreciate your order for same.

Thanking you for your inquiry, we are,
Yours, very truly, MELROSE GRANITE CO.

Comparison of prices on Quincy. Barre, Wevterly, and Red St. Cloud, Dec. 98, 1921.

Clark& Perce Quncy, ms ................................. $13D.00 $41.00 37.0 8D 24.00
Dahlby & Krkland, Ruincy, Mass ........................... I 319.00 3& O 51.00 20.00
CaslaW Bro., Barre, Nt ....................................... 100.00 40.00 4.00 20.00Jos. Coduri Granite Co WesterlyR. I ....................... 150.00 I 7.00 70.00 S3.00
('ColunblaOranlteCo WesterlyIt. 1 .......................... 1250 & 08.0 6 81.00 43.00
Melios.eranitoCo., 9t. Cloud, inn ........................ 10.00 38.75 1 42.00 1 22.50
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COMPARISON OF COSTS AND SELLING PRICES BETWEEN IMPORTED SCOTCiH AND
SWEDISH GRANITES AND SIMILAR DOMESTIC MERCHANDISE.

Attached you will find Exhibits A, B. and C, with summary, showing comparative
costs and selling prices on design No. 1430; also Exhibits D, E, and F, with summary,
showing comparative costs and selling prices in connection with design No. 967. In
offering these we have selected designs which are commonly imported. The designs
showing rock face finish with small amount of labor which are commonly handled in
this country are not imported for the reason that the present tariff is prohibitive on
this class of work.

We call your attention to the fact that St. Cloud, Minn., produces a granite more
closely resembling the imported grarites that are being handled in the markets here
than any other granite center in the United States. For this reason, foreign granite
comes more closely into competition with St. Cloud granite than any other; conse-
quently, we have endeavored to show the comparison of prices between the imported
granite and the granites from St. Cloud and have also shown comparative costs of
manufacturing in our own plants at Barre, Vt., out of Barre granite. We also wish to
call your attention tc the faco that the foreign coots are figured on the basis of the
present rate of exchange and not on the normal rate.

The labor conditions at St. Cloud are slightly different than they are at other granite
centers, particularly in New England, they having instituted to a considerable extent
the so-called American plan and reduced the wages from a $8 a day minimum to a
$6 a day minimum: while at Barre, Vt., Quincy, Mass.. Westerly. R. I.. and other
New England centers they are still paying the war wage of $1 an hour minimum.

In connection with the imported granites used in the comparison, the Red Bal-
moral most clearly resembles the St. Cloud granites and is the nearest comparison
between imported and American granites that can be made. The Magna Red used
in the case of design No. 967 is the cheapest granite that is imported, so far as our ex-
perience goes. It shows a somewhat lower cost delivered at the port of Boston than
would be the case if Red Balmoral had been used in this case.

Our reason for submitting these figures to you is--we being large manufacturers of
American granite@, having two large plants in Bane, Vt., and also importing to some
extent-we are in a position to furnsh you with accurate information which we asmme
is what you want in framing a new tariff bill; and as taxpayers, we are interested in
seeing the tarit placed where it will produce some reventie rather than be absolutely
prohibitive. We think these figures are sufficient to convince you that the present
tariff fturnLhes every protection necessary and we reo)mmend that it be not increased.

CooK, WATKINS & Co..
By BRADFORD C. PATCH.

DESIGN NO. 1430, SUMMARY EXHIBITS A, B, C.

Average selling price at which design is freely offered for sale in red St. Cloud
granite ............................................................... $287.67

Cobst to manufacturer in Barre, Vt ........................................ 292.02
Selling price in Bane granite to net 10 per cent profit ..................... 381.62
Cost at port of Boston of Balmoral Red granite ............................ 360.69
Selling price in United States to net 10 per cent profit...... ........... 481.29

DESIGN NO. 97, SUMMARY EXHIBITS D, E. F.

Average selling price at which design is freely offered for sale inred St. Cloud
gram te ............................................................... $90.62

C6st to manufacturer in Bane, Vt ........................................ 110. 84
Selling price in Barre granite to net 10 per cent profit ................. 144.89
Cost at port of Boston of Magna Red imported granite .................... 120. 71
Selling price in United States to net 10 per cent profit ...................... 157. 77

EXHIBIT A.
DESIGN NO. 1430 (%O. 2S0A).

Quotations in St. Cloud (Minn.) granite:
United Granite Co .................................................. $276.00
Melrose Granite Co .................................................. 285.00
St. Cloud Granite Works (Inc.) ...................................... 302.00
Average price At which they are freely offered for sale (wage rate, 75

cents per hour, minimum) .......................................... 287. 67
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ST. CLOUD, MItN., September 6, 19*1.
We will accept any or all of the following-named work at prices named below:

No. 28068, for $276.Yours, truly,
UNITED GRANITE CO.

Uniform proposal and contract adopted by International Monumental Granite
Producers Association, Melrose Granite Co. ST. CLOUD, MtNK., September 3, 1921.
COOK & WATKINS Co., Boston, Vass.

DEAR SIR: Complying with yours of ............ we propose to furnish you the
following as per specifications:

Red St. Cloud, 28068; die, 4.0 by 1.0 by 3.0, all polished carved IS; BB, 5.0 by 1.8
by 1.2, all polished, $285.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., September 7, 1921.COOK & W.ATKt.NS Co., Boston, Moss.

GENTLEMEN: We beg to quote on monument No. 28068, die 4-0 by 1-0 by 3-0
polished 5, carved 1, base 5 by 1-8 by 1-2, all polished, at $302.Respectfully, .yours,"

ST. CLOUD GnANIrt. WonKs (Inc.)

ExHIBIT B.

DESON NO. IM40 (NO. 280M).

Cost of Balmoral imported monument design No. 1430 (No. 28068) delivered in
Boston. Analysis based on present rate of exchange $4.20 per pound sterling.
Purchased of A. Nicol:

Cost, £64 1Ss., at $4.20 .............................................. $2 8. 80
Duty, 25 per cent .................................................... 67.20
Ocean freight, 57/6 l r ton ........................................... 11.25
('o.t of buying abroad, 5 per cent ...................................... 13.44

Cost delivered at port of Boston ..................................... 369.09
Cost to market in United State. of America, 15 per cent of sales ........ 62.47
Profit on sale for importer, 10 per cent ................................ 48. 13

Selling price in United States of America ............................ 481.29

CLAREMONT GRANrrE Woniq,
Aberdemn, Nov. 29.

COOK, WATKI.S & Co., 7 Belmont Street, Aberdien:
,rom Alexander Nicol & Son.

£ s. d.
To I ifrill 0-Fare turk. I c/s, marked C. W. & Co. 5906R, Bostor ......... 8 10 0
To I Balmoral red die I c/s, marked C. IV. & Co. 27473, Boston .......... 21 0 0
To I Balmoral red (lie 1 c/s, marked C. W. & Co. 27474, Boston .......... 21 0 0
To I Beus red die 1 c/s, marked C. W. & Co. 28051, Boston .............. 32 0 0
To 1 Ialmoral red monument 2 c/s, marked C. W. & Co. 28068, Boston... 64 1,5 0
To I Balmoral red monument 2 c/s. marked C. W. & Co. 28069, Boeton.. 64 15 0

212 0 0

4 4 3

207 15 9

Total ....................................................... $1,032.44
Discount ............................................................. 20,52

Cash ........................................................... 1,011,92

81527-.22-M sc-17

r
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EXIBrr C.

DESIGN NO. 1430 (NO. 2W068), BARRE, VT., GRANITE.

Cost to manufacturer at our plants at Barre, Vt., under present war wage of
$1 per houi minimum .................................... " ............. $292. 02.

Cost to market, 15 per cent ............................................... 51.43
Profit for manufacturer, 10 per cent ....................................... 38.17

Selling price in United States of America to net 10 per cent profit.... 381. 62

ExHIBr D.

DESIGN NO. 96? (NO. 69104). QUOTATIONS IN ST. CLOUD, MINN., GRANITE.

St. Cloud Granite Works (Inc.) ............................................. $97.00
Great Northern Granite Co ................................................ 97.00
United Granite Co ......................................................... 95.50
Melrose Granite Co ....................................................... 97.00
Average price at which they are freely offered for sale (wage rate, 75 cents

per hour minimum) .................................................... 96.62

ST. ('LOUD, MINN., December 9, 1921.Coox, WATKIS & Co., Boreton, Ma..

GENTLEMEN: Replying to your favor of the 6th instant, beg to quote on base 3.4
by 1.8 by 1.4 washes ax., balance rock, at $27.25. Same base with margin at top at
133 net.

Red bottom base stock in carload lots at $2.10 Per cubic foot. and allow you a dis.
count of 10 per cent.

Replying to your favor of the 5th instant. bee to quote on die No. 69104, 2.8 by
I by 2.8 pi. 5, bottom joint.d, at 97 net.Respectfully, yours, ST. CLOUD GRANITE WORKS (Inc.).

ST. CLOUD, MINN,, December 8, 1921.Coox. WATISs & Co. Boston. Man.

DEAR SIR: tomplying with yours of December 5 we propose to furnish you the
following as per specifications: %No. 69104, $97. GREAT NORTHERN GRANITE Co.

ST. CLOUD, 'MINN., December 8, 1921.COOK, WATKINS & Co., Boaton, Ma.

GENTLEMEN: Price on red Die No. 69104, $95.50. Hoping to receive the order,
we remain,

Your., truly,
UNITED GRANITE CO.

ST. CLOUD, MINN., December 8, 1921.CooK, WATKINS & Co., Boa fon, MaNt.
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your letter of the 5th instant, we are pleased to quote on

work wanted as follows: Sketch 69104, best red St. Cloud granite, die 2.8 by I by 2.8,
polished four side and oval top, price, $97.
We hw°,re endeavo-ed to give you a close price on this die and hope to order for

Y LTe.
Yours, very truly,

MELROSE GRANITE CO.
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EfHIBIT E.

DESIGN NO. 967 (NO. 276h).

Cost of Magna Red imported monument design No. 967 (No. 27611) delivered in
Boston. Analysis based on present rate of exchange, $4.20 per pound sterling.

Purchased of Jas. Mitchell:
Cost, £20 15s., at $4.20 ............................................... $87.15
Duty, 25 per cent ..................................................... 21.75
Ocean freight, 57(6 per ton ............................................ 7.45
Cost of buying abroad, 5 per cent ..................................... 4.36

Cost delivered at port of Boston ...................................... 120.71
Cost to market in Uilted States of America, 15 per cent of sales ......... 21.29
Profit on sale for importer, 10 per cent ................................. 15.77

Selling price in United States of America to net 10 per cent ........... 157.77

To James A. Mitchell.
ABERDEEN, August 21, 1901.

£ s.d.
To 4 Magna red dies, 4 cases, 27609/12, C. W. & Co., Boston ....... &3 0 0
To I Burs red marker, I case, 59863, C. W. & Co Boston ............. 4 5 0
To 2 Rose swede marker, I case, 59915, C. W. & Co., Boston ............. 6 5 0

93 10 0
1 17 5

91 12 7

Total ........................................................... $455.35
Discount ............................................................. . 9. 11

C sb ............................................................ 446.24

EXHIBIT F.

DESIGN NO. 967 (NO. 1907) BARRE (VT.) GRANITE.

Cost to manufacture at our plants at Bane, Vt., under present war wage of
$1 per hour minimum .................................................. $110. 84

Cost to market, 15 per cent ............................................... 19.56
Profit for manufacturer, 10 per cent ...................................... 14.49

Selling price in United States of America, to net 10 per cent profit... 144.89

POLICED GRANITE AND IRON SAND.

[Pnragraphs 235 and 335.)

STATEMENT OF R. C. BOWERS, REPRESENTING R. C. BOWERS
GRANITE CO., MONTPELIER, VT.

Senator DiLLINOJIAM. Mr. Chairman, I will say that Mr. Bowers
is a neighbor of mine at Montpelier, Vt., which is the center of the
granite industry in the United States if not in the world; he is a
wholesale dealer in granite manufacturers' supplies, and he would
like to be heard on the question of iron sand and imported granite
monuments.

Mr. BowmSs. I first wish to speak on what, I think, is listed in the
tariff commonly known as iron sand, or shot; and which is used in

5315
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the manufacture of granite. The present rate of duty is 30 per cent,
and I think that the duty should not be raised, for the reason that
the present Nviolesale price of iron sand in Scotland is £12 per
ton, which, figuring on the present rate of exchange, $4.20, would
be $50; and the duty, 30 per cent, would be $15, and the freight to
Boston would be $10.50, and the freight from Boston to Montpelier
$8 making a total of $83.50.

he American shot sells for $07 per ton delivered at Montpelier.
I have imported sand for the past 25 years, and never paid less than
£6 10s. per ton, and there has never been a time when the makers of
American sand would not undersell me $5 a ton. Their industry
does not need any additional protection.

Senator DiLNo1A31. You say that the American producers have
always undersold your importations by $5 a ton?

Mr. BOWERS. Yes, Senator. The reason of that is their shot is
tempered possibly a little harder than the foreign shot, and the
larger consumers use that shot in preference to the extent of $5 per
ton over the foreign shot.

That would make a total cost, as I sa, of $83.50 for the foreign
shot against the $07 per ton, the present selling price of the American
shotL n addition to the $83.50, I have not added any profit.

Senator DILLINOJIM,.%. Is there a demand for the foreign shot?
Mr. BOWERS. There is, Senator, because the small users prefer the

iron shot not tempered as hard as the American iron shot, and it is
better adapted to their purposes than the American iron shot.

Senator DLLINOJA. As I understand you, you are perfectly will-
ing to have the present tariff stand on it?

11r. BowEls. Yes; I am willing to have that.
Senator DILLINO IAM. What does the Fordney bill call for?
Mr. BOWERS. I think it is a cent a pound.
Senator DJJALINOUAM. Higher?
Mr. Bow Rs. One cent a pound straight; the present bill is 30 per

cent ad valorem.
Senator MCCUMBER. Which do you want?
Mr. BowERs. I want the present rate maintained, 30 per cent ad

valorem.
Mr. BowFs. On the foreign granite, permit me to say that I am

in the wholesale granite business, dealing in American granites and
imported foreign granites. The present rate of duty is 25 per cent,
which I think is ample for the protection of the American industries.

Senator McCu.MBER. That is, on the finished product?
Mr. BowERS. On the finished product. The granite workers of

this country get a minimum wage of $1 an hour, against 45 cents in
1914, and they are now asking 5 days a week of 37 hours with 40
hours' pay, and we are unable to bring in foreign granite any cheaper
than that now. The result is that In 1914 we bought at wholesale
markers like sketch [exhibiting sketch to the committee] at $4, and
they are now listed at $20.40, Which is about five times the price over
1914, and the increase does not warrant this advance in the cost of
labor.

I claim the duty should be kept where it is now, otherwise the con-
sumer will have to pay a higher price, and monmtents are already
too high. Do not get monumental memorials so high that the poor
people can not afford even a marker.
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Senator DiLLiN0JAM. We went into that subject rather extensively
last week, when Mr. Jones discussed colored granite. The most of
the granites brought in from abroad are red granites?

Air. BOwERS. Almost exclusively. They come from Norway and
Sweden and are brought to Aberdeen, Scotland, and cut there and
imported into this country. Our native granites are largely made
up of gray granite, so that if people want colored granite-

Senator DILINOIJAM (interposing). Red is the chief color of
colored granite?

Mr. BOWERS. Yes; they can get Minnesota and Wisconsin granites.
Senator DLLi0NOIA3i. To wfat extent have you imported during

the last ear?
Mr. BOWERs. About $1,200 or $1,500-practically nothing-as

against possibly $40,000 or $50,000 during normal times.
Senator DuLLINOflAM. IS there anything else you would like to

state?
Mr. BowEns. I believe not.

SOIIEDUJE 3.-METALS AND MANUFACTURES OF.

FERROSILICO1 AND FERROCHROME.

[Paragraph 302.1

STATEMENT OF EDWARD F. COLLADAY, REPRESENTING UNITED
STATES FERRO-ALLOYS CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY.

The proposed metal Schedule No. 3 contained in paragraph No. 302 of tariff bill
H. R. 7452 as reported by the House of Representatives, in so far as they relate to
duties on ferroeilicon and ferrochrome, should not be changed fc: the following abso-
lutely compelling reasons:

1. In case of war, ferrosilicon and ferrochrome are absolutely necessary in the
manufacture of war materials, such as shells, shrapnel, tanks, steel helmets, armor
plate, etc., and this country should not be compelled to depend upon foreign sources
of supply. Without ferrochrome no modern war can he successfully waged.

2. The cost of the small quantity of alloys used in each ton of finished steel is so
small that the added cost per ton of finished steel is negligible, and if the duty pro-
posed is withheld American plants will be compelled to abandon operations, and this
country will be at the mercy of foreign producers.

3. Practically all plants engaged in this industry are now shut down, and they will
be bankrupt very shortly if the Government does not afford protection by a tariff
against the dumping of foreign goods.

4. All that is asked for is a tariff differential between the cost of production hero
anti abroad.

5. Bulletin 77 prepared by the Government Bureau of Mines states that it costs
31.07 per cent more to manufacture ferrosilicon in the United States than in the
various countries that were visited by three emissaries from this Government who
were sent abroad to make a study of this industry.

6. In the manufacture of ferrosilicon and ferrochrome the main essentials are cheap
power and low-priced labor. In Norway, Sweden, France, and Germany water-power
costs are from one.fifth to one-half of the amounts paid by American producers.

7. A specific duty is necessary to preclude the ad valorem juggling through washed
sales at ere-half price at the point of foreign manufacture, and which in polite lan-
guage is called "undervaluation."

8. Attention Is respectfully referred to Part If, Tariff Information, 1921: Pag 719,
Mr. P. J. Kruesi, representing Southern Ferro Alloys Corporation, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
page 724, Mr. A. C. Morrison, representing Electro-Metallurgical Co., New York; page
733, Mr. N. Petinot, representing United States Ferro Alloys Corporation, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
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9. Canada conmines normally 3,000 to 4,000 tons of ferrosilcon, but the plant just
over the American border at Welland has a production capacity of 30,000 to 40,000
tons annually, and this material is being dumped into this country, as the custom-
house entries indicate, with result that our domestic ferrosilicon is no longer being
sold.

10. The French Government, to protect their country against having products
dumped into France by other European countries, have substantially increased their
tariffou, ferroalloys by a decree dated June 29, 1921.

11. Steel manufacturers asking for duty on their products can not consistently
object to the very moderate tariff which the House Ways and Means Committee
L ave recommended for ferrosilicon and ferrochrome, and which is necessary to protect
our domestic industry.

Fmrotilicon.-The present manufacturing cost of steel will be increased only 10
cents to 12 cents per ton, because of the very osall quantity used in making each
ton of steel.

Ferrosilicon is used in only 20 per cent of the commercial steel manufactured in
this country in times of "peace," but in war times it is necessary in 100 per cent or
all of the steel made.

Ferrochrome.-The proposed duty of 31 cents per pound on the chromium content
is most equitable. It increases the cost of steel but 60 cents per ton, while chrome
steel sells from $80 minimum to in some cases as high as $1,000 per ton.

Ferrochrome is uv.4 in only 5 per cent of the steel manufacture in tunes of " peace,"
but in war times it is used in 100 per cent, or all of the steel made.

Shell steel requires the use of ferrosilicon in its manufacture.
United States Tariff Commission's Tariff Information Surveys--Ferro Alloy Indus-

tries, 1921, page 11: "Hydroelectric power is cheaper in some countries than ii, the
United States. * * * While manufacturers at"Niagara Falls, N. Y., pay $20 per
horsepower year, in Canada they pay from 25 to 40 per cent less. In Norway the
price of power has been even lower than in Canada."

Idem, page 12:
"Another fact having a tariff bearing is the large production of ferrosilicon in coun-

tries having a small consumption. In such cases, where an ad valorem rate is impo td
it may be good business policy for manufacturers to sell the small amount consumed
at home at comparatively low prices in order to establish a low basis for exports on
which to compute the ad valorem rate."

Idem, pages 12 and 13:
"Ferrochrome is used extensively in the manufacture of steel for armor plate,

armor-piercing projectiles, wire, bullet-proof steel, tool steel, and the like where
hardness and toughness are desirable qualities. It is employed only as an ailoy.

"France, Norway, Germany, and Switzerland are important producers of ferro-
chrome."

Idem, page 13:
"In the manufacture of forrochrome the cost of chromite, the price of electric

power, and labor cost constitute about 70 per cent of the total expense of manufac-
ture. * * * The price of electric power and labor cost are greater in this country
than in Norway and France from which most of the imported ferrochrome comes.
There is also evidence that the Norwegian and French manufacturers get their chro-
mite at lower prices than the American producers."

Idem, page 14:
"Foreign manufacturers are actively at work endeavoring to induce American

manufactures to abandon their plants in this country and import ferro-alloys to
supply their trade or even to take over plants and power concessions abroad and
operate them in lieu of their shut-down American plants." Following copies of letters
received by the United States Ferro-Alloys Corporation show these conditions con-
clusively and show further the extremely low prices at which those ferro-alloys can
be produced abroad as compared with the cost of production in the United States.
The following letter from Antwerp, Belgium, contains an actual offer of ferrosilicon
10/12 per cent, francs 400, about $28; ferrosilicon 45/50 per cent, francs 650, about
$45.50.

In Tariff Information Surveys published by the United States Tariff Commission,
1921, page 12, the prices during thie first six months of 1920 on ferrosilicon are stated as
follows: 12 per cent ferrosilicon, average $57.91 per ton; 50 per cent ferrosilicon,
average $87.34 per ton. The 12 per cent grade from Norway is fes than half and the
50 per cent slightly more than half the American prices.
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The portions omitted from the following letter relate to a subject not material here:
ANIwERP, &¢ptember 99, 1991.

UNITED STATES FERRo-ALLOYS CORPORATION,

New York City.
DEAR SIS: We beg to tell you that we are large dealers in pig iron and ferro-

alloys;

We insist for full particulars, as full informations will certainly work out in our
mutual advantage.

Besides this we kindly ask you to note that we are exporting large quantities of
ferrosilicon, ferromanganese, and continental pig iron.

We quote best possible prices for ferrosilicon 10112 per cent, 45/50 per cent, and
65170per cent. * * •

At your guidance we quote to-day subject unsold and fluctuations: Ferrosilicon,
10/12 per cent, fre. 400, $28 aud duty; ferrosilicon, 45/50 per cent, frs. 650, $45.50, $6.82,
freight $5-456.82 * * per gross ton f. o. b. Antwerp, payment against docu-
ments, prompt shipment..

We sincerely hope to be favored with your esteemed reply and remain, dear sirs,
Yours, truly, GRUTERINO & CO.

The finding of the United States Tariff Commission hereinbefore quoted from
Tariff Information Surveys, 1921, page 14, of the greater cost of electric power in this
country than in Norway is demonatr, ed by the offer in the following letter of Arendel's
electric smelting plwnt in Norway, made to the United States Ferro-Alloys Corpora-
tion, New York City. The following analysis ehows the Norwegian power at the
present time to cost les than one-third of the cost of power at Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
and that with exchange on a normal bais the cost of the Norway power will be one-
half the cost of the power at Niagara Falls on the American side.

ANALYSIS OF THE ANNEXED PROPOSITION OF THE ARENDALS SMELTEVARK (NORWAY)
WITH REFERENCE TO TilE PRICE OF HYDROELECTRIC FOWER.

This plant has been manufacturing ferrosilicium, carborundum, and korundun
(fused bauxite).

They have a 60-year concession from April 1, 1913, for 6,000 horsepower; also from
1924 until 1943 can obtain an additional 7,000 horsepower.

The price is as follows: Three thousand horsepower at kr. 38.50, $10.20 at normal
($7.31 present) exchange; 2,000 horsepower at kr. 35, $9.27 at normal ($0.65 present)
exchange.

The normal exchange is 26.5 kronen for one American dollar, and the present ex-
change is approximately 19 kronen for $1.

Tbree thousand horsepower in Norway can be obtained to-day at less than the cost
of 1,000 horsepower at Niagam Fal'Is, N. Y.

With exchange on normal basis, power in Norway would be 100 per cent cheaper
than it could be obtained in this country.

A letter offering said plant and the full description of the plant inclosed therewith
are set out in full, coming from Norway through Montreal.

JENSSEN ENOINEERINO PRODUCTS (LTD.),
Mcol real, December 9, 1921.

UNITED STATES FERRO-ALLOYS CORPORATION,

New York City.
G ENTLEM lEN: One of our concerns in Norway has informed us that Arendals Electric

Smelting Power Plant is for sale and probably can be obtained for a very reasonable
price. The inclosed report shows what information we have received about this
prop(Aition up to date. We have written our friend in Norway to obtain further de-
tailed information, and will be glad to communicate with you again if you are inter-
ested in this proposal. We understand that the factory has been operated very suc-
cessfully, and only by the general slump in business this year has been gettin& into
difficulties, and, therefore, would like to get in touch with some concern that will be
able to take it over and carry iton successfully. You will notice that the prices which
this country is paying for electric power, and for which they have contracts into the
distant future, are so low that there should be no doubt at all that uoder ordinary
circumstances the business could be carried on very profitably indeed.

T rusting to hear from you, we remain,
Yours, very truly, L. N. .JENRsEH.
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This company has concession on 6,000 horsepower for 60 years trom April, 1913.
It disposes now of 5,000 horsepower, of which 3,000 at kr. 38.50 per horsepower

year and 2,000 horsepower at kr. 35 per year.
From April, 1924, to April, 1943, it dispoces over 7,000 horsepower, at kr. 38.50, with

option on a further 30 years to April, 1973 at kr. 40 per year.
There is still another fall called Flatenfos, calculated to develop 4,000 horsepower,

which will be at the disposal of the company. Total installed transformer capacity
at present 9,500 kilowat.

The power mentioned above is all leased from A. S. Arundals Fossekorupag'n.
The factory manufactures the artificial grinding materials "Lika" and "Durabit,"

which are its trade-marks for carborundun and artificial korund. It also manufac-
tures ferrosilicium, and for this have installed a continuous electrode, which has
proved of great economy for the manufacture.

The.present capacity per year is: One thousand eight hundred tons Slika, 3,000 tons
Durabit, 4,200 tons 45 per cent ferrosilicium.

There are separate furnace buildings for each brand, which facilitates the changes
from one production to another according to the demands of the market.

The assets of the company are as follows: Buildings for factory, $36,000; machinery,
furnaces, etc., $360,000; town, $118,000; land $108,000; stock of raw material,
$320,000; stock of ready products, $400,000; total assets, $1,642,000.

The power prices are very low, and the value of the power contracts should be at least
$500,000.

The sales during the years 1915-1920 were as follows: 1915, $300,000; 1916, $950,000;
1917, $720,000; 1918, $750,000; 1919, $150,000 (five months stop); 1920, $900,000.

The manufacture of "durubit" was stopped during the war on account of lack of
raw material.

The factory has got excellent wharf arrangements and is connected with the wharf
by means of an aerial tramway. The harbor is open the year round.

The entire affair can be gotten for about $1,000,000 United States funds, and suitable
terms can, no doubt, be arranged for solid buyer.

We have written for additional information, and shall be pleased to communicate
with you again if you are interested. Please let us know.

We earnestly urge upon your honorable committee that the provisions of Schedule
3, paragraph 302, for tariff upon ferrosilicon and ferrochrome should stand as they
appear in the House bill 74.56.

BAR IRON.

JParagraph 303.]

STATEMENT OF JAMES FRANCIS BURKE, PITTSBURGH, PA., REP-
RESENTING THE BAR-IRON INDUSTRY OF AMERICA.

"The burdens of Congress are already too great. Don't add to them."
Acting on the above theory, the representatives of capital and labor engaged in the

bar-iron industry of America sought to relieve the Ways and Means Committee of
the House and the Committee on Finance of the Senate of the necessity of granting
them a hearing and refrained until now from presenting what they hoped would be
manifest without argument.

But an error, so dangerous as to imperil the entire industry in the United States,
having crept into the pending tariff bill, we invoke for a moment the attention of the
Finance Committee and the conferees in order that a grave injustice may be averted
and a glaring inconsistency avoided in the two schedules covering iron and steel
bars, respectively.

The reasons for the correction will be manifest at a glance. and as the error may be
corrected simply by the duplication in one paragraph of the figures now appearing
in the other, we trust the Congress will rectify the wrong without hesitation.

Steel bars and iron bars are made from approximately the same constituent ele-
ments, but the manner of their manufacture and their ultimate uses are as distinct
as kerosene and electric current.

On the other hand, while they are both subject to the same general character of
foreign competition, the bar-iron industry is far more in need of protection than the
steel.bar industrv, for the reason that the steel bar is produced by a mechanical
method in which'improved processes and appliances play a dominant part, while the
production of bar iron, despite continuous and expensive experiments, is dependent
upon the puddling process, in which manual labor is the major factor.
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For this reason alone we trust the Congress will appreciate the danger and the

injustice of permitting the present provisions of paragraphs 303 and 304 to go uncor-
rected, inasmuch as they will afford virtually no protection to the industry that needs
it most.

There may be those who deny the wisdom of protecting American capital and labor
alike when combined in the conduct of the common enterprise, but fewer people
each year deny the wisdom and necessity of protecting our labor against unfair com-
petition with the conditions in other countries.

No doubt because the representatives of the steel-bar industry brought their case,
and their case alone, to the attention of the Ways and Means Committee, the latter
reported and the House adopted the following schedule of tariffs on steel bars:

Schedule of tariffs on sted bars adopted by fou.e.

e Valud Dutyper Valued Dutynper
abo- above- e-

C.w,. Ce rd. Onto. Onto. errs. Cett........... 0.2 12 16 2.5
1 1.5 .3 16 20 3.5

2.5 .5 20 24 4
2.5 &.5 .8 24 32 5
3.5 5 1 32 40 65 + 8 1.5 40 .......... 20 pet"8 12 2 cent ad

valorem.

In striking contrast with the above, the section covering bar iron is made to read
as follows:

"PAR. 303. Bar iron, one-fourth cent: Protided, That iron bars, in the manufacture
of which charcoal is used as fuel, shall be subject to a duty of three-tenths cent per
pound."

For some reason unknown to your petitioners, and certainly wholly inconsistent
with the needs of the industry, the Fordney bill, following the example of the Under-
wood bill of 1913, not only failed togrant iron bars equal protection but actually Lwered
the import duty.

The futility of this low rate, as a protective measure, and the injustice of it compared
with the steel-bar tariff rate, will be apparent from a brief glance at the history and
process of manufacturing bar iron on the one hand and steel bars on the other.

HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY,

While the development of the steel process reads like a romance, the story of bar
iron is almost as commonplace as the article itself.

Beginning with the charcoal furnace-the small forge, the puddling furnace, and
the accompanying rolling mill tell the story of the evolution in the art of making bar
iron.

The original single furnace worked by two men was supplanted by two furnaces
being set back to back with the result that the double furnace, worked by four men,
produced a somewhat larger relative output.

Beyond this limited improvement, however, covering nearly three-fourths of a
century, in spite of vast expenditures of time and money, no exlpriment has resulted
in materially increasing the output of each furnace, for the simple and unsurmountable
reason that the limit has always been measured by the human endurance of the pud-
dlerhimself.

The striking contrast between the bar-iron producing furnace and the modern open-
hearth steel-bar producer in which the most up-to-date mechanical appliances and
not the man's power of physical endurance controls, is found :n the fact that while
one produces approximatel;, 1,220 pounds of bar iron the other produces units of from
10 to 75 tons of steel bars. "

The curious may ask, "Why make iron bar at all against such adverse conditions
and at such relatively higher cost when an interchangeable article may be produced
so much cheaper?"

The answer is this: Experience has shown that, with all steel's inherent virtues,
iron is still far superior to steel for many important purposes.

I I
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Wherever great and sudden strain is to be applied, where the element of human
safety is involved, such as in the use of chain cables for great vessels, of stay bolts, of
engine bolts, of mine couplings, car couplings and other railroad equipment, and pipe
for all construction work in which freedom from corrosion and longerlife are the vital
essentials, the old-fashioned bar iron, the product of the puddler, has a place that
is all its own, and one that is far too important to justify the Congress in ignoring the
necessity of according real protection to the thousands of American men and the mil-
lions of American dollars engaged in its production.

Among the mills producing and rolling high-grade iron in this country are the fol-
lowing: Aetna Nut Co., Southington, Conn.; American Horse Shoe Co. 'Philipsburg,
N. J.; Brown & Co. (Inc.), Pittsburgh, Pa.; Burden Iron Co., Troy, . Y.; Ewald
Iron Co., Loutisville, Ky.; Glasgow Iron Co., Harrison Building, Philadelphia, Pa.;
llughes & Patterson, Philadelphia, Pa.; Old Dominion Iron & Steel Corporation
Richmond, Va.; Monongahela Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Penn Iron & Steef
Corporation, Creighton, Pa.; Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Inter-
State Iron & Steel Co., Chicago, Ill.; Reading Iron Co., Reading, Pa.; Rome Iron
Mills, New York City; American Car & Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Champion
lorse Shoe Co., Pawtucket, R. I.; Cincinnati florse Shoe Co., Cleveland, Ohio;
Davis Bros. Rolling 'Mill, Philadelphia, Pa.; East End Puddle Mill, Milton, Pa.;
Milton Manufacturing Co., Milton, Pa.; National Rolling Mill Co., Vincennes, Ind.;
E. T Edwards Columbia, Pa.; Falls 11o low Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio;
Jansen Iron & Steel Co., Columbia. Pa.; Kansas City Bolt & Nut Co., Kansas City,
Mo.; Sellers Manufacturing Co. Chicago, Ill.; St. Louis Screw Co., St. Louis, Mo.;
Texas Rolling Mill Co., Fort Wvorth, Tex.; Ulster Iron Works, Dover, N. J.; Beth-
lehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.; IFort Wayne Rolling Mill Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.;
A. M. Byers Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; floopes & Townsend Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Knox-
ville Iron Co., Knoxville Tenn.; Lockhart Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Logan
Iron & Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; V'nion Rolling Mill Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Scran-
ton Bolt & Nut Co., Scranton, Pa.; Falls Ifollow Staybolt Co. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio;
Ohio Falls Iron Co New Albany, Ind.; hlighland Iron & Steel Co., Terre Hfaute, Ind.

These use the following volume of raw materials and produce results in the wrought-
iron industry alone: Pig iron, 700,000 tons per annum: wrought-iron scrap, 200,000
gross tons per annum; fuel consumption (1920), 2,000,000 gross tons per annum;
number of employees, .35,000 men; volume of production (1920), 800,000 gross tons:
value of product, $45.000,000.

American competition is found not only in the Yorkshire and Staffordshire districts
of England, but Scandinavia is to-day a most formidable competitor, whilb Beigium
and Germany are on the way to meet and undersell the American producers as soon
as their financial affairs are adjusted.

The inconsistency of imposing a duty of lI cents per'pound on a steel bar worth .5
cents and at the same time permitting the foreign maker of a high-grade iron bar of
the same value to ship his product into the United States by paying duty of one-fourth
of 1 cent seems too apparent to require much argument.

The injustice to American labor is further emphasized when it is recalled that while
the steel bar is largely a mechanical product the conversion of pig iron into bar iron
represents a labor cost alone of $24 per ton.

DIFFERENCE IN COST.

Many things contribute to this result: In the United States all iron-mill employees
are males, with minimum age limits in many States. Again, while all employees are
not members of labor unions, their hours of labor, working conditions, wages, etc., are
fixed by the unions.

As a consequence, without sufficient protection against imports from abroad it will
be impossible to insure anything like steady employment in our American mills.

The propriety of imposing an adequate duty from the standpoint of American
interests generally is further emphasized by the fact that all the materials involved in
the manufacture of American bar iron are produced in this country, such as iron ore.
pig iron, limestone, fire brick for furnaces, mill supplies, fuel, etc., the cost of all of
which is greater than European costs. And to all these items must be added the
burden of American transportation rates and the long hauls involved as compared with
the lower rates and shorter hauls of Europe.

That European production is not made merely for home consumption is illustrated
by the fact that as far back as 1917 Sweden alone produced 117 000 tons of wrought
iron, most of which the Swedish Chamber of Commerce published was for export.
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FORDNEY BIL REDUCES TARIFF.

Approaching the subject from another standpoint, the proposed rate must attract
attention.

The Fordney bill, an avowed protective measure, actually reduces the tariff on bar
iron below the rates provided in the Underwood bill, which approached free trade as
nearly as its sponsors dared to do in keeping with their own polcy.

The Underwood tariff on bar iron is 5 per cent ad valoren.
The Fordney bill rate is one-fourth cent per pound. Automatically this provides

a duty of 25 per cent on bars worth 1 cent per pound and only 5 per cent on bars
having a value of 5 cents per pound, while the higher-priced iron wou id have even less
protection than the Underwood bill. In fact, the flat tariff rate on bar iron irrespect-
iWe of values, is not only unfair to the American producer, but fails completely asa
protective measure.

Contrasting the above figures with the new rates applied on all steel by whatever
process made, in which the minimum duty is 20 per cent, and on some prices rising as
high as 30 per cent, the contrast in the tariff and the injustice to the iron industry
must be manifest.

In support of this contention we believe it only necessary to point to the present
duties imposed by Canada on stay bolt and engine bolt iron bars, which is as follows:
On bars imported from England 71 per cent ad valorem and 4 per cent excise tax; on
bars imported from the United States 121 per cent ad valorem and 4 per cent excise tax.

ADMINISTRATIVE DANGERS.

Finally, we direct attention to the fact that, wholly aside from the matter of pro-
tection to the industry, the administrative difficulties of the bill will be seriously
multiplied if the present difference in schedules between steel and iron becomes
permanent law.

Widespread advertisements are now current of ingot iron in the United States,
which term is one commonly used by foreign producers, and as they could very easily
ship "ingot iron," which is really steel, into this country under the term to which
they themselves are accustomed, it would require additional care and methods of
scrutiny that would seriously multiply the difficulties of the customs officers , and,
probably, in many cases work hardship to the Government in the failure to impose
and collect the duties prescribed for steel bars.

The efforts of the Congress to render as simple and effective as possible the admin-
istrative features of the present tariff bill is commendable, and it is for the purpose of
aiding in this that we direct attention to this feature.

It would require a laboratory test to detect the difference between iron and steel
bars on th, (locks of this country.

The simuile, effective, and just remedy is the imposition of like tariffs on bars of
like value.

Committee, Eastern Bar Iron Manufacturers: Frank E. Richardson, Frank G.
Kennedy, jr., Juhn Mulligan, Robert Forrest, James Neale, Felton Bent, L. E.
Thomas, C. F. Neiman.

Western Bar Iron Association: James II. Nutt, Secretary.

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERIES.

[Paragraph 320.]

BRIEF OF MANUFAOTURERS OF ELEOTRIO STORAGE BATTERIES.

1. Under Title I, Schedule 3-Metals and manufactures of, paragraph 320, page 30,
lines 19 to 22, inclusive, in the tariff bill (I1. R. 7456) introduced at the first session of
the 67th Congress, June 29, 1921, appears the following paragraph:

"Electric storage batteries and parts thereof, storage battery plates and storage
batter plate material, wholly or partly manufactured, all the foregoing not specially
provided'for, 30 per centum ad valorem."

2. Itisreepectfully represented that a tariff of 30 per cent is not sufficient to equalize
the cost of foreign manufacture of storage batteries with domestic manufacture.

3. Electric storage batteries have been nonenumerated articles under previous
tariff laws. They 'were dutiable under paragraph 193 of the tariff act of 1897 as
"articles or wares" composed of lead, at 45 per cent ad valorem, were dutiable at the
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same rate under paragraph 199, Schedule C, of the tariff act of 1909 and under a similar
paragraph at 20 per cent ad valorem under paragraph 167, Schedule C of the act of 1913.

4. Pig lead constituting the major element of material cost in electric storage
batteries is protected by a tariff of nearly 50 per cent, and a tariff of 30 per cent on
electric storage batteries is, therefore, ihadequate to properly equalize the cost of
foreign and domestic manufacture. It is respectfully represented the tariff on this
commodity should be 40 per cent to be appropriately compensatory.

5. Lead and lead oxide constitute over 98 per cent of a storage battery plate. Pig
lead for the 14 consecutive years prior to the World War averaged 3.17 cents per pound
in Europe, while for the same period the United States price averaged 4.54 cents per
pound, or 43 per cent higher in the United States than in Europe. Lead oxide,
having a greater labor content, runs at least 48 per cent higher in the United States
than in Europe.

6. The new tariff bill in the same schedule as that covering electric storage batteries
provides a duty on lead (par. 389) of 21 cents per pound and in paragraph 388 of IJ
cents per pound on the lead content of lead-bearing ores. Lead in the form of massive
bus bars, heavy Plante grid equivalent in weight to a pig of lead, and of other electric
storage batter)' parts may thus be imported at 30 per cent ad valorem and for lower
duty costs than provided for pig lead.

7. The labor content averages 25 per cent of the cost of manufacture of storage
batteries. In the manufacture of auto-starting battery plates the labor content is as
high as 40 per cent. The auto-starting battery business totals approximately two-
thirds the entire storage battery business ($101,000,000).

8. Assuming only 2.5 per cent labor content, the application of 30 per cent duty
would be as follows:

United i
States. Germany. Japan.

Material ............................................... i7. .111....
Labor ............................................................ 100 62 612

30 per cent mnerchandising...........................................300 ,s , 16
Total ........................................................ 1,3001 612 796

30 per cent United States valuation ................................................. 3M 390

Total.......... .............................................. 1,203 I

170 per cent of United States. 8 40 per cent of United Stales.
3 73 per cent of United lnates. '20 per cent of U'ited Slates.

The above calculations for Germany and Japan are based on prewar prices and wages.
Geiman labor costs at present are less than one-half the labor cotts shown above.

9. At a duty of 40 per cent on the United States valuation columns 2 and 3 become,
respectively, $1,333 and $1.316.

10. 'he number of employees engaged in the United statess iii the manufacture
of storage batteries and parts and material for sme is estimated at 37,500 (1920).

11. The total yearly business of the storage battery industry is estimated at
$151,000,COO (1920).

12. In the early part of 1914, just prior to the World W\ar, the Gotfried lagen (o.,
of Kalk, Germany. exported about 100,000 plates to the United States, and were
undoubtedly only stopped from exporting many times that numlier by the World
War. Shortly after Director Dr. Sieg. head of the Gotfried lagen Co., came to the
United State's to personally push and extend their battery exports to the United
States, but owing to the war returned at once to Germany.

13. The Japanese have their own freight steamers with low freight rates as com-
pared to rail rates for east of Mississipili to Pacific coast. California, with its 5(;8,892
cars, is the fourth largest user of motor cars in the United States, with consequent
large demand for starting storage batteries, Washington and Oregon, with their
277,710 cars, are also large users of batteries that can be made in Japan.

g14. leinning with the year 1912 the adoption of electric storage batteries for the
electric starting and lighting of gasoline-driven automobiles, has been greatly extended.
It is now estimated starting and lighting batteries were supplied for motor cars in 1920
t6 a value of over $100,000,000. Complete storage batteries of the type used for the
electric starting of gasoline automobiles are now being made in Japan. Plates also for
the manufacture of these batteries can readily be shipped either front Japan or
Germany.
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15. Adequate protection for electric storage battery industry in the United States
is desirable from a military standpoint. All of the submarine vessels of the United
States Navy are propelled under water by electric storage batteries produced in the
United States, and electric storage batteries were used extensively by the United
States Army and Navy in the late war in numerous applications and uses of electric
power that could not imve been otherwise accomplished.

16. It is, therefore respectfully requested that paragraph 320 afove mentioned,
be modified to provide for a tariff of not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.

Signed by: U. S. Light& Heat Corporation R. I., NanNest, -ice president, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.; Electric Storage Battery Co., flerbert Lloyd, president, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Willard Storage Battery Co., I. C. Nosberg, vice president, Cleveland, Ohio;
Vesta Battery Corporation, Ward S. Perry, president, Chica o, Ill.; Westinghouse
Union Battery Co., T. It. Cook, vice president, Pittsburg, Pa.; Edison Storage Battery
Co., Frank 1). Fagan, vice president, Orange, N. J.; Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co., Edmund Davis, president, Philadelphia, Pa.: Gould Storage Battery Co., Win.
S. Gould, vice president, New York, N. Y.; Prest-O-Lite Co. (Inc.), S. P. Delano,
vice president, New York, N. Y.

ALUMINUM WARE.
(Paragraph 339.1

STATEMENT OF P. W. RAMSEY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, REPRESENTING
TARIFF COMMITTEE OF ALUMINUM WARE MANUFACTURERS.

Mr. RAMSEY. I represent the group that Mr. Vits and Mr. larri-
son, manufacturers of aluminum ware, are in.

Senator McCuMmtII. You speak for that group?
Mr. IRAMSEY. Yes, sir; and the Cleveland Metal Products Co., of

Cleveland.
I am here, gentlemen, on behalf of the Tariff Committee of Alumi-

num Ware Manufacturers, to add a statement to the statements previ-
ously filed in support of a higher rate of duty than that indicated in
the ftouse bill. The tariff committee of aliuminum-ware manufac-
turers has submitted to the Finance Committee of the Senate a brief
and supplement thereto supporting an appeal for an ad valorem
duty of 45 per cent plus 15 cents per pound specific as applied to
aluminum ware, based on the American valuation.

In the hearing granted this committee on August 23 last, one of
the members of this Finance Committee called our attention to the
fact that 45 per cent ad valorem duty based on foreign valuation had
afforded the industry sufficient protection before the war, and stig-
gested that 45 per cent ad valorem based on American valuation for
the new program should be sufficient. Acting upon this suggestion
the committee has been endeavoring through further study and in-
vestigation to justify the withdrawal of its appeal for 15 cents per
pound specific in addition to the 45 per cent ad valorem, and this
further study has brought us to the conclusion that the industry can,
with careful management, taking advantage of all possible improve-
ments in manufacturing processes, and of reducing labor and ma-
terial costs, get along with 45 per cent ad valorem without any addi-
tional specific.

Senator JoN'E-s. May I ask how much ad valorem would bo 15 per
cent specific?

Mr. RAMSEY. Substantially 10 per cent ad valorem. So if that
had been granted it would have been equivalent to a total of 55 per
cent ad valorem.
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Senator SmooT. On American valuation?
Mr. RAMSEY. Yes. The investigation of our aluminum-ware tariff

committee, as just concluded, makes perfectly certain that the mini-
mum requirement of this industry is 45 per cent ad valorem, based
on American valuation.

Our figures, based on actual instances of consignments of foreign
aluminum received and sold in the United States during the past
year and bona fide quotations recently made by German exporters,
evidence the need of protection in amount ranging from 37 per cent
ad valorem in the lowest instance to 82 per cent ad valorem in the
highest, American valuation. We are convinced that the average
need is in the neighborhood of 50 per cent. We will submit exhibits
which support this contention.

If the basis is to be foreign valuation, these same examples show
a requirement in ad valorem duty based on foreign valuation rang-
ing from 73 per cent in the lowest instance to 667 per cent in the
highest, which proves conclusively the necessity in this industry of
American valuation for ad valorem duties. It would seem practically
impossible to arrive at a fixed ad valorem rate based on foreign val-
uations on account of the enormous variations.

These tremendous discrepancies are due, of course, to the fact that
the examples shown in our exhibits were compiled over a period of
the last few months during which fluctuations in the value of the
German mark have been most erratic.

We have considered the propriety of our attempting to state what.
ad valorem duty we would need if foreign valuation is to come, but
find it is impossible to do so because a statement made to-day on the
present value of the mark would be worthless to-morrow.

We shall be glad to give the Finance Committee our best estimate
of what the rate ought to be, based on foreign valuation if the com-
mittee will suggest under what conditions and under wiat plan the
foreign valuation scheme will be made operative.

In requesting 45 per cent ad valorem on American valuation we
are simply asking for the restoration of the rate of duty which ob-
tained from 1883 to 1913. Under the act of 1913 the rate of duty
was reduced to 25 per cent on cooking utensils and hollow ware and
20 per cent on other articles composed of aluminum. This resulted,
in the one year that elapsed before the war interrupted imports, in
the doubling of the volume imported. If the war had not inter-
rupted importation the low rate of tariff would, in the judgment of
the aluminum ware committee, have resulted in the annihilation of
the aluminum ware industry in the United States.

And I may say that our aluminum-ware market is the United
States; we have no market except our own home--domestic markets.
The exportations of this line of ware, prewar and since the war, are
practically nil.

We believe that anything less than 45 per cent ad valorem on
American valuation as the future program will result in the rapid
retrogression of this important American industry.

It has been claimed by opponents of the tariff on this commodity
that the entire aluminum-ware industry of the country is under the
control of the Aluminum Co. of America. This claim is with-
out foundation. There are 34 aluminum-ware concerns supporting

T - I
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this appeal, only two of which are in any manner affiliated with the
Aluminum Co. of America. These two are Aluminum Cooking
Utensil Co., which is owned by the Aluminum Co. of America, and
the Aluminum Goods Manufacturing Co., in which the Aluminum
Co. of America have a minority stock interest; the remaining 32
concerns are entirely independent of the Aluminum Co. of America
and of each other and represent. the majority of the production of
this commodity in the United States.

The ability of the European manufacturer to achieve a lower cost
in labor and raw material as applied to commodities made of sheet
metal is notorious and applies with peculiar force to the alumi-
num-ware business, with respect to which the German manufacturer
in particular is potentially able to greatly undersell the American
producer in the American market.

We reiterate that anything less than 45 per cent ad valorem on
American valuation wifl bring disaster upon this industry.

There has come to us-to my concern in particular-the Cleveland
Metal Products Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, who manufacture a high
grade of aluminum ware, in the last three days bona tide quotations
from German exporters of aluminum ware which show the necessity
for at least 60 per cent ad valorem on American valuation, and I
have here two samples that I just,want in a second to show you,
that indicate how potential this competition is and how certain it is
to annihilate this industry in the United States if adequate protec-
tion is not given. [Exhibiting two aluminum coffee pots to the com
mittee.] Here are two vessels [indicating] which are exactly the
same, as to gauge of metal, varying just slightly as to shape. They
are identical/as to capacity. The one I am showing you here [illus-
trating] is of German make. This f indicating] is our utensil, which
competes in this market with this German article. i'le only differ-
ences that can be noted are slight differences in the size of the wooden
trimmings, which, perhaps, constitute a cent's difference on the
article. This article, laid (town outside the port of New York;
that is, ex-duty, all other charges 1)aid, is quoted by cable confirma-
tion on the th of January at 61 cents. This [indicating] article,
made in Cleveland, Ohio, sells at the lowest jobbing price, inclusive
of not more than 15 per cent profit, t9 tbe manufacturer at $2 in the
city of New Y ork to the largest department-store trade in quantity
lots, carloads.

The spread of 0 cents and $2 represent the difference of $1.40,
which would require 70 per cent :ud valorem duty on the American
valuation to make these articles equal in competition in the port of
New York.

That is an example that we can repeat many, many times.
The instance that I quoted, indicating a need of 82 per cent ad

valorem on American valuation and which figure runs to G67 per cent
ad valorem, based on foreign valuation, is teuken from the report of the
Tariff Commission just published, on depreciated exchange and inter-
national trade. On page 52 of this article I would call your attention
to the comparisons made by the Tfariff Commission between a con-
signment of G(erman aluminum ware arriving here in April of 1921
and the equivalent items as produced by American manufacturers,
and on the basis of this figuration 82 per cent is indicated.
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We believe that your examination of these facts will fully support
our claim that 45 per cent ad valorem is the lowest duty this industry
can get along with.

Senator JONXES. Is there an export duty on the German product ?
Mr. RAMSEY. None, except the 15 per cent general export fee being

assessed on exports to this country. There is none excepting that
tinder the reparations settlement.

Senator JoESms. Does that apply to all ,ommodities?
Mr. RAMSEY. I am not certain.
Senator S.aom. Do you want the same rate on wire as you do on

wares?
Mr. RAMSEY. No, sir; we are not interested in wire. Wire is our

raw material. We are interested in it, of course, but it is not our
manufacture.

Senator S.100. Who did Mr. Zeigler represent?
Mr. RAMSEYM. Mr. Zeigler represents this same committee. lie is

chairman of the committee, but is unable to be present on this
occasion.

Senator S.rool'. He was present and testified on the same thing. and
he wanted exactly what you want?

Mr. RAIMSE. No; he was asking for 45 per cent plus 15 per cent
per pound specific, which latter item we are now relinquishing and
asking for 45 ad valorem, based on Akmerican valuation, because of
these further investigations, Senator Sinoot, which we have made.

Senator JONES. Could you not change your request from ad valorein
to a specific duty?

Mr. RAMsEY. Yes; 30 er cent ad valorem, which is the identical
aniount indicated in the bill for vitreous enamel steel utensils, which
compete potentially in this country with aluminum ware, and 15
cents a pound specific would cover tie same ground.

Senator Jo.,q. Could you not put the whole duty into a specific .
dutvI

Senator McCu.tn:n. How would you upon different articles?
Might not some cost 10 times as much as those and some one-
tenth-

Senator JoNE-s .(interposing). I was asking him. I think lie is
capable of answering.

Mr. RAMSFY. Senator, that is the answer. There are great varia-
tions with lvspect to labor cGt in different articles. Some articles
of great simplicity, with very low labor costs. and others have a very
high labor cost. ' *

Senator SriooT. Is that price of $2 retail or wholesale?
Mr. RAM1SEY. It is the wholesale price in carload lots to the largest

department.store buyers in New York on this article as we produce
it in Cleveland.

Senator SMiOOT. The American coffeepot you have shown us looks
like a very much better piece of ware.

Mr. RAMSEISY. It is simply the amount of luster; I did not polish the
German pot. I think the shape of our pot is better, but the amount of
labor on those two utensils is identical; the weight of metal in each is
identical. This [imrlicating German utensils] has a lower luster. due
to the fact that we have been handling it four months. I brought these
samples out of Germany in May of t lis year.

5328
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Senator Sbioor. What does the labor cost on the American product
includeI

Mr. RAbS!Y. The labor cost, inclusive of administrative salaries
and all that..

Senator SbtooT. All the labor costs?
Mr. RAMSEY. You mean the productive labor only?
Senator SMor. Just the labor.
Mr. RAMSnY. The productive labor on this pot will be in the neigh-

borhood of 80 cents. The remaining labor charges and salary charges
would run it up to about $1. Therefore, of the selling price, $1 of it
represents labor costs.

Senator SfooT. So you want duty enough to cover all of the labor
and all administrative costs with the exception of 10 cents?

Mr. RAMSEY. I want duty enough, sir-
Senator Swboor (interposing). That means all the labor costs and

the administrative cost with th e exception of the 10 cents.
(Mr. Ramsey submitted the following data:)

Comparison of 6'crman and Aicrican afuninu& utensil costs.

Wa. S. Iu*ot. facob Lowen- Tariff 9 uota-W o s - tton |o Block stein & Comm i tion to
ureha.e ICan Job- O(nc.) Becht slon com- Butler

Urnha o, tttrehose quotation parsonFE~xhlbit lbli oa e Bros.

A). (Ex Ecb (Exhibit (Exhlblt (Exhibit
.t C). D). E). F).

Cps a Gt npot ........... M,% 638.31 831.07 82.6? ..... .. .32
Transportation, etc., but noduty ......... 43.00 9.0 7. 7 .78 ..3

Cost f. o. b. New York, excepting
duty .......c...uens ............... 8.5 4&39 R .4 & 43 4.66 2.O

Cost of American utensis ................. 615. 00 71.83 4.05 8. 59 23.41 & 25
Protection needed ................... 244.24 8 4 53. 21 5.1 20.75 & 3

Per cen r en. Perten. Per ten. Per cent.I Per cef.
Protection needed on American valw tlon. 39.7 38.8 5& 7 60 81.6 63Protection needed on foreirn raluation .... 74. 6 72.8 177 193 667 1 1"

EXIIIBIT A.

Quotation to It'. Kossoraky, .Vew York, byl Fletchcr lardwarc Co. (Ltd.),
Birmingham, England, Oct. 26, 1921.

[Order No. 21. S. 8. Ipswich.)
Marks.

F 1I 470/85-100 sets 14-20 cm. aluminum Berlin pots ------------ 20, 550.00
(K) Less 20 per cent ------------------------------------ 5,310.00

21,240.00
932 Insurance, 24,000 marks, at I per cent----------------240

Insurance, 8,000 marks, at I per cent -------- - ...-----. ._ 40
- 280.00

21,520.00
hamburg commission, 21 per cent ----------------------------- 538.00

22,058.00

81527-22-misc-18
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'22,068 marks, at $1.85 per hundred marks ------------------------- $297. 78
10 per cent additional for us ------------------------------------- 29.78

Cost at German port -------------------------------------- 327.56

Customhouse entry ---------------------------------------- $3.50
War tax -------------------------------------------------- 1.00
Freight -------------------------------------------------- 38.50
Duty at 25 per cent -------------------------------- 52.80

95.80

423.30

Landed cost per set, $4.24. E/54. 476, 478, 480, 482, 484, each 20 sets pots;
477, 479, 481, 483, 485, each 20 sets covers.

EXIIBir B.

Quotation to Manhattan Jobbing Co., New York City.

I Prices f. o. b. New York, duty paid. Based on W0 maks to$.

Gauge. German AmericanGag.utensils utensils.

•Polisbed outside, lined Inside: Per dozen. Petr ezen,
6-quart preserving kettle .............................................. is 17.25 S9.30
2-quart double butler ................................................ 20 7.65 12.00
S•quart teakettle ..................................................... 18 10.52 16. 2
2--uat coffeepot ..................................................... . 18 9.00 9.30l-uar t (6 cup) percolator....................... 20 8KOO 7.80
i'-quart Individual teapot, wire bal............................... 20 7.42 12.00
3-quart lipped saucepan .............................................. 18 4.62 5.23

Total .............................................................. 54.46 71.85

Cost at German port, $36.31, figuring 50 per cent covers everything to deliver in New York.

OnBmrr C.

Purchase &f Oernian aluminum utefsil#, Jobbing prices, by Jacob Block (Inc.),
New York City.

German American
utensils utensils
f.o.b. f.o.b.
New New

York, York.

!Per dozen. Perdozrn.
2-quazt m ilk kettle .................................................................. 12.72 66.30
I-jnch colander .................................................................... 3.72 7.80

21-qu tt double boiler .............................................................. 7.08 13.50
6 uhrt teaketile ........................................................ 8.04 14.403-quatt convex sauce pot ................................................ 3.96 8.10

quart convex sauce pot .............................. 5.64 12.00
2-qua.rt teapot ...................................................... . 5 .88 12.30
3-quat teapot ......................................................... 7.32 1.20
lIluat soup strainer .................................................. 2.25 3.45

Total .......................................................................... 46. 1 94.05

Cost at German port, 131.07; cost f. o. b. New York, exclusive of duty, 838.84.

p 1
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EXHIBIT D.

Loo GASOIL, Cleveland, Ohio: BERLIN, January 7,1922.

Teakettle, 90 cents; dairy pans, 23; coffeepot, 42; saucepan, 25; rice boiler,
57; loco factory delivery, three-month small reductions possible; cable.

REmENZEN.

Lolcenstein d Hecht quotation of Jan. 7, 192Z, to the Cleveland Metal Products
Co. on aluminum cooking utensils.

Cost atGerman Cost Depart-
port f.o. b. ment

Cost at ncluding New store
Utenstil. German packing, Yorkfactory. c exclu. laddin,

don, and sive of Jan. 7,
iur- duty. 192.

anCe.

No. 41P, 6-quart teake!tle ..................................... 0.9o $1.015 $1.30 $3.16
No. 376, 3uart datry pa ................................... .. .23 .2 .334 .87
No. 24,5P u.quart coffeepot ..................................... .42 .474 .607 2.00
No. 413, I-quart lip saucepan ............ 25 .282 .361 .73
No. 423A, 2-quart double boiler ........... 57 .643 .824 1.83

Total ..................................................... 2.371 2.674 3.426 8.59

EXHIBIT E.

Tariff Commission comparison of cost of German and American aluminum*
utensils.

German Price ofPice ofInv~e !Ameicanice, AmericanAmerican'eceexclusive utenils.Iv
of duty. utensils. of duty. utensils.

Teakettles ................... K4$3 6 20-centimeter lipped preserv- $
Do ....................... .376 3 90 ing kettles ............. 10.553 51.74
Do ....................... .40 4.23 22-centimeter fry pans ........ .228 1.202-quartcoffeopots......... ...... ,9 2.50 l-centimeterstew pans ....... .415 1.17

I8-centimeter Berlin ettle.. .36 1 42 12-centimeter teapots ...........594 2.61
20-centmeter Berlin kettles..., .433 1. 7
20-centimeter lipped preserv- Total .................. 4. 4 25.41

ing kettles .................., .23 1.08

ExInBIT F.

Comparison of cost of German and Antcrican standard salt and pepper shakes.

Quotation: 24.20 marks per dozen single f. o. b. New York.
At 5 cents, mark=$1.21 per dozen single, $2.00 per gross double; transporta,

tlon, 58 cents per gross double; cost at German port, $2.32.

No. 438.
SEvrTEMIER 10, 1021.

FRIEND GREENE: We are In recliot of your letter, No. 474. late the 15th
ultimo, amnd we are sending you by this mail, as sample no value, a sample of
the aluminum salt ant] pepper to compare with T. 3122. The price of this
item, which has been submitted by Vottiner & Geisaler, Lelpsig, is 24.20 marks
per dozen, packed as catalgu(d.

One hundred gross of this Item can be delivered within four weeks from date
of order, so if you find the above price suitable and the quality up to your
present item, kindly cable at once so that we can obtain prompt delivery.
This should enable you to sell the Item lower than your present price, or at all
events, allow you an increased profit.

Yours, truly,
PAUL SciiuTr, Meran.
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Comparison of jordgn invoice prices tith Amcrican quotations.

Foreign In voice
; prices. A p r 11,

1921.A United
Unit of Statesqunity,~ price.Artileeanddecription. Country. quantity,.nokui price. pr,

Invoice unit price.' ApJ12
1.

__ 1914 ~1921

ALUMINUM WARE.
Aiuminumteaspoons ........................ Germany. Gross.. $1.49 3 ..........

Do ............................... .. do .do. 1.55 1.515.
Desert spoons............................do. do . 2.102 2.0 .....
Tablespoons ......................................... do.. do. 3.09 2.....

Do ...................................... ... do.2.423 2.214....
Bastang spoons............................do. Doten.............. ..........

Do ........ ......................... do...do.............. ...........
Forks ................................... do. . os. 2.327 3.1........

Do .......................................... do ...... do. .. 3. ........
Teakettles ....................................... do ...... 8..9 .413 5339

Po........ .......................... do.. do . 49 .376 3.9W
eo .......................................... do do........098 .405 4.23

Skm ers ........................................ do .do........079 .93 ........
Do ......................................... ... do .. do................ . ..........

Water kettles:
2cimn. ......................................... do .. do...... .525....
22 ........................................... do do...... .641 .619 .
24cm. ....................................... .. o ...... do........22 .52 .

Coffee pots: I
1I quarts .................................... .do ...... ... do ...... 31 .435
2 qurts ............................. o .do........ . 2.o

Convex s3ucepmns, with covers, 0 cm ........... do.. ............. 8.....7
Lipped saucepans, with covers. 20cm .......... do. ........ . .......... .. 53
Berun saucepans, with covers, 24 cm ........... do...do..... .1.......... 2.2-5
Convex saucepans, with covers, 22 em ........ do ... do. ..do........ ....... .8:g.
Berlin kettles (1914): d

18cm ................................ do. ....... ...o .o ..5 1.42
20em ........................................... do . do ....... .420 .4.33 1.87
24 cm ........................................... do. .do ....... .521 .63S.
25 cm ........................................... do. .do ....... .637 72 ..........

Rice boilers:
14 cm ............................... do ........ do ...... 4,3 .467 .........
18cm ............................... do.. do....... W.3 .707.

ijpped preserving kettles:
2Dcm ......................................... o.. do.. do ...... ... ...215 1.0
24cm .......................................... do...... .. do ....... 3.3 :4,.
26em ........................................... do.. do. . .3

Frying pans:
20 cm ........................................ 2.. do ...... . .do .... 227 .199 .........
22 cm .......................................... do ...... .. do ... . . 277 .228 1.21)
24 cm .......................................... do ...... . .do ...... . 327 2&5 .........

Milk cans: I
1llter ........................................ do.......d. .........2W12 liters ............................ .do. do.........Outside polished, Sunray flnLh:d
Stew pans, 18cm i............................ ... do ... .......... .415 1.17
Rice boilers, IS cm ..................... do. do............... . .15 ..........
Milk boilers, 18 cm ................... ... do ... .. do ... .........................
Coffee jugs, 16 em .................... .do. do....... .......... ....
Frying pans,21cm .................... do. o ................. ..........
L des, ............................ d.. ... .. do ................ . ..........
D3 rimmers, 10em ............................ .. do.... .. do .................. . W ..........
Dinner ct rrlers, lItem .......................... do ... .. do ................. .449 ..........
Kettles, 22 cm .................................. do. .do ................ . 0 .... 61Teapots, 12 em .............................. ... do .... .. .. do ....... .......... ' .. i "2.6i
Tea strainers ................................. ...do . do ................ . 13 ..........

Aluminum:
Sbeets--

273 pounds ............................... . do. Pound ............... .28. .......
100 pounds .............................. ... do. do............... . .

Coiled sbeet, .......................... d.d...do ........... 26
Boft aluminum sheets, 18 B. & S. gauge:

590.5 by 295.27,102 mm .................. do ...... do ....... ....................
171 by 22 inches .................... ...do... ... do ....... >27 ....................

Sheets, 1 by meters ..... .................... ... do. .. ... do ....... 291 .....................
,, Aluminum sheets and plates: i

6 by2feet, ISgauge ................... England.. ..do ....... ......... .
6 by 2 feet, 20 gauge .................. ... do ... ... do ................ . U% ..........
6 by 2 feet, 2 Rauge ................ .do. do....... .2. ..........
12 by 3 feet, 1 gauge .................... do... ... do ....... -341 .........
12 by 4 feet, 16 gauge ................. do. do....... ......... .343.

I Tabulated from United States cuitoms records.
I Converted at rate of exchange given on invoice.
I Wholesle price quoted by an American manufacturer.
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'UMBRELLA FRAMES.

[Paragraph 342.]

STATEMENT OF GEORGE K. GARRETT, REPRESENTING THE NA-
TIONAL UMBRELLA FRAME CO., PHILADELPHIA AND NEW
YORK.
We urgently request on behalf of ourselves and all other manufacturers of umbrella

and parasol rbs and stretchers and frames and umbrella tubes in the United States
that the following paragraph embyodyng a compound duty on this merchandise be
substituted for paragraph 342 of Schedule 3 of If. R. 7456: '

"PAR. 342. Umbrela and parasol ribs and, stretchers tomposed in chief value of
metal 50 cents per hundred ribs and stretchers and 35 per centum ad valorem;
umbrellas and parasol frames, or skeleton frames, 70 cents per hundred ribs and
stretchers and 35 per centum ad valorem; if with handles and sticks, such handles
and sticks shall be dutiable as if imported separately; on tubes for umbrellas, com-
posed in chief value of metal, wholly or partly finished, $3 per hundred and 20 per
centum ad valorem."

Our reason for requesting these changes is that the proposed duty of 35 per cent,
even under American valuation, will be wholly inadequate to furmsh protection to
American manufacturers as disclosed by the following facts:

First. The present average domestic market price-of a complete umbrella frame
is $3.12 per dozen for the standard size which is 25-inch, and during the latter part
of the past year offers have been made by foreign manufacturers to deliver the same
merchandise in this country duty paid at something under $2 per dozen, which is
shown by the attached copy of a quotation to American consumers marked "Exhibit
No. 1," together with copies of quotations named on the same date by the same manu-
facturers to consumers in Great Britain which figure from 50 to 60 per cent higher.
than their quotations to American consumers.

These facts indicate that under any other than a compound duty a serious influx
of foreign-made umbrella hardware is imminent, and that it would be impossible to
compete with foreign manufacturers, who would be able to lay down their complete
product at prices so far below what the articles could be produced for here that the
industry would be ruined.

Second. A compound rate is much preferable in the interests alike of protection,
revenue, and aiministration and would place the domestic manufacturer on a com-
petitive basis.

Third. In the manufacturing cost of these articles between 60 per cent and 70 per
cent goes to labor.

A comparison of rates of labor made from personal observation previous to the war
showed that operatives employed in the industry in England, Germany, and France
earn only from 25 per cent to 35 pcr cent of the wages paid for the identical work in
the United States.

Fourth. The industry is a comparatively small one and must in order to continue
be properly protected, and this can be better accomplished by compound rates of
duty in which the ad valorem feature is sufficiently small not to invite undervaluation.

Fifth. There are at present engaged in the manufacture of the different items of
the industry not less than 10 different plants, involving an investment of several
million dollars.

Should any further information be required, it can be immediately obtained from
our New York representative, .r. Oscar!. Meyer, of 60 East Tenth Street, New York
City, who is familiar with all details and whose services are at your command.

EXIT 1.

Copy of letter from American representatives of Bremshey & Co., Ohlige, Germany
under date of September 24, 1921, addressed to domestic consumers of umbrella and
parasol frames and umbrella and parasol ribs and stretchers, with price list dated
September 16 attached.

Please refcr to quotation on ordinary paragon, black runner, 5-notch, 7-mm. brown
rod, 5 black cap, at 126.55 M. SE PTEMBER 24, 1921.

DEAR SF.S: Your favorof the 22d instant to hand. I have sold to several umbrella-
manufacturing firms in New York considerable quantities, a good many thousands of
dozens already, of which the first shipments, according to cables received, are traveling

W 
I
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between Hamburg and Now York, but all is sold without customs in mark. BremAhey
& Co. are not disposed to stock goods on this side or pay the freight to Now York and the
customs duties here.

For delivery my firm requires at present three to four weeks' time, therefore ship.
ments will take six to eight weeks of the date when I get your order until the goods will
be in New York.

As much as I Am told, the now tariff bill will not get into force before the end of
December, consequently there is still plenty of time left for delivery of several tlou-
sand dozens, if you only do not wait any longer.

At the present low value of the mark the advantage in buying our goods is enormous,
and the duty, which is charged of the mark amount of the invoice, 35 per cent at the
day's exchange is also very low, figured out in dollars.

One firm in Yew York has given a Wdg order with monthly deliveries until next
spring, part of which probably will be cleared at the customhouse to the new customs
tariff.

In securing the approximate amount of your purchases in Germany at a German
bank just now, you certainly will have secured a sufficient advantage in comparison
with the domestic manufacturer's prices.

Awaiting your further news, I am, dear sirs,
Yours, very truly, . . A

SEPTEMBER 16, 1921.
Offer from Bremshey & Co., Ohlige.
Terms: Delivery, by check without discount against delivery by freight documents,

bill of lading, and invoices at a German bank (Deutche Bank, berlin, preferable), free
Hamburg or Bremen; wooden cases with pitch paper lining.

RIBS, BUNDLE, 90 PIECES.

From eye to eye.

'21-inrh= 2-inrh= 25-Inch= 27-inch-
* 52c. 57cm. 62cm. 67em.

Sol.......................................................... . 47.75 49.00 .51.50 P,5.5Y
Ordinary paragon .............................................. S2.:0 81.0) 89 00 SI WI

.

Adonis ........................................................ 1 91.00 'J6.t0 101.00 Il M
Sup rt 

b 
-......... ........................................... 107.00 109.5) 111.00 lfi.,

it AM .ts- i)oZN.

Solid, ordinary black runner and notch, 7 ribs .................. ..........
7 mam. bro,%n rodl, 5 black (ap, ribs ..................................
Ordinary paragon, -a(k rumner, 5 notch, 7-nin. lroNn irod, 5

black caps:
7 ribs ..........................................................................
8 ribs ................................................................ ... ......

Adonis Hack, bct runner, 5-notch, 7-inc. iroAn rod, 5 11lack( F i s................................................................. ..........
8 ribs ...................................................... ....................

Superb best black runnerand notch, 7-mm. hro n roJ, 5 black
'ribs ..................................... ................ ........... ..........

8 ribs ..................................................... .
With 8-mm. bro A'n rod, plns 1 00, sickeled runner and cod f

end ...................................................... I .1. ..
Watb nickeled runner, screi; cd pegec kI, and (ase ring p|lls .•.•. 1 .

97.9! lOlD)
191.20 10S.20

12i'.55 132.40

1I3.70 151.20
1.55.95 161.95

uI. 95 162. (0)
17 .95

Exninrr 2.

Copy of letter from Bremshey & Co., Oblige. Germany. under date of September
15, 1921, addressed to consumers of umbrella and parasol frames and umbrella and
par-sol ribs and stretchers in Great Britain. with price list dated September 15 at-
tached.

Please refer to quotation on 25-inch fluted frames No. 3126 ordinary japanned
iron runner, etc.

6334

.......... ... °.......

. . . °...........
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OHLIGE, den Sepl&tnbfr 15, 1921.
DEA. Ste: We have daly received your favor of the 13th instant and thanking you

for ybur inquiry we have pleasure in'handing you inclosed our lowest offer. Prices
mentioned therein are meant for 8§ mm. tube, whilst the prices for the same frames
but with 7 mm. tubes are 11 pence l".

As you will Pee from our copy we shall le able to deliver the whole lot within 2 to 3
months, while of course, we can make delivery of a good deal earlier if you should
like it.

Trusting that you will he able to place the order with us we are.
Yours, faithfully,

BREFNSiGEY & Co.

011.10E. GERMANY, ,September 15, 1921.
Offer, London. from Bremshey & Ca.. Ohlige.
Terms: Free house. wooden cases not to be charged. Payment monthly, check

with 5 per cent discount.
Delivery: Two to three months after confirmation,

s, d.

1,000 dozen 251 fluted frames. No. 3426, with ordinary japanned iron runner
50 E and japanned iron notch 100 E. 7 ribs. brown iron tube 81 mm., and caps 14 G

1,000 dozen 251 fluted frames. No. 3126. with ordinary japanned iron runner
50 E, and japanned iron notch, 100 E, 8 ribs, brown iron tube SA mam., and
caps ..................................................................... 15 8

1,000 dozen 271 fluted frames. No. 3426, with ordinary japanned iron runner
.50 E and japanned iron notch 100 R. 7 ribs. brown iron tutie Sm in.. and caps 15 5

1,000 dozen 271 fluted frames. No. 3126. with ordinary japanned iron runner
50 E and japanned iron notch 100 E, 8 ribs. brown iron tubeA mam., and caps. 16 7
No. 3125 the same, but with 7ram. brown iron tube, lId. less.
Deliver% without engagement in case of strike, lack of raw material, or breakdown

of machinery. From the date the goods are shipped abroad no more liability for rust
can be entertained. The right to any other claim regarding the carrying out of the
order and the quality of the'goods delivered ceases eight days after the arrival of the
goods at the place of destination.

METAL SNAP FASTENERS.

IParagraph 3 IS.)

STATEMENT OF WALDES & CO. (INC.), LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

The undersigned is the largeSt manufacturer of snap fasteners in the world, and since
1918 have been established in the United State., our plant being located at Long
Island City, NY. The original factory is located at Prague. Czechoslovakia, which
employs about 4,000 men, while otr Anerican plant now employs from 150 to 200 men.
Both these factories are equipped with up-to-date machinery and each one produces
the same finely finished metal snap fasteners. These fasteners are made either bright
finish or enameled. Our system of manufacturing and the articles themselves are our
own inventions, protected by patents by nearly every country.

In all countries where a tariff exists, with the exception of Great Britain, it is pos-
sible to produce goods cheaper than they can be produced in the United States. The
rates of duty in the different countries are as follows: Belgium, about 75 per cent of
the cost price; Czechoslovakia, about 40 per cent; France, 90 per cent; Italy, ,.0 per
cent; Poland, 300 per cent; Spain, 90 per cent; while in Germany and Austria the
importation is prohibited.

Against all these high tariffs statements were made at a previous hearing before your
committee that the actual duty imposed on importations into this country amounts to
an average of from 25 to 35 per cent, which is far less than the tariffs in foreign countries.

When theme hearings were held in January, 1921, the German mark was from 21 to
3 times higher than to-day, and the exchange rate on money of other countries has -lso
undergone great changes. Even if there were no changes in the rate of exchange
other conditions make the manufacturerof snap fastenersin competition to the German-
made article most difficult and practically impossible to be continued. In the past
year five manufacturers of snap fasteners have gone into bankruptcy, and this condi-
tion shows no sign of improvement so long as the German-made articles are admitted en

II
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present rate of duty. The manufacture of snap fasteners in Germany can be con-
tinued and the importation into this country at cheaper rates than they can be pro-
duced in the United States.

Our concern, the largest and unquestionably the best equipped factory in this
country, can not meet the prices of the imported German article, and the only hope
of the continuation of our business in the United States is that the new tariff duties
will adequately protect the difference in the cost of labor here and the highly skilled
but poorly paid laborer of Germany.

Since 1918 our losses in the manufacture in this country amounts to almost $700,000.
We shall be glad to continue in the business and for certain reasons hope to increase
and extend our business here so that the bulk of the manufacture can be concentrated
in this country. To enable us to do this, the rate of import duty on snap fasteners and
clasps, in our opinion and based upon our experience in manufacturing in this country
and while trying to meet the German competition, should be made at least 60 per cent
ad valorem, not mounted on tape or cardboard, and 65 per cent ad valorem when
mounted on tape or cardboard.

The product of our American factory is mounted on cardboard as a convenience to
the retailer and also to the consumer, because for the first it provides an attractive
style of display in their sale and for the consumer the cardboard is a protection against
the loss or waste of any part of the purchase not immediately used.

The mounting of the fasteners on cardboard is important also to the printing trade
and to the paper manufacturer, because printed directions for the use of the fastener
must show on the cardboard to fully, protect the customer.

In conclusion, we beg to state that there is no German capital whatever employed
in our business. Our American incorporation is composed of Waldes & Co., Prague,
and three Americans. The board of directors is composed of four Americans and two
Czecho-Slovaks. No business, considering the difference in the price of labor here
and abroad, can continue without the protection of a higher tariff, as a losing proposi-
tion will not command capital, and the necesary commercial help to this country is
lost if by maintaining the present or low tariff the business shouldbe closed and the
manufacturer go to another country. .

METAL BUTTONS.

[Paragraph 349.]

STATEMENT OF JAME S TURNER, REPRESENTING UNIVERSAL BUT-
TON FASTENING CO., DETROIT, MICH.

The CHAIRMAN. For the information of the committee, please state
your full name and address.

Mr. TURNER. My name is James Turner, Detroit ,Mich.
I propose to spend mv entire time on a paragraph on which there

has been no hearing at all, and that is paragraph 349, Schedule 3.
We are not Pdissatisfied so far as we are concerned with the other

paragraphs. We are only dissatisfied with paragraph 349.
Senator SMOOT. Trousers buttons?
Mr. TURNER. That is the paragraph that refers to trouser buttons.
I am representing as director and counsel the Universal Button

Fastening Co., of Detroit. I am also speaking for the Patent Button
Co. and te Scovill Manufacturing Co., of Waterbury, Conn., and for
C. Radcliffe & Sons Co., of Newark, N. J. These four concerns manu-
facture all of the so-called patent buttons in this country.. By
"patent buttons" I do not mean a button which is patented. It is
a trade name, such as patent leather.

I can give you an idea of these buttons by a few samples I have
here. [Exhibiting samples of buttons to tle committee.]

They are buttons which are made up of two parts, the button itself
and the fastener. They are clamped together by machinery, and
are so attached to the garments. The machines for attaching range
from a hand press to complete automatic power-driven machinery.
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It will be noted at once that these buttons can be packed and
shipped easily and inexpensively. The American companies have
practically no geographical advantage. Cost of importation is little
handicap to the foreigner.

Those four companies are vitally interested in paragraph 349 of
the tariff bill. After considerable discussion and study- of the ques-
tions involved, they have agreed in asking an amendment to this
paragaph, and they have very defimite reaR-s for their amendment,
which I will endeavor to give.

Paragraph 349 in its present form is as
PAR. 349. Metal trouser buttons, except steel and nickel bar buttc:v, one-twelfth

of I cent per line per gross; steel trouser buttons, one-fourth of 1 cent per line per
gross; buttons of metal, not specially provided for, three-fourths of 1 cent per line per
gross; and in addition thereto, on all of the foregoing, 10 per centum ad valorem;
metal buttons embossed with a design, device, pattern, or lettering, 35 per centuni
ad valorem: Prot-Wed, That the term "line" as used in this paragraph shall mean
the line button measure of one-fortieth of one inch.

It will be noted that this provides for a tariff at different rates per
line for different sorts of metal buttons and in addition a rate ad
valorem. In case any of the committee do not understand what is
meant by a rate per line, I may say that buttons, being very small,
are not measured by the foot or inch, but by the line, a line being
one-fortieth of an inch. For example, that is a 27-line button [holding
up], and this is a 22-lino button.

The proposed amendment is as follows:
PAR. 349. Buttons of metal and part metal, three-fourths of 1 cent per line per

gross; and in addition thereto, 2C per centum ad valorem; metal buttons embosed
with a design, device, pattern, or lettering, 35 per centum ad valorem, or the rate for
plain metal and part metal buttons, whichever is highest: Prorided, That the term"line" as used in this paragraph shall mean the line button measure of one-fortieth of
one inch.

In a word, the purpose of this amendment is to remove the dis-
tinction in rate per line between metal trouser buttons and buttons
of metal not specially provided for and to increase the ad valorem
rate from 10 per cent to 20 per cent.

First, as to removing the distinction between metal trouser buttons
and buttons of metal not specially provided for. The buttons that
I have shown you-

Senator MCLEAN (interposing). What is the difference between a
trouser button anl any other kind of a button?

Mr. TURNER. There really is no difference. The distinction in the
tariff arose some years ago by reason of the fact that a particular
button was brought in from Germany, a very highly polished steel
button, that has not come in for a great many years, and probably
will never come in again; and that is why this word came into the
tariff acts, because they wanted at that tim3 to specifically provide
against a product which we do not have to-day.

The buttons I have shown you were manufactured by the Uni-
versal Fastening & Button Co. [exhibiting buttons to the committee].
They are ordinarily used on overalls, %ut they are also used on
trousers, coats, underwear, and raincoats. During the war they
were used extensively on shelter tents. We believe that a button
similar to these would properly be called an overall button and,
under the proposed law, would pay a duty of three-fourths of 1
cent per line per gross as a button of metal not specially provided
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for. But a foreign importer could call it a trouser button and
claim a duty of one-fourth of I cent per line per gross if it was a
steel button, or one-twelfth of 1 cent per line per gross if it was a
metal button, not a steel or nickel bar button. We do not know
what class it would be put in. There are apparently no customs
decisions on this doubtful point. So we ask that all metal buttons
be treated alike.

The imports on trouser buttons, both of steel and other metal,
since 1908 have been practically negligible, running only a few
hundred (ollars a year, so that no industry in this country' is going
to be affected by ihis duty on these buttons. The imports over a
period of 20 years on buttons have been in the hundreds of dollars,
and they amount to practically nothing.

Senator SMOOT. Then, why are you asking for this increasedduty ?uMr. Tuit-,R. For a particular reason, which I will develop in a

moment. The exact figures are in our brief. For example, in 1909,
thevalueof trouser buttons of other metal imported was 8598; trouser
buttons of steel, $199; metal buttons not specially provided for,
$175,788. It is apparent from the figures that there can be no
American industry which has built up by and is dependent upon the
import of trouser buttons at one-twelftl of a cent or one-fourth of a
cent per line per gross. Tite only imports that have amounted to
anything have been the metal buttons not specially provided for.

Senator SMOOT. What have been your exports?
Mr. Tcn-xmi. Nothing.
The distinction in classification between metal trouser buttons and

metal buttons not specially provided for, I am informed, was originally
put in the tariff 25 years ago to reach a class of highly polished steel
buttons then in great vogue but now practically 'obsolete. The
distinction was abandoned in the tariff act of 1913, which gave
the same rate for all metal buttons.

These, then, are the reasons for our asking that all metal buttons
receive the same line rate of three-fourths of a cent per line per
grdss: First, the difficulty of saying what is a trouser button: second,
the fact that there have been practically no imports of trouser
buttons for the last 25 years, so that no American industry is depend-
ent upon the continuation of the distinction: and, third, because
the distinction was caused by a class of button which no longer
exists, and was abandoned in the present tariff. There seems to
be no real reason now for the distinction.

The button companies also ask that the a(l valorem rate be raised
to 20 per cent. In the tariff acts of 1S97 and 1909 the ad valorem on
metal buttons was 15 per cent in addition to the line rate. The bill,
as now drawn, makes it 10 per ent, which would, in fact, he a reduc-
tion from the rate in these earlier protective tariffs.

Senator SMOOT. And is based on American valuation ?
Mr. TUn.FR. It is.
As is well known to the committee, costs of production inAmerica

have increased enormously since 1897 and 1909, when the rate was
15 per cent. It is, of course, very difficult to get accurate figures
from Germany, but, we have endeavored in our brief to work out a
comparison between labor costs in Germany and in the United States.
The figures from Germany are taken from the Monthly Labor Review,
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gotten out by the United States Department of Labor, and it appears
that in the case of the labor compared, the cost in Germany was some-
thing like one-eleventh of the cost in the United States. This was
before the recent decline af the mark from 1 cent to one-half cent,
and it seems reasonable to suppose that the present labor costs in
Germany are considerably less than one-eleventh of those in the
United States.

Our brief shows the effect of the duty on a button in general demand
and even if the button companies are given the protection that they
ask a German can still undersell them, who can make his buttons for
one-third of their cost in America. When it is considered that our
best information as to labor costs in Germany is that they were one-
eleventh of the costs in America before the recent decline of the mark,
such protection certainly would be reasonable.

There is one other point covered by the proposed amendment;
that is, instead of having the ad valorem for metal buttons embossed
with a design 35 per cent, the amendment has it "35 per cent or the
rate for plain metal or part metal buttons, whichever is highest."
In some cases the duty of three-fourths of I cent per line per gross,
plus 20 per cent ad valorem, which is provided for plain buttons, will
be more than 35 per cent ad valorem. Obviously, an importer could
have the duty reduced by embossing his buttons. This would be
particularly profitable, as the embossed button is the more desirable
article. To prevent such an evasion tie amendment makes the rate
for embossed buttons 35 per cent ad valorem or the rate for plain
metal or part metal buttons, whichever is highest.

Senator McCuMIIIR. Would you desire to secure the same rate of
duty on the old style of button which was attached by needle and
thread if it happens to be a metal button?

Mr. Tui.x',tir. No; we are not interested in that.
Senator 'McCuMInimi. You say "all buttons."
Mr. Tuntxmt. That is true, *but as a matter of fact what we are

particularly interested in is all-metal buttons which are attached by
metal fasteners.

Senator McCuMfBE. But you do not say that.
Mr. TmUiNER. I did not say that because I did not see any reason

for the distinction. I think all the metal buttons should be treated
alike.

Senator MCCUNIMR. That is what I asked you: whether you in-
tended to cover metal buttons that were attached by the old style
needle-and-threacl method.

Mr. TURNEa. I do. They are all covered by the same paragraph,
and the figures that I gave showing practically no imports of " trouier"
buttons included all metal trouser buttons whether sewed on or at-
tached by machinerY. I just want to show you briefly the reason we
are asking, for this duty. Itwould seem in view of the'imports that it
was a silly thing to bother you with putting a duty on abutton which
has never been imported to any great extent into this country. In
11907 the Universal Button Fastening & Button Co.sold theirEuropean
rights to a man named Bremer. They furnished him with complete
sets of specifications and drawings for the machines, and he started
to manufacture buttons on a large scale to supply the European
trade. Before the war broke out he breached his contract with the
button company, and he started to invade the American market

R I IR
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with buttons. The war and legal proceedings interfered with that
performance. However, at that time he was in this country, and he
made the statement in my presence-this was in 1913-that he cguld
cut our prices in two and still make a larger profit than any man in
the button business had ever made in this country.

Senator WATSO.'. Have they done it-have they sent the imports
into this country?

Mr. TURNER. As I say, they started to do this just before the war.
Our present information is *that four companies in Germany are
equipping theniselves to come into this market in a very large way
and to practically control the situation here.

So we are asking for a tariff that will not affect anybody in America
but which will, if what we understand is true, protect the industry in
this country.

It is a large industry; it is a business with a very small margin of
profit in it. These companies are all old companies, and have been
existing 25 years or more, and their earninrs, as shown in my brief,
tire at present small and have been over this entire period.

I have a brief here which I would like to have inserted in the record,
giving detailed facts and figures.

The CIIAISAN. The brie7 will be printed in the record.

BRIEF OF JAMES TURNER, REPRESENTING UNIVERSAL BUTTON FASTENING CO.,
DETROIT. MICH.

The Universal Button Fastening & Button Co., of Detroit, Mich., manufacturers
of metal buttons, in its own behalf and on behalf of the American "patent. button"
industry, presents the following statement in regard to an appropriate tariff on metal
buttons:

DUTY IN PENDING BILL.

Parmgraph 349 of It. R. 7456 is as follows:
"I'n. 349. Metal trouser buttons, except steel and nickel bar buttons, one-twelfth

of I cent per line per gross: steel trouser buttons, one-fourth of I cent per line per
gross: buttons of metal, not specially provided for, three-fourths of 1 cent per line
per gross; and in addition thereto, on all of the foregoing, 10 per centum ad valorem;
metal buttons embossed with a design, device, pattern, or lettering, 3.5 per centunt
ad valorem: Proriuled, That the term 'line' as used in this paragraph shall mean the
line button measure of one-fortieth of 1 inch."

PROPOSED AMENDMENT.

It is urged that paragraph 319 be amended to read as follows:
"PAR. 319. Buttons of metal and part metal, three-fourths of 1 cent per line per

gross; and in addition thereto, 20 per centum ad valorem; metal buttons embossed
with a design, device, pattern, or lettering, 35 per centum ad valorem, or the rate
for plain netal and part metal buttons. whichever is highest: Provided, That the
term 'line' as useu in this paragraph shall mean the line button measure of one-
fortieth of 1 inch."

REASONS FOR TH1E AMENDMENT.

1. There is no logical reason for distinguishing in the tariff between "metal trouser
buttons" and "buttons of metal not specially provided for." The Universal Button
Fastening & Button Co.'s chief button is known as an overall button, and is used
mainly on overalls, but it is also used on trousers, coats, and underwear, and on
raincoats. During the war it was used extensively on shelter tents. The com-
panv is uncertain whether imported buttons similar to those that it produces would
be passed as "metal trouser buttons" or as overall buttons i that is, "buttons of metal
not specially provided for." To do away with the seeming discrimination against
trouser buttons, and to clear up the uncertainty caused by the difficulty of deter-
mining what a trouser button is, the company asks that trouser buttons be included
with other "metal buttons not specially pro'ided for," and that all metal buttons
be taxed at three-fourths of 1 cent per line per gross.
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As a matter of fact, the imports of trouser buttonq have been negligible for the last
20 years (see table), and it would appear that no American interest is dependent on
the importation of "trouser luttona. 'or could be injured by doing away %ith the dis-
tinction in rate. Tile coml,any's need of protection is I ased on the present manu-
facturing situation. not upon a condition brought about by import, in the past.
As indicating that the cla.sification of metal Iuttons now provided in the para-

graph is unnece-4ary. attention is called to the fact that the tariff act of 1913 made no
distinction between trouser buttons and other metal buttons. The distinction is
copied from the earlier tariff ac.ts. Twenty-five years ago large numbers of highlv
poli shed steel l)uttonsw(re imported,which vere distinctly ''trouier buttons of steel. t '
J ut these button have become practically obsolete, and there is no lon.er any reason

for the distinction between trouver buttoiiq and other buttons.
2. The proposed ail valorern rate of 10 per centumn is too low. In the acts of 1897

and 190 it was 15 per centuin in addition to the proposed rate per line. With p reent
high Anmerican eoit.; aid slight margin of irofit,a nd with low foreign Wages and coat.
the American manufacturer needs more protection. and it is believed that the ad
ialoremn should lhe at lea-t 20 iper centmim. This protection is needed esps 'ially
becau-e German manufacturers are known to Ic in posse.s:ion (if comllete American
button machinery.

:1. The pendinju bill proiide.s for a duty of 35 lier cezitium ad valorem on "metal
liuttonq emliosseil with a design, device, liattermi. or letteriiig." In some ua-v.s the
mlutv of three-fourtbsof I cent hcr line .pervjoss plus 20percent adl valorem, which is
prov-ided for plain buttons; in the amendment herein iireed. Will irToIjaly I e roose
than 3.5 pier cent adl valorem. O)1viou-ly. an importer could have the duliy reduced
by emnlios.ing his buittons. This would lie particularly profitable. as the cml oss!ed
ilution ii the more clcsrale article. To prevent ,tich an evasion, the ameundmetnt

makes thip rate for emliosed buttons 35 ycr vent adl valorem, "or the rate for plain
metal and part metal buttons whichever is highest."

These reaonq will lie developed in detail ii this Ibrief.

TilE PATENT-BUTTON INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES.

"Patent buttons" do not necessarily have patent protection. The term "patent"
as applied to button ii a descriptive trade name, such ai "patent leather."

"Patent button.q" are buttornis which come in two parts, the button proper and the
tack or staple, both of metal. They are clamped together by machinery and so
attached to the garments. The machinery for attaehing, ranges'from a hand pre.k to
complete automatic power-driven machinery. The buttons are used generally on
overalls, trouser., coat., shirts, and underwear, occasionally on raincoat., slickers,
and shelter tent. The fateners may be used separately for attaching shoe button.

Practically all of the "patent button:i" in the country are manufactured by the
following companie.a:

(1) The Scovill Manufacturing Co., of Waterbury, Conn. (ThL company does a
great deal of other busine.-. metal buttons Ieing ,iplv one of its linezi.)

(2) The Universal Button Fa.stening & Button Co., o'f Detroit, Mich.
(3) The Patent Button Co., of Waterbury, Conn.
(4) C. Radcliffe & sons' Co., of Newark, N. J.
In the cace of the three lt-mentioned companies the busine..-i in "patent buttons"

is practically the only bun-ness that is lone. It is vital to these companies to have
sufficient tariff protection, aid just as important to the ,<covill Manufacturing Co. a.,
far as its button line is concerned.

The Universal Button Fa-tening & Button Co. has approximately a million dollars
invested in special machinery for inaking "patent button, " and button favteners and
fir attaching the same. This machinery ran only be uied in thil busines.a and if the
business is destroyed it iA a total lo-.s.

NO DISTINCTION SHOULD BE ATTEMPTED BETWEEN 'TR OUSER" BUTTONS AND OTHER

METAL BUTTONS.

It is believed that a button similarr to those made by the Universal Button Fastening
& Button Co. woutl properly lie called an "'overall " button andl pay a duity of three-
fourths of I cent per line per gro.ss, tindIer the bill ai now drawn asz a "bu t ton of metal
not specially provided for.'' But a foreign importer voilild call it a ''trou-er" button
and claim a duty of one-fourth cif 1 cent per line per griss,, if it was a steel button, or
one-twelfth of 1 cent per line per gross if it wa.; a metal button, not a steel or nickel bar
button. There are apparently no cusiotms deci,'in, 'n this d,,uiltftil point.

It i,, therefore, urged that ill attempted ditin.timn in metal hittons be dce away
with, and that the sarne tariff ie imale applicalhle to all metal Ibutt'in4.
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IMPORTS OF "TROUSER BUIYONS" H AVE BEEN S0 LIGHT THAT APPARENTLY NO AMERICAN
INDUSTRY IS DEPENDENT ON KEEPING TIHE DISTINCTION BETWEEN TROUSER BUTTONS
AND OTHER METAL BUrONS. 0

Value of imports shown by "Statistics of imports and duties, 1908 to 1918, inclusive,
prepared by the United States Tariff Commission for use of Committee on Ways and
Means."

Mctal MetalTrtto'Ir Trouser buttons Trouser buttons
ns, buttons, not buttons, utton, not

other IteM, speially other bu not
metal . provid6i metal. provided

for. for.

Ii1 ............... Slt $1,120 1162,7i1 1915 ................ 1122 135 $11,9101999 ................ M 1991 IL7% 79S 1916 ................ 8 20 4,934
1910 ................ 54 712 0lV '2 1917....... 39 ..... 2
1911 ................ .. 314 92 26, 027 1918 ........ ...... 60. . . 3,46
1912 .............................. 99... ..37 2 3,813
1913 :............... 36 16, F04 1920 ................ 4,335 644 22,703
1914 ................ 112 .13 17, 612

NOTE.- Figures for 1919 and 1920 were farnished by the Department of Commerce.

THE AD VALOREM RATE SHOULD BE RAISED TO 20 PER CENT.

In the tariff acts of 1897 and 1909 the ad valorem on metal buttons was 15 per cent
in addition to the line rate. In the proposed bill it is 10 per cent. That rate is en-
tirely inadequate. The ad valorem should now be at least 20 per cent, in view of the
increased costs of production in America and the present low costs in Germany, if
the American industry is to be protected by a duty equal to the difference between
the foreign and domestic costs.

METAL BUTTONS CAN BE IMPORTED INEXPENSIVELY.

A button is not like a heavy piece of machinery. It is small and easy to pack and
ship. Freight rates nre a relatively small part of total cost of production and distribu-
tion. The Universal Button Fastening & Button Co.. which manufactures in Detroit.
sells freely in New England in competition with the New England companies, and
they in turn sell in the middle West. There is little advantage in geographical loca-
tion. Cost of transportation is no handicap to foreign competition. importers of
many commodities can not sell far inland because of freight ratles, leaving the inland
marKet to the American manufacturer. Here it is otherwise. The importer can
sell anywhere in the United States.

Inquiry made in November, 1921, of freight agents in New York City indicate that
the ocean freight rates on metal buttons from Giermany to New York would be as
follows: Twenty-two line buttons. 21 cents per great gross; 27 line, 4 cents; 27 line
closed top, S cents. These freight rates are negligible compared to the difference
between the costs of producing the buttons in America and in Germany, as shown
later in this brief.

GE.MAN MANUFACTUREnS NOW HAVE AMERICAN EQUIPr.E.T TO PRODUCE PATEsr
BUTrrONS.

In 1907 the 1nive7ral Button Fastening & Button Co. entered into a contract
With a German manufacturer wherehv'thi- latter was to manufacture buttons and fas.
teners from plans supplied by the'Universal Button Fastening & Button Co. and
sell these buttons throughout Europe on a royalty basis. The German raanuffcturer
was provided With a complete set of maachinery, complete blue prints, and all infornia-
tion rearditng the manufacture of the product. Shortly thereafter he broke his con.
tract ith the Univer-sl Button Fastening & Button Co. and attempted to invade
the American market. This resulted inl an injunction against him, so that there was
pra'cically no importation.

But the Uiniverl Button Fistening & Button Co. and! the other companies in the
same industry believe that the present situation is a very threatening one for them all,
and that the entire American industry is menaced because this German manufacturer
is in full po-.-;ion of all necesary ieans for manufacturiq buttons of a sortacceptablo
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to the American market, and has already shown a total disregard for his contractual
obligation with the Univeral Button Fastening & Button Co. If he does not care
to repeat his experiment of invading the American market, in view of the court's
action, there is as a practical matter no way to prevent him from transferring his
information to other parties abroad and having them do what he could not do himself.

COSTS IN OERMANY ARE INSIGNIFICANT COMPARED WITH THOSE IN AMERICA.

Obviously, it is impossible to get exact figures as to costs in Germany. The follow-
ing figures on labor are from the Monthly Labor Review, July. 1921, United States
Department of Labor, and are probably approximately correct. 'The value of the mark
is taken from the )Vall Street 1oumal.

Labor in Germany per hour: Average wages for machinists in Germany in iron and
steel and metal working industries, February, 1920, 3.52 marks; value of mark February
1, 1920, $0.0118; wages in dollars and cents, Germany, 4.15 cents.

In America- Wages for machinists Universal Button Fastening & Button Co., 45
cents; the skilled mechanics and tool makers are paid 75 to 95 cents.

Thus where comparisons could be made it is found that the cost of labor in Germany
was about 9 per cent of that in the United States.

But the situation is probably much more favorable to the German manufacturer
to-day. Marks are quoted at less than half the figures given above, and while labor
wages have probably risen, it is practically certain that they have not risen in proper.
tion to the fall in the mark.

PROFITS OF THlE AMERICAN MANUFACTURER ARE SMALL.

The Universal Button Fastening and Button Co., under one name or another, has
manufactured buttons for the past 2.5 years in Detroit, Mich. In order to have an
accurate statement of its cost and selling price as of September 1, 1921, the company
employed the James E. NlorriLon Co., industrial engineers, of Detroit, Mich., who
reported that the company was working on an average profit of 4 per cent over the cost
of all buttons. (A better profit was being made on some buttons and some were being
sold at a loss.)

It is only fair to say that these costs, although they are the company's present costs,
were comparatively high since they were taken at a'dull period when overhead bore a
disproportionate share. On the other hand it may be pointed out that if foreign
competition take a largo share of the market the company's cost will probably remain
just as high.

EFFECT OF DUTY ASKED FOR.

A "patent button" in general demand i3 that described as the 27 line close top
plain braw button. This is one of the most popular buttons for overalls.

This button costs the tUniveral Button Fastening anl Button Co. per great gre&s, as
shown by the James B. Morrison Co., $5.15, its nut selling price is $5.24 a great gross,
which may be considered its American value.

The duty asked for is-
Three-fourths of I cent per line per gro&,; or 9 cents per line per great gross for

27 line ................................................................... $2.43
Twenty per cent ad valorem of $5 2-4 is .................................... 1. 05

Total duty .......................................................... 3. 48

Differential ........................................................ 1.67
Les freight rate to America ................................................ .08

Diffei-ntial les freight rate .......................................... 1. 59
Thus a Germnan can undersell who can make this button for $1.59, or, roughly, a

little more than one-third of the American cost. When it is remembered that the
German cost of labor was only 9 per cent or one-eleventh of that in the United States
when the mark wasat more thin double its present value, it will be seen the protection
asked for is reasonable and necessary.
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SURGICAL AND DENTAL INSTRUMENTS.

(Paragraph 359.]

STATEMENT OF CHARLES 3. PILLING, PRESIDENT THE GEORGE
P. KILLING & CON CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We are manufacturers complete, from forging to finish, of American-made surgical
anJi dental instruments, and respectfully request that you do not separate surgical
from dental instruments. Surgical instruments should not be separated from dental
instruments in paragraph 359because no line of difference exists. Dental instru-
ments are surgical instruments and surgical instruments are dental instruments.

Objection has been raised to including dental instruments in paragraph 359, the
objectors (importers of foreign goods) claiming that dental burrs and dental broaches
costing l-e than 2 a dozen should not be charged a specific duty. but this can easily
he overcome by omitting the specific duty on all instruments under $2 per dozen. "

It is impossible to separate surgical from dental instruments because they are the
same.

Mr. Brand, vice president of the Kny-Scheerer Corporation of America said in his
testimony before the Wavs and Nleans Committee that he had a telephone message
from an 'unknown" person stating "that Canada last year (1920) imported from the
United States $567,000 worth of surgical and dental instruments." IPleas note this
message was from an "unknown" person, but we fail to find where Brand or Kny or
the "unknown" said what part were instruments and what part appliances, for meany
appliances used by dentists and surgeons are not in any way connected with paragraph
359. It is misleading to say $567,000 and stop there. Why not explain more clearly
and say that this export amount is not only for instruments but for 93 other different
materials making up the dentist's and surgeon's equipment, such as operating chairs,
cabinets, cases, cements, teeth, chemicals, vulcanizers, rubbers, fillings, cottons,
dressings, and numerous other items not in paragraph 359. Therefore, if the proper
porportions were applied to this $56i7,00W of the above exports, about 4 per cent should
apply to exrorted surgical and dental instruments, which should amount to about
$18,0. Dividing half of $18,;00 to surgical and half to dental instrunenis, this
would mean less than $10,000 each for the above exported surgical and dental in-
strumnents.

Prominent dentists, surgeons, and hospitals say that of their annual expense only
about one-third of 1 per cent is for instruments.

Exports of instruments from the United States to Canada, which, by the way, are
a very small amount in dollars, are chiefly composed of special instruments not yet
copied by the Germans and Japanese, for the skill and ingenuity of the surgeons of
the United States result in the designing of mor., progressive instruments than either
Germany of Japan. As fast as Americans design and make new instruments the
agents of the foreign instruments makers send these samples abroad, and then the
United States is flooded with foreign-made but American-designed instruments.

Winr o) riu KNW-SCICREER INTERESTS OBJECT TO ADVANCE OF TARIFF ON INSTRIU-
31ENTS?

(See reports of hearings of Ways and Mean- Committee, Ilouse of Representatives,
and of the Senate Finance Comnnittee.)

Ono of the active objectors to the proposed advance in tariff on instruments were
the Kny-M'cheerer people. Why doesn't Mr. Kny of the Knv.Schecrer interests
face the Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee,Eo that the
history of the Knv-Scheerer affairs cvn be brought out? This might indicate why
the Kny-Scheeror'interests are and have been opposed to an advance in tariff.

1912: Kny-Scheerer Co., incorporated 1897, dissolved 1915; Richard Kny, presi-
dent: Chas. Koehler, treasurer; Ernest S. Beck, secretary.

1915: Kny.Scheerer Corporation, organized May, 191.5; Richard Kny, president.
1918: Knv-Scheerer Corporation was seized by the Alien Property Custodian,

September,'1918, as 100 per cent German owned (see Alien Property Custodian Re-
port of Mar. 1, 1919, pp. 120 and 121): Richard Kny. president; A. F. Brand, vice
president (Chas. Koehler, treasurer; Ernest S. Beck, secretary.

April, 1919: Kny-Seheerer Corporation sold at'tction by Alien Property Cus-
todian. April 21, 1919. Alien Property Custodian lteport, IMarch 1. 1919, page 121,
says: "The investigation disclosed that A. G. F. \I. (Aktien (oesellschaft fur Fein
.I[echinik had purchased the business from Kny in 1X), and that from that time
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Knuy had simply been an employee of the German company. During an invest.
nation conducted by the customs authorities Into alleged undervaluations, and later
in an attempt to evade the British blockade, the books and records of the Kny.
Scheerer Corporation had been prepared so as to give it an appearance of an inde-
pendent American company entirely free of foreign or German connections. When
the trading.with.the.enemy act was passed advantage was taken of this condition
by Kny to make a bold and unscrupulous claim to the property, which finally was
broken down by m. office.P

March, 1929: In March, 1920, the Kny-Scheerer Corporation of America was incor.
ported. In or about the early part of 1920 a protest of the Kny-Scheerer Corporation
to Senate Finance Committee against an advance of tariff on surgical instruments
was signedby Richard Kny, President.

Apnl, 1920: Kny-Scheerer Corporation of America. In a circular issued April,
1920, by Bache & Co., they offered stock in Kny-Scheerer Corporation of America.
In a stock-selling letter accompanying the Bache letter of April, 1920, name of Richard
KSy is mentioned as a director.

September, 1920: Kny-Scheerer Corporatiln of America. The commercial reports
showed N. E. Franklin, president; A. F. Brand, vice president; Ernest S. Deck, se-
tary; and Richard Kny as one of the directors.

1912-1920: The trade-mark of the Kny-Scheerer Co., 1912, of The Kny-Scheerer
Corporation, 1915, of The Kny-Scheerer Corporation of America, 1921, is the same
trade-mark that Jetter & Scheerer Co., of Tutlingen, Germany, used before the World
War, during the war, after the war, and now.

January, 1921: At Ways and Means Comnnttee hearing Congressman lHacharach
asked Mr. Brand, of Kny-Scheerer corporationn of America: "What has become of
Mr. Kny, the former president?" Mr. Brand answered: "Mr. Kny has retired from
business, broken in health as a result of the A. P. C. [Alien Property ('ustodianj inves-
tigation trying to prove he was not telling t truth."

1912-1920: Richard Kny in 1912, signing hirsedl as president of the Knvchcerer
Co., sad: "The Kny-S'cheerer Co has its principal factory outside of the United
States8 and produces but little in the line of surgical instrumental in this country."
In the spring of 1920 Richard Hn, signing himself as president of the Kny-Scheerer
VorporationI filed a protest wi th theSenate Finance C'ommnittee against the proposed
advance in tariff on surgical instruments.

Perhaps from the above reasons may b3 inferred why the Kny-Scheerer interests
do not want tariff advanced on instruments.

ALIEN PROPERTY CUSTODIAN REPORT AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS REFER TO
RICHARD KNY.

Surqirnl instruinnnts.-" The president of the company (Kny-Scheerer Corporation)
is Richard Kny, whose activities I have had occasion to investigate in connection
with the Chemical Exchange in the Heyden Chemical Co., the Eisemann Magneto
Co., and the New York Patents E xploitation Corporation." A more complete report
is found in Alien Property Custodian's report, pages 120 and 121.

Mcgneto.--"Of all the magnetos produced in America at this time at leapt half
were made by two companies-the flosh Magneto Co. and the Eisemann Magneto
Co." A more complete report is found in report of Alien Property ('ustodlan, pages
108, 109, 110, and Ill. Richard Kny was an officer of Eismann Magneto Vo.

Carbiolic acid plot.--' 'In the meantime, to avoid doing business under his own name,
Schweitzer registered as a trade name the 'Chemical Exchange Association,' which
was described as a copartnership consisting of himself and Richard Kny. Kny was
the father-in-law of George Simon, of the lleyden Chemical Co., and was the ostensi-
ble proprietor o; the Kny-.Scheerer Co., one of the most important manufacturers in
this country of surgical instruments. This company, like the lleyden chemical l
Works, was a purely German-owned concern, and both have since been taken over
by me."

"A dinner was given by Schweitzer and Kny at the Hotel Astor in honor of Dr.
Albert. Among other guests were George Sinion, F. A. Borgemeister, No vin R.
l.indheim, and ('apt. Wolf von igel, of the German embassy-- typical gathering of
the mot active German propagandists in the country." A more complete report is
found in report of Alien Property ('ustodian, page 44.

Ileyden Chfinmical 1r.-"Next to Roessler & llasslacher in importance among
companies of the same class is the lie 'den Chemical Works. This was the subsidiary
of the ('hemische Febrik von Hleyden, of Rtadbeul, Germany. Mi'en my investi-

81527-22- .tsc- 19
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gation commenced, all of the stock except three shares stood in the name of T. Ellet
Ilod.kin, a New York lawyer, who had for some time represented the firm. After
considerable examinat ion it was ascertained that this stM:, which had been transferred
just before our entrance into the war, had been paid at par with a sum of $149,000,
borrowed by Mr. liodgskin for the purpose from Richard Kny, father-in-law of George
Simon, a German subject and the manager of the company, tinder an agreement con.
gained in a letter from Mr. Ilodgskin to the effect that he would thereafter relransfer
it at cost. Richard Kny, it will be remembered, was the partner of Schweitzer in
the Chemical Exchange" Amociation, and he was also the ostensible owner of the
Kny-Scheerer Chemical Co., which also turned out to be a purely German-owned
concern and has been taken over as such. Thorough investigation resulted in the
practical admision that this transfer was mere camouflage, and accordingly lhe stock
has been demanded and taken over. Mr. Ilodgskin is now under indictment for his
participation in similar proceedings in respect to another company."

IThe Journilof Indu trtatnnd Engineering Chemt'tr$, Vol. 12.1

CHItPLlMO A GREAT WORK.

In a notable address in Baltimore, on September 30, 1918, lIon. A. Mitchell Palmer,
the then Alien Property ('ustodian, took the country into his confidence as to the
threat against our public welfare which lay within the great industrial machine which
Germany had quietly but with characteristic thoroughness coiled like a great viper
about the vitals of ihis nation, and promised to rid America of the menace. The
exposition of the danger ald his determination to remove it rallied to his aid the
services of the ablest lawyers and financiers in the land. And Judge Palmer made
good his promises. Gradually the coils were unwound, through the seizure of the
enemy-owned properties and their sIle to American citizens. This great work was
carried out in a manner which has succesfully defied (riticism. either of a political
or of a financial character. That was all the Alien Property Custodian could do.

The concomitant thought in this great piece of war work was that America -hould
become economically independent of Germany as a source of certain essential supplies.
In the qreat majority of cases the results have been admirable. American control,
where once was German, is being exercised for America's good. Formerly not only
were profits made for Germans, but fret gently those very profits were turned to
corruption in the practice of bribery andIl in the sittpport'of a complex system of
es onage.

ilut there, are indications that the fine work of Judge Palmer and his successor,
Mr. Garvan, is being crippled by the action of Anleri(IM stockholders to whom some
of these propt ties were sld under authorizat ion of (on,,ress. For examp,, the enemy-
owned stock of the Knv-Schecrer Corporation (surgioal instruments) was neizoi ;y
the Alien Prop,?rty Custodian, anti on April 24, 1919. was sld to American citizens.
The Alien Property Custodian's report to C(ongreso. pages 120-121 stated:

"The presidentof thecompany is Richard Kny, whose activities I have had occasion
to in cst igate in connection with the Chenmical Ex(.hangein the lleyden ('hemi(al Co..
the Eisemann Magneto Co., and the Xew York Patents Exploitation Corlxration."
• 'Through the bureau of investigation in my office, a lengthy' and ( areful examination
lof the Kny-Sche',rer ('orporationil was had covering a period of months. It was
discovered that information submitted for tay inspection had been falsified, and that
important instruments had been suppressed: Finally, the proof established by my
bureau reached suih proportions that Kny withdrew his claims (f ownership anl
reported that the property was owned by'Aktien (Gesellschaft fur Fein Me(,l anik
(commonly called A. G F. M.).

The investigation disclosed that A. G. F. M. had purchased the business from Kny
in 1890, and that from that time Kny hail simple y een an employee of the Germain
company. During an investigation conducted by the customs authorities into
alleged undervaluations, and later int an attempt to evade the British blockade, the
books anti records of the Knv-Scheerer Corporation had been prepared so as to give it
an appearance of am independent American company entirel' free of foreign or German
connections. When the trading-with-the-enemy act wao pased, advantage was
taken of this condition by Knv to make a bold and uus.rupulous claim to the property,
which finallv was broken down by my office."

Xevertheles, Mr Kny was retained as president for at least a year by the new
American owners. Mr. E. S. Deck was likewise retained as seretary and during
that period we havi been told that the manufacturing plant in ilrookly*n was closed,
while surgical instruments were ag-in imported from Germany and offered to the trade
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in America at prices guaranteed to be 20 per cent below the prices of American goods.
Mr. Kny has resigned the presidency, but we have not heard of any manufacturing
operation in this country by that firm.

LYING DOWN ON THE JOB.

We have received a commuication, printed in full, page 1132, from Mr. N. E.
Franklin, president of the Kny-Scheerer ('ormoration of America, called forth by the
editorial in the September issue entitled "Crippling a Great Work."

Mr. Franklin feels that some one took advantage of our good nature. Wrong, Mr.
Franklin, entirely wrong. That editorial was inspired solely by a knowledge of the
public hearing held in Washington (not the first hearing, but a second hearing before
the full Senate Finance t'ommittee, at which was disclosed the character of the
opposition to the Bacharach bill, which places a protective duty on a number of war-
born American products, among them surgical instniments. !Mr. Franklin, who was
treasurer of the Knv-Scheerer company, is doubtless aware of the opposition to the
bill shown on that &casion by Mr. Brand, the then and now vice president of his
company, as set forth in the 'brief filed with the committee. lie doubtless knows
that Mr. Richard Kny, the then president and, we understand. now consulting director
of the company, was'also present.

In the light of this opposition it needed only a suiperficial investigation to learn
that the Env.Scheerer company had reverted entirely to the business of importing,
having closed their Brooklyn plant. Mr. Franklin thinks that the general public
is not interested in this. We take it as a matter of very grave public interest that the
coitntry is reverting to that condition which existed at the beginning of the war,
when we were unable to supply adequate quantities of instruments not only to our
civilian hospitals, hut even to the very surgeons who were preparing to eabark for
France with our Army.

Mr. Franklin protests that his company is "owned and controlli-d solely by born
Americans." Of course. That was the whole point of the editorial,. le continues
these are "men who lent their services in man) ways to their Government during the
recent great struggle." We do Iot douht it; Lut w-e were criticizing not what the),
did during the great stnggle, lit since its close.

Nowhere in Mr. Frankl1 in's letter is a single word of denial of any fact set forth in
our editorial, namely, that Mr. Kny, whose activities as a German propagandist had
been so clearly set forth in the official report of the Alien Property Custodian, was
retained by the American owners as pre ident for at least a year; that Mrr. E. S. Beck
was retained as secretary (in this connection it is worthyv of record that Mr. Beck is a
brother-in-law of Mr. Sc'eerer, of the Jetter & Scheerer'(o., of Tuittlingen, Germany,
and is still secretary of the Knv-Scheerer Vorporation of America, which is the Poe
agent in this country of the Gernman company); that the manufacturing plant in Brook.
lyn is closed; and that the goods of this company were offered to consumers at figures
20 per cent below American prices. Nowhere in Mir. Franklin's letter is there any
intimation that his company is planning to develop an American surgical instrument
industry. It is a tacit acknowledgement that his concern is not interested in the task
of continuing the development of American workmen skilled in this art, but prefers
to make dividends by importing German wares. If this is not crippling a great work,
then the term Aniciecan economic independence is a hollow mockery. Meanwhile,
we know that American workmen have recently vainly sought employment of the
character they were engaged in before the reneiual of Geranan iinportations, that some
manufacturers who had l,un the manufacture of surgical instruments have been
compelled to decrease by half the number of their employees, while ethers have quit
the field entirely.

If the Kny-Scheerer (orportion of America is to continue werely.an importing
agency, if it is to do no constructive service in the development of an American in-
dustry, then it was a sad day for America when the Alien Property C custodiann allowed
this tine property to be sold to its present American owners. "In the light of Mr.
Franklin's own letter we are, to our regret, confirmed in the conviction that they
have lain down on the job.

WilY MhE OTIJECIIONS OF CLAUDIUS ASi, SON8 CO., TO TilE PROI'OF1D TARIFF ON
INS raUi ENTS.

(See page 1096 Hearings of Wa.s and .Means Committee. house of ltepreseilatives.
By referring to commercial and (other reports we find the following:
1. Claudius Ash, Sons & Co. (Iic.), organized October 4, 1920: yet the Ash, Sonus &

Co., b ief Epeaks of 37 yeazs connection with the dental mnanufa during bunncrs.
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2. Claudius Ash, Sons & Co. of U. S. A. (Inc.), according to commercial reports, has
an authorized capital of $150,000. with Cbas. A. Sykes as president. Commercial
report, August, 1921, saye: Cbm. H. Sykes president of Ash, Sons & Co. of U. S. A.),
subscribed for eight shues; C. E. Green, vice president, one share; Matthew Brown.
secretary, one share. Who owns ihe balance? Is it not reasonable to expect that the
balance of $150,000 is owned by foreign interests? (See below.)

3. Chas. H. Sykes, now president of Claudius Ash, Sons & Co. of U. S. A., reports
show as having (prior to 1920) been New York manager of Claudius Ash, & Son Co.
(Lid.), of London, capital $5,000,000. Commercial reports, August, 1921, on Claudius
Ash & Son Co. of U. S. A. say "a large bulk of their purchases are made from Claudius
Ash& Son Co. i Ltd.), London." Is this why the Ash Co.;of Now York does not want
tariff advanced?

CATALOGUES PRINTED IN OERMANY.

In relation to a brief filed with the Senate Finance Committee by F. A. Koch & Co.,
New York, end signed E. Stralman, opposing the proposed advance duty on instru.
ments, it might be well to take into consideration that a recently published catalogue
of F. A Koch& Co. was printed in Germany. Is the United States to be flooded with
instruments made in Germany and Japan and also submit to instrument catalogues
printed in Germany?

CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS.

(Paragraph 372.1

BRIEF OF WILL" F. GARCELON, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
TOOL e MACHINE CO., HYDE PARK, BOSTON, MASS.

The American Tool & Machine Co. employs normally about 500 men, nearly all
skilled mechanics, pays about $600,000 a year in wages, and manufactures sugar
machinery, machine tools, powder machinery, and centrifugal extractors used in the
production of chemicals and dyes.

Under clause 193 of the Dingley bill and caluse 199 of the Payne bill there was a
duty of 45 per cent ad valorem on sugar machinery. Under claupe 391 of the Under.
wood bill, now in force, sugar machinery is on the free list-

Centrifugal extractors are used in making sugar, powder, guncotton, chemicals,
dyes, textiles, and in kindred industries. About 10 per cent of those made in this
country are used in the manufacture of sugar. During the late war so important was
the manufacture of centrifugal extractors to the Government that the industry was in
clams A priority.

The Arnerican Tool & 'Machine Co. during the war devoted its resources to making
powder machinery and furnished to large powder manufacturers and to the Govern.
ment several millions of dollars worth, its machinery having been installed in the
smokeless powder plants at Nitro, W. Va., and at Old Ilickory, Tenn., while its
machine-tool department furnished tools for the manufacture of torpedo heads, fuse
plugs, and similar articles.

Centrifugal extractors are built so that they revolve as high as 1,000 to 1,500 revolu.
tions per Mnute, and the most skilled workmen are required in their construction.
They are a necessity in timo of war, and it is desirable to have their production mani-
tained in the United States so that they will be available.

The duty requested herein will not add materially to the cost of manufacturing
sugar and will have no effect on the price paid to the farmer for raw mater or the
price paid by the consumer for the manufacture of products.

The company's product is used in the United States, Canada, Porto Rico, Cuba,
and the Philippine Islands.

In 1911 andin 1913 the company came to direct competition with Watson. Laidlaw
& Co., Glasow, Scotland. and Potts, Cassels & Williamson. Glasgow, Scotland.
Witson, Laidlaw & Co., because of their low labor cost, was skillful in underbidding
this company materially and finally in securing the orders. Labor costs in Scotland
are very much lower than in this country

In January, 1913, the American Tool& Machine Co. figured against Watson, Laid.
law & Co. on a Job at Halifax, Nova Scotia, Its price being $73 000 while the Watson,
Laidlaw &Co.bid was $54,750. In 1913 the same class of labor'used on fine machinery
in Scotland was 30 to 35 per cent less than here.

This company recently had actual orders on its books for two large sugar plants to be
erected duing 1921, as wel! as figures out on several others. Definite cancellations
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on these orders were received, because it is believed that under the existing tariff
law the machinery can be bought cheaper abroad.

To employ our labor and keep our plant in skillful operation in normal times, to
have the makers of centrifugal extractors equipped to promptly provide the machinery
necessary in time of war, a protective tariff is needed, and the company hereby requests
that changes be made in accordance with the wording appended hereto.

This duty will be 10 per cent less than the duty under the Dingley and Payne bills
which was 45 per cent ad valorem. With such a duty the competition from abroad
would not be prohibited, but this company and its competitors in this country would
be able to get their fair share of business in the United States, in Cuba, and in the
Philippines.

It is the desire of this company that centrifugal extractors, whether or not used in
the manufacture of sugar should carry a duty of 35 per cent ad valorem. It it is
suggested that centrifugal extractors used as a part of sugar machinery should come
into this country free from duty aad that extractors not used in the manufacture of
sugar should carry a duty, it is pointed out that these articles may be brought in undet
a declaration that they are a part of sugar machinery which is being admitted free,
and later may be used In any other industry.

There is appended hereto a suggested amendment to the House tariff bill, with the
additions ineed in italics:

" PAR. 372. Steam engine. and steam locomotives, 15 per centum ad valorm; ma-
chine tools and parts of machine tools ctnfugl ertractors, whetr for use in Me
mnanufaure of tugar or oWru4e, embroidery machines, including shuttles for sewing
and embroidery machines, lace-making machines, mchines for making lace curtains,
nets and netti n, and all other machines or parts thereof, finished or unfinished not
specially provided for, 35 per centum ad valorem; Proitid, That machine tools as
used in this paragraph shall Le held to mean any machine operating other than by
hand power which employs a tool for work on metal."

KNITTING, BRAIDING, AND INSULATING MACHINERY.

[Paragraph 372.)

BRIEF OF THE TEXTILE MACHINE WORKS OF READING, PA.

The new tariff bill as it pased the House of Representatives Impos.es an ad valorem
duty of 35 per cent on full-fashioned knitting machines and on braiding and insulat' g
machinery, which ar products of our factory. Taking into consideration the condi-
tions abroad and at home, this rate is wholly inadequate. to enable us to compete
with German and other foreign manufacturers, and we respectfully petition you to
advance the rate of duty to a point where it will equalize the difference in cost of
production at home and abroad.

Our business is a distinct example of the development of an American industry
against foreign competition through the application of the protective tariff policy.
After 21 years rf struggle we have now reached the point where we employ 1,035
people. These workers are paid at the following rates: Machinists, $0.60 to $1.50
per hour; machinist helpers, $0.45 to $0.86 pr hour; laborers, $0.30 to $0.50 per hour.

For performing the same work German workmen are paid from 10 to 15 marks per
hour, or less than one-tenth the rate paid to American workmen, their earnings dereas-
ing as the value of the Geman mark depreciates. In view of the fact that 80 per
cent of the total coat of production in our factory is labor, It Is perfectly obvious that
our business can only be maintained through the impoeition of a tariff rate which
will equalize the vast difference in labor cost to German and American manufacturers.
Wage reductions to make up this discrepancy are not to be thought of, but if every
employee were to voluntarily submit to a reduction in pay of 50 per cent it would
be Insufficient to meet the situation. American workmen could not exist on double
the pay of Geman workmen. The maintenance and the development of our industry
cn only be achieved by the same method which was responsible for its establishment-
the imposition of adequately protective duties.
The entire industry of building knitting machines is only about 50 years old in this

country. Prior to 1870 the industry was practically not in existence. From that
time on seamless machines (round cylinder machines) began to be made, and there
were also several attempts made to manufacture flat machines to produce hosiery
similar to the hosiery thht was imported from Europe, and all such efforts were dis-
continued because it was found that the nrAchines cc ald be imported cheaper than
they could be made here. The reason for this was largely inadequate tariff protec-
tion at that time and also insufficient demand.

1 0
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Beginning approximately with 1890, full-fashioned hosiery machines were im-
ported into this country in large numbers, chiefly from Germany. Up to the year
1900 there were between 500 and 1,000 machines in operation which had all been
imported, perhaps 98 per cent of them from Germany.

About the year 1900 we commenced the manufacture of full-fashioned hosiery
nmchines and for a period of 10 years we experimented and developed our machine
until we had perfected it to a point where we could compete as far as quality and
quantity of output were concerned, with the European product. During this 10-
year period the business was a losing proposition, and we were only enabled to keep
up with the work because we made other lines besid'.s that paid us a profit. From
1910 to 1920 the business grew to considerable proportions, owing to the impetus
given by the war and the cessation of importation on account of it. Had it not been
for the war our business Nould have received a very serious setback by reason of the
low tariff protection provided in the Underwood tariff bill, which reduced the tariff
to 20 per cent, a figure absolutely inadequate to compensate for the difference in cost
of labor between Germany and this country, even at that time.

During the preoent year we have experienced a boom in our producti n of full-
fashioned hosiery ranhines, which was a direct result of the boom in the hosiery,
particularly in the silk-hosiery, industry during the past few years and the demand
for new machines started by it. This boom is now severely checked by the present
slump in the industry and also by the reappearance of imported machines made in
Germany and brought in here under the present low tariff conditions. We feel that
at the present moment the future of our industry is in a critical condition and much
depends upon the treatment received in the tarifflegislation to beenacted b congress

During the year April 30.1909, to April 30,1910. our factory shipped .5y ful-fashioned

knitting machines, valued at $163,731.80. In 1916 the business had grown to the point
where we shipped 109 of these machines valued at $312,360. Duo to war conditions
which stopped production in Germany. our output during the year April 30, 1919, to
April 30, 1920, reached 349 machines with a market value of $1,891,360

Our problem is almost exclusively one of labor. We were confronted by extreme
compe ttion from Germany prior to the war, due principally to the fact that labor
costs in Germany were very much lower than in this country. Wages probably were
from one-half to two-thirds lower than we paid during that time. and with a low tariff
of 20 per cent German manufacturers were able to deliver machines in this country
at a lower price than it cost us to build them.

There is no particular demand for machinery in our line that is not. or can not be,
built in this country. except for attachments such as drop stitch, striping, lace, etc.,
the building of which we have been unable to undertake up to this time, since the
labor cost for putting those attachments on our machines would be almost prohibitive
as compared vith those of German manufacturers.

Prior to the European war Germany had been manufacturing hosiery in tremendous
quantities and exported same to all cuntries of the world. As a result of the war this
condition las changed entirely, and the various countries of Europe. such as Spain.
Italy, Russia. even Czechoslovakia and others. as well as some of the South American
countries, have undertaken the manufacture of this hosiery themselves, and it seems
that Germany is now building and shipping knitting machines to these countries.
instead of (ie hosiery as before the war.

In view of the fact that Germany is able to undersell us in these markets and they
are not confronted with any domestic competition in the domestic markets they
practically have this business to themselves. Since we are the only competitors for
them in this country they could well afford to sell their machines for little or no
profit in order to seriously hinder us, and which would naturally enable them to
control the world market f&r full.fasbioned hosiery machines, as they have done prior
to the European war.

Machines made by American textile.machinery makers are not in any way inferior
to those of German iake. On the contrary, the output of American factories Is equal
in every respect to the German machines. The advantage enjoyed by the Germans
has been due solely to low cost of production, which means low wages.

We respectfully offer the following suggestion: If customs duties are to be assessed
on the value of imports In American markets, an ad valorem duty of at least 40 per
cent should be imposed on lace-making machines and knitting machines.

If the American valuation policy Is not to be incorporated in the bill, and duties
are to be assessed on the purchase price abroad, then there should be imposed both
specific and ad valorem duties sufficient to enable the American manufacturer to
maintain the present wage rates and sell in competition with foreign products. In
our opinion the American-valuation plan with a 40 pe cent ad valorem duty will be
fairest to labor and to the domestic industry, and will work no hardship upon the
American people.
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REFINED NICKEL.

[Paragraph 385.1

BRIEF OF THOMAS P. LITTLEPAGE, WASHINGTON, D. 0., REPRE.
SENTING AMERICAN BRASS CO. AND MIDVALE STEEL CO.

The existing tariff law, passed in 1913, paragraph 155. reads as follows:
"Nickel, nickel oxide, alloy of any kind In which nickel is a component material

of chief value, in pigs, ingots, bars, ros&, or plates, 10 per centum ad valorem; sheets
or strips, 20 per centum ad valorem."

Paragraph &3 of the pending tariff bill, as it passed the House, reads as follows:
"Nickel, nickel oxide, alloy of any kind in which nickel is a component material

of chief value, in pigs or ingots or similar forms, 5 cents per pound; in.bars, rods,
plates, sheets, strip@, strands, anodes, or electrodes, 30 per centum ad valorem."

The House committee proposed the change which involves a very heavy increase
of duty without any request having been made to it to increase the aluties over those
contained in the existing law. Attached hereto is an extract from a communication
from a member of the Ways and Means Committee, showing that no one appeared
be fore the full committee or the subcommittee to give any information or make any
plea as to need of protection of nickel. In the absence of any such representations
being made to it the committee arbitrarily made the increase, being influenced merely
by a disposition "to adhere closely to the Payne rates."

The fact that no appearance was made before the committee should, we submit.
have been interpreted by the committee to indicate the general acquiescence of all
interested parties in the existing rates of the tariff law of 1913. Such is the normal
interpretation, and we are satisfied that it is the interpretation which corresponds to
the facts. We respectfully but earnestly urge on behalf of the users of nickel in the
various iron and steel manufactories, cutlery and plate works that the nickel schedule
of the 1913 law be retained.

NICKEL NEEDS NO INCREASED FROTECTiON.

The greatest producer of nickel in the world is an American concern-the Inter-
national Nickel Co., of New Jersey. This company has a practical monopoly of nickel
sold in the United States, it is immune from foreign competition in the United States,
and it, indeed, controls by far the largest part of the nickel sales of the entire world.
If this powerful Amerian corporation did not and does not seek an increase in duty,
the conclusion is irresistible that it does not feel the need of additional protection.

The facts with respect to nickel set out in the "Tariff Information Surveys," issued
by the United States Tayiff Commission, 1921, on the articles in paragraph 155 of the
tariff act of 1913-nick 1 ore, matte, metal, and manufactures--show clearly the
situation of the industry, the dominant position of the International Nickel Co., and
explains why the corporation neither requires not seeks additional tariff protection.
The Federal Trade Commission's Report of 1918 to the United States Senate opens as
follows with respect to metal:

"The dominating factor in the nickel industry is the International Nickel Co.,
which produces practically the entire output of that metal in this country. * * *
This company has a natural monopoly, based on the ownership of the Canadian mines
from which its nickel ore is derived.,

The report then goes on to speak of the price, which "are high," and the profits,
which are "very large."

Thus, increased duty will mean not increased protection but merely an oppor-
tunity for increased prices. As shown by the Government reports referred to, the
International Nickel Co. requires no additional protection. Its dominant position
in the world, arising from control of the principal sources of supply throughout the
world, is such that there is not and has not been any appreciable foreign competition
in the nickel products covered by paragraph 155 of the 1913 tariff law. An increase
of tariff will merely mean that an addition can be made to the price at which nickel
is sold in the United States without fear of thereby inviting competition. An in-
crease of duty from 10 per cent ad valorem to 5 cents per pound is a very large in.
crease, about 66 per cent. If this change is made and this very high duty prevails,
the International Nickel Co., if it io desires, can safely increase, correspondingly, the
price of nickel to enlarge its own profits and with corresponding detriment to the
users of nickel and nickel alloys.
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USES OF NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOY.

The chief consumers of refined nickel in this country are the nickel-plate manu.
facturers, and their name is legion; the brass companies, and there are many of them;
and all manufacturers of nickel steel.

This nickel steel is one of the most essential factors in modem industry. Nickel
steel is the finest kind of steel. It is used in the manufacture of armor plate. The
Government itself is interested in this factor. If the price of finished nickel be
increased, the Government, in its armor plate factories, would be compelled to di.
rectly pay an unnecessary tribute. Of course, the Government in this instance
would suffer only as all other users of finished nickel in this country would suffer.
This item is pointed out simply to indicate an immediate interest on the part of the
Government in this matter.

Other very extensive uses of finished nickel are in bridge building, manufacture
of the finest steel rails, structural steel, many of the most important parts of auto-
mobiles, and in all other machinery of high type of construction.

As nickel steel enters into the finest parts of neuly all manufactured machinery,
it will be seen that practically the entire manufacttring industry of the United States
can be directly affected by the manipulation of refihed nickel.

It is highly inadvisable that so large a portion of our whole manufacturing indus-
try should be threatened with advanced cost of refined nickel due to an unasked for
and unneeded increase in tariff.

SUMMARY CONCLUSION.

The nickel Industry needs no added protection. Under the now prevailing tariff
practically no refined nickel has been imported, but the American refined nickel
industry is entirely in the hands of Americans and largely in the hands of one Ameri-
can corporation, which itself imports the nickel "matte" from the foreign sources of
raw material which it controls.

The nickel industry has not sought any increase in duty it would be impossible
for it to show any occasion therefor.

The great number of consumers of nickel and nickel alloys throughout the United
States should not be put at the mercy, as regards price, of one powerful American
company which dominates the nickel industry of the world.

The existing duty should be maintained as satisfactory to all interest$ and as pro-
viding precisely that measure of protection which should be sought-namely, which,
on the one hand, is proved to be amply adequate protection to prevent foreign com-
petition which would injure American productive industry, and, on the other hand,
protection which is not so excessive that potential foreign competitors will not exer-
cise a moderating influence which will prevent the unjust exploitation of American
consumers.

It is respectively submitted that the provisions of the existing law should be re-
tained as having been proved satisfactory to all interests.

SCHJEDUL. 4.-WOOD AND MANUFACTURES OF.

BRIER WOOD.

(Paragraph 403.1

STATEM33NT OF LEOPOLD DEMUTH, REPRESENTING WM. DEMUTH
& CO., NEW YOP, N. Y.

We beg herewith to respectfully submit to you the following facts regarding para-
graph 403 of the tariff act of 1921 now before your committee for consideration.

Brier root or brier wood used for the manufacture of smoking pipes is the root of a
brush called "bruvere,"growing in Italy, Algeria, and Spain, and is the only material
that has been foundsuitable for our Industry. Ithas been on the free list up to the tariff
act of 1909. At that time some of our southern farmers, believing that ivy or laurel
wood growing in Tennessee and Carolina (being in appearance similar to the imported
brier), would answer our purpose, asked Congress for a tax on Imported wood hoping
thereby that a new industry could be started in the South. We endeavored to prove
at the time that this was a fallacy, because the domestic wood has not the fibrous

I i
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strength to withstand the heat of pipe smoking, nevertheless the tariff act of 1909
imposed a duty of 15 per cent on the irpported raw material, which was reduced to
10 per cent in the tariff act of 1913, and paragraph 403 of the 1921 act again imposes
a duty of 10 per cent on this material.

As prophesied by us at the time, no industry was started in the South. Ivy and
laurel woods can not be used for our purpose, and we therefore ask that this material
be again placed on the free list, in order to give the American industry the advantage
of using the only material practicable without the additional handicap of 10 per cent
duty. It is undoubtedly your policy to equip the American manufacturer with the
necessary raw materials without the Imposition of any duty just as long as no substi.
tute can be had in this country.

In view of the above, we respectfully suggest that "brier root or brier wood and
similar wood unmanufactured or not further advanced than cut into blocks suitable
for the articles into which they are intended to be convertedU be placed on the free
list.

PORCH SHADES.

(Paragraph 413.1

BRIEF OF G. F. BELKNAP, WAUKESHA, WIS., REPRESENTING MAN-
UFACTURERS OF PORCH SHADES AND CURTAINS.

The facts set forth In the following brief relate to porch shades, which are
included in paragraph 175, Schedule D, of the tariff act of October 3, 1013,
which reads as follows:

"Blinds, curtains, shades, or screens, any of the foregoing in chief value of
bamboo, wood, straw, or composition of wood not specially provided for in this
section."

In order that the Government may secure the most revenue and the duty be
assessed in the most equitable manner, It seems clear to us that paragraph 175
of the tariff of October 3, 1013, should be subdivided to read as follows:

(1) Porch and window shades made of wood slats. papler-nlch., or composl-
tion molded In the form ofslats woven rfarallel to one another.

(2) Porch and window shades, curtains, blinds, or screens made of strips or
fibers of bamboo, reed, straw, or material other than wood, woven parallel to
one another, colored or the'same uncolored.

The above suggestion I, made owing to the fact that the two vastly different
kinds of porch shades ant? window shades now being Imported Into the United
States vary materially in cost and should not be Included under one heading
and covered by only one duty.

We respectfully request a duty of 45 per cent ad valoremn on wood-slat porch
shades, described In (1) above, and a duty of 60 per cent ad valorem on Japa.
nese or bambo-porch shades, described in (2) above.

According to the United States tariff Information, the pamphlet called
"Wages In the United States and Foreign Countries" printed by the Govern-
ment In the year 1921, a skilled worker In this Industry In Germany receives
less than 6 cents per hour, whereas the wages of our skilled weavers are from
45 to 50 cents per hour. The workmen In the United States who produce the
raw materials entering Into the construction of wood-slat porch shades are paid
approximately eight times as much per hour as the workmen who produce these
same materials In foreign countries.

In order to protect the skilled Anterimn workmen nrnInst the difference be-
tween wages In Germany and in the United States, a difference between 54
cents per day In Germany and from $4 to $4.50 per day of the same length In
the United States, and thus enable us to keep our plants In operation, It would
mean a duty of not less than 45 per cent ad valorem based upon an equalization
of exchange between Germany and the United States

The duties requested In the briefs filed with the Ways nd Means Committee
In January. 1921, were based upon the latest quotations on Imported shades
available at that time. The quotations on German shades 6 feet wide by 7
feet 6 Inches long were $2.90 f. o. b. Hamburg. The quotation on the same
shade as of August 10, 1921, was $2.07 or nearly 29 per cent less than in
January.

I
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The following table shows the cost of this German shade to the American
Importer f. o. b. New York, ns follows:

UL'ltcd Ocean Price
States freigatrNe
Impot and In- Yok.
duly. Suzance.

Net price, f. o. b. llmburg $2.07:
per cent foreign valutloo Preent duty .......................... $0.52 $0.18 62.77

30 per cent American v31iton. provided in Fordne bill............3 18 3.4
45 per cent American valuation as requested In this brief ............ 1. 54 .1i 4.09
853 per cent foreign valuation ........................................ . 1.76 .1 4.01

The prices to dealers of the Amerlrun niaitufoeturers on this size shade,
namely. 6 feet wide by 7 fvi-t 6 inlhes drop, range front .$3. to $4.15.

Furniture and house ftirnis lutg.4 went up after 1114 In prie. livording to
the Movernmient's owui reports. fr on 25,0 to 369 per cent, while mur inerchan-
die only went up 100 per cent fit price at the maxinlatli. 11114 is now only

5 per cent nbove the 1914 prices wien we pal $42 per 1,40) for hlunlier.
which now costs its $70 to .$75 per 1.000 feet fit lots of 1.000,0)0 feet. Fnr-
tierinoro, we could have put the price up 200 to 25"0 per tent wilblimt tiny
dlt1 ulty, but we did mir Iiut to ltlil our prices it the iowe.,t ls.4,lble figures
even during the inflation period, which fact, of course..-yoil realize,.
The reason that American manufacturers can not compete with Japanese
mN1boo slnes I I eenuse the wages fit Jlapin aire not only greatly le than the

wages In America hut the raw material in the body of the shade (tie boly maa-
terial being the largest shigh Itel of cost In any shade) from which banlboo
shades are niade, reproduces Itself without cultlvation every few years over
a wide area. in tle Orient. thus making the orIginal cost of this material almost
nothing as con ared with the high-priced lumber in the United States.

Your attention Is reslxctfully called to the fact that. the -ordney bill provides
n duty of 50 per cent on furniture manufactured from reed, rattan, and bamboo.
as against 15 per ent in the Underwood bill. an Increase of 2.3.31 per eent,
whereas the Ways and Means Committee of the House have given us an in-
crease of only 20 per cent on a product using the sanie grade of foreign labor
and n corresponding material.

It Is obvious that unless we are given a duty of 45 per cent sd valorem on
wotil-slat porch shades and 60 per cent ad valorem on Japanese or bamiboo
shades, and a plan of equalization of e.\clange, such as the American plan.
every porch shade factory In the United States will be compelled to go out ofbuasncuss.

Tim AvtrosiAr. Co., llaukeha. l1174.
Tnm: tlouui SHADE CORPORATIO.N°, .Jancrlllc, Wis.
iRAYMlOND POWcit SI1ADE CO., .Iane.r01ie, l'is.
StmEowooD CURTAIN Co., llorcefcr, Jfass.

JANUARY 0. 1922.
lion. CaARLrF.s If. 11rns,

.tsqenbli Chamibcr, ,tlba my, N. '.
My D.,, C;Aa:i.:s: possiblyy the following tariff ilforiliatlon may he of In-

terest to you:
Previous to the war. when the cot of German shades with the American duty

of 25 per cent ldded was almost exactly the price at which we sold our Shades
to dealers, the liaportation of (, rinan and bamboo shades had Increased from
$226,93 in 1910 to 81,080,572 In 1913, an increase of 3816 per cent.

That is, previous to the war when the 25 per cent duty on flerman shades
did give us some protection. It did not Interfere with the Importation of Gherman
and bamboo shades, as the Importations, as already stated, Increased 370 per
cent in the four years previous to the war.

The American valuation plan, or its equilvlent, iR absolutely necessary for us
at. the present tine uncle" a duty of about 85 -per cent on wood-slat shades,
foreign vahlation, Is levied. We understand that some of the members of the
Ways and Means Committee of the House thought that they were giving us a
handsome duty. when they recommended a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem on
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uncolored shades and 30 per cent ad valorem on colored shades In the bill which
the Senate is now considering.

The difficulty with a 30 per cent ad vatorem duty, even with the American
valuation plan, Is this, that a duty of 30 per cent on $4.15, the present cost of
an American shade 0 feet wide by 7 feet. 0 Inches drop to dealers Is $1.24. A
German shade 6 feet wile by 7 feet 6 Inches drop, as you will see front copy of
letter inclosed herewith front Htugo Klemm, of Heidelberg. Glermany, would cost
as-follows:
German shade, 6 feet by 7 feet 0 Inches, cost In Hamburg on August 10.

1921. export tax paid ---------------------------------------------- $2.07
Freight ------------------------------------------------------------- .18
30 per cent duty, Amerhcan valuation plan --------------------------- 1. 2 1

Total --------------------------------------------------------- 3.49
The cost to us of manufacturing and selling the above shade Is over 3.75.

and we must sell the shades for $4.10 or we can not keep In business, and there
is grave doubt About our being able to keep In business and sell shades at $4.10,
whereas any one can get high-grade German wood-slat Ijxrch shades for $3.4
delivered in New York City till duties paid.

Otherwise expressed, owing to the tremendous delireclation in (lerman ex-
change It is almost possible to get duties high enough event with the Amerl-
canl valuation plan to protect us at all for the reason that the duty, when
contputvd on the American valuation plan, is added, of course, to time cost of
the shades in Iihtilurg, and the shades now cost in Hamburg such a very
small amount that even with the duty added we do not get protection, as you
will see.
When we petitioned the Ways and Means Committee last January to su.

divide paragraph 175, schedule I), of the tariff act of 1913, which read-! as fol-
lows: "IBlinds, curtains, slindes, or screens, any of the foregoing i chief
value of bamboo, wood, straw, or compositlon of wood not spechdly provided
for in this section," Into two sections as follows:

(1) l'rch and window shades made of wood slats, pa:pler-mcilc6 or composi-
tion molded In the form of slats woven parallel to one another. (All of which
so far have come front Germany.)

(2) 'orch anti window shl es. curtains, blinds, or screens tomle of strip-
or fibers of bamboo, reed, straw, or material other than woxd, woven parallel
to one another, colored or the sae uncolored. (All of which so far have come
front Japan.)

We petitioned for a duty of 45 per cent ad valorecia n time wood-slat
porch P],ades, and 60 per cent nd valorem on the bamboo or Japanese shades.

At the time we made this petition to) thi Ways and Means Comtittee last
January, inlrks were worth $0.0175 each. Whei we caitte to make onr petition
to time Financo Committee of the Semite oli December 31, last, im1arks were
worth only about %,0.003, that Is, wiarks are now oily about one-iifth ,vhat
they were in .Jainiry. 1921, so, anything hut the Atier:cin vauNatio phan or
Its equivalent is, so far as we are converned, practically useless.

Furthermore, we are not lit favor of a committee, no matter who they are,
or of tite President " adjusting duties to uteet condilt!ons." We can not poss.bly
borrow money at the bink when we tire dependent upom the Judgment of the
President. or of three or four itmen, or it dozeil nen, as to whlethvr our ils:le.%i
is to continue or not. This Is immposuie front the nanafacturer's standpoint.
Every iininuftacturer simply must know where he is in his finances or else, of
course, lie can not continuee in hbusiness.

Another thing: The mntuuftcturer can not go on nid plan a selling camtpalgn,
If, in the titst of tite camp in , the costs on his merch:nilse are liable to
be changed by the Judgment of te one in Wnshington. All this Is absolutely
Impossible from the manufacturer's standpoint as you will readily gee.

I trust this will be of some assistance to you, and am, with kind regards,
Very trly, yours,
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SCHEDULE 5.-SUGAR, MOLASSES, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

LOUISIANA SUGAR.

(Paragraph 501.1

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN M. PARXER, GOVERNOR OF LOUISIANA.

Gov. PARKER. Personally, I am out of active business and have
no direct interest in a tariff, but for many years have been an earnest
advocate of a tariff and especially for our raw products, believing
it eminently unwise to force our farmers and agriculturists into
direct competition on an equality basis with those nations whose
habits and customs of life are very different from ours.

Permit me to emphasize this: Serving as Food Administrator for
Louisiana from the beginning of the war impressed me largely with
the agricultural needs of the Nation, and particularly so of the fact
that but for the beet sugar of the far Vest and the cane sugar of the
South this Nation would have gone absolutely without sugar or
sweets of any kind and almost simultaneously. with the armistice
day, not small numbers, but trainloads of Chinamen began coming
in by way of San Francisco and going across the country, and per.
sonally I repeatedly saw trainloads of these Cfiinamen, many of
whom were stripped to the waist, the windows of the cars nailed
down, brought through Baton Rouge and New Orleans at night and
carried to Tampa, and from there to Cuba, where they worked under
contract, said to be five years, in direct competition with the Ameri-
can sugar producer of Louisiana and the beet grower of the Central
and Middle West.

A study as to conditions of these countries would at once satisfy
those of us who think deeply that it is a physical impossibility for
any self-respecting American to raise agricultural products in com-
petition with the underfed labor of those countries who are our
greatest competitors.

'This applies with equal force to rice, to the oil industry as repre-
sented by the soya-bean oil, the peanut oil, and other oils coming in in
vast quantities from Korea, China, and Japan, many of which were
sent in the most unsanitary packages, one particular shipment
amounting to 1,000,000 10-gallon cans, photographs of which I at
one time had but gave to some of the Tariff Commission representa-
tives. I have not raised a stalk of cane or rice in my life, but having
been very active in public affairs for a great many years I realize
what conditions are, and that if the producers of those vital agricul-
tural products are compelled to come in direct competition with
imported Chinese employed ih Cuba, and then also with the people
of -India, Korea, and other sections of the world where labor costs
practically a song, I see nothing except ruin and disaster for them
and their early retirement from business.

I can possibly speak officially on some of these questions, because
the State of Louisiana produces more than 0,000,000 pounds of cane
sugar, a large part of which it still has on hand, although produced
by convict labor at practically no cost except guards, most of whom
in turn were convicts-they can not possibly get out on present prices.
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Senator LA FOLLTrrE. Is all of the labor on the cane-sugar planta.
tions of Louisiana convict laborI
Gov. PARxKn. Oh, not at all; I am speaking only of the State-

owned property. The State of Louisiana owns its own property;
all the others are free, and there is no convict labor anywhere else.
I was speakin of State land entirely.

Senator LAOL rm. How extensive are those lands?
Gov. PARKER. All told, we will have by the 1st of July about

14,000 acres, but they will not be all in cane. We raise cane, rice
sweet potatoes, cabbage, and large quantities-large numbers--of
cattle, and the definite hope of some of us is that we will soon raise
sufficient to take care of our public institutions.

Senator LA FoLuwrn. How does that convict labor compare in
efficiency with the paid labor upon other plantations?
Gov. PARKER. There is not very much difference in it. It is part

of the same labor, and it is about the same-very little difference.
You might get a little more work. But when there is bad weather
there is no work for them, just exactly like the others. We have three
convict plantations-one at Hop, one at Monticello, and one at An-
gola. We raise rice, cattle, and hogs on one, sugar on another, and
sugar and cotton on the third-raised entirely by convicts. But they
have nothing to do with the production of sugar all over the State.
The State production is in the neighborhood of 300,000 tons. So in
raising the amount we do, it amounts to nothing.

Senator LA FOLLVErE. What is the rate of wages during the grow.
ing season, particularly for labor on the cane plantations?

Vov. PARKER. It varies very much, from $1.25 to $2 a day, depend.
ing upon the class of work, and that is almost exclusively Negroes,
except the small farmers in southern Louisiana, who are little fel-
lows who own their own places. A great many have farms divided
up. They handle their* own products entirely, and they do their own
work, using a high degree of intensive cultivation.

My personal observation in regard to the question of a sugar tariff
is about as stated in the first paragraph, that it is not a political ques-
tion but that it is an economic question; that but for a sufficient tariff
we would have no sugar whatsoever'raised in the United States. It
is simply a purchase of insurance by the balance of the people of the
United States to see that under all conditions they are protected as
they were during the war, at which time it was very forcibly brought
to my attention as to the importance of raising it all over the United
States.

That covers, gentlemen, what I had to say from my knowledge
based on what I have seen. I am not in the business; I simply have
had the occasion to watch it day after day and see today the ruin
of our agriculturalists pretty nearly like some of them in the West.

Senator Siioor. I think you want to correct your statement wherein
you said that you raised 6,000,000 rounds of sugar.

Gov. PARKER. I said in the penitentiary sugar farms. Our State
raises something over 300,000 tons, and what we raise on the convict
farms is infinitesimal.

Senator LA FOLLEmr. What business organizations were bringing
in these Chinese laborers?

Gov. PARKER. None that I could tell. I saw the Chinese coming in
over the Southern Pacific, branching off at Lafayette and at Baton
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Rouge, coming through the swamps. "They did not bring them direct
to ew Orleans. I understand there were labor agents and others
bringing them through in bond. They left Baton Rouge just about
dusk, half pats ti or 7 o'clock, and got to New Orleans a little after
8; and instead of stopping over they went right through on special
trains to Montgomery and through to Tampa in bond.

Senator S3ooT. What became of those Chinamen?
Gov. PARKER. I understand they are all in Cuba. They were taken

there for sugar purposes on five-year contracts.
Senator IA FOXI 'rE. Can you state the approximate numbers?
GOV. PARKER. I could not but I could get that. It would be diffi-

cult to express it, because Y saw trainload after trainload, and the
windows were not raised higher than this pencil [illustrating], nailed
down, and they never passed through early in the morning, but only
late at night, in order to prevent labor troubles. They did not stop
in this country, but went right through to Tampa and from there
to Cuba.

Senator GODINo. Gov. Parker, will you tell the committee your
relation with the Southern Tariff Association, how you happened to
be connected with it and the part you played in its organization and
growth I

Gov. PARKER. I talked at their first meeting and have been very
deeply interested in it, because to my mind the protection to-day of
the American agriculturists is the most important point before the
American people. I have never seen a farmer, whether in Louisiana,
California, Dakota, or anywhere else who was an anarchist or bol-
shevist or who is anything but a law-abiding citizen. But you take
them all over the country and plenty of them can iot pay taxes and
can not begin to pay interest on what they have borrowed. The
more they raise the quicker they are going to go under, because they
can not by any possibility finance themselves. * I know there is not a
single live man in the hog, cattle, and sheep industry who has not
lost a great deal of money and who would have been infinitely better
off to-day to give away everything they had. I know that applies
to the sugar man. Man after man has come to me and said he can
not go on and wants to know what will happen to him. Why? The
bankers, with the uncertainty involved, are absolutely unwilling to
advance them a dollar. When you add this risk of nearly a million
tons of sugar in Cuba, the bankers absolutely will not make any
advances. Some of these men have homes which they have had a
hundred years. It should not be forgot that Louisiana has done
more for the sugar industry of the world than any other community.
We have 67 men from different nations studying sugar chemistry in
Louisiana State University. Jn our State sugar chemistry has been
worked out and utilized all over the world.

We have studying there three or four men from India four or
five from China, an others from nearly all the other South Ameri-
can countries. They are there because they have an opportunity to
take advantage of the most up-to-date chemical apparatus and pro.
cedure. And if we had not done our share to materially increase the
yield of sugar per ton, making an earnest and careful study to de-
velop canes which would increase a percentage of saccharine we
would have all been broke this year. That has not only been a



study by the university, of which I have the honor to be the nominal
head and while we have 800 students, but we have just completed the
purchase of two thousand and odd acres of land on the Mississippi
River, running 31 miles on the river front, which will be one of the
largest plantations in the country, along the line of chemistry in
agriculture.

But I do not hesitate to say to you gentlemen that on the present
tariff basis I do not see how any of those sugar planters are going to
live or even exist. They can not borrow any money from their
banks. They might struggle along all right at 2 cents-2 cents
means you have increased the cost of everything in the world that
you touch. You find your enormous cost is transportation, and then
the labor question must be added.

Senator LA FOLLE'rE. At what price would they have to sell sugar
in order to make a fair return upon the investment?

Gov. PARKER. Senator, that would depend on what the conditions
were. The first question is that of the yield per acre in tons of cane.
I am not a sugar man; I can not give you that accurately. Second,
after you get that yield per acre in tons of cane, you want your yield
of sucrose per ton. I understand this year some cane went as high as
180 pounds in sucrose, something unheard of, by developing these
new methods. But it cost the employment of a vast number of
people. It involves the use of an enormous amount of machinery,
almost exclusively, that is purchased all over the country, and agri-
cultural instruments from anywhere and everywhere.

GENERAL TARIFF REVIEW.

STATEMENT OF H. E. MILES, CHAIRMAN PAIR TARIFF LEAGUE,
RACINE, WIS.

Mr. Mitms. The Fair Tariff League is composed wholly of pro-
tectionists, manufacturers, representatives of '2,500,00) farmers and
wage earners, women's associations, merchants, and others. We be.
lieve absolutely in our American institutions, in the vigor and
strength of our people, and as protectionists we believe that every
American industry that is worth while should have the utmost fair
consideration of Congress.

We are thoroughly opposed to excessive rates, knowing them to
be tremendously injurious to the national interest. We find many
industries operating under excessive tariff rates that are no more
"protection 'than burglary is honest work. This is the judgment,
as nearly as I know, of the majority of the manufacturers of the
United States, only a few of whom press Congress for excessive
rates that let them overcharge the American people.

Senator LA FoLLrrE. Mr. Miles, have you been engaged in the
manufacturing business? '

Mr. MIL S. A life-long manufacturer, Senator, at R4hine, Wis.,
a manufacturer and merchant for 25 years.

Senator LA FOLLErrE. In what line?
Mr. MjmS. Wagons and carriages, and then agricultural imple-

ments, owning and managing one of the four largest carriage fac.
tories in the country, four retail houses, and six or eight wholesale
houses.
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When I was president of the National Association of Agricultural
Implements and Vehicle Manufacturers, I was chairman of its tariff
committee; also of the National Association of Manufacturers' tariff
committee for three years, including the Payne revision; and chair-
man of the National Tariff Commission Association, which included
some 225 manufacturing and commercial organizations representing
the general business judgment of the United States.
When I say that I think we represent in the main the sentiment

of the manufacturers of the United States, I have particularly in
mind the National Association of Manufacturers' questionnaire in
1908 to 11,000 manufacturers; and, that of those who replied, 55 per
cent were decidedly of the judgment that I will express here to-day
against excessive rates; 20 per cent were opposed to this judgment.
'[hey were profiteering by excessive rates and wanted them to be as
high as could be. The remainder were of mixed judgment; some were
not interested.

First of all in considering tariff revision we should realize that
there is a real panic in some quarters, especially among manufac-
turers, because some, not much, merchandise is being imported at
prices far below real values as we judge them. A hosiery importer
declares that certain women's hose i, being sold in a New York store
nt $2.50 a pair, and cheap at that, which cost $1 a pair. A manu-
facturer has just brought from Germany a set of binoculars bought
at retail at $8, on which the retail price in this country is $40, and a
real silver Eversharp kind of lead pencil at 30 cents. A merchant
tells of a good-quality razor from Germany, bought at 10 cents.

Sometimes we are too frightened by these things. There is an-
other side. We are fed up on retail prices. If Congress would find
the cost price of things there would be a marvelous change in judg.
ment. And the Republican Party is pledged to write the tariff upon
the basis of costs, here and abroad, and not otherwise.

I questioned a manufacturer of cutlery when I heard that razors
were coming in at 10 cents each. He laughed and said: "We some-
times sell them at about that .price ourselves."

I heard of a knife coming in at 10 cents, but remembered that 10
years ago J bought an American-made knife at the regular factory
price of 9 or 10 cents. But it was decidedly an inferior knife.

I heard that hosiery was coming freely into our markets at 45
cents a dozen pair for cheap cotton socks. I was alarmed lest the
industry would go to pieces, until I found that these socks are made
by a well-to-do American factory-that likes this business, but the
price is not 45 cents a dozen pair; it is nearer 70 cents. It was 45
cents before the war. Here is a pair.

By such experiences as these we come to believe that many of our
factory costs are so low that fear would yield to joyous apprecia-
tion of our wonderful manufacturing ability if only we knew.

Senator SIMMoNs. Were these socks made in this country?
Mr. MILES. Yes, sir; you will find the name of the factory on

them.
The purpose of a protective tariff, as contemplated by Hamilton and

Washington, was the development of the industrial and inventive
genius of our people until we had both low costs of production with
correspondingly low prices to the consumer and high wages support-
ing high standards of living.
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It was never contemplated that industries should be a perpetual
burden upon the people through the tariff.

Low cost of production and-high wages have been realized beyond
the dreams of the fathers of protection. Not so of prices.

Shoes, agricultural implements, sewing machines, and some other
highly finished products, paying high wages, are produced here
cheaper and better than anywhere else and exported all over thp
world. They are now on the free list.

Many industries that are deceiving Congress and the public with
exaggerated claims are as efficient as those named, but by cries of
alarm are getting hundreds of millions of the public's money unde-
servedly.

The cheap socks I show you are one of the miracles illustrating
our accomplshment. Our hosiery used to come from France and
Germany. To-day there are shop windows in Chemnitz, the German
hosiery center, displaying American hose, while our silk hosiery is
freely sold in the stores of Paris.

Thirty years ago a single operator ran six of the machines of those
days, making a total of 18 dozen pairs of socks daily, with a piece.
rate wage of 3 cents per dozen pairs, giving her 54 cents per day.

Twenty years ago with better machines and the same rate of pay,
the output was double, giving k wage of $1.08 per day.

In the last five years, with full automatic machines, making the
entire sock, including the ribbed to each operator runs 25 machines,
knitting 150 dozen pairs daily. Her piece rate has been reduced
from 3 cents to 2 cents per dozen pairs, and yet she gets $3 per day.

Senator LA FOLLL-rE. )Paid the woman who makes these socks?
Mr. MILES. Who only knits them.
Thesw socks cost 81.6 (cents per dozen pairs to-day, including 30

cents for the yarn. A manufacturer tells us they could be sold for
85 cents per dozen pairs. They retail at 10 cents per pair in the
10-cent stores, where these were bought. These stores used to buy
them as low as 50 cents per dozen pairs. This is the miracle and
perfect accomplishment of protection. Two cents per dozen pairs
or knitting on the piece basis and $3 per day wage. The total labor

cost from raw cotton to finished sock is 2 cents per pair; the lowest
wage in the world and the highest weekly earnings paid any hosiery
people in the world.

A single operator runs from 20 to 30 of the newest type machines
knitting women's silk hose and producing a total of 80 to 90 dozen
pairs daily. At 4 cents per dozen pairs, or one-third of 1 cent per
pair, she would earn $3 per day-almost no cost-and a high wage.

Contrast these facts with the tariff attitude of the hosiery and
knit-goods people. One of their typical representatives declares that
they can not exist without a further increase in their tariff, because,
says he, average wages in the United States in this industry are $30
per week, in England $17.40 per week, in Germany $5.50, in France
$7.14. Were he to tell the truth, he would say that the wage cost
per dozen pairs in the United States is about 2 cents per pair on
socks and twice that on women's silk hose of ordinary quality, and
correspondingly more for "full-fashioned." He pays this; he does
not pay $30 per week, nor does any country pay less than he does
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per pair. That is why one-fourth of all the hosiery and knit goods
made in the United states is exported the world over; that i why
we exported hosiery last year to the amount of $4,000,000 and im-
ported only $1,000,000, the imports being mostly novelties, golf
stockings, etc., that we did not care to make. That is why our knit
goods of all sorts go freely all over the world and substantially no
knit underwear is imported but only fancy novelties for outer wear.

Notwithstanding thigh, the House bill. with its American valuation
clause, puts higher duties on cotton wool. and artificial silk hosiery
than are given laces, which huve always been thought to carry the
highest rates in our tariffs. This is done by compound duties that
hide the robbery. Knit goods should be given an ad valorem or a
flat rate. Analysis shows wide variations in the House ratings, con.
cealing exploitations.

With Congress virtually prohibiting importations by a high tariff
in this, as in other industries, and our domestic manufacturers with
their heads together on prices, the people are paying unreasonably
for their supplies. Mercerized children's socks, that were from 85
to 90 cents per dozen before the war, are now $2.50. Fortunes have
been made in the hosiery business in the last few years. Mills are
very busy. It is for Congress and the people to say whether these
manufacturers shall henceforth be selt-supporting or shall longer
have great and unnecessary grants of public funds.

The story of hosiery is repeated in almost every other industry.
I have here from the National Acme Co. a piece of metal 3J

inches in diameter and 4 or more inches long cut inside and out
into difficult shapes. It would take a skilled man a day or two at
a forge to make this. 'Row a man runs 15 machines, each making
one of these in two minutes, so the man averages 7 per minute. It
would be difficult to figure the wage cost, and yet he gets 50 to 70
cents per hour. This man does the work of 500 men at hand forges
in the olden days. The cost to-day is 2 cents per piece; that was
once $5 or $10. And yet the ovegreedy and dissimulating tariff
beneficiary will compare the $4.50 to $5.50 per day that the American
workmen earn at 2 cents per piece with wages in other countries
where the net cost is higher.

Here are other difficult but smaller pieces. Figure the labor on
these. One man runs 15 machines, thereby averaging 7 pieces per
second.

In cotton goods, as said the Tariff Commission in 1912, " although
labor costs in the cotton industry are in many cases lower in tte
United States than in England, 'ye teaulholyarings in
this country are, in most of the principal occupations, much greater."
We meet A competition the, world over in ordinary cotton goods,
sending ticking and drills to India, whose cotton-mill operatives get0nly a few pennies per day in wages.

It used to take four power tools and a forge to make a bolt-just
a bolt. It was a slow process. To-day a man simply feeds rods 30
feet long into a row of bolt machines, and out of each machine come
bolts, cut to length, headed up, threaded, and the nut put on the
thread, so fast as to blur the vision. No man can figure the labor
cost unless expert in carrying his decimals out to a far distance.

So in shoes, it is said that labor to-day does in 45 minutes what
used to require two days' time. High wages and low costs.
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The Singer Sewing Machine Co. has an enormous trade in the
Orient, Japan, China, the Philippines, which it supplies from its
American factories because it is a little cheaper to do so than from
their British factories, where workmen earn less per day, but are more
expensive because of their smaller production.

So a great manufacturing company has recently closed its German
factory because both the skill and the morale in Germany has de-
teriorated until the company can only afford to operate its Ameri-
man plant.

When the public learns of the low-wage cost in manufacturing
cotton, silk, and woolen goods; certain kinds of cutlery, which are
made in the ordinary grade cheaper here than elsewhere and ex-
ported broadcast; pressed glass, some kinds of hardware, sanitary
ware, and other things, it will insist that Congress shall not heed
the loose pleas of these manufacturers. The cost of living will then
be reduced at least $3,000,000,000 per year. Our money will go that
much further. Costs, as well as prices, will come down, and with
lower costs, our world trade witl continuously and tremendously
expand, and our factories be busy.

The census of 1910 gave us a population of 92,000,000 people, and
in 1920 of 105,000,000. If, however, we measure in terms of indus-
trial efficiency, our 105,000,000 people to-day are producing as much
as, possibly, 120,000,000 people could have produced in 1910, or at
least in 1900, so that we have now to find an output in all the markets
of the world for the production of the equivalent of 120,000,000
people instead of the 105,000,000 named in the census. We now have
in these new mechanical facilities the equivalent of 10,000,000 invis-
ible workers who must be kept busy unless our wage earners arc to
suffer from idleless. New inventions intensify this condition daily.
With 5 per cent of the world's population and 7 per cent of its land
surface, with only 147 years of national life the United States is pro.
during 24 per cent of "the world's foodstuffs, 40 per cent of its min-
erals, and 34 per cent of its manufactures. And it has just begun.

The woman who makes 1,800 pairs of socks per day must be kept
just as busy as her grandmother who made 10 pairs a week, and so of
the machinist, who produces as much as 500 men (lid 60 years ago,
and the woman who operates 20 looms instead of the single loom her
grandmother worked.

All this means lower rates of duty, and the kind of tariff that most
develops foreign trade, while protecting the domestic market reason-ablyTfie Fordney tariff bill is a relic of the past century, and the exact

opposite of what the country needs. It closes the doors to foreign
trade. By its American valuation clause, it doubles the present duties
and lets every price-fixing group in America determine the basis of
duties on imports of competing products.

Senator JONES (interposing). Let me ask you right there, what.
ever may be the difference in labor cost here and abroad, we have
about as good machines for making those sort of products as they
have anywhere else?

Mr. MILES. By general confession the best machines on earth, but
as everybody says, "Foreigners buy our machines and copy our
methods." they trail behind us all the time on our type of quantity
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production and a foreign worker seldom runs more than half as
many machines as the American worker. They seem to lack the
nerve.

Senator JoNnS. They are made here by the same machine as used
in Germany and everywhere else?

Mr. Mii~s. There are always somewhere in the United States new
machines that are better than any machines anywhere else in the
world, generally speaking. We lead in these inventions for quantity
production. On quantity production this story of hosiery and other
trades is typical. One woman runs some 20 to 25 looms arid weaves
4,500 yards of ordinary cotton cloth per week on a wage of $12 to
$15 a week, against about half that many looms in Europe per worker.
We ship the product of this $15 a week worker to India against the
product of the Indian cotton.mill worker who gets $1.25 per week,
because our goods cost less.

Senator SooT. Can you tell me where any woman runs 25 looms?
Mr. MILmES. I have seen them in Massachusetts and North Carolina.
Senator S~tor. There may have been 25 looms there, but one

weaver did not run 25 looms.
Mr. MILES. One of the best.posted men in Amerika says he has

frequently seen three women running 100 looms.
Senator SMoor. There would be so many imperfect pieces and

breakage.
Mr. MiLm. It is mighty near that. I have seen the mills in Spar.

tanburg and other places.
Senator SMoor. I never heard of any such thing, never saw, never

dreamed of it, and I do not believe it can possibly be. I do not want
to get into any long discussion.

Mr. MiLzs. No.
Senator SMoor. I know this, and you know it as a manufacturer,

there are so many ends break, and there is only one way of putting
them in, and that is by hand. You have got to stop your loom, andi
you have got to pull the thread through the headers. They have got
to be mended and mended right away as it breaks and make other
threads, and, of course, the cloth is spoiled.

Mr. MiLmS. The automatic loom stops itself, and just waits. I am
speaking of cotton mills on print cloths and heavier fabrics.

Senator S~ioor. The loom stops itself where the filling runs out,
but not where a thread breaks. Every loom stops when the filling
thread breaks, but not on the warp. I have been a weaver myself.

Mr. M miles. But not recently. Have the greatest respect for your
judgment and experience. American invention, however, stops at
nothing. Now, even on woolen looms, there is a copper weight
attached to a wire controlling' each warp thread and falling on a
copper plate if the warp thread breaks, thus establishing an electric
contact that stops the machine. There are also other devices.
Partly because of this on plain weaves like twills one operator can
run fo-ur to six woolen looms although the wool thread is compara.
tively weak. You can, therefore, distribute this worker's daily wage
over four to six looms and the cotton weaver's over 20 to 30 looms and
4,500 yards per week, as stated. On fancy weaves an operator runs
only one to four looms.

Senator Sbtoor. Go on. I did not want to get into a long argument.
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Senator Si~iMmos. Have you more illustrations showing the small
cost of certain manufactured articles; are there any more illus.
trations?

Mr. Mi.Es. They are everywhere. I have mentioned these because
they simply illustrate the genius of American production.

So far as it is sincere the demand for increased tariff rates rests
on the fact that considerable importations are coming at unreason-
ably low prices from countries with depreciated currencies, Germanyespec1l1

The xerman mark passes current in Germany for twice its inter-
national value or a little more. Consequently, an importer buying
marks in the United States and making purchases with them in
Germany can import sometimes at half to a third of American
values, although some German goods-textiles and leather goods, for
instance-cost in gold a third more than before the war, as shown
in a statement recently issued by our Federal Reserve Board. Others
cost three-fourths as much. The average advance in German prices
in October last was 35 per cent and November 22 per cent, accord-
ing to this statement.

Sometimes we are unnecessarily frightened, as when a maker of
round metal clocks complains of German importations at 47 cents
costing him more than that to produce. Investigation discloses that
tens of thousands of little German alarm clocks were imported an-
nually before the war at 1 gold mark each, 24 cents. They kept
poor time, but answered the purpose. Clocks are not coming in
much now.

Sometimes we are frightened by the story of an invoice at, say,
50 marks, which we take at the current rate of half a cent, when
in fact the invoice is an old one and the mark was then worth, ay,
5 cents.

It is not protection to let ruinously cheap things come in. Nor
need we wait until Germany is bankrupt or sold out, although this
remedy would operate soon. As Senator Smoot has suggested, there
should be passed immediately by Congress a law on depreciated
currency, which raises the duty for each per cent of depreciation
beyond a certain point. This would immediately correct the values
from each of these countries, and could be so figured as to bring
them entirely to the American level. It is even believed that it
would help those countries to raise the values of their currencies. It
would instantly stop objectionable importations. This proviso would
be opposed by some American manufacturers who harp on these
importations for ulterior purposes.

The American valuation clause would have no effect in stopping
these importations. As the United States Tariff Commission says
the mark passes in Germany for twice, or a little more, its interna.
tional value. I use this proportion of two to one and submit that if
a thing costs $1 in Germany. $1.50 in England, and $2 in the United
States the American valuation clause would assess, for instance, a
duty of 80 per cent on the American value of $2. Germany would pay
60 cents, or the equivalent of 60 per cent on foreign valuation, bring-
ing her article up to $1.60. The English article would pay the same,
60 cents, and be raised to $2.10. But this would leave the German
article 25 per cent under that of England and other good-currency
countries, and 20 per cent under the American market. This 20 per
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cent would let Germany destroy the American market just as easily
as she can now, while any higher duty on American valuation would
absolutely shut out every country except Germany. I have put this
situation to manufacturers who are alarmed at German imports, and
on consideration they agree that "American evaluation" is useless in
the premises.

The only remedy, then, is in a depreciated currency or similar se-
lective clause. The American valuation clause is a camouflage for
doubling existing duties against all countries, and adding billions
of dollars to the cost of living.

If, instead of so-called American valuation as above figured, we
have a depreciated currency clause, with foreign valuation, we
could take 40 per cent as a fair tariff, and then add, say, three-fourths
of 1 per cent to the dity for each 1 per cent of depreciation below
20 per cent. Then Germnany figures $1 foreign value plus 40 cents
duty plus 60 cents for depreciated currency, and she is brought to
our domestic $2 price, at which she is welcome. England would pay
$1.50 plus 40 per cent, or 60 cents, making her article $2.10, or 5 per
cent above ours. Thus we get substantial equalization, and no slight-
est chance for worry. As the Tariff Commission says. there would
have to be limitations anti special provisions, because many German
products are being brought in at good. fair American prices, duty
paid. In no case should the depreciated currency countries be penal-
ized bv surcharge duties bringing any product to higher prices than
other countries. As the Tariff Commission says, this plan involves
administrative difficulties: but it can lie done.

The exhaustive study by experts of the very few commodities in
question may show that their selection by Executive order under a
so-called flexible provision is better than primarily to make exchange
the basis. This is the same in effect.

As a matter of fact. there is no American valuation clause in the
House tariff bill. Section 402 provides that duties shall be levied
upon the basis of domestic wholesale prices.

A provision that 'duties shall be levied upon the basis of domestic
wholesale prices" is a "domestic prices clause" and it is nothing
else. It is clear to us that certain porch climbers stole those clean
and good words, "American valuation," and are using them for
camouflage purposes. They are not in the bill, which provides
that duties shall be assesseil with absolutely no reference to value
or to cost of production, but to their whole~ale price in the United
States. The Republican Par-ty in 1908 declared that duties should
represent the difference in the cost of production here and abroad.
Every protectionist so believes. This means that duties shall ineasure
intrinsic values as indicated by the sweat of the brow and the ma-
terials involved. When you get away from that and tie the protec-
tive system to a prices clause, however made, it is not protection; it is
an absolute surrender to price fixing and to every circumstance of
price making throughout the country.

In 29 industries that the Fair Tariff League has analyzed, prices
went up from 1914 to 1919, an average of 260 per cent. With Ameri-
can valuation the tariff also would have gone up that 260 per cent.
The people then could have said of Congressmen what they said of
retailers and others. And what the war then enabled manufacturers
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and distributors to do with prices every shifting current of trade
would enable them to do again in greater or less degree.

Senator LA FoLLvrrrz. These 29 industries were typical, were they?
Mr. Mizs. Entirely so. Two or three were semifinished or crude,

like lead and wire, and informative in their way. The rest comprised
very many of the things that fill our stores-cottons, silks, woolens,
corsets, furs, buttons, clocks, and watches, gloves, aluminum, glu-
cose, umbrellas, carpets, wire, chocolate, hardware, chinaware, cut-
lery, hosiery, glassware, toys, collais and cuffs, oilcloth and linoleum,
paint, starch. etc. They are so many and so typical that one need
not look further.

Senator Snit-o-s. And during the period that you just now men-
tion-1914 to 1919-the average increase in those prices was 260 per
cent?

Mr. MILES. Yes. In 1914 the products of these factories were
charged out at an average of $40 per capita of population, and in
1919 at $104 per capita of population, an increase of 260 per cent.

We all know that prices went into the sky. To tie a tariff system
to that sort of a kite seems to us utterly impossible. And what the
war did every shifting condition does more and less.

Under the new miscalled "American valuation clause" no one ap.
pearing in a customs court in a case of ordinary competing merchan-
dise could say a word about the value of it, or its cost of production.

The judge would stop him, saying in substance. "the law refuses to.
consider either value or manufacturing cost. We simply want to
know what American wholesalers charge for this article. What-
ever they charge is by law the basis upon which the importer must
pay duty.." What does John Smith. the price fixer, charge: that
is the question.

.s everyone knows that protection rests, morally and economi-
cally upon the facts of production, wages, and costs, it seems mon-
strous to suggest that Congress tear it from these foundations, carry
it off and drop it upon a secondary occupation, merchandising. anl
the shifting prices of wholesalers.

By eliminating value and depending upon prices only, this new
clause is the greatest buttress and incentive to price fixing that any
Government in a generation has-dreamed of making.

Prices often have nothingto do with value. To-day our farmers
are selling their wheat in Europe to net them about 80 cents per
bushel, being less than fair value. And when they take this 80 cents
to our stores they find prices of the other sort so high that the'80
cents is worth onl, about 50 cents.

If you build this tariff wall high, you shut the foreigners out and
at the same time you shut us all in and make the general consuming
public the victims of circumstances and the domestic manufacturers.

It seems to us pertinent to note that some of our domestic manu-
facturers have in the past sold their goods at 30, 40, 50, and
rarely 60 per cent less price to the foreign consumer than to the
American consumer. They call it "dumping." I dumped all my
life, but mostly within the United States. When I dumped at 10
and 15 discount. I got down to the bone. When anybody take's 80 to
5i0 off he is not dumping; he is making five profits off his fellow
countrymen through price fixilng behind the tariff wall. and selling
abroad at it single profit or cost.
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That has not been done much recently, but I have evidence that
Elgin, Waltham, and other watches were sold abroad so cheaply that
they were brought back by those who bought them over there and
retailed in this country at about one-third of the prices demanded in
the stores of this country supplied directly from the watch com-
panies.

American nails have been reimported at a saving of one-third.
A great manufacturer of hardware said to me, "We ship wood

screws abroad at one-half the price we charge our domestic people.
It is all wrong; the tariff should not let us do that."

Borax was shipped abroad at one-third the American price be-
cause the tariff was 5 cents a pound when it should not have been
anything at all. The foreigner got his borax at 24 cents, and the
American got his borax at 21 cents plus 5 cents tariff, or 7j cents.

A great chemist told me that some chemicals were shipped abroad
at one-third of the domestic price.

A pipe-fitter's tool, called a pipe expander, is shipped abroad to-
day at 45 per cent less than it costs domestic consumers.

Files used to be shipped abroad at 40 per cent less than domestic
prices, now 20 per cent less.

Senator Sxuifoxs. I understood you to say, Mr. Miles, that in these
cases the exporter from this country, the manufacturer, makes a
good profit?

Mr. MiuLS. We do not know what profit. But we have a great sus-
picion that when 25 per cent of all the files that are made in the
United States go abroad at the international price that has run va-
riously from 40 per cent under domestic prices in the past to 20 per
cent less now, that there is no loss on exports, and if no loss at 40 off
you can guess what is the profit on those sold here.

Senator SiMMiioNs. I have some idea of what he makes at home. I
was just trying to find out whether he was making anything on his
shipments abroad. I assume you knew he was or he would not be
sending them abroad, as it would be better to let them rust, than to
sell at a loss.

Mr. MILES. I have had rather wide experience in that sort of
thing. In manufacturing there are two ways of making money ac-
cording to the season of the year: One is to make the usual profit; the
other is to stop losses.

My factory cost $20,000 a month when idle, and my job during off-
season months was to sell enough goods so that instead of losing
$20,000 1 lost only $10.000 or $5,000. My business was competitive.
I could cut prices in this case 10 to 15 per cent only. Those who can
give 30 to 40, and more, per cent off domestic net prices, on investiga-
tion, are always found to be in.price agreements and making excessive
profits under excessive tariff rates. Oily the tariff enables them to.

I have a letter from a file man offering files for export at 20 per
cent off the domestic prices. Asked for a further discount, he says,
"No. If I made this further 20 per cent discount here at home my
factory would be so filled with orders that I would not know what to
do. I won't go further for export orders."

Take aluminum. The aluminum company that started in this
country with almost no capital has accumulated, I understand.
$70,000,000 in a few years. Its price was 24 cents a pound until

SI M
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recently now 21 cents, while aluminum costing the same to make in
England is 15 cents a pound. The "domestic prices clause," para-
graph 402, would assess the djity on the 21 cents American price and
not the 15 cents international price if this rate were ad valorem.

Here is a piece of woolen goods for men's suits costing $1.71 at an
English factory and duty paid in the United States $2.89, and what
do you think the American price of the competing article is? Two
dollars and eighty-five cents, or just 4 cents less than the foreign
article.

The domestic prices clause by assessing the duty on this $2.85
would make the price of the next import $3.40 instead of $2.89, when
we might expect the price of the domestic article to go to $3.25.

I believe from reliable men that I can not question that the woolen
people get together and fix their prices; and that at a certain time
they were gathered around a big table, each maker putting his prices
just as high as he dared, when their leader added 50 cents to $1 a
yard to each price.

If you will look back for 15 or 20 years you will find the price of
domestic woolens to be the foreign price plus substantially the tariff.
I know that was so in steel for many years. I bought steel in hun-
dreds of tons and occasionally in thousands of tons. I got quotations
from Belgium from year to year, and my American price was the
Belgian price plus the high duty, and sometimes plus the freight to
New York. During the same years American steel was exported at
the Belgian or international price.

Our only contention to-day is that Congress should be very careful
not to support that kind of high domestic and low foreign prices, and
American valuation does support it supremely. So do high tariff
rates, as for 20 years past.

American valuation presents unlimited opportunity for fraud. An
appraiser could judge a comparable import by comparison with almost
anything presented to him by an interested manufacturer or importer,
assess the duty too high or too low, and if brought into court say
he did not remember the comparable domestic article upon which his
judgment was based; that he did the best lie could. The unusually
higg character of our appraisers should not be thus tempted.

With noncomparable imports will come innumerable lawsuits, in
which any domestic manufacturer of a like article can be sum-
moned as a witness with his cost books and made to reveal his costs
in open court, with disastrous results.
If we follow this seductive goddess with the assumed name, Ameri-

can Valuation, we will be like the cottonseed-oil men, with their
$400 000,000 business, who asked for protection in the emergency
tariff from soya-bean and other oriental oils, and now, after six
months' experience, unanimously tell you that their protection, like a
bomb, "has busted in their faces," destroved their export business,
lowered their domestic prices, brought retaliation abroad, and must
be withdrawn at once in behalf of the farmers of the South and
North alike. Our people will not cat these oriental oils. We use
them in soaps, thereby making. soaps cheap. Now that our soap
makers can not import them, Europe gets them at her own price
without competition, and her people, with less fastidious tastes, eat
them, and because of the price refuse to buy our cottonseed oil and
lard. We would have to have another tariff revision within a year.
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Now comes a proposal from those who are determined to get the
miscalled American valuation joker into the law one way or another
that the duty be levied on the wholesale price of the imported article
in this country.

Were it not that these people never offer an apparently innocent
innovation except as they have figured out an evil use for it (as when
they made the domestic prices clause in section 402 of the House bill
cover two billions of additional expense to the public, and camou-
flaged it with the pretty words "American valuation") this would
seem to be the greatest joke in American tariff history. Nothing more
amusing and interesting than to follow such a provision after its
enactment, were enactment possible, and for this reason: Consumers
do not spend their money for bar iron, pig lead, or other crude prod-
ucts that mostly carry specific rates. T['heir money goes for three
major requirements, food, shelter, and the highly manufactured prod.
ucts ready for consumption which are found in our retail stores and
take most of the ad valorem rates which alone are affected by this
newly proposed domestic prices clause.

Only 2.7 per cent of these store supplies are imported (see p. 5405,
column 6), and three-fourths of this 2.7 per cent is noncompara-
ble and noncom petitive, being imported because different in design
or quality. To base protection on that 2.7 per cent is to put a price
on a horse that some one may know what a cow is worth, or to
price chickens so as to determine the value of geese. Will common
table and kitchen cutlery--of which none comes in and 48 per cent of
all domestic production was exported in 1919 and more in 1920-and
shears, on which we control the world, be on the free list. because
little or none is imported normally, or will they take the high duties
to be paid on fine penknives and carving sets, because all these are
cutlery, and the latter need considerable protection? Or will our
tariff artists arrange to have some of these commonly used things
imported so as to establish rates on them, thereby reminding us of
that shipload of petroleum products that came in when petroleum
products were on the free list under the Dingley law. The shipment
almost entered free; but some one on watch halted it. It was assessed
99 per cent, was sold at auction, buyer tinknown, and thereafter, with
petroleum products still on the free list, paid 99 per cent duty while
the Dingley law lasted.

Will cheap cottons, of which we exported $320,000,000 in 1920, be
free until some one sends in 1,000 yards, or will they be covered by
the relatively high duties required by weavers of fancy patterns?

Real protectionists care little about the 2.7 per cent of novelty im-
portations or the few dollars of duty collectible thereon. They care
everything about the 97.3 per cent of staples that we produce here,
and are coming to export in billions of dollars. Real protectionists
support the pledge of the Republican Party in 1908 that duties shall
rest on costs of production and differences in such costs here and
abroad. It is in fear of the honest enactment of such a tariff that
strange folk now offer incomprehensible new alternatives.

Again, these 2.7 per cent imports are novelties, ever changing, the
latest foreign styles, sometimes not a month old. How can any, not
to say every, customhouse be prepared to assess such new creations-
or would they hold them indefinitely, physically or under bonds, and
let weary weeks of controversy determine final settlement?
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There are different sorts of importers, wholesalers, retailers, fac-
tors who get very small commissions, and private buyers who will not
resell. To determine a single rate and which rate for each of these
would be a gamble.

Lastly, values differ in different ports bf entry. Which port shall
rule, or shall the decision go by lot or by percentages of receipts?

And all these and other troubles instead of assessing on cost as for
150 years with entire ease I

At the end of every financial depression, like the present, come
three to five years of heavy purchasing, when the public replaces
what it has worn out during the years of bad times. Factories can
not begin to fill orders. Prices soar. The American valuation clause
would raise the duties to the skies in these years.

It will be answered that present duties are assessed on foreign
prices. True, but they are international or world prices, and world
combinations and world price fixing are generally impossible.

I would give as one of the greatest reasons in the world for the
foreign valuation that the international price is always the lowest
Irice in the world, the most stable. and not unusually 10 per cent
below standard prices. They are the nearest that cani be gotten in
the realm of prices to the cost of production theory that protection-
ists profess. The export price to-day in free-trade England on zinc
and lead is 10 per cent under the domaestic price.

The rates, as printed in the F'ordney bill are low. They gave hope of.
lower cost of living, of greater purchasing power of money and
labor, and of factories getting busy again, but when these rates as
written in the bill come to be testecl out by applying them to actual
American prices they were found to be from two to four times higher
than out. present tariff rates. When we see billions added to prices
by this valuation clause, we see why some manufacturers got the
1-louse to give it to them.

I have no doubt of the verdict of the very able body of experts who
are studying American valuation for no nor of your final rejection
of this scheme.

Senator McLEAN. You would fix your rate on the foreign valua-
tion?

Mr. MILES. Absolutely.
Senator MCLEAN,. Then you would give us protection against low

cost of production b , equalizing the depreciation of the currency?
Mr. MILES. Yes, Senator, that or some other selective remedy like

one of the Smoot amendments.
Senator McLEAN. How would you give us protection against

Japan., which is a low-cost country with currency at par?
Mr. MILEs. Careful analysis has been made of the Japanese situa-

tion. In the year 1919 Japan sent us $409.000.000 of imports- 66
per cent of whiich was tea and raw silk-that we will certainly not
worry about.

Her free and specific duty goods, not subject to American valu-
ation, amounted to $358,000,000. leaving only $51,000,000 to con-
sider.

Senator LA FOLmrE. What .year was that, Mr. Miles?
Mr. MILES. That was 1919. *Then $31,000.000 comes out of the

$51.000,000 as noncomparable manufactures of silk-that is, habutai
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and stuff we do not make. That leaves only $20,000,000 of business
that we can worry about. Of this residue of $20,000,000 more than
half is foods and materials for use of Japanese residents here and
works of art. This gets us down to $10,000,000.

Senator McLEAN. Your argument is we do not need any protection
against low cost of production in Japan?

Mr. MiLs. I would have the tariff high enough against every
country, including Japan, but I would not shape my whole American
tariff in fear of Japanese trade. Why pick out the JapaneseI

Senator MCLEAN. I pick out the Japanese because they have low
cost of production while the currency is at par.

Mr. MILEs. Costs of production in Japan are not very low on
competing things. The Tariff Commission tells us Japan's wages are
one.sixth of ours; but their relative inefficiency is so great as to bring
their wage up to two-thirds of ours, and that most of this one-third
is lost because when you have to employ 100 men to do the work of
25 you have a tremendous general loss. A fair tariff against other
countries will cover Japan. Take silk, for instance.

Silks: In 1914 only 18.5 per cent of the factory selling price of all
silk products went to labor, and 22.7 per cent if we include salaries
with labor; and yet the tariff was 50.5 per cent, or two and three-
quarters times the total wages in the mills. In 1919 wages were
only 15.7 per cent, with the duty averaging 42.6 per cent, or still two
and three-quarters times the total wages. As the raw silk is half
the total cost of silk cloth and raw silk costs the same the world over,
this 42.6 per cent applies only to the other half of the foreigner's
price representing his labor, overhead, and profit, and becomes twice
that, or 85.2 per cent of protection on all these differentials. A wicked
superprotection, and yet the silk manufacturers ask Congress now to
make it 110 per cent. In silk cloth about 30 per cent of the selling
price is labor. The protection given the silk mills in 1919 was
$205,000,000, and the Fordney bill would make it upwards of $230,-
000,000, all of which amounts would be doubled in reaching the con.
sumers. And to-day not a yard of ordinary competing silk is imported
except habutai, a lining from Japan, and Shantung silk from China,
both so cheap and poor that our manufacturers do not care to make
them. Against this grant to the manufacturers the customs revenues
brought in only about $20,000,000 in 1919, and $23,000,000 in 1920on sil ,ks.

The House bill restores the Payne wording for silk cloth, which is
so complicated and involved as to put unnecessary labor upon customs
officials, and make it difficult for the importer to know in advance
what his duty will be. It is the longest and most complicated tariff
paragraph in any tariff in the world. Those who got it in did so
for no patriotic purpose. The paragraph in the present law covering
silk cloth is four lines, or five-eighths of an inch; the House wording
will take 15 inches similarly printed.

I have spoken of the efficiency of American labor, the cheapest
in the world in many trades on quantity production. I have asked
leading labor leaders of the United States if they want us to take the
position that American labor must be a special burden on the people
in order to keep up American standards. Their feeling, so far as I
learn, is that they want to emphasize the contrary-not the efficiency
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of American labor by itself necessarily, but backed by the inventive
genius and the management of American industry.

Let us emphasize that when protection is high enough to enable an
industry to pay standard American wages that is as far as it can go
to help labor. If you go beyond that you simply make a present to
the manufacturer and hurt the laboring man correspondingly.

Mr. Fordney is declaring that labor is 90 per cent of the cost of
production. Labor was 90 per cent, maybe, before the days of steam
and machinery, but to-day I understand from experts who have spent
years studying factories, that labor, with only enough exceptions to
prove the rule, is only about one-half of the total cost from mother
earth to finished product. So you can make rates one-half what they
were when labor was 90 per cent of the cost and give labor the same
protection that it got before. In each industry, as you go through
the United States, experienced men who are doing it all the time tell
me that labor is one-tenth to one-fifth of the selling price of the
product. Furthermore, the reports of the industries themselves to
the Bureau of the Census so show.

Senator StiMons. What isithat statement?
Mr. MiLzs. That the item of labor in each industry is one-tenth to

one-fifth of the selling price of the product, with few exceptions, as
indicated for 29 industries in column 8 of table on pages 5408-5411
and for 15 years in the table on page 5375.

Senator Si3mbiozs. You mean the retail selling price?
Mr. MiLs. No, sir; 10 to 20 per cent of the factory selling price.
The CHAiRMAN. You say, then, that the labor in articles that would

sell for $10 would run all the way from $1 to $21
Mr. Mnus. From mother earth to highly finished articles like

those in department stores it would be 50 per cent, sometimes more
and sometimes less, but seldom more than 50 per cent. Labor in each
industry by itself is from 10 to 20 per cent of the factory selling
price. Labor in the cotton mill is often less, and seldom over 20
per cent of the factory selling price of the product.

Cotton duck is 80 per cent material, 10 per cent overhead and only
10 per cent labor; sheeting, 70 per cent material, 15 per cent overhead
and 15 per cent labor; print cloths 60 per cent material, 20 per cent
overhead and 20 per cent labor; fine lawns 40 per cent material, 30
per cent overhead, and 30 per cent labor. On all these cottons up to
print cloths our labor is cheaper or as cheap per yard as any in
Europe. I have a list of wages tabulated by special courtesy of
the Census Bureau giving the per cent of wages to the factory sell-
ig price.

senator LA FouiT.r. Are we going to have the benefit of that in
the record ?

Mr. Mnms. Yes. Here are some: Sugar, 2.7; linseed oil, 2.4;
gloves, 17.2; glass and glassware, 28; woolens, silks, and cottons
about 18; carpets, 20; clocks and watches, 38; cutlery, 32; musical
instruments, 25.5, etc. (See tables, pp. 5408-5411, columnn 8.)

Senator LA FouLrriE. How is it on shoes?
Mr. Miw. The labor in tanning the leather is 17 per cent. As the

leather is only 60 per cent of the shoe, 10 per cent of the labor in the
shoe is tanning. The labor in the shoe factory is 25 per cent. So
that from the green hide from the steer's back to the shoe on your
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foot it is 85 per cent labor. That leaves 15 per cent for growing the
hide on the steer and incidental labor items before you reach
the 50 per cent mentioned as total labor from mother earth to fin-
ished product; and so in many other high-grade products.

The labor in converting the thin steel sheets into tinware for
kitchen use is about 19 per cent. I do not know the wage per cents
in prior processes. They are correspondingly low.

Senator Smoor. I do not know what rates you have on woolen
goods.

Mr. MIu.e. Senator Gooding tells me his experts found that wool
is 60 per cent of the cost, leaving 40 per cent for labor and all other
conversion costs.

Senator SMoOr. It would have to be pretty plain goods to be 40
per cent.

Mr. Mfius. I only know the labor costs.
I make, in passing, the tremendously important point that in tex-

tiles in general the cost of material is about one-half the factory
selling price of the product. Silk and cotton cost the same the
world over; while with wool, we have a compensatory duty.

So that any protection given textiles applies only to the half of the
product not represented by materials, and a 30 per cent tariff, for
instance, on the finished aricle, being 30 per cent on the material,
overhead, wages, and profit of the foreign manufacturer, is twice
that, or 60 per cent, on all items of difference, being labor, overhead,
and profit. The Payne bill gave the woolen people 95 per cent, which
was 190 per cent on all differentials of labor, overhead, and profit.
The only "look-in" a wage earner got on that was when lie bought
a suit of clothes 40 per cent cotton. 30 per cent shoddy, and 30 per
cent defective wool from his wages of $9 for a long week's work.
To-day the silk duty averages 85.6 per cent on differentials and the
wool duty is worse.

The tariff percentage for 25 years has often been from two to ten
times as much as the domestic vage per cent in the industry. The
censuses of 1904, 1909, and 1914 show substantially identical condi-
tions in this respect, with post-war 1919 still worse for labor.

A study of 26 of the necessities of life manufactured by great
price-fixing aggregations in 1908, published by the National Asso-
ciation of Agricultural Implement and Vehicle Manufacturers
showed this same disparity between tariff rates at that time and
wages, with extremes as illustrated in the following table:

Per cent of
Per wagecost Value

Mercandse. Pe cen ofof manu- 'products
m brcandise. duty under facture (ensuc of

Payne Act. tesso

1904).of 194)

Linseedoil ........................................................ 3 7.5 3 $27,577,152
Suga..........................71 3 277,2&%.499

Gluose....................................E 7 24,.%A6932
Chemicals ..................................................... 52- o 1 7, 22.000
W oa es ............................................................ 55-22 18 3 3 ODO

alt .................. .......................................... 284 ......... .......
lke.........................30 29,873,Cottonsiiiiii!i~ iii~ i ........................3-02 5 6 0Ba ................................ 6 -OD0 13,M 01
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Such duties are never levied for wage earners. The wages in some
of these industries are inversely as the amount of protection given.
,'hen cottons, silks, and woolens were protected as above their labor

was among the lowest paid in America, $7 to $9 per week of long
hours, with from 80.5 per cent of the workers in woolens to 92.8 per
cent in silk foreign born, as shown La* this table from a Rhode Island
bluebook. Such duties are for the stockholders only.

(From Twenty.second Report Industrial Statistics Rhode Island, 1008.1

Average Per cent
weekly 'O el Per centIndustry. born American.earnings. operators.

Woolen and worsted goods .................................... 1,9 0.5 19.5
Cotton goods .................................................. 7-8 8.2 13.8
Silk and silkgoods ................................... 7-8 9z.8 7.2
Rubber and rubbergoods ........................................... 8-9 70 30
Jewelry... .......................................... 10-11.....
Average .11 industries'............................................... 10-3 ..........

The above tariff rates and wages are typical of the boasted days
of the highest tariffs any plunderbund in any modern nation ever
put over. If we want now to help labor let us deflate the tariff and
thereby increase his purchasing power 15 or 20 per cent.

Glucose is typical; a trust with a 7 per cent wage cost using its
55 per cent protection against the domestic consumption of $21,-
000,000; shipping abroad $3.500,000 at international prices made of
Illinois corn, the cheapest food material in the world. go of salt
with 821 per cent protection; asphalt with 30 per cent; and cement
with 25 per cent.

Here is another table showing that under tile high Dingley tariff
in 1901-1919 there was usually no relation between wages and the
tariff.

Arerage ad valorein rates under the Dlinglcly tariff law in 190-j. and 1.909, com.
pared vith per cent of tcages and wages an! salaries combined to production
in rariouv groups of articles. Wages vary from one.half to one-tenth of the
proteetire tariff rate.

Per cent of wages, etc., to production.

Avereeadvalorem
Artices.etes, Dingley law.

Articles. 1984 1509

Importr, Imports, WsEs. All Wages. All
1 .1 a servkes-, services.

Cotton, manufatures (not including ear. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cnt. Per cent. Per cent.
ets,nhandkerchlefs, and weaing appar) 52.8 52.4 21.4 23.6 21.1 24.4Cutleryndedge.tools ................ 64.1 63.7 33.6 '40.6 33.0 40.9

Lftdan manulactures.............. .S 9 83. 4 2.9 3. 6 3.4 4.4
Silk, manufactures (not including hand-

kerchiefs and wearing apparel) ......... 2.5 522 20.1 23.6 19.6 23.4
Wool, manufactures ?not Including car-

pets and wearing apparel, but including
feltgoods) .................. 10.2 98.8 111.9 20.0 16.6 19

Cement ......... 24.2 20. 6 29.5 =5.7 24.2 3 0
Eartben, stone, and china ware. .9 5.7 39.5 4%4 39.3 45.8

oeryand knilt goods .................... 63.5 62.4 23.0 26.3 22.4 26.2
Electrical machinery, apparatus, and I

supplies .......................... () (5) 22. 30.5 22.3 31.4
Oloves and mittens, leather ......... 4.3 (.2 21.7 24.9 20.1 25.5

1 Fiscal year. ' Not separately enumerated.
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Age advaoem rates under te Digley tariff law in 1904 and 1909, omparedwt per cent of wages and wages andsalaries combined to production in var-iousgroups of artiees. Mages vary from one-hialf to one-tenthi of the protective tariffrate-Continued.

Per ent of wages, etc., to production.Averaje ad valorem
rates,lngley law.Articles•.9410

lots, tSW ags All Wages. lWaes scrvlces W services.

Per cent. Per cent. Per text. Pert. Pr cetnt. Per cent.li7es ............ . ........ 70. 0 79.4 34.5 3 3 . 407ugr7 refined another 7.4 60.8 2.7' 3.5 2.7 3.581.41.2 41.3 21.9 27.1 22.3 28.7438................ 4.4 2.9 C4 2.4 4.5Bu4..1........................4 12 33.1 39.4 2.9 35.6Otsswaro ......... 61.2 64.1 42.2 47.4 38.4 44I8Butter ................................... 1 2. 3 27.1 &.0 &a 4.0 &3Olloth ........ 5 1. 13.2 5. 12.1 14.9Autmobleand partso............... .33.2 31.3 .9 131 &6 14.9AtmblsadI1 4&.0 45.0 23.8 28.0 19.3 2.Clcks and watch .................... 5 45 3. . 1 2.33.3 37.5 39.9 4.4 8.8 42.9
Gluce a0d starch. 10.1 &5 8.3India rubber maufactures............ 31.2 30.6 13.5 18.8 12.5 18.6Chocotte acocm products.......... .. 27.2 2Li 87 8.9 &7 10.1Corsets:

Cotton ..................... 60.0 10.0Linen, silk, and cotton lace0............0.0 60.0 24.2
Lnen and silk ........................ 45.0 45.0Umbrella and cne ...................... 44.2 47.1 13.7Wr and wirework ............... 42.4 41.9 126Cpets and rugs (other than g)......... 64.5 61.7 22. 3Mus iastruments ............ ........ 4.0 4.0 28.3Phonographs and graphophones ..... .(' ) (1) 1.5Fibers, vegetable, and manufatures of(not Linluding carpets and wearing ap-Pae) ................................. 3 U2 37.3 10.5

' Not separately enumerated.

31.0 19.4 28.1
17.3 14.2 19.9
15.7 13.2 17.0
24.6 21.8 24.9
34.0 28.5 31.9
22.7 24.2 32.2

2.6 10.4 13.0

Labor is charged with profiteering during the war. Our analysisof 29 industries shows average price advances of 260 per cent frompre-war 1914 to postwar 1919. Labor did not keep pace with theseadvances on its manufactured necessities by a great deal. The aver-ages at the foot of column 8, page 5411, show that labor got 20per cent of the factory selling price of the product in these highlyfinished • industries in 1914 and only 16.9 per cent in 1919.There is another thing about our relative efficiency of labor. De-mocracy now covers the earth, and democracy means high wages.Wages have gone up enormously in foreign countries, Germanyexcepted and working conditions improved. Even German pricesadvanced 35 per cent in October and 22 per cent in November last.American merchandise to-day is not being exported at the extremespecial reductions from domestic prices of pre-war days, becauseforeign costs are relatively much higher, while quality has deterio-rated because of the deaths and demoralization of the war.In one year since the war $80,000,000 of English cotton-goods con-tracts were taken to an arbitration tribunal in New York. Citybecause the English workers have lost so much of their morale andskill in the long period of the war.The CHAIRMAN. Suppose some one should put a plant in Germanyto manufacture there. There is no question about the efficiency of the-

I -
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German labor, their being industrious and efficient, and working
lon hours.

r. MiLES. A man would be crazy to invest in a German factory
subject to her rational debt and other conditions. A dependable
banker and manufacturer tells me that one of the best known corpo-
rations in America has just closed its German factory because it can
not afford to produce there; the morale and skill has so deteriorated.
As a rule, I believe the German labor is very cheap and very efficient,
and I would make the point in passing that instead of our putting up
a higher tariff wall than necessary against them and making our.
selves as different as we can, that so far as protection allows we get
our feet on the ground, take three to five billion dollars out of our
cost of living and therefore out of the cost of production, and pre-
pare to meet German efficiency with efficiency.

A big Rochester manufacturer just back from Germany says that
German labor unions have done away with all limitation of hours,
and that German workmen are glad to work 12 to 14 hours daily at
low prices, saying, "We lost the war; we are now going to conquer
the world by industrial superiority. We almost did this before."
The United States must get its costs and its prices down and meet
Germany industrially as it met her in war, but good-naturedly now.
We can not leave the open markets of the world to her and retire be-
hind a Chinese wall.

The CHAIRMAN. You just now made the statement that on account
of our present tariff, which is the Underwood-Simmons bill, we are
imposing upon the American people a burden of over $4,000,000,000.

Mr. MiLiS. Yes. There may be some wretchedly low rates not
justified because so low, but I know where three or four Lillion dol-
lars beyond fair protection are imposed upon the public. R-..aember
that one and a half billions given in the law to manufacturers be-
comes three billions at retail to consumers, and two billions become
four billions to consumers. Then you see that my estimate is con-
servative, though the burden is great indeed.

It is not a matter of party. There never was a worse tariff than
the Wilson Democratic tariff which Cleveland would not sign, unless
it was some Republican tariff so like it that you can not distinguish
one from the other. The Wilson law lowered the duties in the Re.
publican McKinley law only 4 per cent. Many Underwood rates
are so near the Payne as to be very excessive, as our analysis will show,
yet we must be glad that they are usually lower than the Payne.

Cotton goods: No other country excels the United States in the
production of cheap and medium-priced cotton goods.

The statement of the Federal Tariff Board in 1912 holds good to-
day: "Although labor costs in the cotton industry are in many cases
lower in the United States than in England, yet the actual hourly
earnings in this country, are, in most of the principal occupations,
much greater." In July, 1911, "in the case of plain goods the Ameri-
can price at the mill was in no case much above ihe English mill
price, while in the majority of cases it was lower * * *. In the
case of fancy goods, however, where the looms tended are neces-
sarily less, the American mill prices were in most cases higher than
the English." ,

In the United States each operator runs from 20 to 24 looms on
ordinary print cloths, sheetings, and heavier materials, and from 12

81527-22-miso---21
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to 18 looms on medium fine cloths of 40 to 50 counts, and 4 to 8 looms
on fancy cloths. In England an operator runs only half as many
looms or less in each class.

The cotton rates in 1912 often far exceeded the total cost of con-
verting raw cotton into cloth. To-day it equals this cost on print
cloths and coarser.

The entire amount that went to wage earners in American cotton
mills, according to their own report in the census of 1914, was 21.7
per cent of the mill's selling price of the product. And yet the tariff
was 54.2 per cent under the old Payne law, which terminated in
October 1914.

In 1919 the percentage going to labor was 16.3 per cent, while the
tariff was just twice this, or 84.2 per cent. Think of protection being
twice the total pay roll when two-thirds of the 6,000,000,000 yards
produced, being print cloths and coarser, need no protection and
finer grades only moderate protection. Per week English labor in
cotton factories is cheaper than ours; per yard it is higher on sheet.
ing and print cloths.

Of America's 691,738 looms, 355,000, or .51 per cent, are auto-
matic, and less than 10 per cent of England's. This is not all indica-
tive of England's lack of initiative. It shows that she makes finer
goods than we. We make more yards alid more pounds of cloth with
our 36,000,000 spindles than England with her 58,000,000.

The total product of our cotton mills-not including carpets,
handkerchiefs, and wearing apparel-in 1914 was $701,000,000, as
charged out by the manufacturers. In 1919 it was $2,188,000 000, or
three times the price of 1914, the increase being possibly half to
two-thirds, due to increase in quantity and the advance in the price
of raw cottons. The rest was an increase in price only. This in-
crease shows what this or any other industry naturally does when a
war or the tariff or anything else shuts out foreign competition. It
is a fundamental duty of Congress not to contribute to these price
advances by unnecessarily high tarifs.

Exports, cotton goods: In 1914, $41,000,000; in 1919, $219,000,000;
in 1920, $321,000,000. This shows a growing command of foreign
markets ad competition.

Imports cottons: In 1914, $61,000,000; in 1919, $16,000,000; in 1920,
$107 000010. Our exports of cotton cloth increased from 6 per cent
in 1614 to 16 per cent in 1920, while imports were 3.4 per cent of
domestic production in 1914, and only 8.5 per cent in 1920.

The wonder about imports is that they are almost entirely non-
competitive, being novelties in quality or design. Three weeks' in.
vestigation failed-to find in New York City a single imported piece
of cotton cloth retailing at 40 cents per yard or less, and duplicating
any domestic product. Our cotton manufacturers have to-day a
virtual embargo, on importations, and can charge the domestic con-
sumer whatever they like up to the top of the tariff wall. To-day
they are exporting many qualities at domestic prices. On the other
hand, on all American cloths which are subject to foreign compe-
tition, being especially the finer qualities, American prices for many
years seem to have always stood at a level just below foreign prices
plus the tariff. This supports the statement of the Tariff Commis-
sion that in all industries the tendency of domestic prices is at least



to equal foreign prices plus the duty. This shows that the Congress
of the United States is a partner in high prices in every industry to
which it gives any higher rates than protection requires, accuratelyfigured.

The excuse for high rates on finer cottons that they are luxuries
is often cruelly false. Cotton is the cheapest cloth in the world, the
finer qualities are necessary for underwear, for clothing babies, for
handkerchiefs, and, in hot climates, are necessary to health.

America's genius for quantity production is seen in cottons, as
elsewhere. Our trade unions are more liberal than those in England,
our competitor. The cotton industry could well take rank with
shoes, agricultural implements, typewriters, etc., on the free list
for coarse and medium goods wit a moderate tariff upon finer
goods. Thus would the public be assured of fair prices, and the in-
dustry still further extend itself in foreign markets.

The Fordney bill or the Senate bill, ifits rates are as high as the
Pane, would gve the cotton people $769 000,000.

Government revenue, cottons: On the 3& per cent of our require-
ments that were imported the Government collected in revenue only
$15 600,000 in 1919 and $32,400,000 in 1920. Contrast these collections
with the cost to the public. Can it be endured I Fifteen millions of
revenue against a possible billion and a quarter of price increases.

Senator SiMMoNs. I think you said a little while ago that in the
cotton industry the only difference in cost here and in Great Britain
was a difference in the labor cost, if any; that the material cost was
practically the same thing.

Mr. Mims. The cotton is the same, except a handicap of about 5
per cent in freight and handling against England now that ocean
charges are so high.

Senator SiMMONs. And wool is the same?
Mr. MILES. Except for the compensatory emergency tariff.
Senator 531ooT. I want to say to you that there is not a mill in the

world that can take scoured wool and produce it into a finished piece
of cloth for 20 per cent.

Mr. MILEs. Surely not. I speak of the wage item only. The labor
cost only is 20 per cent of the factory selling price, as declared by
several manufacturers, by as high an authority as New England pos-
sesses, by a leading manufacturer in 1908, and shown by the Massa-
chusetts Bluebook of about 1905 and the United States census
reports for 15 years. a

The CHAIRMAN. I think you can inferentially assume that some
one at least, had the idea of making the tariff measure the difference
in the cost of labor. The difference in the cost of labor is merely one
evidence in determining the cost of production. I think the true
basis on which everyone agrees will be what it costs to produce that
thing, bringit over to theUnited States and put it onto the market
here,and what the American manufacturer's cost would be to do thesame thing, and that W~ould include, of course, labor; it would include

the matter of machinery and efficiency of labor-all of those ele.
ments would go into that determination?

Mr. MiLEs. Iabor is simply the major element.
Senator FRELINOHEuYSEN. And raw material?
The CHAIMMAN. And raw material, and everything; that is simply

one of the elements.
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Mr. MiEs. Machinery and buildings often cost less abroad; inci-
dentals of operation are less and superintendence. The difference in
these costs are little indeed when applied to the yard or pound pro.
duced. They are usually offset by our greater production and genius
for quantity.

Mr. Fordney says that the purpose of tiny tariff rate is to raise the
foreignprices to our prices.

The United States tariff Commission says that the tendency on
any article that is continuously imported in any considerable quan-
tity and is made both here andabroad is to make the domestic price
at least equal the foreign price plus the duty. Wida, investigation
shows this, and makes excessive rates largely responsible for present
living costs.

On this basis, the tariff on cotton goods being 34.2 per cent, if
the manufacturers use their tariff-if they use it-the American
price is 134 per cent of the foreign price, which makes the protee-
tion given to our cotton manufacturers in 1914 $240,000,000 and
in 1919 $557,000,000, which amounts would be about doubled on
reaching the consumer at retail.

I have shown you that some cottons are shipped abroad at the
American price, the manufacturers not using the duty. It remains
a question whether the Congress should authorize these manufac-
turers to add tens or hundreds of millions to their prices if they
can by combinations or otherwise, even if they do not add it.
Under the present law Congress authorizes the cotton manufacturers
to make their prices $557,000,000 above foreign competition, which
sum would become something like a billion dollars on reaching the
consumer, if retail prices are twice the manufacturer's price.

Senator McLEAN. That is in the cotton industry alone
Mr. MiLmS. That is the cost to consumers authorized by Congress

in the cotton industry alone-a billion dollars. The manufacturers
do not put it all on. On some cheap goods they put nothing on,
but that is no reason for Congress giving the opportunity to put it
on. The cost authorized by Congress on each of 29 industries is
shown in column 11 of table on pages 5408-5411. (See also table, p.
5404.) I was so shocked when these figures appeared that I had them
and the basis of their computation widely considered, and no one
would change them.

When we come to glassware, chinaware, woolens, and many other
industries, especially in good times, we often see manufacturers put
substantially all of their protection on.

The woolen-goods industry is prosperous. It has not suffered in
the present depression proportionately to other industries.

The tariff is supposed to be primarily for the wage earner. The
total per cent of the factory selling price in woolen factories, accord-
ing to their own reports to the Census Bureau, in 1914 that went to
wages was only 19.8 per cent; and yet the tariff, being the Payne
rate, averaged in that year 95 per cent, or four and three-quarters
times the total wage per cent. The per cents going to labor in 1905
and 1909 was even less than in 1914. Can anyone conceive of 95
per cent protection as justified against a wage per cent of 19.8 per
cent? For tariff rates to equal the total per cent of the American
producers' sales prices that goes to wages means that the foreign



producer, after paying for all his materials, wages, factory and office
overhead, and adding his profit, must pay for admission into our
markets a tariff per cent on all these equal to the entire manufacture.
ing wage per cenit of the American producer. Such rates are far in
excess of "the difference in cost here and abroad." They sometimes
exceed the total American manufacturing cost. These manufac-
turers are now using their famous and invidious methods with you
to double and treble their present rates.

In 1919 labor got 16.6 per cent of the factory selling price, and
yet the tariff was 31.6 per cent, or twice the total wage, except that
these wage percentages are averages and include some simple proc
esses. The wage. percentage on cloth is about 20 per cent of the
factory selling price.

Remember that these rates apply on the foreigner's cost of mate.
rial, labor, and overhead, plus his profit, and that material is half
the total cost of production.

Present tariff rates are so high that very little is imported, and
domestic makers can and do put their prices where they choose in
good times. Investigation in one of the great department stores of
the country failed to find a -single yard of woolen dress goods front
abroad. All the fabrics, plaids, blue serge, etc., for womei's dresses
were domestic products. Their buyer was just back from Europe
without making purchases, because prices there, plus the duty, were
prohibitive.

To illustrate, a certain piece of men's wool suiting, costing $1.71
in England, costs $2.89 duty paid in New York. The price of a
duplicate American product'is $2.85, not because of American costs,
as we are compelled to believe, but because the tariff permits of this
high price. Under the proposed American valuation clause the duty
hereafter would be on the $2.85 price, which would bring the im-
ported cloth up to $3.40, when the domestic goods might advance to
$3.265, which would be the basis for the next importation, and so on.

A user of millions of dollars' of men's suitings annually is im-
porting a little from abroad, and could use more, he tells us;
but, as with the samples just mentioned the American product cost
the same, and it is more convenient to-buy at home. We offer this
as evidence of price maintenance behind the tariff wall.

An authority on woolen goods tells us that the average farmer
and wage earner is clad in winter in a cotton worsted suit that is 40
per cent cotton, 30 per cent shoddy, and 80 per cent wool; in under-
wear that is 80 per cent cotton; and a rag-shoddy overcoat. We
know that this was substantially true before the war, and will be
true - gain. The advancing price of wool puts a great premium on
this adulteration. At best the wool tariff makes doctors' bills for
the farmer; not a cent of profit, as we will show.

The specific duty on these mixed goods is 45 cents per pound, the
same as if they were all wool. We submit that this is grossly
unfair. It gives the manufacturer two.thirds of the weight duty
in many cases, sometimes more, which duty is intended for the farmer
only. t3lanket manufacturers are insisting that blankets of all cotton
with a little shoddy be assessed as if all wool.

As against the usual practice for many years of making domestic
prices just below foreign prices plus the duty, we find American
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factories in dull times making as low prices on some products as
England's, and thus showing ability to get along with no duty.

En the normal prewar year 1914 our woolen manufacturers had
94.5 per cent of all domestic business, imports being only 0.5 per cent.
In 1919 they had 99.1 per cent of all domestic business. In 1920
they had 97.4 per cent, and imports were in the nature of novelties
either in design or quality.

When they ask for greater restrictions on imports, higher duty,
and a congressional sanction to further raise their prices, it is time to
question whether this country belongs to the people who constitute
it or to the manufacturers.

Figuring on the basis of the Tariff Commission's statement that
domestic p rices tend to at least equal the foreign price plus the duty
it is fairly estimated that the tariff protection granted the wool
manufacturers--not including makers of carpets and wearing ap-
parel-in 1914 was $192,000,000 above foreign prices; in 1919,
$214,000,000; while the Fordney bill would give them $240,000,000.
with all these amounts doubled at retail to the consumer.

Against these enormous sums the Government collected from cus.
toms duties on imports of these woolen goods only $2,900,000 in
1919 and $8,600,000 in 1920.

These enormous sums to manufacturers, with relatively no return
to the Government, were voted on the supposition that they pro-
tected the wage earners of the most efficient nation in the world,
who got only 20 per cent or less of the factory sales price. The dif-
ference in the wage cost per yard produced here and abroad is. of
course, only a fraction of the total American wage cost.

The principle of protection is expressed in the declaration of the
Re publican Party in 1908 that each duty shall measure only "the
difference in the cost of production here and abroad," figured with rea-
sonable liberality. It seems impossible that Congress will continue
the present charge on woolen goods against the consuming public of
over half a billion dollars per year in the face of these figures, and
do so only upon the general and interested statements of the would-be
beneficiaries, who could easily submit their cost books, and withhold
costs only because their submission would enormously reduce theirtariff privileges.The Fair Tariff League includes in its membership representatives

of 2,500000 farmers.
'We believe that the farmer, for both moral and economic reasons,

must insist that protective rates be moderate both on manufactures
and on his own products.

The farmer sells, of necessity, at the lowest prices in the world,
being export or world price. Rle buys in the dearest market in the
world. He sells his wheat in Liverpool at about 80 cents per bushel
net and at the same price in the Uniited States. If he could buy his
supplies in Europe, many of them under normal conditions would
cost him one-third less than in American stores, where imported
articles average 50 per cent higher in price than in European stores,
because of our tariff. As it is, he too often finds his meager return
of 80 cents per bushel depreciated in purchasing power to about 50
cents in this country.

Representing, us he does, 60 per cent of our consuming power, he
loses on his purchases $2,000,000,000, or one-hlf of the $4,000,000,000
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of the surcharge in domestic prices due to overprotection. He is in
no condition to lose this $2,000,000,000. Strange, indeed, if his leaders
permit it to continue in consideration of excessive rates on farm
products, which for the most part the farmer can not realize on be-
cause not even Providence can make our tariff increase export prices.
Will he accept rates almost as worthless as counterfeit dollars and
in return fill the pockets of others, undeservedly, with millions of
golden eagles?

On wool and sugar, however as on few things of consequence,
the farmer will get the full benefit of tariff rates, however high; also
on lemons, nuts, etc., where domestic production is less than the de-
mand. Let us see how wool will help him.

Last year's crop was valued at $65,000,000. Of domestic require.
ments 55 per cent are imported. Figuring grease wool at 30 cents a
pound at Boston, with 60 per cent shrinkage, we have the following
comparison of dutiable and free wool:

Dutiablei Free.

Scoured wool, at 75 cents per pound, duty 25 cents per pound ....................... 1.00 10.75
Valuo wool in cloth (allowing waste 30 per cent less 6 per cent recoverable, net 30 pe

cent) ............................................................................. 1.43 1.07
Mill profit, 8, selling profit 2 (equas l 1per cent) .................................... .14 . 1i

Total ........................................................................ 1.57 1.18
Oarment makers' profit and selling expense, 10 per cent ............................. .tO .12

Total ....................................................................... 1.73 1. 30
letallers' profit and selling expense, 0 pM cent .................................. . 7 .65

Total ........................................................................ . 2.60 1.95

Thus a duty of 25 cents per pound costs the consumer 65 cents per
pound, an increase of 260 per cent. Each 1 cent of duty per pound
on raw wool costs the consumer in clothing 2.6 cents.

Our consumption being 240,000,000 pounds scoured, of which
60,000,000 pounds is imported for clothing and household use, for
each I cent duty the consumer pays 2.6 cents, or $6,000,000, of which
sum the grower gets $2,400,000, the Government $600,000, and manu-
facturers and dealers $3 000,000.

At 25 cents per pound duty the public pays $150,000,000 in order
that the woolgrower may get $60,000,000. T he farmers themselves
pay $75,000,000 of this $150,000,000. At 33 cents per scoured pound
duty the cost to the public will be $198,000,000, of which the wool-
growers would get 179,200,000, against which the farmers as a whole
would pay $99,00,000 and the rest of the public an equal sum. The
Government would realize on imports $19,800,000. This is the rate,
33 cents, now demanded. It means much to a few woolgrowers, who
in tuln would vote equally excessive rates right and left to others in
agriculture and out. The farmer would then be as deep in the tariff
mire as he could get, his resistance gone; getting here only 80 per cent
on his outgo, and losing in other fields ten dollars to one of gain.

This estimate is extremely conservative, using percentages of in-
crease, as you see, such as the public might wish for but not custo-
mary in fact, as I believe. A widely experienced manufacturer has
given you his estimate that this $60,000,000 of protection on wool
would cost the consumer $250,000,000. If this sum seems excessive,
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remember that our clothing costs us at retail in 1919, all material in.
cluded, $3,400,000,000, which sum may well account for considerable
pyramiding. Personally I think the farmer would pay $100,000,000
to et his $60,000,000.

he low percentages used in the above table show how, at best,
prices "pyramid." Duties inevitably double and treble to consumers
on highly finished products.

Wool is grown on less than 7 per cent of our farms by less than
1 per cent of our population. On many of these farms the clip is
inconsiderable. We all wear clothes-1l10,000,000 of us.

The reason the farmer can not profit from overprotection like
manufacturers is that the farmer as consumer must pay half the
total cost of the protection, while an industry may be owned by less
than a thousand persons, who, on a protection of $60,000,000, as sug-
gested for wool, would pay back as consumers almost nothing, say,$50,000.
The farmer puts upon his own back as much wool as he raises. He

is therefore only taxing himself. He also pays full wool duties on the
40 per cent of cotton and 30 per cent of shoddy adulteration in his
winter clothing-another, say, $25,000,000 loss.

The clothing industry is suffering from the present business de-
pression worse than any time since the panic of 1893. The public
will not pay the prices. Wool is advancing and holding prices up.
It must be protected. Specific or clean contents duties are wholly
indefensible; for they mean 150 per cent on some wools and 30 per
cent on others. A permanent tariff on wool should be on an ad
valorem basis. We recommend moderation, suggesting 50 per cent
ad valorem as maximum; also that the farmer weigh on every item
of the tariff what he can gain Irom superprotection and what he will
lose.

The world is short of sugar, and yet Cuba, with enormous supplies,
is searching desperately for buyers.

World consumption, prewar, was about 20,000,000 short tons, and
increasing constantly. At the prewar rate of increase, world con-
sumption would now be about 23,000,000 tons with production for
the year 1921-22 estimated at 18,000,000 tons, leaving a shortage of
5,000,000"tons. The world will still be short some 2,500,000 tons
when European production is normal. All who have previously
produced sugar profitably should do so now.

Cuban production, however, was adjusted to a 1-cent duty in the
United States. Suddenly in the emergency tariff we increased her
duty 60 per cent, or 60 cents per 100 pounds, leaving Cuba with the
alternative of absorbing this duty, at whatever sacrifice, or bank-
ruptcy. That is, to take half rations at our hands or starve, with
warehouses full of sugar and $50,000,000 or more of sugar debits in
New York banks. Europe is too poor to relieve her.

Consumption of refined sugar in the United States, by Willett &
Gray's estimate for 1920, is 4,107,328 long tons. Of this we produce
here from beets 946,977 Ions, and from cane in Louisiana and Texas
272,733; a total of 1,219,750 or 30 per cent of our requirements. Of
the remainder, Cuba furnished 1,866,153 tons, being 45 per cent of
our consumption; the balance coming from Hawaii, 482,322; from
Porto Rico, 373,762, the Philippines, 131,168; and scattering. As
these island possessions have free entry, and a 1-cent duty would
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protect them against Cuba, the problem concerns only the United
States and Cuba..

Cuba's present price for raw sugar delivered at dock in New
York, 2.12 cents per pound, or 3.73 duty paid, is not indicative of
her cost, but only of her necessity. The present cost, refined, in New
York, is 4.37 cents and the market price 4.90 cents. The difference
in these last figures covers the refiners' interest on investment and
profit. Cuba's prewar wage cost was the highest of any. In her pres-
ent destitution it is low, presumably.

When, in 1913, with our duty of 1.68 cents on raw sugar of
960 test we gave Cuba a preferential of 20 per cent from this rate,
she at first got all the advantage, because other countries were not
prepared to compete on this new basis and we had to buy from her
at her own price. This advantage gradually decreased with in-
creasing competition from other countries and among Cuban pro-
ducers themselves, until at the end of five years Cuba was paying
the duty. Experts estimate that now Cuba must absorb, as she is
doing, all of the 60 cents additional duty imposed by the emergency
tariff', with her loss gradually decreasing for a similar five-year
period or less, according to the rapidity with which Europe returns
to normal.

Meantime, we are almost ruining Cuba, our fourth best customer
and our ward. We are compelling her to contribute greatly and
without preparation to the support of our Government, while no
American grower is profiting in the least. Her average duty on
our goods was 13 per cent during the calendar years 1911 to 1919.
Our duty on her sugar during the same period was 35.5 per cent,
and now we make it 80 per cent. Whatever the rate of duty, domes-
tic producers as well as Cuban will adjust themselves to it. If the
duty is high, marginal producers in Cuba will be ruined. They are
not dur first care; but we would not destroy them. In her trade
with us her imports and exports balance to a nicety; as we stop her
export of sugar to us, so we stop her purchases from us. We took
last year 75 per cent of her exports and gave her 78 per cent of her
imports, or $500,000,000. She took from us 80 per cent, as much as
all South America took.

With a high duty these domestic producers who now make no
profit will prosper, while new growers under worse natural condi-
tions vill enter the business with many of them barely living on
the new duty and crying for more. These last will take the place
of those destroyed in Cuba.

The United States Tariff Commission's report No. 9, page 44, which
is accepted as an authority by our sugar producers, says that with
free trade in sugar production would continue to the extent of in
Porto Rico 43.3 per cent, representing 166,990 tons; in Hawaii 48.6
per cent, or 270,500 tons; in domestic beets 56.8 per cent of those re-
porting. While all prices were relatively high in 1916, they were
fairly representative.- Using the prices of 1917-18, established by
the Food Commission, whose prices approximated closely in respect
to costs the relation of normal times, and so may be used with con.
fidence, we find (ibid., p. 44) that the following percentages would
have survived free trade in 1918: Beet sugar, domestic, 82 per cent;
Hawaii 77.7 per cent; Porto Rico 63.9 per cent. Mr. Spreckles de-
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cared that our States that are fit for beet sugar can raise it with-
out protection.

Louisiana is a problem by itself. She requires, for prosperity in
sugar culture, a protection of one-half cent above all other States.
Her climate is relatively unfit for successful cultivation. Expected
frosts 'in November make her cut her cane before maturity. Her

product is fit for molasses and sirups rather than white sugar. She
as one partly matured crop per year as against three ripe crops and

continuous harvesting in our other cane-sugar areas--the islands.
If the McKinley bonus of one-half cent per pound were'restored to

Louisiana only, it would cost the public $2,500,000 on her average
crop of 2,600,000 short tons. On the other hand, if all duties are
raised this extra one-half cent per pound for Louisiana's sake, it will
cost the public $41,000,000 thus to protect her on a crop which at 4
cents per pound is worth only $20,000,000, or one-half the cost of this
extra duty. Of course, other producers will want the costly pro-
cedure, the $41,000,000, which they will divide.

Louisiana should be encouraged to quit sugar. Instead she asks
for a duty high enough to nullify the act of God in making her
climate what it is. Her governor has just told you she "might
struggle along at 2 cents"--an additional burden to the country, as
compared to 1 cent, that would equal four times the full value of
her crop.

Although our duty is now 1.6 cents he says "they can not possibly
get out," even where they get their labor for nothing--convict labor,
but as good as free, "the same labor, very little difference." With
thip sort of labor at home, lie deplores Ciba's getting some Chinese
labor in war time, when we all wanted her to. In our North and
West our sugar-beet labor is the worst paid and conditioned there is.
Old men, pregnant mothers, and little children, all going down the
fields together on their knees, in droves, under a contract overser.
Gov. Parker says Louisiana raises cotton, rice, hogs, cattle, and

sugar on the same farms. Cut out the sugar, giving a three-year
bonus meantime. Her farmers are also trying citrus fruits.

Sugar has been described as pure energy. It is a necessary food.
It does not impoverish the land. It is entirely elaborated from the
carbon ih the air and the water in the soil through the action of the
sun. For the later processes of growth sugar beets need dry clear,
sunny weather, not too hot. Irrigation, therefore, is especially de-
sirable, as contrasted with rains, making southern Calif6rnia, Colo.
radio, and other dry mountain regions best for beets.

Wisconsin, Michigan and Ohio are relatively uncertain. In sea-
sons of much rainfall their crops run to large beets with little sugar
content. As a Wisconsin man, I can imagine no reason, so far as
her farmers go, for protection, because they can and do raise other
crops to as good advantage as beets. Likewise, I suppose, in Michi-
gan and Ohio. This would be objected to by the owners of sugar
factories only, who have made large investments dependent upou
the tariff, and should be considered somewhat like Louisiana.

Protection is necessary as a matter of national sufficiency. We
hope that the rates will be as moderate as possible in consideration
of our already excessive cost of living. of the development of sugar
culture only in regions especially adapted to it, and of Cuba's plight
and the valte of her trade to u~s, Competent, disinterested experts
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believe wb would prosper at I cent duty, which would lift Cuba's
price nearly that much immediately, and more later, restoring her
to health and prosperity.

If the present tariff of 1.6 cents per pound is retained until it
becomes effective through general adjustment to it, it will mean an
initial cost of the 1.6 cents per pound on our consumption of 4,107,000
long tons, or $147,200,000, distributed as follows:
To the Government on Cuba's importations ........................... $6, 882,923
Other, dutiable ...................................................... 1,029,146
To beet &rowers ..................................................... 33,939,655
To Louisiana and Texas cane growers .................................. 9,774,750
To our island possessions .............................................. 35, 68, 403

Allowing 5 per cent on this total of $147,90,000 for refiners' and
wholesalers' margins and 30 per cent for retailers the 1.6 cents duty
will cost the public $200,000,000, of which sum the farmers will pyay
one-half, or $100,000,000, as consumers of 50 per cent of the country s
supplies. All this to get $34,000,000 to our beet growers and $9,774,-
000 to Louisiana and Texas cane growers who ought to quit.

If the rate is made 1 cent per pound (with J cent bounty, to
Louisiana), relying upon the restoration of Europe and coming
prosperity here to make consumption and prices normal, the initial
cost will be $82,140,000 plus the bonus, or $84,640,000, which, with
5 per cent margin to refiners and wholesalers and a further 30 per
cent to retailers, will cost the public $112,000,000, being a saving of
$72,000,000 from the present duty. It would then cost the farmers
$56,000,000 and other citizens as much to get a duty of $21,212,800
to such of our farmers as raise sugar beets, to care for Louisiana in-
cluding her bonus, and contribute $22,000,000 to the prosperity of
Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the Philippines, who may congratulate
themselves that we pay them this extra 1 cent per pound instead of
taxing them 1 cent (a difference of 2 cents) for entrance to our
markets, as we would Cuba, that is circumstanced toward us much as
they are after all. Any rate much above 1 cent would hasten the
annexation of Cuba and make Louisiana soon forget that she ever
raised sugar, Annexation gives us the key to the Gulf, command of
the Carribean Sea, the gem of the Antilles, the richest sugar fields on
earth, and another health resort.

Under the present tariff this figures about like sugar and wool.
I)oiuestic production, 14,800,000 bushels, giving the farmer protection

at 20 cents per bushel, amounting to ---------------------------- $2,860,000
Importations, 12,400,000 bushels, giving the Government revenue at

20 cents per bushel ------------------------------------------- :. 2,488,000
The manufacturers converting flaxseed into linseed oil, as

previously described, get protection on the oil at 10 cents
per gallon, amounting to ------------------------ $,427,000

From this they pay the above protection to farmers and
on imports ------------------------------------------ 5,840,000

Leaving the crushers net --------------------------- -------------- 1,087,000

Making total protection ------------------------------------ 6,435,000
Add margin to manufacturers converting linseed oil into paints and

varnishes, oilcloth, linoleum, etc., 20 per cent ------------------ 1,287,000
Add 50 per cent for wholesalers and retailers ---------------------- 3,861,000

Cost of protection to consumers - ------------------------- 11,583,000
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Half of this total, or $5,791,500, is paid by farmers who are great
consumers of paints, linoleum, and oilcloths, and could use more, in
order to get $2,860,000 of protection to those of their number who
raise flaxseed. The Fordney bill would increase the crushers' mar-
gin sixfold, with a diminished return to the farmer.

How much better for the farmer to bend his energies to saving his
own people the $2,000,000,000 of tariff overcharges we have described
than thus to increase this frightful total by high tariffs on his own or
any other products, like the assault, for instance, on the American
boy with a 41 per cent Fordney tariff on his peanuts, when production
has trebled under a tariff of 18 per cent and now totals $33,000,000?

Laces: The wage cost in machine-made cotton laces was only 26.3
per cent of the factory selling price in 1914 and 20.7 per cent in 1919,
being only 5 per cent more than the average wage cost of other cotton
products. Evidently prices advance in proportion to labor where
much labor is required, so that ordinary laces and the like need not
take exceptionally high duties. Silk and wool laces apparently corre-
spond. If American valuation is to apply to handmade or other
laces, a rate of 22.5 per cent will equal the present rate of 60 per cent.
Not all laces are luxuries; witness those in the 10-cent stores.

Hosiery and knit goods: I have spoken of this industry as typical
of American low-cost quantity production. We are supreme in
markets of the world. Chemnitz is the great German hosiery center.
and there are store windows in Chemnitz filled with American
hosiery. Germany runs almost entirely to cotton goods, while we
now use mostly si ', so Germany offers little competition.

American silk husiery is freely offered in the stores of Paris. We
shipped abroad of hosiery and knit goods $61,373,000 in 1920 and
imported only $5,677,000, or eight one-hundredths of 1 per cent of
domestic production.

Senator FRELINOHUYSEN. Have you the figures previous to the
war?

Mr. Mi'.s. In 1906 to 1910 our imports of hosiery ran $6,000,000
to $7,000,000 a year; in 1912 and 1913 they had gotten down to $2,-
700)000, while in the 10 months, January to October, 1921, we im-
ported 550,685 dozen pairs at $1,160,345 and exported 2,128,741 pairs
at $5,300,00q; the exports were, in money, five times the imports.
Imports are largely of fancy golf stockings, fancy ladies' figured silk
stockings, etc., that we do not make in t is country. The low aver-
age price of imports, however, indicates considerable imports under
depreciated currencies, to be checked as previously suggested.

Pottery, earthen, stone, and china ware: Value of product in
1914, prewar, $174,750,000; and in 1919, $292,116,000.

Most of the increase in these figures is an increase in prices only,
for the industry is close-knit and is believed to have indulged in
price fixing in rather extreme measure.

The tile makers, who were part of this group, were recently sent
to jail for price fixing and another of its organizations has recently
been ordered dissolved by the United States court because of its in-
fluence in "rigging" prices. Domestic producers controlled 93.7 per
cent of the American market in 1914 and 97.5 per cent in 1919,
when imports were only 24 per cent of domestic production. In 1920
imports were 3.8 per cent of domestic consumption. 'Imports are
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noncompetitive, being novelties in design or quality, English,
French, and Japanese wares of superior taste or quality. The
American breakfast table is less tasteful and pleasing to the eye
than it ought to be because of the influence of the almost prohibitive
tariffs on many things for a generation past.-

Decorated chinaware is figured as follows:

In Eng. In United
land, er Statest

en" . percent.

Labor ............................................................................. 42 55
Materials and fuel .................................................................. 48 35
Profit ............................................................................... 10 10

Total ......................................................................... 100 100

While this 100 per cent gives a different return in the twri countries,
it appears that our present duty of 55 per cent on the foreign cost,
which just equals our wage per' cent, exceeds decidedly any possible
differences in final costs.

Wages: In 1914, prewar, the total wages paid in the industry was
41.1 per cent of the factory selling price, while the tariff averaged
58.2 per cent, or 142 per cent of the total wage.. In 1919 the wages
paid were 37 per cent of the factory selling price, while the tariff
averaged 47 per cent of the selling price, or 12T per cent of the total
wages paid. On ordinary painted, colored, and decorated chinaware
the tariff to-day is 55 per cent, which just equals the total wage cost
in the production of these articles in this country. As the wage cost
abroad per unit of product is 60 per cent to 70 per cent of the wage
here, there is no question but that our present tariff might be reduced
greatly to the advantage of the public and the possible elimination of
price fixing and the improved moral character of the industry,
which would have to depend upon its economies and not upon raising
prices contrary to law or manipulating legislation.

On plain sanitary wa'o- the cost of production is as low here as
anywhere in the world, uxiile price fixing is so extreme that one not
in the business can inot buy for cash from the producers, who are tied
in with local dealers and others, with final prices to the consumer
bearing no relation to the cost of production.

The protection given this industry amounted to $65,000 000 in
1914 and $94,000,000 in 1919, while the Fordney rates wouid give
them $108,000,000, which this industry says is the least it can prosper
under. All these figures would be doubled on reaching the consumer
at retail. Against these great sums the Government collected in
duties $5,600,000 in 1914, $3,400,000 in 1919, and $5200,000 in 1920.

Men's collars and cuffs: These collars formerly retailed at two
for 25 cents, now 20 cents each, made of two thicknesses of ordi-
nary cotton costing 19 cents a yard and 16 cents a few months
ago. Here is a sample. The price of the cotton is the same here as
in Europe. There is almost no waste in the cutting. The face of
the collar used to be made wrong side out and then turned and a
second line of stitching run around. Now brass clamps so hold the
unsewn pieces of cloth together that the needle zips around once, and
all is done. There is nowhere in the world any cheaper production.
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These collars can be bought from English factories for $1.20 a
dozen, bit the English goods would cost $2.10 here duty paid. This
lets the American manufacturer charge what he will up to $2.10 per
dozen wholesale. He does charges $1.60. He pays 70 cents a dozen
for cutting, sewing, and ironing, or slightly under 6 cents per collar.

The labor in the collar and cuff industry was 24.2 per cent in 1914
and 15.6 per cent in 1919. The present tariff gives 30 per cent pro-
tection, or twice the wage in the industry, and the House bill would
add 50 per cent to that duty. The protection given the industry in
1914 was $7,000,000, in 1919 $11,000,000, and the Fordney bill would
make it $17,000 000 All these amounts would be about doubled to
the consumer. Testimony before the House committee indicated great
profits in the industry. A ga inst these huge sums the Government
collected the petty total of $20,000 in 1919 and $40,000 in 1920.

Glassware, including plate and window glass, glass cutting, mir-
rors, and optical goods: Production in 1914 $168,000,000, rising in
1919 to $385,000,000. We produce plate glass in this country as
cheaply as anywhere in the world, coal being a large factor, and
cheaper here than elsewhere, and still more economically where we
use natural gas, as in some plants. We produced 70,000,000 square
feet of plate glass in 1921, and imported only 3,000,000 square feet,
the latter being of superior quality that we do not care to produce,
for fine mirrors, etc. The plate-glass tariff has been on of the worst
in our history. It is virtually a trust.

In the Dingley days it secured rates running from 50 to 150 per
cent, whereupon it doubled many of its prices against domestic con-
sumers, and warned its customers that they must not buy abroad
even those sizes which could be brought in to advantage after the
trust had increased its prices.

I asked a plate-glass merchant about this. He said, "Yes; I ot
one of those notices, and it took me several days to answer it. Put
I saw I would lose-my business unless I yielded, so I sent the trust
a memorandum of the orders I had abroad, with a promise not to
order any more."

He said the trust later advised customers to order ahead liberally
as prices were going up. They so ordered, and then instead of rais-
ing prices'they were cut 35 per cent.

What an example of "American" valuation we would have had
here had it then been in effect.

Senator DinNA fouA. Do you say the trust does not want to make
the high-quality product because there is no profit in it I

Mr. Muxs. American manufacturers do not -like to make little
dabs of anything. Our great factories are organized for quantity.

Common window glass and the like is made very cheaply in this
country and the freight itself is a considerable protection fromabroad.

Senator DnIuiNoHAM. Why is it that you say the trust does not
want to make the high-quality product-because there is no profitin it *

Mr. MLs.: The American people do not want to make relatively
petty quantities of anything, especially where such delicacy of opera-
tions is required to get a required quality. We like quantity and let
others fuss over the small orders.

pa
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Pressed glass: One of the biggest manufacturers in America told
me, in 1908, when we were before the Payne committee, that he had a
wholesale house in London that cost him $10,000 a year; that he sold
pressed glass pretty freely over Europe and added the cost of his
London house to his American prices. When the McKinley tariff was
being written this gentlemen and some of his com etitors recom-
mended that pressed glass be put upon the free list. tut it came out
in the law 05 per ceitt protected, and in such uncertain language that
the makers themselves were bothered to find out what the rate was.

Some optical goods are coming in from Germany under depre-
ciated currency at a very low price, quite destructive, apparently, of
our production.

The extent to which domestic producers dominate the home markets
is shown by imports in 1920 of only 2.2 per cent of all kinds of glass
put together, while exports were 8 per cent, or $30,086,000.

The total wages paid in the glassware industry are only 28.3 per
cent of the selling price while the present duty averaged 35.2 per cent,
and the House bill would double or treble these duties.

The industry was given protection to the extent of $100,000,000 in
1919, which would become $200,000,000 at retail, against which the
Government collected in duties only $600,000, and $2 000,000 in 1920.The House bill would greatly increase this stum. Notwithstanding
a virtual embargo on ordinary pressed glass for years past, both under
high tariffs and low tariffs, there is said to be some coming in
from Germany under her depreciated currency at prices below pur
market, and calling for the depreciated-currency clause which we
elsewhere suggest.

Cutlery and edge tools: Some domestic cutlery manufacturers say
we are the cheapest makers in the world of common table and kitchen
cutlery.

One manufacturer of cutlery goods says Germany produces more
cheaply. The special provision against the unusual German situation
is doubtless needed here.

A good English 6-inch butcher knife costs $2.13 per dozen at the
English factory, and $2.87 in New York duty paid. A better made
kni-fe is sold by two American makers 1or $1.50, which indicates a
low production cost and a wage cost of very few cents per knife.
The Fordney duty on these would be twice the American manufac.
turer's selling price. We exported of table cutlery only in the first
nine months of1921 $1,082,662, or three times as much as our entire
iml orts of all kinds of cutlery taken together, being $312.000, of
which $205,475 came from Germany. There has been a considerable
decline in both imports and exports of cutlery in the last three
months. We exported 48.9 per cent of all domestic production of
table cutlery in 1919 and in 1920, 71 p er cent of 1919 production.

German carvers are quoted well above prewar prices; also horn
and celluloid handled table knives. We find no reason to believe
the current statement about German 9-cent knives retailing at $5 here.
The knife exhibited to substantiate this statement is unique in design
and finish, said to be made by Swedish workmen brought into Ger.
many because the finishing of the handle in gold and fleur-de-lis is
a Swedish process. It is the kind sold in jewelry and fancy stores.
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The complex Dingley and Payne rates on table cutlery were re-
garded as dishonest by experts, difficult to understVAnd, and running
from 50 to 150 per cent.

In edge tools and miscellaneous cutlery exports far exceed im-
ports. Our shears (usually 5 inches or more in length, with black
handles) are both the best and the cheapest in the world, and have
no competitors in any market. Protection is needed on high-grade
cutlery, fine scissors, penknives, and like goods.

Files: Ordinary sizes and kinds made s6 cheaply here that our
makers freely export them, sending 25.2 per cent of the entire pro-
duction of 1919 abroad, and a stil1 greater amount in 1920, while
imports were only 1.8 per cent in 1914 with its normal pre-war con-
ditions and 0.4 per cent in 1920. These imports were especially fine
and small patterns which our people do not like to make. In 1914
the wages in the file industry were only 38 per cent of the selling
price and yet the Payne duties were 56.1 per cent. In 1919 wages
were 30.2 per cent and the tariff 25 per cent.

Investigation indicates a singe ownership of many factories oper-
ating under separate names. Price agreements for many years or
at least closely related prices.

In 1908 under the 56 per cent protection of the Payne law the file
people charged 60 per cent more for domestic .use than they charged
foreigners. To-day they are exporting at 20 per cent under domes-
tic prices. The large volume of their exports and their special dis-
count thereon prove the need of no protection on standard sizes.

After giving the file makers control of the domestic market to the
possible cost to the consumer of $8,000,000 in 1919 the Government
collected in duties only $10 000 and $30,090 in 1920.

Senator MoLEAK. Mr. iiles do you think we can get very much
idea of the severity of competition by 19119 imports?

Mr. MILES. No, sir we had to use 1919 because it is the census year.
Senator McL~zw. I know you had to use them.
Mr. MILES. I have used 1920 in addition.
Senator McL.AN. Even in 1920 the probabilities of the conditions

abroad were still in a rather disturbed condition?
Mr. MU.ws. Yes, Senator.
Senator McLEAN. And the imports of 1921 would be more reliable,

as we aut themI
Mr.-Mu~r.s. Yes; and the imports of 1921 show a great falling

off in prices, but not so much in quantity. The file situation has been
as stated for 20 years except that they uir d to sell 40 per cent cheaper
abroad than at home.

Aluminum: Aliminum is made substantially as cheaply here as
abroad. The domestic production is controlled by a singli corpora-
tion, which charges 24 cents per pound for the refined metal as
against a price of 15 cents per pound made in England at the same
cost. The American corporation began business with almost no
capital. It has accumulated $70,00,000. The elements of cost are,
in order of their importance, freight, material, fuel, and labor. The
wage cost of refining is very little. The trust is said to make it
unpleasant for Americans who buy the English metal at 15 cents
instead of the American metal at 24 cents. The trust wants 5 cents
per pound protection.
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Aluminum ware: Production increased from $19,600,000 in 1914 to
$75,000,000 in 1919, the increase being mostly in prices, imports
virtually embargoed being 0.03 per cent in 1919 and 1.1 per cent in
1920. The protection given the industry in 1914 was 20.4 per cent or
$6,000,000, and in 191q, $13,000,000, against a total wage of $15,248,-
254, or 21 per cent of the factory prices of the product, while the
House bill would make the protection $22,000,000. Imports vir-
tually embargoed, customs receipts being $200,000 in 1920.

Senator McLEAN. We had a witness before the committee who
presented two common articles of aluminum--coffeepots. One of
them cost 60 cents in the store here and the American coffeepot $2,
and that witness also testified that those articles were coming in in
great quantities at the present time. c n n

Mr. 1NLEs. Yes, the deadly German mark again-a situation easily
obviated by one of the Smoot amendments and in no other way.
Many manufacturers see this. I seriously question these figures,
however.

Paints and varnishes: Production increased from $14,000,000 in
1914 to $351,000,000 in 1919, being largely an increase in prices only.
Exports in 1920 $28,600,000, with imports only $8,20,000, or 0.9 per
cent. The per cent of wafes in the industry is only 6.9 per cent of the
price of the product.. With the wage so small, there can be substan.
tially no difference in cost of production here and abroad. The pres.
ent tariff is 11.4 per cent, giving the industry, in 1919, $88,0006000
protection and costing consumers, if used, up to $72,000,000, against
which customs receipts were $100,000 in 1919 and $400,000 in 1920.

I operated a paint factory for 15 years to supply my carriage fac.
tory. There was so little labor in it that I never stopped to figure it.
The percentage of wages in the paint and varnish industry is, all told,
6.9 per cent. Protection is 11.4 per cent. They did not care enough
about any protection to pay their respects to either tariff committee
of Congress.

Asking for nothing, the paint and varnish people were surprised
to find the House bill giving them 25 per cent, and American valua.
tion further increasing this to from 50 to 80 per cent. A little like
the soap people, who said they didn't mind particularly, but would
be content to have 5 per cent, so the House bill gave them 20 per cent
American valuation.

Senator LA FoLunw. They were just carried in on the flood?
Mr. MiLze. Just carried in on the flood; but not hurt like the cotton-

seed-oil makers, who recently begged Congress to take their protection
against foreign vegetable oils away; that it is ruining them. Rather
like the automobile people, who asked for 30 per cent and made no
objection when asked if less would do. The House bill made it 80
per cent American valuation, which means 45 per cent.

Linseed oil: If this is going to be highly protected now, the paint
eople will have to have some protection on paint products taking

linsi. You know of the oil jo er in the linseed proposal, whereby
the crusher gets a drawback on the flaxseed cake, so that the net to
the farmer is 1J cents per bushel less under the new bill than the old,
and the net to the crusher is 6 per cent more than he gets now.

Senator LA FoLLmrE. That is-helping to prosper agriculture?
81527-22-iiisc---22
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Mr. MILES. There must be exceptions, you see, Senator, like thi.
Linseed Trust of seven companies, Standard Oil domination, says
Moody in "The Trusts." It has always been a child of the tariff
except for tie Underwood law. Under the Dingley law it had 50 per
cent protection with only 3 per cent of its selling price going to
labor. With Congress thus preventing importations, the trust
charged American consumers, according to the census of 1905,
$27,577,152 for that year's product, and exported at international
pices $203,712, against imports of $5,712, paying $2,856 duty. The
Louse bill returns to about that situation but less openly. It gives
25 cents duty per bushel on flaxseed witi about one-fourth of the
duty returned on the flaxseed cake exported and made from im-
ported seed, although flaxteed cake generally is free. This makes
the flaxseed duty net 18.5 cents, instead of the present 20 cents,
while the duty on the oil at 2.5 cents per pound equals 45 cents per
bushel of seedand nets the crusher 26 cents above the flaxseed duty,
on an operation as simple as brewing tea, with a labor cost to-day
of only 2.5 per cent of the crusher's selling price. Under flaxseed
I figure the farmer's profit and loss from the linseed tariff.

The trade is said to be divided into zones. A certain crusher
makes a price in a zone and advises the rest of the crushers of that
price. The court says that this is legitimate, because that is simply
giving information. Others then make that same price in that zone.
The higher court may regard this differently. This, again, suggests
the workability of the Amepican valuation plan, and a pretty but un-
expected relation of Congress to business.

Oilcloth and linoleum: Prices to-day of imported and domestic
products indicate that little duty is needed. At present exchange
the British factories price inlaid linoleums, Inrded in New York,
duty and all expenses paid, at $1.80 net for No. I gauge, $1.53 for No.
2 gauge, and $1.33 for No. 3 gauge, the present duty being 85 per
cent.

Domestic inlaid linoleum of substantially the same quality is
priced by one leading factory at $1.23 for No. 1 gauge, and by an-
other factory $1.31 for No. I gauge..

The price of No: 1 gauge at the English mill to-day is $1.80, as
against $1.23 for an American product at an American mill.

British labor costs are two and one-half to three times the pre-
war level, a competent day laborer getting $5.50 per week in 1914
now getting $13.75 commonly throughout England. Machine re-
pairing costs three to four times more than prewar. - Ocean freights
are more than doubled.

Prices in the United States were doubled over prewar in 1918-
1920, partly because of shortage in supply and partly because all
materials greatly advanced in price. American factories are now
busy.

Asbestos, manufactured: As in other textiles, the raw material rep.
resents one-half the cost of the finished product. Asbestos costs the
same the world over, 75 per cent of it coming from the mines of
Canada; therefore no tariff consideration should be given the 50
per cent of cost representing raw material, but the other items only-
labor, overhead, and profit-and any tariff on the finished product
is equivalent to twice that amount on these differentials of labor.
overhead, and profit. The-protection now given is 17.3 per cent, being
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equivalent to 34.6 per cent of the total labor, overhead, and profit
of the foreign manufacturer and over twice the total average Ameri-
can wage cost. The total labor in converting asbestos into cloth is
about 11.5 per cent in the United States, and into sheeting 14.2 per
cent, and tape 21.5 per cent. This wage per cent is low, partly
because a single operator controls several of the automatic looms on
which the work is done.

The difference in wage cost in this industry is slight between the
United States and England our only considerable competitor, partly
because the industry is highly unionized in England.

The Fordney bill proposes rates of duty of about 67 per cent,
American valuation, or from three to eight times the wages in the
industry.

The ability of the industry to get on with little or no protection is
indicated by exports of 18.5 per cent of total production in 1920
and 24.4 per cent in prewar 1914. Imports were 14.2 per cent in
1914 only 1.1 per cent in 1919, and 2.5 per cent in 1920.

While our people sold abroad at prices competing with the world,
their domestic prices were substantially greater than export prices
by the amount of the duty, 17.5 per cent, plus the profit that im-
porters had to have on the 24 per cent that they brought in.

The protection given the manufacturers in 1919 was $4,000,000,
which cost the consumers at retail about $8,000,000, which they actu-
ally paid for the most part, and unnecessarily. Against this sum the
Government collected in revenue only $50,000 in 1919 and $100,000
in 1920, being $1.25 for each $100 that the consumers were made
liable for.

Furs: Prices have advanced tremendously since 1914. The output
in 1914 was valued at $84,000,000 and in 1919 $270,000,000 The
tariff on furs dressed on the skin is 80 per cent, which prevents
domestic makers from having skins dressed in Europe, where for in-
stance, the price is 40 cents to 80 cents on a beaver skin worth about
$20. This makes the duty $6 and enables a few domestic makers in
this business to charge p.50 for this plucking and dressinginstead
of the foreign price of 80 cents. Fur garments are so hIghly pro-
tected that scarcely a single garment comes in except as a model.
Domestic dealers can and usually do charge what they will. The
total wages in the industry in 1919 were 18.7 per cent, with the
tariff 25.5 per cent. The protection given the industry was $56,-
000,000 in 1919, which would be doubled in retail prices. Against
this duties in 1919 were $1,500,000 and in 1920 $1,900,000. The labor
is almost entirely foreign-horn and not of a kind especially inclined
toward American institutions. *

Clocks: Production increased from $11,000,000 in 1914 to $23,000,-
000 in 1919. Exports in 1914, 14.6 per cent against imports of 8.4
per cent. Exports in 1919, 10.8 per cent, against imports of 0.7
per cent. In 1920 exports were $4,900,000 against imports of $531,000,
bing about ten times imports, and yet our clock makers complain
of imports and want higher and higher duties. Imports from Ger-
many should be checked by the depreciated-currency clause provi.
sion elsewhere recommended.

I had one of my scares on the price of clocks. A Connecticut clock
manufacturer says a certain German clock is coming in at 46 cents
that cost him 86 cents to make. It is not the same quality. Long
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before the war tens of thousands of little German metal alarm clocks
were imported annually at 1 mark each. They did not keep good
time, but they answered the purpose and were invaluable to early
ri. ing wage earners.

Senator McLzAN. In my State they are working on very short
time and can not sell their product, and they claim it is due to foreign
competition.

Mr. Mmrs. Short time undoubtedly; but not because of importa.
tions, as statistics prove.

Senator DILLINOIAM. What do you say about the retailer?
Mr. MiLzs. Some are doing their worst, but we must not go after

every retailer. Getting retail prices and costs on ordinary silks, in
one instance I could not believe the margin was so close until a
banker who Lad inside knowledge said the figures were right. Also,
I found an importer selling some staple woolens at 3 to 12 per cent
margin, and importers of rugs operating on 10 per cenL It is the
importer of notions who really needs 25 per cent and sometimes 35
per cent for he sells down to one.twelfth of a dozen with the putter
and detail of a retailer. I was slow in learning.this.

Senator McLEAN. You have had a very rare experience, as most
everybody tells us other stories.

fir. MmS. I have enjoyed broad opportunities. Generally speak.
ing, the owner of anything gets all he can for it.

senator MCLEAN. I think that is true.
Mr. MiLmS. As to the tariff, it only concerns us that Congress shall

cease to support and aid high prices. It is horrible for Congress
to put the tariff wall so high that the public can not get relief from
abroad, and must pay any prices domestic manufacturers and mer-
chants charge. Ninety days from now, or whenever the public buys
freely again, prices will go up largely because of the tariff.

When I said to a group of big Englishmen in London some time
ago that some of us wanted our tariff as low as could be and be fairly
protective, and this so that living costs would come down, and costs
of production also with, consequently, a great increase in our export
trade, one of the Englishmen replied very seriously, and almost in
alarm, "I can not wish success to that program, for it would mean
the end of Eurbpean supremacy."

So it would, indeed.
Watches (including parts of watches and clocks).: Our ability to

sell good, dependable watches at international prices was demon.
strated years ago by heavy shipments of Waltham, Elgin, and other
wat-hes abroad at 60 per cent to 75 per cent below their prices to
American consumers, due entirely to the enslavement of American
buyers to American price-fixing watchmakers by the Dingley tariff.

The total wages in the watch industry are 39.6per cent of the fac-
tory selling price, while the tariff is 27.8 par cent.

The protection given clocks and watches in 1919 was $17,000,000,
p .ainst which the Government collected on imports $3,400,000.

There are considerable importations from Germany, as in other
lines, due to depreciated currency. There has always been consider-
able importation of extra cheap clocks from Germany and Switzer.
land, attractive but poor timepieces. Imports of clocks and watches
have run from 12.5 per cent in 1914 to 19.4 per cent in 1920, with
exports in 1914 and 1919 of 8 per cent of domestic production. As
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indicating our ability to meet foreign competition on our standard
grade American timepieces I submit memoranda of the Elgin and
Burlinon watches sold abroad and reimported by a job r and
retailer in America.

(The data referred to is as follows:)

DATA OF WATCHES PURCHASED BY A. E. HOLDER FROM THE CHARLES KEENE Co.,
or NEW YORK.

1. August, 1003: One ?5-year, gold-filled, hunting-case gentleman's watch,
10-Jewel, Sigin movement Dueber case; $23 from Keene. Lowest possible
price quoted by Jewelers in Des Moines, where Mr. Holder was then living,
was $48 for the same standard type of American watch. Some dealers wanted
as high as $00.

2. August, 1908: One open-face, 25-year, gold-filled case; gentleman's size
watch, 21.Jewel, Elgin movement, Dueber case; price, $24.50 from Keene.
Lowest price quoted by Dee Moines dealers was $50 for the same standard
type of American watch. Some dealers wanted as high as $00.

8. December, 1903: One lady's watch, hunting case, 20-year guaranty, gold-
filled case, 15-Jewel, Elgin movement, Dueber case; $11.70 from Keeane. Lowest
price quoted by Dei Moines Jewelers was $25 for the same standard type of
American watch. Some dealers asked as high as $35 for the same standard
article.

4. January, 1911: One gentleman's watch, 25-year, gold-filled hunting case,
21-Jewel, Burlington movement. Do not recall name of the ease manufacturer,
whether it was Dueber or Keystone; $25 from Keene. Lowest price quoted
by Washington, D. 0., dealers, where Mr. Holder was then residing, for this
same standard type American watch, $55.

All of these watches have given excellent service. Nos. 1, 2, and 4 have been
worn by men In railroad and Railway Mail Service. The watches have been
exposed to more than ordinary exposure, to dirt and perspiration from the
clothes of the wearers engaged in such hard, laborious work. Outside of
cleaning and repairs to cases of two of the watches, due to accident, the
movements have not cost for repairs one penny.

AwRnuR E. Howurs, Washfngton, D. 0.

Glucose and corn sugar: Production in 1914, $37,000,000; in
1919, $135,000,000. Made out of American cor, the cheapest food
product in the world, with a total wage cost of manufacture 6
per cent, and yet the duty is 15 per cent, and the House bill
would make it two or three times that. It is exported freely; it is
classed as a trust. The protection given it in 1919 was $17,000,000.
The House bill would give it $40.000,000* Back in 1904, with a
wage cost of only 7 per cent, it had, as a favored trust, 5 per cent
duty on its product of $24,500,000. In 1919 with the protection cost-
ilg the consumer about $34,000,000, the Government collected in rev-
enue only $500. Exports in 1920 were $10,067,880, or 7.4 per cent
of production.

Starch: Wages both pro-war and postwar average 7.7 per cent of
the factory selling price, while the tariff is 12.7 per cent. This gives
the industry $6000,000 of protection, costing the consumer -$12,-
000000 at retail. buty collected in 1920, $100,000. Imports are
negligible, under 2 per cent. Exports were about 12 per cent in
194, and 17.8 per cent, or $9,000,000, in 1920.

Wire, wi r o -and wire work: Production in 1914, $82,000,-
000. in 1919 $162,00,000. Exports in 1914, 16.3 per cent, and in
1919 and 1920, 82 per cent, while imports were negligible, being 1.2
per cent; in 1914, 0.6 per cent. Protection given the industry, $35,.
000,000, costing consumers $70,000,000 in 1920 with customs re-
ceipts, $200,000. As all ordinary steel is made as cheaply here
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as anywhere, undoubtedly the tariff is used against the consumer.
For over 30 years our ateel people have shipped abroad at far less
than domestic prices, while usually holding domestic prices to foreign
prices plus the duty, and often plus ocean freight.

Carpets and rugs (other than rag) : Domestic production in 1914,
$69,000,000; and in 1920, $122,000,000, the increase being almost
entirely in prices.

Domestic producers so dominate the market on Brussels and cheap
carpets generally that substantially none are imported, one au-
thority saying offhand that he doubted if a thousand dollars of
Brussels carpets have been imported in three years.

Imports in 1914, 0.9 per cent. In 1920,8 per cent, being $9,666,000.
More than half' of all imports are Chinese and oriental rugs. On
the better grades, as well as the cheapest of machine-made rugs and
carpets, domestic makers control about 97 per cent of the home
market. Imports are novelties in design or quality.

The total wage cost of manufacture is 20 per cent of the manu-
facturer's selling price. The wage earners in Ainerican factories

t about $40 per week at piece-rate wages against approximately
$5 in England. The American workers are largely Polish and sim-
ilar foreign-born people. The workers in England are more effi.
cient and experienced, so that a tariff of moderate amount is still
needed to cover the difference in labor and lesser differences in over-
head, cost of plant, etc. Authorities have suggested 20 per cent on
Wiltons and 30 per cent on chenilles.

No fair reason can be given for a higher rate on machine-made
rugs than on carpets. The rugs cost more to produce, but the extra
cost is the same in one country as another. The present dtty on
rugs is 50 per cent; on Wilton and velvet carpets, 30 per cent; on
chenille and Axminsters, 35 per cent.

Strong evidence that all these carpets can be produced about a.3
cheaply-here as abroad is found in the fact that at the present rate
of British exchange, and a 30 per cent duty, a standard good-quality
English or Scotch rug landed in New York, duty and all charges
paid costs $78.75, while the same domestic rug of as good quality
is sold at our factories at $65 to $67.50. These rugs are the same
material and construction, except that the Americans are three " shot,"
and the imported only two "-shot," making the domestic rug cost
about 71 per cent more. These prices show domestic producers
neither requiring nor using the tariff now on standard products.
They will use it, presumably, when trade improves, as they have in
the past. When they use it, the cost to the consumer is approxi-
matejly $80,000,000 per year. Against this very considerable sum
the Government collected in 1920 only $4,500,000 in revenue, only
half of this, on competing goods, the bAlance on orientals.

There are few carpet manufacturers in the United States. Strange,
indeed, if they do not, as understood, take full advantage of such
tariff rates as Congress provides.

Buttons: Production 1914, $20,711,000; in 1919, $50,275,000. Ex.
ports in 1920,$3,846,00, or 7.7 per cent of 1919 production. Imports
in 1914, 10.2 per cent; and 1920, only 3.8 per cent. Wages in 1914
31 per cent, and in 1919, 27.4 per cent, against the present tariff of
35.9 per cent. Protection given $13,000,000, which would be $17,-
000,000, if the Payne rates were restored and applied on 1919 produc-
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tion. These amounts to be doubled at retail. Importations are mostly
novelties.

Toys and games: Production in 1914, $13,757,000, and in 1919,
$45,720,000. Expr rising from $809,000, or 5.9 per cent of produc-
tion, in 1914 to $4,189,000, or 9.1 per cent in 1920. Wages in 1019,
26 per cent, against the tariff of 35 per cent. Protection given the
industry, $12,000,000, to be doubled at retail. To one who has visited
Nuremberg it seems almost impossible for any nation to equal Ger.
many in production of inexpensive metal mechanical toys, or that any
nation would attempt it.

Lead: We have an exportable surplus and almost unsurpassed de-
posits of the four great metals, iron, copper, lead, and zinc. In lead
the extent of protection given determines the extent to which less
profitable deposits will be worked. The price to-day is the same,
4.36 centsper pound in London and in St. Louis, which is the market
for our Missouri deposits. The New York price to-day is the Lon-
don price plus the freight. This shows protection not used to-day.
Labor is one-half the cost of mining. Thirty per cent of our product
needs no tariff. Of our imports, 95 per cent are in bond for manu-
facture and reexport. Authorities, with investments in mining, say
that one-third of the Missouri products could be mined at a total cost
of 2 cents per pound, the balance at 21 cents. I

* If we allow for ore in the ground 0.5 cent, for mining 3 cents,
for smelting and refining 0.5 cent, we have 4 cents per pound cost,
selling in to-day's depressed market at 4.36 and usually much higher.
. Labor in smelting and refining, 3.5 per cent in 1914 and 2.9 in

1919, per census preliminary figures. Tariff now 25 per cent, most
of which would be net profit to most mines if used to-day. The
House ill would restore the Payne rate of 1 cents for ore, being
40 per cent, and 2j cnts for bullion and pig, being 50 per cent.
The wage cost in converting pigs and bars into manufactured prod-
ucts averages 6.2 per cent against the present tariff of 20.2 per cent,
which the House bill would double, at 2t cents per pound. This
wage cost is low, because the material is only warmed and exuded as
pipe, etc., from machines.'

The census figures, 3.5 per cent for smelting and refining and 6.2
per cent for manufacture, look low, but have been repeatedly ap-
proved.

The present tariff, now unused by producers, will foster much pro-
duction as times improve. Experts warn us that high tariffs on natu-
ral resources are the opposite of protection to national interests.
High tariffs hasten the exhaustion of reserves that should be con-
served. Germany and other countries legislate with this in mind.

Tin: No deposits in the United States. Two corporations one of
English and Bolivian capital, smelt and refine ore from Bolivia,
our only source of supply, in plants near New York City and in two
small s bsidiaries. They save the long and expensive ocean carriage
to English refineries and back to America.

We smelt one-third of our requirements of 60,000 tons per year,
getting the rest already refined from the richest deposits in the world,
the Straits Settlements, whose metal can not be imported in the ore
because of export duties. The wage cost in smelting both copper
and lead is 3.6 per cent of the selling price. We do not know the
cost for tin. While coolie labor in the Straits costs one-tenth of our.
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labor per day experts declare it no cheaper per unit produced. We
exported 88 per cent of the $97,000,000 of tin plate produced in
1919, using this free tin for this plating. If we leave tin on the free
list we won't have another infant industry of this sort on our backs
permanently.

The 2 cents duty, amounting to $2400 000, would be added to the
price of pig tin. Manufacturers of tin plate and tinware would add
fully 35 per cent margin then wholesalers 25 per cent, then retailers
50 per cent. Consequently the public would pay about $5,2,000, to
be divided thus: T6 two smelters, only one of them asking it, $800,.
000; to the Government, as customs revenue on the two-thirds im-
ported until plants take on this additional refining, $1,600,000; to
manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers, none of whom want it,
$2,832,000. The Government would be unusually fortunate on the
start, because two-thirds is imported instead of 2.7 per cent, as in
the 29 industries in our table, where the Government gets relatively
nothing and all goes to private interests.

*Tin plate and terneplate: Production in 1914, $68,848,000, and in
1919, $97,400,000. Exports in 1919, $37,000, 0 or 38 per cent of
production, and in 1920, $40,45,000. Imports, virtually none, being
0.1 per cent. Percentage of wages to factory selling price in 191
5.8 per cent, and of wages plus superintendency, 6.9 per cent.

In the five years, 1902-1906, the wage cost of converting the black
steel sheets into tin plate, per box of 100 pounds, was 19 cents, or
6 per cent of total cost of the box. The steel sheets then cost $2.04;
the pig tin, 63 cents; flux, fuel, and supplies, 11 cents; inci-
deutals, 7 cents; general expense and depreciation, 14 cents; total
per box, $8.18. Nowhere can it cost less. The present duty of 15 per
cent means some $12,000,000 to the makers, if added to prices, as it can
be readily, and fully twice that to consumers with the tinware manu-
facturers percentages added, then the wholesalers, and then the re.
tailers--an entirely unnecessary and wicked total of $24,000,000.

Against this great sum the Government collects in duties in a nor-
mal year, in this case 1914, the paltry sum of $283,000.

Tinware: With tin free and their other raw material, steel sheets,produced very cheaply in this country and exported in huge quanti-

ties the tinware makers are nevertheless given 20 per cent protection
in the fiscal year 1914 against a wage cost on their simple processes
of 14.9 per cent and 19.1 per cent for wages plus all services. Figures
for 1919 not available. Production in 1914, $82,000,000, and in
1919, $284,000,000. The present duty of 20 per cent Virtually em-
bargoes imports, which were 0.2 per cent in 1914 and 0.87 in 1920
and-presumably novelties. Exports are not separately shown and
probably only about 1.5pr cent.. The Payne rate of 45 per cent restored would add 25 per cent,
or some $0 000,000, to manufacturers' prices, if used, and as much
more to jobbers and retailers, who do not want it. It would cost
consumers $80,000,000 above present prices.

If the tinware makers used all their tariff allowance of 45 per cent
in 1914, it netted them $25,000,000, less what they probably passed
back to the tin-plate makers, who then had 35 per cent protection.
This 45 per cent to tinware makers in 1914 if used, cost consumers
on their tinware $50,000 000 against which the Government collected
on imported tinware K0,06. w
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The McKinley and Payne duties on tin plate and tinware were
admirable in conception but excessive in amount. They resulted in
the marriage of an exceedingly rich American widow to a royal
prince, anda charming princess to an American youth. We have
several princesses now; we want cheap tinware.

Corsets: Production $76,587,000 in 1919. Imports 0.1 per cent in
prewar 1914, and 0.02 per cent in 1920. The industry evidently has
complete control of the domestic market under the present duty of
80 to 60 per cent, with a wage cost of 17., or say, half of the duty.
The industry is closely organized in few hands, and produces at low
costs. Protection given in 1916, $53,000,000- this amount to be
doubled at retail if the manufacturers use their protection, as they
easily may.

Automobiles: Output $3,000,000,000 in 1919. The makers asked
for 80 per cent protection, foreign valuation, because they now have
it and showed no disapproval when a lower rate was suggested.
However, the House bill, by means of American valuation, thrust
upon the industry not less than 45 per cent. Exports in 1920, $266,-
000,000; imports, $958,000; wages, 16.1 per cent in 1914 and 16.3 per
cent in 1919, illustrating American supremacy in quantity produce.
tion, with the lowest cost of product in the world and the highestwages per day.musical instruments, organs, pianos, and parts: Production in 1919,

$163,681,000. Exports in 1920 $11,848,000, being 7 per cent of 1919
production. Imports in 1920, 2,615,000, or 1.6 per cent of 1919 pro-
duction. Imports in the normal pre-war fiscal year 1914,2.8 of that
year's production. Wages in 1914, 26.5 per cent of factory selling
price, with wages plus salaries only 3.9 per cent. Present tariff
34.8 per cent. Wages for 1919 not available.

Umbrellas, parasols, canes, sticks, etc.: Production in 1914. $14,-
000,000; in 1919, $25,307,000. Imports negligible, being 1.6 per cent
in 1914, and 0.8 in 1920. Wage per cent in 1914, 15.7 per cent, and
in 1919,.13.2 per cent, against which the present tariff averages 34.4
per cent on umbrellas and parasols and 80 per cent on canes and
sticks. Protection given in 1919, $6,000,000, which doubles at retail.

Hardware: Production in 1914 $73,000,000 and in 1919 $145,-
000,000. Exports in 1914 and in 1919 were 8 per cent, rising in
1920 to 12 per cent. Wages 28 per cent of the manufacturer's selling
price, with the tariff 20 per cent. For many years certain hardware
has been exported at less than domestic prices. Under the Payne
tariff screws were exported at one-half the domestic price; files 40
per cent off, now 20 per cent off. A pipe fitter's tool is now exported
at 45 per cent off the domestic price. We make many types of
medium hardware of hi$h quality as cheaply as anywhere in the
world, baring the passing situation in Germany. Mr. Sargeant,
founder of the Sargeant Wardware Co., said some 20 years ago:

I have no difficulty in exporting those of my products that carry the greatest
amount of the highest paid American labor. I have difficulty in exporting
products that carry either little labor or cheap labor.

Bolts, nuts, washers: Production in 1914 $23,403,000 rising to
$91 655,000 in 1919. Made in automatic machines, a single operator
feeding long rods into a group of them, from each of which finished
bolts come so fast one can not easily distinguish one bolt from another.
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Duty now averages 10.5 per cent, which prevents importations, which
were 0.1 per cent in 1914 and 0.(7 per cent in 1920, against exports
of 7 per cent in 1914 and 8.4 per cent in'1920. The present duty is
small, meaning only about $7,000,000 to the producers and twice that
to consumers.

Brass, bronze, and copper manufactures: With some of.the world's
greatest deposits of the raw materials at bottom costs, and free tin-
production, $487,000,000 in 1919-and the industry closely held, we
are exporting great quantities of heavy and light products at inter-
national p rices, with imports relatively infinitesimal under the present
tariff, which averages from 17.3 to 20 per cent. Our genius for
automatic and semi-automatic machinery is fully evidenced in this
industry. The Fordney rates are higher than the Payne, which
averaged 35.to 42 per cent. This industry is substantiallytwin sister
to steel, iron, and hardware.

Steel and iron: What reason can be given for duties on steel and
iron? We have the greatest ore deposits and production in the world,
minimum cost, maximum efficiency; large exports in all lines, imports
entirely negligible, princili.tly as ballast to the Pacific coast from
Europe, made possible by our heavy transcontinental freight rates.
Shall all America be taxed $150,000,000 per year to keep California
from these small imports and to convenience a $3,000,000,000 industry?

Witness this table, for example:

Per cent Per cent of exports Per cent of imports
of wages aWd i p to production to proucton. PresentArticle. OM ando- I tariff

19 1 19I1e8 rate.
14. 9 14. 1914 1919 1911 1920

PIPea:t-iron .................. .5 30. 4 . 10. 81 0.01 0.08 10
Wrought iron .............. 3.8 186 M 2. 11 .8 20

Plates or sheets ................. '20 1 124 9.3 16 .3 .1 12.7

'Estimated.

Friends of this industry say these small duties "steady prices."
Without them "vexatious quotations from abroad would unsettle
buyers, who, after all, could not afford to purchase abroad." This
tariff means hundreds of millions of dollars on our total consumption
in this" iron age," pyramiding from ore to rails, skyscrapers, imple-
ments, penknives, tinware, and scissors. The question of protection
is not involved, as our costs of production are minimum.

Need of increased revenue is given as a reason for raising tariff
rates. It is appalling to note how little the Government gets now
out of the tariff compared to the enormous burden that the tariff
imposes upon the consuming public.

As the Tariff Commission says:
Whenever any article that Is manufactured here Is continuously Imported

in any considerable quantity, the tende-ncy of the tariff is to make the price
of the domestic product as well as the Imported article equal to the foreign
prie, plus the duty.

This means that the American public pays the equivalent of the
duty on domestic products to American manufacturers so far as those
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manufacturers use their protection, while the Government collects onimports only.When Congress fixes any percentage of duty it assumes that this

percentage should be added to foreign prices to bring them up to
our domestic prices based upon domestic costs. That is, if the duty
is 30 per cent the domestic price may be, if the manufacturers so
elect, 130 per cent of the foreign price, and domestic consumers
must pay the prices so made. Says Mr. Fordney, "Whatever duty
you put on is for the purpose of bringing the foreign value [price]
up to our value."

On this basis the amounts voted by Congress for use of domestic
manufacturers at their disc-retion, without check or control, is shown
for 29 industries in the following table. The amount collected
by the Government in duties on these products is also shown. The
Government collects in thousands of dollars and makes consumers
liable in millions. In short, the Government collected $1 for each
$100 it made the consumer liable for. The tariff used to provide
one-third of the Federal revenue; now only 8 per cent. It never
meant so little to the Government nor so much to the consumer.

These manufacturers never showed their cost books nor gave any
proof of their needs. They simply talked to committees of Congress
in loose and general and often disingenuous terms. They now ask
for great increases in their rates, to cost the public additional billions.

As retail prices on highly manufactured articles-excepting such
large or conveniently handled articles as automobiles-are double the
manufacturers' prices-due to their passing through several hands
from the manufacturer to the consumer-these great grants of pro-
tection to industries cost the consumer up to a possible $2,467,000 000
in 1914 and $4,741,000,000 in 1919, as here shown. As these indus.
tries yield only about 30 per cent of all customs revenue the total
cost of carelessly granted duties is very large when those not here
listed are allowed for. The industries were voted sums equal to the
war expenses under which we groan; the Government went elsewhere
for its sustenance. The products of these few industries cost the con-
sumers an average of $40 in 1914 and $104 in 1919. The per cent
of the product going to labor in 1914 was 20.3 per cent. In 1919
it was only 16.9 per cent.

In the old days of sharp competition manufacturers added only
the part of the tariff necessary for fair profits. Competition would
not let them add more. Competition was the protector of the con-
sumer, just as the tariff protected the manufacturer. In time manu-
facturers learned by consolidations and price agreements to add all of
the tariff and to work Congress for more. McKinley failed to see
the danger. He was father to more trusts than Abraham had chil-
dren. Count the trusts incorporated under the McKinley tariff and
note their relation to the McKinley tariff rates, their excessive capi-
talization and high prices. (See Mloody, "The Trusts.") The tables
dn pages 5374-5376 tell part of the story.
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TARIFF HRABINOS.

TA* coat of prote#fox an4 Govermienl revesuee derivea.

[In million of dollars.

Article.

Wool, manufactures of I ......................
Cotto, mantuifacturesoll .....................
Mik 0.:........................
cut y and edgetool....... .......
1., ore bnlil, PI& ma.......
Aluminum wae ..............................
Checolae and eoe" ..........................
Collars nd cuffs .............................

Umbretls and canes .........................
Wit, wire work etc..................
Glassare, IIzCO&1I plte and window tlas..
Oilcloth abd Ulii ..............
Pointsnd varnashes ...............
Asbestos, manufactured......:::........
FM ..............................
ClocsA watches ....................
0oomad a psg .......................
Atartben .tne.....n.wae.....
Flies..........................

Bnttons ..............................
Autoiobes ..........................
Toys an .games........................Ets and ru... ...............

Rn' s ....................................

Hardoa ...............................
Tota, 29 lndustrrlee.. i..............

Payne law fisal year1914.'

TaNf
allow.

to
factur.

efs.

192
!0.5
10
t8
6
7
7
4

33
87
8

17
9

11
a

leS
65
7
2
7

Igo
4

2,
:3
23

1, 3D7

Cost to
coo. Reve-
~ 1 ~l nue

&Low. 001.
ro lasted.

ued.

I4 10.5
490 27.1
170 14.1
20 L

In7 .6
12 .2
14 .1
14 .02

28 .03
8 .8

70 .8
114 2.A
16 .6
08 .4

2 .06
34 1.6
18 1.2
2 .00310 .2J

216 2.8
130 &6
14 &3

4 .03
14 S
8 3.2

W0 2.5

.4m M806

Underwood law calen-
daryear 1w.

I The Faine law was operative only July -Oct. 3 of this fiscal year ending June 30, 1914. I*rates are
spplld to ah entire year beLX te eon~lycensausyear sbowln produton slowe 19M.

v Woven fabrics (ezoepi carpets and wearflg apparel), e1l goods, hoes, and 11 manufactures of these
materials.

I Woven fabrics(except ca-eto, handkerchlers, and wearing appaitl), pile fabries, cloths, tapetries,
lces, and other manufactures nown s cotton small wares.

SWoven fabnes (except handkerchiefs and wearing apparel), laces, embroideries, and al manufaturesthereof.
I Not shown.

You will notice in the above table that the tariff allowance to the
manufacturers is in large figures standing for that many millions
of dollars, and that the cost to the consumer is measurid in still
larger figures, while the revenue collected by the Government from
the various industries is mostly in decimals of one million.

The workings of the Payne and Underwood laws and some of
the effects which the Fordney bill as written or a renewal of the
Payne rates would have upon domestic production and upon the ex-
tension of our foreign trade, upon wages, prices , and the cost of
living are shown in the following tables, and their net cost in thq
last column on pages 5408-5411.

Senator LA Fo. Mr. Miles, will you furnish for the com-
mittee the tabulated statement there to which you have referred, so
it may be printed in full in the recordI

5404

TWrf Cost to

to if tartlY ccl
manu. allow. led
factur- -o
es., Used.

2M. an5 2.9
657 1,11d 'I'L0
214 428 A 3
is 36 .2

13 26 .005
22 4 .01

a 12 .03
35 70 .1I

100 2D .6
31 34 .04

56 112 1.6
17 34 3.4
37 34 .0005
6 12 A0

192' 354 .6
94 1M 3.4
6 12 .8
4 8 .01

780 975 112 24 10
40 80 3.4
A3 106 (1241 i8(s

2%,063 _1 F 2

Rae.
ROTen D

ed Cal.

so6
8Z 4
23
L9
.21.05

.04

.04.2
2

of,

.1
Z I

18%2
2

.6

.7
& 434



R~elction of customs tapiff rates to production wvages, trade veniion and coat of iving.'

Industry.

Cotton manufactures (nM
including carpets, hand-
k~thieb, rnd wwuing
aprSI): gooftnctudg

la€uZnndt cyc ofth
and pile fabrics in-
cdudngtapsmtri....

Other manufactures
knowu as "Ootton
amall wares")) .......

L,€eetc ...............

TOWal............

Rok manufacture (not in-
cudlnandkerchlsband

W = a 1=, ) ..........
Lam eembcieiete.
Allotherrmanuacturei;

Total .................

Domewic production Dafu-
facturer .Salto prces. Domestic exports, value. Imports for consumption, value.

5
Per cent of ex-
ports to produc-

Uon."

6

Per cent of Im-
ports to pwoue-

tion

1914 Iq9 1914 1919 1IM 1914 1919 I= 1914 1919 rtx 1914 1919
! ion 199 ion

I

548.72.05 51,4877,000 52,84,62 3151,997,817 =38,129395 516.58,84!119,594,187 W312 8,6121
I 5.8 10.1 14.8 4.0 15 4.0

199,366,094 670,757,842 11,621,701 64,99,339 81,133,5982 10,942,058 12,M,142 , A&,204 t
13,206,785 29,396,853 22,457 1,731,675 1,629,409 33, ,126 1 14,O009 121,485,43 1.8 5.9 &5. 7 4&0 73.1

70,3,93 2,8787,9%140,M9.783 218.722,831 320,916,548 61.3a2,38 45,712.08 107,293,9K &.8 10.01 15.1 &.7 21 4.9

17L U 33M,10,2,7 %,775,079 16,56,*= 29,562,4021 27,749,9611
2,621 5,3,000 2,37 . 4.24,179 5,002,855 7,024,= .9 2.3 2.2 12.0 .7 7.7
2 ,6,241,782 03%2 13,721,07 19.981,001 3

254,011 2 7 71,. 2,307,605 16,467,158 15.M,915 30,458,507 4%2M,344 ,SA.766 .9 2.3 . 12.0 8.7 7.7

Wool manuaettreu. indud-
ing hId oods (except car-

F'et goods .............. 13.692,76
Woven ........ 270,721,509
).ao .. .. } 10876,.o I
Ailotbermanutacturu1 -

731 743.0 0
331,216.5741.

1.68. 199 25,516,017
8,081,817 46N,864

27, 4 64,4M
&,%1 m 1 .&9,13
681.=6 106,&2,4.4W 9.6'o,T,,'

1.666199; 27,M,2* 1 33,307,S1 25,389,608 . 9,390.301 '128,610,756 .s 1.0 8 .31 .9 2.6Toa .............. - 393 177.144 1 1.14.189. 114
I - I -~= I = - -



Rdoio of customs twfaf ra to po&d, wage, &a* =ensu, aid cost of liWng-C.tinued.

industry.

Esery and knit goof,-....
t mms-ne'-cotto or fax.
Uclrad cuffs
Cotoon...........
Cors 3, e ,..,.....

Gloves. les.............
Olmsware. inluIdingp~~

and window glass, as
cutthinl i, nd CpU-

wmarsluding bricksand
Us crucibles pottory
and Ably-adecoratf ..

Qg58y audedge tols:
Table cutlay........
Razos.......... :...
Knives, pan or pocket,

Ali other cutlery.
Edge toob..........

Total .................

Lead:
ore ..............
Bullion and pip and

brs (smeltsigand re-
fl -::...........

Manufactures.....

Total..............

2

Dometeplodutleon manu-
wturers aw prIce DomeSte experts, value.

1914 1919 1914 1919 1=0

23,912,9M
95,813,013

40,580,702
21,%4,109

167,90,254

175.477.140

1711,89,748
=,5,20,039

47,546,949
75,37,532
46,931,095

3%,016,080

293.010,582

4

Imports for eomumlm, ralue.

1914

ooo ooo6 o* I 34,781,57 6 1,37. .. . 3o 475 I 6,1 ,428 11.191. 6 133,677,4Z
... .... ... ... ...... .. .. .... I........ I........32...7...1

.o.............

3, 7.,623

4.3,%241

771,219
2,M,982

623,693

24,7%,661

6.582,24

816,142
3,58&76

9,397.623

,5,619
3?. 711 I

9,366,899

10,787,047

21,03535,84

37,423
6,152,848

2061,748

NI.22R

11.107,.0

8.285,365

,2,1011.085.14

5

Per cent of ex-
porlto prodno.

tio..

1914 1919

6.4 .6
... * ooooo

2.2 6.4

2.5 2.2

Per oent of im-
ports toprodo.

ti.

2.3

.34

.1
43.3

4.5

1919

1.7

.2

.5
13.2

t0o
1919).

0.8

.3 w0

.02 *i

8.1 P4

2.2 1*

3.8

5.66,000 4.M82,906 168,623 2,37M.%49 3,4.8,756 257,377 43,435 241,K12 3.0 48.9 71.1 4.6 .9 
4,912,000 24,6.3,423 472,237 4,150,113 5,715,081 473,045 70.462 42h,94 9.6 16.8 -=2 9.0 .3 L7

4,085,0O 6,624,514 3,1 1,302 139,442 &A W6 2 31.9 Z I KS4,n,0 2SM,0q 507,20 3,606, 3 .M0"1 a

6. 00 00 1 1,1,0 6,1,0 5,N41 M,. 21540 63,o0 7.8 .8 24

25,541,000 ,17Y,82 2,3298 165,1%M 19.077,30 2, 9.356 46&745 1,&M, 381 1).02L3 3D.7 11.4 .8 3.0

............................................. 147,2%4 196,363 90W,619 .3 .9 4.2

2,13,32 33.425 6,207 ,815~m 25. ,811l ___ ..
171,578,587 192,615,0001 %5,0,979 2,948,79 418,455 1.,56031 7,28,321 .8 1.4 .28

7,430,957 16,802 ,0,00 3,3%.2S1 0, = 17,815 25,81 -- ., 
"

1 . .1 1 .2

179,009.5 9,457,0 2.610,m 8,10371 6,M33, - 5,930 o .760,209 8,16391 . 4 3.81 3.1 .3 .8 19



19,507,46
38.,7 810

2.711,97

143.r62,91
2.813,57

3G, :7414

63857,473

75,=130
M ,794M3
20.504,34
50. 275 164
4N, 110,081

550,931.349
23,66,57

757.891
336,940 21,3*,101i 9,047.918 73",303

5, l1,792 w5,550,619 101.949
54,372 3,296,65.7 3, 4, .10 2,122,41

727,07 "1,67,730 5,202,27 1,7 = 7,.329
7.256,31 25,50A 425 2K66.06 2 .. ,'7

687,073 3,Z31,97 4,431,132 396.15

12D,215
1.216 ,4

257,381

M',561.

100.471

1, 222,101 2.X
3,18,0r1 4.9

618, 450 24.44

252 27.1
8.6 7.7
&.41 7.6
7.31 K.2

14.7 18.5S

3.81 .03
2.0, .2
1.8; .2

10.2.3.2
7.3 .2
1.6 .3

14.2 Li

AhMinnm W ............
Cbocoha" 8rvd c . .........
sum .................
Buttons..............
Oilcloth and linollam.
Paints and varnisbn...

FwM
Dtmed on the skin...
tHUN fur-felt ............
Gamant an other

manuhnesro,4 .......

Tos.... ........

Automobiles ad Pns a ...

Co aks and watcbm

oC al ...............lonma nd on p

Tacho .................

Swiell..................
U pmw t .....fo .........

rome -...............
Toys nd gam ............
Qtllosnd rulW(othvtkn

Hdam r ...............

.MM31,000 3,011,21,426 33,.19 Wo 151,6,130 2M,40,581 1 1,354, 5 3 0.0 5.2 5.3 j &8 S .2 .01 .03

11,031,720 23,390,190 1,55M=725 3,=.514 4,7,972 931,0401 157, I, 531,09 14.618.8 21.0 8.4 .7 13

23,120,815 53,016,29 1,400.424 Z273,013 2,143,463 3,344,16j 12,.466 14,20,.07 6.3 4.2 4.0 14.4 23.0 26.9

34IA3 76,425,489 3,013,149 6,13,M9 7,043,433 4,275,208112,379,00 14,791,142 &S &0 9.21 5 12. 2 19.4
I , 1* -

38.,62 134,43209 4,56,919 15, 13,94 10,0670 W 9,073 3,040 5 124 11.3 7.4 .0 .00.
15.763,781 51, .070 1,M,230 15,562,165 8,945.= 440.425 2=,615 813.849 11.0 30.1 17.3 2. .5
13,3 25,307,391 29,9 651,137 746,401 1 1.2 2.7 2.9 .6 .2 .8

81,861,012 162,131,236 13,137,636 51,210,434 2,017,723 961,024 261,473 W,914 16.3 31.6 32.1 L 2 .2 .5

41.769,394 0,513,214 2,%05,463 10,403,112 9,31,996 490.20 316.457 0.90 5.0 115 10.1 1.2 .3
1A7^6,748 43,720,000 X9,120 2,80M2 9 4,IS, = 9,090,0 2,6M5,52 9,68,5 5.9 .3 9. 6.2 21.2

69, 12115 12 19o4,0 ....................................... I 4,7W 79 2,90755 96661 . . 9 2.4 7.973,319,W9 144. tZ4.OOD , ,1 1,18.8 17, 174.& 8 t............... ' . ...... '...""-' "i'
- .m. m --............. ........... . ......

Oratnd t t.l.... j67,619.7, 10.008,368,948

ir dutle,
137.619.481 704.1IM 0001 941,M0S791j1190,436.j5l* 4.605 1295&-257,09 1 &7 8.51 8.61 &2 1 L4 1 %.7

old

W~

20=,3.53,127111,= 3090973 1I.1141" 15.1

17 3.,7 72,44,7 2,=,85 4,111,63 I . j .0 Ll 1.5

276,123,W4 870,4 0 7.474,873 6,613,M 5,764,424 .W,111 7,192,606 LO 2.7 2.4 .9 2.1 2.6
- - I ..-.. _ I - -



Relation of muowa triffrtes to Productio ,o ag, trd mention, and cm of liring-Cotinued.

Industry.

Cato manufacum (notbdndwx cupp", hand-
kenth s, and wearfn
apiSTl'l: goods (ind.d

Ing Plain ad fancy
dothsandpriefl
Inclu din :

(known as "Cattonk
small Warm.") % ...

lamveft ..............
Tol .tal . . .

Silk manufacture (not In-
cluinghdkercl~saM
wearlng apparel):

Woven fails.

lltbwotaml

wool Zmanuftetures, in-
cindnfltW goods (ex.
oqit eapeft and wearing
ap

7

Domestic wa

1914

3,40% OI 6 F5V

Per cent of wa to
docnsal manu-
tacturer's selling

1914

WM

21.6 2.0

M35.4

1919,
V;;;mb

9

Tariffs. average ad valorem rat..

Payne
iaw,

Imports
1913(fical).

4&.4

U .$

Under-
wood i

(calen.
da).

I .42.5 Wl W5,2.340 II1 24E21 ML 31 M.d 32

47.10% 49 112 I 09

2,069.241 4,640,60

1.5 22.7

t951 27.7

1W!3 2&.2

15.7

12.4

SL.9
62.6
U97

.. .5.0. 5

95.5

Fordn" bill, 1921.,

Apparent rat , Actual rates,
as written in blL. Amnerlan valuation.

22.91 2 .3 per cent ....... 49.4 per cent ...... ! 00

23.6 per cent...:.... 49 per ct .......

45 per cent ........ US per c nt .......
.... .............. *... .................

31 per Cent ........ 0-74 per cent .....
@12 percent ........ er cent .......
31 per cent ........ o- 4 per cent ......

45&2
ft0
30.1

42.6

35.0 44percent ........ 173.3-236pereaut... 624

.0

Per cent
tariff rutm
to wa"

it

Tariff protlcUon to minu.
factuner (in millions at
dollars).

A.

1914
(=Ym), "

B.

(chO-n.dar),

C.
P~a

to 19

1411 ......... I ......... I .........

.oo.°o°° =Mon..

.......... o°°°......

85 " 14 240



Wovenab . . I ?I M.-a 3.0 1 44-,8 percent ..... 73236 percent ...... ...................

Tot. a.. . , 1.. ......72,,615 19 22.1 1&6 9. 0 1 .............. .. .............. 1 253- 538

Hnslety and knit goods.-... 50,738,151 124.9K1630 2.01 2=4 17.61 72.0 *..9 35-0 percent .. - 7peroeut... 313 2101 108 192 294t

=l in=l %- otton or r 19,19,( 7 2s,=014g 20.0 7 12.08 .0 30-% 31 perCent. 70-4 percent..... 230 II.321 a 2
cotton. 11 .....

1 I 3. centsperdoen7.428,47 cotto2 29.6 15.6.. 49.12 1.of~ and 17.pc per cent.29 9 1197 0.2 7. 5Iv W040Oi3percentplas... 70140prcent 29 231 14 22 6
GIoyi, e ............. 4,=54,350 I x,091,34. 21.0 1 27.s 17.2 45.4 13.7 137.erentplus.. 107percent ... 21 7R 7 6 is

4aswatre. tncludingplto M9,943,405i 10,990,117 35.7 42.2 23 51.5 35.2 240 percent .... 62-12Dpereont.::. 144 124 57 100 131
and window clasem.cutting mirrors and Oi-tcalgoods.

Farthon, one and china 71,745,247 1ox,557,300 41.0 6 37.0 1 .2 47.6 10-S0percent ..... Z210 percent.... 142 127 65 4 108
wa. ncludlinK Mcks

muinmn...inmde.. | - - - -

II,.'

_.20500 ,5,0 I0. r 67.3m 75. 49. HI . I RH m
.,dg ..t lev. .......... , , o 1 $ 37.8 43. 2.2 3 .0 ...................

Tazors .............. 0. 8 20,,3,0,711 t 35.5 4. 1 .0 .3. ................ 1 1......

Knives. 15n .7 pocket ......... .....
...... ... 0........ c . .........

-Ar o c ..... U7 4, " ................ in-= pnr 4ent 1,3..2 ......... ......... .........
Edtoch'...... i' ... ..ii.... . .2.6600 ,,,41'7li.. 3 '7.'" 3&"".S 5Z I. 3D.O ................. ..... ........ ...... ...... ......... ......... .........

Total .............. 96.000 2D.0497M 3&7 44.0 3.2 99.4 39]:............... ............... 28 1747 10 ~ 1 0 4
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TARIFF HEARINGS.

Mr. MiLr.s. Yes, Senator. These tables show that the United
States was helped rather than hurt industrially by the war. It is by
far the greatest manufacturing nation in the world showing in 1919 a
total production of manufactures of $62,000,000,O0 as reported in
the census, but only about one-third of that, or $20,000,000,000, when
allowance is made for duplications.

This allowance, by the way, is important.
It is erroneous to state our exports of highly finished manufactured

products in percentages of this $62 000,000,000. In this gross total, for
instance, hides are counted and then recounted as leather which is
again counted in shoes and handbags. So pig iron is counted, and then
recounted as castings, which are again counted in machinery. In com-
paring exports of highly finished products with this census total
either this total must be divided by three or the highly finished ex-
ports multiplied by three. We then see that we are getting on better
than usually reported; with this further advantage that these exports
carry a minimum of raw materials, which we should conserve, and
a maximum of wages and intelligence, which we want to expend.

Our most highly protected industries are now exporting great
totals, showing less need of highly protective duties than heretofore;
among these industries being cottons, glassware, cutlery, furs, auto.
mobiles, chinaware, and hosiery. Our imports of highly finished
products, prewar and postwar, have been so small a percentage of
domestic production, often only from 2 to 8 per cent, that it seems
foolish to wish to restrict them and further lessen our enjoyment
of articles of taste and convenience.

In the 29 highly finished industries shown in our table export,
increased from $1 37,619,000 in 1914 to $941,609,000 in 1920, or 700
per cent, while imports increased only from $190,437,000 to $293,-
258,000, or 50 per cent.

The most remarkable fact concerning imports is not indicated by
figures. Our imports of highly finished products are three-fourths
noncompetitive, in that they differ in quality or design from domes.
tic products, and are of a kind that domestic manufacturers are
generally indisposed , produce. Our genius and the nature of the
domestic market impels us to "quantity " production. Three weeks'
inquiry in New York City failed to find a piece of cotton cloth made
abroad and retailing here at less than 40 cents per yard against
the same cloth of domestic manufacture. Scarcely a yard of silk is
imported of the kind commonly used, except only the thin, Japanese
silk used for linings, which only one domestic manufacturer seems
disposed to make. So of woolens, hosiery, glassware, chinaware,
collars and cuffs, furs, and other highly finished products. Strictly
competing products are virtually embargoed, not, presumably, af-
ways by ihe tariff, for some rates are low, but in the latter case by
the genius and energy of our manufacturers and wage earners. The
tariff wall now is so high on most highly finished products from
abroad that they retail here at three times the foreign manufac-
turers' sales price, or 50 per cent more than the same goods retail
abroad. These high tariff rates invite domestic manufacturers to
agree upon and enforce such prices as they want up to the top of the
tariff wall. Any such increases as the Fordney bill with its Ameri-
can valuation clause proposes would so advance prices of imports
of this kind as to virtually stop the revenues of the Government from
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such imports and to cause them to be bought only by such few rich
people as are careless about prices. It is much that way now.

Tio present tariff rates, which were generally low when made, now
give nearly twice the protection, measured in dollars that the exces.
sive Payne rates gave in 1914. The Senate is urgea to reenact the
Payno rates. Pages 540-5411, column 11, show the incomprehensible
total that this might cost when prosperity returns if the manufac-
turers get it and pass it on to the public with the usual increase in
prices.

The National Employment Conference declares that high prices
are at the bottom of much of our difficulties. The Forlney bill
would add billions to prices the American consumer would have to
pay. The United States still needs protection, but of a moderate
sort. Our factories will be continuously from a fourth to a third idle
unle-s we have great foreign markets.

There are only four great manufacturing nations in the world-
Great Britain, France, Germany a.til the United States. There
seems to be much fear of a revitalized Germany; fear that she will
be able to manufacture all kinds of goods so cheaply that she can
undersell us here and in the markets of the world. An essential
factor in meeting this competition is to deflate the tariff and thereby
reduce the cost of production. This deflation will save consumers
about $4,000 000,000 annually, and then will follow deflation of
prices and of costs of production. Congress objects to high prices,
and yet it is the chief offender, because it makes the first prace ad-
vances in superprotective tariff rates upon which pyramiding acts
to the limit. Congress, by deflating the tariff, can cease furthering
Germany's advantage /rom high living and production costs i the
United States against low costs in Germany. We can keep German
products out of the United States, but we can not keep them out of
the neutral markets of the world; and if the factories of the United
States are to be kept busy, they must go more and more after foreign
markets. This means tariff deflation.

I dislike to mention undervaluations, because to me the dishonesty
concerning undervaluations is in those who are willfully making the
public believe that there are over 5,000 known cases of aishonest val.
nations annually, when there are so few as not easily to be estimated.
Undervaluation cases mostly concern honest entries at actual pur-
chase prices believed, however, by the appraisers to be below the
general market prices in the country of purchase at the time of ex-
portation, which latter prices are required by the law.

For instance John Wanamaker, in our early days of golf, em.
ployed a Scotch expert who secured the control in America of the
famous Silver King golf ball by an enormous purchase contract at
15 per cent below current prices in England, the country of manu-
facture and sale. Unfamiliar with our law, this expert entered
several shipments at his cost price and was amazed when heavily
penalized for not entering at the higher current English price. Such
errors of judgment constitute over 90 per cent of so-called under.
valuations. The penalties are too severe to be risked by importers
desirous of staying i the business. You can make them heavier
if you wish. As you doubtless know, experts now say, after recent
exhaustive consideration. that with 25 more valuation experts abroad
there will be no fraudulent undervaluations of consequence.
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America's first tariff: This has a lesson for us. It was framed by
Alexander Hamilton and passed on July 4, 1789, being the first act
of Congress under our present Constitution. It was plainly written,
so that each Member of Congress knew what he was voting for and
the people knew what they were to pay for.

In this first tariff only saltpeter, crude metals, wool, cotton, dyes,
and furs were free. The minimum rate for ill else was 5 per cent.
The purpose of the act is stated in section 1: "It is necessary for the
support of this Government, for the discharge of the debts of the
Umted States, and the protection of manufacturers."

The protective rates on highly-manufactured articles were in the
language of the law [part of the first American tariff, referred to, is
as follows]:

On all looking-glamies, window mid other glns (except Ilnek qutrt oitle);
all china, stone, and earlhenwnre; gunpowder; all paints ground in oil; shoe
and knee buckles; gold and slver lace. and gold and silver leaf, 10 per cent
ad valorem. On all blank books; all writing, printing, or wrapping paper,
paper hangings and pasteboard; all (ablnet wares; all buttons; all saddlesi: till
gloves of leather; all hats of beaver, fur, wool, or mixture of either; all
millinery ready made; all castings of Iron and upon split and rolled Iron;
all leather tanned or tawed, and all manufacture of leather except such as shall
be otherwise rated; canes, walking sticks, and whips; clothing, ready made;
all brushes; gold, silver, and plated ware, and on Jewelry and pa. te work;
anchors, and on all wrought, tin, and pewter ware, 7T per cent ad valorein;
playing cards, per pack, 10 cents; carriages, 15 per cent.

The action here quoted is in length about one.fifth of the whole
tariff. Manufactures were 71 to 10 per cent. Only carriages were
higher.

American craftsmen were already unusually capable in several
fields. Their tendency to take the American market from competi.
tore in the mother country and England's retaliatory legislation be.
ing one of the provocatives of the Revolution. Contrast these rates
for truly infant industries with the present rates of three to five
times these amounts to the most successful industries in the world.

This first tariff occupies three pages of large type in the Treasury
volume on American tariffs, each page being about the size of the
Fordney bill. Half the space is given to specific duties on foods and
a few manufactures, one page to drawbacks on reexports. The re-
mainder is quoted above. Contrast these three pages with the 338
pages required by the Fordney bill for its circumlocutions, for the
bewilderment, ana deception both of Members of Congress, not 15
of whom knew what they were. voting for, and of the public that
could never know what' it was paving for. The jockeying silk
schedule in the House bill is longer'than the whole tariff that fair.
minded Alexander Hamilton wrote. It is easier to write a clear and
just protective tariff than the sort Ave have had for 40 years. An
obscure law invokes suspicion, if not offhand condemnation. All
recent tariffs contain dozens of provisions purposely made obscure by
interested persons misusing the good will of Congress and costing
untold millions oi dollars, and with no more relation to protection
than pocket-picking to hard labor. This is commonly known among
the industrial interests. These provisions were injected in the name
of labor and American institutions.

It is unpleasant to speak of the fundamental difficulty in our tariff
situation for a generation, its dishonesty.
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We are an honest people, manufacturers are honest, but there has
developed in the domain of the tariff a special code of morals like
the code for poker that disregards common rules. Everyone knows
this. Manufacturers know it and most of them hate it. Only a few
of them appear before committees of Congress, being those mostly
with axes to grind, often using every form of indirection and of
disingenuousness. I know because they tell me so. It may be neces-
sary sometime to give the unhappy particuilars. Said a great woolen
manufacturer after their hearing before the Payne committee, "If
I had to listen for two weeks to the sort of stuff we ave this com-
mittee to-day I would be a rank free trader myself." Said Chairman
Payne to me, in humiliation and regret, "I could change the woolen
schedule just as easily if they would-only let me."

Overprotected manufacturers are deanding the reenactment of
the Payne rates. This justifies comment on the genesis and excesses
of that law and others of its kind.

The McKinley tariff of 1890 was five times higher than Hamilton's
tbriff, written 101 ears before. Its title stated its purpose: "To
reduce the revenue.' Col. George Tichenor, later chief of the Board
of General Appraisers, who drafted the law, said, "President-elect
McKinley is well aware that the controlling purpose in the prepara-
tion of the McKinley bill was to dispose of and prevent the accumu-
lation of surplus revenue." Consequently many rates were made
higher than they otherwise would have been and articles were put
upon the free list that should not have been,

There is protection for you. Many articles embargoed, and others
deserving protection put on the free list. Dozens of trusts were
quickly formed behind this tariff wall of exclusion to exploit the pub.
lie, which showed its resentment by giving the Republican Party the
first defeat in its history. There followed, in 1894, the Democratic
Wilson law--" a tariff of perfidy and dishonor," said President Cleve-
land, who refused to sign it. It reduced the McKinley rates only
4 per cent.
Then came the Dingle, law of 1897. It was 15 per cent higher

than the McKinley. .The Dingley rates were made high for trading
purposes in making treaties of reciprocity," said Senator Dolliver.

I know because I was on the committee that made them." The
Senate under pressure withheld approval of these treaties, so the over.
protected interests were another 15 per cent ahead.

An angry public saw trusts multiply and prices rise. It reelected
the Republican Party, however, in 1908 on its candidate's pledge of
revision downward and the platform pledge of duties that measured
the difference in costs of production here and abroad. There fol-
lowed the Payne tariff of 1909, which violated all pledges by vir.
tually reenacting the Dingley rates, its duties running from two to
twenty times the difference in costs of production here and abroad.
For the second time in its history the party was defeated, as Chair-
man Payne predicted.

Easier competition abroad and relatively lower costs at home
would make the Payne rates now a curse to industry and to inter.
national relations. They would enslave the public, lower wages,
raise living costs, foster trusts and profiteering, and keep our fac-
tories short of work unless they again got foreign business at a
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third to a half of domestic prices as in the Payne days. They would
make friendly nations that owe us $18,000,000,000 permanently un-
able to pay us. The entreaties in French papers for two years
would continue: "Don't buy from the United States. No ill-will,
but if you buy your country can not pay." There would come
quickly a change in political power and the distress of another
tariff revision.

Our Nation can't live in prosperity or honor until Congress puts
every tariff witness under oath (as the Underwood committee did,
he it said to its honor), compels him to submit his cost books, which
he can do with utmost convenience if required, and fixes his rates
upon the basis of ascertained facts instead of disingenuous conver-
sations. We could stand loose ways when competition was in force
and kept prices down; also when we were not requiring foreign
markets for our manufacturers, and low living and production costs
both for home and foreign consumers. We can not stand it now,
with competition weakened, or lost, with price-fixing on every hand,
and foreign markets necessary to prosperity.

In Athens, the supremely great republic of antiquity, as Bryce
says in his Modern Democracies, if any citizen gave the general as.
sembly, the congress, bad advice which it followed, he could be in.
dicted by any citizen whatsoever, and if convicted was liable to
banishment or death. There would be a considerable shortage of
manufacturers who have come before your committee if they were
so indicted.

Senator MCI&AN. That is, if a legislator introduced a bill in Con-
gress, he ought to be hangedt

Mr. Muzs. No, sir; but if any citizen in Congress or out, misleads
the legislature the fountain of law, his life was as nothing as against
the purity of this fountain of law, of social and economic order.

Gloves: I find here a statement on gloves. The United States
may be called the bare-handed Nation. Ita Republican Congresses
have required its male population to go without glove& Standing
at the entrance to the House of Representatives I sometimes wonder
if any of its Members wear gloves. My newest pair is twoyears old,
and inquiry* seldom finds a man with a newer pair. Few self.
respecting men would pay the prices of recent years though cold and
soiled hands are an uncomfortable and unhealthy alternative. Why
not make cleanliness and health a consideration in the next glove
schedule.' One had to go to Europe in prewar days, where gloves
were half our prices, to learn how comfortable they are.

Factory prices of gloves advanced from $8.15 per dozen pairs in
1914 to $24 during the war; another quality from $18 to $44- an-
other that was $1.25 in 1914 was $23 in eptember, 1921. thesee
prices were about doubled to consumers.

To most women gloves are, by custom, about as necessary as
stockings. To the Payne Republicans, however, stockings were
luxuries being dutiable at 72 per cent, though made as cheaply here
as anywhere, while leather gloves were then averaging 45 per cent.
The Fordney bill rates stockings about 75 per cent and leather gloves
80 per cent.

Our women must now wear imported gloves with the present
vogue of thin dresses, because there is no real women's kid.-glove
industry in America, we are assured, even after years of protection,
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and no workers capable of making good women's kid gloves, although
a few good men's kids are made-from imported skins.

For 20 years, barring the war period and the present days of dis-
tress, the industry has been so overprotected that it could force its
coarser quality upon the public at profitable prices.

Its lambskin oversewn gloves are to-day $12 per dozen against
$9.25 at foreign factories. The domestic quality is so inferior in
workmanship that the leading store in Washington will not even look
at samples. Domestic lambs-kin pique are $9.25 per dozen, against
$8.75 foreign, with similar differences in quality. These last prices
show only 1(per cent higher prices for domestic than im orte and
no need of protection. Retailers say that American cape gloves-that
is, goat or dog skin-both men's and women's, are made as good in
quality and at as low cost here as abroad. Women's cape gloves are
sold to-day by American factories at $16.50 per dozen, against $16.73
at European factories showing a lower factory price here and no
need of protection. Some great stores prefer the foreign quality,
however.

Mfens' goat and dog skin "cape" gloves are priced by domestic
makers to-day at 13 per cent above foreign factory prices, showing
just the duty added. Any duty will be added to factory prices
and pyramid to double the duty at retail.

Undoubtedly domestic production would be greatly stimulated by
improvements in quality, and a low tariff on cape gloves would re.
qmre this improvement. Inspection of factories shows the work
to be usually little skilled and very rapid.

The Payne duties averaged 45 per cent against 21 per cent total
wages in those days. To-day the duty averages 13.7 per cent againsL
wages of 17.2 per cent or three-fourths of the wages. The glove-lobby
has been insidious and expert at tariff manipulations. The House
bill would raise the duties to 80 per cent or more, being five times
the present rates. Domestic makers would use this or other high
rates as they used their war-time opportunities.

Glove leather is protected 10 per cent, which may add 5 per cent
to domestic cost of gloves.

Only $950,000 of this leather was imported in 1920. The pro-
duction of gloves in 1914 was $21,600,000, rising in 1919 to $46,-
800,000, the increase being mostly in prices.

The protection given the industry in the fiscal year 1914, Payne
law, was $7,000,000; in 1919, $6,000,000. The Fordney bill would
make this $15,000,000. These amounts would be doubled at retail.

The glove tax is an especial burden to the army of men and
women office -workers who must have hands both clean and warm
upon entering their work places. Most glove schedules have been
determined by political manipulation rather than essential fats.

An attempt is under way by manufacturers in the American
Valuation Association to flood Congress 'With cooked-.up petitions
from wage earners in behalf of the American valuation clause.
It will-be fair to consider these petitions from wage earners as if

signed only by the 30 overprotected manufacturers who constitute
the executive committee of the American Valuation Association.

At least 26 of these 30 men are officials in overprotected industries
that enjoy, under unjust tariffs, a virtual monopoly of the American
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market, except for the temporary German situation, which situation,
as the counsel of the American Valuation Association has told me,
can not be corrected by the American valuation clause.

Ths association has written manufacturers throughout the country
inclosing for their use a scare circular headed "Wake Up, Workmen.
Your Jobs Are in Danger;" also a petition which each manufacturer
is to have his employees sign. The letter of instructions says in
part:

The voice of the employees hw not yet been heard in Washington. It will be the
deciding factor, we believe, in getting quick results on tariff legislation, based on
American valuation.

Will you please see that this appeal and petition Is placed in the hands of every
plant and business organization of every kind in your community? We will send
you as many copies .a you need.

Pleo understand that the success of the tariff legislation that we are now so ear-
nestly working f'or depends very largely upon your efforts in putting before your
Congressman and Senators this d rect appeal from the employeesin your section.

The circular to wage earners makes the statement, false upon its
face, that there is "an unrestricted flow of foreign merchandise into
this country, producing ever-increasing unemployment and jeop-
ardizing our industrial fabric," all of which they are to petition you
to correct by passing immediately "an adequate tarff law based
upon American valuation."

There is not a word in this scare circular that explains the Ameri-
can valuation clause or defines it in any respect to these workmen
who are asked to advise you concerning it. I doubt if 1 per cent
of the petitioners know that the purpose behind this petition is
American valuation. They certainly won't know the. significance
of the clause.

What a way to frighten and mislead workmen, to influence some
Congressman, and to manufacture cheap ammunition for advocates
of the American valuation clause.

Senator JoNqs. Mr. Miles, I would like your views about the bal-
ance of trade in favor of the United States and our expanding our
foreign trade. How can we get paid for our exports?

Mr. MxrFs. Before the war we were satisfied with an international
trade of $3,000,000,000, with an apparently favorable balance of
$300,000,000, which was absorbed by ocean freights, foreign travel,
etc. In those days the United States was likened to a huge stevedore
bearing down to the ships of the sea the irreplaceable heritage of
the ages-the chemical values of the soil, raw materials from mines
and forests--only manufactured enough to get them on shipboard;
for instance, hides, flour, copper, iron, and petroleum, with a mere
sprinkling of highly finished products. She bought back many of
these products in a highly finished state at ten times to a hundred
times their export price. We exported raw materials with just
enough brains to get them on shipboard; we imported the highly
developed industrial skill, the brains of Europe, with just enough
material to carry the brains; for instance, we exported cotton at 14
cents per pound and bought it back from Switzerland in fine hand-
kerchiefs at $40 a pound.

Since the war we have entered all foreign markets with our highly
finished products, and instead of $300,000,000 of favorable balance
we reached $3,000,000,000 of favorable balance and should never be
content with less than $2,000,000,000. We must have this much or
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our shops be idle and wage earners underpaid. Our genius is for
quantity production. Our vast natural resources and large popula.
tion make for this. Opposite conditions make other nations produce
in smaller quantities and more exquisitely. Our cultural develop.
ment requires their products; their common necessities require ours.
We should exchange freely and liberally, subject to our policy of
protection, moderately and considerately applied.

Nothing under providence will so conduce to our intellectual,.cul-
tural, nd economic development as this favorable net balance in
international trade that other nations can pay only by some $2,000,-
000,000 of their securities annually accumulated in such funda-
mental values as water powers, mines, railways, docks, banks, real
estate, and what not. The wealth of the world is not in money,
but in these other things, represented by securities. The rich never
want to collect their principal, but only their interest, safely and
forever. Think of our grandchildren with enough income front
abroad to pay half the cost of government, an income that the for-
eigner can better afford to pay than our West paid our East for the
means of its development. H'ngland's world dominance came in this
way. She owned a considerable part of the wealth of the Un'ted
States in our youth and early maturity. She gripped the good things
of the world everywhere. Think of England's world-wide under-
standing her international ties and appreciations. developed through
trade. Germany followed with a billion dollars net gain annually
in foreign securities. It is now our turn, and in the new brother-
hood of nations we will be as safe as is the citizen of one of our
States in dealing in another State. Our own breadth of intelligence
and our influence will be largely in proportion to our foreign in.
vestments.

Dr. C. A. Eaton, doctor of divinity, economist and publicist, says,
In the Middle Ages the church was ihe agent of civilization, now in.

dustry is the agent of civilization." Dr. Eaton puts it strongly.
Industry is, however, a supreme agent of civilization, and it is for
the United States, through industry, to serve all of the sons of men,
of whom there are 1,500,000,000 in nomnanufacturing nations look-
ing to us to-day for a large part of their manufactured requirements.

You have asked me to extend our analysis to other ind ustries. I
will do this in the revision of this statement.

Senator Jox.Es. Personally I desire to thank you, Mr. Miles. I
have listened to you with very great interest.

Mr. MiL.s. Thank you

AMERICAN VALUATION.

REPLY OF THOMAS 3. DOH]ERTY, NEW YORK, N. Y., TO LETTER OF
R. R. FARROW, OANADYAN COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS AND
EXCISE.'

In a letter dated Ottawa, Canada, September 10, 1921, Mr. R. R. Farrow, Canadiadn
CommLisoner of Customs and Excise, uses the following language: ,

"Mr. Doherty states that the recent amendment to the customs act respe cting
value for duty of goods Imported from countries where the currency is depreciated
was determined upon 'against the advice of the minister of customs and the commis.

I See American valuation (first volume), p. 342.
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sooner of customs, who warned him (the minister of finance) that the legislation was
not advisble, but that he chose to Ignore their views, and the result is they are not
getting the goods they want.' He further states that 'instead of getting a large
revenue from those goods they are getting none at all.'

"These statements are absolutely false and untrue, and were not made by the com.
miesoner of customs to Mr. Doherty, a stated.

"I may add that the bill to amend the customs act in the particular referred to was
introduced in Parliament by the minister of custorns and not by the minister of finance,
and that I, as commissioner of customs, did not speak or write to any minister or official
of the Canadian Government concerning the matter."

These very severe comments of Mr. Farrow greatly startled and shocked me, as I
was entirely unconscious of having made any false or misleading statements or of
having cribed toMr. Farrow any statement that he did not make. Upon examining
carefully the report of the hearing I find that I had quoted things that were said to
me by various persons in the Dominion besides Mr. Farrw, and that the report could
be c OD.4Lued as indicating that Mr. Farrow was the only source of my knowledge.
To this e dent only is Mr. Farrow justified in his criticisms, but he is not justified in
his nm anner and tone of making them.

I dofe.A bound tosay, however, and I do say, that Mr. Farrow told mehe disapproved
the currency measure as it was enacted into law and that he said its effect on the
revenue was the precise opposite of what had been predicted by Its proponents.

You are aware that there is more or lees commotion at these hearis and that when
witnemes are questioned and croes-questioned as they are they do not always attain
perfet accuracy regarding details. That is what happened here, and I freely admit
that a person reading would get the impression that Mr. Farrow was my sole source of
information. As a matter of fact, I talked to a number of persons in Montreal before
going to see Mr. Farrow at Ottawa, and I had n option of crediting to Mr. Farrow the
remarks about the representative of the Canadian manufacturers who is said to have
advised the minister of finance as to the desirability of the legislation in question.

Sometime since I was shown some Canadian newaper articles dealing with this
episode, and it is plain form them that political exigencie in Canada neceitated my
being put in their Ananias club. No consideration whatever would induce me to
utter any falsehoods or make any deliberate misrepregentations about Mr. Farrow or
any other man, and I have not done so, and I feel confident that those who know me
feel the same wa

Mr. Farrow dil not send me a copy of his letter, and I was in total ignorance of it
until too late to insert this disclaimer in the permanent record in connection with my
testimony and Mr. Farrow's letter. I have to request that this statement be made a
part of the permanent record, so that the public will be in possession of all the facts
relating to the incident, and that a footnote be placed immediately after Mr. Farrow's
letter directing attention to the page of the hearings upon which this letter will appear.
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